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PREFA CE

For the peoples living in the Carpathian Basin abundant and extremely varied mineral 
resources have been available. Of these resources, due to the geological conditions, those 
of Neogene age were and several of them still are of outstanding significance.

The prehistoric man collected or exploited these materials from the surface or near 
surface deposits with his primitive tools. During historical times, the situation changed 
considerably, owing to the ever increasing social demands and the development of science 
and technology. The range of mineral resources was largely extended and their exploita
tion from greater depths became possible.

The studies in the present volume offer several examples for the utilization of mineral 
resources from the prehistoric times up to the present, their role in the social and eco
nomic life of the peoples living in the Carphatian Basin. Another aim was to describe 
the process of development from the collecting of the minerals to the up-to-date techno
logies and equipments. At the same time it should be also illustrated that, beside the 
up-to-date tools and methods, primitive implements and procedures, even if to a limited 
extent, are still applied.

The volume contains studies discussing the exploration, exploitation, processing and 
utilization of Neogene mineral resources. Its limits, however, do not permit us to strive 
for completeness. Our purpose merely was to give a historical outline concerning the 
most important Neogene mineral resources.

The papers discuss both the resources utilized in the most ancient times (obsidian, 
flint, rock-salt, etc.) and the recently discovered ones (alginites, zeolites, etc.). Concern
ing the zeolites no independent study is included because the material of the “Zeolite 
’85" (An International Conference on the Occurrence, Properties, and Utilization of 
Natural Zeolites. Budapest, 12—16 August, 1985) will be published separately.

The volume is divided into three main sections. The first section consists of studies 
discussing the geological research, mapping and geophysical exploration. The second 
section includes studies on the exploration, exploitation and utilization of different 
mineral resources arranged in the following subsections: fuels (hydrocarbons, brown coal, 
lignite); ores (ores of precious and non-ferrous metals, iron ore); non-metallic mineral 
raw materials (rock-salt, different minerals and rocks, water); miscellaneous. The third 
section contains only one study dealing with the ethnography of mining. It discusses 
the way of life and traditions of the miners exploiting first of all Neogene mineral raw 
materials.

The volume was edited in and published by the Hungarian Geological Survey. Beside 
geologists, working for the Survey, experts of altogether 12 other Hungarian institutions 
(research institutes, enterprises, universities, museums) are represented among the authors 
of this volume of interdisciplinary character.

It is issued on the occasion of the VUIth Congress of the Regional Committee on 
Mediterranean Neogene Stratigraphy, with special regard to the fact that the Symposium 
on European Late Cenozoic Mineral Resources will be held, within the frame of the 
Congress, for the first time.
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This volume is offered, first of all, to the participants of these meetings but, of course, 
also to every reader interested. We sincerely hope that it will be a useful contribution to 
the historical research of the utilization and to the further successful prospecting for 
Neogene mineral raw materials.

GÉZA HÁMOR
Director

Hungarian Geological Survey
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EXPLORATION





NEOGENE MINERAL RESOURCES IN THE CARPATHIAN BASIN-BUDAPEST, 1985 
VIHth RCMNS CONGRESS-HUNGARY

GEOLOGICAL RESEARCH IN HUNGARY PRIOR TO 1825 AND 
ITS SIGNIFICANCE IN THE EXPLORATION OF NEOGENE 

MINERAL RESOURCES

GÁBOR CSÍKY
Hungarian Geological Institute, Budapest

“Public welfare can be achieved 
only by exploring and exploiting 
the resources of the country, the 
fertility of its soil and the 
treasures hidden in its mountains 
and cliffs.”

(K. A. ZIPSER)

INTRODUCTION

The development of science depends on two factors, i.e. on the personality of the 
scientist, and on the social-historical background. No doubt, progress in science is realized 
through the work of the scientists. I wonder, whether the role of the scientist is the de
cisive factor of this development. The opinions about this question difter videly. At any 
rate, in the 18th century, discussed here in more details, mineralogy as a developing 
science, one of the forerunners of the geology, was assembled from the mosaics of the 
individual pioneering work of Hungarian and foreign scientists. It is also obvious that 
geology or geological research in today’s sense can be scarcely mentioned at that time. 
The little that is to be mentioned belongs rather to the mineralogy and petrology. As 
ENGELS wrote, in his “Dialectics of Nature” , “Geology did not even exceed the initial 
stage of development of mineralogy, and no palaeontology could be mentioned at all” . 
This was the situation at the end of 18th century. Based on this statement we shall try 
to outline the events that took place in this field in Hungary till 1825.

The role, significance and influence of G. AGRICOLA, N. STENO and A. G. WERNER 
are outstanding in the history of the initial formation and development of mineralogy and 
geology.

G. AGRICOLA, laid the foundations of the geology of mineral deposits and mineralogy 
in his pioneering work “De natura fossilium” (1546), and was the first to syntesize the 
knowledge of his time in another work, “De re me tallica” (1556). Thereby he exerted a 
decisive influence on mining in Europe^nd of course also in Hungary, for more than 
200 years, up to the appearance of A. G. WERNER.

N. STENO, of outstanding significance in the history of the development of geolog
ical thinking, established several fundamental principles of general validity relating to 
mineralogy and geology, in his work (“Prodromus”, 1669). His fundamental principles 
were so ahead of his age that their importance was recognized only in the 19th century. 
He was called “the father of modern geology” by HUMBOLDT. In 1669, he visited in 
Hungary and studied the mineralogical-geological conditions of the mining areas in 
Northern Hungary (Selmecbánya, Körmöcbánya, Besztercebánya and Urvölgy).

A. G. WERNER (Fig. 1) is considered to be a pioneer of mineralogy and descriptive 
geology (geognosy), respectively. His work was epoch-making in the history of mineralogy
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Fig. 1 A. G. Werner (1750-1817).

and geology. He systematized all the known minerals in his fundamental work “Von 
den äusseren Kennzeichen der Fossilien” (1774). His theories had a great influence also 
on the Hungarian mineralogists.

THE FIRST, INITIAL EPOCH OF MINERALOGICAL—GEOLOGICAL 
RESEARCH IN HUNGARY

The mining operations led to the knowledge of minerals and rocks as well as to the 
recognition of the regularities of their occurrences. That is why mining can be considered 
the “mother” of the sciences of mineralogy, petrology and the geology. At the same time, 
however, it required the intensive study of rocks and minerals. This requirement arose in 
the Hungarian mining as early as in the 18th century.

Geological knowledge was first summarized by WERNER’s mineralogy. Its publication 
coincided with the initial, heroic epoch of mineralogical-geological research in Hungary, 
carried out mainly in the 18th century. The results and significance of this period are 
represented by the pioneering activities of the nature-observers and explorers who, while 
making efforts to meet the practical, useful requirements of the mining in Hungary, 
dealt also with the minerals of the country. Another requirement, however, that of
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scientific interest in minerals and rocks, reaching far beyond their mere description 
and scientific examination also for mining purposes appeared in that period, too. In 
this period, however, it could not be realized in Hungary yet.

In the course of their work the so-called mineralogists of the period, make observa
tions while collecting minerals, rocks and fossils, and on the basis of their experience 
they wrote their geognosic and topographic studies, considered today the early sources 
of Hungarian geological literature.

Archeological finds prove that the mining operations, also in the territory of histor
ical Hungary, go back into prehistoric ages. The mountains of historical Hungary, abun
dant in mineral resources, were mined for several thousand years. The ancient peoples, 
like the Celts, Dacians, Romans, then presumably the German and Slavic tribes, and 
finally the conquering Hungarians continued the mining operations. The Dacians lost 
their country just because of its richness in gold. They were defeated by the Roman 
Emperor, Traianus and their country was ruled by the Romans as Dacia province, for 
160 years (from 105 till 265). During this period, according to an approximative estima
tion, some 2000 tons of gold were mined and transported away by the Romans. Regard
less of the changes in the ruling nations and composition of the inhabitants of Carpathian 
Basin, the mining of rock-salt and ores was uninterrupted.

The kings of the Árpád and Anjou dinasties made great efforts by their consequent 
mining-developing policies (privileges, the resettlings of the population, measures con
cerning mining law and management) to encourage mining in Hungary. During this period 
the mining o f precious metals was blooming. Some two-third of the export of medieval 
Hungary included mining products (e.g. gold, silver, copper and rock-salt). The increasing 
requirement of Europe for gold was met by Hungary till the discovery of America. Fol
lowing the death of King Mátyás I the general decay influenced also the mining in Hun
gary could boom again only in the course of the slow-rate reconstruction, started in the 
first part of the 18th century.

The idea, put forward by the great English philosopher and statesman Francis BACON 
already at the end of the 16th century, stating that only those disciplines can be con
sidered science that serve the interests of the whole mankind, could be practically realized 
only in the 18th century. This century of the enlightenment was also the century of the 
revolutionary development of science. Moreover, the demand for mineral raw materials, 
as a consequence of the transition to the capitalist period, increased. This very same 
demand started to emphasize also the mission to be performed by science in the economy, 
and urged the solution of the problems concerned. These conditions turned the attention 
of the scientists to the practical fields of science. Finally, the common points of interest 
between science and industry were found, and the scientific results gradually became 
integral parts of the production. During this period engineering as a science also emerged.

Mining and metallurgy played a pioneering role in the technical-scientific development 
and progress. Several technological and scientific problems to be solved were raised in the 
course of the exploitation and processing of the metallic ores, essential both in peace and 
in war-time. Thus, starting from mining and metallurgy, several disciplines originating 
from them (mechanics, machinery, geodesy, chemistry, mineralogy, and geology) became 
independent branches. While chemistry as an independent science emerged from metall
urgy in the last quarter of this century, the mineralogy emerged from mining as one of 
its auxiliary sciences.

At the first engineering colleges (called academies at that time) and schools, where 
mechanics, physics, chemistry, mineralogy and geology were the subjects of the training
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on a scientific level, accompanied also by the practical training in laboratories, experts 
for mining and metallurgy were trained. That is how the Mining Academy at Selmecbá
nya, playing an important role in the history of mineralogy, was founded in Hungary, in 
1763. Among others, this explains the fact that mining in Hungary reached its second 
“golden age” under the reign of Maria Theresa (1740-1780). At that time, both the 
requirements set by the emergence of the bourgeoisie within moderate frames, and those 
of the inevitable efforts of the enlightened Hapsburg absolutism also contributed to an 
increased investigation of the natural resources and the economic conditions of Hungary. 
Mineralogy, as a science emerged, and began to develop in Hungary also at the same time.

This is also shown by the fact that the first department, established at the Mining 
Academy at Selmecbánya, was that of Metallurgy-chemistry-mineralogy where from 
1769 on G. A. SCOPOLI, an excellent mineralogist, head of the department, lectured also 
on mineralogy. Moreover, also in the same period, at the “História Naturális” department 
established at the Nagyszombat University, M. PILLER, a former Jesuit professor lec
tured on the “three reigns of nature” (i.e. plants, animals, minerals) beside the physical 
geography in 1774. Later, at the Academy of Selmec, the Department of Mineralogy and 
Palaeontology was founded (1840). J. PETTKÓ, as its professor working there from 
1843, was the first professor of geology in Hungary. The Department of the Mineralogy 
and Geology at the University of Pest was organized, with the active participation of
J. SZABÓ, in 1850. It means, that lectures on mineralogy and geology considered as 
individual subjects, started at mining academies earlier than at the universities.

As for Hungary, the influence of the mineralogically oriented Wernerian German 
geological school, coming from Freiberg and connected to mining, was the predominant. 
In the first period, the scientists dealing with mineralogy and geology were miners, gra
duated at Freiberg and Selmec, physicians, Protestant and Jesuit priest professors, and 
there were also a few experts of other professions.

The first period of the history of Hungarian mineralogy and geology, will be discussed 
in the present study on the basis of “A magyar ásványtan története” (“The History of 
Hungarian Mineralogy”, 1952) written by S. KOCH.

M. OLÁH, archbishop of Esztergom was the first author who listed the Hungarian 
mining towns and described the mine sites in his manuscript, entitled “Hungária” (1536). 
He dealt mostly with the mining of precious metals, and that of rock salt in Transylvania, 
and also furnished interesting data of mineralogical importance.

According to S. KOCH the first description of the mineral resources of Hungary was 
written by I. CSIBA, a Jesuit professor (1673—1719) who, in his treaty “Dissertatio 
historico-physica de montibus Hungáriáé” (Nagyszombat, 1714), listed all the mountains 
and sites where he considered the occurrence of ores and minerals possible. According to 
the most recent data, however, another work, even older than the above one was found 
(S. I. KOVÁCS-P. KULCSÁR 1972). This work, written by the famous traveller M. 
SZEPSI CSOMBOR (1595—1623) in Latin, was found in the Gdansk Archives in 1968. 
The work, entitled “Disputatio physica de Metallis” (published in Gdansk, 1617) deals 
with the metals and describes also the Hungarian mining sites and their minerals in its 
appendix (Fig. 2). The author is supposed to have summarized his own knowledge in this 
work, since he travelled all over Transylvania in 1611,;was a student for two years in 
Nagybánya, and worked as a professor in Telkibánya from 1613 till 1615. Thus, this 
work can be considered as the oldest mineralogical “linguistic relic” in Hungary.

S. KÖLESÉRI (1663-1732), doctor of theology, philosophy and medicine, general 
inspector of mining in Transylvania, chief physician of the province, the first Hungarian
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Fz£. 2 Title page of the treaty by M. SZEPSI CSOMBOR (1617).

member of the Royal Society of London was a pioneer of mining in Hungary. His work 
“Auraria Romano-Dadca” (Nagyszeben, 1717) discussing the Roman-Dacian gold 
mining was the first outstanding work about the mining operations in Hungary. The 
author, in a smaller study, deals also with minerals found in Transylvania. As for KÖ- 
LESÊRI’s being a polyhistor it should be noted that, even in the 18th century, almost 
all of our most significant scientists were polyhistors due to the lack of differentiation 
in science. This pehonomenon, however, could be considered more or less general all 
over Europe. The separation of the different branches of science began at the end of the 
century and the polyhistors were replaced by specialists.

Several foreign travellers, with different purposes and tasks, travelled around, and 
described the historical Hungary during the past centuries. These descriptions and itine
raries always referred also to the natural wealth, mineral resources, mining, mineral 
waters and medicinal waters of the country. Among them, there were some scientists 
interest or purpose and task. They must have known the two main works, written by
G. AGRICOLA, in which the author thoroughly discussed the mining and metallurgy 
in Hungary (mostly in North Hungary), and described the mineralogical conditions of 
the country. It must have called their attention to the rich mining regions and mineral 
resources of Hungary. Several traveller-explorers visited Hungary in the 17th and 18th 
centuries. They travelled over the mining sites, studied the abundant mineral resources
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and recorded their experience, naturally in the foreign language concerned. Among them
E. BROWN from England, J. TOLLIUS from the Netherlands, L. F. MARSIGLI from 
Italy in the 17th century, R. TOWNSON from England, J. ESMARK from Norway, 
S. STASZIC from Poland in the 18th century and finally F. S. BEUDANT from France 
in the beginning of the 19th century were the most outstanding ones. MARSIGLI’s and 
BEUDANTs works were the most useful for Hungarian science.

E. BROWN (1642—1702), an English physician, travelled on the commission of the 
Royal Society to the East, through the Netherlands, Germany, Austria, Hungary and 
through the Balkans to Constantinople. He studied the social and economic conditions 
of all these countries, with special regard to their mineral resources. He visited Hungary 
between 1660 and 1670. He also visited the mining towns o f Selmecbánya, Körmöc
bánya and Besztercebánya where he studied the mines and their mineral deposits. His 
itinerary, “Account of Several Travels in Hungária, Servia...” was published in London 
in 1673, and later it was translated into French and German.

J. TOLLIUS (1630-1696), a professor from the Netherlands visited Hungary twice, 
first in 1660, and then in 1687. His itinerary “Epistolae Itinerariae” written in the form 
of letters was published in Amsterdam, 1700. His route was nearly the same as that of
E. BROWN.

Among the foreign travellers L. F. MARSIGLI (1658-1730), an Italian military en
gineer, general and polyhistor is outstanding. He stayed and worked in Hungary for 
20 years, participated in the recapture of Buda Castle in 1686 as well as in the liberation 
campaign against the Turks. He did much for Hungary. His pioneering activity is of great 
value in the history o f Hungarian education and science. He is entitled to be called the 
explorer of the Hungarian territory. His work, entitled “Danubius Pannonico-Mysicus...” 
was written in Latin and published in Amsterdam in 1726. It is a very important source 
of science and history of science. In this work he summarizes his observations and ex
plorations carried out in the territory of Hungary. This work of six volumes studied, 
summarized and described the geographical, hydrological, archeological, historical, 
mining and mineralogical conditions as well as the flora and fauna of Hungary. For us, 
volume 3 dealing with the mining and the minerals of Hungary is of the greatest im
portance. In this volume the author describes primarily the ore mining at Selmecbánya 
and its neighbourhood (Fig. 3), and the ore mines and salt mines of Transylvania. An 
overall map, entitled “Mappa Mineralographica Fodinas in Hungária” showing the sites 
of the mineral occurrences was attached to the work. Although this map was still a to 
pographical one, it had already some symbols relating to geology. Moreover, he published 
a map and profile entitled “Iconographia fontis ignei” relating to the rock-salt mine of 
Vízakna, and the burning sources of natural gas at Bázna in Transylvania, respectively. 
They may be considered mining geological maps (Fig. 4).

R. TOWNSON (1758-1822), a mineraologist from England, and a member of the 
Royal Society, spent 5 months in Hungary in 1793 in order to study the geological and 
petrographical conditions of the country. He recorded his travel experience, and scientific 
observations in his book entitled “Travels in Hungary”, published in London in 1797. 
He indicated 13 kinds of geological formations on the topographical map compiled by 
J. M. KORABINSZKY, attached to his book. Contrary to the previous mining and mine
ralogical (mining geological) maps, this “petrographical” map was the first coloured 
geological map of Hungary, thus covering already a larger area.

J. ESMARK (1763—1839), a scientist from Norway visited several mines in Northern 
Hungary, Bánság and Transylvania in the course of his travels in Hungary and studied
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Fig. 3 View of the ore mines of Selmecbánya.(L. F. MARSIGLI 1726)

their mining and mineralogical-geological conditions. He summarized his experience in 
a work entitled “Kurze Beschreibung einer mineralogischen Reise durch Ungarn, Sieben
bürgen und das Banat” (Freiberg, 1798). Concerning this work it should be noted that 
the author made an erroneous statement that reflects his Neptunist approach. He thought 
the Tertiary (Neogene) volcanic rocks to be “clay porphyries” and stated that the other
wise proper statement of J. E. FICHTEL and I. BORN, saying that the regions of Selmec
bánya, Körmöcbánya and Tokaj consist of rocks of volcanic origin, was erroneous.

The important role of S. STASZIC (1755-1826), in the description of Hungarian 
geology has been discovered only recently. STASZIC’s “Carta geologica totius Poloniae, 
Moldáviáé, Transylvaniae et partis Hungáriáé et Valachiae” , a manuscript map, compiled 
in 1806, included the major part of historical Hungary, with 34 kinds of various forma
tions distinguished on the map. This map was published as an appendix to STASZIC’s 
main work “O ziemiorodztwie Karpatow i innych gór i Rownin Polski” in Warsaw in 
1815. In this work the author deals also with the mineral and geological conditions of 
Hungary, paying special attention ot the rock-salt mines, occurrences and saline springs 
in the Carpathians and Transylvania.

F. S. BEUDANT (1787-1852) (Fig. 5), professor of mineralogy and geology at the 
University of Paris, the last travelling explorer of the discussed period, but also the most 
significant from the geological point of view spent 9 months in Hungary on the commis
sion of Louis XVIII, the king of France in 1818. He introduces his geological description 
of Hungary entitled “Voyage minéralogique et géologique en Hongrie pendant l’année 
18Í8” with the following words: “Hungary, that is so very interesting for several reasons 
even now belongs to the least known countries of Europe”. BEUDANT’s excellent ob-
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F(g. 4 Map of the natural gas springs of Bázna. (L. F. MARSIGLI 1726)
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Fig. 5 F. S. Beudant (1787-1852).

serving ability combined with his great erudition resulted in an essentially important 
mineralogical and geological description of Hungary. The work consisting of 4 volumes 
(the first 3 volumes include the description, the 4th volume contains geological maps 
and profiles) was published in Paris in 1822. Translated into German, it was also 
published in Leipzig in 1825. Unfortunately it has not been published in Hungarian yet. 
The author, as an appendix to his work, plotted an overall geological map on scale 
1:1 000 000 covering the whole country, indicating 24 kinds of geological formations.

BEUDANT, contrary to his contemporaries, was not content with the mere mineralog
ical and geological description of the various formations in his precise and exhaustive 
surveyances, but made also an attempt to classify them according to their geological ages 
and compare them with the formations of other countries, known at that time. His work 
has also preserved valuable social, ethnographic and economic observations for us. 
BEUDANT’s work about Hungary, the first of this kind, used for decades as an indispens
able source by generations of experts dealing with the mineral resources of Hungary is a 
source even today. It should also be mentioned that BEUDANT, similarly to MARSIGLI 
writes about the Hungarian people in a friendly tone.
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THE PIONEERING WORK OF HUNGARIAN MINERALOGISTS 
EN THE 18th CENTURY AND IN THE BEGINNING OF THE 19th CENTURY

Of the pioneering mineralogists of the 18th century J. FRIDVALDSZKY (1730— 
1784), a Jesuit professor was the first. He performed most of his work in Transylvania, 
and lectured at the Kolozsvár College of University rank, where, in addition to his work 
as a professor, he dealt primarily with the minerals of Transylvania. He established both 
the natural history collection, and the collection of minerals of the school. Travelling 
around in Transylvania he gathered minerals. He summarized his observations in the work 
“Minerologia Magni Principatus Transilvaniae”. This study was published in Kolozsvár, 
in 1767, and later in Vienna in 1774. This work, beside being the first description of the 
mineral resources in Transylvania, briefly outlines its history and geography, too, and 
deals also with the mines of the Transylvanian Ore Mountains and Bánság, describing their 
minerals, the rock-salt mines and the mineral occurrences. Finally, it mentions the 
mineral waters found in Transylvania. In the figure with the inscription “Deliniatio Salis 
Fodinae Collosiensis nominatae...” the sketch and section of the saline bath and salt mine 
at Kolozs, near Kolozsvár, are shown. FRIDVALDSZKY was the first to mention the 
gold telluride mineral called “nagyágite” .

Later the process, starting with FRIDVALDSZKY’s Latin publication bifurcated. One 
of the branches led through the scientific centre of Nagyszeben to international science 
in German. This way was chosen by J. E. FICHTEL, (1732-1795) a councellor of the 
treasury with a degree in law who spent most of his life in Nagyszeben, in Transylvania. 
On his official trips he travelled around in Transylvania studying its mining, mineralogical 
and geological conditions. Based on his observations and rich mineral and fossil collec
tion, he wrote a two-volume pioneering work entitled “Beytrag zur Mineralgeschichte von 
Siebenbürgen” published in Nuremberg, 1780. In the first volume entitled “Nachricht 
von den Versteinerungen des Grossfürstenthums Siebenbürgen mit einem Anhänge und 
beygefügter Tabelle über die sämmtlichen Mineralien und Fossilien dieses Landes” he 
mostly deals with the fossils found in Transylvania, that were mostly Tertiary. The mi
nerals are described only in the appendix. A map with the inscription “Geographische 
Mappe des Grossfürstenthums Siebenbürgen” showing the mineral occurrences is also 
attached to the volume. Moreover, 6 figures showing fossils and fossil occurrences were 
also published. On the basis of this work FICHTEL can be considered the first Hungarian 
palaeontologist. The second volume, entitled “Geschichte des Steinsalzes und der Stein
salzgruben im Grossfürstenthums Siebenbürgen” , deals thoroughly with the mining and 
geological conditions of the rock-salt deposits in Transylvania (Fig. 6). The enclosed map 
shows how FICHTEL imagined the chain of rock-salt blocks along the Carpathians 
through Havasalföld, Moldavia and Transylvania to Wieliczka in Poland, including the salt 
mines, outcrops, saline wells and springs. Besides, 3 figures show the site plans and pro
files of the Transylvanian rock-salt mines. In the foreword of his first work FICHTEL 
made the following, interesting remark. When referring to the fossils of marine origin 
found at various sites he tried to prove the idea that the territoiy of Transylvania was 
covered by sea in the ancient time, he was simply laughed at.

FICHTEL’s other important work the ’’Mineralogische Bemerkungen von der Kar
pathen” summarizing the geological evidence on the Carpathian areas of Hungary, in
cludes on the Carpathian areas of Hungary, includes an attached map entitled “Plan 
des vulkanischen Gebirges von Eperies bis Tokay” showing also the mine sites, was 
published in Vienna, 1791. The map as well as FICHTEL’s oeuvre reflect his plutonistic
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Fig. 6 Map of the rock-salt mines in Transylvania and at other sites o f the Carpathians.
(J. E. FICHTEL 1780)
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approach and is his answer to ESMARK’s error at the same time. His work “Mineralo
gische Aufsätze” (Vienna, 1794) deals mainly with the minerals of Transylvania. In 
its most valuable part the well-known gold sites and gold ore occurrences the Tran
sylvanian Ore Mountains are discussed. Besides, in this work he proves that the Büdös
hegy of Toija in Transylvania is not a coal deposit burning beneath the surface, but, 
contrary to certain opinions, is a volcano.

The exploration of Hungary’s mineral resources, the technology of mining, the initial 
knowledge and teaching of the mineralogy and geology of Hungary, in Selmecbánya 
from 1763, could already cope with the possibilities provided by science. It made pos
sible for I. BORN (1742-1791) (Fig. 7), a scientist of European fame, to organize the 
first international scientific congress on mining and metallurgy at Szklenó near Selmec
bánya in 1786. Herö he demonstrated his new metallurgical procedure for the European 
experts gathering there (27 experts from 8 countries). This congress was the forerunner 
of congresses on mining and geology, started some 100 years later. On this occassion, 
on the proposal of BORN, those who were present founded the “Societät der Berg
baukunde” that, despite its short lifetime, can be considered the first international 
scientific organization in the world. The new metallurgical method was discussed by 
BORN in his study “Über das Anquicken der gold-und silberhaltigen Erze...” (Vien
na, 1786). This study, representing the top of practical mining and mineralogical know
ledge of this period, is BORN’s most significant work. I. BORN, the versatile practical 
scientist, explorer and scholar of Hungarian mining, metallurgy, mineralogy and che
mistry, was also an enlightened philosopher of his age. Queen Maria Theresa and her 
son, Joseph II, representing the enlightened absolutism, were in need of counsellors for 
executing their reforms. They found in BORN’s person the suitable expert in the fields 
of mining and sciences. The organization of Transylvanian mining, started by S. KÖ
LESÉRI, was successfully continued by BORN.

I. BORN travelled around the Hungarian mine sites of Northern Hungary, Transylvania 
and Bánság in 1770. He summarized the observations, results and experience of this 
travel in 23 letters, each of them can be considered a report. These were published in 
Frankfurt and Leipzig in 1774 in a volume entitled “Boms Briefe über mineralogische 
Gegenstände auf seiner Reise durch das Temeswarer Bannat, Siebenbürgen, Ober
und Nieder-Hungarn..!’ (Fig. 8). Indicating its international echo and significance, it has 
been translated into French, English and Italian. It is one of the classical works of Hun
garian mining and mineralogy.

I. BORN, the best expert of Hungarian mines and minerals furnished a great number 
of data concerning the mineral occurrences in Hungary of that time. Beyond the universal 
interests of mining and metallurgy he considered the development of the mineralogical 
and geological knowledge, as an integral part of the scientific way of thinking, to be one 
of the most important tasks. Being a practical scientist, he served primarily the interests 
of mining.

Two scientists, F. J. MÜLLER and P. KITAIBEL should be mentioned in connection 
with the discovery of tellurium, the only element found first in Hungary. F. J. MÜLLER 
(1740—1825), already an expert by his qualifications, was a mining engineer graduated 
in Selmec. He worked as mining counsellor also in Nagyszeben in Transylvania, and later 
he was appointed Head of General Mining Office of Transylvania. He was engaged mainly 
in the investigation and analysis of the minerals of the Transylvanian One Mountains. 
He is supposed to have been the first mineral chemist in Hungary. His work to be men
tioned is the “Mineralgeschichte der Goldbergwerke in dem Verespataker Gebirge in 
Siebenbürgen” (Leipzig, 1789).
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Fig. 7 1. Bom (1742-1791).

P. KITAIBEL (1757-1817), beside I. BORN, was also an eminent scientist of the pe
riod. Primarily, he was a botanist but was also an excellent chemist performing rock and 
water analyses and collecting minerals when travelling in the country. Unfortunately, the 
major part of his oeuvre remained in manuscript form. His collection of rocks and min
erals, deposited in the Hungarian National Museum, was destroyed in 1956. His name, in 
conjunction with MULLER’ is connected to the discovery of tellurium. Neglecting the 
complicated and disputable story, it should be only noted (after L. TOKOD Y and 
S. KOCH) that three scientists had to share this discovery : MÜLLER recognized the min
eral of tellurium and supposed the existence of a new metal (in 1784), KITAIBEL in
dicated the new element but did not publish it in 1789), and finally H. M. KLAPROTH, 
a German chemist, proved the existence of the new element and named it (in 1798). 
In addition to these three scientists, BORN and mostly A. RUPRECHT, the latter a pro
fessor of chemistry from Selmec also were involved in the tellurium affair.

Of the famous professors of the Selmec Academy, G. A. SCOPOLI (1723-1788) 
from Italy, professor of mineralogy and chemistry, has to be mentioned here. His two 
books published in Prague treat also Hungary, His book entitled “Anfangsgrüde der 
systematischen und praktischen Mineralogie” (1775) is a manual elaborated for his stu
dents. In this volume a great number of Hungarian minerals and localities are mentioned. 
The only published volume of his “Crystallographia Hungarica Pars I” (1776) describes 
the minerals from the mines near Selmecbánya and includes many beautiful copperplates 
as illustrations.
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Srantfurt unb Cripjig, 1774.

Fig. 8 Title page of the famous work written by I. BORN (1774).
As mentioned before, the way branched off from FRIDVALDSZKY’s start in Latin. 

One of the branches, the branch in German has been already discussed. The other, still 
very tender branch led through the translations from German to the establisment of 
mineralogy is Hungarian. Its pioneering task was performed by F. BENKŐ (1745— 
1816), a Calvinist clergyman, professor of natural history and geography at the College 
of Nagyenyed, the first propagator of WERNER’s theories (Fig. 9). He studied at the 
universities of Jena and Göttingen. During this period the translated WERNER’s 
mineralogy into Hungarian in 1782, and published it under the title “Werner Ábrahám 
urnák a köveknek és értzeknek külső megesmértető jegyeikről írott szép és igen hasznos 
könyvetskéje” in Kolozsvár, 1784. This work was not a simple translation, because 
BENKŐ enlarged WERNER’s mineralogy on the basis of his own experience. Following 
this preparatory work he wrote the first original mineralogical book in Hungarian, titled 
“Magyar minerologia. az az a kövek s értzek tudománya” on the independent theme of 
the “third reign of nature”. The book was published in Kolozsvár, 1786 (Fig. 10). Inter-
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Fig. 9 F. Benkő (1745-1816).

preting his neptunistic concept the author described the minerals in the spirit of WER- 
NER’s school largely referring to the Hungarian localities when mentioning the occur
rences, based on his own experience, observations as well as on the discussed sources.

BENKŐ’s descriptive mineralogy does not present independent exploration results 
but gives an overall review of this branch of science relying upon of foreign authors. 
His activity is of great significance, because as a pioneer in this field he had to establish 
the Hungarian mineralogical terminology on the basis of the Latin and German terms. 
This is one of his greatest merits.

Five years later a new mineralogical book appeared. The “Magyar Minaralogia avagy 
az Ásványokról szóló tudomány” written by S. ZAY, a physician, was published in 
Komárom, in 1791. According to the author: “The work shows us all kinds of forma
tions of the first world of nature known up to now in Hungarian.”

As for the translation of mineralogical terminology into Hungarian, the famous work 
titled “Lexicon mineralogicum enneaglottum” (Pest, 1822) by M. KOVÁTS (1762— 
1851), a physician, has to be also mentioned. Its mineralogical terms, however, have not 
taken hold in the Hungarian language.

The term “ásvány” (mineral) was first used in the work “A természet három országá
nak rövid ismertetése” by J. MOLNÁR, a Jesuit professor (1728-1804). This book, re-
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Kolo’svarait, Nyomr* **Rcf. Koü. Bet. !

Fig 10 Title page of „Magyar minerologia” (F. BENKŐ 1786)

presenting the first book on natural history in Hungarian, was published in 1783. Another 
book, entitled “A természet históriája” (Pozsony, 1795), written by the Calvinist clergy
man and professor I. GÁTI (1749-1843) deals with the world of minerals in its Part One, 
so it can be considered to be the fourth mineralogical work in Hungarian, following to 
those by BENKŐ and ZAY.

The two-volume encyclopedical work, the “Minerae metallorum Hungáriáé et Tran- 
sylvaniae” dassifying the Hungarian minerals, written by V. SCHÖNBAUER (1780— 
1830), and published in 1806-1810 in Pest, is also worth of mention.

The row of pioneers in this field shall be closed by introducing two significant scient
ists of this period, namely K. A. ZIPSER and J . JÓNÁS.

K. A. ZIPSER (1783-1864) (Fig. 11), professor of natural history at Besztercebánya 
listed the mineral occurrences of Hungary (258 sites) and described their minerals and 
rocks in his work “Versuch eines topographisch-mineralogischen Handbuches von Un-
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Fig. 11 K. A. Zipser (1783-1864).

Fig. 12
Title page of K. A. ZIPSER’s book (1817).
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gam”, published in Sopron, 1817 (Fig. 12). The thorough work elaborated with a great 
care can be used even now as far as the sites and conditions of occurrence are concerned. 
It describes several sites unknown by now, therefore it is a valuable topographical re
ference work. ZEPSER, who was a self-educated naturalist, recognized the necessity for 
scientific cooperation in the field of geology thereby fostering the development of min
ing in the country. Led by this idea, he put his epoch-making proposal resulting in the 
establishment of the Magyarhoni Földtani Társulat (Hungarian Geological Society), in 
1848. It is ZIPSER’s imperishable merit.

J. JÓNÁS (1787-1821), a mining engineer, was the last representative and qualified 
mineralogist of this period. He worked as an auxiliary custos in the Hungarian National 
Museum in 1814, then, between 1816—1821, till his death, he worked as the custos of 
the natural historical collection of the museum. His work “Ungams Mineralreich orycto- 
geognostisch und topographisch dargestellt” (Pest, 1820) furnished a great number of 
data for a planned Hungarian mineral topography that was under compilation. The work, 
however, could not be completed due to his early death. He travelled around in Northern 
Hungary and Transylvania, in 1811. In the above work he describes the mineralogy and 
geology of the visited areas and discusses a number of mineral sites with their minerals. 
JÓNÁS was a great promise of Hungarian mineralogy, but he died young. As J. KREN- 
NER (1902) says: “th e  death of József Jónás was a great and unexpected blow not only 
for the mineral collection of the museum, but also for the development of the Hun
garian mineralogical science. He was the only remarkable mineralogist in Hungary.” 
S. KOCH shares this opinion.

Four mineralogical books were published in Hungarian in the last two decades of 
the 18th century. In the first two decades of the 19th century the basis of the mineral 
collection of the Hungarian National Museum, established in 1802, was created and some 
topographical studies and books describing the minerals of Hungary, not in Hungarian, 
but written by Hungarian authors, were published. Unfortunately, despite of this the mo
re than half a decade long initial and promising development of Hungarian mineralogy 
and geology was followed by a decay till the appearance of J. SZABÓ (1850). Neither the 
museum nor the university had any expert or competent professor, despite the fact that 
the exemplary work done by BEUDANT had showed the way of further development. At 
the same time during the very period of stagnation in Hungary in the second quarter of 
the last century, scientifically based mineralogy as well as the geology started to develop 
abroad. Moreover, due to the lack of Hungarian collectors and experts, the rich mineral 
treasures from the Hungarian mines, abundant in rarities, were carried abroad, mainly to 
Vienna.

This is a good example for the role and significance of the outstanding scientific per
sonality as well as for the consequences of its lack.

In connection with ZIPSER and JÓNÁS it should be also noted that they and 
F. BENKŐ, F. MULLER, P. KITAIBEL, M. KOVÁTS, V. SCHÖNBAUER, S. ZAY were 
active members of an international scientific organization, i.e. the Mineralogical Society 
of Jena, established in 1797, both in the foundation and operation of which the Hun
garians played an important role, and it had a favourable influence on the development 
of the Hungarian mineralogy and geology.

Although the listed representatives of this period had various qualifications, and not 
all of them were experts, they all became to be self-educated scientists, even mineralogists, 
and the pioneers of the Hungarian geosciences at the same time, and that is their merit.
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Their heritage include only a few books and studies but these became classical sources of 
our literature on geosciences. And, though not all of them were Hungarians, and they 
wrote and spoke in Latin and German, they loved this land,they declared it to be their 
mother country. That is another reason for appreciating them.

THE STUDY OF SOME NEOGENE MINERAL RAW MATERIALS 
DURING THE DISCUSSED PERIOD

The listed explorers and mineralogists dealt primarily with the Hungarian ore mining 
of great tradition, its utilizable metallic and accompanying, non-metallic minerals, and 
rock-salt mining. The major part of ores and non-metallic minerals in Northern Hungary 
(Upper and Lower Hungarian mines), in Szatmár, in the region of Nagybánya (Avas, 
Gutin, Cibles Mountains) and in the Transylvanian Ore Mountains are in connection with 
the Neogene volcanism (rhyolite, andesite, dacite, basalt). The iron ore depostis of the 
Krassó— Szörény Ore Mountains, those of the Pojána-Ruszka in Bánság, and Gömör— 
Szepes are much older.

All of the big rock-salt deposits of the Transylvanian Basin and Máramaros as well as 
the gypsum and alabaster occurrences at the western edge of the basin (former Torda- 
Aranyos County) are Neogene sediments. The most valuable data relating to the minerals 
of the ore deposits were furnished by BORN and FICHTEL, while the data concerning 
the rock-salt deposits by FICHTEL.

While the ore and rock-salt mining in Hungary had a long and remarkable past, coal 
mining started only in the second half of the 18th century. In Hungary, officially and on 
industrial scale, coal was first exploited at Brennbergbánya in 1759. According to M. 
HANTKEN: “it comes from the fact that in the ancient times, due to the abundancy and 
low price of wood, and to the almost complete lack of factory industry, there was no 
requirement for higher consumption of mineral coal.” (1878). This is expressed by the 
remark of L. KŐVÁRI as well, saying that “as the one-fourth part of Transylvania is 
covered by forest, coal lays completely unharmed” (1853). There was a great number of 
coal outcrops known in the territory of Hungary. Some authors such as I. CSIBA, 
M. BÉL, J. FRIDVALDSZKY, I. BORN, J. E. FICHTEL and F. BENKŐ mentioned it. 
No geological exploration was needed, however, to discover them so it is clear that the 
first occurrences were found by illiterate people. It was the period of “instinctive ex
plorations” in the second half of 18th century.

The first interest in coal was raised by the order issued by Maria Theresa in 1766, 
setting a cash reward for those who would announce any coal occurrences. A great 
number of announcements arrived, but no considerable mining was carried out (due to 
the lack of such requirements). For example, a coal exposure was found and announced 
at Salgótarján already in 1766. The mining, however, started only about 1850.

The decree, issued by Maria Theresa, was the result of a serious problem. By the 
middle of 18th century, the lack of firewood due to industrialization, mostly in the mine 
areas and mine towns, became more and more detectable in the Hapsburg Empire, when 
the industrialized West-European countries had already significant coal production as 
early the 18th century. As for Hungary, the coal period started very slowly, and a greater 
interest in the utilization of coal was raised only in the beginning of 19th century. At that 
time there were several sites where coal was mined or “dug” , mostly for the purpose of
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meeting the local requirements. According to M. HANTKEN’s “chronology” (1878) 
this period lasted till 1830.

Meanwhile, the mining operations started at several outcrops, such as Nógrádverőce 
(1768), Vértessomlyó-Zsömlye (1780) Komárom County, Resica—Domán (1780) and 
Stájerlak-Anina (1790) in Bánság, Sajókaza (1786), Vasas (1807), Sárisáp-Annavölgy 
(1804). Neogene coal was mined, however, only in Brennbergbánya, Nógrádverőce and 
Sajókaza. All the other coal occurrences were older. The geologist, studying and describ
ing several coal occurrences of this period (Brennberg, Sárisáp, Vasas) was F. S. BEU- 
DANT. Moreover, J. FRIDVALDSZKY and M. PILLÉR were the pioneer propagators of 
practical utilization of coal. FRIDVALDSZKY demonstrated the way of heating using 
egg-shaped peat at the public meeting of Erdélyi Mezőgazdasági Egyesület (Transylvanian 
Agricultural Association) in Kolozsvár in 1771. M. PILLÉR, at the request of the council 
of the governor general examined the coal from the vicinity of Diósgyőr in Pest in 1788, 
and qualified it suitable for use.

The exploration and production of oil and natural gas in Hungary is younger than the 
coal mining, since it started only about 1850, only after the discussed period. Two of 
the so called classical occurrences, Sósmező and Bányavár ’(where later the mining was 
started) were, however, known as early as the 18th century. Here the oil leaking up was 
gathered in pits and then used. Places, springs with traces of bitumen, mineral oil and 
natural gas were reported much earlier.

M. OLÁH was the first to report bitumené occurrence in Hungary (1536) presumably 
relating to the asphaltous sand in Bihar County. As he says, “There is also a sticky soil in 
Hungary of which, similarly to way, candles, torches and lighting means are made, al
though they have a disagreable odour.” (“Hungária” , Cap. XIX pag. 36. Compare with 
M. BALOGH 1903). AGRICOLA, in both of his works, referred to  oil traces found in 
Transylvania. FRIDVALDSZKY and BENKŐ also mentioned places with oil traces from 
Transylvania. FICHTEL describes the first mineral oil occurrence in Hungary (1780), 
i.e. Sósmező, while J. J. WINTERL shows the other one, Bányavár (1788). KITAIBEL 
also mentioned the mineral oil found there, in connection with the mineral water of 
Parád (1799 and 1829). ZIPSER (1817) mentioned Cigányfalva (Tataros) in Bihar, as well 
as Bányavár in Muraköz and Parád as asphalt occurrences. BEUDANT (1822) also men
tioned Tataros, Bányavár, as well as the occurrences of Parád and Sósmező. Of the listed 
classical occurrences those of Derna-Tataros and Bányavár and Parád are of Neogene age 
while that of Sósmező is bound to Cretaceous flysch.

J. J. WINTERL, a professor of chemistry living in Buda was the first in 1788 to exa
mine the viscous oil of Bányavár by means of distillation (“Zerlegung einer schwarzen, 
zähen Bergöls aus Ungarn” L. CrelTs Chemische Annalen, Leipzig 1788). Then in 1791, 
I. MARTINOVICS, professor of physics at the Lemberg University at that time, wrote 
a dissertation entitled “Chemische Untersuchung des gaKzischen Bergöls” (L. CrelTs 
Chemishce Annalen, Leipzig 1791) about the GaKcian mineral oil. These two examina
tions are supposed to have been the first of their kind.

The surface gas escapes and the gasous saline springs called “zoomers” by the people 
in the vicinity of Magyarsáros and Bázna in the Transylvanian Basin had been known for 
centuries. G. VETTE, a pharmacist at Nagyszeben was the first to describe the pheno
menon of “burning water” in his work entitled “De aquis ardentibus Transylvaniae” 
(Ephemerides Acad. Imp. Naturae Curiosorum, Ann. IV -V  obs. 171. Vindobonae, 1675). 
Moreover, V. F. von FRANKENSTEIN, a royal judge at Nagyszeben mentioned, in 
1690,that the gasous spring at Bázna was discovered in 1672. The ga$ous springs of Bázna
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were also described in his great work by MARSIGLI. GY. MÉSZÁROS, the salt mine in
spector in Marosújvár called the attention of the Vienna Court in 1807 to the gas erup
tions at Magyarsáros and Bázna. Upon the order of Vienna, the Gubernium of Kolozsvár 
charged F. NYÚLÁS, chief physician of Transylvania with examining the gas eruptions. 
Testing the site in 1808, a some 10 m deep pit was dug but when reaching a harder rock 
layer the work was stopped. A. GERGELYFFY, the Transylvanian physician-chemist 
sampled the gas and stated it as “hydrogene gas” . It was the first “scientific” testing of 
the natural gas of Transylvania (M. KATONA 1824). Exactly 100 years had to pass until 
the discovery of natural gas from the Sarmatian layers of the Transylvanian Basin at 
Kissármás in 1909. (It was the greatest occurrence in Europe at that time.)

Natural gas shows, similar to the “zoomers” of the Transylvanian Basin, were known 
also in the vicinity of Egbell, and were called “kde voda vrie” (where the water boils) in 
Slovakian. This area was first studied by J. PETTKÓ, professor of geology at Selmec, on 
the commission of the Hungarian Geological Society. He described the surface hydro
carbon traces. This occurrence was later drilled. Oil and natural gas were discovered 
coming from the Sarmatian layers, in 1914.

The exploration of construction materials basically differs from the exploration of 
other raw materials. The exploration of stone materials meant simply to examine the 
“found” surface rock material by means of comparison or experience and then mining it 
if found suitable for utilization. This activity did not require any geological knowledge. 
(This latter, however, was inevitable when mining the ores.) Therefore, no exploration 
can be mentioned in this case. It was the situation till the middle of the 19th century. 
In the territory of historical Hungary, in the field of the stone materials, mainly the 
large masses of Neogene volcanic rocks, such as rhyolite, dacite, andesite, basalt and tuffs, 
as well as limestones, sandstones, marls, gravels and sands were taken into consideration. 
These rocks, as well as the other older rocks of greater value and importance, were more 
or less mentioned by the authors listed before, such as M. OLÁH, I. CSIBA, M. BÉL, 
J. E. FICHTEL, F. BENKŐ and S. ZAY.
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A BRIEF HISTORY OF GEOLOGICAL MAPPING IN HUNGARY 
WITH SPECIAL REGARD TO THE NEOGENE 

MOUNTAINEOUS REGIONS

KÁROLY BREZSNYÁNSZKY
Central Office of Geology, Budapest

The Neogene period lasting for some 22 million years in Earth’s history is of decisive 
significance in the formation of the present geological structure of the basin bordered by 
the mountain chains of Alps, Carpathians and Dynarides. Neogene sedimentary and vol
canic rocks covered by younger formations can be found in several districts of the region. 
They have played a major role in the geomorphological development of the present 
mountains. The Neogene formations have become the subject of thorough scientific in
vestigations because of the raw materials they contain (coal, ores, other minerals, etc.); 
the large-scale volcanism of varied chemism, and the almost continuous presence of fauna- 
rich sedimentary sequences.

It resulted in decades long animated scientific debates on different problems. By the 
end o f the 1960s the experts (A. PAPP et al. 1968,1. CICHA-J. SENES 1968, T. BÁLD1 
1969) investigating the evolution of the Paratethys region introduced essential changes in 
the stratigraphic subdivision applied from the middle of the past century.

Summarizing the history of geological mapping in Hungary, first of all the outline 
geological maps of the country will be discussed. The survey of Neogene mountainous 
areas is, however, primarily connected to the detailed and regular geological mapping pro
jects that is why they represent the bulk of the present paper. The multitude of manu
script maps, difficult to review in a short outline study, were not analysed. In the know
ledge of Neogene formations the differences in information given by the maps were tried 
to be compared on the basis of the accuracy of the area of extension, on that of the 
lithological and stratigraphical classification, and on the nomenclature applied.

Geological mapping in Hungary has a past of almost two centuries. Its history has 
already been described by several comprehensive or detailed studies (J. BÖCKH 1897, 
Z. SCHRÉTER 1914, K. BALOGH et al. 1958, J. FÜLÖP 1968, K. BREZSNYÁNSZKY 
1982, 1984). The most complete summary reaching far beyond a historical description 
and analysing the course of development was given by J. FÜLÖP, director of the Hun
garian Geological Institute at that time, in 1968, one year before the centenary of the 
Institute.

The history of the Hungarian Geological Institute is an integral part of the history of 
geological mapping in Hungary. According to the Institute’s Foundation Document its 
tasks to be performed were the detailed geological survey of Hungary, the publication 
of the results in a way that meets the requirements of science, agriculture and industry, 
as well as to compile and publish the detailed geological maps of Hungary. Several maps 
showing the geological structure of the country were issued in the first half of the 19th 
century. These, however, represented the results of mapping done by foreign scientists 
staying in Hungary for shorter or longer periods.

Going still further back in time the mining maps, plotted mostly in the 18th century 
and the topographical maps with data showing the occurrence of the most important
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Fig. 1 R. TOWNSON’s map (1797) showing the distribution of certain rock types in the
Transdanubian part o f Hungary.
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mineral raw materials of the age (gold, silver, copper, iron, rock-salt) are considered as 
forerunners of the above mentioned early geological maps (J. FULŐP 1968).

The first map of Hungary showing also the geological structure of certain areas, pri
marily the rock types found there, was published as an appendix of the book titled 
“Travels in Hungary” written by an English man R. TOWNSON (1797) (Fig. 1). The 
map prepared by 1815 by S. STASZIC of Poland shows the geological structure of 
Hungary, except for Transdanubia. The First comprehensive geological map covering the 
whole territory of Hungary was plotted by F. S. BEUDANT, a French geologist on the 
basis of his round trip in Hungary in 1818. This map (scale 1:1 000 000) shows 24 dif
ferent geological formations. A. BOUÉ, another French traveller, published the geolog
ical map of Transylvania in 1834. The first geological map of the entire Austrian Empire, 
including also Hungary, was plotted by W. HAIDINGER of Vienna (1845).

All the maps mentioned above were of outline scale and were on the level of descriptive 
geognosy based on direct investigations. At the end of the 18th century A. WERNER, 
professor at the Freiberg Mining Academy by his grandious oeuvre established scientific 
geology relying upon observations, that as he says, “studies the solid materials of the 
Earth and the minerals, and the interactions of the minerals these materials are composed 
o f ’. Only a narrow field of the present geological sciences, however, i.e. descriptive 
petrography was covered by WERNER’s geognosy.

The compilation of geological maps, considering also the sequence of stratigraphic 
events, started to develop in the first decades of the 19th century due to W. SMITH of 
England who recognized the decisive role of fossils in age determination.

These principles are already reflected on the map prepared by F. HAUER, director 
of the Kaiserliche-Königliche Geologische Reichsanstalt in Vienna (1867). This map 
summarizes the results of systematic geological surveying carried out with Hungarian 
participation. In the legend to the map the key of symbols of the Neogene formations, 
and that of the Aquitanian stage, that was then considered as the stage preceding the 
Neogene, are listed separately.

An important event in the history of geology in Hungary was the foundation of the 
Magyarhoni Földtani Társulat (Hungarian Geological Society) in 1848. With the Society’s 
support maps of both practical purposes and significant scientific value of the brown coal 
region around Esztergom, as well as of the surroundings of the capital, and of Tokaj-  
Hegyalja were plotted by the Hungarian pioneers of geosciences, i.e. by M. HANTKEN 
and J. SZABÓ.

The foundation of the Magyar Királyi Földtani Intézet (Royal Hungarian Geological 
Institute), in 1869, meant also the birth of national geological mapping in Hungary. 
Systematic survey performed by map sheet to map sheet was started in order to obtain 
a unified image about the whole territory of Hungary. The work began in the Budapest 
region and, within a period of 8 years, almost the whole area of Transdanubia was map
ped was transferred to Eastern Hungary, covering gradually the Transylvanian Basin, the 
Southern-Carpathians and then the area of the North-East Carpathians.

The significance of this mapping, for both the Neogene and other formations, was that 
it recorded the regional propagation of the formations on petrographical basis considering 
also the large-scale stratigraphic arrangement corresponding to the contemporary know
ledge. The uncertainty in the subdivisions of the Neogene period is partly due to the dif
ference between the West-European and East-European stages, and partly to the dif
ficulties of correlating the different facies areas. This uncertainty can be also seen on each 
Hungarian map sheet. Separate legends were compiled for each map sheet. The concept of
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Fig. 2 Part of the geological map of the Danube Bend region, representing the detailed 
division of the Neogene volcanites. (A. KOCH 1876)



Neogene including “Lower and Upper Mediterranean, Sarmatian and Pannonian (Con- 
gerian) layers” was used. A. KOCH (1871) divided the Neogene formations of the area 
between Szentendre and Visegrád into “Lower, Middle and Upper Lajta formations” 
establishing the age of volcanism between the two latter (Fig. 2). On his map on Székely- 
land F. HERBICH (1878), using the Alpine-Carpathian division, distinguished 11 facies 
types within the “Aquitanian, Mediterranean or marine, Sarmatian or Cerithium, Pontian 
or Congeria” units (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3  F . H E R B IC H ’s (1 8 7 1 ) com prehensive geological m ap , easte rn  p a r t o f  th e
T ransylvanian  Basin.

The design of the contemporary geological maps, except for the coloured lithographic 
sheets published as annexes to different studies was quite primitive. On the base maps 
the contours of the formations were plotted by using Indian ink then they were painted 
in water colour. Except for a few traditional designations, the application of colours was 
not regulated. The special geological content of the maps, however, rapidly developed and
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gradually the detailed and stratigraphical investigations became predominating. The 
rapid development required the standardization of both the nomenclature and the plott
ing and editing of geological maps and other graphic materials. The task was to be solved 
by the subcommittees convened on the occassion of international geological congresses. 
Only the preparatory work could be done in Paris in 1878, but the 2nd International 
Geological Congress held in Bologna, in 1881, could already unify the efforts aiming at 
standardization. The participating Hungarian experts, M. HANTKEN, director of the 
Hungarian Geological Institute and J. SZABÓ, professor of the Budapest University 
gained imperishable merits in elaborating the unified legend that has been used ever since.

From 1882 on, the use of topographical map sheets (scale 1 :75 000), i.e. more detailed 
than the ones used before, was introduced. Though the printing of coloured geological 
maps became general only at the turn of the century, significant development both in the 
standard and in diversity started already in the 1880s. In addition to the general use of 
the unified international stratigraphical colour code and legend the more systematic re
presentation of dips and structural elements also started in this period. The Neogene 
stratigraphic units were already in general use and beside the chronologically arranged 
rock denominations the determination of the lithostratigraphic units predominating in 
certain areas (e.g. the Mediterranean “Korod units” or the Sarmatian “Felek units” in 
the Transylvanian Central Mountains) was also common. Most of the mapping was car
ried out in Transylvania these years, with the participation of such outstanding Hun
garian geologists as J. BÖCKH, K. HOFMANN and A. KOCH.

Beside the mapping carried out so far mainly in mountainous regions, the systematic 
geological and pedological investigation of the plain areas was also started by the Agro- 
geological Department of Hungarian Geological Institute in 1891. From the turn of the 
century on map sheets of these districts were regularly published.

Beside the systematic regional geological survey performed according to map sheets, 
new special, hydrogeological and engineering geological map variants, satisfying primarily 
the needs of mineral explorations were issued, supplementing the mine geological mapp
ing in the areas with ore and rock salt occurrences.

The preparation of the first synthesizing geological maps combining the comprehen
sive information with theoretical knowledge is connected in Hungary with the investiga
tion of the Neogene volcanism of the Cserhát Mts. Indicating the contemporary coastline 
of the Neogene Sea and the eruption centres of pyroxene-andesite volcanism on his map,
F. SCHAFARZIK (1892) established the practice of palaeogeographic map plotting in 
Hungary (Fig. 4). In his work, that is fundamental especially concerning the volcanic 
formations of the Cserhát Mts., he determined correctly the date of eruption as the 
boundary between the Lower and Upper Mediterranean stages.

As a result of the geological mapping of international standard L. LÓCZY Sr. compiled 
a new outline geological map of Hungary (scale 1 360 000) for the Paris World Exhibition 
(1900) where this map was awarded Gold Medal.

The accelerated technical-economic and scientific development starting after the turn 
of the century led to larger-scale geological investigations all over the world. The 3-volu- 
me work by E. SUESS titled “Das Antlitz der Erde” (“The Face of the Earth”), published 
between 1883 to 1909, charted a new trend for the development of geology and drew 
the attention from prevailing stratigraphic-palaeontological studies to the investigation 
of general geological phenomena and, at the same time, to a geology that investigates and 
analyzes the relationships and uses the method of regional comparison.
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Fig. 4 The first Hungarian palaeogeographic map synthesising the eruptional lines 
of the Cserhát pyroxene andesites and the one-time shorelines of the Neogene seas.

(F. SCHAFARZIK 1892)
1. volcanic eruptional lines, 2. shoreline of the „Upper-mediterranean” sea,

3. shoreline of the „Sarmatian” sea, 4. shoreline of the ,JPontian” sea
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L. LÓCZY Sr., director of the Royal Hungarian Geological Insitute from 1908 on, 
accepted this idea. He wrote the following about the mapping methods: “The survey 
should not be of exclusively geognostic nature but should also deal with the morphology, 
general tectonics, terrace formations of the mountains, with the phenomena of erosion 
and denudation as well as its palaeogeography.” The exemplary realization of these ideas 
was represented by the Balaton monograph and map (Fig. 5), the outstanding ouvres 
edited and published by L. LÓCZY Sr., who directed the various geological, geographical, 
meteorological, hydrogeological, ethnographical, archeological and historical investiga
tions of the surroundings of Lake Balaton and summarized the 20 years’ work of 60 fo
reign and Hungarian scientists in this monumental work.

The promising development was stopped by the political consequences of World War I 
and by the death of L. LÓCZY in 1920. The economic difficulties were accompanied 
by the problems of professional management, the director’s chair being vacant in the 
Hungarian Geological Institute for years. The mapping carried ou in Transylvania and in 
the Carpathians, remained incomplete; only partial results were published in the 1920s. 
Logically, the bulk of the work was transferred to the present territory of the country. 
The publication of a monograph and map series was started with the title “Magyar tájak 
földtani leírása” (“Geological Description of Hungarian Regions”).

The most important pieces (E. VADÁSZ 1935, J. NOSZKY 1940, F. SZENTES 
1943) describe the Mecsek and Cserhát Mts. as well as the region between the Cserhát 
and Mátra (Fig. 6). All these regions characterized by various Neogene formations were 
summarized by E. VADÁSZ (1935) as “cover” (Deckgebirge) according to WERNER’s 
theory. The maps indicated their extensions and the determination of some stratigraph- 
ical horizons more precisely, but yielded no basically new results with respect to the 
earlier surveys. The stratigraphic subdivision practically does not differ from the rules of 
the unified code of colours and symbols issued officially by the Hungarian Geological 
Institute (1942). The publication of the series stopped after some fundamental pieces 
had been issued.

The consequences of World War I created a new situation in the power supply and in 
the raw material supply of the country, too. The known occurrences had to be re-eva
luated, and from the 1930s on the prospecting for new deposits started again. From 1939 
the bulk of mapping and mineral raw material prospecting was transferred to the re- 
annexed territories. Beside the geological maps of mineral raw material occurrences se
veral detailed mining geological and engineering geological maps were issued. Rapidly 
developing geophysics was of considerable help in solving the tasks of economic geology. 
World War II, however, interrupted this process.

The latest period of geological mapping in Hungary began after the end of World War 
II. During the first years after the Liberation, the geologists of the Hungarian Geological 
Institute performed only mapping of direct practical aim in order to meet the acute 
needs. The establishment of the industrial and mining geological organizations at the 
beginning of the 1950s widened the scope of geological research in Hungary, but the 
Hungarian Geological Institute remained in charge of systematic geological mapping and 
map publication. Together with the social and economic development and considering 
the needs of the country, geological mapping and map publication started on several 
lines. The available new geological information, unified first on manuscript map sheets, 
made possible the compilation of a new outline geological map of Hungary.

The “Geological Map of Hungary” (“Magyarország földtani térképe” , scale : 1 300 000) 
edited by the Hungarian Geological Institute, and published in 1956, was the most
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Fig. 5 Pliocene basalt volcanoes o f the Balaton Highlands on the geological map 
by L. LÓCZY Sr. (1920)



Fig. 6 Detail o f the geological map o f the Cserhát Mountains region showing 
the Lower Tortonian andesite dykes. (J. NOSZKY Sr. 1940)



detailed outline geological map up to that time showing almost 100 different geological 
formations including 18 Neogene ones (K. BALOGH et al 1956).

The 1955 decision of the Technical Scientific Co-operation Committee on Geology of 
the COMECON, stating that the socialist countries should publish their series of geolog
ical maps on scale 1:200 000 on the basis of unified principles, gave a new momentum 
for restarting the systematic mapping that was stopped for a period of more than 40 
years. The 25 map sheets covering the territory of the country were prepared also in 
thematic versions complying with the available data and the nature of the region con
cerned (e.g. geological, engineering geological, hydrogeological, economic geological 
variants). These maps, together with the explanatory notes, represent the first complete 
systematic regional geological description of Hungary. The geological map series indicates 
76 Neogene formations of different age and rock complexes, arranged in a chronostrati
graphical system. The problem of separating the Oligocene was eliminated by the com
bined Chattian-Aquitanian stage. Since the map series was not based on new observa
tions it did not mean a considerable development concerning stratigraphical classification. 
This has been, however, the first and most detailed published map series of the country 
so far that uses unified legend.

Several national maps (scale 1:500 000) were published in the second half of the 
1960s. They showed, on the one hand, the occurrences and prospective areas of fuel 
sources and solid raw material deposits in Hungary (K. BARNABÁS et al. 1968), and, on 
the other hand, the subsurface geological map of the basins, as a result of the intensive 
hydrocarbon research, could be plotted (V. DANK et al. 1967).

As a result of almost two decades’ work, the project of mapping the Great Hungarian 
Plain, under the supervision of A. RÓNAI, and the publication of these maps are near 
completion. The basic aim of lowland type geological mapping is to help the rational de
velopment of agriculture, land utilization, water management and environment protec
tion. The atlases consisting of map sheets of different kind (scale 1 :100 000) are docu
ments of the complex survey of the area concerned.

The detailed engineering geological maps of the resort district of Lake Balaton as well 
as that of Budapest and other cities provide considerable help to solve the problems of 
prospective planning, land utilization, and environment protection. In addition to the 
engineering geological maps, the forecast maps for raw materials represent a new and up- 
to<late trend of geological cartography and offer new means of exploration. The forecast 
maps of the Miocene brown coal deposits of Borsod (GY. RADÓCZ 1966) (Fig. 7), those 
of the Liassic black coal deposits of the Mecsek Mts. (E. NAGY-L. FORGÓ 1968), and 
the bauxite deposits of the Transdanubian Mid-Mountains (G. CSÁSZÁR et al. 1978) 
have created a new strategy for prospecting new deposits by synthesizing the geological 
data relating to the territory.

Beside plotting the outline scale maps, new, detailed mapping projects (scale 1 :10 000 
and 1:25 000, respectively) have been started in the mountains of greatest significance as 
far as prospective mineral deposits are concerned in order to provide the most up-to-date 
scientific basis for the prospecting. The geological maps of the Mecsek Mts., the Dorog 
Basin, and the Mátra Mts. (scale 1:10 000), and those of the Bakony Mts. (1 20 000) 
and the Tokaj Mts. (125 000) were compiled on the basis of in situ observation maps 
supported by scientific documentation. These maps are accompanied by explanatory 
notes.

The Neogene formations have a decisive role in the geological structure of all the 
mapped areas except for the Dorog Basin and the Bakony Mts. In the course of the mapp-
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Fig. 7 Detail of the general forecast map o f the Borsod Basin Miocene brown 
coal occurrence. (GY. RADÓCZ 1966)
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ing in the Mátra and Tokaj Mts., an important task was to establish the chronology of 
volcanites of varied composition, keeping the petrological properties and the sequence of 
eruptions in mind. The mapping of the volcanic, hydrothermal and transformed rocks 
of the Tokaj Mts. showed an extraordinary lithological variety. More than 100 petro- 
graphical units are distinguished by the map series beside the different sedimentary for
mations.

The geologists, mapping the Mecsek Mts., grouped the formations of the same age, 
disregarding their lithological differences into sequences, thus paving the way to litho- 
stratigraphic classification. Neither the legend of the maps nor the applied chronostrati- 
graphic subdivision, as compared to former maps, have been changed.

The map series are characterized by a certain duality that is due to the differences in 
the nature of the mapped areas. For the volcanic formations, the petrographical features 
are the decisive criteria for establishing the mapping units. The actual significance of each 
map series mentioned above is given by the more precise determination of the inter
relation of the rock types, as well as that of their sequence of formation and their ex
tension. For the sedimentary Neogene formations, except for the pioneering map series 
of the Mecsek Mts., still the fossil content and the age determined on its basis have been 
the decisive criteria of classification, and not the lithological features.

After plotting the above described detailed geological map series, and simultaneously 
with their publication lasting for ten years, the reform of Hungarian Neogene strati
graphy has started. One of the components of this reform is represented by the interna
tional propagation of lithostratigraphic classification. Its other component is the result 
of the recognition of the palaeogeographical process that, from the Oligocène on, di
stinguishes the Mediterranean and Paratethyan sedimentary regions, including the Pan
nonian basin, on lithological and biostratigraphical basis.

The stratigraphic units of the map sheet comprising the results of the mapping of the 
eastern part of the Cserhát Mts. on both banks of the Zagyva river have been already class
ified to the stratigraphic stages of the Paratethys (G. HÁMOR 1974).

The requirement for the international standardization of the stratigraphical classifica
tion and nomeclature became admitted by a worldwide problem in the 1950s, when the 
International Subcommission on Stratigraphic Classification was organized. The new 
international guidelines for standardizing the stratigraphic classification, terms and no
menclature were elaborated following fierce debates lasting for 20 years.

The Hungarian Stratigraphic Committee, being in charge of placing the Hungarian 
stratigraphic activity on up-to-date basis, was established in 1972. The international 
stratigraphic guidelines served as a basis of the national guidelines published in 1975.

As a result of nearly one decade’s work of the Stratigraphic Committee, and its 11 
subcommittees, respectively, the system of lithostratigraphic basic units was created for 
the full scope of the Hungarian geological formations with the title “Magyarország li- 
tosztratigráfiai formációi” , 1983 (“Lithostratigraphic Formations of Hungary” , 1983) 
(Fig. 8).

The latest geological map of the of Western Mecsek region (1984) combines both com
ponents of the reform of Neogene stratigraphy, i.e. the joint application of formations 
mapped on the given scale and the stratigraphic stages of the Paratethys (Fig. 9).

Summing up the history of geological mapping in Hungary, it can be stated that it has 
kept pace with the general development in sciences and is ready to meet the increasing 
requirements of both the prospecting for mineral raw materials and scientific research. 
It has applied the remote sensing methods, accepted the plate tectonic approach (started
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Fig. 8 Lithostratigraphic subdivision of the Miocene in Hungary. 
(Excerpt from the „Lithostratigraphic Chart of Hungary” 1983)



Limonitos homok, homokkő, kőzetlisztes agyagmárga 
(Dunántúli F.)

Kavics, homok, mészmárga (Peremartoni F.)

Mészhomokkő, oolitos mészkő, mészmárga, agyagmárga 
(Kozárdi F.)
Molluszkás agyagmárga, kőzetlisztes agyagmárga (Szilágyi 
Agyagmárga F.)

Lithothamniumos mészkő (Fertőrákosi Mészkő F.)

Kavicsos, homokos mészkő, homokkő, konglomerátum (Pécs- 
szabolcsi Mészkő F.)

Kőzetlisztes, homokos agyagmárga, márga (Tekeresi Slír F.)

Dáciítufa, -tufit (Tari Dácittufa FJ

Homokkő, márga, agyagmárga (Fóti F.)

Konglomerátum, kavics, homok, homokkő (Budafai Homokkő F., 
Mánfai T.)
Kavics, homok, homokkő, agyagmárga (Budafai Homokkő F., 
Komlói T.)
Konglomerátum, congeriás mészkő, homokkő (Budafai Homok
kő F., Pécsváradi T.)
Konglomerátum, homok, homokkő, tufit, kőzetlisztes agyag- T c 
márga barnakőszén zsinórokkal (Szászvári F., Mecseknádasdi T.) c
Kavics, konglomerátum, homok, homokkő, agyagmárga, tufit 
(Szászvári F.f Mázai T.)

Alkálidiabáz telérék (Mecsekjánosi Diabáz F.)

Homokkő és homokkőpados gryphaeás márga (Vasasi Márga F.)

Homokkő, aleurolit, palás agyag, agyagkő, kőszéntelepek 
(Mecseki Kőszén FT
Homokkő, aleurolit és agyagkő novénymaradványokkal, 
Phyllopodákkal (Karolinávolgyi F.)
Sötétszürke agyagos mészkő, palás agyag, agyagos homokkő
! Kan taván F )

Fig. 9 Part of the legend of the W Mecsek geological map, scale : 1 :25 000 
(G. CHIKÁN et al. 1984), an example for the joint use of the Paratethys stratigraphic 

subdivision and the lithostratigraphic units.
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in the 1960s and fully accepted in the 1970s) and introduced the stratigraphic classifica
tion system based on lithological units.

The large-scale map series that is edited to show the geological structure of the country 
within the frame of an atlas consists of thematic map sheets (geological, tectonical, geo
physical, minerogenetical, hydrogeological, engineering geological versions, etc.) on scale 
1:500 000. All these maps relied upon the dynamic aspect and the examination of 
standard key sections of the different geological formations of Hungary. This atlas in
clude the map that shows the extension and thickness of Pannonian formations in the 
basin areas. The first sheet, “Magyarország földtani térképe” (“Geological Map of Hun
gary”), an up-to-date outline map, more detailed than any map before, was issued in 
1984 by the Hungarian Geological Institute (General editor: J. FÜLÖP 1984). 19 litholo
gically well characterized Neogene formations in chronostratigraphical succession are 
distinguished on the map.

The history of geological mapping in Hungary has been characterized by the interac
tion of practical activity and theoretical research. The geological mapping, as the basis 
of prospecting for mineral resources, has played a significant role both in the birth and 
development of stratigraphy. The development of stratigraphy, however, offers new and 
new prospects for practical exploration. It is the harmony of this interrelated dual process 
that permanently increases both our knowledge and our mineral wealth.
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NEOGENE MINERAL RESOURCES IN THE CARPATHIAN BASIN-BUDAPEST, 1985 
VlIIth RCMNS CONGRESS-HUNGARY

GEOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS IN THE 
LOWLAND TYPE REGIONS

ANDRÁS RÓNAI
Hungarian Geological Institute, Budapest

THE FIRST MAPPING OF THESE REGIONS AND THE START 
OF AGROGEOLOGICAL SURVEYS (1890-1918)

The geological survey of the lowland type regions in Hungary started with the compila
tion of soil maps issued by higher agricultural educational institutions called then 
academies. These maps represented the practical classification of smaller areas for soil 
quality that corresponded to the local requirements.

The first outline geological maps of the country were plotted by foreign and Hungarian 
travellers; these maps, however, dealt mainly with the rocks of the mountainous areas and 
provided only very few data about the lowland type areas and hilly regions.

The geological mapping carried out by J. SZABÓ in the Great Hungarian Plain was 
unique both in its approach and in its details in Europe. J. SZABÓ, professor of the 
Department of Mineralogy and Geology at the Pest University plotted the map of Békés 
and Csanád Counties (scale 1:576 000) in 1858, and it was published in 1861. In 1867 he 
also mapped the Tokaj-Hegy alja region, also for agrogeological purposes. This map was 
published in 1868. It was also his merit that he did not ignore the position and quality 
of phreatic water, and emphasized, that not only the surface sediments but that varied 
sequence of subsurface layers, found at a depth of several meters in several areas of the 
Great Hungarian Plain, should also be described by each geological map, compiled on 
lowland type regions. He was also the first in Hungary to investigate the glacial periods. 
Due to his manifold fields of interest, he also dealt with the young tectonic movements 
and his observations brought new results also in this field (1862).

In 1892, the Department of Agrogeology was organized in the Magyar Királyi Föld
tani Intézet (Royal Hungarian Geological Institute), founded in 1869. The first two map 
sheets on scale 1:75 000 (P. TREITZ: “Szeged és Kistelek vidéke”, H. HORUSITZKY- 
B. INKEY-I. TIMKÓ: “Magyarszölgyén és Párkánynána vidéke“) could be published 
only in 1903, following long methodological disputes.

On these maps the Quaternary formations are grouped as Early-Diluvial, Late-Diluvial 
and Alluvial formations. The key of symbols include, as far as the genesis of the sedi
ments is concerned, river-drifted and wind-drifted deposits, colluvial sediments as well as 
gravel, sand, loess, sandy loess, loessy sand, mud, clay, limy sand and marly clay. The 
maps compiled by P. TREITZ, introduced a soil classification according to climatic 
regions, i.e. grassland type black and brown soils, humic, sodic soils, organic clays, and 
formations found in flood plains and foreshores.

The agrogeological mapping was given a new impetus from 1909 on, i.e. the 1st 
International Agrogeological Congress in Budapest, convened by the director of the 
Institute, L. LÓCZY Sr. in that year (Fig. 1). This conference led to an international
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Fig. 1 Participants of the First International Agrogeological Conference in Budapest in 1909.
(History of Science Collection of the Hungarian Geological Institute, Budapest)

1. J. Gáspár, 2. E. ’Sigmond, 3. A. Szőts, 4. D. Dicenty, 5. E. Ramann, 6. F. Wahnschaffe, 7. K. Glinka, 8. L. Lóczy, 9. K. Oebecke, 
10. K. Go ijanovic-Kram berger, 11. K. O. Björlykke, 12. P. Bryson, 13. T. Szontagh, 14. F. Kossmat, 15. F. Koch, 16. W. Koehne, 

17. F. Sándor, 18. M. Déchy, 19. G. M. Muigoci, 20. F. Cornu, 21. B. Mauritz, 22. F. Schucht, 23. M. Low, 24. A. Koch,
25. S. Kalecsinszky, 26. B. Inkey, 27. H. Horusitzky, 28. K. Miczynsky, 29. S. Miklaszewski, 30. L. Széli, 31. L. Waagen, 32. A. Zöhls, 

33. G. László, 3 4 .1. Maross, 35. O. Kadic, 36. L. Obicsán, 37. P. Treitz, 38. Gy. Halaváts, 39. L. T. R oth ,40. F. Schafarzik,
41. K. Emszt, 42 . V. Vogl, 4 3 .1. Timkó, 44. A. Liffa, 45. V. GÜ11,46. T. Kormos, 47 . T. Pitter, 48. E. Hűnek, 49. E. Leplae,

50. P. Rozlozsnyik, 51. F. Wessely



co-operation in agrogeology, that was promoted by the international pedological organ
ized later union. Agrogeological maps were also compiled by V. GULL, G. LÁSZLÓ, 
GY. HALAVÁTS, A. LIFFA, and R. BALLENEGGER, E. SIGMOND and F. SCHA- 
FARZIK, university professors, also took part in the analysis of the samples. Studies 
on the loess areas, the red clays of Quaternary period, and the lymph of Tokaj-Hegy
alja were also published. These also discussed the peat marshlands, the phenomenon of 
sodification and the influences of climatic changes during the Quaternary period.
H. HORUSITZKY made an effort for a further subdivision of the Pleistocene period 
(1910).

Fig. 2 P. Treitz (1866-1935). (History of Science Collection of the Hungarian Geological
Institute, Budapest)

In 1918, the results of agrogeological mapping carried out between 1892 and 1918 
were summarized by P. TREITZ (Fig. 2) ( “Magyarország talajrégióinak átnézetes tér
képe”, scale 1:1 000 000). Both the explanatory note and map were printed in 1924. 
Drilling of the artesian wells promoted the pedological exploration of the lowland type 
areas in the course of the agrogeological mapping. The progress started by V. ZSIG
MONDY by drilling the Városliget artesian well (1868—1877), and completed by 
B. ZSIGMONDY, who, later, deepened most of the artesian wells in the Great Hun-
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A Z  A L F Ö L D

DUNA TISZA KÖZÖTTI RÉSZÉNEK ÁTNÉZESS FÖLOTANi TÉRKÉPE.

Fig. 3 Geological outline map of the Danube—Tisza Interfluve part of the Great 
Hungarian Plain. (GY. HALAVÁTS 1895)
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garian Plain, can be considered as a revolutionary development in this field. At the turn 
of the century, more than one thousand artesian wells were registered in the country 
(GY. HALAVÁTS 1896) and the number of the artesian wells increased to 3500 by 
1919 (T. SZONTÁGH 1919). 2100 of these wells were deepened on the Great Hun
garian Plain. The exploration of artesian water was of extraordinary significance concern
ing the economic development of the Great Hungarian Plain. The first geological descrip
tion of the region was also prepared by processing these drilling data. It describes the 
geological conditions of the Danube—Tisza Interfluve in the Great Hungarian Plain 
(GY. HALAVÁTS 1895) (Fig. 3).

The first subsurface geophysical investigations of the Great Hungarian Plain were 
carried out within the frames of the gravity measurements performed by L. EÖTVÖS 
(1906).

THE BIRTH OF PEDOLOGY AS AN INDEPENDENT DISCIPLINE
(1920-1950)

The Department of Agrogeology of the Hungarian Geological Institute was taken 
over by the Institute for Agrochemistry and Soil Science of the Hungarian Academy of 
Sciences, in 1946. During the period between the two World Wars the Department of 
Agrogeology of the Hungarian Geological Institute was led by P. TREITZ, and then by 
L. KREYBIG. The latter elaborated the programme of a detailed soil mapping with the 
primary goal of indicating the chemical properties of the soils. The mapping covering 
the Trans-Tisza region on sheets, scale 1:25 000, was completed by the end of 1942. 
The maps and explanatory notes, including the results of the analysis of the samples, 
were published.

KREYBIG’s maps indicated the chemical properties of the soils (alkaline, limy, neutral) 
by different colours, and the physical properties of soils (water holding, water conducing) 
by hatchures. They,however, did not include the age, genetical classification, petrological 
denomination and properties of the formations.

Soil chemical mapping began in this region as an integral part of the design of the 
large-scale irrigation system. Geological exploration, also for the purpose of irrigation, 
was carried out there at the same time. The northern part of the Trans-Tisza region was 
explored by drilling, down to 10—30 m, while the region around Tiszalök, and the strip 
between the rivers Tisza and Hortobágy, between Tiszafüred and Szolnok, was explored 
by very densely set profiles. J. SUMEGHY (Fig. 4) plotted the geological maps of this 
region, (manuscript, scale 1 :75 000). The results of this mapping were published by the 
Hungarian Geological Institute entitled “Tiszántúl” (1944). SÜMEGHY and KREYBIG 
also compiled geological and pedological outline maps about the Trans-Tisza region 
(scale 1:200 000,1942).

The period between the two World Wars was very favourable for the exploration 
of the lowland type regions. Most of the mountains, representing the primary goals of 
geological exploration were lost after World War I, while 90% of the present territory of 
the country is of lowland and hilly type. Thus, emphasis was laid upon the establishing 
of irrigation systems of large areas, on the construction of barrages with the modernizing 
of the drainage channel system, on the complex regulation of water-ways, on the protec
tion against phreatic water seepage, on country planning, as well as on improving the
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Fig. 4 J. Sümeghy (1892-1955). (History of Science Collection of the Hungarian 
Geological Institute, Budapest)

communication network, etc. The successful performance of all these tasks are greatly 
influenced by the geological conditions.

Studying the impact of the glacial and interglacial conditions on sedimentation in the 
Quaternary period, E. SCHERF carried out stratigraphical investigations in the Great 
Hungarian Plain and in Transdanubia, in 1938. E. SZÁDECZKY-KARDOSS, who sum
marized the Quaternary history of the Little Hungarian Plain in 1938, also described 
the impact of the glacial periods, and the resulting formations.

H. HORUSITZKY outlined the geological history of the basin on the basis of the 
sedimentary sequences disclosed by the artesian wells in the Little Hungarian Plain, 
in 1929. The palaeontologists and archeologists studied the evolution during the 
Quaternary and Tertiary periods, dividing the Quaternary period into the following 
three parts: Lower Pleistocene ? Upper Pleistocene and Holocene (H. HORUSITZKY,
M. KRETZOI, M. MOTTL, J. SÜMEGHY, M. ROTARIDES).

The project of the Danube-Tisza Channel, brought up already in the 18th century, 
became revived again in 1940-1941. Boreholes of 10-30 m depth along a previously 
determined track were deepened in order to prepare the construction work (J. SÜ
MEGHY, I. MIHÁLTZ). By this large-scale work, the surface and subsurface layers of the
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Danube-Tisza Interfluve, in a length of 105 km, were surveyed. The construction work 
started in 1946, but remained uncompleted after the excavation of a short section.

Simultaneously with the mapping carried out by KREYBIG, the artesian wells were 
also registered on 1 :25 000 scale map sheets (R. SCHMIDT ELIGIUS). The results were 
published in the explanatory notes accompanying the map sheets.

F. NOPCSA, director of the Hungarian Geological Institute between 1925 and 1928, 
recognized the above than average temperature of the water in the artesian wells, and 
commissioned J. SÜMEGHY to elaborate the geothermic gradient of the Great Hungarian 
Plain on the basis of the water temperature of artesian wells, drilled in that regions 
(1929). As J. SÜMEGHY found, the increase in temperature was the fastest in the 
shallow zone (at a depth not exceeding 100 m), and the temperature slightly decreased 
at the depth of 200-400 m, while it increased again at the depth exceeding 400 m. This 
anomaly of temperature was explained by SÜMEGHY as an impact of tectonic activity. 
At the same time, F. PÁVAI-VAJNA studied the recent, Pleistocene and Holocene, 
tectonism in the Great Hungarian Plain and Transdanubia. He tried to utilize his observa
tions also for hydrocarbon exploration.

NEW STAGE IN THE GEOLOGICAL EXPLORATION 
OF THE GREAT HUNGARIAN PLAIN (1950-1965)

As aresult of the 2nd World War, the geological activites were temporarily stopped. 
Systematic work started again in the Hungarian Geological Institute only in 1950. The 
beginning of this new stage can be, without any doubt, linked with the name of S.VITÁ
LIS who considered the geological investigation of the Great Hungarian Plain to be one of 
the primary tasks of the Hungarian Geological Institute beside the prospecting for mineral 
raw materials, and organized a large mapping team for this purpose. In his programme he 
ordered the registration of the dug and artesian wells, as well as their plotting on maps, 
in order to determine the local soil conditions. J. SÜMEGHY was charged with supervis
ing the mapping.

The mapping of the Great Hungarian Plain, the Little Hungarian Plain and the hilly 
regions of Transdanubia, was practically completed between 1950 and the end of 1955. 
This survey, covering an area of 80 900 k n r , resulted in the compilation of 350 map 
sheets, scale 1:25 000. The detailed key of symbols listed 29 Holocene and 20 Pleistocene 
formations that made possible different interpretations. Due to the early death of J. SÜ
MEGHY, the final synthesis of the results was not carried out, only a provisional sum
marization of the results (scale 1 :200 000) was prepared. Its simplified version was also 
taken over for the “Magyarország földtani térképe” ( “Geological Map of Hungary” 1956, 
scale 1:300 000).

Another map, mentioned in the literature less frequently, was also compiled and 
printed in 1956, as an appendix to the monograph on phreatic waters. -This map (scale 
1:400 000) shows the hilly and lowland regions of the Great Hungarian Plain in colours, 
with contour lines, indicating depths of 5 and 10 m. So far this has been the most detailed 
map of the lowland and hilly regions of the Great Hungarian Plain. Beside the contoures 
and colours, there are hachured areas in the map, showing the surface formations (A. RÓ
NAI 1956).

Two outline profiles between Szekszárd and Tószeg, and between Baja and Szentes, 
respectively, were prepared in the course of the mapping of the Danube-Tisza Interfluve.
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Each borehole had a depth of 10—30 m. The data obtained were processed by G. KOPEK 
and I.MIHÁLTZ.Two other borehole profiles, between Tedej (Hajdúnánás) and Bereg- 
daróc, and between Hajdúböszörmény and Nagyecsed, Sályi, respectively, were invest
igated in the Northern part of the Trans-Tisza region. The simplified versions of these 
profiles were published in the monograph on phreatic waters (A. RÓNAI 1956).

In the lowland and hilly areas of the country, altogether 1 196 173 dug wells and 
15 965 artesian wells were measured, mapped and registered in the course of the mapping. 
712 000 of the 1.2 million dug wells were situated in the Great Hungarian Plain while 
77 000 in the Little Hungarian Plain and, 13 593 artesian wells were found in the Great 
Hungarian Plain, while 601 in the Little Hungarian Plain.

72 geologists and geographers, some of them only on a part-time basis or as auxiliaries, 
participated in the mapping project between 1950 and 1955.

The Hydrogeological Department of the Hungarian Geological Institute carried out the 
mapping and registration covering the whole territory of the country between 1952 and 
1959. The registration was based on the data bank of the Hydrogeological Department, 
and resulted in the publication of “Magyarország Vízföldtani Atlasza“ (1961), compiled 
by R. SCHMIDT ELIGIUS,

The atlas (scale 1:1 000 000) demonstrates the aquifers according to their ages, 
includes maps concerning the water yield and water chemistry. Separate maps (scale 
1:200 000) showing the hydrogeological conditions of mountains are also included. The 
atlas and its explanatory notes were internationally appreciated at that time.

The registration work of the Hydrogeological Department of the Hungarian Geological 
Institute was taken over by J. URBANCSEK within the frames of the Hydrogeological 
Service of the National Water Authority and the data were published in 10 volumes 
between 1961 and 1983.

The supplemented phreatic water map of the whole territory of the Great Hungarian 
Plain (scale 1:200 000), accompanied by a bulky explanatory note, was published in 
1961 (A. RÓNAI 1961).

Due to the lack of proper geological survey of the lowland regions between 1950— 
1955, very few boreholes of greater depth were deepened, thus except for some sections 
no information was furnished about the subsurface layers. No samples collected in the 
course of the mapping, except for the samples from some larger sections were subjected 
to laboratory analysis. Due to the great number of the geologists plotting the maps and 
the too detailed key of symbols, the classification of the formations was very hetero
geneous.

Both the different classification of the formations and then non-uniformity in collect
ing the water samples became clear in the course of the evaluation of the data sheets. 
A reambulation was needed. It was carried out by a smaller team than the original survey. 
Its tools and instruments were the same and it could not rely upon greater laboratory 
capacity. The collection of additional data was based on a new field survey as well as on 
the soil mechanical data obtained from different boreholes, and by laboratory analyses 
of the samples carried out by various construction enterprises. Several 10 000 well- 
evaluable data were collected in the course of the reambulation. The data collected, 
together with those, gathered in the course of new field surveys, made possible the 
compilation of the outline maps (scale 1:100 000) in several versions. Maps were also 
plotted for engineering geological purposes, showing the surface formations. These also 
include data on the lithologic columns of shallow boreholes, on the depth of phreatic 
water table, and on the chemical impurities of the phreatic water.
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During the period of the investigation of the reambulation material, the socialist 
countries came to an international agreement in Prague, that the plotting and publica
tion of geological maps (scale 1 :200 000) will be carried out according to unified prin
ciples. The sketches (scale 1:200 000), prepared in the course of the reambulation, proved 
to be a satisfactory basis that also matched the requirements of the international agree
ment.

The international editorial committee also proposed the preparation and publication 
of explanatory notes to these maps. 24 explanatory notes, 18 of them referring to low
land type regions and hilly areas were published by the Hungarian editorial committee 
till 1978.

It was the reambulation work on scales 1:100 000 and 1 :200 000, respectively, that 
emphasized the necessity of a complex geological exploration and mapping. It was 
intended to satisfy manifold practical requirements, and also to serve as a methodological 
guideline. Thus, the idea of denoting the unconsolidated sediments of the flatlands of 
extremely varied, and the grain composition of rocks, by means of a numerical system 
has risen. The designation, using code numbers, were regulary applied in the course of the 
surveys after this time. An adequate code system, suitable for the indication of the results 
of hydrochemical analysis, was elaborated. The quantity of the total dissolved material, 
the equivalent value of ions, forming the water soluble salts, and the water chemistry type 
were also taken into account. The groups of numbers and letters, designating the forma
tions, were elaborated, considering also the lithologic, and genetic conditions, and the age 
of the formations. A network of key boreholes was designed in the more important 
regions of Great Hungarian Plain. The testing methods that can be used in the practice in 
the fields of agrogeology, engineering geology and hydrogeology were also elaborated. 
The period between 1955 and 1965 was spent on, the preparation of a new, complex 
survey of the Great Hungarian Plain (A. RÓNAI 1982b).

Simultaneously with the geological reambulation, a Geographical Research Group, and 
then the Research Institute for Geography were established under the auspices of the 
Hungarian Academy of Sciences. This rapidly developing institute carries out geomor- 
phological survey and mapping, covering the whole territory of Hungary. It also analyzes 
the surface sediments with a special regard to the loess areas. The loess exposures of 
greatest significance in Hungary were excellently analyzed and described by the experts 
of the above institute, i.e. M. PÉCSI, L. ÁDÁM, S. MAROSI, J. SZILÁRD, S. SOMOGYI, 
GY. HAHN. The results of the tests concerning the surface conditions and formations of 
the lowland type regions were published in the below listed monographs (in Hungarian):
-  4 A Mezőföld természeti földrajza'’ (1959),
-  “A Dunai Alföld” (1967),
-  “A Tiszai Alföld” (1969),
-  “A Kisalföld'5 (1975),
-  “A Dunántúli dombság” (1981),
“Magyarország geomorfológiai térképe'5 ( ‘"The Geomorphological Map of Hungary5') 
on scale 1:500 000 was also published (M. PÉCSI 1972, M. PÉCSI-S. SOMOGYI 1981).

The pedological maps by KREYBIG were reambulated in the Institute for Agro
chemistry of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences at that time, and then the compilation 
of the genetical soil maps started partly in the above institute, and partly, on a scale 
of 1:10 000, at the Országos Mezőgazdasági Minőségvizsgáló Intézet (National Institute 
for Agricultural Quality Control) (OMMI).
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The successor of Vízrajzi Intézet (Institute for Hydrology), i.e. the Vízgazdálkodási 
Tudományos Kutató Intézet (Research Institute for Water Management) (VITUKI), 
then the Országos Vízügyi Hivatal (National Water Authority) was established in 1950. 
Based on the useful experience obtained from the first wells drilled for experimental 
purposes in the 1930s, the setting of a national network of checkwells observing the 
phreatic water movement was started in 1950.

COMPLEX PROJECT FOR SURVEYING 
THE LOWLAND TYPE REGIONS (1965-1985)

A new epoch started in the 1960s. The industry started to develop rapidly. The fastest 
development, however, could be observed in the agriculture, where considerable results 
were achieved within a short time. In towns and villages the construction work accelerated. 
Due to the increased requirement for construction raw materials, amelioration materials, 
fuel, water and other raw materials the manifold geological investigations became of 
great importance. These geological investigations had to be in harmony with the new 
tasks to be performed.

The solving of the problem of water supply in the Great Hungarian Plain was of primary 
importance, because of the small amount of surface water, and the poor quality of 
phreatic water. Water can be obtained only from subsurface sources in the Great Hungarian 
Plain. The rivers provide minimum water yield in the very period when there is the 
greatest demand for it. Some 18 000 wells were drilling in the period between 1960 and 
1980, beside the tube-wells not exceeding the depth of 50 m. Some 12 000 of the above 
wells can be found in the Great Hungarian Plain.

The number of drilled wells in Hungary was 58 000 in 1980 (J. URBANCSEK 1983). 
42 000 of them were deepened in the Great Hungarian Plain. This number, however, 
includes also the shallow tube-wells. In Hungary, there were 17 000 drilled wells with a 
depth exceeding 100 m in 1980; 13 000 of them were located in the Great Hungarian 
Plain.

The water supply of agriculture is provided by irrigation. In 1954, the barrage at 
Tiszalök and several channels, while in 1975, the barrage at Kisköre and the reservoir 
at Tiszafüred were constructed. The length of the constructed irrigation and drainage 
channels exceed several thousand kilometers.

The construction of barrages and channels needs also geological investigations. The 
developing of towns, and the local industry also require construction work, and, obviously, 
it is accompanied by foundation problems. In this field, beside the information on the 
soil and subsurface layers the position, vertical and horizontal movement, and the chem
ical properties of the phreatic water should be also known, both for design and construc
tion reasons. To obtain and to publish these informations is one of the tasks of the 
geologists.

The need for an up-to-date and manifolded lowland survey project to be started in the 
Great Hungarian Plain has emerged recently. This survey is to be carried out by the 
Lowland Department of the Hungarian Geological Institute. The tasks to be performed, 
are, on one hand, of practical character, while on the other, they aim at making up 
for the shortcomings of geological mapping and reambulation performed after 1950. 
The cardinal point of the new project was to explore the territory by using low-depth
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Fig. 5 The state o f mapping of the Great Hungarian Plain at the end o f 1984.
1. map collections completed in manuscript form between 1967 and 1969, 2 .1970-1974 , 

3. 1975 -1 9 8 0 ,4 .1 9 8 0 -1 9 8 4 ,5 .1 9 8 5 , 6. maps published between 1969 and 1985
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boreholes and to analyze the obtained samples in a manner that would meet the require
ments of agrogeology, hydrogeology and engineering geology at the same time. The 
project included, as its second stage, the deepening of medium-depth boreholes in order 
to obtain the necessary information on the most productive aquifers. The drilling of these 
boreholes was primarily intended for exploring the Quaternary formations and furnishing 
data concerning the Earth’s history during the Quaternary period, the sedimentation 
process in rivers as well as the extent of crustal movements.

A prerequisite of the successful performance of this survey was the securing of the 
facilities for the detailed laboratory analysis of the expected, large quantity of samples. 
In order to meet this requirement, the Department organized and equipped a laboratory 
for sediment analysis in Szolnok.

The work had to be carried out in three phases. The unit of the survey was determined 
as the single topographical map sheets (scale 1:100 000, covering altogether about 
1600 km2). A period of 3 years was planned for the survey and the processing of the 
data. For the first year the field-work, for the second the laboratory analysis, while for 
the third the processing of the data, and the plotting of the maps and profiles were 
planned. Moreover, field work, on a new sheet, started every year and an atlas including 
all the processed data for the given region was published annually from the third year on. 
The systematic work began in 1965, and was carried out according to the plan. In 1971, 
the Central Geological Office supervised the project, and approved the continuation of 
the programme, setting the deadline of the completion to 1985. The first atlas based on 
the sheet of the Szolnok region (scale 1:100 000) was published in 1969, on the ocassion 
of the centenary of the Hungarian Geological Institute. Both the explanatory notes in 
Hungarian and in English, and a map series consisting of 21 maps, including among other, 
surface geological, engineering geological, agrogeological, hydrogeological, subsurface, 
and economical geological versions, were included in the atlas. Atlases, on the basis of 
39 sheets have been compiled up to 1984, and 13 atlases have been already published 
(Fig. 5).

The obtained data were utilized not only in the atlases but also in several other 
publications. Based on these works, the geological map of the regions covered by 
Quaternary sediments was plotted (scale 1 :500 000) in the Hungarian Geological Institute 
for the “Magyarország Földtani Atlasza“, ( “Geological Atlas of Hungary”). The thick
ness map of Quaternary layers in Hungary could be plotted on the basis of medium- 
depth boreholes. A monograph, based on the results, obtained from the key boreholes, 
and on the analysis of the Quaternary climatic history and stratigraphy of the region 
was published, in the series of the “Yearbooks” of the Hungarian Geological Institute in 
1972 (A. RÓNAI 1972).

Geologists exploring the Great Hungarian Plain had been longing for a suitable method, 
by the help of which not only the surface formations, but those buried underneath could 
be shown on maps. According to a method, elaborated in the Netherlands, combined 
lithologic profiles of given regions were established. The formations up to a depth of 
10 m in each region were combined in this way and were shown on the map. Such map 
was compiled about the central Trans-Tisza region, where this stratification is of great 
significance.

The setting of two borehole series, crossing the whole territory of the Great Hun
garian Plain was planned in 1966, in order to locate the sites of the boreholes of medium 
depth. Along a North-South, and a West—East profile (Fig. 6), 24 key boreholes were 
deepened, by full core drilling, in a total depth of 13 000 m. These, deepened to serve as
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Fig. 6 Key-boreholes in the Great Hungarian Plain.
1. site of boreholes indicating also depth, 2. boreholes treated minutely in the literature, 

3. borehole samples with paleomagnetic data

key boreholes, were not filled in after the sampling, but were turned into wells for the 
observation of the subsurface water movement. The key boreholes, in most cases, pene
trated productive aquifers. That is why, in certain regions, 1—2 -3 - 4  wells were drilled 
for the observation of the aquifers of different depths. By the end of 1980, 74 check 
wells were operated in the Great Hungarian Plain. These check wells, established on the
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Fig. 7 Water level fluctuation in artesian check-wells.



Great Hungarian Plain, are the first members of a countrywide network.
For the proper evaluation of the data, obtained from this network, the matching of 

the following conditions is required:
-  knowledge of the lithologic profile of the boreholes;
-  the exact location and depth of the aquiferous layers;
-  and also, the well should be drilled only to exploit one single aquifer, so the water 

production should not influence significantly the natural water household.
These conditions cannot be met for most of the wells in operation.

The Hungarian Geological Institue published the data on this check well network, 
gathered during 15 years and the results were also described in several Hungarian and 
foreign journals, and Congress reports (A. RÓNAI 1982) (Fig. 7).

GEOLOGICAL MAPPING OF THE LITTLE HUNGARIAN PLAIN

Agrogeological mapping, starting at the end of the last century, was performed first 
in the Little Hungarian Plain.The first map, published in 1903, shows the Magyarszölgyén 
and Párkánynána region (H. HORUSITZKY, B. INKEY, I. TIMKÓ). The map sheet of 
Érsekújvár and Komárom was published in 1907. G. LÁSZLÓ explored the Little Hun
garian Plain from the beginnings. He surveyed the whole territory, and the results of his 
survey were continuously published in the respective issues of the “Földtani Intézet Évi 
Jelentései” ( “Annual Reports of Hungarian Geological Institute”). He surveyed in details 
and described also the Hanság peat areas.

During the period between the two World Wars, J. SÜMEGHY mapped the Little 
Hungarian Plain, and wrote several reports on the local gravel deposits, on the Danube 
terraces, and he wrote a comprehensive study on the Győr Basin (1939). The Little 
Hungarian Plain was also surveyed in the course of the mapping programme between 
1950 and 1954 and, beside the surface-geological maps, the dug and artesian wells were 
also registered. The depth of groundwater table level, along the Danube, in the areas of 
the planned barrages was recorded on a manuscript map (scale 1 :50 000). Several printed 
map sheets (scale 1:200 000) on the whole territory of the Little Hungarian Plain were 
plotted. H. HORUSITZKY published an outline geological map about the network of 
artesian wells, and the Quaternary and Pannonian aquifers of the Little Hungarian Plain 
(1929). A. RÓNAI wrote an overall study describing them (1960).

An independent department was established in the Hungarian Geological Institute 
in 1982 in order to perform the complex geological exploration of the Little Hungarian 
Plain. After a careful preparation, the methods, used in the course of the survey of the 
Great Hungarian Plain, and, introduced already by the other participating institutes, more 
up-to-date methods were applied. The survey is to be carried out between 1982 and 
1986. The project is planned to be completed, by compiling the respective atlases and 
maps, by 1988. The field survey is being carried out by using topographical sheets (scale 
1:25 000), while the maps are plotted on scale 1.TOO 000. Similarly to the mapping 
project of the Great Hungarian Plain, the project, beside the mapping of the surface 
geological conditions, also include agrogeological and construction geological observa
tions and analyses. This programme, however, is extended to reveal the soil conditions 
in details, and the migration and exchange of the materials in the two-phase and three- 
phase subsoils, and in the source rock.
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Beside the shallow boreholes located in network (the boreholes are planned to be 
deepened at a distance of 1.5-2.5 km from each other) the mapping is also extended to 
natural exposures, that, particularly at the edge of the Little Hungarian Plain are of great 
significance. The data, obtained by the boreholes will be supplemented by engineering 
geological, geophysical sounding. The analysis of the samples is carried out in the Hun
garian Geological Institute, as well as in several other laboratories in Budapest, and in 
the country.

The final products of the work will be published in the form of atlases (scale 1:200 000) 
consisting of some 50 maps of different scale, and the respective explanatory notes 
(F. SÍKHEGYI 1984).

THE RESULTS ACHIEVED IN THE FIELDS OF THE APPLIED GEOLOGY: 
AGROGEOLOGY, ENGINEERING GEOLOGY, HYDROGEOLOGY

Geological knowledge of the Great Hungarian Plain has been greatly enlarged by the 
mapping performed between 1965 and 1985. Its results will be described in the following 
section.

Agrogeology

Information on the source rock of the soils in furnished by the shallow boreholes 
deepened only to a depth of 10 m. The information relates to the granular distribution, 
lime-carbonate content and pH value of the layers, and thus, indirectly, also to their 
aquiferous pro oerties and to their structure. These properties, at three levels of depth 
(0.5 m, 1.0 m and 1.5 m) are discussed in the "Alföld Földtani Atlaszai'’ ("Geological 
Atlas Series of the Great Hungarian Plain”). The survey and analysis of the phreatic water 
furnish the following data:
— depth of the phreatic water table level at the time of the drilling;
— the hydrostatic level of the groundwater under pressure;
— the salinity and composition of groundwater.
The annual and multi-annual fluctuations of the groundwater table are also shown in 
the explanatory notes of each atlas, based on the observations of the wells deepened by 
the VITUKI. The same map shows the ratio of phreatic water compared to the multi
annual average found in the course of the exploration. Geological sections of different 
regions of the Great Hungarian Plain were studied. These profiles show the sequences in 
the boreholes set about an average distance of 1.5 km from each other to a depth of 
10 m, as well as their lime-carbonate content, pH value, the position of the ground- 
water table at the time of the drilling, and the zone in which the groundwater migration 
takes place for a period of several years. The interrelatedness of the local resources and 
the materials dissolved by the groundwater can be proved.

Engineering Geology

The detailed description of the formations explored by the shallow boreholes of a 
depth of max. 10 m, as well as the grain size analysis, determining the lime-carbonate
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content and pH value, provide reliable information on the possibilities for foundation 
work. Separate map sheets, included in each atlas, provide information on the surface 
layers, most frequently encountered in the course of foundation works (these segment 
maps were plotted at depths of 2 m, 5 m and 10 m). The detailed grain analysis of the 
samples provide information on the water-conduct ing capacity of the layers, and, in
directly, several properties of great importance for the design and construction work 
are indicated. These pieces of information are available through a network of boreholes 
drilled at a distance of 1.5 km from each other, therefore, they cannot be used for direct, 
local design or construction work. They, however, provide an overall view on the territory 
and its neighbourhood, and for the linear constructions, stretching along a great distance, 
they could be directly utilized. The phreatic water table, in several cases, is situated not 
deeper than 1 m below the surface in large areas of the Great Hungarian Plain. During its 
migration process even the water table found at greater depths can also reach the im
mediate vicinity of the surface. This possibility is shown by the hydrogeological map 
versions included in each atlas. The data indicate also the aquiferous layers, and the 
possible flow directions of the phreatic water. The hydrochemical data provide infor
mation also on the agressivity of phreatic water.

Hydrogeology

The data, collected in the course of the mapping, supply all the important informa
tion concerning the phreatic water.

In each atlas, there are five map sheets, showing the position of the phreatic water, and 
the depth of the ground water table above sea level was determined. Separate map shows 
the changes in the level of phreatic water after the floods. The pressure upon the phreatic 
water, derived from the height of rise, and, finally, the salt content of the phreatic waters, 
together with the chemical analysis of the water samples taken from each borehole of the 
network is also shown.

For the yield of the medium-depth aquifers, each atlas includes a map showing the 
position of the most productive layers to a depth of 500 m.

In the Great Hungarian Plain, the key borehole series deepened in two profile direc
tions, the hydrological, hydrodynamical and hydrochemical measurements performed in 
them, and the network of check wells of different depths deepened in different regions, 
are of the greatest significance for hydrogeological purposes. 74 check wells, (deepened 
by the Hungarian Geological Institute), of depths, ranging between 10 m to 1100 m, were 
operated in the Great Hungarian Plain in 1984. Most of these wells are equipped with 
instruments recording automatically the water level changes. It makes possible the 
measurement of the tidal phenomena and the changes in the Earth’s gravity, the water 
level regulating effect of athmospheric changes, the annual and longer period flow trends 
in subsurface aquifers as well as the water level changes due to earthquakes (these, occurr
ing even at a distance of several thousand kilometres, can be registered). The results of 
the observations obtained from the first wells, deepened in 1966 and 1967, during a 
period of one and a half decade reflect both the changes of the groundwater balance 
and the processes and rate of input and output. The basic conditions and possibilities 
of subsurface water management are determined by these measurements.

The circulation of groundwater is of such a great importance that all the available 
means are to be used to observe it. Therefore, the absolute age of the water in certain
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wells were determined by means of 14 C isotope dating in the isotope laboratory of the 
VITUKI. The measured values range between some thousand years and 32—33 000 years. 
The evaluation of the data require a number of further tests. The data prove the vertical 
movement of the groundwater, beside the horizontal streams and leakage.

Water samples, taken from the check wells have been chemically analysed at two year 
intervals since the drilling of the boreholes, and the results have shown the significant 
changes in the composition of the groundwater in different periods.

A NEW CHAPTER IN THE QUATERNARY CLIMATOLOGY

The palaeontological data, obtained from the key boreholes in the Great Hungarian 
Plain, mostly those of the pollen tests, provided new information on the climatic condi
tions and changes during the Quaternary period.

When the first borehole at Jászladány was deepened to a depth of 950 m, within the 
frame of the new project, exploring the Great Hungarian Plain, among others, it resulted 
in the reliable separation of the Quaternary period from the Tertiary (A. RÓNAI 1972).

The samples collected from the borehole were very rich in molluscs, ostracods and 
pollens. The climatic changes of the Quaternary period could be well followed on the 
basis of these fossils. The most significant climatic change, shown by the changing of the 
Pannonian sediments into river sediments, when the dry and hot, nearly desert-like 
climate turns into a warm and moderate rainy climate, could be also observed. The 
beginning of the rainy climate proved to be the best landmark between the Quaternary 
and Tertiary periods, because no such drastic climatic change has occured up to now. 
The thickness of the sedimentary deposits formed during the Quaternary period was 
432 m at Jászladány, according to the new climatic classification.

Later, after deepening the boreholes in the Körös Basin, the exact time of this change 
could be determined since it nearly coincided with the Matuyama-Gauss paleomagnetic 
polarity change, i.e. it took place 2.4 million years ago. The pollens from the borehole 
at Jászladány were determined by H. LŐRINCZ and M. MIHÁLTZ-FARAGÓ. On the 
basis of climatic requirements of forest tree species, A. RÓNAI indicated 37 smaller and 
25 major climatic changes in the Quaternary layers of the boreholes.

This climatic classification, as well as the climatic history of the Quaternary period 
seemed to be extraordinary, and difficult to be correlated with the former classifications, 
used in the Hungarian and European literature up to the middle of the 1960s. After, 
however, the journal “Eiszeitalter und Gegenwart” had published the detailed descrip
tion and documentation of the borehole in 1969 (A. RÓNAI 1969), then both the 
Quaternary period, far exceeding half a million years, and the fact that the beginning of 
the Quaternary period had to include also a considerably long, warmer and more rainy 
period than the last half million years, became already known also in the international 
literature.

Nowadays the Quaternary period is estimated to have lasted for 1 .6-1 .8-2 .4  million 
years by the authors, and its beginning is correlated with the palaeomagnetic changes. 
Oxygene isotope tests indicated 18 periods colder than the average during the 1.6 million 
years.
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NEW QUATERNARY STRATIGRAPHY

Despite all efforts, the Quaternary layers of the basin boreholes could not be classified 
into international stratigraphic schemes, for a long time. Hardly any vertebrate fossils 
could be found in the boreholes. The molluscan fauna was also very poor, and the availa
ble ones were neither suitable nor sufficient for the stratigraphic classification.

There were several places where the boundary between the Neogene and Quaternary 
could not be determined. The Neogene/Quaternary boundary could be clearly indicated 
where coarse river sediments or loess, deposited directly on the clayey Pannonian lake 
sediments was found. At those places, however, where the Pliocene clayey formation 
gradually turned into clayey layers of the rivers or where the alluvial sediments started to 
develop already in the Pliocene, it was difficult to determine the boundary.

In this field, a total turn was brought both by the introduction of the absolute dating 
methods, and by the internationally elaborated time-scale based on paleomagnetic polarity 
changes. Only a few samples of Hungarian Quaternary sediments were dated by the 
radiometric method.

Two boreholes, drilled by the Hungarian Geological Institute at Dévaványa in 1976, and 
in Vésztő in 1978, proved to be of national and international importance.

Their samples collected at depths of each 1 m, in certain places at each 20 cm, were 
subjected to paleomagnetic analysis at the Dalhousie University of Halifax, Canada. 
The 1116 m and 1200 m deep boreholes, deepened in the Körös Basin at sites where 
the sedimentation had been continuous during the Quaternary period, no lack of layer 
had to be considered. This continuity was proved by the palaeomagnetic data of the two 
boreholes. All the known magnetic polarity changes of the last 5 million years, by point
ing out the interbedding sedimentary layers, corresponding proportionally to the given 
period according to the international scale, could be indicated. The paleomagnetic data of 
the two boreholes proved the validity of the results. These, by means of lectures, were 
demonstrated at several international congresses, and were also published in Hungary and
abroad as well (H. B. S. COOKE-J. H. HALL-A. RÓNAI 1979, A. RÓNAI 1980,1981, 
1982b) (Fig. 8).

Based on the above two boreholes, the Neogene/Quaternary boundary had to be drawn 
at the Matuyama—Gauss paleomagnetic change, i.e. 2.4 million years ago. That is where the 
sediment section, indicating the warm and dry climate of the end of the Pliocene with its 
faunistic stefility begins in both boreholes, starting from the top and passing downwards. 
Upwards from here, the cyclic, alluvial sedimentation occurs, indicated by the granular 
composition of the sediments. Upwards from here, the river or terrestrial molluscan and 
ostracod fauna are present in the sediments, proving that these are already of Quaternary 
age. The number of pollens is radically reduced beneath this boundary and the remaining 
small amount present indicate a warm and dry climate.

The determination palaeomagnetic changes made possible the subdivision of the 
Quaternary period.
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Stratigraphic classification of three key boreholes deepened by the Hungarian Geo
logical Institute:

Strati
graphic

boundary

Absolute
age

Palaeo
magnetic
boundary

Dévaványa Jász-
ladány

Vésztő

Upper
Pleistocene cca. 300 000 _ 55 m 60 m 60 m

Middle
Pleistocene 700 000

Brunhes-
Matuyama 120 130 140

Lower
Pleistocene 1 600 000

End of 
Olduvian 280 . 270 340

1 800 000
Beginning of 
Olduvian 320 350 390

Lowermost
Pleistocene 2 400 000

Matuyama-
Gauss 420 430 480

Upper
Pliocene 3 400 000

Gauss-
Gilbert 700 730 760

Middle
Pliocene 5 000 000

Gilbert- 
Epoch 5 1100? 1200?

The stratigraphic boundaries connected to the palaeomagnetic changes made possible 
the unification of the phases of the Quaternary period on an international scale. At the 
same time, the more than 2000 palaeomagnetic measurements in both boreholes of the 
same basin with depths exceeding 1000 m, where the Quaternary sedimentary sequence 
seems to be complete, has been a unique phenomenon on a world scale, and, after a 
proper description, these boreholes will serve as international standards.
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SURFACE MINING GEOLOGICAL MAPS OF THE 
NEOGENE DEPOSITS IN HUNGARY

SÁNDOR JASKÓ
Hungarian Geological Institute, Budapest

INTRODUCTION

There are four types of mining geological maps. These are:
a) surface geological maps, indicating the necessary data for mining,
b) sketches constructed from the data obtained from exploration drilling; these show the 

subsurface geology,
c) design of the galleries indicating both the dead rock and workable minerals,
d) forecast maps.

In most cases the surface geological map is prepared first. This is followed by explora
tion wells and finally the deepening of the mine openings. This, however, is not always 
the case. Detailed geological mapping may be carried out in regions that have already 
been partially explored by boreholes or by shafts.

During the past decades the compiling of forecast maps has become a common 
practice. These, based on available data, indicate the range of the prospective area. Very 
often the different types of mining geological maps cannot be clearly distinguished.

This paper attempts to discuss, in some detail, the surface geological maps and the 
forecast maps, as these types indicate the correlation between the development of the 
Earth sciences and the change in cartographic representation. (The other two types of 
mining maps, required for exploration and exploitation purposes, are first of all needed 
by the mining industry, therefore they are not discussed in the present paper.)

Mining geological maps indicate the occurrence of workable minerals and the distri
bution of surface formations, thus help the location of exploratory boreholes and pits. 
These maps also show the location of the dead rock outcrops that horizontally confine 
the area to be explored. They also show the site of each object of exploration (shafts, 
boreholes) already realized or planned. The mining geological maps are, therefore, the 
detailed representation of a given area with all the necessary information for practical 
purposes.

In the present study on Neogene mineral deposits in Hungary, it is attempted to 
present the most characteristic mining geological maps. The examples were chosen to 
represent both the different kinds of deposits and the different periods of the history 
of geological mapping. (The present paper is restricted only to maps of solid mineral 
resources.)

Only printed maps are discussed, although the number of maps in manuscript form is 
much higher. These, however, are not easily available, therefore, their discussion would 
exceed the limits of this study.

The printed geological maps of Hungary are listed in several publications (J. BRUCK- 
G. LÁSZLÓ 1911, S. JASKÓ-K.TREGELE 1950, J. NOSZKY Jr.-K.BREZSNYÁNSZ- 
KY 1968).
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The history of mining geological mapping in the Carpathian Basin can be divided into 
two periods. The first period lasted until 1920.

MINING GEOLOGICAL MAPPING BEFORE 1920

Up to this date the geological mapping and mineral exploration of the Carpathian 
Basin was the task of the Royal Hungarian Geological Institute. During this period a 
relatively small number of geologists worked over a large area, most of them in the 
regions bordering the Carpathian Basin or in the Carpathian Mountains. This situation 
came to an abrupt end when the boundaries of the country were altered in 1920, and 
the work of the Hungarian geologists was taken over by Slovakian, Romanian and Yugo
slavian experts. We, however, must never forget about the results achieved by our famous 
predecessors, since they set the path for the next generation of geologists.

In the present paper the solid mineral resources will be discussed one by one. The 
geographical location of the regions indicated on the maps is shown in Fig. 1. The numbers 
on the figure are the same as those in the text.

Rock-salt

The rock-salt deposits along the edge of the North-Eastern Carpathians and the Tran
sylvanian Basin are represented on several maps (J. E. FICHTEL 1780, K. PAPP 1913) 
(Fig. 2). Among the maps indicating the occurrences in detail, the 1:75 000 scale map of 
the Sóvár region (1) published in the “Yearbook of the Hungarian Geological Institute’' 
(S. GEZELL 1887) deserves attention. The mining geological map of the Vízakna area (2) 
does not only show the salt mine and the springs but also the Neogene sediments (GY. 
HALAVÁTS 1916).

Brown Coal and Lignite

All the known coal occurrences of the former Hungarian Empire are described by 
K. PAPP (1915). The location of the occurrences is shown on a map included in the volume 
(scale: 1:2 000 000). Several mining geological maps are included in the volume as figures. 
Some of these are the following:
Page 812 The Fehér-Körös coal basin (3),
Page 824 The Almás Valley coal basin (4),
Page 855 The Avas region lignite basin (5),
Page 897 The Erdővidék region lignite basin (6).

The mining geological map of the coal mines of the Almás Valley was also published 
by K. SCHMIDT in the “Földtani Közlöny” . This map shows both the surface occurrence 
of the deposits and the mining geological data (K. SCHMIDT 1911).
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Fig. 1 Mining geological maps compiled before 1920.
1. Sóvár, 2. Vízakna, 3. Fehér-Körös Basin, 4 . Almás Valley, 5. Avas Basin, 6. Erdővidék, 7. Vihorlát Mts., 8. Selmec Mts., 

9. Nagybánya, 10. Transylvanian Ore Mts., I. rock-salt, II. brown coal and lignite, III. iron ore, IV. non-ferrous ores



Fig. 2 Rock-salt sites of the Transylvanian (Neogene) Basin. (K. PAPP 1913)

Iron Ore

K. PAPP’s monograph contains also the data on iron ore deposits. The Neogene iron 
ore beds in the volcanic rock formations of the Vihorlát Mountains (7) are shown on the 
map on page 277 of the monograph (Fig. 3). This map clearly distinguishes the lenticular 
lower-grade limonite bodies from the higher quality pyrite veins and stocks.

Polymetallic, Non-Ferrous Ores

In the Neogene volcanic rocks of the Carpathian Basin several non-ferrous ore deposits 
are known. Their mining geological maps of the three main mining districts will be 
discussed.
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■̂1
U) Fig. 3 Mineral deposits of Vihorlát—Gutin Mts. (K. PAPP 1915, after G. SZELLEMY)



SELMECBÁNYA-KÖRMÖCBÁNYA DISTRICT (8)

The mining geological map of the district plotted by S. GESELL, scale 1:14 400, was 
published in volume 11 of the “Yearbook of the Hungarian Geological Institute” (1895). 
In 1885, a detailed study by J. SZABÓ was published in “Értekezések a Természettudo
mányok Köréből" ( “Scientific Transactions”), a journal issued by the Hungarian 
Academy of Sciences about the Selmecbánya deposits. The relevant geological map,
however, was published only a year later as an appendix to Vol. 16 of the “Földtani 
Közlöny" (scale: 1:30 000) (J. SZABÓ 1886). The maps discussed above are outstanding 
pieces of mining geological documentation of the past century.

NAGYBÁNYA AND THE KAPNIKBÁNYA DISTRICT (9)

The first outline mining geological map of the ore deposits of the Vihorlát-Gutin 
Mountains was prepared by a mining engineer, G. SZELLEMY, in 1896 (scale: 1:500 000). 
The slightly modified version of this map can be also found in K. PAPP’s monograph 
(page 277). The Nagybánya and Kapnikbánya district was later studied by M. PÁLFY 
over a period of several years, and then he published a set of detailed mining geological 
maps. These are to be found both in the 1914, 1915 and 1916 “Annual Reports of the 
Hungarian Geological Institute” and in his study on the gold and silver mines of Hungary 
(M. PÁLFY 1929).

TRANSYLVANIAN ORE MOUNTAINS (10)

The outline maps of the Translyvanian Ore Mountains showing also the gold-mines was 
prepared by K. PAPP (scale: 1:600 000) and by M. PÁLFY (scale: 1 :200 000)(K.PAPP 
1913, M. PÁLFY 1929) (Fig. 4).

The mines of the district were published as separate, detailed map sheets by M. PÁLFY, 
in 1911, as annexes to the 18th volume of “Yearbook of the Hungarian Geological 
Institute".

MINING GEOLOGICAL MAPPING AFTER 1920

After World War I, the mapping operations of Hungarian geologists were restricted 
(disregarding the years 1939—44) to the present territory of the country. That is why, 
from this period, only the relevant mining geological maps will be discussed.

The conditions and facilities of geological prospecting have changed. The professional 
staff and the smaller territory rendered possible more detailed geological surveying. The 
consequences of these changes also appeared on the elaborated mining geological maps, 
as these contain more precise and much more reliable information than the maps prepared 
a few decades ago. It often happens that new maps of the same mineral occurrence have 
to be prepared within a short period. This is due, partially, to advances in stratigraphy 
and petrography and also to the increase in the number of operating mines and exploration 
sites.
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Fig. 4 Gold ore occurrences of the Transylvanian Ore Mts. (M. PÁLFY 1929)

Since 1966 a series of geological maps have been issued by the Hungarian Geological 
Institute. These include the detailed maps of our mountains (scales: 1:10 000 to 1:25 000 
respectively). The maps, with numerous stratigraphical and petrological data are valuable 
tools of mining exploration too. These, however, cannot be considered mining geological 
maps, since they usually do not give such necessary details as productive drillings, ex
ploitation sites, etc.

The location of the mine areas discussed in the following chapter is shown on Figs. 5 
and 6, and their numerical indication is identical to that used in the text.
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Fig. 5 Mining geological maps, published after 1920,1.
11. Torony, 12. Várpalota, 13. Hidas, 14. Mátraalja-Bükkalja, 15. Upper Borsod, 16. Brennbergbánya, 17. Nógrád,

18. Ózd, 19. Borsod, I. lignite, II .brown coal



Fig. 6 Mining geological maps, published after 1920, II.
20. Tokaj Mts., 21. Transdanubian Mid-Mountains, 22. Fehérvárcsuigó, 23. Pula, 24. Várkesző, 25. Gyöngyöspata, 26. Tokaj Mts., 

27. Börzsöny Mts., 28. Mátra Mts., 29. Telkibánya, I. stone for construction, II. non-metallic minerals, III. non-ferrous ores



Lignite

TORONY (11)

The first mining geological map of the Kőszeg, Szombathely and Ják area was prepared 
before the detailed exploration of the area (S. JASKÓ 1948). The mining geological map 
of the area establishing the presence of the Pannonian lignite beds stretching beyond the 
state border into Austria could be plotted only after obtaining the data from the densely 
set boreholes (S. JASKÓ 1981).

VÁRPALOTA (12)

The Miocene lignite occurrences in the Várpalota region were the subject of two mining 
geological maps prepared by K. TELEGDI ROTH (1924, 1928). Later several other 
maps of the Várpalota basin were published; among them, the oil shale forecast map 
(G. SOLTI 1981) is the most important.

HIDAS (13)

The 1:100 000 scale map of the Eastern Mecsek Miocene area indicates, among other 
valuable minerals, the occurrence of lignite deposits between Hidas and Ófalu (G. HÁ- 
MOR-M. HAJÓS-L. BARANYAI 1965). A detailed mining geological map of the Hidas 
area was also prepared indicating the outcrops and deep wedging of the lignite, as well as 
the exploitable limits of the mining area and the exploratory boreholes (M. FÖLDI 1966) 
(Fig. 7).

MÁTRA-BÜKK LIGNITE AREA (14)

The first comprehensive mining geological maps of the SE slope of the Bükk Mts. was 
first published by Z. SCHRÉTER (scale: 1:100 000) (1929). The map shows the range 
from Hatvan to Mezőkeresztes by making use of the new exploration data (S. JASKÓ 
1976).

The four coloured map sheets, issued by the Hungarian Geological Institute in 1979, 
are of special significance since these contain more detailed information (GY. RADÓCZ 
et al. 1979). The maps (scale: 1:200 000) were published in the following four versions:
1. geological, economic geological map,
2. hydrogeological map,
3. specific workability map indicating the hanging-wall thickness and combined deposit 
thickness,
4. forecast map.

As a conclusion, it can be said that as far as the solid Neogene mineral deposits are 
concerned the best, printed mining geological maps are available about the Mátra-Bükk 
lignite area.
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Fig. 7 Mining geological map of the Hidas lignite district. (M. FÖLDI 1966)
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NORTH-BORSOD LIGNITE REGION (15)

In the Northern part of Borsod County the depressions located between the Mesozoic 
and Paleozoic blocks are filled with Pliocene sediments containing lignite deposits. The 
lignites occurring between Szendrő and Rudabánya were mapped by Z. SCHRÉTER in 
1929 and a map (scale: 1:33 000) was published as an appendix to his monograph.

Brown coal

BRENNBERGBÁNYA (16)

The mine at the Western border of the country, near Sopron, was closed in 1951. 
The maps, showing the shafts and the location of the exploited brown coal fields as well as 
the rocks found on the surface, were published as appendices to the special issues of the 
“Bányászati és Kohászati Lapok” edited by the Research Institute for Mining (P. KIS- 
HÁZI-J. IVANCSICS 1975, P. KISHÁZI-I. BOLDIZSÁR-J. IVANCSICS 1978).

NÓGRÁD COAL BASIN (17)

The coal occurrences in Nógrád County are scattered over an area of 800 km2. Coal 
measures, however, can be found only on 30% of this huge area while the remaining 70% 
is the dead rock separating the workable mining areas. These are mostly non-productive 
Oligocène rock formations on the surface. This is one of the reasons that a complete 
mining geological map of the region has not been published yet. This inadequacy is not 
compensated by the sketches showing the rough outlines of the location of the mines and 
the boundary faults of the coal-beds (J. DSIDA 1936,1. VITÁLIS 1939, L. MOLNÁR et 
al. 1975, K. BARNABÁS et al. 1966). Detailed maps were published only on some parts 
of the Nógrád coal basin. The most expressive map sheet is the 1:25 000 scale coloured 
map of the Nagybátony area (Z. SCHRÉTER 1940).

THE ÓZD (18) AND BORSOD (19) BROWN COAL BASINS

The two coal basins are located in the same area, and are therefore, often shown 
together on the same map. A good example for this is the monograph written by 
Z. SCHRÉTER and E. VADÁSZ (1929).

The general outline map of the Helvetian coal deposits of the Borsod basin (scale: 
1:200 000) was appended to the study of GY. RADÓCZ published in 1964. This was 
followed by a coloured map series published by the Hungarian Geological Institute, edited 
by GY. RADÓCZ, in 1966. These large sheets include the known deposits of brown coal 
around the Bükk Mts., as well as the forecast maps of the Bükk II brown coal seam.
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Building Stones 

TOKAJ MOUNTAINS (20)

The andesite and dacite rocks of the Tokaj Mountains with the areas suggested for 
further exploitation are shown on a coloured geological map (scale: 1:100 000) (P. 
GYARMATI 1977) (Fig. 8.)

TRANSDANUBIAN MID-MOUNTAINS (21)

Two general outline maps indicating the quarries of building and ornamental stones 
in the Transdanubian Mid-Mountains as well as the location of future potential stone 
quarries were published in 1984 (J. KONDA-M. MÉSZÁROS 1984).

Mining of Non-metallic Minerals

FEHÉRVÁRCSURGÓ (22)

GY. VECSERNYÉS published a map of white quartz-sand deposits; this is the raw 
material of glass production. This, beside the geological data, also bears information 
about the palaeogeographical conditions of the formation. Mrs. GY. BÁRDOSSY provided 
a set of appendices to the geological map that contains the changes of the sites expressed 
in grain size and iron content (GY. VECSERNYÉS 1966, Mrs. GY. BÁRDOSSY 1958).

PULA (23) AND VÁRKESZŐ (24)

The maps of the Pannonian volcanic tuff maar filled with alginite reflect the scope of 
recent investigations conducted by the Hungarian Geological Institute (G. SOLTI 1981,
G. BENCZE-Á. JÁMBOR-Z. PARTÉNYI 1979).

GYÖNGYÖSPATA (25)

The diatomite occurrence in the Szurdokpüspöki-Gyöngyöspata region was published 
on two separate map sheets contained in the 1950 “Annual Report of the Hungarian 
Geological Institute” (Z. SCHRÉTER 1953, F. HORUSITZKY 1953).

TOKAJ MOUNTAINS (26)

Quartzite, potassium tuff, kaolin, bentonite, diatomite, perlite and zeolitic rhyolite 
tuff deposits can be found and are exploited in the Tokaj Mountains. E. MÁTYÁS has 
published several sketch maps indicating the location of the sites (1974, 1975, 1977, 
1982). Detailed maps of some of the deposits have been compiled by several authors. 
In lack of space, they are not listed here.
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Fig. 8 Geological possibilities for the development of andesite and dacite quarrying 
in the Tokaj Mountains. (P. GYARMATI 1977)
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Non-Ferrous Ores

BÖRZSÖNY MOUNTAINS (27)

The non-ferrous ore mines at Nagybörzsöny were mapped by A. LIFFA and GY. VIGH 
in 1930-32, and by G. PANTO in 1946 (A. L1FFA-GY. VIGH 1937, G. PANTÓ 1951,
G. PANTÓ—L. MIKÓ 1964). Ore exploration was extended to more remote parts of the 
mountains in 1969-77. The map of the ore indication in the Börzsöny Mountains shows 
not only the above mentioned non-ferrous ores but also the occurrence of iron ore near 
Szokolya (B. NAGY 1978).

MÁTRA MOUNTAINS (28)

On the map (scale : 1:50 000) of the Mátra Mountains the ore deposits are differentiated 
by their degree of exposure:
a) ore mines in operation,
b) explored ore deposits,
c) potential deposits to be explored
(GY. VARGA 1975). Several mining geological maps of the Gyöngyösoroszi region have 
been prepared (G. PANTÓ 1953, P. ROZLOZSNIK 1942, K. BARNABÁS et al. 1966).

The Mid-Mátra ore region, the area between Galyatető and Parádsasvár was mapped 
by A. VIDACS. He also prepared sketches about the direction of the veins and exploration 
adit (A. VIDACS 1964, K. BARNABÁS et al. 1966).

TELKIBÁNYA (29)

The possibility of re-starting the old gold and silver mine has been examined several 
times during the past few decades, and due to this fact several mining geological maps of 
the area have been prepared (M. PÁLFY 1929, B. BEM 1953, V. SZÉKY-FUX 1970).

SUMMARY

During the 1950-1980 period more mining geological maps of Hungarian territories 
were prepared than during the period between 1850 and 1950.

There is no considerable Neogene mineral deposit in present-day Hungary that has no 
relevant printed mining geological map. These maps, however, were prepared by different 
authors in different periods, therefore, their approaches, to a considerable extent. There 
are some detailed maps of small size deposits, while some other maps are only sketches 
of larger-size geological regions. Taking all the above facts into consideration we can say 
that several hundred mining geological map sheets have been published about the different 
parts of the country.

The mining geological maps, especially those of the most important regions, soon 
become outdated. The knowledge of the geological structure and the tectonics of the 
region progresses with the increasing number of exploratory boreholes and exploited 
mines. This is why maps of the same area, prepared at different dates, sometimes signifi
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cantly differ from each other. Very often, one of them shows only the up-to-date data, 
while the other only the old mining data. These maps can, however, differ also in their 
approach (e.g. one may be dominated by mining details, while to other may emphasize 
palaeogeographical, mineralogical and petrological aspects). The conclusion is that it is 
never sufficient to consult a single mining geological map but the recent and old publi
cations should be compared and considered together.
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GEOPHYSICAL EXPLORATION IN HUNGARY-A HISTORICAL
REVIEW

ZOLTÁN SZABÓ
Eötvös Loránd Geophysical Institute, Budapest

INTRODUCTION

Hungary, the native country of L. EÖTVÖS, can be regarded as the cradle of geo
physical exploration: the first magnetic survey was carried out in the middle of the 19th 
century. (Observatory type magnetic measurements had started as early as in the 18th 
century.) At that time the purpose of measurements was to determine the general distri
bution of the Earth’s magnetic field; later, examinations were extended to the field of 
gravity in order to investigate the shape of the Earth, the geoid.

In 1890 EÖTVÖS completed his first torsion balance and at the beginning of the 
20th century the first torsion balance measurements were completed. Attention sub
sequently turned to the geological conclusions drawn from the geophysical measure
ments.

The initial steps will be discussed in detail, later developments and the introduction 
of different geophysical methods in Hungary will be summarized in outlines. Finally, 
some successful exploration projects will be shown to illustrate the efficacy of geophysi
cal exploration.

HISTORICAL OUTLINE

The first geophysical measurements were performed by K. KREIL who carried out the 
first geomagnetic measurements over the entire area of the Austro-Hungarian Monarchy 
between 1847 and 1857. Fifty-two of his survey stations were located over the territory 
of Hungary. The purpose of KREIL’s measurements was to determine the regional distri
bution of the geomagnetic field.

The measurements performed between 1864 and 1879 by G. SCHENZL and in 1890 
by I. KURLÄNDER had the same aim.

R. STERNECK, working for the Military Geographic Institute of Vienna (Militär- 
geographisches Institut), determined the value of gravity at about 180 locations. For his 
observations he used a relative pendulum of his own design. These measurements lasted 
from 1883 until the turn of the century.

In 1885, L. GRUBER, a meteorologist, determined the absolute value of gravity with 
the help of a physical pendulum on the northern slope of the Castle Hill of Buda (J. SZI
LÁRD 1984).

Following this introductory period a significant change came about when Loránd 
EÖTVÖS, professor of physics at the University of Budapest, started to study the Earth’s 
field of gravity (Fig. 1). At the outset, he also dealt with the equipotential surface of 
gravity in conjunction with the shape of the Earth. For his experiments he invented, in
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Fig. 1 L. Eötvös (1848-1919).

1890, the first torsion balance that bears his name ever since (Fig. 2). Principally, the 
instrument consists of a light horizontal metal rod suspended on a thin platinum thread. 
A mass is attached to one end of the rod and its equilibrium is ensured by another mass 
suspended on a long thread from the other end of the beam. The principle of operation is 
very simple: if the force acting on the two masses located at different heights is not the 
same either in size or in direction, then the rod will turn horizontally and the suspension 
thread will be twisted. From the rate of twisting the horizontal components of the force 
of gravity can be calculated.

EÖTVÖS performed his experiments first in a laboratory and later at his holiday home 
in Pestlőrinc. The first field measurements were carried out on Ság Hill in Transdanubia 
in 1891 (Fig. 3).

Following the improvement of his instrument in the winter of 1901 he was able to 
perform experiments over a considerably larger area when, due to the initiative of L. 
LÓCZY, head of the Balaton Committee, he conducted a series of measurements over 
the frozen ice surface of Lake Balaton. He wrote the following words concerning his 
measurements: “On the surface of the frozen Lake Balaton I had the first chance to see 
whether the method was applicable for the investigation of larger areas on a routine basis. 
The flat frozen surface of Lake Balaton proved to be an ideal site for such investigations
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Fig. 2 Horizontal variometer, the first Eötvös torsion balance (1890).

Fig. 3 The first torsion balance field measurement on Ság Hill (Transdanubia) in 1891 
(L. Eötvös can be seen at the telescope).
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Fig. 4 Man-haulage of the torsion balance, hut and the living hut on the frozen surface
of Lake Balaton (1901).

as the observations were free of those distrubances which are usually caused by the 
irregularities of the surrounding topography. I learnt much during these expérimentes.” 
(Fig. 4).

He continued his experiments on the ice of Lake Balaton in 1903, but because of the 
early melting of the ice these could not be fully completed. In his report summarizing 
the measurements he said that “the gradients perpendicular to the axis of the Balaton 
and the directing forces (curvatures) parallel to the axis imply a subterrainean effect 
testifying to the existence of a tectonic line parallel to the axis of the lake.” This quo
tation is the first geological conclusion drawn from torsion balance measurements (L.
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In 1902, and in the following years, EÖTVÖS and his team conducted torsion balance 
measurements in the Danube-Tisza interfluve, in Fruska Gora, and in the vicinity of the 
towns of Arad and Temesvár. The components of the magnetic field were determined at 
all locations as well. They tried to evaluate the results obtained from the gravity and 
magnetic measurements together. This was the first integrated interpretation in geo
physics.

The magnetic anomalies obtained in the Fruska Gora area were explained by the near
surface serpentinite body. Similar anomalies were found in the main mass of mountain 
itself over the outcropping serpentinite. The susceptibility values of the collected ser
pentinite samples supported this interpretation. The density of the subsurface serpentini
te masses does not differ from the density of their environment. Accordingly they 
produce no gravity effect recognizable on the gravity map (Fig. 6).
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Fig. 6 Geological interpretation of the magnetic survey carried out in the region
of Fruska Gora (1904).

EÖTVÖS’s instrument aroused the interest of foreign experts who at first refused 
to believe the results obtained by the field surveys (D. PÉKÁR 1941) (Fig. 7).

In 1906, the “Internationale Erdmessung”-th e  responsible international body-held 
its XVth conference in Budapest. Those interested were given the chance to visit the site 
of the field measurements in the vicinity of the town of Arad. The experience had such 
an effect on the delegates that the congress presented a petition to the Hungarian Govern
ment requesting it to allow the experiments carried out by EÖTVÖS to be extended. The 
Government accepted the petition and agreed to support the investigations and from
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Fig. 7 Transport conditions in the early days of geophysical exploration.

1907 on a yearly sum of 60 000 Crowns was allocated for the experiments. This means 
that Hungarian geophysical research and development, as a separate branch of sciences, 
was established in 1907.

The year 1916 is an important milestone in the history of geophysical exploration in 
Hungary and on international level as well. At the suggestion of H. BÖCKH, the eminent 
geologist, EÖTVÖS’s team conducted a torsion balance survey over the oil field of Egbell. 
The purpose of these measurements was to determine the efficiency of the torsion 
balance in the search for hydrocarbon-bearing anticlines.

The isogam lines constructed from the gradients rather well contoured the area of the 
anticline containing the oil. H. BÖCKH wrote the following in his report: “ ... even if we 
did not have the geological survey, the isogams would provide a reliable basis of informa
tion as to where the borehole should be located.” With the measurements taken near 
Egbell the possibility of modern geophysical hydrocarbon prospecting was established 
(H. BÖCKH 1917) (Fig. 8).

The torsion balance soon became the most successful hydrocarbon prospecting instru
ment. As early as 1917 the first on-site field measurements to locate gas fields were 
conducted in the Hortobágy region.

After EÖTVÖS’s death in 1919 the geophysical research fund was transferred from 
the Ministry of Culture to the Ministry of Finance, and upon the initiation and under the 
leadership of D. PÉKÁR the Eötvös Loránd Geophysical Institute (ELGI) was founded.

At the request of the Hungarian General Coal Mining Co. Ltd., PÉKÁR conducted 
measurements over the area of the Tokod coal mines in 1920. He used the Eötvös torsion
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Fig. 8 Gradient map in the region of Egbell: the first successful oil exploration by torsion
balance (1916).

balance to determine subsurface faults. In 1928, karst water bearing cavities of the 
limestone basement were successfully determined with similar measurements in the coal 
mine areas of the Salgótarján Coal Co. Ltd. in the Dorog region. The subsequent bore
holes led to the discovery of two cavities which were later filled with sand and cement 
thereby considerably reducing water inflow endangering the mine (D. PÉKÁR 1935).

The above examples prove that Hungarian geophysicists attempted, already from the 
early start, to make practical use of their research and measurements.

The torsion balance and the magnetic measurements were simultaneously continued. 
By 1935, when PÉKÁR, the first director of ELGI retired, the torsion balance and the 
magnetic measurements covered an area of 12 500 km2. PÉKÁR was succeeded by
J. FEKETE who also had been a student and colleague of EÖTVÖS and had conducted 
a series of successful torsion balance measurements for a decade in Mexico and in the 
USA.

Based on his wide-ranging foreign experience FEKETE stressed the importance of 
detailed geological interpretation. In the same year the Ministry of Industry became the
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supervising authority of the Eötvös Loránd Geophysical Institute. The development 
plans of the new ministry coincided with those of the new director, and this resulted 
in major investments and the acquisition of new instruments (J. RENNER 1966).

Based on a patent of technical university professor B. POGÁNY the first Hungarian 
seismic reflection equipment was completed in 1936. The 6-channel instrument was 
equipped with capacitive geophones and was installed on a horse-drawn carriage (Fig. 
9). The first experimental measurements were conducted near Űrszentmiklós and Kapu
vár. The starting point of the Űrszentmiklós profile was borehole No III where, at a 
depth of 880 m under a layer of clay, Eocene limestone was found. The purpose of the 
seismic measurements was to trace the limestone surface. As, however no useful reflec
tion was received from the surface, the measurements were continued near Kapuvár 
where seismic measurements had already been conducted by EUROGASCO in 1934. 
The experiments with the Hungarian instrument proved to be completely successful 
on this profile, and from that time on regular seismic measurements were performed. 
The introduction of the seismic method highly increased the effectiveness of geophysical 
exploration and at the same time created the possibility of integrated interpretation of 
the results obtained by different geophysical methods.

Fig. 9 The first Hungarian-made seismic equipment built in a horse-cart (1936).
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In the 1930s, lightweight and fast gravimeters gradually replaced Eötvös’s torsion 
balances in gravity exploration.

The first gravimeter in Hungary was a Haalck-type barometric instrument purchased 
in 1937. This instrument, due to its high sensitivity to temperature-variations, had to be 
kept in ice during the measurements. This was a serious disadvantage, and for some time, 
it was not competitive with the Eötvös torsion balance.

A new geophysical method, the geoelectric measurements was introduced in 1938. 
The relevant equipment was constructed by B. POGÁNY and R. SCHMIDT. ELGI 
conducted the first series of geoelectric measurements near Rudabánya, where the deter
mination of the resistivity of limonite and siderite was also possible (Fig. 10).

Fig. 10 Resistivity sounding curves from 1938 (Rudabánya).

The results of the first series of measurements were summarized as follows :“If the 
limonite is covered by limestone or dolomite then the high resistivity obtained near the 
surface will be drastically reduced towards the ore body of higher conductivity. This 
phenomenon gives a reliable indication of the presence of ore, unless the conditions are 
disturbed by surface inhomogeneities. If, however, the limonite is covered by a layer of 
Pannonian clay, then due to the screening effect of the low resistivity clay, the presence 
or absence of the ore cannot unambiguously be determined.”
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Well logging was first introduced by ELGI in the borehole of Mezőkövesd in 1938. 
From the results J. FEKETE (1939) wrote the following: “The curve obtained shows 
variations in resistivity and in porosity, but no layer of considerable oil content seems 
to occur”. (Fig. 11).

Fig. 11 Porosity and resistivity logs in the borehole of Mezőkövesd, obtained 
by Hungarian-made well logging equipment (1938).
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By the end of 1938-as a result of the above mentioned experiments-the gravity, 
magnetic and seismic methods were supplemented by the geoelectric method, and well 
logging also started to gain ground.

It is appropriate to deal here, to some extent, with the geophysical explorations of 
foreign companies in Hungary.

Because of the difficult economic situation after World War I it was not possible to 
realize a large-scale hydrocarbon exploration programme in Hungary, and that is why the 
government decided to grant concessions to foreign companies for certain regions of the 
country. D’Arcy Exploration Co. an exploration firm of the Anglo-Persian Oil Company 
was granted exploration and exploitation rights in Transdanubia for a period of 3 years 
in 1921. In turn, D’Arcy Exploration Co. founded the Hungarian Oil Syndicate Ltd. 
(HOSL) for the exploration to be conducted in Hungary. This organization commissioned 
the Eötvös Loránd Geophysical Institute to carry out torsion balance measurements. 
The first wildcat well of the company was drilled without any geophysical assistance at 
Budafapuszta. The borehole reached a depth of 1737 m without discovering any hydro
carbon deposits worth of exploitation. The concession was extended for another 3-year 
term, but the activities of the company remained futile.

Due to the unsuccessful exploration of the HOSL the Hungarian authorities became 
very pessimistic about the possibilities of successful hydrocarbon exploration. Later on, 
the exploration and exploitation rights in Transdanubia were granted to an American 
firm, EUROGASCO.

Its torsion balance measurements were started, with the participation of Hungarian 
experts, in the Little Hungarian Plain where the presence of gas fields was expected on 
the 1st October, 1933. These measurements revealed a NNE-SSW gravity maximum in 
the Mihályi—Répcelak region. The Humble Oil Co. was sub-contracted by EUROGASCO 
to check the gravity anomaly at Mihályi by seismic measurements. The primitive equip
ment did not enable the experts to record good quality seismograms and due to the 
poor quality of the measurements the basement could not be detected with certainty. 
In spite of these circumstances the company decided to go ahead with the first bore
hole of Mihályi. In February 1935, at a depth of 1604 m, a considerable quantity of 
carbondioxide gas was discovered, the exploitation of which continues even today.

The first well-logging work in Hungary was conducted by foreign experts with foreign 
instruments on an EUROGASCO contract. These measurements were made merely eight 
years after the first well-logging done by the French SCHLUMBERGER brothers.

The first logging was completed on 21st December 1935, in borehole Görgeteg-1 to 
a depth of 1086 m. According to the report of the day “the experiment was conducted 
with the Schlumberger type device”, and was performed by a group of Schlumberger 
experts from Vienna. A resistivity curve and an SP curve were recorded semi-automatical- 
ly. The self potential was then called “porosity” since at the time its nature was not 
known to the extent we know it today, although it was already assumed that it indicates 
zones with effective porosity, i.e. the pay zones. In 1938, the company organized its well
logging division in Hungary, which, among others, logged the Budafapuszta wells. In 1939 
the Schlumberger group of Nagykanizsa employed its first Hungarian observer (A. JESCH 
1984).

In 1936, most of EUROGASCO’s shares were taken over by Standard Oil Co. (New 
Jersey). Its Hungarian subsidiary, MAORT (Hungarian-American Oil Co. Ltd.), was 
founded in 1938. The first successful oil prospecting drilling in Hungary was carried out 
by this company.
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After nationalization in 1949, the activities of MAORT were taken over by MÁ
SZÓ LAJ (Hungarian—Soviet Oil Co.), the successor of which is the OKGT (Hungarian 
National Oil and Gas Trust).

The hydrocarbon prospections carried out by MANÁT (Hungarian—German Oil 
Company) established in the 1940s and those of MOLART (Hungarian—Italian Oil Co. 
Ltd.) are worth mentioning. MANAT was granted the concession for the southern part 
of the Great Hungarian Plain, while MOLÁRT for the northern part of Transylvania.

MANÁT commissioned the German Seismos Company to carry out geophysical 
(gravity and seismic) measurements. Following World War II, the operations of both 
companies were stopped (J. SZILÁRD 1984).

The years after the war meant a recess in geophysical exploration. Geophysical acti
vities gained impetus only around 1949.

The independent geophysical service for hydrocarbon prospecting was reorganized in 
1952. Explorations were first conducted by applying only the seismic method, but by the 
middle of the 1960s all methods were introduced in everyday practice. The Geophysical 
Exploration Company which carries out geophysical exploration for the oil industry 
became the main employer of geophysicists (J. RUMPLER 1972).

It was also during the 1950s that the geophysical service for the mineral ore prospec
tion was established. This was followed by the organization of smaller units for water 
and coal exploration.

With the boom in geophysical exploration came the training geophysicist engineers 
started in Sopron in 1949. This was followed by starting the training of geophysicists at 
the Eötvös Loránd University in Budapest in 1951. Apart from the geophysics depart
ments of the universities some research groups under the auspices of the Hungarian 
Academy of Sciences were also organized. The group in Sopron was later transformed 
into an independent research institute (MTA GGKI).

Two major steps in the development of general geophysical research were the launch
ing of the observatories in Tihany in 1954 and in Nagycenkin 1957, respectively.

As an important result of the progress in the 1950s the construction of the 1st and Und 
order gravity base network of the country was completed. This was the first stage in the 
compilation of the unified gravity map of Hungary.

Between 1951 and 1961 the whole country was covered by magnetic survey with an 
average station interval of 1.5 km. In 1966 the map show the anomalies of the vertical 
component of the magnetic field was published on a scale of 1:500 000.

Along with direct mineral prospecting by seismic methods, seismic exploration of the 
Earth’s crust was set in train in 1954. This provides results of world-wide interest, due 
both to the increasing number of profiles and to the development of the measurement 
techniques and data processing. The results of the exploration of Earth’s crust provide a 
good basis for the reconstruction of the geological history of the Carpathian Basin (Fig. 
12).

In the following years the development of geophysics was largely affected by the 
sudden development of electronics. This had an immediate impact on seismic and well 
logging instruments but also affected geoelectric research. A major development was the 
introduction of digital techniques in seismic measurements at the beginning of the 1970s.

All geophysical methods have been greatly influenced by the ever increasing application 
of computers. These made possible much more efficient data processing and interpreta
tion. The quick performance of complicated calculations has had an impact on the design 
of instruments and on the elaboration of new measurement techniques.
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Fig. 12 Contour map of the Mohorovitfic discontinuity in Hungary



In the next section follow some case histories of successful geophysical exploration in 
Neogene formations.

BUD AF APUSZT A, THE FIRST OIL FIELD OF HUNGARY

The first borehole in the southwestern part of Transdanubia was drilled by the Hun
garian Oil Syndicate in the 1920s. The 1737.5 m deep Budafapuszta-1 well, located by 

using the means of geological mapping only, proved to be dry.
In 1934 EROGASCO carried out a torsion balance survey in the same area; this was 

followed by seismic measurements in 1934—36. Seismic results supported those of the 
torsion balance survey, revealing an anticlinal structure with a length of 19 km and a 
width of 1.5 km. It was established that the borehole of the Hungarian Oil Syndicate 
was located 1500 m south of the top of the anticline. The second borehole at Buda- 
fapuszta, located after the geophysical surveys, was successful. The geological column 
showed 843 meters of Upper Pannonian, 680 m of Lower Pannonian, and from 1523 me
ters on Upper Miocene. It was stopped at a depth of 1801 m. After the perforations at 
depths of 1169—1178 and 1202—1208 meters, oil worth of exploitation blew to the 
surface on 21st November 1937 (Fig. 13).

EXPLORATION OF THE MAROS ALLUVIAL CONE

The purpose of this exploration was to determine water supply possibilitites of SE 
Hungary by revealing subsurface water reservoirs and then to determine the most favoura
ble sites for locating wells. The geoelectric measurements were tuned to investigate the 
upper 400—800 m sections of the sedimentary complex, the deeper-lying formations 
being too argillaceous.

From the resistivity survey it could be established that beneath the topmost hetero
geneous layer of only a few meters, a 100—350 m thick complex with a resistivity of 20— 
40 Ohm-meters is to be found. The areas considered to be valuable from the resistivity 
maps could be further subdivided by induced polarization parameters. To supplement 
vertical electric soundings, multifrequency electromagnetic soundings were carried out, 
thus creating a close grid of soundings with the faster and cheaper method. The integra
tion of the three geoelectric methods combined with well logging of exploratory bore
holes provided a sound basis for determining those areas where waterworks with a yield 
15—20 000 m3/day could be established.

ENGINEERING GEOPHYSICAL INVESTIGATION 
OF A DAM-SITE NEAR DUNAKILITI

For the planned hydroelectric complex of the Danube an engineering geophysical 
survey was carried out in the vicinity of Dunakiliti. The dam is planned to be built on 
the alluvial cone of the Danube thus special attention is required because the porous 
detritus has no continuous impermeable basement. With resistivity profiling of two dif
ferent penetration depths, those parts of the alluvial cone were delineated where former 
river beds or extra porous layers involve extra risk. Vertical electric soundings located on
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Fig. 13 Gradient map of Budafapuszta (1934).

selected sections of the resistivity profiles provide more accurate and detailed information.
In the last step, for the detailed investigation of the topmost 5-15 m, the method of 

engineering geophysical sounding is used. The essence of the method, developed by the 
Eötvös Loránd Geophysical Institute, is that by hydraulic means a probe, indicating the 
mechanical resistance of the layers, is forced through the medium and then the physical 
parameters of the transversed layers are determined by logging inside the boring rod. 
The diameter of the probe is so small (35 —42 mm) that by its insertion the natural state 
of the medium is not altered, therefore the data can be regarded as “in situ". The device 
is also applicable for determining the filtration coefficient and for taking water samples 
(J. HOBOT et al. 1979).

Finally, it should be emphasized that we have only attempted to give a brief overview 
of the history of geophysical exploration in Hungary, treating the pioneering period to 
some more detail. Due to the restrictions in the volume of the present study important 
aspects were left out. A good example is the development of geophysical instruments 
that started in the early 1950s, and by now geophysical instruments of a value of several 
hundred million forints per year are manufactured. Advances in well logging have not
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been discussed either, though its application is continuously increasing. The complete 
and detailed history of geophysical exploration in Hungary would fill a complete volume.
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NEOGENE MINERAL RESOURCES IN THE CARPATHIAN BASIN-BUDAPEST, 1985 
VIHth RCMNS CONGRESS-HUNGARY

HYDROCARBON EXPLORATION IN HUNGARY

VIKTOR DANK
Central Office o f Geology, Budapest

Within the confines of historical Hungary, Hungarian geoscientists conducted success
ful wildcatting towards the end of the 19th century and in the early 20th century. Those 
efforts led to the discovery of oil fields in areas of what is now Croatia and to that of 
sizeable natural gas fields in Transylvania (now : Roumania).

The Trianon Peace Treaty that followed the First World War changed the frontiers 
of Hungary. The efforts in mineral exploration became focussed to the basin areas of the 
resulting national territory.

Relying mainly on Treasury funds, the exploration began already in 1918 in the Great 
Hungarian Plain and very little was missing to discover the natural gas deposit of Hajdú
szoboszló. Hungarian publications on geology aroused the interest of foreign capital in 
getting engaged in the exploration of the Pannonian Basin. The Anglo-Persian Oil Co. 
made attempts at hydrocarbon exploration in 1920. Next to follow was the founding of 
the Hungarian Oil Syndicate Ltd. which, however, after drilling three wildcats, would 
stop its activities. EUROGASCO continued the exploration, with little result, mainly in 
Transdanubia.

The geological executives of hydrocarbon exploration (S. PAPP, F. PÁVAI-VAJ NA,
L. LÓCZY Jr., H. BÖCKH and K. TELEGDI ROTH) evaluated the results then available 
from the hydrocarbon geological point of view and, on account of that, they urged to 
continue exploration. The management of government mining exploration projects be
tween 1921 and 1935 was concentrated in the hands of Ministry of Finances department 
head F. BÖHM. He set up a Geological Advisory Committee composed of renowned 
geologists in order to determine the location and order of succession of the exploration 
projects. The members of the Committee were: F. BÖHM, K. PAPP, P. ROZLOZSNIK, 
B. MAURITZ, A. VENDL, H. BÖCKH and L. LÓCZY Jr. L. LÓCZY developed an oil- 
and natural gas exploration strategy which he submitted to the Ministry of Finances and 
which, endorsed by the Geological Advisory Committee was approved by the govern
ment in 1933.

The proposal encompassed the whole national area and stipulated the hierarchy of the 
measures to be taken. By virtue of this, the government enacted to start with more inten
sive hydrocarbon exploration. Accordingly, given the specific geological features of the 
North Hungarian Range and the Paleogene basin areas, shallow wells were to be put down 
in these areas, whereas the exploration of greater depth in the Little Hungarian Plain, 
S-Somogy, S-Zala and other Transdanubian regions was to be dealt with by EURO
GASCO, a firm well provided with capital. In consequence of this measure, hydrocarbon 
exploration in the Great Hungarian Plain was not re-started until 1940. In 1933, explora
tions in N-Hungary by the Treasury and in the North Hungarian Range by EUROGASCO 
were commenced. The resulting discoveries of oil at Bükkszék, of carbon dioxide at Mi-
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hályi and of natural gas at Inke were already of practical value, though still unimportant 
for the national economy. The results of exploration in the S-Zala area, however, led to 
the establishment of a joint Hungaro-American company, the MAORT.

The results that followed these efforts are landmarked by the discovery of hydrocar
bon fields Budafapuszta-Kiscsehi (1937) and Lovászi (1941)-discoveries that provided 
a possibility for the modernization of the fuel base of the contemporaneous industry 
already.

Burning in the fever of preparations for the war, Germany also turned her attention 
to the achievements of hydrocarbon exploration in Hungary. German consortia would 
woon apply for concessions. Wintershal A. G. concluded, on 26 August 1940, a contact 
in terms of which it was entitled to perform explorations in the southern half of the 
Great Hungarian Plain.

In 1940, a joint Hungaro—German company, the MANÁT, was formed which, like the 
MAORT, undertook up-to-date hydrocarbon exploration.

The hydrocarbon exploration projects of both companies were based on similar 
schemes: thorough and careful studies of the relevant Hungarian geological literature, its 
evaluation from the hydrocarbon geological point of view, preparation of selected areas 
by geophysical measurements, location of exploratory wells, their drilling and testing.

The efforts by MANÁT were crowned with meagre results. The exploration in the 
Tótkomlós, Kismarja, Körösszegapáti, and Biharnagybajom areas led to no noteworthy 
result.

Next to the end of the war, the MAORT continued its activities in Transdanubia. In 
1948 the company was nationalized and in 1952 it was dissolved. By virtue of new con
tracts, MANÁT was replaced, in the Great Hungarian Plain, by a Hungaro—Soviet joint 
company, the MASZOVOL, established on 8 April 1946. In 1950, this firm amalgamated 
with the MOLAJ refinery of Szőny, another joint venture. Eventually, in 1952, it merged 
with DÁK (Transdanubian Crude Oil Industrial Centre), the successor of MAORT, and, 
under the name of MASZOLAJ RT, it continued hydrocarbon exploration in Hungary 
till 1954. These activities resulted in discovering the Nagylengyel oil field in Transdanubia, 
the hydrocarbon and carbon dioxide fields of Biharnagybajom, Mezőkeresztes, Körös
szegapáti, Szolnok, Nádudvar and Rákóczifalva in the Great Hungarian Plain. Of crucial 
importance for the national economy was the discovery in 1951 of the Nagylengyel 
oil field. The results achieved in the Great Hungarian Plain were invariably of only scienti
fic significance, inasmuch as they called attention to the fact that some areas of the 
Great Plain were promising from the hydrocarbon geological point of view.

The afore-mentioned period embraced the Three-Year Plan and the First Five-Year 
Plan during which the country had to solve the heavy tasks of reconstruction and in
dustrial development. Thus the new hydrocarbon resources acted as remedies to a bat
tered national economy. Active Soviet participation by means of experts and technical 
contributions largely contributed to the elimination of the grave war damages and to the 
return to normal economic life.

The situation was further aggravated by the fact that few among the executives in
volved in the management were skilled, well-educated and -trained specialists with proper 
experience. The exaggerated requirements which were then imposed on industrial develop
ment and which lacked any background affected also the oil industry.

In 1955 the Oil Exploration and Development Enterprise, which formed the core of 
the would-be National Oil and Gas Trust (OKGT), was formed. Its exploratory activities 
were still being run with participation of Soviet experts.

The exploration results from 1936 to 1955 are reviewed in brief in Table 1. The oil
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and natural gas fields discovered, developed and put in exploitation during the time span 
under consideration are shown in Figs. 1 -4 .

Table 1

Exploratory
wells

Commercial 
reserve increments Ex

plora
tion
ef

ficiency

Extracted

total
kilo

métrage

average
metrage amount

“in situ” 
value oil natural gas

Km m Kt GFt t/m Kt Mm3

1936-40 106 1351 6800 24.9 64.15 430.2 139.5

1941 —45 254 1411 10 100 43.7 39.76 3390.1 1289.8

1946-50 305 1380 1000 4.3 3.28 2745.7 2002.1

1951-55 907 1270 11 500 49.8 12.68 4773.7 2621.4

Budafa—Kiscsehi —Újfalu

Instrumental exploration and exploratory drilling on the anticlines identified as a 
result of geological mapping by F. PÁVAI-VAJNA and S. PAPP were commenced in 
1923 by the spudding of a borehole located in an extension of the W—E trending Mura
köz Anticline. Drilled south of the structural axis by the Hungarian Oil Syndicate, the 
borehole went down to a bottom hole depth of 1800 m. The productive sequence was 
not hit by this borehole. As shown by later results, it lay at a distance of about 900 m 
away from the borehole.

In fact, this may be considered as a lucky accident, because, with the drilling techno
logy of the time, to hit the big Budafa gas cap could have led to very serious consequen
ces. Preparations for the exploration of deep-situated reservoirs at that time were repre
sented by the combined use of direct geological observations and gravimetric measure
ments. These served as a base to rely on in locating exploratory wells. In the summer of 
1936, already by the efforts of MAORT, the first resultative wildcatting was performed 
in the N part of the Budafapuszta Anticline, a productive area of about 15 km2 that 
would subsequently be assessed by measurements. The drilling resulted in hydrocarbon- 
gas and water production. The second well, in 1937, was the first to give a commercial 
oil-yield ever reached in this country. Actually, this marked the start of the national 
hydrocarbon industry in the SW Transdanubian part of the country. In 1948, in the vi
cinity of Kiscsehi village, in the western extension of the Budafa hydrocarbon field, 
another well also proved to be productive and it was this one that marked the start of 
wildcatting in the Kiscsehi subarea.
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Fig. 1 Oil and natural gas fields of Hungary as discovered between 1935 and 1940.



Fig. 2  Oil and natural gas fields of Hungary as discovered between 1941 and 1945.
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Fig. 3  Oil and natural gas fields of Hungary as discovered between 1946 and 1950.



Fig. 4 Oil and natural gas fields of Hungary as discovered between 1951 and 1955.
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Fig. 5 Budafa, contour line map, top of the Borsfa Series.



Fig. 6 Budafa, geological section.



In 1949, in the Újfalu subarea between the Budafa and Kiscsehi hydrocarbon fields, 
another exploratory well was put down which also became productive. This gave an 
impetus to the exploration of the hydrocarbon pools of this field. Exploratory wells 
beneath the Upper Pannonian sequence of 500 to 700 m average thickness penetrated 
a Lower Pannonian claymarl and sandstone sequence folded into an anticlinal structure 
in the sandstone members of which various traps and reservoir-types had been formed. 
The Lower Pannonian formations are underlain with no change in lithology, at about 
1400-1500 m, by Sarmatian beds which are followed downwards by older Miocene 
(Badenian-Karpatian) schlier as the oldest formation so far discovered in this area. 
None of the boreholes has ever hit the basement of the basin. Predominant forms are the 
lithologically screened traps formed in flexed structures, but a trap-controlling role was 
played by the transversal normal faults of an amplitude of about ten metres, too. In the 
zone of productive horizons, the dip angles of the Lower Pannonian are 3-5° in the 
Budafa subarea, on the southern limb, and 7-10° on the northern limb. The Kiscsehi 
subarea is characterized by more gentle dips not exceeding 2-^1° even in the productive 
intervals. The reservoir sandstones occur in a quite irregular setting in the 1000-1250 m 
interval. A total of five hydrodynamic units could be distinguished which have been 
named for local geographic features: Budafa-, Zala-Mura-, Lispe-, Kerettye- and Borsafa 
Sandstones (Series).

Commenced in the 1960s, the exploration of the deeper horizons confirmed the na
tural gas reservoir nature of the Miocene and led to the discovery of hydrocarbon re
serves of the thousand million cubic metre order of magnitude, represented mainly by 
carbon dioxide and, subordinate^, by hydrocarbon gas which has become a useful and 
economical base for the reinjection of gas aimed at increasing the production.

The porosity of the reservoirs at Budafa varies between 17 and 24%, the permeabi
lity is 90-200 mD; at Kiscsehi, the porosity is 25-28% and the permeability is between 
180 and 300 mD, whereas at Újfalu the respective figures are 18-19% and 40-50  mD. 

The density of the oil is 0.82-0.83 g/cm3 , its viscosity 0.7-0.75 cp.
Composition of natural gas:
hydrocarbon : 98.20% by weight
carbon dioxide : 0.80% by weight
nitrogen : 1.00% by weight
Composition of natural gas in the Miocene sandstone reservoir :
hydrocarbon : 17.34% by weight
carbon dioxide : 80.67% by weight
nitrogen : 1.99% by weight
Taken all combined, the Budafa, Kiscsehi and Újfalu fields had considerable recover

able commercial reserves, ranking fourth among the ten largest Hungarian deposits. The 
oil reserves are for the most part depleted now. The exploitation is still being run, mainly 
by tertiary methods, by carbon dioxide—water injection. The depleted reservoirs repre
sent one of the training grounds for joint exploration—exploitation activities (Figs. 5 
and 6).
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Lovászi

Gravimetric measurements in the vicinities of Lovászi and Kútfej villages in the eastern 
extension of the large anticline of the Mura-Dráva Interfluve gave a positive anomaly 
which is, as confirmed by the geological data, clearly interconnected with the anticlinal 
structure. The resulting structure of an area of 20 km2 also proved to be a first-order 
exploration target. On recognition of its importance for hydrocarbon geology, the first 
exploratory well was drilled in 1940 and the resulting hydrocarbon production bore 
witness to the fact that the exploration hypothesis was correct.

The axis of the structure extends in E-W direction over a length of 9 -1 0  km. The dip 
of the limbs in the Lower Pannonian beds attains even 15°. The geological structure is 
made up of Neogene depostis. No borehole has ever reached down to the underlying beds, 
nor to the basement in the study area. The Upper Pannonian sand-sandstone and clay- 
claymarl sequence of a thickness of about 600 m is followed underneath by a Lower 
Pannonian exceeding even 1000 m in thickness, the sandstone—silty sandstone members 
of which constitute the hydrocarbon reservoir rock. The Pannonian sequence is under
lain, with no change in lithology, by about 600 m of Sarmatian and 250 m of Badenian 
marl, sandy marl and sandstone, underlain in turn by Kárpátian schlier.

The hydrocarbon reservoirs lie in the 1000-1600 m interval in a quite irregular sett
ing. The traps are overwhelmingly lithological in nature, though combinations of litholog
ical and normal fault traps are known, too. The hydrocarbon reservoirs can be assigned 
to 5 hydrodynamic units that were given local geographic denominations: Páka Sand
stone, Upper Rátka Sandstone, Lower Rátka Sandstone, Sziget Sandstone and Lovászi 
Sandstone (Series). The reservoirs range between 17 and 23% in porosity, their permeabi
lity being 20-100 mD. The clay content of the sandstone is 1 -2% by weight, the cement 
is carbonate. The oil density is 0.82-0.83 g/cm3 , the viscosity is between 0.4 and 0.5 cp. 

Natural gas composition: 
hydrocarbon: 98.3% by weight
carbon dioxide : 0.30% by weight
nitrogen : 1.40% by weight
The recoverable commercial oil reserves of the Lovászi field were initially considerable, 

ranking third among the ten largest Hungarian hydrocarbon fields. The hydrocarbon 
reserves are now practically depleted, but the exploitation is still being run by tertiary 
methods, mainly by reinjection of carbon dioxide (Figs. 7 and 8).

Nagylengyel

Representing to this day Hungary’s largest oil field in terms of initial commercial 
reserves, the Nagylengyel oil pools are situated in the central part of the Zala subbasin. 
The exploration of the large, so-called Salomvár maximum discovered in this region by 
gravimetric measurements was started as early as 1943, but the wildcats located in highest 
structural position proved to be abortive. The exploratory wells drilled subsequently on 
the SE limb of the maximum (in 1951), were that which discovered the oil pools of Nagy
lengyel.

Occupying an area of about 200 km2, the Nagylengyel structure may be regarded as 
deep-buried extension of the Keszthely Mountains. The subsurface range is constituted 
by Upper Triassic— Jurassic, overwhelmingly carbonatic, Upper Cretaceous—Senonian
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Fig. 7 Lovászi, contour line map of the Lower Ritka Series.



VO Fig. 8 Lovászi, geological section.
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carbonatic-detrital, Eocene carbonatic (finely detrital) and volcanic, Miocene overwhel
mingly detrital and Plio-Pleistocene-Holocene formations. The set of structures is cut 
into blocks by NW-SE striking or transversal normal faults with a height of throw of 
about 100-150 m which are hydro dynamically not always completely impervious. As 
shown by the results hitherto available, a total of 12 reservoir units could be distinguished.

Oil accumulations were discovered in a total of 3 stratigraphic horizons.
— 6 oil pools are contained in the Upper Triassic fractured dolomite, in the depth in

terval of 2200-2700 m;
— 8 oil pools are contained in the 1950-2500 m interval in the rudist-bearing Gry- 

phaea limestone-marl beds belonging to the Senonian stage of the Upper Cretaceous;
— 1 oil pool is contained in the Miocene—Karpatian glauconitic sandstone sequence of 

the 1910-2000 m interval.
The height of closure of the pools is 100-300 m.
The Triassic dolomite is uniformly grained, with a matrix porosity, but it is also frac

tured, having become heavily karsted-cavernous during break(s) in sedimentation. The 
original porosity of the Cretaceous rocks was also significantly increased during the 
break(s). This karstification process led, in the final analysis, to the birth of large channels 
and caverns (the tools were observed to drop for metres during drilling). These processes 
were responsible for the development of one of the characteristic features of the Nagy
lengyel reservoir system-the marked heterogeneity (wells of high yield are surrounded 
by abortive boreholes, etc.).

The porosity of this type of reservoir rock was determined by a complex method with 
consideration, among other things, of the well-logging parameters, the results of large- 
diameter core tests, the variation of the rate of bit progress, the results of interference 
measurements and material balance equation calculations. All in all, the average porosity 
of the Triassic-Cretaceous reservoirs is 1.76%. The oil pools contain a negligibly low 
quantity of gas. The oil varies in density between 0.9245 and 0.9937 g/cm3, being of 
paraffin—intermediate character. On the basis of the principle of trapping, 3 groups of 
reservoir filling can be observed. At present, the exploitation of the pools has entered its 
final stage. To prolong exploitation, artiflcal gas caps are planned to be produced by 
injecting C 02, thus augmenting the rate of oil recovery (Figs. 9 and 10).

The period of 1956—1960 was extremely dynamic and eventful for the Hungarian 
hydrocarbon industry, too. The first year was marked by an analysis of the difficulties 
and incoveniencies confronted with in the preceding plan-term, the First Five-Year Plan; 
the industry was seeking to get out of the mess.

In 1956, the exploration enterprise and the production companies were still directed 
by a State Administration of Industry. In the Great Hungarian Plain, a hydrocarbon 
production of very low output was being run, the overwhelming part of the oil and 
natural gas production was provided by the SW Transdanubian oil fields, Budafa, Lovászi 
and Nagylengyel. The large-scale and swift water invasion of the Nagylengyel oil field 
which was taking place at about the same time provoked arduous technical and econo
mic-political disputes. Namely, the very viscous oil pools trapped in fractured, cavernous 
rocks affected by karstic water encroachment behaved in the course of extraction in 
a totally different way than it was the case with the Pannonian sand reservoirs at Budafa 
and Lovászi the Hungarian oil industry professionals had been accustomed to and with 
which they had had skills in exploiting oilfields.

In the autumn of 1956 both exploration and extraction were interrupted by counter
revolutionary events causing enormous damages to the hydrocarbon industry and to the
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country as a whole. In the turmoil of those days, together with oil industry professionals, 
several geo-specialists went abroad.

In 1957 the Oil Industry Trust with its seat in Budapest was established. It was to 
direct and supervise not only the refineries, the pipeline company and ÁFOR, but also 
the exploration—drilling plants, the seismic unit and the Lovászi—Budafa and Nagylengyel 
producing plants. The technicians and the professional staffs were re-grouped and the 
work was started and carried on with an ever increasing impetus. The overall hydrocar
bon geological exploration of the country was begun and the results were soon to be felt 
in the Great Hungarian Plain. Success came in 1958 and 1959 in the Hajdúszoboszló, 
Pusztaföldvár and Battonya areas, where oil- and natural gas pools were discovered. 
These developments led to a drastic change in the hydrocarbon industry. The results 
gave a convincing approval of the geological concept which, opposed to a number of 
opinions stemming from economic and other considerations had considered exploration 
in the Great Hungarian Plain to be most promising and had urged their continuation. 
The newly discovered gas resources, mainly those of the Hajdúszoboszló field (30 Gm3), 
were of a magnitude never precedented in Hungary. These gas reserves enabled the deve
lopment of a national gas development project with a substantially higher recovery and 
a wider sphere of consumers than had been the case before. Together with the Battonya 
field, the natural gas and oil accumulations discovered in the Pusztaföldvár area formed 
a substantial base for the extraction industry in the Great Hungarian Plain. For this 
reason, in 1960 the National Oil and Gas Trust (OKGT) was founded with its seat in Bu
dapest. One single vertical organization, this firm embraces the whole hydrocarbon in
dustry, from the stage of exploration, through extraction, collecting, piping and pro
cessing up to sales. Since that year, OKGT has been directing the exploration—drilling and 
seismic enterprises and the producing plants located in Transdanubia and the Great 
Hungarian Plain.

Although left uncompleted, the plan-term provided nonetheless very instructive ex
perience. For a better understanding, let us turn back to the First Five-Year Plan (1951 — 
1955). In 1951, geo-specialists discovered the Nagylengyel oilfield which was of great 
importance for economic policy, as the oil industry had been nationalized not very long 
before. The output of Nagylengyel would soon reach and then substantially outscore 
that of the two older plants (Budafa and Lovászi). Gas-free and having a bitumen content, 
the heavy oil of Nagylengyel would become a product of high demand and reputation and 
an export commodity. It was this oil base that the oil refinery, the bitumen plant and the 
ancillary compounding—packing plant at Zalaegerszeg were based upon. Despite of the 
marked results of exploration and extraction, the government of Imre Nagy gave orders 
urging large-scale austerity measures in the hydrocarbon industry in the years 1953 — 
1954. 50% of the drilling rigs had to be withdrawn and the employees were dismissed 
by the hundreds. The opinion that at Nagylengyel “the oil wells up uncontrolled" and 
that the Great Plain areas were not worthy of exploration, whereas development of the 
Transdanubian oil fields was not so urgent, became widespread.

In 1955, in the Görgeteg-Babócsa area, Somogy County, a group of hydrocarbon 
pools containing 1 Gm3 of good-quality natural gas was discovered. In the period under 
consideration, prior to the discovery of the natural gas field of Hajdúszoboszló, it was the 
largest gas field ever discovered in Hungary. The oil extraction in SW Transdanubia had a 
marked upswing, then still accounting for almost the whole of the country’s oil output. 
It was not before long, however, that grave problems were confronted with in connec
tion with exploratory facilities, drilling rigs, production facilities and instruments. In
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Fig. 9 Nagylengyel— Barabásszeg—Szilvágy, contour line map of the Gryphaea-Rudista
horizon.



N if Fig. 10 Nagylengyel-Barabásszeg-Sziívágy, geological section



1954, the volume of seismic measurements decreased, and little progress was made in 
exploration and drilling activities. The old and battered instruments were not exchanged 
for new ones in the industry. Already in 1955, it was reported to the government that 
there were no explored reserves for the continuation of the extraction and that the pro
duction declined, as opposed to the First Five-Year Plan when the output of 1 year 
was doubled as compared to the preceding year. The geological and industrial manage
ment called attention to the necessity of increasing the geophysical preparation of the 
exploration strategy and to the fact that regional measurements were to be carried out 
in order to extend the activities of the industry to areas beyond the known hydrocarbon 
fields. Proposals were submitted on exploration to be undertaken in the vicinity of Nagy
lengyel, at Bajcsa, near Buzsák and in the Görgeteg-Babócsa area in Transdanubia, in the 
Little Hungarian Plain. The exploratory activities were intensified by studying the subsur
face geology of the Budafa—Lovászi field and, first of all, by recognizing the need for 
carrying out the development of the Nagylengyel oil field. These matters were put on the 
agenda of a one-day conference of oil industry experts and efficials which had been con
vened at Lovászi by Á. Kiss, the minister of the chemical industry, to whose competen
cy the State Oil Industry Administration and, through its intermediary, the various plants 
and enterprises belonged.

Substantial changes were proposed to be made. It would be instructive to quote just a 
few of them, should this not be for other reason than just to make clear for subsequent 
generations, how many things we once had to fight for, things which to have in quite 
natural by now.

To quote a few items from among the exploration topics: as decided at the meeting, 
the home manufacturing of roller bits or their purchase was to be solved and a change
over was to be made to the use of hard metal jet bits. The problem of cementing bore
holes deeper than 2500 m was to be solved. Some specialists were to make study-tours to 
the USSR and Roumania. The geological services were to submit proposals on exploration 
projects wliich had to be discussed in the widest possible professional circles. Special 
attention was to be paid to searches for new fields and to a rational development of the 
known fields and to the understanding of their deeper horizons.

In the course of achieving the afore-mentioned goals, photo-registered seismic re
flexion measurements covering a total of 13 773 km of logs were carried out, gravi
metric-magnetic measurements were made at 22 102 points and geoelectric measurements 
were carried out at 242 points. Considerable quantities of geophysical measurements 
were devoted to preparations for the location of boreholes in numerous areas. Thus 
1213 km of exploratory drilling was done during the five-year period. As a result of 
exploratory drilling 38.3 Mt of commercial reserves were added to the amount of reserves 
already known and the “in situ" value of this reserve increment, as calculated on a 1984 
price level, was 16.6-109 Fts. The average depth of the wells spudded was 1554 m. The 
commercial reserve increment per 1 m of exploratory borehole, a parameter reflecting the 
efficiency of exploration, was 31.6 t/m.

The hydrocarbon fields already explored and discovered during the plan-period en
abled the companies to increase their oil output. The total of oil extracted was 
4961.3 Kt and the natural gas output was 1418.7 Mm3 .

During the plan-term the following hydrocarbon fields were discovered: Barabásszeg, 
Szilvágy, Vétyem-E, Bajcsa, Vízvár, Heresznye, Fedémes, Demjén-E, Hajdúszoboszló, 
Kaba, Kaba-N, Ebes, Tatárülés (“Kunmadaras"), Nádudvar, Kisújszállás, Szandaszőlős, 
Furta-Zsáka, Pusztaföldvár, Pusztaszőlős, Mezőhegyes—Végegyháza, Battonya, Tompa—
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K ) Fig. 11 Oil and natural gas fields of Hungary as discovered between 1956 and 1960.



Rém, Törtei, Zagyvarékas, Kecskemét, Nagykőrös-S, Nagykőrös-Kálmán-hegy, Nagykő
rös, Jászkarajenő—Püspökladány (C 02) (Fig. 11).

4 of the coutry’s largest 10 oil and gas fields were discovered during the plan-term. 
Two of them contain oil and natural gas (Pusztaföldvár, Demjén) and 2 are gas deposits 
(Hajdúszoboszló and Tatárülés—Kunmadaras). A short description of these will be given 
as follows.

Hajdúszoboszló
The area has been known since the 1920 s for balneologically exploited hot waters 

welling up from a structure discovered by F. PÁVAI-VAJNA and also for the daily 
output of 2000-3000 m3 gas recovered from the wells together with the hot water. The 
3 old Treasury wells drilled here supply the water for the existing balneological facilities 
and the gas recovered for communal distribution. These wells, however, did not discover 
any larger gas reserves of industrial value. The well drilled in 1949-1950 also intersected 
only water-bearing layers.

On evidence of regional seismic measurements in 1958 a distinct underground anticline 
was discovered north of Hajdúszoboszló which made the area quite promising.

The first wildcat located at the top of the anticline in 1959, upon hydrodynamic 
testing, produced high-grade hydrocarbon gas of commercial value.

The productive area of Hajdúszoboszló is an ellipse elongated in roughly N—S direc
tion, its N—S trending axis being about 10 km long, its width 4 to 6 km. The oldest rock 
of the area is Paleozoic mica-schist and chlorite-schist hit by the drill at a depth of 1412 
and 1475 m, respectively, on the S limb of the structure. It is overlain, with a steep dip 
and a marked unconformity, by a shaly marl sequence with characteristically Upper 
Jurassic Calpionella alpina and Lower Cretaceous Tintinopsella carpathica and by a com
pact, locally cherty limestone and sandstone sequence of a reddish colour.

Farther north these rocks will suddenly disappear to the depth. The drills were 
stopped in Cretaceous-Paleogene “flysch”-like detrital deposits of unknown thickness 
and varying grain size. The flysch is heavily affected by tectonic deformation. It is gas
bearing in its upper part. The sandstone beds are composed of poorly sorted quartz and 
quartzite grains of carbonate cement. The pebbles of the coarsergrained conglomerate 
are composed mainly of mica-schist, gneiss, quartz, quartzite and foraminiferal limestone. 
Represented by similar facies, the Paleogene formations that follow next are constituted 
by richly fossiliferous Eocene compact, carbonate-containing sandstones and marls and 
by Oligocène dark grey sandy claymarls and marls, similarly containing a fauna of stra
tigraphic value.

Folded and heavily deformed, the Paleogene beds are overlain, with a marked uncon
formity, by the Neogene deposits. The Badenian is represented by hard lithothamnian 
limestone and unconsolidated, finegrained tuffs and lava beds. At about the top of the 
anticline, the Badenian is absent, whereas towards the limbs it grows to 200 m. As it is 
known from wells put down in the more extended neighbourhood (Balmazújváros, Jó- 
zsa), its thickness exceeds 800 m.

Sarmatian deposits are absent in the southern part of the study area. Their oolitic 
limestone, sandy limestone and tuffaceous sandstone facies is the best gas reservoir ever 
found in the study area. It varies between 0 and 70 m in thickness.

The Lower Pannonian deposits overlie with a marked unconformity the older forma
tions there, where the Sarmatian is lacking. At the base the structure includes marly beds,
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farther upwards, on the N and NE limbs, it includes gas-bearing sandstone beds as well. 
The average thickness is 200 to 300 m.

The Upper Pannonian substage consists mainly of formations of arenaceous charac
ter, locally with gas reserves of commercial value. Its average thickness is 500 to 600 m. 
The overlying Levantine sands, sandy clays and gravels are 250-350 m . Because of the 
afore-mentioned unconformity there are marked differences in thickness in some places.

To help the exploratory and, subsequently, the exploitation activities and to facilita
te orientation, three horizons of hydrocarbon reservoirs named for local geographic 
features have been distinguished.

1. Lower Hajdú horizon : Cretaceous-Paleogene flysch,
2. Upper Hajdú horizon: Sarmatian deposits,
3. Szoboszló horizon: Lower and Upper Pannonian deposits.
The Lower Hajdú horizon is composed of sediments of extremely varied lithology. In 

the upper part of this complex of non-uniform porosity, in accordance with the differrent 
lithology, the gas pool has developed in N -S  direction controlled by the axial line of the 
structure, in a narrow strip compared with the other horizons. In accordance with the 
overwhelmingly poor porosity, 5-10%, the yield of the wells is comparatively low. To
wards the depth and on the margins the gas body comes in contact with water.

The Upper Hajdú horizon is represented by a gas-bearing sandstone unconformably 
overlying the Lower Hajdú horizon. The oolitic limestone facies surrounds, in an arcuate 
form, the anticline made up of older rocks. The gas is contained in a stratiform pool com
municating with the Lower Hajdú horizon and getting, in a deeper structural position, in 
contact with water. Otherwise, this is the best and most significant reservoir horizon in 
the study area. Its thickness varies between 0 and 50 m, its porosity is an average of 
25%, its permeability attaining a maximum of 800 mD in both the horizontal and vertical 
sense.

The Szoboszló horizon contains the gas in lenticular sandstone bodies pinching out. 
Because of compaction of the strata overlying the older ridge, the gas forms stratiform 
pools located in the resulting pseudo-anticline o f N -S  trend. Pinching out towards the 
limbs, several independent groups can be distinguished within which the interfaces of the 
different fluids and gases coincide. The reservoir rock is fine-grained, unconsolidated 
sandstone with a porosity ranging from 15 to 25%. The permeability varies between 100 
and 800 mD vertically and it attains about the half of this figure laterally.

Examining the gas composition, one can draw the conclusion that there is a downward 
decrease in methane content and that the percentage of components with a higher num
ber of carbon atoms increases, the gas becoming more and more wet.

In some of the exploratory wells drilled in order to widen the explored gas pool on 
the W limb, a light oil pool located in the Sarmatian Upper Hajdú horizon was discovered.

Natural gas composition:
hydrocarbon : 94.40% by weight
carbon dioxide : 132% by weight
nitrogen : 4.2 8% by weight
The initial commercial reserves of the Hajdúszoboszló gas field account for 11.32% of 

Hungary’s total natural gas resources, as stated in the national register of identified re
sources, ranking second in the national hierarchy (Figs. 12 and 13).
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Fig. 12 Hajdúszoboszló, contour line map of the Lower Pannonian bottom surface.
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Fig. 16 Demjén, map of tectonic block system at the top of Rupelian 3/b.



u>u> Fig. 17 Demjén, geological section



Pusztaföldvár

A marked gravimetric anomaly in the vicinity of Pusztaföldvár aroused the interest of 
the explorers. Seismic measurements identified the gravimetric anomaly with a high- 
perched hörst block of the basement upon which the Pannonian sedimentary sequence 
rests enclosed in a flat pseudo-anti cline of NNW—SSE axial direction.

The first exploratory well was spudded in 1958. Occupying an area of about 35 km2, 
the productive area has a metamorphic basement composed of mica-schist, quartzite and 
phyllite overlain by conglomerate, calcareous marl, sandstone and then by silty sandstone 
and claymarl. These rocks are followed by an Upper Pannonian sandstone-claymarl 
sequence which is overlain by Levantine beds and Quaternary deposits.

In the Pannonian reservoirs (Lower Földvár, Upper Földvár, Puszta and Békés ho
rizons) there are 4 large-gas-capped oil pools with a mixture of CH—C 02 gas and 43 gas 
pools the biggest of which is the oil-rimmed, mixed gas pool called the Békés horizon. 
The oil rim is unevenly developed and it is the W, S and SE rim portions that are more 
valuable for exploitation.

The particular pools vary in height of closure from 1 to 100 m, the average depth of 
the pools being 1800 m. As far as the system of functioning is concerned, the liability 
to depletion and the elastic water drive are the characteristic features. The porosity of the 
reservoirs varies between 15 and 24%, their permeability being 10 to 80 mD.

The exploration of the field was finished in 1971 and during the exploration after- 
math additional wells were drilled in order to clarify further details that may be required 
for an efficient exploitation of the gas-capped oil pool of the Békés horizon.

Natural gas composition (“poorly combustible” group): 
hydrocarbon : 32.00% by weight
carbon dioxide : 63.67% by weight 
nitrogen: 4.33 by weight
The gas is utilized by the glass factory of Orosháza as main consumer.
Characteristics of the oil : 
density: 0.874 g/cm3
viscosity: 1.7 cp.
The initial reserves of the Pusztaföldvár hydrocarbon field are considerable, accounting 

for 2.56% of the oil reserves and 5.70% of the natural gas reserves registered nationally as 
of 1984 (Figs. 14 and 15).

Demjén

In the course of prospecting on the northern fringes of the Great Hungarian Plain, 
oil traces were observed both in boreholes and underground workings. Towards the late 
1930s the exploration was completed at Bükkszék. Although insignificant from the 
economic point of view, the results were promising hydro carbon-geo logically, as they 
proved unambigously and positively the productivity of the Paleogene (Eocene/Oligoce- 
ne) sedimentary sequence and the possibility of further exploration.

Between 1956—1971, in accordance with the proposed exploration strategy, well- 
drilling was embarked on and after a resultful beginning, it was continued in the Eger— 
Demjén area. As a result of that work, the Triassic limestone—dolomite sequence was 
established to be unconformably overlain by an Eocene one and this in turn by an Oli-
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gocene sequence. This sedimentary sequence occurs in an intricate, fault-dissected setting, 
in an anticlinal structure of rather varied lithology. Its Middle Oligocène (Rupelian) 
segment contains humerous unsaturated oil pools.

The totality of the blocks the have proved to be productive is situated within an area 
of about 17 km2 within which any correlation is difficult, in spite of the fact that 420 
boreholes were put down during the exploration. The reservoir system is situated be
tween 180-1200 m, on the W margin of the structure between 180—240 m, in the E—SE 
part between 1100—1200 m, in the NE between 500-600.

The porosity of the 2—3 m thick reservoirs is 23—25%, their permeability varies be
tween 80—100 mD, being of gravitational regime.

The exploitation of the pools is in a rather advanced stage, close to completion. This 
is why they have served as one of the major training grounds of oil extraction investiga
tions (underground burning techniques).

Natural gas composition : 
hydrocarbon : 97.50% by weight
carbon dioxide: -  
nitrogen : 2.50% by weight
Characteristics of the oil : 
density : 0.840-0.880 g/cm3 
viscosity: 1.8—2.5 cp.
The initial oil reserves of the field are less significant, ranking tenth in size among the 

Hungarian fields, containing 1.58% of the total of registered reserves as of 1984 (Figs. 
16 and 17.)

T atárülés—Kunmadaras

Identified by surface geophysical measurements (mainly reflexion—seismic measure
ments), the basement swell was explored from 1957 on, by exploratory drilling. At the 
boundary between the Lower and Upper Pannonian sedimentary sequences, in a thin 
siltstone-bearing, compact reservoir, a commercial rate of natural gas inflow was observed 
during hydrodynamic testing. The gas is a hydrocarbon gas of good quality with an initial 
amount of extractable commercial reserves of a few hundred million m3 . This is the Ta
tárülés segment which occupies an area of about 15 km2 and in which the natural gas 
pool is contained in a N—S stretching anticlinal structure.

To the north of the Tatárülés area, simüarly on the basis of seismic measurements and 
associated with a pseudo-anticline resting on a basement swell, like in the preceding case, 
several natural gas pools enclosed in Lower and Upper Pannonian sandstone reservoirs 
were discovered in 1962. This is the Kunmadaras field segment. The natural gas reserves 
of the two fields are of the thousand million m3 order of magnitude.

The sandstone reservoirs are anastomosing, the average depth being about 1600 m. The 
effective thickness varies between 3 -5  m, the porosity between 18-25%, the character
istic value of permeability being 100 mD.

Natural gas composition: 
hydrocarbon: 97.70% by weight 
carbon dioxide : 0.86% by weight 
nitrogen : 1.44% by weight
The initial commercial reserves of the two fields combined are less significant, ranking
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tenth among the Hungarian hydrocarbon fields and comprising 1.56% of the total re 
gistered reserves of Hungary as of 1984 (Figs. 18 and 19).

In the period of 1961 -1965 (Second Five-Year Plan), the resolutions, of 1957, of the 
Political Committee of the Hungarian Socialist Workers’ Party and of its Economic Com 
mittee and the subsequent Party and Government resolutions, especially Governmenl 
Decree No 2084/1960 concerning developments in the gas industry, have largely pro 
moted the development of the oil and gas industry. They have provided the prerequisite* 
for the acquisition of the most important facilities necessary for the implementation oi 
development projects and have served as a base for measures to be taken subsequently tc 
this end.

The resolutions of the Vllth Congress of HSWP stipulated in strict terms that the na 
tional oil output should be increased to 1.7—1.8 Mt by 1965, furthermore, that the pro 
duction of natural gas for the purposes of industrial plants and households should be 
augmented, by relying on the explored natural gas resources of the Great Hungarian Plain 
to about 1500 Mm3 by 1965.

Production provisions had taken into consideration the oil and natural gas quantities 
recoverable from the hypothetical and speculative resources as well. The evaluation of the 
results already arrived at, their analysis and the growing geological evidence available 
provided a sound justification for promoting the hypothetical and speculative resources 
with reasonable caution though, to the rank of factual technical data. Although it was 
impossible to provide a guarantee for discovering hydrocarbon deposits similar in size and 
economic importance to the case of the oil pools of Nagylengyel and the gas pools of 
Hajdúszoboszló, the exploration of a number of small- and medium-size hydrocarbon 
fields had already been under way in the prospective areas.

The oil extraction plan was based partly on the yields of the already known oilfields, 
or, respectively, on the planned amplification of some of them and partly on the poten
tial yields of new oilfields to be discovered as a result of exploration. Starting from such 
considerations, Plan Law III/1961 anticipated an oil output of 1.8 Mt and a gas output 
of 1500 Mm3 for 1965.

Given the growing need for energy sources, the most important task of exploration 
was to explore the country’s oil and natural gas resources and to seek by every possible 
means to enlarge them. The energy demand of the country determined the tasks and 
added new dimensions to them with a view to increasing the national hydrocarbon out
put, because the major industrial consumers urged for ever growing amounts of fuel oil 
being aware of the sizeable natural gas resources explored, they required more and more 
natural gas. On top of that, the growing needs of the population (HT, PB gas, natural gas) 
had to be satisfied, too. The mechanization of agriculture, the sprawl of greenhouses, 
nurseries and drying technologies and, in general, of motorization required considerable 
increments in gasoline supplies, and the fuel- and lubricant demand of public roads 
vehicle traffic had been growing at a considerable rate. Moreover, the demand to meet 
the need of a juvenile chemical industry, first of all, fertilizer production, for a cheap raw 
material had increased. That was the time of most intensive exploitation and beneficia- 
tion of the hydrocarbon reserves discovered in the course of exploration.

An urgent task of exploration consisted in delimit by continued well-drilling the hyd
rocarbon pools and fields discovered, in order that their hydrocarbon reserves and, con
sequently, their value for the national economy and the conditions cumulatively influenc
ing the extraction could be assessed. In the first years of the period under consideration 
those were practically the most important tasks to implement. To that end, many wells
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were drilled, primarily at Pusztaföldvár, Szandaszolős, Hajdúszoboszló and Battonya. 
In addition to reaching the planned goals, these drilling activities added new dimensions 
to the recoverable commercial oil and gas reserves of the fields just listed (Fig. 20). The 
major, economically important hydrocarbon fields discovered during the plan-term are 
shown in Table 2.

Concerning the increase of hydrocarbon reserves an annual increment in discovered 
reserves of 6 Mt was planned, in other words, the exploration during the five years of 
the plan-term was to discover a total of 30 Mt of hydrocarbons. The planned 300 km of 
exploratory well-drilling was exceeded in 1963, but in the two years that followed the 
execution fell short of the planned figures. Nevertheless, the planned increase in reserves 
was exceeded, for the recoverable commercial hydrocarbon reserves reached the amount

Table 2

Area Oil Hydrocarbon
gas

Carbon 
dioxide gas

Algyő 4 4
Bak 4
Battonya-E 4 +
Belezna 4 4
Cegléd 4
De mjén-Pünkösdhegy 4
Dorozsma-Upper 4
Farmos 4
Görgeteg-Babócsa-E 4
Ikervár 4
Karcag—Bucsa 4
Mezőcsokonya 4
Nagyatád 4
Nagykörű 4
Ölbő +
Pusztaszőllős—E +
Soltvadkert 4
Szánk + 4
Szarvas 4
Szécsény 4
Tarany +
Tiszapüspöki 4
Turgony +
Túrkeve +
Uraiújfalu + 4
Üllés—Upper 4 +
Zagyvarékas-N 4
Zalatárnok 4-
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Fig. 18 Tatárülés-Kunmadaras, contour line map of the top of reservoir A p -I .
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U>\o Fig. 19 Tatárülés-Kunmadaras, geological section.
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Fig. 2 0  Oil and natural gas fields of Hungary as discovered between 1%1 and 1965.



of 45.2 Mt instead of the 30 Mt planned. This provided a clear evidence of the fact that 
a well-prepared well location design rather than a mechanical increase of the drilled 
metrage was essential in achieving the desired result. Unfortunately enough, performance 
was counted in drilled metrage and the explorers were condemned for not having drilled 
the planned metrage in spite of the fact that a total of 15.2 Mt of new CH reserves was 
discovered in addition to the amount planned. A parameter referring to the efficiency 
of this exploration activity is the figure 29.05 t/m and another figure of this kind is the 
“in situ” value, 19.6’ 109 Fts, of the explored reserves.

The preparation of the selected areas for the location of exploratory wells was carried 
out by the Seismic Exploration Enterprise. Till 1963, the Enterprise made only seismic 
measurements. Subsequently, it began to use telluric and Eötvös torsion balance measure
ments as well and then, encouraged by the results achieved, they used such measure
ments, in the following years, already “en routine” to increase the efficiency of hydro
carbon exploration. Prior to that, such kinds of measurements had been performed, upon 
orders placed, by the Eötvös Loránd Geophysical Institute (MÁELGI). All these supple
mentary measurements helped the scheduled planning of seismic measurements and the 
complex geophysical interperation of the results. The Enterprise, started experimental}' 
seismic RNP measurements in 1964. Eventually, such measurements would be carried 
out “en routine” and the results looked promising, particularly in areas of rather intricate 
geological setting.

On the basis of all these developments and with the geological analytical and testing 
results arrived at, many such oil-geological peculiarities were discovered by the explorers 
which enhanced and provided the prerequisites for the elaboration in the next plan-term 
of working hypotheses to rely on.

On the basis of the metrage drilled, the planterm is divided into two stages: a first 
one ending with 1962 and a second spanning the rest of the plan term. The first stage is 
characterized by striking figures in both planned and accomplished metrage. The Trans- 
danubian Oil Drilling Company carried out development drilling on fields that had earlier 
been put under extraction and it was there that the staff of the company performed 
three-thirds of its metrage performance. The Great Plain Oil Drilling Company also put 
down a great number of producing wells in the vicinities of Battonya, Hajdúszoboszló 
and Pusztaföldvár. Consequently, two-thirds of the 483 km performance achieved on the 
national scale in 1962 consisted of routine drilling. As a result of this, the annual oil pro
duction level rose from 1.2 Mt in 1960 to 1.8 Mt by the end of 1962 and this rate of pro
duction was maintained up to the end of the period. Leaving odds aside, 72% of the 
amount of oil extracted during these five years was provided by the Nagylengyel and Ba
rabás szeg oilfields.

A not negligible role in the national oil output was still being played by the S Zala 
oilfields that had been involved in exploitation for more than twenty years (Budafa and 
Lovászi) and also by the Demjén and Pusztaföldvár oilfields in the Great Plain. In 1965, 
94% of the country’s oil output derived from these oilfields. The new oilfields put under 
exploitation in the plan-term produced, in 1965, already 76 000 tons.

In the S Zala area the exploration of the margins was continued. Good results were 
achieved by the discovery of single productive lenses within already known fields.

As a result of these developments, the exploration at Budafa and Lovászi led to the 
discovery of about 28 Kt of commercial reserves during the plan-term. Field-widening 
activities at Nagylengyel ended with the discovery of new oil-bearing blocks on the E limb 
which, once involved in extraction, added considerable quantities to the oil yield of the
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field. The exploration areas Babócsa, Vízvár, Heresznye, and Tarany in S Somogy has not 
met the expectations, as their hydrocarbon reserves, notwithstanding the resultative ex
ploration, had proved rather negligible.

Continued exploration of the Eger-Demjén oilfield in the Great Hungarian Plain went 
on during the whole plan-term and, in 1965, after Nagylengyel, Pusztaföldvár and 
Barabásszeg, it became the fourth basic source of oil production. In the context of the 
Great Hungarian Plain, the Pusztaföldvár field was then the most significant one. Its 
development was carried out overwhelmingly during the plan-term and contributed lar
gely to maintaining the reached production level. At Szánk, Mezőhegyes and Algyő, the 
production tests were commenced in 1965 as a result of which the geological setting of 
the Szánk and Algyő fields and their economic value were cleared.

The gas production also increased considerably as compared to the 429 Mm3 figure of 
1960, for it almost tripled and reached 1.2 Gm3 to by the end of the plan-period. To 
achieve these oil production results was enhanced, in addition, by the secondary produc
tion techniques aimed at reducing the natural decline of yield in the S Zala fields (Budafa, 
Lovászi) and by the stabilization of the output of the Nagylengyel field, the resultful 
widening of its area. The results achieved in the Great Plain in the last years of the plan- 
term (Pusztaföldvár, Szánk, Algyő) were considerable.

During the plan-term the country’s commercial natural gas reserves increased by leaps 
and bounds and the first steps towards the practical use of this extremely valuable source 
of energy were made. In fact, the construction of the national gas pipeline system was 
begun. The largest legs of primary importance of this system were completed or the exe
cution of the relevant projects was commenced. The plan-term saw a number of changes 
in the organization of the hydrocarbon industry. On 1 October 1961 the Structure-Ex
ploratory Shallow-Drilling Enterprise, and independent firm prior to that date, amalga
mated with the Great Plain Oil Drilling Company.

It was decided to establish, similarly to the Great Plain Oü and Gas Producing Enter
prise, a regional production organization for Transdanubia as well. The Budafa Oil 
Producing Company and the Lovászi Oil Producing Company were combined, as of 
January 1 1962, into the newly formed S Transdanubian Oil and Gas Producing Enter
prise. On 1 January 1964, upon the resolution passed by the minister of heavy industry, 
further amalgamations were enacted: the S Transdanubian Oil and Gas Producing Com
pany and the Nagylengyel Oil Producing Company were united in the Transdanubian Oil 
and Gas Producing Enterprise. These reorganizations were aimed at a better utilization 
of the available facilities, a uniform use of the more up-to-date production technolgies 
and an increase of productivity.

Thus the hydrocarbon industry became a significant factor of the energy base of the 
national economy. Together with the 2 Mt of oil and 200 Mm3 of gas imported anually 
and with the national hydrocarbon production, the hydrocarbons constituted, in 1965, 
already 26.4% of the country’s energy consumption, as opposed to 20.2% in 1960. The 
oil production of the plan-term accounted for about 45-46% of the national demand.

Natural gas production was sufficient for covering the national demand completely. 
The rate of natural gas extraction was determined primarily by the consumers’ demand 
which, at that time, was unable to keep pace with progress in production. From the 
natural gas output of 1965, about 95 Mm3 was supplied by the Transdanubian fields, 
the rest came primarily from the Hajdúszoboszló gas plant. A highlighting event in the 
process of utilization of the natural gas resources was the initiation of piping the Hajdú
szoboszló gas to Budapest via Hajdúszoboszló—Szolnok—Budapest, a pipeline put in ope
ration in 1965.
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The plan-period witnessed the completion of 13 596 km of seismic profiles, 10 871 
gravimetric and geomagnetic measurements and 1936 geoelectric measurements.

From a total of 33 drilling rigs, 3 shallow-drilling facilities were being used for the ex
ploration of shallow-situated structures, 5 rigs were dealing with preparations for the ex
ploration of deeper horizons and the development of the relevant technologies. The 
acquisition of instruments and facilities necessary for the exploration of greater depths 
was being effected. With the available facilities, wells of 4500 m depth could be drilled 
with safety, but by the end of 1965, a Wirth type drilling rig with a depth-penetration 
capacity of 6000 m had been purchased, too. The average depth of the exploratory wells 
was 1713 m.

The plan for increasing the hydrocarbon reserves was overfulfilled both for oil and 
natural gas with just minor differences in proportions in favour of natural gas (57% in
stead of 50%).

Between 1950 and 1957 mainly oil reserves were discovered by the explorers, while in 
the 1958-1963 period almost exclusively natural gas was found in the newly discovered 
pools. In accordance with this, though the gas resources needed were available, the plans 
could not be fulfilled owing to deficiency of producing facilities, pipelines, consumers’ 
inner tube lines fueling and other facilities. Instead of the planned 15  Gm3, the gas pro
duction in 1965 was 1.2 Gm3. The total amount of hydrocarbons extracted during the 
plan-term was 8343.4 kt of oil and 3773.6 Nm3 of natural gas.

From among the 10 biggest oil and natural gas deposits of the country, two were 
discovered during this period: the Szánk and Algyő fields. Their short description is given 
as follows.

Szank

Identified by gravimetric and seismic measurements, the structure of Szánk, a pseudo
anticline overlying a crystalline basement swell, was further investigated by exploratory 
drilling begun in 1964. And the exploration of the field and its neighbourhood was com
pleted by 1981.

Composed of a mica-schist-gneiss series of WNW-SES strike, the basement swell is 
overlain by thick terrestrial-freshwater and marine Miocene deposits—coarse-grained 
conglomerate-breccia-sandstone-lithothamnian limestone sequences. In the W part of 
the area the basement swell is overlain by Triassic brecciated dolomites, and Creataceous 
limestones, breccia, marls—clay marls and fine-grained sandstones, to be followed by 
Miocene (Badenian-Sarmatian) formations and, finally, by the Pannonian sedimentary 
sequence covered by Levantine and Quaternary beds.

Over about 35 km2 of productive area a total of 13 hydrocarbon pools were disco
vered in Miocene reservoirs (Szánk-W, Szank-NW) and in a complex reservoir of Miocene- 
Lower Pannonian age (Szánk). The pools are situated in the -2010 to -1603 m depth 
interval.

In the Szank-W field, 8 natural gas, 3 oil and 1 gas-capped oil pools were discovered. 
In the Szánk area, where four-fifth of the explored reserves are concentrated, 1 large 
gas-capped massive oil pool was tapped by exploratory wells.

In the first stage of exploratory drilling there was an uncontrolled (wild) outburst in 
well Szank4, causing considerable damages. Percolation through the damaged well into 
the pools of higher horizons posed further problem. The cross flow resulted in the birth
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Fig. 21 Szánk, contour line map of the top of the reservoir sequence.
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Fig. 22 Szánk, geological section.
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Fig. 24 Szank-W, geological section.



Fig. 25  Szank-NW, contour line map of the pre-Neogene basin substratum.
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of new gas pools in the Upper Pannonian unconsolidated sandstone reservoirs.
Representing lithologically and tectonically screened stratiform pools, the gas pools 

in question have a regime of functioning characterized by liability to depletion and, in 
lesser measure, by an elastic water encroachment.

The reservoirs vary between 14 and 18% in porosity and between 10 and 100 mD 
in permeability.

Natural gas composition: 
hydrocarbon: 94.96% by weight 
carbon dioxide : 2.40% by weight 
nitrogen : 2.64% by weight
Characteristics of the oil : 
density: 0.820—0.840 g/cm3
visco sit y : 0.60 —0.64 cp.
The initial hydrocarbon reserves of Szank-Szank-W are significant. Constituting 2.6% 

of the national oil reserves, it ranks seventh in the country, occupying the fifth place in 
the national hierarchy of gas reserves with its share of 4.74% of the total national reserves 
(Figs. 21 to 26).

Algyő

The Algyő structure is situated in a relatively deep portion of the Szeged Basin. In the 
course of geophysical reconnaissance carried out in the study area between 1959-1961, 
different kinds of geophysical, mainly seismic measurements were performed. As shown 
by the results, a deep-buried swell extends in NW-SE direction between Algyő and Tápé. 
Its summital part lies near Algyő.

The structure was believed to be quite promising and its exploration by drilling was 
included in our drilling plan for the years 1963 and 1964 already, but the wells were not 
drilled until 1965.

In the Szeged area, the geophysical measurements, mainly the reflexion seismic mea
surements, identified an elliptical indication of NW-SE strike and an area of about 
70 km2 the connection of which with a geological structure was proved unambiguously 
by the exploratory wells drilled in the 1965—1971 period.

The geological structure is a pseudo-anticline resting on a crystalline basement swell 
composed of chloritic mica-schists, quartzites, gneiss-amphibolites and granites. The anti
cline itself is constituted by Miocene—Lower Pannonian conglomerates and breccias, 
Lower Pannonian sandstones—marls—claymarls which are ubconformably overlain by 
deltaic deposits spanning the “transitional” stratigraphic interval between the Lower and 
Upper Pannonian and these are followed by a thick Upper Pannonian with sandstone- 
beds known all over the country.

The productivity of the study area is connected with the hydrocarbon pools formed in 
the Miocene-Lower Pannonian conglomerate-breccias, the Lower Pannonian sandstones 
and the sand stone-silt stone reservoirs of the “transitional zone” . The pools largely 
vary in type, massive reservoirs, stratiform pools and pools of lithological closure being 
equally known. Their intricate pattern can be explained on top of the quite irregular 
changes in space of the reservoir characteristics, by the hydrodynamic communication of 
the Lower Pannonian and the “transitional zone” pools. The hydrocarbon deposit of 
Algyő comprehends a total of 63 pools of which 1 is connected with the Miocene—Lower
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Pannonian conglomerates (natural gas pool), 41 are associated with the Lower Pannonian 
sandstone reservoirs (31 natural gas gas pools), 8 with the “transitional zone'5 sandstone- 
siltstone reservoirs (10 natural gas pools), 9 being gas-capped oil pools and 2 liquefied gas 
pools. The pools decrease in number from the NW to the SE, a change due to a reduc
tion in thickness of the “transitional zone” and, consequently, to the pinching-out of the 
reservoirs.

The regime of the pools is characterized by elastic water encroachment plus depletion, 
the dimensions of the water bodies do not allow an active water encroachment, the 
water recharge is partly weak, partly uncertain, the hydrodynamic dispersion being quite 
irregular.

The pools vary between 10 and 26% in porosity, the permeability fluctuates between 
10-500 mD, the irregular changes in the extent of clay content controlling both para
meters.

Natural gas composition : 
hydrocarbon: 97.61% by weight 
carbon dioxide : 1.22% by weight 
nitrogen : 1.17% by weight
Characteristics of the oil: 
density: 0.830-0.880 g/cm3
viscosity: 0.60—0.70 cp.
Algyő is the largest hydrocarbon field of the country, accounting for 31.20% of the 

total initial commercial reserves of oil and 3439% of natural gas reserves of the country. 
Thus, it forms the main base for Hungarian hydrocarbon extraction. The national econo
mic importance of the field is particularly emphasized by the fact that it belongs to the 
10 largest oil fields of Hungary which comprise 88.14% of the total initial commercial 
reserves of the country, of which the share of the Algyő oilfield is 31.20%. Similarly, the 
ten largest gas fields of Hungary concentrate 74.69% of the initial commercial reserves, 
of which Algyő is shared with 3439% (Figs. 27 and 28).

In the period of 1966-1970 (Third Five-Year Plan), government resolutions stipulated 
that to increase under the Third Five-Year Plan the development of the hydrocarbon in
dustry as a continuation of the Und Five-Year Plan was imperative.

The considerable natural gas reserves discovered and explored during the Second Five- 
Year Plan provided the prerequisites for the inclusion of industry and population at an 
ever increasing rate in the gas supply. At the same time, provisions had to be made for the 
undisturbed satisfaction of the gasoline demand of an agriculture being rapidly mechan
ized. The sudden growth of the vehicle fleet imposed a growing demand on fuels and 
lubricants which to meet was the task of the oil industry, too.

In addition, proper quantities and qualities of raw materials had to be supplied for the 
chemical industry, first of all for fertilizer manufacture and the basic needs for petrol 
chemistry raw materials had to be satisfied.

Parallel with the implementation of the tasks stipulated for the plan-term, in 1968, 
a case study entitled “Situation and expected trends in the Hungarian hydrocarbon in
dustry” was discussed at the Ministry for the Heavy Industry. The case study gave an 
account of the 1963-1967 results of hydrocarbon exploration and of the further pro
spects.

The ministry approved of the speculative-hypothetical and potential resource estimates 
of 1964. For the remaining period of the Illrd Five-Year Plan an efficiency of 21 t/m, 
for the IVth Five-Year Plan one of 15 t/m was anticipated. According to the stand taken
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by the authorities in 1964, 77 100 km2 of the country’s 93 030 kmz area were suitable 
for hydrocarbon exploration.

The exploratory activities included 3 phases of work :
1. Observations on the material available, establishment of facts (using the registered 

results of the geological testing of earlier drilling materials, possible re-examinations, 
physico-chemical measurements, interpretation of analytical data, etc.).

2. Synthesis and development of working hypothesis. (Evaluation of earlier geological 
and geophysical accounts, reinterpretation of theories in the light of new data of measure
ment with due regard to résultativeness.)

3. Checking of the geological concept, and its verification by drilling. This is the most 
expensive phase of work requiring the highest degree of responsibility. The preceding pa
ragraph (2.) is encompassed by fundamental research and theoretical considerations. 
The work stipulated in this paragraph can be undertaken by applied research only.

While checking the working hypothesis adopted for a particular period, the hydrocar
bon explorers would gain a set of new data and they would proceed again according to 
the above working phases, but this time already by starting from a higher level of know
ledge, according to a more advanced concept.

In the case of hydrocarbon exploration in the S Great Hungarian Plain, the work 
proceeded in time as follows:

1. Processing of documents and materials of old governmental, i.e. Treasury, wild- 
catting and exploration projects, reinterpretation of earlier geophysical measurements 
and their geological interpretation enabled us to draw the following conclusions.

2. In the S Great Hungarian Plain the presence of such thick basin-fill sedimentary 
sequences was supposed in which hydrocarbons could have been generated and the ex
istence of such geological structures was postulated in which commercial amounts of hy
drocarbons could have been accumulated. On the basis of these hypotheses, proposals 
were submitted for the initiation of up-to-date reconnaissance and wildcatting operations 
and their complex evaluation.

3. The first wildcats confirmed the hypotheses outlined under paragraph 2. (Szánk, 
Ullés, Algyő, Kiskundorozsma, Soltvadkert). For this reason, considerable drilling facili
ties were concentrated to the S Great Plain area.

The rich material provided by drilling and hydrodynamic tests enabled a revision of 
the exploration strategy during which changes deviating to varying degrees from the ori
ginal basic concept were made whenever the necessity for a change arose.

Atlhough hydrocarbon exploration had been run for many decades in the S Great 
Plain, economically remarkable results were not achieved until 1957.

The earlier working hypotheses, greatly influenced by achievements in Galicia (Soviet 
Union), Roumania and, then, Transdanubia (Hungary), were not crowned by success. 
At the same time, it had to be admitted that the instruments, and other exploration faci
lities in the 1960s represented a much higher technical standard than it had been the case 
decades before.

The applied geological results of research and exploration from 1957 onwards led to 
a revision of the earlier concept regarding the Great Hungarian Plain. The old sets of data 
were critically revised and complemented with the new contributions and up-to-date pro
specting facilities. The resulting conclusion was that to carry out seismic measurements in 
the S Great Plain was worth while and necessary and that both refraction and reflexion 
techniques must be applied. In this period, the more detailed seismic measurements were 
improved and even magnetic tape recording facilities were used in that area.
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The combined reflexion—refraction measurements brought about a marked qualitative 
change in the interpretation of subsurface geology. The next result was the discovery of 
a number of economically significant hydrocarbon fields in the Great Plain in general and 
its southern part in particular, mainly in the Trans-Tisza Region east of the river Tisza: in 
the vicinities of Battonya, Pusztaföldvár, Pusztaszőlős, Mezőhegyes, Végegyháza, and the 
re-explored Tótkomlós area.

The resulting data and the intensified seismometric activities considerably widened 
our knowledge of the subsurface geology of the study area and thus the geological work
ing hypotheses concerning the basin fill deposits and the basement would be laid on more 
and more realistic bases. The Hungaro—Yugoslavian cooperation that had been developed in 
the meantime enabled an exchange of experience which enhanced the evaluation of the 
exploration area and the judgement of its prospects in the long run.

In the plan-term under consideration it was realized that exploration was becoming 
increasingly more difficult. In spite of the availability of improved facilities and progress 
in theoretic development, our possibilities were waning.

The “easy structures” had already been explored. Continued exploration imposed 
growing requirements on the technical facilities to be used. Hungary occupies a peculiar 
position in the geological setting of Central Europe. The same holds true of hydrocarbon 
geology as well. A great many small pools of varying geology, low geothermal gradient 
and high pressure conditions are the characteristic features. This poses a host of problems 
to both geophysicists and well-logging experts.

All these circumstances involve difficulties also as far as drilling technology and 
techniques are concerned. For this reason, we have to seek to achieve a better under
standing of the realities hidden underneath in order that our drilling projects should be 
more exact, supported by more detailed data.

A brief review of the tasks and work that was to be done in that period is given 
below.

In case of the presence of a Lower Pannonian and younger basin-fill directly overlying 
the Palaeozoic basement the contact between the two formations is geophysically quite 
distinct being readily interpretable.

The separation of the Upper Pannonian and the Lower Pannonian formations upon 
petrographic, faunistic and well-logging evidence in a distinct and well-interpretable form 
was a requirement of utmost urgency. Attempts at locating the boundary under con
sideration proved abortive in a number of productive areas. This circumstance would 
jeopardize then the possibilities for farther correlation and the results thus made available 
would be insufficient for the drafting of drilling projects, too. Nowadays, it is not suf
ficient even when well-defined horizons are located within relatively small areas of under
ground swells, horizons becoming “phantoms” for the large areas in between. A key to 
progress in this respect is the joint geological interpretation of seismic and well-logging 
results.

To detect and locate flat-lying and small structures, lenses and faulted or pinching-out 
discontinuities within the Pannonian is a problem still to be solved. To recognize these 
phenomena is crucial for the understanding of trapping and accumulation.

The separation of pre-Pannonian, rather thin (Badenian) and older, usually thicker 
(Mesozoic), faulted formations is a difficult problem in relfexion seismics. There are 
many problems to be solved in the interpretation of the measurements aimed at an under
standing of the inner structure of the “flysch” as well.

Well-logging of exploratory wells had met with a lot of difficulties, too and these dif
ficulties were aggravated in direct proportion with increasing depth.
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High temperatures, pressure conditions outscoring the hydrostatic value and the re
sulting imperative use of special drilling mud types are, all, factors which had led to a 
fiasco of the classic well-logging techniques, but which have rendered difficult even the 
use of up-to-date instruments, the sounding facilities.

The highly advanced oil industry of countries in platform regions characterized by a 
normal geothermal gradient had not yet been compelled to manufacture sounding faci
lities designed so as to endure temperatures exceeding 200 °C and pressures over 1000 at. 
The ame holds true of strata perforators as well. In this respect, as it has been so fre
quently the case, we had had to find ourselves a solution to the problem, and moreover, 
to find it urgently, because the drilling activities aimed at 4000-5000 m depth had 
already been embarked upon.

The tasks to be perform were, as just shown, quite numerous. And despite the ap
preciable number of the maps published we could point out resolutely : the assessment of 
the country’s hydrocarbon potential was still far from being completed.

Renewed measurements by more and more advanced facilities may provide answers to 
a lot of problematic questions. The fact is that there has still been a little lag in reconnais
sance. With the growth of drilling performance in recent years the capacity of surface 
geophysics has not increased proportionally. That up-to-date seismic facilities are being 
developed and their manufacturing has been started in Hungary is very good, but it 
would be even better, if  reconnaissance could go a few years ahead of wildcatting.

The first synthesis of these geological observations was published in 1962. On the basis 
of drilling in the 1966-1970 period the model proved correct and it was further im
proved. In the Danube—Tisza Interfluve an area was discovered where the wells reached 
an epicontinental Mesozoic and Paleozoic crystalline basement underlying Quaternary 
and Tertiary deposits. Considering its geographical extension and the similarities in its 
geological features, it was named the “Kiskunság Neogene basin with a Paleozoic-Meso
zoic basement”. Farther east a “flysch zone” could be outlined along the Tisza river, 
underlain by a “flyschoid” basement. Farther east an area was delineated, where-on the 
basis of the evidence available—the basement is made up of Paleozoic and epicontinental 
Mesozoic formations. It was in the Pliocene deposits overlying the Trans-Tisza under
ground hörst and graben range of NW—SE trend constituted mainly by Paleozoic and sub- 
ordinately Mesozoic rocks and in the hörst blocks of the basement that the most im
portant oil- and natural gas pools ever found in the S Great Plain were discovered.

Another important area was the “Békés Depression” , where the great thickness of the 
Tertiary deposits is proved by both indirect geophysical methods and the results of a few 
boreholes. This deep sedimentary basin, at the confluence of the rivers Tisza and Körös, 
turns to the south and, under the name of “Hódmezővásárhely—Makó Graben” it ex
tends, as a subsurface graben range running parallel to the river Tisza, well into the ter
ritory of Yugoslavia. Its deepest part has, as shown by seismic results, an estimated depth 
of more than 6000 m. The working hypothesis of hydrocarbon exploration adopted at 
that time postulated both hydrocarbon generation and formation of traps in the thick 
basin fill. Thus accumulations of economic importance were expected, to occur there. 
This assumption has since been confirmed by a lot of oil and natural gas pools discovered.

That time the S Great Plain was the most promising hydrocarbon exploration area 
in Hungary. For this reason considerable exploration capacities were concentrated in the 
areas that had proved productive or promised appreciable economic results (Üllés, Szánk, 
Kiskunság, Soltvadkert, Algyő), in order to explore them as soon as possible, running the 
concomitant higher risk of failure. At the same time, the reconnaissance and prospecting 
of the more extended neighbourhoods of the afore-mentioned areas were continued, too.
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In 1966 1853 km, in 1969 1199 km and in 1970 1158 km of reflexion seismic profile 
was measured. To enable a complex geological-geophysical interpretation 1 gravimetric, 
2 geoelectric and 1 magnetic teams were organized, too.

Gravimetric, magnetic and geoelectric measurements were carried on in considerable 
volumes.

Numbers of gravimetric+magnetic measuring stations:
in 1966 2380,
in 1967 920,
in 1968 2286,
in 1969 2192,
in 1970 1942.
Up-to-date geoelectric measurements were performed in 1966 at 406 stations, in 1967 

at 980, in 1968 at 2486, in 1969 at 1601 and in 1970 at 1722 stations.
To determine the prospects of basin portions of great depth by well-drilling of great 

depth penetration was stipulated by the geo-organization as an important task to be 
achieved during the plan-term.

During the plan-term 1267 thousand m of exploratory well was put down. The average 
well depth was 2108 m.

As a result the centre of gravity of oil production in the Illrd Five-Year Plan period 
was shifted from Transdanubia to the Great Hungarian Plain.

In 1965, Transdanubia still accounted for 80% of the national oil output, in 1970 this 
figure was already as low as 32%. In the natural gas output, Transdanubia’s share in 1965 
was 20%, in 1970 it was already only 4%.

The output of the old fields, mainly of Nagylengyel, declined, to be compensated by 
the new Great Plain fields, overwhelmingly Algyő, that had been discovered and put in
creasingly in operation in the meantime. Unfortunately, the output was only compen
sated rather than augmented, because the water invasion of the Nagylengyel field had 
resulted in the discarding of reserves, i.e. in their reduction, too.

All in all, the national oil production in the plan-term was 8.8895 million tons.
The natural gas output had increased by an average of 500 Mm3 per year. In ten fields, 

13 gas production plants of a combined total capacity of 11 Mm3/day were put in opera
tion. From among these, the Hajdúszoboszló gas plant and the gas plants of Békés and 
Szánk played a prominent role.

PB and stable gasoline production was based on the putting in operation in the winter 
of 1965-1966 of a fractionation plant at Hajdúszoboszló.

The total natural gas output of the country in the plan-term was 13.3492 thousand 
million m3. 41% of the metrage drilled in the plan-term was the share of Transdanubia 
(the proportion of wells of great depth was 68%). 70% of the resultative wells was put 
down in the Great Hungarian Plain. 1/3 of the newly discovered commercial oü reserves 
belonged to Transdanubia, 2/3 to the Great Hungarian Plain.

Regarding the natural gas reserves, the Great Plain, with its 97% share, had already 
taken the lead. Whereas in 1963 the efficiency of exploration was 12 t/m —and 13.6 t/m 
in 1964—this index in 1967 reached the value of 35.7 t/m.

The “in situ” value of the hydrocarbons discovered in the plan-term was 430 GFts. 
Between 1966 and 1970, the following hydrocarbon fields were discovered: Budafa- 

deep horizon, Tázlár, Kiskunhalas, Kelebia-NE and Kelebia-S, Ásotthalom, Pásztori, 
Ottaháza, Öttömös, Szank-W, Bugac, Makó, Ferencszállás, Tótkomlós-SW, Csanádapáca, 
Fegyvernek, Fegyvernek-E (Fig. 29).
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Fig. 29  Oil and natural gas fields of Hungary as discovered between 1966 and 1970.



The most important production areas in this plant-term included: Nagylengyel-Bara
tt ásszeg-Szilvágy, B udaf a-Kiscsehi, Lovászi, Algyő, Pusztaföldvár, Demjén, Battonya 
and Szánk.

In the period of 1971-1975 (IVth Five-Year Plan), the importance of the oil and 
natural gas increased from year to year. In the highly developed industrial countries the 
various hydrocarbon products were being used at particularly high rates, having pene
trated the economic arteries of their national economies. In these countries, the other 
kinds of energy resources had been replaced, in part or almost completely (in accordance 
with the reasonable limits set and the target-őrien ted consumption), by hydrocarbon 
products. In the less developed and developing countries too it was this period when the 
process was accelerated. Because of their being poor in capital or their more delayed 
reaction capabilities, these countries had just started with a changeover to a hydrocarbon 
base, when the first explosion in oil prices (1973) provoked by the international oil 
producing cartel (OPEC) took place an explosion which then resulted in a never prece- 
dented rise in the price of crude oil and oil products. This process hit most sensibly the 
economies of the fairly developed and developing countries. Because of their retarded 
response already referred to, these countries had failed to profit of the advantages the 
cheap energy resources could offer for swift economic and technological progress in the 
preceding period. Moreover, they were now increasingly handicapped by the energy 
prices that had risen to their multiple in the meantime. Thus their lag compared to the 
leading few further increased. A natural consequence that arose from this situation was 
that most of these countries gradually became overindebted.

It was not until years later that Hungary and the other socialist countries began—mainly 
after the second explosion of oil prices, in 1979—to grasp the gravity of the situation on 
the oil market, whereas the deterioration of the exchange rates in the foreign trade with 
the western countries had immediately begun. This delay was certainly harmful. Namely, 
it further retarded the elaboration of the necessary economic management strategies and 
their rapid implementation. We would be now in a much better situation, if, after 1973, 
we had immediately drawn a lesson from the facts and if we had made the inavoidable 
corrections.

The first three years of the IVth Five-Year Plan of 1971-1975 were still characterized 
by of restrictions in geological, exploration and extraction activities. This austerity was 
very harmful for both the oil and the gas industry and the country as a whole. A change 
in this austerity situation was aimed at by the Council of Ministers decree No 3328/16 
August 1973 which urged the intensification of hydrocarbon exploration. As stipulated 
in the instructions for the implementation of the decree, the length of seismic profiles 
was to increase to a 3000 km/year level and the total metrage of exploratory wells to be 
drilled yearly was to attain at least 200 km. This Council of Ministers enactment was 
based on unanimous proposals submitted by both the highest geological authority (Central 
Office of Geology, KFH) and the industrial management (Ministry of Industry, IpM).

The result was manifested very soon and quite efficiently. Following the enactment the 
provisions of the plan for seismic and drilling performances were closely approximated 
by the end of the plan-term, while the reserve increments exceeded the planned figure.

Geological model, forecasts and exploration strategies for the plan-term, serving as an 
operative base for exploration activities, were developed as outlined hereinafter.

Hungary belongs to Neo-Europe, one of the four geological structural units of Europe, 
representing a realm of young basin subsidences between the Alps-Carpathians-Dinarides 
systems. As a result of a very dynamical geological past, the area under consideration is
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characterized by heavily dissected geological structures that are responsible for the 
belonging of our hydrocarbon fields to the “small and medium-size” categories.

More than three-quarters of the country’s area may be regarded, in principle, as promis
ing for hydrocarbon accumulation and trapping. These promising areas are basins with a 
thick sedimentary fill, where exploratory drilling and development must be done by 
complex geohphysical methods and the use of up-to-date drilling facilities.

The scientific geological management has relied, in developing exploration strategies, 
primarily on the evaluation of the available geological data, with consideration of the 
relevant results of chemistry (petrol chemistry), biology (palaeontology) and mathema
tics (computerized data processing, geostatistics) in the plan-term. It was on the basis of 
this synthesis that the conditions of hydrocarbon generation and accumulation could be 
postulated and the motivation for exploring them could be given.

It was the task of the geological management that was directing the explorations (KFH 
and OKGT) to define the exploration trends and proportions so as to enable the explorers 
to carry out flexible changes whenever required by everyday life. In more than one case, 
a particular exploration result or changes in national economic interest or priorities would 
lead to rational changes in the exploration plans.

In terms of the principle of complex exploration not only the parameters needed for 
geological understanding had to be determined, but the explorers had to learn all kinds of 
information that can ensure optimally the subsequent exploitation of the fields con
cerned. Such a parameter is for instance the energy regime of a pool.

To discover new hydrocarbon fields in Hungary was becoming more and more difficult. 
The only possible means to achieve the goal was to continually introduce and use new 
and new methods in geophysical exploration. During the plan-term under consideration 
the goal was to develop and improve the seismic techniques on a large-scale by using para
metric drilling and seismic well-logging measurements.

Forecast estimates for the plan-term were made by the geological organization of 
OKGT. In evaluating the country’s sedimentary basins from the hydrocarbon geological 
point of view, the following characteristics were taken into consideration:

— geological setting and thickness of the sedimentary sequence,
— structural and tectonic features,
— degree of difficulty of exploration from the geological, geophysical and drilling tech

nological points of view,
— character of the explored pools,
— degree of knowledge,
— extension of the formations, size of the areas concerned,
-hydrocarbon-reservoir properties of the formations, as estimated by several ana

logous methods,
— density of the speculative-hypothetical hydrocarbon resources.
According to the above principles and characteristics, the forecasts for the individual 

geological formations and regional units for the plan-term have been as follows.
Because of the scarce evidence available, no speculative resources were estimated for 

the Paleozoic formations. The speculative hydrocarbon resources of the Mesozoic forma
tions were estimated of Hungary’s total at 21.2%. Paleogene deposits occur in the North 
Hungarian and the Transdanubian Mid-Mountains. Their speculative resources were esti
mated at 11.1% of the country’s total. The Miocene formations were found to contain an 
estimated 4.2% of the national resources. Pliocene formations occur over more than 
three-quarters of the national territory, their speculative geological resources of hydro
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carbons constituting 63.3% of the national total and thus being the most significant of 
all.

Outlined according to regional units, the exploration goals stipulated under the IVth 
Five-Year Plan were as follows (Fig. 30):

Little Hungarian Plain :
In the Little Hungarian Plain the Neogene formations have an estimated thickness of 

3000 to 5000 m, being reduced to only 1000-2000 m in the southern part. The base
ment is made up of Mesozoic formations and Lower Paleozoic metamorphics exceeding 
even 1000 m in thickness.

S Transdanubia:
a) The Zala—Őrség area is characterized by the most complete Neogene sequence in 

Hungary, being best explored by drilling. Here both the Neogene formations and the 
older ones belonging to a deeper structural stage were taken into account in the explora
tion concepts adopted for the plan-term under consideration. The area was considered 
as being of first-order importance of hydrocarbon exploration. This rating is owed, among 
other things, to its well-developed oil-industrial objects.

b) Dráva riverine :
Thick Neogene deposits (a maximum of 3500 m) underlain by a Paleozoic basement and, 
in the western part, with a thick volcanic sequence. Second-order exploration area.

c) The Balaton—Danube—Mecsek area, with its thin Pliocene formations (400-600 m) 
is considered to be very unfavourable for hydrocarbon exploration.

Great Hungarian Plain :
a) In the NW part of the Paleogene Basin the crystalline basement is overlain, directly, 

by a 1000 to 2000 m thick of Paleogene sedimentary sequence. According to the eviden
ce then available, the area, with its heavy tectonic deformation and poor petrophysical 
parameters, was considered to be of second order.

b) The basement of the Jászság region is constituted by Mesozoic and Paleozoic rocks 
overlain by 1000—3000 m of Neogene. Attaining even 1000 m in thickness, the Mesozoic 
rocks have added to the hydrocarbon potential of the area. For this reason, it has been 
ranked as a first-order CH epxloration target.

c) The Nyírség is that part of the Great Hungarian Plain which is the least explored by 
drilling. To have a better understanding of its geological setting and hydrocarbon-geolog
ical characteristics, key- and parametric boreholes must be drilled, in order to enhance the 
efficiency of the geophysical work planned for the term under consideration.

d) In the flysch-underlain Hajdúság area of the Trans-Tisza region, the thickness of the 
Neogene varies from 1500 to 2500 m with 200 to 500 m of intercalated volcanic bodies. 
The flysch is poorly known, but on the basis of the high degree of exploration and the 
hydrocarbon geological results achieved for some parts of the Hajdúság area, the whole 
area was assigned to the first-order exploration area category.

e) In the crystalline-schist-substrated area of the Trans-Tisza region (Körös and Berettyó 
riverine), the overlying Neogene formations are from 1500 to 3000 m thick. The area was 
assigned to the third-order category with the remark that some parts of it may prove 
eventually more promising.

f) Made up of Mesozoic and Paleozoic rocks of unknown thickness, the basement of 
the Békés area is overlain by a Neogene cover exceeding even 4000 m in thickness. The 
degree of exploration at that time was comparatively high in the southern part (Battonya, 
Pusztaföldvár) and very low in the north, the so-called Békés Depression area.
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g) The basement of the Szeged area is constituted primarily by Paleozoic formations, 
subordinately by Mesozoic ones which are overlain in a very great thickness by Neogene 
deposits (6000—8000 m in the Makó Graben) mainly of Pannonian age.

During the IVth Five-Year Plan the exploration along the Algyő—Ferencszállás axial 
line, in the Sándorfalva area was continued. Large-scale exploration was planned in the 
vicinitites of Ásotthalom, Kelebia and Dorozsma. For the Makó Graben area, the drilling 
of parametric boreholes and great volumes of geophysical measurements were planned. 
As a result of these, the area was assigned to the first-order category.

h) The basement of the Danube-Tisza Interfluve is rather varied in composition (Paleo- 
and Mesozoic), being in a high-perched structural position in a number of places. The 
overlying Neogene deposits vary between 500 and 2000 m in thickness. In the plan-term 
under consideration the area was assigned to the second-order exploration category.

In terms of their prospects and according to other characteristics, the following hier
archy has been established :

1. Szeged area (S Great Plain), predictive resources 13.3%
2. Békés area (SE Great Plain), predictive resources 16.1%
3. Jászság (N Great Plain), predictive resources 6.3%
4. Hajdúság (E Great Plain), predictive resources 9.6%
5. Zala—Őrség area (SW Transdanubia) Transdanubia predictive resources 5.5%
6. Dráva riverine (N Transdanubia), predictive resources 3.2%
7. Paleogene basin predictive resources 11.1%
8. Little Hungarian Plain predictive resources 3.9%
9. Nyírség (NE Great Plain), predictive resources 6.5%

10. Trans-Tisza region (cryst.-schist substr.) predictive resources 1.0%
11. Danube—Tisza Interfluve predictive resources 2.3%
12. Balaton—Danube—Mecsek area predictive resources 1.0%

79.8%
By virtue of the above considerations, the exploration provisions for the IVth Five- 

Year Plan were determined as follows.
The centre of gravity of preliminary investigations was to be placed in the Szeged 

Basin, the Jászság, the Békés Basin in the Great Hungarian Plain and in the Little Plain 
and the S Zala Basin in Trasndanubia. The application of digital seismics was to be ex
tended gradually to wider and wider areas so as to achieve its overall use by the end of the 
plan-term in field measurements, geoelectric logging and computerized data processing 
alike.

The major tasks of oil- and natural gas exploration were formulated as follows:
— modernization of the methods and practice of reserve calculation,
— to achieve an overall understanding of the geological setting and the hydrocarbon- 

geological characteristics of basin areas of great depth,
— to use up-to-date methods of measurement and interpretation,
— to introduce up-to-date planning methods and economic feasibility calculations in 

oil geological work,
— to improve the methods of well-logging and the interpretion of the results towards 

an overall introduction of computer techniques,
— modernization of strata perforating techniques and facilities.
Drilling activities, as reflected in the light of the metrage drilled and the wells put 

down in the various stages of exploration, were characterized by the figures given in 
Table 3.
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Table 3

Key well Wildcat
Contouring

well
Closespaced
exploratory

well
Total

Trans-
danubia 30 040.7 152 157.5 58 566.5 11 018.5 251 783.2

Great
Hungarian
Plain

31 352.5 416055.8 141 724.4 30 5 3 0 / 619 663.3

Whole
Hungary 61 393.2 568 213.3 200 290.9 41 549.1 871 446.5

The planned metrage of exploratory drilling did not reach 200 km/year, it was only 
174.3 km in average. In spite of this, circumstance did not have a harmful effect on the 
increments of new commercial reserves, producing another proof that the preparation 
of the wells and their careful location rather than the mechanical increase of the metrage 
was crucial.

As evident from Table 4, showing the quantitative variation of surface seismic geo
physical measurements, along with the continuous growth, from year to year, of the 
annual metrage measured, the proportion of more up-to-date measurements of higher 
coverage number increase, too. In other words, increasingly finer details of subsurface 
geological structural elements, their mode of superposition, could be measured.

Table 4

6-fold
coverage

12-fold 
coverage

24-fold
coverage

Total

km % km % km % km %

1971 856 60 570 40 - - 1426 100.0

1972 858 60 572 40 - - 1430 100.0

1973 1701 88 232 12 - - 1933 100.0

1974 1040 49 1034 49 32 1.5 2106 100.0

1975 665 26 1841 72 52 2.0 2558 100.0

Total 5120 54 4249 45 84 1.0 9453 100.0

Luckily enough the amount of gravimetric measurements that added further useful 
information to the former also showed an increasing trend (Table 5). Unfortunately, 
however, the same trends were observed in the variation of the total metrage performed
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Table 5

Gravimet
ric datum 

point

Geoelectric
datum
point

Cost in MFts

seismics others total

1971 2950 220 97.5 24.4 121.9
1972 3150 513 124.2 18.5 142.7
1973 4101 386 136.0 19.2 155.2
1974 4096 564 1413 21.2 162.5
1975 4728 756 187.5 23.2 210.7

IVth
Five-
Year

19 025 2439 686.5 106.5 793.0

Plan

and the relevant cost. The Council of Ministers decree of 1973, led to a marked increase 
in the metrage of the exploratory wells drilled in spite of the steady increase of specific 
cost (Table 6).
Table 6

Explo
ratory
wells
(km)

Produc
tion
wells
(km)

Total
kilo

métrage
Drilling cost

Total (MFts) Specific 
(Fts per m)

Expl. Prod. Total Expl. Prod.

1971 196.0 129.5 325.5 1034.5 467.1 1501.6 5278 3604

1972 142.2 94.9 237.1 941.8 478.0 1419.8 6623 5016

1973 160.2 84.8 245.0 990.7 375.1 1365.8 6184 4417

1974 183.6 95.7 2793 1184.0 428.0 1612.0 6449 3396

1975 189.4 115.2 304.6 14313 522.0 1953.3 7557 4459

Total 871.4 520.1 1391.5 55823 2270.2 7852.5

As a result of exploration carried out during the IVth Five-Year Plan, the increments 
of reserves deriving from new fields, as listed in Table 7, were entered in the national re
gister of hydrocarbon resources. Let us remark in this context that some shift in time 
must be reckoned with, because a discovered and explored oilfield will be registered only 
after the completion and appraisal by the jury of the whole documentation.
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Table 7

Commercial reserve increments 1971-1975

”ln situ” valueOil Gas Total Exploration
efficiency

Mt Ft Mt t/m Ft

1971 0.6027 0.4223 1.0250 4.93 —

1972 0.2424 23952 2.6376 15.52 -

1973 2.9350 5.5987 8.5337 55.78 -

1974 0.9641 5.2131 6.1772 35.71 -

1975 8.3615 4.5328 12.8948 68.59 -

Total 13.1057 18.1621 31.2683 35.05 13.6-109

The first three years of the plan-term are to be considered as the most difficult periods 
of exploration and extraction after the Liberation of Hungary in 1945. The strongest 
austerity measures were taken that time. In consequence of Council of Ministers decree 
No 3328 enacted as a result of the oil prices explosion already referred to, this process 
was stopped and progress was started. This progress concerned primarily the hydrocarbon 
exploration and extraction, as the prices of hydrocarbon commodities had markedly risen 
in the wake of OPEC decisions.

The effects of the intensified exploration were felt in the second half ot he plan-term. 
It was in this five-year plan-term that the following fields were discovered : Budafa-Oltárc, 
Pusztám agyaród, Eperjehegyhát, Pusztaapáti, Szilvágy-S, Kecel, Kiskunhalas-NE, Harka, 
Üllés-deep horizon, Szeged, Kiskundorozsma, Mórahalom, Ferencszállás-E, Kiszombor, 
Tótkomlós-E, Kaszaper-S, Endrőd-I-III, Komádi, Füzesgyarmat, Surján, Püspökladány, 
Abony, Sóshartyán. Of these, the following deposits are relatively important: Endrőd 
with more than 10.0 Mt of CH equivalent (mainly gas), Kiskunhalas-NE with more than 
5.0 Mt CH equivalent (mainly oil), Kisújszállás-W with more than 1-5.0 Mt of CH equi
valent (gas), Ferencszállás with more than 1—5.0 Mt of CH equivalent (oil and mainly 
gas), Szeged with more than 1—5.0 Mt CH equivalent (mainly oil) (Fig. 31). Of these, 
Endrőd, Kiskunhalas-NE and Szeged belong to Hungary’s ten largest oil and natural gas 
deposits. For this reason, a short account of each will be given.

Endrőd

In the vicinity of Endrőd, gravimetric measurements were carried out already in 
1959-1960 by the staff of the Loránd Eötvös Geophysical Institute. Next to follow 
were national hydrocarbon exploration projects and, from 1965 onwards, seismic meas
urements with photographic recording. Eventually, from 1972 onwards, the Geophysical 
Exploration Enterprise of OKGT applied analogous seismics of magnetic tape recording 
to the study area. From 1974 on, further, more detailed seismic measurements were made 
as a result of which, between 1973 and 1978, 11 exploratory wells with a total metrage 
of 28 562 m were drilled into the resulting geostructural anomalies. The initial identified
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ON-J Fig. 31 Oil and natural gas fields of Hungary as discovered between 1971 and 1975.
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Fig. 3 4  Kiskunhalas-NE (MZ), contour line map of the pre-Neogene basement surface.
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Fig. 36 Szeged, contour line map showing the top of Móraváros reservoir 
(underlying the Pannonian).



u> Fig. 3 7  Szeged, geological section



resources of the natural gas field were 10.9 Gm3, its initial commercial recoverable re
serves were 8.7 Gm3.

A total of 24 hydrocarbon pools were found in the Lower Pannonian sandstones. 
The most significant gas pools containing the bulk of the reserves (3 of them) occur 
between 2078 and 2235 m. Produced partly by tectonic, partly by lithological closure in 
the anticline, the pools contain high-quality hydrocarbon gas:CH content 94.8—95.8%, 
C02 3.0-3.4%, N2 1.1-1.8% (Figs. 32 and 33).

Kiskunhalas

In the Kiskunhalas area, a structural indication was identified in the 1970s upon 
which, in 1974, a wildcat well was located. The drilling resulted in the discovery of the 
hydrocarbon field. Between 1974 and 1981,64 exploratory and 23 development wells 
were put down. The drilling revealed a very interesting, but rather intricate geological 
setting. In the N part of the area, the metamorphic complex of the Lower Paleozoic 
crystalline basement and the Miocene breccias, conglomerates and lithothamnian lime
stones overlying it contain one oil pool and two gas-capped oil pools in the 1881—2240 m 
interval. In the S part of the area Middle Triassic dolomite, lithothamnian limestone, 
fractured phyllite and gneiss and Lower Cretaceous sandstone and conglomerate reservoir 
rocks contain a gas-capped oil pool in the 1787-1949 m depth interval.

The oil recovery is achieved partly (2 pools) by active bottom water recharge, partly 
by expansion of the gas cap and, in part, (2 pools) by depletion regime.

The pools in the field under consideration have shared increasingly more of the 
nation’s hydrocarbon output, having recently got to the 5th place in the national hier
archy of oil production and to the 12th place in that of gas extraction (Figs. 34 and 35).

Szeged

Although close to Algyő, a big oil extraction object already under exploration, the oil 
and gas field underlying the municipal area of Szeged, was discovered only 7 years later. 
The difficulties has stemmed exactly from the built-up nature of the area, as primarily 
gravimetric measurements could be relied on, but subsequently up-to-date seismic meas
urements with vibroseis excitation were also introduced here.

To locate the exploratory wells in this area was extremely cumbersome and the most 
widely deviated well-drilling ever undertaken in Hungary was performed here. The high 
quality of the preparatory operations is reflected by the fact that already the first explo
ratory well in 1972 was positive. In the course of subsequent exploratory drilling 
the presence of two hydrocarbon reservoirs was discovered. One of them is a saturated oil 
pool contained in Lower Paleozoic metamorphic breccias, Lower and Middle Triassic 
dolomite breccias and Miocene sandstone-conglomerates.

This massive reservoir situated in the 2539—2715 m interval, has been named Móra- 
város. Having a favourable water encroachment regime, it has acquired in recent years 
a very significant role.

The other one is a natural gas pool formed in a Lower Pannonian sandstone layer. 
This pseudo-anticline-like pool of stratiform character occurs in the 2240—2250 m in
terval.

The Szeged field ranks second after Algyő among the nation’s oil-producing fields 
and eighth among her gas fields (Figs. 36 and 37).
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During the IVth Five-Year Plan, as a result of exploration, a total increment of 
31.2 Mt hydrocarbon was achieved. Total extraction, however, exceeded that figure: it 
was 33.61 Mt.

The oü and gas production of the plan-term under consideration is presented in 
Table 8.

Table 8

Production figures

Oil (Mt) Natural gas Total

Black White
(condensate) Total 109 m3 M equivalent 

tons

1971 1.81 0.15 1.96 3.86 5.82
1972 1.81 0.17 158 4.21 6.19
1973 1.77 0.22 1.99 4.97 6.96
1974 1.76 0.24 2.00 5.34 7.34
1975 1.75 0.25 2.00 5.30 7.30

Total 8.90 1.03 953 23.68 33.61

The industrially more advanced nations are extracting annually about 10% of their 
commercial oil reserves. The same holds true of Hungary as well. Consequently, the major 
objective of hydrocarbon exploration in this country is to seek to discover, at the highest 
possible rate, new commercial-recoverable hydrocarbon reserves in order to compensate 
for the loss to extraction.

In the period between 1976 and 1980 (Vth Five-Year Plan) the demand imposed 
by the national economy on the Hungarian hydrocarbon extraction industry further 
increased. Formulated in 1973, the Council of Ministers decree No 3328 stipulated re
trospectively an extremely difficult task to be solved by the Hungarian oil and gas ex
ploration organizations during the IVth and Vth plan-terms spanning the 1970-80 
decade. By virtue of the decree, 60 million tons of commercial hydrocarbon reserves 
were to be discovered in a 30 :70% oil versus gas ratio. The decree was enacted in the third 
year of the IVth Five-Year Plan, in September, and it was not until the beginning of the 
fourth year that the funds were made available. Thus, by the end of the IVth Five-Year 
Plan which thus may be considered as a torso, 31.2 million tons of commercial (recover
able) reserves were entered in the register. By virtue of the Council of Ministers decree, a 
total of 2 8 .8  Mt of new commercial hydrocarbon reserves should have been discovered. 
The management of OKGT, however, raised this amount in the course of scheduled work 
to 35 Mt.

This was possible primarily due to geological prediction, the forecast of the expected 
exploration results and a realistic evaluation of the exploration activities under way. Thus 
it would be worth while to review quite briefly the geological and exploration strategy of 
the time.

The hydrocarbon exploration under the Vth Five-Year Plan was based on the assess
ment of the hypothetical-speculative resources by the oü geologists in 1975, a calculation
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Fig. 38 Oil and natural gas forecast of Hungary. Prospects of subbasins 
(units of reckoning) as of 1974.



approved of by the COMECON authorities, as well as on the regional projects that had 
been prepared during the preceding plan-term. Accordingly, the hydrocarbon resources 
still to be discovered equalled the sum of the already extracted plus the registered reserves 
combined. Let me note in this context that with growing information the relevant geolog
ical model could be modernized and this might lead to changes in the judgment of the 
potential resources, too. New stratigraphical, geochemical interpretation might modify 
the current system of resources prediction, in the hierarchy of the particular areas in 
terms of their resources and economic value, too, like in the case of previous revisions. 
The last change of this kind was that the Danube—Tisza Interfluve and the Körös— Berety- 
tyó region had proved to be more promising than suggested in earlier estimates.

Consequently, to improve the geological model based on broad scientific foundations 
and on its continual complementing with novel information is a fundamental objective. 
Relying on drilling and geophysical results, stratigraphic and tectonic studies serve as a 
base for geochemical analyses. In the last analysis, the geological setting and the me
chanism of motion of an area are crucial for rock diagenesis, the migration of organic 
matter, controlling the migration paths and the location of the zones of hydrocarbon 
accumulation. These enable us to determine with increasing accuracy (by stratigraphic 
units, depth levels, areas, geological time-units, etc.) the potential hydrocarbon resources. 
Along with several methods borrowed from abroad, one Hungarian approach had been 
developed too, which was discussed and approved of by the COMECON standing commit
tees for both the Oil and Gas Industry and Geology. Determined by the aid of various 
statistical averages by means of basic tests, the potential resources are just average values 
which the exploration executives have to adapt to the particular area being dealt with. 
This is the approach by which the possibilities, potentialities of exploration are judged, 
the hierarchy of the exploration areas is established and their prospects are determined.

During the plan-term under consideration the literature waves of the new tectonic 
theory reached us, too. Global or plate tectonics had brought about radical changes in the 
judgement of the structure of the Earth. This circumstance had its impact on the explora
tion industry as well. Attempts were made at its adaptation to the geology of Hungary. 
These affected the relevant tectonic, palaeogeographical, stratigraphical, sedimentological, 
geochemical and geophysical interpretations. As far as hydrocarbon geology is concerned, 
the work has not yet reached the stage of developing a model that might be applicable 
to concrete cases. At any rate, in designing and planning wells of great depth penetration 
we must take into consideration the subductions supposed to occur in this country and 
their possible effects on increasing the hydrocarbon reserves in the particular regions 
concerned.

On the basis of the stratigraphic-petrographic, structural- and hydrocarbon-geological 
characteristics observed and recognized during the preceding exploration activities, the 
petroleum-geological regionalization scheme (hierarchy), fundamental as it is from the 
point of view of resource prediction and forecast, was improved and modified. According
ly, a total of seven subbasins including 10 exploration areas were distinguished (Fig. 
38, Table 9).

Because of the differences in the geological understanding, the Mesozoic hydrocarbon 
resources were attributed to the “little known” category, whereas the Neogene-Paleogene 
resources were assigned to the “better known” subgroup. The resources of the Neogene 
subbasins were calculated by the average structure method, whereas in the case of the 
Paleogene to Mesozoic sequences the method of volumetric analogy was used.
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Table 9

Percentages of the speculative 
and hypothetical resources

OÜ
Combustible 
natural gas

In CH 
equivalents

% % %

I. SW Transdanubian sub basin 
I/a. Zala exploration area 
I/b. Dráva Valley exploration 

subarea

10.9 2.2 5.9

II. Little Hungarian Plain Neogene 
subbasin 5.7 0.6 2.8

III. Danube Riverine Neogene 
subbasin
Ill/a. Sió Valley expl. area 
Hl/b. Danube-Tisza Interfluve 

exploration area

2.9 4 3 3.7

IV. Paleogene subbasin 20.4 0.6 9.2
V. N Great Hungarian Plain Neogene 

subbasin
V/a. Jászság expl. area 
V/b. Nyírség expl. area

1.5 18.9 11.4

VI. E Great Hungarian Plain Neogene 
subbasin
Vl/a. Flysch-substrated 

exploration area 
Vl/b. Körös-Berettyó Riverine 

exploration area

0.01 12.9 7.6

VII. SE Great Plain Neogene subbasin 
VH/a. Békés expl. area 
VU/b. Szeged expl. area

34.5 54.5 45.8

Total speculative-hypothetical 
resources of Mesozoic sequences 24.1 6.0 13.6

Future exploration will be shifted to the deeper horizons. To illustrate this, let us pre
sent the distirbution by depth intervals of the identified and hypothetical-speculative 
resources (Tables 10 and 11).

Within the frame of a coordinated project launched under the auspices of the Standing 
Committee on Geology of the COMECON, the Hungarian party was entrusted, as an in
vited coordinator, with the integration of the Czechoslovakian and Soviet documenta
tion on the Pannonian Basin to its own contribution. Similar coordination was carried 
out in cooperation with the Yugoslavian and Austrian as well.
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Table 10

Identified reserves (as of 1 January 1973)

Natural gas Oil Total CH

% % %

up to 1000 m 5.13 6.11 5.59

1000-3000 m 85.60 89.58 87.50

3000-5000 m 9.27 431 6.91

Total 100.00 100.00 100.00

Table 11

Speculative and hypothetical resources

Natural gas Oü Total CH

% % %

up to 1000 m 15.00 7.00 11.00

1000-3000 m 30.00 55.00 41.00

3000-5000 m 40.00 33.00 37.00

<  5000 m 15.00 5.00 11.00

Total 100.00 100.00 100.00

Nevertheless, the different theoretical models and postulates cannot dispense 
with practical verification. Both for the Neogene and the pre-Neogene formations, nu
merous and varied investigations are to be carried out; many samples are to be collected, 
measured and analyzed partly for verification, partly for modification of the models and 
for developing models that are most suitable for exploration. The practice of recent 
years has proved the existence of a subsurface belts of Paleo-Mesozoic formations. The 
hypothesis that the Paleo-Mesozoic rocks might include productive reservoirs was cor
roborated by the practice in the Great Plain areas as well. The opinion that rocks of 
any kind, regardless of their void volume, even metamorphic and igneous rocks, may re
present reservoirs has also proved true,Considerable hydrocarbon reserves were discovered 
both in the Great Plain Mesozoic and Paleozoic formations. It has become clear that the
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reservoir capacity of the rocks declines with increasing depth and that the trend of this 
decline corresponds to a non-linear functional relationship. The lithological composition 
and the type of tectonic deformation of the particular zone, “tensile'’, or “compressive” , 
are also important factors.

At great depths, for instance, even dolomite rocks or fractured metamorphics may 
represent excellent reservoirs. Foreign experience in this respect is certainly worthy of 
attention, particularly so the experience of gas exploration in neighbouring Austria. To 
achieve the goals outlined in the introduction, the coverage by measurement of a total 
annual length of 3000 km of seismic profile line and the drilling and testing of 200 000 m 
of exploratory well were stipulated by the plan. Along with the allowances in kind cha
racteristic of the afore-mentioned major exploration projects, a considerable rise in the 
technological level of the activities in every major subarea was also foreseen by the plan.

After the success attained in the new exploration period that followed the Algyo con
centration of 1965—1971 (Kiskunhalas-NE, Endrőd, etc.), the exploration areas arranged 
into a hierarchical list and approved of according to exploration project-drafts submitted 
in the preceding plan-term were included in the annual plans of the industry. Within the 
frame of surface geophysical exploration projects the synoptic and detail studies of the 
most promising areas were continued by various methods.

The characteristic indices of these activities are presented in Table 12. The distribu
tion of exploration activities according to exploration stages is illustrated in Table 13. 
The resultativeness of the exploratory wells drilled and tested during the plan-term is 
shown in Table 14.

Table 12

1976 1977 1978 1979 1980

Seismic traverses km 29103 3296.1 3148 3114.7 3012.8

Exploration cost MFts 223.1 242.1 250.2 256.5 254.9

Gravimetric stations p.c. 4546 5417 5710 5913 5045

Magnetic measurements MFts 6.2 8.8 7.8 9.4 9.6

Geoelectric stations px. 689 1042 606 533 644

Exploration cost MFts 13 2 14.5 17.2 18.7 18.9

Total cost of surface 
geophysical exploration MFts 2423 265.4 275.2 273.6 271.4
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Table 1 3

1976 1977 1978 1979 1980

1000 p.c. 1000 p.c. 1000 p.c. 1000 p.c. 1000 p.c.
m m m m m

Number of 
key wells 4 6 6 4 5

and their 
metrage 7.0 16.3 11.8 11.5 8.6

Number of 
expl. wells 74 48 61 64 63

and their 
metrage 145.1 100.9 125.9 120.1 125.6

Number of
contouring
wells

32 44 33 37 38

and their 
metrage 56.3 88.5 67.3 80.2 75.5

Number of 
closespaced 
wells

1 - - - -

and their 
metrage 2.7 - - - -

Total 211.1 111 205.7 98 205.0 100 211.8 105 209.7 106
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Table 14

1976 1977 1978 1979 1980

p.c. p.c. p.c. p.c. p.c.

Total number of expl. wells 105 72 80 74 82

Number of resultative oil wells 20 8 12 16 19

Number of resultative gas wells 28 26 18 26 24

Resultative % for oil 19 11 15 22 23

Resultative % for gas 27 36 23 35 29

Total resultative % 46 47 38 57 52

During the plan term under consideration the average depth of the exploratory wells 
reached the figure of 2617 m by the middle of the period. The annual figures varied as 
follows:

in 1976 2340 m,
in 1977 2502 m,
in 1978 2617 m,
in 1979 2475 m,
in 1980 2265 m.
The cumulative indices of exploration are given in Table 15.
During the plan-term, the seismic measurement plan, with an annual average per

formance of 3092.2 km, was fulfilled in 103.1%, the drilling plan with an annual perform
ance of 207 259.5 m of well was fulfilled in 103.6%. The value of these results is stressed 
by the fact that, in seismic measurements, the continuous growth of the 24-fold coverage 
reached 86% of the totality of measurements by the end of the plan-term.

Improving the geological understanding, this method added new dimensions to the 
modernization of the model of subsurface geology. As a result of drilling data and their 
geological interpretation and of readiness to run the risks involved, the explorers di
scovered a number of hydrocarbon pools contained in Pale o—Mesozoic crystalline-me- 
tamorphic and carbonate rocks of mixed porosity.

During the five-year period an approximate total of 500 exploratory wells with an 
average depth of 2050 m were put down. These ensured the discovery of the new hyd
rocarbon resources prepared for being entered in the national register.

In the course of exploration 2.8 Mt of oü reserves and 35.5 Mt of natural gas reserves 
with a CH content of 100 to 10% were discovered making a total of 38.4 Mt in hydro
carbon equivalents. On top of that 4.9 Mt of oil- and 9.8 Gm3 of natural gas were di
scovered as a result of additional exploration within the field in the course of exploi
tation.

During the period under consideration the exploration was finished successfully in 
more than 34 oil, natural gas and C02 fields. In all of these, the reserves were assessed 
and the results entered in the national register.
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Table 15

Surface geophysical survey
Exploratory

wells

Recoverable reserve increments Efficiency of exploration

Total
cost

Seismic
measurement

In free 
areas

In areas of 
exploitation

Total
Cost 

per 1 m 
of

expl.
well

Recoverable 
CH per 1 in 
of expl. w ell

Expl. 
cost 
per 

1 ton 
of re
cove
rable

”In situ” 
reserve 
value 

increment 
per 1 Ft 
of expl. 

cost

Mét
rage

Cost
invol
ved

Total
length

of
traverses

Cost
invol
ved

Total
Of

which
oil

Total
Of

which
oil

Total
(of

which oil)

Cumulatively
(of

which oil)
Annu

al
Cumu
lative

M equi M equi M equi M equi
MFts km MFts 1000 m MFts valent Mt valent Mt valent valent Fts/m t/m t/m Fts/t Fts/Fts

tons tons tons tons

1976 242.5 2910.3 223.1 204.1 1527.0 8.60 1.20 - - 8.60/1.20/ 8.60/1.20/ 7481 41.2 41.2 211.2 11.4

1977 265.4 3296.1 242.1 205.7 1548.3 8.89 0.36 1.90 0.70 10.79/1.06/ 19.39/2.26/ 7501 43.1 42.7 207.0 9.1

1978 275.2 3148.0 250.2 205.0 1717.0 8.22 0.50 2.80 1.40 11.02/1.90/ 30.41/4.16/ 8352 40.0 41.8 243.0 8.6

1979 273.6 3115.0 256.5 211.8 1835.5 9.90 0.55 - - 9.90/0.55/ 40.31/4.71/ 8666 46.7 43.0 213.0 9.5

1980 271.4 3012.8 254.9 209.7 2023.1 2.78 0.27 10.01 2.82 12.79/3.09/ 53.10/7.80/ 9647 13.2 37.0 825.0 2.5

38.39 2.88 14.71 4.92 53.10/17.80/
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Fields discovered during the plan-term : Csesztreg, Ortaháza-W, Újudvar, Zalakaros—Sá
voly, Nagybakónak, Liszó, Nemespátró, Somogy udvarhely, Homokszentgyörgy, Darány, 
Darány-W, Barcs-W, Álmosd, Kismarja, Berettyószentmárton, Mezőpeterd, Biharkeresztes, 
Mezősas, Kaba-S, Szeghalom, Szeghalom-N, Dévaványa, Endrőd-N, Köröstarcsa, Sarkad- 
keresztúr,Békés,Kevermes,Magyardombegyháza-SW, Rúzsa—Bordány, Forráskút, Sándor- 
falva, Kiskunmajsa-S, Kiskunhalas-S, Kiskunhalas-W, Zsana-N, Eresztő, Jászszentlászló, 
Szank-W, Szank-NW, Nagykőrös (new), Újszilvás, Kengyel, Biharugra. Out of these the 
following fields are important: the mixed-gas field of Kisújszállás, the deep-situated 
liquefied gas and oil deposit of Üllés, the oil and combustible and noncombustible gas 
deposit of Püspökladány, the oil and gas field of Kiskunhalas-NE, the natural gas plus 
liquefied gas plus oil deposit of Sarkad keresztúr, the mixed gas deposit of Nagykörű— 
Tiszapüspöki—Surján, the combustible gas deposit of Endrőd I—III, the mixed gas deposit 
of Szarvas and the combustible gas deposit (with an oil rim) of Zsana-N (Fig. 39).

Regarding the initial identified reserves, the following fields have been selected from 
among the ten largest in the hierarchy.

Sarkadkeresztúr

The natural gas plus liquefied gas plus oil field of Sarkadkeresztúr is situated in the 
immediate vicinity of the Hungaro—Rumanian border, at a distance of 30 km NE of 
Gyula. It was discovered in 1976. Located on the basis of filter processing of gravimetric 
data, the seismic measurements indicated the presence of a buried hörst range composed 
of several units of nearly E—W strike. All units proved to be productive and thus the pre
sence of one liquefied gas pool of a height o f closure of 400 m was verified. A metamor- 
phic schist series of relatively high structural position is overlain by thin patches of 
Miocene, and 2500 to 3100 m of Pliocene and Quaternary. On the basis of the 100 to 
150 m displacements along normal faults penetrating upwards into the Upper Pannonian, 
5 block-like reservoir units were distinguished within the met amorphic series. Trapped in 
a massive reservoir (comprising Miocene formations and weathered-fractured metamor- 
phic rocks), the liquefied gas pool is found at 2250—2950 m depth.

The pool has a thin (11 m) oil body. In the Lower Pannonian sandstone sequence, 
between 2550 and 2600 m, two subordinated, stratiform oil-gas pools of lithological 
and tectonic screening have become known.

The pool located in the pre-Tertiary basement has an average porosity of 5.0%. The 
porosity of the Lower Pannonian sandstones varies between 15.2 and 20.5%. The natural 
gas varies between 93.20 and 98.97% in CH4 content, between 0.55 and 6.18% in C02 
content and between 0.08 and 0.62% in N2 content.

The liquefied phase in the natural gas constitutes 570—243 g/m3. The main pool is 
under considerable overpressure. The principal feature of the liquefied gas of Sarkad
keresztúr is the fact that the weathered-fractured intervals in the pre-Tertiary basement 
are productive in a great thickness. Unlike the case of pools of similar structure discovered 
earlier, the surface zone of the pre-Tertiary basement is compact, rather less permeable 
in a thickness of 30 to 70 m and it is under this zone that the pool segments of good 
permeability occur. Sarkadkeresztúr has developed to a quite significant gas production 
base, having got to the fourth place in the national hierarchy of important gas produc
tion areas.
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ooL/1 Fig. 39 Oil and natural gas fields of Hungary as discovered between 1976 and 1980.



This exploration area has severely tried the patience and steadfastness of the specialists 
engaged in the management of hydrocarbon exploration. In addition to the fact that the 
interpretation of seismic results had led to the identification of relative subsurface highs, 
the first well that discovered the field was put down also because the older Miocene and 
Mesozoic rocks occurring beyond the frontier had hitherto been unknown there. The 
assumption was that the Lower Paleozoic rocks had been thrust over the Mesozoic by 
large-scale tectonic movements and that the Mesozoic, supposedly calcareous sequence 
would be found below Paleozoic metamoprhites. Although this did not prove to be the 
case, yet a sizeable gas pool was discovered in the Lower Paleozoic sequence (Figs. 40 and 
41).

Nagykörű—Tiszapüspöki—Surján— Fegyvernek— Kisújszállás

Comprising considerable reserves, the Nagykörű—Tiszapüspöki—Surján—Fegyvernek— 
Kisújszállás group of the Szolnok—Debrecen gas zone is located at a distance of 20 km 
E—NE of Szolnok. Its exploration was started in the 1950s (and was continued, with 
minor interruptions to these days), but the recognition of the interrelations of the pools 
on a regional scale became possible in the second half of the 1970s only.

The overwhelming majority of the pools contain so-called mixed gas (hydrocarbon+ 
carbon dioxide) the exploitation of which (mixing to the fuel of power stations) was 
begun only quite recently.

The substratum of the series of structures under consideration is constituted by 
Cretaceous-Paleogene flysch the rough, eroded surface of which is overlain by a thin 
(20—80 m) sequence of Miocene pyroclastics and 700—900 m of Lower Pannonian. The 
sequence ends with Pliocene, Upper Pannonian and Quaternary sediments. Of the 48 
pools identified in the study area, three are found in the Miocene sequence, whereas the 
rest are located in the lower to middle parts of the Lower Pannonian sequence, in the 
1250—1975 m interval. The Lower Pannonian sandstones are heavily argillized and, as 
shown by interregional correlation, the changes in lithofacies are very common. Thus the 
majority of the pools is lithologically screened.

The Miocene rocks have a porosity of about 6%, the Lower Pannonian sandstones vary 
between 15 and 27.6% in porosity. The gas content of the pools is highly variable: the 
combustible fraction is 94.84^4.66%, the C02 content is 0 3 0 —89.43%, the N2 content 
being 3.79^43.27%. It can be observed as a general trend that the composition improves 
from the W to the E and also from the bottom to the top, as observed in the variation of 
quality in the particular subareas (Figs. 42 and 43).

Szeghalom

The liquefied gas plus oil field of Szeghalom is situated in the immediate vicinity of 
Füzesgyarmat village. It was discovered in 1980. In the basement hörst range striking 
SE—NW across the Körösladány— Köröstar csa— Földes area, at Füzesgyarmat, a gravi
metric high of considerable amplitude was identified first by filter techniques and later 
by seismic measurements. On evidence of exploratory well-drilling, the geology of the 
structure is relatively simple. A desposit similar to the Sarkad field was discovered in a 
structural position by 600 to 1000 m higher as compared to the former.
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The weathered and fractured surface of the crystalline basement (amphibolite, gneiss, 
granite) is overlain by a 6 —110 m thick Miocene sequence made up of breccia—conglome
rate—standstone—claymarl, marl—calcareous marl and limestone. The presence of clastic 
rocks in a higher structural position and of calcareous—argillaceous deposits, on the 
margins is typical. Next to follow in the stratigraphic succession are the deposits of a 
Pliocene calcareous marl horizon (15—110 m). The sequence terminates with Quaternary 
sediments.

Two pools were discovered. Reservoir rock of the Szeghalom-1 pool: fractured- 
weathered metamorphites, Miocene breccia—conglomerate—sandstone, Pliocene basal 
calcareous marl. This pool is trapped in a massive reservoir. Its average porosity is 5.5%.

The Szeghalom-2 pool is trapped in a Miocene coarse-detrital sequence with an 
average porosity of 10.3%. The natural gas composition in the pools is advantageous, the 
hydrocarbon content is 93.03—95.91%, the C 02 content is 0.35—0.42%, the N2 content 
is 4.29—6.61%, the calorific value varies between 40 462 and 42 214 KJ/m3 . The amount 
of fluid distillate per 1 m3 gas is 222—503.6 g. The oil density varies between 803.2 — 
808.5 kg/m3. The oil is of paraffin character (Figs. 44 and 45). '

Zsana-N

The Zsana-N natural gas field was discovered in 1979 at a distance of 20 km E of Kis
kunhalas. A high-perched subsurface hörst of the Precambrian crystalline basement is 
overlain by a detrital Jurassic sequence and calcareous-detrital Miocene formations. The 
sequence ends with about 1900 m of Pliocene-Quaternary deposits. In the light of drilling 
results the pre-Neogene formations seem to have been thrust upon the younger deposits 
(allochtony). The gas pool is trapped in a highly permeable Miocene to Mesozoic massive 
reservoir, in the 1810-1940 m interval.

The porosity of the Miocene formations is about 13%, that of the Mesozoic only
- 2 .0 % .

The gas composition is favourable: the combustible fraction constitutes 87.71%, the 
C02 content is 3.86%, the N2 content being 8.53% (Figs. 46 and 47).

The overwhelming majority of the hydrocarbon reserves discovered and assessed in this 
period of time (88%) is natural gas. Almost the half of it is concentrated in the Szarvas— 
Endrőd, Sarkadkeresztúr and Ullés areas. Additional accumulations are associated with 
the exploration objects Zsana-N, Kiskunmajsa, Rúzsa— Bordány and Harka—Eresztő. 
The gas mixtures with a CH content of 70—10% account for about 1/4 of the total of 
discovered reserves. Their utilization is the subject of a special project. Consequently, 
the proportion of natural gas is higher than planned and the gas reserves containing non
combustibles and thus requiring special consumers have increased, too.

The extraction of the available commercial hydrocarbon reserves is being run at a 
higher rate compared to the growth resulting from new discoveries. The requirement to 
discover 35.0 Mt of new hydrocarbon reserves, as stipulated by the plan, has stemmed 
from an exaggerated development policy. Nevertheless, it is outscored by the 40 Mt figure 
of anticipated output.

The afore-mentioned problems are intended to be solved partly by observing the ex
ploration principle giving priority to the exploration of oil pools as against gas pools; 
furthermore by intensifying the secondary and tertiary extraction methods aimed at 
increasing the commercial reserves. Added to this is the endeavour focussing on a more
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Fig. 40 Sarkadkeresztúr, contour line map showing the top of the Precambrian
reservoir space.
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VO Fig. 41 Sarkad keresztúr, geological section.
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Fig. 42 Tiszapüspöki-Nagykörű—Surján—Fegyvernek-E, contour line map 
showing the top of reservoir PI j —Ill/b.



Fig. 4 3  Nagykörű, geological section



Fig. 44 Szeghalom, contour line map of the bottom of the Pannonian.
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CO Fig. 4 5  Szeghalom, geological section.
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reverse fa u lt
boundary o f extension o f 
pre-Neogene form ations Fig. 46 Zsana-N, contour line map showing the surface of the Neogene basement

and its lithologies.



v£> Fig 4  7 Zsana-N, geological section.



energy-saving operation of the processing plants so as to consume less energy per unit of 
national income. Moreover, the energy resources other than hydrocarbons will be pre
ferred in the structure of consumption. To reduce the rate of consumption and to impose 
limitations on them will provide another possibility for restoring the equilibrium between 
extraction and new reserves. The change in the economic appreciation of the oil and 
natural gas resources in the plan-term is illustrated in Table 16.

Table 16

OÜ Natural gas

Workability
index

In situ 
value

Workability
index

» . J>
In situ 
value

Fts/Fts GFts Fts/Fts GFts

January 1,1976 355 87.8 23.00 242.7

December 31,1980 335 68.1 6.16 252.8

Along with an economic upgrading, as a result of the worsening extraction circum
stances, the workability index dropped.

During the plan-term, the annual oil output varied at a minimal rate, between 1.92 
and 2.03 Mt. Half of the production came from Algyő, further important production 
centres included Szeged, Szánk, Kiskunhalas-NE and Nagylengyel.

Regardless of the 7.5 Gm3 peak of 1978, the natural gas output varied between 
6.25—6.75 Gm3. The production came overwhelmingly from the Great Plain. Algyő 
made up almost the half of it, being followed next by Hajdúszoboszló, Szánk, Puszta- 
földvár and Sarkadkeresztúr in the hierarchy.

The availability of hydrocarbon resources changed but little owing to dynamic ex
ploration which had been overfulfilling its plans. It decreased from 14 to 12 years in the 
case of oil and remained unchanged, 16—17 years, in that of natural gas.

Although at a more modest rate than before, the technical facilities used in oil explora
tion were further modernized new techniques and methods were introduced. By the 
acquisition of Soviet and Western facilities, the induction well-logging techniques could 
be introduced which enables a more exact subdivision of the particular sequences. In 
addition, the computerized processing of well-logging data by using TPA—70 microcom
puters and the concomitant peripheries was commenced. It was in this period that the 
well-logging of production wells was started on an industrial scale. The acquired instru
ments have made it possible to test in detail the producing layers including observations 
in wells under pressure. Because of the anomalously high underground temperatures a 
thermoxide explosives chain enduring up to 240 °C temperature had been developed 
which helps efficient perforation in superdeep wells. In surface geophysics the non
blasting vibration excitation was introduced on an industrial scale. From 1977 on the 
vibroseis, from 1979 the air-gun method, was introduced. These methods enable the exe
cution of measurements there, where this would be impossible by other techniques 
(municipal area of cities, etc.); more over, they enhance the proper interpretation of the 
logs.
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Analyzing the evolution of the world economy in the 1970s, the Xllth Congress of 
the Hungarian Socialist Workers’ Party in March 1980 pointed out that the changes on 
the world market of energy resources (oil price explosions in 1973, and in 1978—79) 
required to rely on the domestic resources at an increasing rate. Consequently, the na
tional oil and gas resources would be upgraded considerably. At the same time, it became 
imperative to restructure consumption energy as far as the utilization of the available 
raw materials were concerned. So there was an urgent need for developing and imple
menting a new energy-saving programme.

The restructuration of the energy consumption regarding the resources is illustrated in 
Table 17.

Table 17

Denomination of source
1975 1980 1984

% % %

Coal 36.3 28.8 26.8

Oil—oil products 39.1 37.4 33.8

Natural gas 18.6 26.2 27.1

Nuclear energy - - 2.9

Imported electric energy 4.5 6.5 8.2

Other sources (eg. firewood, hydroelectric power plant) 1.5 1.1 1.2

Production and imports combined 100.0 100.0 100.0

The specific energy consumption in the various branches of national economy in the 
years 1981—84 decreased by 13%.

The hydrocarbon geological investigations during the Vlth Five-Year Plan were based 
on the calculation of the hypothetical and speculative resources by the geological organ
ization of OKGT, an assessment as of 1 January 1979. It became obvious that, during the 
evaluation and interpretation of geological, geophysical and geochemical information 
accumulated during the preceding plan-term, new formations had proved to be promising 
and thus the country’s estimated potential hydrocarbon resources had increased. In spite 
of intensive extraction, still more than the half of our hypothetical-speculative hydro
carbon resources were to be discovered. The assessment of the potential commercial re
sources reckoned with a 23% proportion of oil and 77% proportion of natural gas. In the 
case of the hypothetical-speculative commercial resources the share of oil was 18%, that 
of natural gas 82%. As far as the resources to be discovered were concerned, 38% of the 
potential resources of oil and 52% of those of natural gas belonged to that category and 
to discover these resources was becoming more and more difficult. About 23% of the 
country’s total hydrocarbon resources had been extracted, 28%, constituted the base of 
domestic production in form of categorized commercial reserves, whereas the remaining
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49% was still to be found by continued exploration. The recovery factor relied on in the 
calculations was 30% in the case of oil and 70% in that of natural gas.

71.7% of the hypothetical-speculative hydrocarbon resources was supposed to be con
tained in the Neogene, 3.7% in the Paleogene, 4.3% in the flysch formation and 20.3% 
in Mesozoic and Paleozoic rocks. From the commercial hydrocarbon reserves identified 
during the Vth Five-Year Plan, 65.7% was stored in the Neogene, and 34.3% in Mesozoic- 
Paleozoic formations.

These data illustrate very well that our continued efforts based the belief that the ex
ploration of the older tectonic stages (piers) is important and promising were justified.

Grosso modo we may say that the volume of the discoveries expected in the case of 
oil will fall somewhat short of the amount already extracted, that in case of natural gas 
the same figure will be the triple and, for all hydrocarbons combined, the double of the 
extracted reserves, as stipulated by the forecast now in power.

Thus we have good reason to be confident that scientific progress and the swift trans
mission of new discoveries to the practice will enable us to formulate and implement 
by the aid of proper technical facilities and technologies, such programmes as may lead 
to further growth of the hypothetical and speculative resources.

No radical change in the context of exploration is foreseen by the 1979 programme. 
The Békés and Szeged Basins, the Danube—Tisza Interfluve, the Körös—Berettyó riverine 
and the Zala-Dráva Basin, have remained invariably top-priority promising areas. The 
Neogene remained the main object of exploration, though the older complexes, mainly 
the Paleo-Mesozoic formations have been increasing in importance. Technical and tech
nological difficulties and the cost involved are expected to increase progressively with 
depth. As a consequence of the new basin classification and subdivison scheme and the 
evaluation of geological time-units and formations, the oil: gas ratio in the forecasts has 
been reduced from 30:70% in the preceding five-year plan-term to a 20:80% and a 
10:90% variant in the current plan.

Upon interpretation of the geological—hydrocarbon geological results of earlier investi
gations, in dependence on the degree of understanding, the Hungarian hydrocarbon- 
promising formations have been assigned to two major groups.

Neogene formations. The amount of oil and natural gas in the Neogene has been esti
mated by using the so-called structure-analogy method. A total of 12 subbasins has been 
distinguished: 1. W Little Plain subbasin, 2. E Little Plain subbasin, 3. Zala-S Balaton 
subbasin, 4. Somogy—Dráva Valley subbasin, 5. Middle Danube subbasin, 6. Kiskunság 
subbasin, 7. Szeged subbasin, 8. N Great Plain subbasin, 9. Nagykunság subbasin, 10. Bé
kés subbasin, 11. Hajdúság subbasin, 12. Bihar subbasin.

Pre-Neogene formations for which, because of their being less explored, the volume- 
analogy method has been used. In the area of occurrence of prospective Paleogene forma
tions, three units have been distinguished: Bükkalja, intramontane basins, Mátraalja— 
N Jászság. The Cretaceous—Paleogene flysch zone represents an independent unit. In the 
area of occurrence of Mesozoic formations four units are kept on record : Mid-Mountains 
unit, Igal-Bükk unit, Mecsek—Central Great Plain and Villány—Bihar unit.
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VOVO
Fig. 48 Oil and natural gas forecast of Hungary. Prospects of subbasins 

(units of reckoning) as of 1979.



In terms of hypothetical and speculative resources, the hierarchy is as follows (Fig. 48):
1. Mesozoic (combined) 20 32%
2. Somogy-Dráva Valley 1134%
3. Bihar subbasin 10.64%
4. Békés subbasin 10.18%
5. Kiskunság 830%
6. N Great Plain 6.73%
7. Nagykunság 5.42%
8. Zala-S Balaton 5.23%
9. E Little Plain 5.20%

10. Szeged subbasin 5.03%
11. Flysch zone 4.29%
12. Paleogene basin 3.72%
13. Hajdúság 2.69%
14. Middle Danube 0.50%
15. W Little Plain 0.41%

“Reserves” for oil exploration forecasts are represented by deposits hidden in the
crystalline basement which in recent years have added sizeable oil and gas pools (with 
reserves that are considerable by Hungarian standards) to the nation’s hydrocarbon 
wealth (Tázlár, Kelebia, Kiskundorozsma, Sarkadkeresztúr, Mezősas, Szeghalom, etc.).

By virtue of Council of Ministers decree No 3108/79, the exploration activities in 
this plan-term are being pursued according to fore cast-based projects, annual plans. As 
far as allowances in kind are concerned, invariably a total of annual 3000 km of seismic 
traverses and 200 km of exploratory well-drilling are to be carried out. 35.0 Mt of new 
commercial hydrocarbon reserves are to be discovered in this plan-term. To achieve this 
goal will cost not too little effort, but provided that the exploration facilities and in
struments will be renewed or exchanged at the planned rate, the objective does not seem 
irreal. Mainly small- (>1 Mt) to medium-size (1—5 Mt) hydrocarbon fields are invariably 
expected to be discovered in high frequency, but efforts will be made to discover as soon 
as possible fields that are to be considered as large by Hungarian standards (5—10 Mt) 
and to concentrate the capacities to such fields. In accordance with the practice com
menced in 1980, the cost of exploration-production activities will have to be borne in 
self-accountancy terms.

The surface geophysical exploration data are presented in Table 18. For illustration 
of the exploratory drilling activities, Table 19 is presented. The efficiency of well-drilling 
(wells drilled and tested) is illustrated in Table 20.

Average depths of exploratory wells in the plan-term: 2559 m in 1981,2248 m in 
1982, 2221 m 1983 and 2303 m 1984. The aggregate indices typical of the period under 
consideration are given in Table 21.

From 1981 to these days the following CH fields have been discovered : Nagybakó- 
nak-N, Somogysámson, Kadarkút, Soltvadkert-E, Kiskunhalas-N, Kömpöc, Kiskunmajsa, 
Mélykút-NE, Jánoshalma-Uj, Tompa-N, Bácsszentgyörgy, Besenyszög, Martfű, Mező
túr, Kunszentmárton, Battonya-N, Körösladány, Földes, Sáránd, Penészlek, Kismaija.

During the plan-term, the oil-, gas- and C 02 reserves identified in 21 exploration areas 
were entered in the national register.

Most prominent among the exploration results is the discovery of the liquefied gas-, 
natural gas and oil field of Üllés (deep-situated pools), as responsible for the most signif-
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Table 1 8

1981 1982 1983 1984

Seismic traverses km 30483 3205.2 3118.7 3658.7

Exploration cost MFts 247.2 249.1 273.3 325.1

Gravimetric stations p.c. 5247 7987 8035 5293

Magnetic exploration cost MFts 11.2 13.2 15.4 18.6

Geoelectric stations p.c. 619 668 520 584

Exploration cost MFts 20.0 23.3 22.0 25.4

Table 19

1981 1982 1983 1984

p.c. 1000 p.c. 1000 p.c. 1000 p.c. 1000
m m m m

Number of 
key wells 4 3 3 3

their metrage 6.5 6.0 4.4 11.6

Number of 
wildcats 74 76 84 69

their metrage 143.8 136.2 157.4 134.2

Number of
contouring
wells

26 29 23 34

their metrage 49.6 63.7 45.9 56.3

Total 104 199.9 108 205.9 110 207.7 106 202.1
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202 Table 2 0

1981 1982 1983 1984

Total number of 
expl. wells 85 91 92 106

Number of oil 13 22 18 16
resultative wells 
(p.c.) gas 28 23 18 38

% oil 153 24.2 19.6 15.1

%gas 33.0 25.3 19.6 35.8

Surface geophysical survey
Exploratory

wells

Recoverable reserve increments Efficiency of exploration

Total
cost

Seismic
measurement

1 n free 
areas

In areas of 
exploitation

Total
Cost 

per 1 m 
ot

expl.
well

Recoverable 
CH per 1 m 
of expl. well

Expl. 
cost 
per 

1 ton 
of re
cove
rable

”In situ“ 
reserve 
value 

increment 
per 1 Ft 
of expl. 

cost

Mét
rage

Cost
invol
ved

Total
length

of
traverses

Cost
invol
ved

Total
Of

which
oil

Total
Of

which
oil

Total
(of

w hich oil)

Cumulatively
(of

which oil)
Annu

al
Cumu
lative

M equi M equi M equi M equi
MFts km MFts 1000 m MFts valent Mt valent Mt valent valent Fts/m t/m t/m 1 ts/t Fts/Fts

tons tons tons tons

1981 278.4 3048.3 24r2 199.9 2217.0 4.68 0.33 4.18 -0.06 8.86/0.27/ 8.86/0.27/ 11 092 23.4 23.4 532.7 8.3

1982 285.6 3205.2 249.1 205.9 2672.7 6.25 0.10 0.86 0.74 7.11/0.84/ 15.97/1.11/ 12 977 30.4 27.0 473.0 9.7

1983 310.7 3118.7 273.3 207.7 2726.5 5.50 0.01 -0.15 - 5.35/—0.01 / 21.32/1.10/ 13 140 26.5 26.8 567.7 7.9

1984 369.1 3658.7 325.1 202.1 2638.1 5.46 1.11 16.03 5.46 21.49/6.57/ 42.81/7.67/ 13 055 I 27.2 26.7 551.1 7.5



icant reserve increment ever reached during the plan-term. On the basis of exploration the 
liquefied gas plus oil deposit of Szeghalom has proved to have considerable reserves and 
the fields of Martfű (natural gas), Mezősas (oil), Kiskunmajsa-S (oil+natural gas) and 
Zalakaros—Sávoly are also worth mentioning.

In the following, a short geological description of the fields ranked among the first ten 
in the national hierarchy based on the initial identified reserves discovered during the 
plan-term will be given.

Ü lé s

The deep-situated natural gas, liquefied gas and oil pools of the Üllés field, represent
ing the most significant achievement of the 1970s, are located at a distance of about 
25 km W—NW of Szeged.

The vast Precambrian crystalline basement high is overlain by Lower to Middle Triassic 
calcareous, subordinately detrital rocks, overlain by a very thick (a maximum of 770 m) 
Miocene, overwhelmingly detrital sequence and Pliocene—Lower Pannonian finedetrital— 
carbonate—volcanic rocks (higher up the column the stratigraphic sequence and its litho
logy are the same as the facies already known). Several dislocations of 50 to 200 m ampli
tude along faults were discovered in the area under consideration.

In the Precambrian—Mesozoic sequence, 6 liquefied gas pools and 1 oil pool were 
identified between 2100 and 3300 m. In the Miocene sequence between 1900 and 
3100 m, 9 liquefied gas pools, 4 natural gas pools and 10 oil pools were discovered.

The porosity of the extremely heterogeneous reservoir rocks is characterized by the
following average values :

— Precambrian crystalline rocks and breccias 6.4%
— Lower Triassic formations 7.2%
— Middle Triassic dolomites 5.4%
— Middle Triassic limestones 6.1%
The gas in the pools of the Üllés field is of favourable composition: the combustible 

fraction varies between 88.31 and 99.69%, the C02 content between 0.12 and 8.89%, 
the N2 content between 0.18 and 5.14%. In the liquefied gas pools the amount of distil
late per 1 m3 is 125—192 g (Figs. 49 and 50).

The changes of the indices used for the economic valuation of the reserves are present
ed in Table 22. The oil and natural gas fields discovered during the plan-term are shown 
in Fig. 51.
Table 22

ou Natural gas

Workability
index

>> . >> In situ
value

Workability
index

>>_. . » In situ
value

Fts/Fts GFts Fts/Fts GFts

January 1, 1981 33.5 68.1 6.16 252.8

January 1,1984 10.83 109.1 32.46 4919.1
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Fig. 49 Üllés, contour line map of Paleozoic-Precambrian formations.
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Fig. 50 Üllés, geological section.
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Fig. 51 Oil and natural gas fields of Hungary as discovered between 
1981 and 1 January 1985.



The oil- and natural gas output during the plan-term varied as anticipated by the plan.
The oil output was about 2.0 Mt per year. About the half of the product came from 

Algyő, most of the remaining part was constituted by the contributions of Szeged, Kis- 
kunhalas-NE and Nagylengyel— Barabásszeg— Szilvágy. These fields accounted for 73.4% 
of the production.

The natural gas output grew from 6.2 Gm3 to 7.1 Gm3 per year. About 407c of the 
product derived from Algyő. Next to follow in the hierarchy of importance were Hajdú
szoboszló, Sarkadkeresztúr, Zsana-N, F ere nesz állás, Pusztaföldvár and Szánk. These fields 
supplied 78.4% of the national gas output.

An important event in the plan-term was that the exploitation of the pools of the 
Nagykörű-Kisújszállás group of fields containing gases of low calorific value (for the 
purpose of fueling power plants) was started in 1983.

During the plan-term, the introduction of new methods and facilities in some oil- and 
gas exploration subareas and their operational use were continued. Without claiming 
completeness, let us list some of them. A new high-capacity GEOMAX computer was 
put in operation at the Geophysical Exploration Enterprise in 1981. It permits a many- 
sided processing of seismic profiles and a better foundation of decision making in locat
ing exploratory wells. At the middle of the plan-temi Dresser-Atlas well-logging equip
ment producing logs of reliable quality was put in operation at both well-drilling com
panies. Thus the Hungarian inventory of well-logging facilities has widened: such methods 
are being introduced as continuous strata dip measurements, hole-compensated density 
measurements (gamma-gamma logging), etc.

In 1983, a ROCK-EVAL instrument was put in operation which has been a marked 
headway in determining some hydro carbon-geo chemical parameters. The knowledge of 
these parameters (soluble organic matter content, total organic carbon, type of insoluble 
organic matter, etc.), makes possible a more precise determination of the initial data 
needed for predicting the hypothetical and speculative oil and gas resources, assuring 
the elaboration of the quantitative parameters of oil- and natural gas generation. For 
the monitoring and in situ operational interpretation of parameters measurable in the 
course of drilling a well (bit loading capacity, bit progress, mud density and temperature, 
marl density, calcite- and dolomite content, gas content and composition, etc.) the in
strument cabins of the fmn Geoservices were put in operation in 1983 by the Oil Ex
ploration Company. The resulting data sets render possible the correlation with other 
wells and, in a favourable case to forecast overpressure horizons.

In the final analysis, it can be said that hydrocarbon exploration in the period of 
1935—1985 has been crowned with marked success for the national economy. The major 
activities are listed in combined form in Fig. 52. The major oil and natural gas fields 
of Hungary are shown in Fig. 53 giving an illustration of their geographic distribution.
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In situ value in 109 Fts 
(on 1984 cost level)

Commercial reserve increment 
per 1 m of exploratory well (t/m)

Commencial reserve increment (Mt)

Exploratory well kilométrage drilled (km)
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Average depth of exploratory wells (m)
DO WM

Fig. 52 Major indices of national economic achievements between 
1935 and 1985.
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209 Fig. 53 Major oil and natural gas fields of Hungary (1985).
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NEOGENE MINERAL RESOURCES IN THE CARPATHIAN BASIN -  BUDAPEST, 1985 
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THE HISTORY OF THE DISCOVERY AND MINING 
OF NEOGENE COAL DEPOSITS IN HUNGARY

GYULA RADÓCZ
Hungarian Geological Institute, Budapest

INTRODUCTION

The history of discovery, exploration and mining of different coal types in Hungary 
have already been summarized for certain mining districts, for certain periods, or for all 
the coal occurrences of the country (eg. I. FRIVALDSZKY 1842, J. HUNFALVY 1865,
M. HANTKEN 1878, J. BÖCKH-S. GESELL 1898, K. PAPP 1915, I. VITÁLIS 1939, 
I. BÁN 1953, J. FALLER 1954a, J. KÓRÓDI 1959, Z. AJTAY 1959, A. BABICS 1959, 
A. GAJZÁGÓ 1962, A. LEHOCZKY 1965, J. FÜLÖP 1979). Several studies discussed 
also the different periods of coal exploration and mining in Hungary. The abundance of 
literature data the brand new comprehensive analysis carried out by J. FÜLÖP (1984) 
as well as the purpose of this study makes possible to avoid both the striving for a new 
analysis, and the discussing of unpublished, old data. In this study,, relating to Miocene 
and Pliocene data, the main goal has been to demonstrate the development of production, 
and in connection with this, the development of cognition and exploration of coal 
bearing areas, as well as to show their social and economic conditions (primarily, con
cerning the present territory of Hungary).

Both in the Miocene, and in the Pliocene (at different places and stratigraphic horizons) 
significant amounts of plants from the coasts, continental edges and marshes were buried 
in the territory of Hungary. Later different sorts of coal developed as a function of the 
degree of carbonization. As it is generally known, the degree of carbonization of our 
Neogene coals could reach the brown coal phase and almost exclusively the so-called 
‘"soft brown coal” phase, respectively. The less carbonized Miocene and Pliocene brown 
coal of less calorific value, having still a ligneous structure, and the clayey (soily) coals 
accompanying them, are called “lignite”. In this sense, our Miocene formations contain 
both “soft brown coal”, (s.s.), and lignite while the Pliocene formations contain lignite 
only, to a depth of several hundred meters.

COAL UTILIZATION TILL THE OPENING 
OF THE FIRST INDUSTRIAL SCALE COAL MINE OF HUNGARY

(TILL 1759)

As far as it is known, the oldest data referring to coal in Hungary can be found in 
A. KIRCHER’s book, published in 1664-1668. In its 3rd edition, what we used, it is re
ported that between Besztercebánya and Körmöcbánya (Fig. 1) “Steinkohlen” (coal) 
can be found (B. BÁNYAI-P . TÓTH-L. ZSÁMBOKI 1984, E. DUDICH-GY. RADÓCZ 
1985). KIRCHER obtained the data from Father A. SCHAFFER, who attached the
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Fig. 1 Neogene brown coal occurrences in Hungary as found before 1920. (M. HANTKEN 1878 K PAPP 1915
I. VITÁLIS 1939)

1. the frontier before 1920,2. the frontier after 1920,3. Miocene brown coal deposite, 4. Pliocene brown coal deposite



corresponding rock sample to his description and sent it to Rome, to the Vatican Museum.
As the description runs, there was a whole “hill of coal” near the mercury mines, but 

no one used the coal (neither the foundrymen, nor the blacksmiths) or anyone else. The 
coal was said to generate such a strong heat that it “digested” the iron and deteriorated 
the whole melting and casting. It is difficult to identify the exact site of these coal occur
rences on the basis of the description only. The heat generation data seem to indicate 
anthracite, that is much older than the Neogene coals. The quantity of coal at the mining 
sites, between the indicated towns is much less than shown in the description.

The next reference about coal in Hungary is a study by S. CSIBA (1714) reporting 
that coal could be found in the Dobsina Mts. and in the Zsolna region. Coals, older than 
Neogene, have been known in this areas.

The fust known data relating to the utilization of Hungarian coals, but not to their 
industrial use, relate partly to the Paleogene coals of Késmárk (1735) (I. BÁN 1934) 
and to that of Zsemlepuszta (Komárom County, 1746)(I. KÁLLAI 1976). L. KROSZ- 
NER (1981) mentions some assumptions that our coal was used by the Celts and Romans 
in the ancient times, or perhaps even much earlier during the Eolithic Age. In the first 
half of the 18th century^coal, including the young, Neogene coals of inferior quality, was 
also dug in several parts of Hungary. These, however, satisfied only local needs. This coal 
was primarily used by the local blacksmiths. The coal was not yet exploited on industrial 
scale. Not even exploration can be mentioned since the coal was “examined” or quarried 
only at the outcrops discovered when performing some other work.

The first known data concerning Neogene coal occurrences in the Carpathian Basin, i.e. 
the recognition of Miocene coal outcrops of poor quality before 1749 in the vicinity of 
Selmecbánya, can be accepted as fact on the basis of the report of a certain Royal 
Counsellor, Imhoff, visiting Selmecbánya in 1749 (I. VITÁLIS 1915). According to the 
decree, issued by Queen Maria Theresa, on the basis of this report on Selmecbánya, it 
was urged that the coal should not be used only for the fire engines of the ore mines 
but also for heating the houses, and also for utilizing it in blacksmith's and locksmith’s 
workshops (I. BÁN 1953). In 1753, near Sopron and Brennberg, coal deposits also of 
Miocene age but of much better quality and of greater thickness, than those found at 
Selmecbánya, were discovered. János György Rieder, a blacksmith in Sopron, found it 
under the ruins of a destroyed restaurant. He started to use the coal in his workshop in 
1753, and reported this to the Town Council in 1756, asking the Council for analysing 
the coal. In connection with the Brennberg discovery of great significance, later the 
names of other people were also mentioned but according to the data, given by J. FALLER 
(1954b), Rieder was the real discoverer. Even in 1885 J. HAMBERGER wrote that the 
Brennberg coal was found around 1735 by a shephard, who reported to the Town Council 
of Sopron that on the hill where he made a fue, the soil kept burning and smoking for 
several days. Even the name “Brennberg” could be related to this story because it means 
“burning hill” (Brennender Berg).

THE INITIAL PERIOD OF INDUSTRIAL-SCALE COAL MINING 
(1759-1830)

According to several sources, industrial-scale coal mining in Hungary started in 1759 
when, for the first time, the privilege of mining of the Brennberg coal has been leased by 
the Town Council of Sopron. The 225th anniversary of coal mining in Hungary was
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celebrated in 1978, commemorating the year of the first utilization of Brennberg coal 
(1753). According to J. FALLER (1954a), in Brennberg, “the town Sopron charged 
István Bayer, a miner of Borostyánkő with the exploitation. Later, Rieder, the discoverer 
was dismissed, and with the participation of some local citizens, an association was organ
ized in 1759 for the exploitation of coal. This association exploited 824 Viennese quintals 
of coal (1 Vienna quintal=56 kg) in 7 months, and paid one convention Kreutzer per 
quintal to the town of Sopron.” The Brennberg coal mining of nearly 200 years old 
traditions was characterized by several interruptions in the first 30 years, but later on the 
production rate remained stable for more than 170 years (till 1951).

After the first 7 months, due to commercial problems, the mine was closed (I. BÁN 
1953). The population insisted on the traditional, cleaner and odourless heating with 
wood. Concerning the unsettled questions on the continuation of mining Maria Theresa 
(1765) ordered, for the sake of national interest, the continuation of the mining (the 
forests, supplying the fuel material, were extincted at several places). Dániel Terstyánszky 
on the basis of a permission, issued by a commissioner of mines but without the permis
sion of the town, restarted the mining operations. The town, as a landowner, put an end 
to this mining by using force (1768). Maria Theresa, however, decided that in case if the 
town would not continue mining, it would have to tolerate the mining, carried out by 
Terstyánszky (I. BÁN 1953). After this warning the town operated the mine for 10 months 
but, since it proved uneconomic, the work was stopped again. Later, others also mined 
with deficits. That is why the town council issued permissions for exploitation without 
paying any due. This permission attracted many contractors (1784). The freedom for 
exploitation, however, led to irregular exploitation, and resulted in large-scale destruction 
of the coal region (I. HAMBERGER 1885). Therefore, the mine was leased again by the 
council in 1787. Due to financial problems, the first new lease-holders could perform 
mining only for a short period again.

In 1791, Antal Steiger, the ground bailiff, and his associates of more thorough ex
perience leased the Brennberg mine that was continuously operated from that time on. 
In 1794, in order to advance coal transport, the construction of a Vienna-Sopron—Győr 
channel was decided. The channel construction work started in 1797, but the channel 
was built only between Vienna and the Hungarian border. This section was used, 
however, regularly for coal transportation already from 1804. In 1802, both the channel 
and the mine became the property of the Treasury, and from this time on more regular 
work went on in the mine (I. BÁN 1953).

The regular consumption of coal largely exceeded the former quantities. It is a con
sequence of the fact that the firewood sources had significantly decreased in the vicinity 
of the towns and ore mines. The government was forced to issue orders. The desired 
advance, in most cases, was impeded by the lack of production and utilization ex
perience, the state of industry, the poor condition of roads, the costly transport, and the 
attitude of the inhabitants against the coal, because their stoves were not suitable for 
using coal for firing. The most objections concerned the less carbonized, Neogene coals of 
low heating value.

The more wide-spread, and more efficient coal consumption started only 10 years 
after the opening of the Brennberg mine, partly due to the fact that Maria Theresa 
offered a reward of 24 ducat in 1766, and 50 ducat in 1768, for anyone, reporting a 
workable peat or coal occurrence, and 100 gold thalers for those who would melt any ore 
by using peat (Fig. 2). Among the 17 reports received upon the call till 1771, the follow
ing Neogene coal occurrences were found: Ebedec (Bars County) (1766), Bukovec (Nyitra
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County) (1766 and 1769), Usztye (Árva County) (1768), Somoskő (Nógrád County) 
(1768), Tarján (1768?) and Verőce (1768 and 1771). The age of these coals except for 
Usztye (Pliocene) is Miocene.

The reports did not include the coal area of Borsod where, according to I. BÁN 
(1953), the coal was known as early as about 1730. Henrik Fazola registered some coal 
occurrences of the Borsod Basin (Mályinka, Tardona, Parasznya), together with several 
ore deposits in the “minebook" of Jászó in 1769 (I. SOÓS et al. 1960). As for the reports 
concerning the vicinity of Somoskő and Tarján (Salgótarján), respectively, it should be 
noted that the announcer, V. Matusek, a tinman or tubber in Pest, discovered the coal as 
early as 1766 (A. GÁRDONYI 1919, B. DORNYAY 1937). He did not get the reward 
because the examined coal was of poor quality. 80 years later, however, blooming mining 
started in the vicinity of Salgótarján. At Nógrád verő ce, the production started also at the 
time of the announcement. The coal of the pit, driven in 1768, was distributed among the 
craftsmen of the neighbouring villages, and were offered, preferentially, for the towns in 
order to “advertise” it. It meant that the second coal mine (also producing Neogene 
brown coal) of Hungary was opened in 1768. This coal, however, could not be sold then. 
It was, however, exploited before, and in the first years of World War I.

In 1782, King Joseph II, through the Governor General Council, ordered the listing of 
all coal occurrences, known at that time. As a result, data concerning coal were reported 
from ten countries and ten towns. In this case, beside Nógrád County, Borsod County was 
also mentioned. At that time, the results of the analysis of the coal were also reported 
from Borsod (P. TÓTH-L. ZSÁMBOKI 1984). The interest in coal occurrences was 
continuously incereasing. In the 1780s several coal deposits, older than Neogene, became 
significant but the Miocene brown coal of Sajókaza (Borsod County) was also used for 
forging (1786), and in 1795 a pit was opened to exploit the Miocene coal deposit of 
small significance, near Dömös.

The development of mining was greatly impeded, however, by certain authoritative 
measures in relation with the under-development of industry. Especially the decree, 
issued by Joseph II (and the Chamber of Vienna) (1788) saying that the coal deposit 
belongs to the owner of the land. In Hungary, the large estates could preserve this right 
till 1945. Earlier, during the reign of Maria Theresa, a greatly discussed law was introduced 
(1758) stating that the coal was considered to be a “free mineral” and could be explored 
anywhere as freely as the ores. This disputed law was unfavourable also for the mining 
at Brennberg and Nógrádverőce in 1768. At Nógrádverőce, belonging to the area of the 
discese of Vác, in addition of confiscating both the exploited coal and the tools, Sander
spiel (the explorer of mine, who obtained imperishable merits in selling and utilizing the 
coal) was forbidden from mining. Due to the permanent demand for good coal, however, 
the production could remain continuous at Brennberg after 1791 (till 1951). In 1796, 
the old form of the trade union-like organization of miners was also established (G. KO
VÁCS-GOMBOS 1983), by introducing the so-called ‘‘társláda” (public box) offering 
help during distress. The first sketch map of Brennberg is known from this time (Fig. 3).

In the first decades of the 19th century coal was exploited in Hungary at some 100 
places (J. FULÖP 1979), but mostly for meeting only the local demands. The situation 
was the same at Nyitrabánya, later an important site, where a blacksmith started to 
exploit the Miocene brown coal at the outcrops, in 1828, for private use. In Borsod the 
mining started at Parasznya and Diósgyőr in 1810, at Szilvás, Dédes and Tapolcsány in 
1822. At Ebedec mining was already practiced in 1810 (I. BÁN 1953).
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Fig. 3 The first map of Brennberg (1796). (Contemporary sketch by V. Pyrmons, 
a master of the mine. J. FALLER 1953)

In 1830 coal mining also started near Diósgyőr, in the Borsod Basin where, on the 
initiative of Henrik Fazola, experiments in connection with the utilization of coal for 
iron production were carried out as early as 1810. (In spite of this fact the iron works 
used charcoal till 1868.)

Neogene coal was exploited at smaller outcrops before 1830, for example at Visegrád, 
Göd, Pomáz, Selmecbánya (I. BÁN 1953). The coal mines at Máriafalva, Buglóc, Récény, 
and Neufeld of Vas County were mentioned already by C. JORDAN (1816).

At that time, the majority of the population still refused the coal heating, although 
the proper heating techniques were widely demonstrated.

At all sites, where it was possible, the cheap water transportation of coal was used. 
In 1822, the question of turning the river Sajó into a water-way was brought up in 
order to transport the coal, exploited in Borsod (I. BÁN 1953). The experts graduating 
at the Selmecbánya Mining College established in 1735, played a significant role in the 
development of mining.

Before 1816, at Brennberg even coal exploration boreholes were deepened (C. JOR
DAN 1816). Among others, it is proved by the facts that at Balf, near Sopron coal ex
ploration using drilling techniques was already planned at the very beginning of the
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1800s (J. FALLER 1969). The posthumus, unfinished work by I. BÁN (1953) attempted 
to give a full picture concerning the coal occurrences of the period, the coal mines, and 
the literature, published till 1830.

At that time the Brennberg mine, supplying 260 000 tons of the total production 
of 540 000 tons of Hungary between 1759 and 1830, was the most significant coal mine 
in Hungary. It was followed by the Dorog Basin, exploiting Paleogene coal (170 000 tons). 
The third place was taken by the black coal region of Mecsek (I. BÁN 1953).

THE RAPID DEVELOPMENT OF COAL MINING DURING THE PERIOD 
OF THE INTRODUCTION OF STEAM ENGINES (1830-1867)

After the start of shipping using steam power, initiated by Count István Széchenyi, the 
industry and thus the coal mining started to develop rapidly in Hungary. The starting of 
operation steam engines from 1838 on, in the mills, and from 1846 also at the railway 
lines required a significant amount of coal. The railway solved the problem by transport
ing the coal to several places, thus it intensively helped the development of mining. The 
consumption of coal in the chemical industry also increased.

A great number of technical prototypes were first used in the Hungarian coal mining, 
at Brennberg. In 1835, steam engine was used for transportation in the shaft, and in 
1838, steel rails were introduced for both the subsurface and surface transport, using 
mine cars. In 1835—1846, a miltisegment stripping technology was also introduced 
(G. KOVÁCS-GOMBOS 1983). For a long time, however, horses were also used to 
facilitate the difficult mining work, e.g. for hauling, and not only at Brennberg (Fig. 4).

In the vicinity of Salgótaiján, with several sites of known coal outcrops in Inászó-puszta 
at the river Zagyva, the mining began in 1848, as a result of the joint efforts of J. Moos- 
brugger and A. Wéber. At the beginnings, the production went on, with some interrup
tions. It was entirely stopped when its main consumer, the shipping company switched 
over to the better quality coal of Pécs.

The restarting of mining at Salgótarján the establishment of new mines,and their 
rapid development began when the Budapest-Hatvan-Salgótarján railway line was 
constructed, in 1867.

By the influence of putting the steam engines into operation, new coal deposits were 
reported from time to time (Nagykürtös, Somodi, etc.). Beside several unsuccessful 
trials, a few productive mines were established. In Borsod, the coal mines at Diósgyőr 
had been already operated, when, in 1846 and 1847, the Iron Works of Ózd was con
structed, based on the brown coal deposits of Várkony and Karu. In the vicinity of Ózd 
(West Borsod), significant coal production, encouraging mining in other districts of 
Borsod, started at Arló in 1852, at Somsály at the end of the discussed period, or in 
1868. In the southernmost area of the Miocene coal district of West Borsod, near 
Szarvaskő, mining was started in 1860. The outcrops at Szarvaskő (Bátor) were also 
reported by I. FRIVALDSZKY in 1842. In East Borsod, near Edelény, on the Coburg 
estate Upper Miocene, Sarmatian brown coal and lignite, respectively, were exploited 
about 1855 (F. HOCHSTETTER 1857).

In the Miocene lignite area of Hidas, in the immediate vicinity of the hard coal mines 
of much higher grade of the Mecsek Mts., the first brown coal (lignite) mine was opened 
by A. Rieder, in 1860 (K. PETERS 1861). This was the boom period of the production 
motivated the starting of production of lignite of poor quality, found at Hidas (À. BABICS
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Fig. 4 Harness used for descending the pit horses at Brennbergbánya. (From the 
treaty of Noel Prat. J. FALLER 1975)

1959). The boom of construction materials, however, declined at the beginning of the 
1860s, so the lignite mine at Hidas could be operated only periodically, as a function of 
the actual demand during this long period. As early as about 1860, the Miocene lignite 
indication at Mecseknádasd, near Hidas, was also known (J. HUNFALVY 1865).

The Pliocene lignites of the Mátraalja area first reported by I. FRIDVALDSZKY 
(1842). The lignite deposits of Bükkalja area were mined as early as 1850, at Tard at the 
Coburg estate (J. UXA 1862). The small amount of exploited lignite was used in the 
destillary of the estate. At that time, mining was also carried out near Bogács and Eger- 
bakta. The coal, mined at Egerbakta, was transported to the steam mill of Eger.

FRIDVALDSZKY reported seams, consisting of fossil carbonized plant remnants, 
from Bakony ko ppány. Several lignite deposits became known also from Zala County. 
M. SIMMETINGER described the Zalakoppány deposits (1864), while F. WLACH (1868) 
and D. STUR (1869), reported on lignite found in boreholes at Budafapuszta.

At Nyitrabánya more significant mining, began in 1864 and the production, here 
continuously increased.

North of Brennberg, at Lajtaújfalu, the mining operations began in 1857. The Pliocene 
lignite was primarily exploited by means of surface mining. The lignite was transported 
to Vienna, where instead of the Brennberg coal, it was used in large amounts.
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In the vicinity of Zágráb (Topuszko, etc.), and at Pozsega (Sztupnik, etc.) the lignite 
mining began in 1860.

From 1830, exploration using drilling machinery was carried out at several places in 
the country. Coal mining was helped by well-trained mining engineers, and later by 
geologists. The production could be started directly beneath the surface by deepening 
the shafts.

From the middle of the past century, coal was also used for gas production. First 
in 1856 in Pest, and then in several other towns gas lamps started to operate. Meanwhile, 
experiments for the distillation of coal were carried out. As for iron metallurgy in Hungary, 
due to the low standard of development it was only the Iron Works of Rimamurány that 
used a significant amount of coal instead of charcoal.

In this period, Neogene brown coal exploitation declined, as compared to the annual 
average production of the hard coal at Mecsek and Bánság, and the Paleogene brown coal 
production at Dorog. Brennbergbánya, with its production of 95 Ktons is the fourth, 
followed by Borsod (6o Ktons) and Nógrád (40 Ktons). I.e. Brennberg led only in the 
production of Neogene coal. As for the production of 1867, Borsod was ahead of the 
production of Brennberg.

THE RAPID DEVELOPMENT OF COAL MINING BETWEEN THE 
COMPROMISE OF 1867 AND WORLD WAR I (1867-1913)

As a result of industrial development, and within this, due mostly to the construction 
of new railway lines, the production of Neogene brown coal increased. The mines gradual
ly reached the depth of 500 meter, and a great number of areas were explored by drilling. 
The extension of various geological formations, and within them the coal bearing 
members became more and more established.

The first technical journal, published in Hungarian on mining, i.e. the “Bányászati és 
Kohászati Lapok’’ ( “Journal of Mining and Metallurgy”) started in 1868. The Royal 
Hungarian Geological Institute was established in 1869, where, in addition to the basic 
regular mapping, a significant, organized work of practical purposes was also performed, 
playing a significant role in exploration.

Coking was also extended to the brown coals. The new fields of coal consumption, 
i.e. the power plants, represented a great prospect even for low grade coals. The produc
tion of electric power in Hungary started in Temesvár in 1884. Soon the electric lamps 
and the various electric equipments (such as traction, pump, drilling machine, etc.), 
replacing the steam engines, were introduced also in the mines. The first electric loco
motive in the service of Hungarian mining was put into operation in the Nógrád Basin 
on the line of Csibaj-Mizserfa, in 1892 (J. FALLER 1975). Brennberg preserved its first 
place in the introduction of technical novelties, like the first telephone line used in mine 
(1878), a winch operated by compressed air (1885), and a shaft deeper than 300 meter 
was deepened between 1882 and 1888 (G. KOVÁCS-GOMBOS 1983).

As for the Borsod coal mines, the reconstruction of the Iron Works of Diósgyőr led to 
a boom from 1867, because the Iron Works already required coal. In addition, the rail
way lines of Budapest—Hatvan-Miskolc, Miskolc-Bánréve and Bánréve—Ózd, put into 
operation during the period from 1870 to 1872, led to even greater prosperity. In an area 
at a great distance from these railway lines, i.e. in the vicinity of Egercsehi, where first 
the Miocene coal was considered to be Pliocene (Pontian) lignite, the owners (Veszely,
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and later Beniczky) started the drilling and exposures only between 1900 and 1907, on 
the basis of outcrops.

In the meantime, several smaller coal mines were closed, or operated only periodically, 
in Borsod. For example the mine of Edelény Sarmatian lignite was abandoned about in 
1893, and restarted only during the First World War (Z. SCHRÉTER 1929). Its 
production was 15.6 Ktons in 1876, and the lignite was mostly used by the sugar factory 
of Edelény.

In Nógrád, where the railway line was built earlier, more and more areas were con
quered by the mining (Fig. 5 and 6). Mines were opened even with small amounts of

Fig. 5 Entrance of St. Stephen coal mine at Salgótarján, and miners’ houses, 
and the official budding in 1868. (B. DORNYAY 1937)

capital at several places and the picture of an enormous coal area could be seen on the 
basis of the announcements concerning the coal occurrences. In the Nagykürtös and 
Kékkő districts due both to the low grade of coal seams and the few indications (I. GAÁL 
1912) no significant mining was established. The smaller mines of the Nógrád Basin were 
generally swallowed by the joint stock companies with more solid of capital. Several 
industrial plants, connected to coal were established in the vicinity of Salgótaiján after 
the mining had started. Prior to the foundation year of 1868 of the predecessor of Salgó- 
taijáni Acélárugyár (Steel Works of Salgótarján), experts of the firm thoroughly studied 
the future of mining in this area, and also bought the coal areas meeting their demands 
(A. GAJZÁGÓ 1962).

In Transdanubia, near Várpalota, opening of the mine began in 1876, by the initiative 
of A. Sztáray, a land owner, on the basis of surface indications, and the so-called “dona-
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Fig. 6 The Károly-shaft (Nógrád), operating from 1889 to 1914, with the horse-drawn 
carriages used for transporting the coal. (Archives of the Mining Museum, Salgótarján)

tion” of mine spaces took place in 1886. The official documents of donation could be 
made in other areas also only when the viability of mining had been proved. The first 
geological expertise of the mine at Várpalota was prepared by M. HANTKEN (1888). 
This Miocene lignite, like that of Egercsehi, was believed to be of Pliocene age till 1924.

The Miocene lignite of Herend, found west of Várpalota, became known in 1870, 
in the course of the construction of the railway line between Székesfehérvár and Cell- 
dömölk (J. BÖCKH 1874). It was however, only low grade lignite so, in this period, no 
lignite was exploited there. Mining, however, could develop significantly at Várpalota. 
The coal output of Várpalota of an annual quantity of 400-500 tons in the 1880s, was 
increased to 1200-1500 tons as early as in the 1890s. In 1910, opencast mining was also 
introduced and the coal production at that time reached, or approached 50 000 tons a 
year. At that time already there was a briquette factory in Várpalota. The size of invest
ments forced the owner to organize a joint stock company in 1907 (L. MOLNÁR 1976).

The Szentgál and Noszlop Miocene brown coal deposits were also registered already. 
From the 1870s on, SW of Brennberg, at Récény, at Máriafalva, Pinkafő and Buglóc, the 
Miocene coal deposit was exploited again (I. VITÁLIS 1939).

In the last decade of the 19th century, the upspring of industry revived also the mining 
of the Miocene lignite at Hidas. Here a new adit was constructed but mining was stopped 
from year to year (A. BABICS 1959). At Bakóca (Mecsek Mts.) from the beginning of 
this century, the low grade Miocene coal deposits known already for a long time, due to 
its outcrops, were exploited again in small quantities.

There were more and more sites in the vicinity of Mátra and Bükk Mts. (Mátraalja 
and Bükkalja), where Pliocene lignite deposits were found, mostly on the basis of out
crops, well-drillings, and exploratory boreholes. Primitive mining was performed at Mát-
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raalja, in the vicinity of Rózsaszentmárton, as early as 1890, but the larger-scale lignite 
mining at Mátraalja began in the last years before World War I at Rózsaszentmárton and 
Szűcsi. Some 1300 tons of lignite was produced from the Rádi’s mine between 1912 and 
1914.

The mining of Pliocene lignite started in 1892 near Szendrő, but it was operated only 
with long-time interruptions.

The number of generally thin Pliocene lignite indications increased in Vas, Zala, 
Veszprém, Somogy, Tolna, and Fejér Counties. There were places where mining was 
tried again (K. PAPP 1915,1. VITÁLIS 1939).

West of Szombathely, at Hovárdos and Karasztos, the Pliocene lignite was exploited 
already in 1872 (L. TELEGDI ROTH 1873). Attention is to be paid to the lignite areas 
found in the Great Hungarian Plain, at Balmazújváros, on the estate of A. Semsey (1911).

North of Brassó, in the district of Barót-Köpec (Fig. 7), the mining was restarted 
in 1873. The 8 meter thick lignite deposites of Köpec were used by the iron works, sugar 
factories and cellulózé plants in the vicinity. In other regions, the scale of utilization of 
coals also became more varied.

The Miocene coal of Bozo vies, known since 1868, from Krassó —Szörény County, was 
explored by drilling by the Treasury in 1907. The coal depostis, however, proved to be 
poor here, therefore, the maximum 1.7 m thick brown coal deposit was not exploited. 
Also in 1907, the Hungarian Treasury started to deepen exploration boreholes at the 
brown coal indications of the Avas Basin, in order to find the Pliocene lignite, known 
from the earlier wells. Data, relating to a smaller production in 1910 are also available 
but the site was abandoned because the coal of good quality was reached only at a depth 
of 550 meter (layer thickness: 1.1 m) and at a depth of 608 meter (layer thickness: 
2.1 m).

Between Brád and Körösbánya, in the valley of Fehér-Körös river, where a mine was 
opened in 1885, altogether 30 boreholes were drilled during the last decade of the 19th 
century, and in the first decade of the 1900s, in order to explore the Miocene coal de
posits. They were revealed of a maximum thickness of 6.3 m, at depths of 200-300 meter.

In the Miocene basin of Nyitrabánya, where earlier (from 1864 on) only subsurface 
mining was carried out, good results were achieved after 1907 by drillings to higher 
depths. Altogether 96 Ktons of coal was exploited as early as 1913.

In Croatia, in Varasd County (Ivanec, Martinec, etc.), in the Belovár-Körös County 
(Karponca, Glogovec, etc.) the exploration of lignite areas started in 1869 and 1877 
respectively (Fig. 8).

In Hungary, partly in order to prevent the overproduction, a coal cartell was organized 
in 1900. The enterprises, participating in the cartell, and primarily the two greatest com
panies, producing for market, i.e. the Salgótarjáni Kőszénbánya Rt. (Salgó Coal Corp.) 
and the Magyar Általános Kőszénbánya Rt. (General Coal Mines of Hungary Corp., 
MÁK Rt.) became significally strengthened. People required more and more the coal 
because they could burn the coal in a stink-free way in their special stoves for a long time. 
For the turn of the century, and later, for the end of the period, the production is shown 
on Table 1 (A. LEHOCZKY 1967).

The temporary leading role of hard coal production came to an end after 1868. From 
1880 on, in accordance with the demands, imported coal, primarily high grade hard coal 
was also needed. At the same time, till 1913, i.e. till the end of this period, coal produc
tion in Hungary gradually increased.
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Fig. 7 Map of sites and mining claims of the one time “Erdővidéki Bányaegylet R t.”
(K. PAPP 1915)

1. Cretaceous sandstone, 2. Pliocene volcanites, 3. meadow ore, 4. endowed sites 
producing Pliocene lignite, 5. Pliocene lignite mining claims
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Fig. 8 Detail of the mining map of the Pannonian-Pontian lignite area 
of Kapronca region. (K. PAPP 1915)

1. endowed spaces, 2. boundary o f mining claims

Location 1900
(ton)

Location
1913
(too)

Salgótarján 1 624 705 Zsilvölgy 2 229 855

Heves—Borsod 1 008 692 Tatabánya 2 059 397

Zstlvölgy 904 367 Salgótarján 1 672 583

Tatabánya 480 680 Heves—Borsod 1 290 999

Esztergom 450 690 Esztergom 511 694

Other mines 691 141 Other mines 1 189 607

Table 1 Variation of output in 1900 and 1913. (After A. LEHOCZKY 1967)
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The proportion of coal production at the Brennberg mines, as compared to the several 
other new mines (Fig. 9), significantly decreased from the middle of 19th century. The 
annual production (80 000 tons at the turn of the century) represented only 1 per cent 
of the domestic coal production (G. KOVÁCS-GOMBOS 1983).

From the beginning till 1913, at Brennberg some 15 mines, in Nógrád 23, and in Bor
sod nearly 40 mines (shafts and adits) were established. Except for a few short-life sites, 
most of the mines became exhausted in 10-20 years, but, continuously, new and new 
ones were established.

Several summarizing studies on the coal occurrences of Hungary were written. The mo
nograph by K. PAPP, that was published in Hungarian in 1915, with certain supplements 
was published in 1913 in Toronto. This study made use of the results achieved by 
M. HANTKEN (1878), S. KALECSINSZKY (1901), and others. As for the coal resources,
K. PAPP distinguished the “actual” and “probable” deposits, but in most cases he was 
too cautious.

THE RAPID DECLINE OF COAL PRODUCTION BETWEEN THE 
OUTBREAK OF WORLD WAR I AND THE TRIANON TREATY 

(1914-1920)

Although, due to the war, the demand for coal increased in several areas, because of 
joining-up of one-fourth of miners and of other difficulties, the production in most of 
the mines continuously decreased till 1920. The average national production in 1919 was 
less than the half of that of 1913 (Fig. 10). In order to meet the local needs, at several 
places the low grade coal occurrences were also reopened.

In spite of decreased production, partly due even to the increased military demands, 
the exploration of coal bearing regions continued. In Borsod, significant brown coal 
deposits were explored, foT example at Egercsehi and Ormospuszta in 1914. Several 
surface mining possibilities that could be put quickly into production, were also ex
plored. Mining at Kurittyán and Sajógalgóc (1914), and at Sajókondó (1915), began also 
at that time. Thus in Borsod, during the war period, a smaller peak of production occur
red. From October 1916, prisoners of war also worked in the Borsod mines (A. LE- 
HOCZKY 1975). In the Nógrád (Salgótarján) coal basin outcrops (near Somoskő and 
Homokterenye) were also found where the production could be started without any 
special preparation in 1918.
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Fig- 9 Ground plan and cross section o f the brown coal mines at Brennberg. (K. PAPP 1915)
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Fig. 10 Coal production in Hungary. (J. FÜLÖP 1984)
1. coke import, 2. coal import, 3. brown coal production, 4. black coal production

In 1920, in order to explore the deeper section of the southern Nógrád Basin of 
large brown coal deposits the first inclined shaft was driven (Szorospatak).

The lack of coal attracted more and more companies and private contractors to 
Hidas (A. BABICS 1959), and the utilization of coal of Herend and Noszlop became 
also important (I. VITÁLIS 1939). The mining at Nógrádverőce and Dömös started 
again in 1918 for an operation of one or two years. The mining, SW of Brennberg, at 
Récény, where exploratory boreholes were deepened was also restarted. At Rudabánya 
in 1917-1918, local people also used the Pliocene lignite, explored simultaneously with 
the surface mining of iron ore. At Lajtaújfalu, where the output increased to 176 Ktons 
in 1918, the Pliocene lignite production restarted by exploiting the outcrops in 1916. 
The exploration for lignite began in the North-West of Upper Hungary, in the Tran
sylvanian Basin and also in Croatia. New explorations, at some places short period of 
mining, began in Vas County (at Szombathely and Kőszeg), in Zala County (at Zalamere- 
nye, Döbröce, Nagygörbő, Vállus, Nemesvita), in Veszprém County (in the Dabas forest), 
and in Somogy County (in the vineyards of Nagyberény) (I. VITÁLIS 1939).

With the Trianon Treaty (1920) Hungary lost a considerable part of its coal districts 
(Fig. 1). The new border significantly reduced the brown coal area at Brennberg, but on 
the basis of a later agreement the mining at Brennberg could be continued also in 
Austrian territory.
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MODERATE RATE COAL MINING BETWEEN THE TWO WORLD WARS
(1920-1938)

Due to the great need for coal, the coal production, as early as in 1923 reached the 
level of the last year before the war, that is 13  million tons. The date, obviously refers 
to the reduced territory of the country. Further production remained moderate because 
no significant mechanization was performed in the mines. The horse hauling decreased to 
30% and the production using explosives, became wide-spread. Loading, however, was 
carried out almost completely manually (J. FÜLÖP 1979). Annual production increased 
to only 9.4 Mtons in 1938. During the economical crisis of 1928-1933, the coal produc
tion, as compared to other branches of the industry, survived much better. In 1933, the 
government strictly limited the coal import due to lack of foreign currency. Domestic 
production in accordance with consumption even increased in 1933.

In 1938, coal represented 86.9% of the total calorific value in the production of basic 
power sources. Due to geological explorations the registered coal reserves significantly 
increased. The coal resources of Hungary were surveyed several times (V. VIZER 1920, 
E. VADÁSZ 1925, L. LÓCZY 1934, etc.).

In 1938, in Hungary 62 smaller or greater mining companies operated altogether 
93 mines. In 1939, due to the military coal boom, 5 new companies began production. 
Most of the brown coal mines, were owned by two big syndicates, MÁK Rt. and Salgó 
Rt., which were also engaged in other branches of industry, and had their own geologists. 
Nobody could undertake the coordination of the explorations, carried out by the several 
private companies, acting independently of each other. Accordingly exploration could 
not be carried out systematically at the national scale.

The explored coal resources significantly increased in the basin south of Nógrád (Fig. 
11), at Nagybátony and Mátraverebély, and in the Borsod Basin (Fig. 12). In Nógrád, the 
small mines were swallowed, and only three joint stock companies could go on mining 
at the end of the 1920s (Fig. 13).

An intensive exploration began at Várpalota. As a result (or after that the territory 
got into the scope of interest of Salgó Rt.), the prospected coal resource, (5 Mtons in 
1923) increased to 100 Mtons by 1933. In 1938 at Várpalota, the first vertical shaft 
operated by skip system, as an innovation was put into production. The innovation was 
promoted by the recognition that instead of lenticular Pliocene coal seams larger Miocene 
lignite deposits were involved (K. TELEGDI ROTH 1924). From 1929, when even a 
dehydrating plant operated there, and new customers (Fűzfői Erőtelep, Fűzfő Power 
Plant, 1929; Péti Nitrogénművek, Pét Nitrogéné Works, 1931) appeared (L. MOLNÁR 
1976). The dehydrated lignite was also used as a chemical raw material at Pét in producing 
ammonium nitrate. By dehydration the high (46%) water content of lignite was decreased 
by 50 per cents and its low calorific value (2200 Kcal), has doubled.

The mines at Noszlop and Herend, opened at the end of World War I, were not 
operated for long, although, at Noszlop, even in 1924 the Miocene brown coal was 
exploited.

Similarly to Várpalota, the Hidas mine was swallowed by Salgó Rt. in the 1920s but 
no significant mining began at this site. The mines operated only temporarily already 
from the beginning. In the 1930s one of the lease-holders of the Hidas deposits opened 
a new adit but due to the small demand he could sell the lignite mainly only to his own 
brick-works. Near Mecseknádasd, where the first data of production of Miocene brown
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coal, similar to that of Hidas had been reported by J. HUNFALVY (1865), after the 
exploration by deepening boreholes, an inclined shaft was also driven in 1921, but at the 
plant of low grade coal, production was stopped due to the recession (A. BABICS 1959).

\à
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Fig. 11 Outline map of the Miocene brown coal mines of Nógrád Coal Basin.
(L. MOLNÁR 1975)

1. mine abandoned before 1945, 2. mine exploited in 1 9 45 ,3 . mine opened after 1945, 
4. mine exploited in 1 9 7 5 ,5 . inclined shaft
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Fig. 72 Outline map of the Borsod Coal Basin, including the Miocene 
brown coal area. (I. VITÁLIS 1939,after Z. SCHRÉTER 1929)

1. mined coal areas, 2. Miocene sediments without coal deposits, 3 - 4 .  coal deposits, 
5 - 6 .  non-productive areas

The Miocene lignite mines of Bakóca W of the Mecsek Mts. were already abandoned as 
early as 1921. In the regions of other Miocene brown coal or lignite indications, in the 
Mecsek Mts. vicinity (Pécsvárad, Ófalu, Mucsfa, Magyaregregy, etc.), no production 
started though in some cases explorations were carried out.

In the vicinity of the lignite occurrences and mines of the Mátraalja area known 
already at several places for a long time, regular exploration began (GY. VIGH 1939). The 
aim was to replace the relatively expensive coal transport form the Borsod Basin to Buda
pest by the lignite of Mátraalja, being much nearer.

Near Rózsaszentmárton, at Mátraalja the regular Pliocene lignite production started 
at the end of World War I. It was followed by the deepening of other mines. Output
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Fig. 13 A group of workers of Szánas mine of Nógrád in the 1920s. 
(Archives of the Mining Museum, Salgótarján)

Fig. 14 Details from the “A Bükk hegység délkeleti oldalán levő lignitterület 
áttekintő térképe” ("Outline map of the SE Bükk Mts. Lignite Area”) 

(Z. SCHRÉTER 1929)
1. Sarmatian formations, 2. Pannonian-Pontian formations, 3. shafts,

4. old, abandoned lignite mines, 5. boreholes
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exceeded 100 000 tons/year by 1929. Besides, several other smaller mines operated in 
the neighbourhood for some (max. 10 years) years at Selyp, Gombospuszta, Gyöngyöstar
ján, Gyöngyös (2 mines), Atkár, Nagyréde and Kisréde. These mines were abandoned 
partly due to water inrush, and partly to lack of capital and economic unefficiency, re
spectively. The first significant water inrush occurred at Gombospuszta, near Hatvan. 
The mine of Gyöngyös Városi Széntermelő és Értékesítő Rt. (Gyöngyös Coal Corp.) 
operating from 1921-1931 had its own electric power supply from 1926. The surplus 
electric power was consumed by the town of Gyöngyös.

The exploration by boreholes indicated several lignite deposits at of 100-120 meter 
depths almost everywhere. In order to avoid the water inrush, however, like that at 
Gombospuszta, only the deposits situated above the artesian water table (generally only 
the upper deposit) were exploited. No experience was available in Hungary for the 
mining to be performed under the protection of the so-called ‘‘depression funnel'’. In the 
generally coarse grid at Mátraalja, the several hundred exploration boreholes indicated 
lignite deposits in the area of several villages, e.g. at Visonta, at large areas and of signi
ficant thickness.

The exploration for Pliocene lignite at Bükkalja was also successful, but the produc
tion did not started, due to the water hazard. This became particularly true after in the 
Weiss Manfréd shaft, south of Tard, a water inrush took place (Fig. 14) (I. VITÁLIS 
1939).

Pliocene lignite, explored at several places in the vicinity of Szendrő Mts., and the 
southern feet of Gömör Karst (Fig. 15). Generally, short mining operation was carried

Fig. 15 Outline map of the Upper Borsod lignite area. (Z. SCHRÉTER 1929) 
1. Pannonian deposits with lignite seams, 2. pre-Pannonian formations, 3. former 

lignite mines and exposures
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out near Abod, Galvács, Szendrő, Szuhogy, Rudabánya, Trizs (Z. SCHRÉTER 1929).
New lignite indications were announced from the western part of Hungary (Vas, 

Zala, Veszprém, Somogy Counties), and from the vicinity of Győr, but hardly any 
successful exploration or exploitation was performed (L. BENDA 1930, S. JASKÓ 
1935, J. SUMEGHY 1942,1. VITÁLIS 1939). Near Cák, mining was carried out only for 
a few years from 1922.

In Hungary, almost the half of 192 Mtons of coal, exploited between the two World 
Wars was supplied by the Neogene deposits. Within the Neogene regions, Borsod played 
the leading role with 52.5 Mtons. Within this region in the area of Sajóvölgy and East- 
Borsod 31 Mtons, and in the Egercsehi Basin and at Ózd 21.4 Mtons brown coal was 
exploited. During this period, in Nógrád, the total production amounted 26.9 Mtons 
(J. FÜLÖP 1979).

By the end of the period, the number of electric power plants, built on coal resources 
significantly increased. By the 1930s, the Hungarian chemical industry became also 
significant. Due to the petroleum production in Zala, starting in 1937, the coal was 
gradually replaced by oil in most branches of organic chemistry.

The book by I. VITÁLIS (1939), summarized the coal occurrences and mining of 
Hungary, with many data and details, furnishing an estimation on the national coal 
resources.

INCREASE AND DECREASE OF COAL PRODUCTION DURING 
WORLD WAR II (1939-1945)

Due to the war preparations, the industrial demand for coal rapidly increased after 
1938. The coal production of the Upper Hungarian and Transylvanian districts reannexed 
in 1938-1939—1940, or belonging to Hungary till 1945, was very low. In these areas 
consumption also increased (GY. ERDMANN—I. PETŐ 1977). The experts also signi
ficantly promoted the exploration at that time, too. For example, at Hidas exploited 
exclusively by the Salgó Rt., and the top output was 24 Ktons only, in 1942, a reserves 
of 100 Mtons lignite were forecasted. In order to meet the increased demands, the 
owners, several foreign companies were also interested, opened new mines where it was 
possible (for example the important Tiribes-shaft in Nógrád) and improved the technical 
standard. During the war, however, exploitation was done in a Toothless way and later 
the mines were operated like “military plants” . Production grew till 1942 (Fig. 10), and 
reached the 13 Mtons. In the meantime,however,the demands made necessary the import 
of coal. The government was obliged to release the restriction on coal import, being in 
force since 1933. In the autumn of 1940 a significant lack of coal occurred after the great 
strike of miners. The missing coal was imported from Germany till 1943.

After 1942 there was no more way to increase production, in spite of the fact that the 
government granted social concessions to the severely overworked miners. Due to the lack 
of coal work was stopped in a number of factories. Only a small quantity of coal was left 
for the population.

In 1944, the retreating German army, started to disassemble the mines. In the course 
of this process some 500 motors, including those of the dewatering pumps were dis
mounted int the Nógrád mines. The miners’ resistance however in most of the mines of 
Hungary made it possible to start production relatively soon after the end of the war.
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In the course of the fights in Hungary, because of the unavoidable interruptions of pro
duction, many Miocene mines were partially or entirely flooded by water, for example 
in Salgóbánya (Nógrád), in West-Borsod, at Putnok, Királd, Bánszállás, Farkaslyuk, 
Somsály; in East-Borsod the Rudolf mine, etc. Water rushed also in the Várpalota mine. 
The dewatering of these mines took a relatively short time but due to several other 
problems caused by the war, in most of these mines it was almost impossible to maintain 
production in 1945 (GY. ERDMANN-I. PETŐ 1977).

At the same time, after the liberation of the mining regions, production was restarted 
everywhere. Some certain military regulations remained in vigour in force. After the war, 
the difficult economic situation (lack of raw material and capital), and the new political 
regime established the state control of coal mines became step by step.

RESTARTING OF COAL PRODUCTION AFTER WORLD WAR II 
AS A RESULT OF NATIONALIZING OF THE MINES AND INCREASING 

THE PRODUCTION IF THE PERIOD OF REBUILDING OF HUNGARY
(1945-1950)

After World War II, in accordance with the fundamental social reforms, first the coal 
production for industrial and power purposes had to be started. In 1945, in difficult 
economic situation, coal supply was extraordinarily difficult. Although the state organs 
urged production and proposed to exploit new coal deposits the mine owners could not 
take the proper measures among the given circumstances. E.g. at Hidas the attention of 
Salgó Rt. was called to the lignite deposits of Mecseknádasd. The Salgó Rt., however, 
produced only 19 606 tons of lignite at Hidas in 1945 (A. BABICS 1958). At the same 
time, another private initiative was made at Bakóca. Immediately after the war, a local 
miner, on the basis of his own ideas, restarted the production and operated the mine 
employing some times 40-50  workers, when due to the transport difficulties, and to the 
nationalization, mining at Bakóca had to be stopped.

Even the proper rate of recompensation of war damages, and that of reconstruction 
were already in danger when the mines came under state control in December, 1945, 
and were nationalized, offerring compensation to the former owners from 1st January, 
1946, except for certain mines with dominating foreign interest. The government 
provided for the necessary funds for carrying out proper coal production. The material 
supply of mines slowly began to improve. In order to increase the production, the so- 
called “coal battle” movements were organized in 1946, and a new national coal resource 
survey was also carried out. This time it was official, and centrally initiated. The strikes 
slowly came to an end, but during the inflation period, even during the winter of 1947, 
there was a coal misery at several places.

According to the study, written by GY. ERDMANN and I. PETŐ (1977) only the 
foreign (English, American or Soviet) companies with stock majority or companies of 
special privileges were not nationalized. As a conclusion in the Borsod area the Borsod 
Vidéki Bányaipari Rt. (Borsod Region Corp.), the Ormospusztai István Kőszénbánya 
Vállalat (the Ormospuszta Coal Comp.), the Edelényi Kőszénbánya Rt. (the Edelény 
Coal Comp.), the Szendrői Kőszénbánya Rt. (the Szendrő Coal Corp.), the Mákvölgyi 
Kőszénbánya Vállalat (the Mákvölgy Comp.), and the exempted sites i.e. the mines at 
Rimamurány (its center was Ózd and the Brennberg mines reaching into Austria, were 
not nationalized.
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The legal procedures took years. A part of these mines were nationalized in 1948 
(Borsod region, Mákvölgy, Rimamurány), the remaining part was put under bankruptcy 
or abandoned. In the case of Brennberg, however, this procedure lasted longer. In 1948, 
the Hungarian authorities profited of the agreement of 1929 on mining in Austrian ter
ritory, since most of the workable reserves were in the territory of Austria. Brennberg- 
bánya was only managed by the state even 1950, avoiding nationalization (GY. ERD
MANN-1. PETŐ 1977).

In 1946 (after nationalization) the MÁSZ Rt. (Magyar Állami Szénbányák Rt. -  
Hungarian Coal Mines Corp.) was established to care for the management coal mines. The 
most important task of MÁSZ Rt., was to eliminate the lack of coal. Therefore, both in 
Borsod and in Nógrád Counties several, mainly small subsurface coal deposits the mining 
of which could be rapidly started, were put into production. In Borsod, where mining had 
been rather unorganized a new management system was started. The former 54 companies 
were organized into 18 mines, under the name Borsodi Bányakerület (Borsod Mining Re
gion) and grouped into 4 districts. The other mine districts were also organized according 
to regions (Nógrád, Dorog, Tatabánya, Transdanubia, Mecsek). The lignite area of Mátra- 
alja belonged to the mine district of Nógrád. The mine district of Transdanubia included 
several coal bearing areas, located far from each other: such are the mines at Várpalota, 
Herend, and the mine at Torony with disputed ownership problems, and regionally also 
Brennbergbánya. From the aspect of management, however, none of the districts included 
Brennberg; it was directly under central supervision. The MÁSZ planned 43 new shafts 
and nearly 70 000 ran. drilling (more than 600 exploratory boreholes) for the period of 
the Three-Year Plan (GY. ERDMANN-I. PETŐ 1977). According to S. VITÁLIS (1952), 
nearly 70 000 ran. coal exploratory drilling was done in the plan period, the coal reserves 
were increased by 14% and the coal bearing area by 37.5%. The greatest amount of 
money was invested in Borsod but the heating installations of the country were prepared 
primarily for burning the Eocene coal of higher calorific value, exploited in Transdanubia.

Almost all the time the coal miners were operated with government subsidy. As early 
as 1948 the production exceeded the 1938 level, though the demands still could not be 
met. Sometimes, however, it was very hard to sell the relatively large quantities of low 
grade Borsod and Nógrád coal. The mining at Rózsaszentmárton was intensively devel
oped because of supplying the lignite for the Mátravidék Power Plant to be constructed 
within the frame of the Three-Year Plan.

After the elections in 1947 the reorganization of the supervision of industry altered 
the management of coal mining, too. The decree of 1948 ordered that national coal mine 
companies would be established again. At that time 19 coal companies were established, 
in the regions of Ózd, Diósgyőr, Sajómellék, Salgótarján, Dorog, Várpalota, Ajka, Vértes, 
Bakony, Mecsek and Tatabánya. All the advantages of MÁSZ for maintaining the connec
tions could not be preserved by the ministry department, taking over the direct supervision. 
Therefore coal mining trusts were established in 1952.

In 1948 decision was brought to prepare the five-year plan succeeding the Three-Year 
Plan shortened with 6 months. In the same year, before the refloat, the MÁSZ reported 
on its ideas concerning the Five-Year Plan. More complex plans for mining were prepared, 
however, only in 1949. Distribution of coal based on the figures of Országos Tervhivatal 
(National Planning Office) was performed by the Szénbányászati Iparigazgatóság (Coal 
Mining Management) after the elimination of MÁSZ. By the end of the Three-Year Plan, 
the problems of everyday coal supply were practically solved (GY. ERDMANN-I. PETŐ 
1977).
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In addition to several mine openings, requiring only small investment, in the plan 
period, 18 more significant new shafts were put into operation. The new mines included 
the Petőfi adit, or Petőfi mine established for producing Pliocene lignite for the Mátra- 
vidéki Erőmű (Mátra Power Plant) (Fig. 16). Of the Miocene brown coal mines in Borsod 
the Lyukó near Diósgyőr, the Ménkes in Nógrád, etc., were established. Among the 
several shafts, the Kányás of Nógrád and the Gyöngyös XII shaft of Mátraalja were also 
included.

Fig. 16 Lignite mines of Mátraalja (Mátra region). (On the basis o f data 
of “Mátraaljai Szénbányák”)

1. seam portions mined out by subsurface mining, 2. seam portions mined out by 
opencast mining, 3. abandoned opencast mines

In 1948, the mining supervision decided for the opencast method of exploration of 
lignite of Mátraalja, near Ecséd. No production was, however, carried out during this 
period. Exploration and development at a remarkable rate started at Hidas in 1946, where 
in 1947 a new inclined shaft was driven. In Brennbergbánya where at the end of the 
1940s the costs of mining exceeded the national average (the workers worked in a depth 
of 650 meter under difficult mining geological conditions) no significant development 
could be hoped.

In 1946, the regular training of geologists started at the Budapest University. In 1949, 
in Sopron, training of mine surveyors and engineer geologists started. Later at both 
universities (in the meantime the Sopron University moved to Miskolc) training of geo
physicists and geophysicist engineers also started. The first geologists graduated at the 
Budapest University in 1950.

In 1949, at the end of the Three-Year Plan, geologists with sufficient experience were 
appointed to the mine centres (Komló, Tatabánya, Dorog, Salgótarján, Pécs, Miskolc, 
Várpalota, the later centre of Central Transdanubian Mines), to manage and check the 
exploration, and to investigate the drill cores. In the same year, this service was taken 
over by the newly formed Bányászati Kutatási és Mélyfúró Nemzeti Vállalat (Mining 
Exploration and Deep-Drilling Company). In the same year the predecessor of Bányá
szati Kutató Intézet (Mining Research Institute), the Szénbányászati Kutató Laborató
rium (Coal Mining Research Laboratory) was also established. In 1948, another estima
tion of the national coal reserves accomplished, directed by S. VITÁLIS.
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FURTHER DEVELOPMENT OF COAL MINING FROM THE RECONSTRUCTION 
OF THE COUNTRY TILL THE BEGINNING OF THE REDUCTION 

OF COAL MINING (1950-1965)

Hungarian coal mining reaching its least output by the end of the World War II, played 
a decisive role in the reconstruction of the country and then in the period of the intensive 
development of heavy industry. In fact coal production in 1951 significantly exceeded 
the level of the boom war-time (Fig. 10). The reliability of the geological documentation 
of exploration boreholes was significantly improved by the larger-scale core drilling. 
Geophysical well logging, contributing to more precise description of the drilled layers, 
started in 1950 and was used more regularly from the late 1950s. It was declared to be 
obligatory in 1959. In order to increase production, except for the nearly 200 years old 
mining of Brennberg, abandoned in 1951-1952, the technical level was improved; 
considerably thus the productivity of coal mines greatly increased. Production exceeded 
31 Mtons/year in 1964 and 1965. Fuel production increased also in the hydrocarbon 
industry. At that time the proportion of coal in energy production in Hungary was as 
high as 51%.

From the war till 1965 more coal was mined in Hungary than in the previous 
200 years, though the territory of the country before 1920 was 3.5 times greater 
(J. FULÖP 1979). In the middle of the 1960s, in Hungary the large scale production of 
oil and gas to replace coal was put into foreground, so first in the history of Hungarian 
coal mining, older than 200 years, in 1965 coal production stood before a significant 
reduction ordered by the government.

In Brennbergbánya, after the stopping of mining in 1952, in November of 1956, 
when the inhabitants of the vicinity and even the factories and public institutions of 
Sopron were short of coal, the former miners of Brennberg reopened a coal seam in the 
former opencast mine of Kurucdomb at a depth of 6 -8  meter. The exploited daily of 
20—50 tons of coal restarted life in the town. Mining was going on for years (J. FAL
LER 1975).

Larger-scale drilling exploration in Borsod was performed between 1950-1965 geo
physical well logging was introduced after 1958 (A. JUHÁSZ-A. SZEPESSY 1983). 
The technical development of mining was very poor before 1960. Due to the relative 
abundancy in power, in the 1960s, it became a basic requirement to increase the con
centration and economic efficiency of coal production. The output reached the 
maximum by the end of 1965 or 1966, respectively (6.5 Mtons: 1.4 Mtons in West- 
Borsod and 5.1 Mtons in East-Borsod) (Fig. 17).

In Nógrád, in the northern areas, at several places the mines were exhausted (near 
Salgótarján-Mizserfa). The focus of mining was displaced to the southern area (the 
Ménkes shaft operated from 1949, the Kányás shaft from 1952). Because of transport
ing the low grade coal to the Mátravidéki Erőmű (Mátra Power Plant) and Tiszapalko- 
nyai Erőmű (Tiszapalkonya Power Plant) the mining went on in the northern area (pri
marily near Kisterenye, Mizserfa, Mátranovák and Kazár). The production of the basin 
increased, and in 1960, already 38 shafts operated and from 1961 on surface mining was 
also performed in Nógrád. Production (Fig. 17) reached its maximum in 1964 
(3.85 Mtons).

At Várpalota the lignite was primarily exploited for the power plant of înota and 
the Nitrokémia Chemical Factories of Fűzfő. The exploration of the Bántapuszta area
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Fig. 1 7 Production data o f the Borsod, Nógrád, Várpalota and Mátraalja mines. 
(Based on different sources)

1. Mátraalja, opencast mine Visonta, 2. Borsod, 3. Nógrád, 4. Várpalota, 5. Mátraalja,the former 
opencast mine at Ecséd, 6. abandoned subsurface mines at Mátraalja

was performed first in 1952, and later more successfully in 1956. Here opencast mining 
also started. The peak production (2.49 Mtons) of the basin fell back to 1965 (Fig. 17 
and 18). West of Várpalota in the Miocene coal area of Herend the mining was continuous 
from 1953 till 1967, and in 1957 surface mining also started. Total annual output 
however, exceeded 250 Ktons only in 1961.

The production at Hidas (Fig. 19) from 1952 to 1961 was high, as compared to that 
of the former years (an annual average of some 250 Ktons). The explorations went on, 
and the construction of another shaft was planned. In the meantime, in 1955 the con
struction of an up-to-date briquette factory started, but the output of the mine 
(2.9 Mtons) decreased from 1962 on and mining was stopped in 1966.

In the 1950s, at Mecseknádasd (near Hidas) the production of lignite, mined formerly 
in the area in the early 1920s started again because in 1953, the deposit was exposed 
when constructing the Pécs-Budapest highway along the village. Here, in 1954, coal 
was discovered by exploration pit and hoisting slope, but because of the poor results, 
exploration was stopped (A. BABICS 1959).

At Mátraalja, further mines were opened between 1951 and 1955 (Rózsa IX, Szűcsi 
X, XI), and the relatively large opencast mine of Ecséd proving to be a good school for 
the planned, larger-scale surface mining of lignite could start. The intensive exploration 
at Visonta began in 1957, and the rub work in 1964. In the meantime, both the Petőfi
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Fig. 18 The Miocene lignite area of Várpalota.
(L. BARTKÓ-GY. HEGEDÜS-J. KÓKAY 1966)

1. Triassic basement, 2. faults, 3. boundary of the coal area, 4. line of the geological section, 
5. boundary of a given mine field, 6. settlement

adit and the two shafts at Szűcsi opened some years before, were closed. The exploration 
of promising surface mining possibilities, continued in the nearby areas and covered 
Bükkalja, Szendrő, Komjáti (Fig. 20), and the territory of West-Hungary (Torony). 
Meanwhile, several areas suitable for surface mining were found (Bükkábrány, etc.).

The institutions concerned with the exploration and mining of coal became enlarged 
after 1950 and various reorganizations took place. When, on 1st September, 1950, when 
the Földtani Kutatási Központ (Geological Exploration Centre) was established, the geo-
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Fig. 19 Outline map o f Miocene brown coal occurrences in the vicinity o f Hidas and 
Mecseknádasd. (Based on different sources)

1. abandoned mines, 2. air-shaft of the former coal mine at Hidas, 3. the former coal mine at Hidas,
4. coal outcrops at Mecseknádasd

logical services of the mining districts established in 1949, though remaining at their 
original sites worked as the local offices of the Hungarian Geological Institute. In 1952, 
they were attached to the coal trusts. In Borsod two trusts, the trusts of Borsod and of 
Ózd were established. The Várpalota Szénbányászati Tröszt (Várpalota Coal Trust) was 
established in 1954 when it was separated from the Central Transdanubian Trust, and 
included also Hidas and Herend as well.

The supervision of mining geological services was performed, from 1951, by the 
Geological Department of the Ministry on Mining and Energy, and later, for a short 
period by the National Geological Administration (OFF) established in 1953. The OFF, 
and later from 1964 its successor, the Központi Földtani Hivatal (KFH, Central Geolog
ical Office) has exercised the authoritative rights of protecting the mineral resources till 
the present day. The assessment for mineral resources became more and more regular 
from 1950. Now it is performed annually.

The national, comprehensive survey of coal resources according to categories A, B, 
C, used by the Soviet system, documented in details, were performed of reserves at first 
in 1953. After this, the annual balance has been regularly prepared each year. The in
dustrial geological services were strengthened by the Soviet coal geologist, E. V. TE- 
RENTEV in 1954 and 1955. On the basis of his advice, in 1954 the exploration and 
drilling work and the mining geological work were separated (GY. HEGEDŰS 1960). 
The geological services of the Drilling Companies were directed by the OFF. The mining 
geological service was directed, from 1954 on, by the Ministry of Coal Mining and since 
1957, it has been supervised by the chief geologist of coal mining, working at the Ministry 
of Heavy Industry.

The geological service, employing several new graduates has had a rapid development. 
Coal mining had a geological service of some 90 persons staff in 1960, including some
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Fig. 20  Outline map o f the Komjáti lignite area of the Upper Bódva Basin.
(GY. RADOCZ 1962)

1. Triassic formations on the surface, 2. Pliocene brown coal deposites, 3. Pliocene formations 
with lignite seams at some places, 4. cross section line, 5 -6 . boreholes

60 geologists with university degree. The role of exploratory drilling increased considera
bly.

After World War II, during a period of 15 years more than one million r jn. drilling for 
coal was performed in the country, i.e. approximately as much as during the previous 
150 years.

In the 1950s the Hungarian Geological Institute started the more detailed geological 
exploration and mapping of coal areas. The plotting of forecast maps was started in the 
beginning of the 1960s. As a result of a joint work during the period, tűi 1965, more than 
100 smaller and larger new coal areas having significant coal reserves became known. Of 
the Neogene coal areas, the Pliocene brown coal exploration in the Mátra—Bükkalja areas, 
and Torony, and the Miocene brown coal exploration in the East-Borsod area are worth 
mentioning. In East-Borsod, the coal reserves indicated in 1948, were doubled, and the 
registered lignite deposits were multiplied several times. In some cases brown coal de
posits were found from Neogene layers, that had been unknown before. For example, in 
Borsod, brown coal seams became known in the formations underlying in the already 
known deposits.
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In accordance with the high rate of exploration and survey work in Hungary, the 
number of reports, scientific papers, and monographs concerning the coal regions signi
ficantly increased. F. BENKŐ (1962) prepared a detailed evaluation of the research work, 
and of the coal deposits of Hungary.

DECREASE OF COAL PRODUCTION IN THE PERIOD OF REDUCTION 
OF COAL MINING (1965-1973)

From 1965, due to the large scale use of Hungarian oil and gas, and of the hydrocar
bons imported mostly from the Soviet Union the coal resources of commercial value 
were much more strictly judged. A considerable part of the industrial deposits were 
degraded. On this basis, the uneconomic coal mines (thus many Neogene mines) of the 
country were closed. Several other mines, for example, that at Várpalota were granted 
only very small investments for development. The exploration allowances were also 
reduced. In accordance with the new economic management system, the mines became 
more independent. In 1967, the management system of coal mining was changed, i.e. a 
coordinating organ named Egyesült Magyar Szénbányák (EMSZ, United Hungarian Coal 
Mines) was found and the name Szénbányászati Tröszt (Coal Mining Trust) was altered 
to Szénbányák Vállalat (Coal Mines Company) in each case.

Till 1973, the proportion of coal in the power supply of Hungary was reduced from 
the 51% of 1965 to 40%, while the proportion of hydrocarbons increased from 28% to 
52% (J. FÜLÖP 1979). As for the railways, the proportion of steam locomotives strongly 
decreased by introducing electric and diesel traction. The replacement of the significant 
amount of coal in the electric power supply was promised by constructing a nuclear 
power plant at Paks. Thus, the coal lost its leading role in the power supply.

The coal processing industry started to decay decades earlier. In the first part of 
1960s, relatively many carbon gas generators operated, and later the possibilities of 
utilizing the coal in a way, different from the traditional process was searched for. 
Between 1960 and 1965,0.16-0.17 Mtons of brown coal were used for low distillation, 
some 0.25 Mtons lignite for the production of ahydrated lignite, and 1.55 Mtons brown 
coal at gas generating plants each year (Z. ANTAL 1967). For the Miocene coal of 
Borsod, successful humine acid producing experiments and later production planning 
started in 1979 (L. SIMON-B. TÓTH 1983).

The reduction, started in Borsod in the second half of the 1960s, resulted in a fairly 
difficult situation but significant production capacity could be provided by the respective 
mechanization of mining. This difficult and problematic situation, caused by the improper 
opinions on coal requirements, changed only in the second half of the 1970s. The number 
of operating shafts in the basin decreased from 36 to 12 between 1960 and 1970.

In Nógrád, before the first explosion of crude oil prices in 1972 and 1973, the produc
tion was reduced to cca. 1 Mton per year and was stabilized at this value (Fig. 17). 
Operating mines remained only in the southern area (Fig. 11) and no coal exploratory 
borehole was drilled in the basin between 1968 and 1976. The half of the registered coal 
reserves was deleted in the period of reduction.

In Várpalota (Fig. 18), the reduction was visible mainly in the field of exploration, 
by drilling, but the territory worth of exploration also shrank. In spite of the reduced 
development possibilities, and the relatively uneconomic production, this coal is badly 
needed by for the power plant of înota. Beside ahydration, briquette production has also 
been carried out.
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In Mátraalja, till 1969, all the subsurface lignite mines were closed. At the same time, 
at Visonta the more economic lignite production by surface method (the Gagarin Power 
Plant was built on the surface mining) started. Accordingly, Pliocene lignite was mined 
only by surface methods in Hungary. This large scale opencast mining provided more 
lignite already in the first years than the total of previous lignite mines (Figs. 17,21 and 
22).

Several exploratory boreholes for other purposes contributed to the better knowledge 
of the coal bearing formations. (Miocene coal was intersected for example by boreholes 
Nagygörbő-1 and Tengelic-1.)

Fig. 21 Open-pit lignite areas at Visonta and its vicinity. (J. FÜLÖP 1981)
1. operating pit (Thorez mine), la . exploited region, 2 -3 . prospected area (Kápolna-Füzesabony), 

4. prospected area (Karácsond), 5. promising sites (Nagyút-Kál), 6a. 800 MW capacity 
Gagarin power plant, 7. planned highway

Fig. 22 Technological section o f the eastern mine field o f the Thorez pit at Visonta.
(I. SZABÓ 1975)
I-III. lignite seams
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STABILIZATION OF COAL PRODUCTION AND THE RE-EVALUATION 
OF THE ROLE OF COAL FROM THE FIRST CRUDE OIL PRICE 

EXPLOSION TILL NOWADAYS (1974-1984)

As a consequence of the oil price explosion in 1973, and because the consumption of 
oil at power plants became unpractical, the wider utilization of Hungarian coals became 
important again. (The price of hydrocarbons and its products became five times higher 
than that of coal.)

In Borsod, the largest Miocene brown coal area of the country, a larger scale explora
tion by drilling was performed in 1979, primarily near Sajómercse, Tardona and Dubi- 
csány, to replace the abandoned and exhausted mines. Among others, the Zsigmond shaft 
at Királd was also exhausted (Fig. 23). The annual output of the basin is 5 Mtons at 
present (Fig. 17). During the last 106 years, more than 260 Mtons of coal have been 
exploited. Recently some 50% of the production goes directly to the population.

In Nógrád, beside the strongly diminished industrial resources, the subeconomic 
so-called reserve areas are also limited (Fig. 17).The annual output is about 1 Mton at 
present. Since 1848 some 150 Mtons of coal have been mined in the basin. In order to 
clarify the poor prospects of the basin, exploration has recently been restarted.

Várpalota produces coal mainly for the local power plant that consumed the 65% of 
the 1.2 Mtons coal, mined in 1980. The present rate of production is as high as 1 Mton. 
Some 65 Mtons of Miocene lignite has been exploited since 1876. The Central Trans- 
danubian Coal Mines, producing coal older than Neogene, and the coal mines of Vár
palota were united as Veszprém Coal Mines in 1980. At Herend, the Veszprém Coal 
Mines restarted the surface exploration of Miocene lignite in 1983. In the same year, 
at Brennbergbánya (after a long pause) the Oroszlány Coal Mines started to explore 
the possibility of opencast mining.

The areas and indications of the formerly stopped Miocene brown coal in the vicinity 
of Hidas, Mecsek and Bakony Mts., were reviewed by J. KÓKAY (1982a, 1982b). In the 
lignite districts of Mátraalja and Biikkalja the coal of the Thorez surface mine of Visonta 
is very economically converted by the Gagarin Power Plant into electric power. (It is the 
largest coal area of Hungary.) The total output of the Mátraalja coal mines (Fig. 17) 
reached 7 Mtons/year, and later exceeded it (the production was cca. 7.4 Mtons in 1982, 
and 7.0 Mtons in 1983). The explored lignite reserves including the more important areas 
of the coal bearing belt Karácsond, Kápolna-Füzesabony (Fig. 16), Bükkábrány (Fig. 24)

and the West-Hungarian area of Torony (Fig. 24) represents the major part of the total 
coal resources of Hungary (66%). However, its exploitation is low, although the absolute 
value of production of Visonta is outstanding. Near several Pliocene lignite indications of 
the country, partly to re-examine the problematic old data both in Transdanubia and 
North-Hungary, reconnaissance by drilling was carried out. New data relating to coal were 
obtained about coal areas, found far from these sites, and by exploration boreholes dee
pened for other purposes. Miocene plant was found by the borehole No 3 at Pusztamiske 
in Transdanubia, and the borehole No 4 of Kán in South-Transdanubia.

The improved drilling methods, and the geophysical well logging indicates safely the 
calorific value of coal seams. Geophysicists work in the coal mines too. The underground 
seismic measurements were started in the Ménkes shaft of Nógrád in 1974 (K. POSGAY 
1982).

Due to the repeated ups in the role of the coal, instead of the only coordinating less 
efficient EMSZ, a more effective management of was realized by the founding Magyar
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Fig. 23 Zsigmond pit (Királd) abandoned in 1983,after 90 years’ operation. 
(GY. MAGYAR 1976)
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Fig. 24 Explored Pliocene lignite areas in Hungary. (J. FÜLÖP 1981)
A) Western-Hungary, B) Biikkalja (the Bükk region), 1. areas, surveyed in details, and suitable

for opencast mining



Fig. 25 Outline map of Neogene coal occurrences in Hungary. (Compiled by GY. RADÓCZ 1985)
1. Miocene brown coal deposits, 2. Pliocene brown coal deposits, a) explored areas, b) prospective areas, c) indications



Szénbányászati Tröszt (MSZT, Hungarian Coal Mining Trust) in 1974, and later other 
changes also took place. Nowadays, the supreme management of Hungarian coal mining 
is performed by the Bányászati Egyesülés (Mining Union).

The data of 1980 about Neogene coal mines, and non-worked areas are shown in 
Table 2 (on the basis of J. FÜLÖP 1981).

The data, concerning the deposits and mining of this period were summarized by the 
organization of COMECON, for pre-Neogene coals as well (GY. OSWALD-L. SZÉLES-
J. KISS-GY. RADÓCZ-L. MAKRAI-Z. NÉMEDI VARGA-G. FALUS-G. KOPEK -  
A. JUHÁSZ-J .  VÁRKONYI-L. MADAI-J. KÓKAY-G. CSÁSZÁR 1984). Of each coal 
areas, map was plotted for this work. These maps will be published in a COMECON Coal 
Atlas. The national overview sketch map shown in Fig. 25 was plotted by using the maps 
of the basins prepared for this Atlas.

Collieries, 
mining works, 
and coal basins

Produc
tion 

in 1980 
(Mt)

Mines in operation 
or under 

development

Explored
areas

Coal consumption 
in 1980

(%)

No.
Coal resources

Po
w

er
 p

la
nt

s

In
du

st
ry

Po
pu

la
tio

n

Mt kJ/kg Mt kJ/kg

Nógrád Coal mines
0
C 0,926 6 18,1 13 109 - - 80 7 13

Borsod Coal mines o
o 5,317 13 83,1 12 690 175*8 12 430 48 8 44

Várpalota collieries 5 1*231 3 57.5 10 065 23.0 8 750 63 10 27

Thorez mine (Visonta)
0
C

7.253 1 98#3 6 294 - - 100 - -

K a ráeső nd - - - - 260 7910 - - -

Kápolna-F üze&sbony u
O - - - - 1230 6 455 - - -

Bükkábrány CL - - - - 594 6 920 - - -

Torony - - - - 431 7 365 - - -

Table 2 Data for 1980 of Neogene coal mines and explored areas. (After J. FÜLÖP 1981)

SUMMARY

Neogene coal mining, as described above (in the beginning the Miocene brown coal, 
and later the Pliocene lignite), played a very significant role in the coal production of 
Hungary. It should be emphasized that in Hungary, and at the same time in the whole 
territory of the Carpathian Basin the first industrial-scale coal mine was established on 
Neogene (Miocene) brown coal deposits at Brennberg, near Sopron in 1759. In Brenn- 
berg, coal was exploited for some 200 years but it lost its first place in output after 
1830, due to the opening the new coal mines. The production of Neogene coals nowa
days has regained the first place but the half of the production is supplied by Pliocene 
lignite.
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Due to different reasons, in Hungary, in the 18th century, the coal mining and the coal 
consumption developed very slowly. In the 19th century (from the second third of the 
century) in accordance with the development of the science and engineering (mostly 
because of the propagation of steam engines) coal became the most important power 
supplying material worldwide. In the 20th century, beside coal, oil and gas became very 
important in power generation, and at several places took the role of the coal.

Nowadays, beside coal and the hydrocarbons, the nuclear power plants also help to 
meet the power requirements. According to the forecasts, however, due to the increased 
demand for power, coal mining, including the mining of Neogene brown coal and lignite 
with lower calorific value, also will play a considerable role.

The Neogene coals in addition to their present-day utilization by power plants, industry 
and population, can obtain a more important role than today, in the fields of ameliora
tion, production of briquette, coke, and gas, and in the recovery of some trace elements.
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THE HISTORY OF THE MINING OF NEOGENE NOBLE- AND 
NON-FERROUS ORES IN HUNGARY

LÁSZLÓ ZSÁMBOKI
Technical University o f  the Heavy Industry, Miskolc

INTRODUCTION

The industrial scale exploitation of the non-ferrous ore deposits of the Carpathian 
Basin, apart from the gold production by the Romans, carried out in Transylvania (Dacia), 
started after the Hungarian Conquest, i.e. after 896 A.D. In the 13-14th centuries, pro
duction of noble metals in Hungary was of worldwide importance; according to certain 
estimations some 80 per cents of the European gold production, i.e. 30 per cents of the 
total world output, and the 25 per cents of the silver output came from Hungary. The 
highest copper production in Hungary was reached by the 15—16th centuries, when 
through the Thurzó-Fugger enterprise, Hungarian copper production became a decisive 
factor o f the continental copper market. The role of the selling of the non-ferrous Hun
garian ores for international utilization diminished by the end of the 18th century, while 
its role on the national market became insignificant by the end of the 19th century.

Hungary, that practically comprised the total area of the Carpathian Basin, in its 
historical regions, had practically four districts with valuable non-ferrous ore deposits: 
Garam region (called Lower Hungary after the beginning of the 16th century), the Gö- 
mör—Szepes Ore Mountains and its vicinity, the Szatmár region with the Gutin Mts., 
the Transylvanian Ore Mts.

The first, third, and fourth of these sites are of Neogene origin. Short-lived, or insigni
ficant Neogene non-ferrous ore production was also carried out, and partly is still going 
on (Mátra, Tokaj, and Börzsöny Mts.) (M. PÁLFY 1911, V. SZÉKY-FUX 1970).

UTILIZATION OF NON-FERROUS METALS BEFORE 
THE HUNGARIAN CONQUEST (BEFORE 896 A D .)

The traces of the prehistoric and early ancient ore mining, and the contemporary 
sites are extremely difficult to detect. On the one hand, most probably people of the 
period obtained the non-ferrous metals not by mining but by collecting them from out
crops or by some near surface digging, or from secondary sites (native ores, gold pann
ing), on the other hand, most probably, the contemporary mining sites were erased by the 
mining sites of the later periods. The determination of some, probably prehistoric sites, 
is really dubious. The utilization of local raw material is unanimously proved, however, 
by Copper Age finds from the Carpathian Basin, i.e. by archeological finds from the 
beginnings of the Copper Age (2300 B.C.). For instance, the finds from Tiszapolgár— 
Bodrogkeresztúr, referring to Transylvanian origin (Gutin Mts.) may include also pieces 
of the Szatmár culture. In the Middle Bronze Age (11 -12th  century B.C.) the native 
gold of the Transylvanian Tisza region, and that of the Transylvanian Basin was used.
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The situation was the same in the case of the utilization of native copper, concerning 
the same sites. Data could be also found about the utilization of thé native copper from 
the Mátra Mts. Gold panning from the Transylvanian rivers and streams has been known 
from ancient times, e.g. from the rivers of Aranyos, Fehér-Körös, Ompoly, Maros, etc. 
No data are, however, available on the utilization of silver, coming from Hungary, for the 
B.C. period (GY. LÁSZLÓ 1974, V. T. DOBOSI 1983, N. KALICZ 1970).

The systematic, industrial scale exploration of the non-ferrous ores of the Carpathian 
Basin was carried out first by the Romans. When occupying Dacia, and organizing it as a 
province, their primary aim must have been to make hold of the already then well-known 
Transylvanian gold districts (107 A.D.). The gold mines became the property of the em
peror, and for their efficient working mining experts were called in even from distant re
gions of the Roman Empire. The centre of the supervision of gold mining was done at 
Ampelum municipium (Zalatna), while the centre of operation was Alburnus Maior 
(Verespatak). The several remnants of the Roman mining operations (adits, dams, reser
voirs and aqueducts) refer to a high technological level (G. TÉGLÁS 1889—1891, V. T. 
DOBOSI 1983). According to certain estimations, in the region of 800 km2 bordered by 
Aranyosbánya, Zalatna, Nagyág and Karács some 1 million kg raw material was exploited 
during the 160 years of Roman mining in the region (K. PAPP 1915). Important Roman 
mining operations were carried out in the vicinities of Brád and Nagyalmás, as well.

According to certain sources the Transylvanian gold mines were continuously operated 
during the period of great migrations too, while at Selmecbánya and at Óradna silver was 
regularly mined.

THE PERIOD BETWEEN THE HUNGARIAN CONQUEST (896 A D .) 
AND THE MIDDLE OF THE 16th CENTURY

Mining was an integral part of the organization of the Hungarian State in the 9—10th 
centuries. Already as early as the occupation of the Carpathian Basin, the leading princely 
tribe made sure of controlling mining and metallurgy, i.e. the rock-salt mining, the iron 
production sites, and the sites for production of non-ferrous and noble metals. No non- 
ferrous ore deposits were known between the 10—14th centuries that originally had not 
been a princely, or royal property. Beside that regional system, arranged according to 
royal regulations as counties, independently of this subdivision, rock-salt and iron pro
duction sites and sale had also developed, and this might be also true for precious metals 
(L. ZSÁMBOKI 1982a, 1982b). According to certain sources, these forms had existed 
already before the period of the Hungarian Conquest. (On the basis of the highly deve
loped goldsmith’s craft and armament we can assume the organized raw material supply 
of the invading Hungarian tribes.) Data are available of the fact that the raiding Hun
garians (953), joining forces with the Moravian tribes occupied Bohemian silver mines 
and had it operated for their own benefit for some ten years. Data are also known that 
Hungarians bought slaves who knew the mining practices, from the 9th century.

During the reign of the Árpádian- and Anjou-House kings (9—14th century), the noble- 
metal mining was flourishing (Fig. 1). Its role, however, during the next 150 years also 
remained significant, as for the country’s economic life. Still, concerning the economic 
life of the country, the extreme richness of the mineral deposits was not at all advanta
geous. For the products of the ore mines (gold and silver coins) Hungary received all the
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toONu> Fig. 1 Mining sites of Neogene precious and non-ferrous ores in Hungary in the Middle Ages.



products from Europe, and from the Middle East, and this fact led to the deterioration 
of the home industry on the one hand, while on the other hand, due to the large-scale 
flow of the money out of the country the capital required by the mining and other in
dustries in the country was missing in case of necessity. This lack of the proper capital 
is well illustrated by the scientists discussing the economic history of our country when 
stating that the large “mine-blessings” (“bányaáldás”, “Bergsegen”) of the 14th century 
(i.e. the enormous production) largely decreased by the 15th century, because the gold 
mines at Körmöcbánya, Nagybánya, etc. were flooded and due to the lack of the proper 
amount of capital no contractor could be found to mount and operates the proper capa
city bailing skips in the mines.

Following the consequent policy of the Árpádian- and Anjou-House kings (offering 
privileges, arranging resettlement of people, bringing laws concerning mining and ad
ministration of mines, etc.), rulers of the next two centuries were unable to stick to this 
line. The mining towns with royal privileges [Lower Hungary: Selmecbánya (Fig. 2), 
Besztercebánya, Körmöcbánya, Bakabánya (Fig. 3), Újbánya, Libetbánya, Bélabánya; 
Upper Hungary: Telkibánya (Fig. 3), etc.; Transylvania: Aranyosbánya, Óradna],and the 
mining towns being supervised by the respective landlord [Nagybánya (Fig. 3), Felsőbá
nya, Zalatna, Abrudbánya, Körösbánya, etc.] slowly slip out of the control of the central, 
organized administration. The capitalist contractor, Thurzó, calling in foreign capital 
from the Fuggers appears introducing a so far unknown system for production and com
merce in the Hungarian mining industry. Upon the impact of this phenomenon the 
central administration also started to organize the development of a concentrated na
tional mining industry.

Mining of Gold and Silver

All the three gold deposit regions of historical Hungary, (i.e. the Transylvanian, the 
Garam region and the Szatmár region) are of Neogene age. The other gold deposits of 
non-Neogene origin (Szepesség, Gömör, Nyitra, Bazin, Bihar, Bóca, etc.), partly because 
of their short operation, or partly because of the small amount of gold found there have 
never played a significant role. Beside the historical gold producing regions of Neogene 
origin, at other sites with non-ferrous Neogene deposits, mining was also carried out. 
Gold-silver asemblages were exploited among others at Telkibánya and Szépbánya (Tokaj 
Mts.), in the Börzsöny Mts., and perhaps also in the Mátra Mts. In the course of the silver 
production during this period also the ores of the Neogene origin were utilized, i.e. the 
ores of Selmecbánya and Óradna. Also significant was, however, the non-Neogene silver 
production at other sites, such as in the Gömör—Szepes, and in the Liptó districts.

From the period lasting from the Conquest of Hungarians (896 A.D.) till the Mongol 
invasion of Hungary (1241-1242) no direct reliable data are available concerning the 
noble metal production in Hungary. One thing, however, seems to be certain, proved by 
circumstantial evidence, that is, that already from the beginnings large scale production 
was carried out, especially in the case of silver. The oldest known data are recorded in 
a Russian “Annales” stating that silver was transported from Hungary to Russia already as 
early as in the 10th century. At all probability, this silver must have come from Selmec
bánya. The significant amount of the coins, produced by the royal mints, that were 
greatly favoured by the merchants of North- and West Europe, must have been obviously 
coinaged from silver of Hungarian origin. No reference to import of silver to Hungary has
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Fig. 2 First page of the Selmecbánya town and mining law from the 15th century. 
(Hungarian National Museum, Budapest)
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Fig. 3 Town seals from the Middle Ages, showing miners at work. (Hungarian National
Archives, Budapest)

1. Rudabánya c. 133 0 ,2 . Nagybánya c. 1350, 3. Bakabánya 1345 4. Telkibánya 1428
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been found. During this period no precious metal exploration was carried out by the 
Slavic people living north of our country, moreover, they did not even have their own 
coins, i.e. currency. Merchants from South Germany often travelled by ship through 
Vienna to Hungary from the end of the 12th century on. The reason for this was that in 
Vienna a law had been issued for exchange duties for silver, and then soon after for 
gold, that is why they came directly to Hungary, where gold and silver for a longer period 
were subject of free trade.

We know the income statement of King Béla III that declares that the annual income 
originating from coinage is as much as 60 000 marks (about the value of 15 000 kg silver), 
thus, including all the other revenues, represents the 25 per cents of the total royal in
come (1185). During this period the money (coins) were minted each year, and since the 
exchange was compulsory, the treasury always counted with a profite rate of 50 per 
cents. On the list, enumerating the income of the royal counties amounting to 35 000 
marks the profites of mines are also included, but nothing about them can be found out 
in details.

On the basis of the incomplete sources we can mention the hint from the “Gesta” 
by ANONYMUS telling about the rich gold content of the streams of Transylvania, or the 
agreement of King András II with Venice that exempts the Hungarian gold from any 
duty (1217). The oldest records about the Selmecbánya silver mines date back to 1228, 
while that of the Óradna region to the period of Mongol invasion.

The damages caused by the Mongol invasion exercised a significant impact also upon 
the production of precious metals in Hungary. The mining settlements, operated by Hun
garian, Slavic or German ethnic population were destroyed, the miners were killed, and 
the equipments were ruined. Following this period the reconstruction of the towns and 
mines concerned was carried out by inviting in and settling down miners exclusively from 
the west, mostly from Germany. It was unanimously performed in the Garam valley, in 
Gömör and in the Szepesség, in the Transylvanian Ore Mountains, and somewhat later 
also in the Szatmár gold regions. In this way the possibilities of the next century’s boom 
of gold production were prepared. On the one hand the German miners brought along 
their different type techniques and working system, and on the other hand, using their 
more advanced knowledge, within a century they prospected all the workable non-ferrous 
ore deposits, and began to exploit them. For all these activities they were granted special 
privileges.

The second half of the 13th century is called the first flourishing period of the mining 
of precious metal ores in Hungary by certain authors. This trend of development was 
stopped by the feuds among the different groups of the oligarchy.

The reforms, introduced by the Anjou King Károly Robert (1308—1342), with respect 
to economy and finances, basically changed the structure of the production of precious 
metals. Changing from the silver to gold in the monetary system turned also the atten
tion to the gold in the mining and metallurgy. The former (silver) mining centres had to 
pass their leading position to the new gold centres. It meant that the administrative cen
tres had to move to new sites: in Transylvania from Óradna to Aranyosbánya, in the 
Garam valley from Selmecbánya to Körmöcbánya, in the Szepesség from Gölnicbánya to 
Szomolnok, while at the newly explored Szatmár district Nagybánya became the admi
nistrative centre. By the decrees issued by King Károly Róbert the circle of mining privi
leges are extended. Persons with royal permission and citizens of the royal mining towns 
were free to prospect for ore anywhere, and in order to make also the respective land- 
owner interested in opening new mines, the king himself limited his own monopolies:
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the landowner still owned the surface area above the mine, and also received one third of 
the regale after the production, to be paid to the king. [This regale was called urbura 
(Fig. 4) and in case of gold it was 10 per cent of the production, while in case of other 
metals it was 12.5 per cent.] He also introduced the monopoly for ores of precious me
tals, and determined the exchange rate at a very low level, i.e. at a value of 40 per cents. 
Export of uncoined gold and silver was strictly prohibited. All these instructions made 
possible a mining boom, unique in Hungary’s history.

This is the period of the foundation and the extremely rapid development of the most 
famous gold producing towns in Hungary, namely Körmöcbánya, Nagybánya, Aranyos
bánya (Offenbánya) and Zalatna.

Beside the gold, silver production is not neglected either. Although the decline of 
Óradna could not be stopped already at this period, the exploitation of rich deposits at 
Bakabánya began.

In the 15th century, a nation-wide decline in the production started that could not be 
stopped even during the reign of King Mátyás I (1458—1490) who consolidated the in
ternal situation by issuing several decrees. The decline was slowed down but continued. 
By the end of the century and at the beginning of the 16th century, in spite of the con
centration of the mining production, and also in spite of the fact that a large amount 
of commercial capital was also involved, the production of precious metals still decreased 
and sank to a minimum level. Despite this fact still Hungary was the first gold producing 
country in Europe.

The basic reason for this decline was that during the period between the 1330s and the 
1400s the enriched, oxidation zones of the gold deposits were exploited, and produc
tion had to be continued at deeper and deeper horizons, and in ever thinner veins much 
poorer in gold. Due to this reason the cost of production increased, the risk and the 
spirit for enterprises decreased, and one of the basic obstacles of the development of 
mining in Hungary, i.e. the lack of capital could be also felt. The contemporary mining 
technology could not yet cope with the problem of water inrush. A characteristic exam
ple for this fact is that Körmöcbánya, the richest town in gold in the 14th century was 
exempted from paying any tax or urbura in 1479, and still its subsidence could not be 
stopped. Most of the mines here were already flooded, although from 1430, on the com
pulsory exchange ratio, determined as 40 per cents by King Károly I, that represented 
the profite of the treasury was cut down to a mere 6 per cents.

Beside the extreme difficulties of the production in the 16th century, mining at that 
time was also characterized by a large scale concentration. The extremely important and 
long-range investments, e.g. mechanization, or excavation of new adits, were financed by 
capital that had not been accumulated in the course of metal production. In the second 
half of this century a new type of contractor appears. János Thurzó, by means of 
purchasing and renting became the owner and supervisior of the copper and silver pro
duction in the Garam valley at the turn of the 16th and 17th century, and became the 
Chief Administrator (Hofkammergraf) of the Körmöcbánya district. He introduced and 
made a privilege of the separation of copper from silver. He linked the concentrated na
tional production with the international commercial life, thus obtaining sufficient capital 
and credit for his enterprises, drawing the necessary money from the sources of the Euro
pean accumulation of capital through his relations with the Fugger Banking Company.

The precious metal production, till the 16th century, played a leading role in Europe. 
According to certain estimations, five-sixth of the European gold, i.e. two-sixth of the to 
tal world gold production came from Hungary. 25 per cents of the silver in Europe was
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also produced in Hungary. Some 1000 kg gold, and 10 000 kg of silver was annuall) 
produced in the country. The gold produced in the 14th century reached the annua] 
2500 kg, while the silver production remained also on the same high level. By the end oi 
the 15th century the gold production was an annual 1500 kg, while some 3000 kg silvei 
was produced annually in the same period. (In spite of this decrease, Hungary preservec 
its leading place in the gold production.) At the beginning of the 16th century, Hungariar 
silver production reached the annual amount of 6000 kg.

For five centuries the most important export articles of Hungary were the gold, 
copper and silver, produced by the mining and metallurgy. 80—90 per cents of the valu
able import goods were paid for by the products of ore mining and metallurgy.

Mining of Other Non-Ferrous Ores

Hungarian lead mining could not meet the domestic needs. Lead was obtained only 
as a by-product when producing precious metals or copper. Lead from Hungary was first 
mentioned in a diploma dated from 1255. The most significant sites of Neogene lead 
mineralization were at Selmecbánya (Glanzberg mine), Felsőbánya, Kapnikbánya and at 
Óradna.

The oldest, so far known, documents testifying to quicksilver mining in Hungary 
originate from the end of the 14th century. Between 1390 and 1397 the Besztercebánya 
Book of Accounts records quicksilver mining, carried out by its citizens three times. 
From this it can be assumed that this trade was carried out within an organized frame. 
The mine itself must have been at Ortut village, between Besztercebánya and Körmöcbá
nya. From documents dated in 1535, we have information about the abandoned old 
Ortut mines. A limited scale production was, however, continued for the purposes of gold 
separation at Körmöcbánya. It can be also supposed that quicksilver, although in small 
amounts, was also mined in the Transylvanian Zalatna already in the same period. Written 
documents do not testify to this fact. Anyhow, the quicksilver production was unable to 
meet the needs of the processing of precious metal ores in Hungary.

Mining Technology in the Middle Ages

The important tools of the Hungarian miners were the wedge, the hammer and the 
pick (Fig. 5). The wedge and hammer, as a symbol of the miners’profession appears for 
the first time on the seal of the Hungarian mining town, Rudabánya in the beginning of 
the 14th century (Fig. 3). Beside the manual methods, however, the production using 
fire, a method used already in the ancient period, was already known. This method was 
called “baking'’ in the Nagybánya region at the beginning of the 16th century.

Most of the mines in Hungary were settled on veins, deepened gradually downwards 
from the outcrops. It meant that our miners sooner or later had to meet the greatest 
obstacle, i.e. the mine inflow. Already from the end of the 14th century there are re
cords about flooded shafts, eg. from Bélabánya, Nagybánya etc. To eliminate this ob
stacle two methods seemed to be efficient: either to drill out adits, or to mount bailing 
skip equipments. The traditional methods of bailing, using kibbles and manual hoists was 
gradually replaced by horse-whim operated equipments at the beginning of the 15th 
century. At Körmöcbánya, already in 1446, paddlewheel bailer was operated, and by
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Fig. 5 Mining tools and implements from the Middle Ages. (National Ore and Mineral Mining
Museum, Rudabánya)

1452 four similar machineries were put into operation. The water required for the opera
tion of the paddlewheels was obtained from the nearby mountains, by way of pipelines. 
Several data concerning their construction in the 1440s are preserved. In case of Körmöc
bánya 20 km of pipeline, while at tírvölgy 30 km of pipeline had to be constructed to 
supply the necessary amount of water, and these systems were operated even in the 
19th century. The Biber shaft at Selmecbánya, the first adit in this region, probably the 
oldest large adit in Hungary, was drilled out in the 13 th century. Some 50 m below this 
adit the Szentháromság (Holy Trinity) adit (1549) was operated and still at a greater 
depth the Hodrus adit was worked (1494). The Bélabánya adit was opened in 1504, while 
the first adit at Körmöcbánya was opened in 1519. At Nagybánya some 2000 adits were 
operated already in the 15th century.

The first phase of the horizontal transport was performed by young boys, by using 
wooden troughs, then the ore was further transported by means of wheelbarrows. At the 
beginning of the 16th century the so called “Hungarian mine car” was introduced that 
was able to carry 150 kg ore. The vertical hoisting of ores, the ways and tools, and the 
principles agreed with those of the bailing.

After a manual selection of the ore, brought to the surface, it was milled by using 
manpower, animal power or waterpower and the ground ore was put on rockers. At 
Körmöcbánya, we have already data about waterpower operated grinding mills from as 
early as 1331. According to the available data 29 mills of the same type were in opera
tion in 1469.
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THE MINING AND METALLURGY OF THE COUNTRY DIVIDED 
INTO THREE PARTS FROM THE MIDDLE OF THE 16th CENTURY TILL 1711

As a result of the conquests of the Turkish Empire the central part of Hungary was 
occupied by the Turks, Transylvania became an independent principality, while the 
Hungarian Kingdom, with Hapsburg House rulers was restricted to Upper Northern 
Hungary and to the western part of Transdanubia.

This period was characterized by merciless wars, Turkish occupation and campaigns, 
different fights and revolts for achieving independence, different wars of religion, feudal 
abuses, etc. The war times has always been disadvantegous for mining, that is planned to 
work for longer terms, and requires large capital investments. Also, ore mining as a whole 
was declining in Hungary. The main reasons for this were the lack of capital, lack of or
ganization, the lack of experts, water inrush in several mines, and exhaustion, etc.

For the area of the Hungarian Kingdom of the period, the Treasury made large efforts 
to concentrate the mining and draw it under its own supervision. It acquires a significant 
part of the mining in Lower Hungary together with the copper works at Besztercebánya, 
and by the end of the 17th century it became the supervising authority also of the Upper 
Hungarian copper production and the mining operations in the Szatmár region. The 
central authority attempted to introduce a mining law valid for the whole country, i.e. 
the Mining Regulations issued by Emperor Maximilian, and tried to introduce a uniform 
management of the mines. Significant role was also played, beside the attempted central
ized management, by mining “cost book'’ companies, eg. the Brenner Company, the 
Upper Hungarian Mining Company, etc. Beside these two factors the mining enterprises 
owned by the landlors (Csáky family, Andrássy family, etc.) had to be taken also into 
consideration.

In the second half of the 16th century some 30—35 per cents of the treasury income 
from mining. About 75 per cents of the above ratio originated from the coinage, while 
the most of the rest came from the copper production. In the 17th century the mining 
(“montanisticum", that at that time included mining metallurgy and also minting) con
tributed even much more to the incomes of the Treasury.

Mining of Gold and Silver

The picture, illustrating our precious metal production during this one and a half 
of a century is extremely varied and colourful. The data differ from year to year, certain 
mining districts are flourishing while the other sites decline or are just abandoned.

As a general tendency, however, it can be established that there was a gradual decline 
from the middle of the 16th century, reaching the minimum production level in the 
middle of the 17th century, and then a boom set in, especially in the silver production 
at the turn of the 17th and 18th century. In case of the gold mining this boom means 
that twice as much gold was produced than in the middle of the 17th centruy, while in 
case of silver the production was 4 —5 times higher than in the minimum period men
tioned above.

New precious metal deposits were already not discovered in this period. The share of 
the formerly known deposits, as for the national production was concerned, had, however, 
significantly changed.
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As for gold mining, Transylvanian deposits became as important as those in Lower 
Hungary. At the same time the Szatmár deposits rapidly, and the Szepesség deposits 
gradually lost their importance.

The “golden town"’ of the Lower Hungary district was still Körmöcbánya, despite 
the fact that it, concerning the yield, was far from its flourishing period of the 14—15th 
centuries. Still it could preserve its leading position because of the metallurgy and coinage 
carried out here. The mines of the region, with short intervals, were operated with defici
tes in the 16—17th centuries. Mining at Újbánya and Bóca declined by the 17th century 
and from time to time mining was even stopped at the mentioned regions. From the ores 
of the silver mines at Selmecbánya and Bélabánya gold was also produced. The total 
annual gold production in Lower Hungary could be put to 400-600 kg between 1680 
and 1760. In Transylvania most of the (panned) gold came from the vicinity of the 
Transylvanian Ore Mountains. Gold production in the Szatmár region, after the boom in 
the beginning of the 17th century, had declined. In the Szepesség no operating gold mine 
was found by a supervising royal committee as early as 1611. The mines at Gölnicbánya, 
Szomolnok, Remete and Svedlér had been abandoned years before. An insignificant 
amount of gold was still produced at Lipót County, Pozsony County, and on the rivers 
of the western part of Upper Northern Hungary (Vág, Nyitra, Csallóköz, etc.).

As far as the silver mining is concerned, Selmecbánya preserved its leading position 
together with the Lower Hungarian mining districts. The annual output was 26 0 0 0 - 
30 000 kg silver at the end of the 17th century.

The most important silver mines in Lower Hungary were the mines at Selmecbánya 
and in its vicinity. The mines at Bélabánya, Bakabánya, Újbánya, etc. were also operated 
but the yields were very uneven. In the Szepesség, in 161 l,only the yield of the Svedlér 
mine is recorded, while the production of the mines at Gölnicbánya, Remete and Szo
molnok was considered insignificant. The silver mining in Szatmár, in the Bánság and in 
Transylvania, with the exception of the production at Óradna, was only of minor im
portance.

Mining of Other Non-Ferrous Ores

Not much is known about the quicksilver mining in Hungary from the 16—17th 
century. By all means it had to be insignificant because for meeting the demands of our 
precious metal production this material had to be always imported. Beside the Transylva
nian deposits, quicksilver mining was performed only at Ortut, at Gölnicbánya and in the 
vicinity of Vörösvágás—Dubnik.

Neither could Hungary’s lead production meet the national needs, despite the fact 
that most of the precious metal ores, mined at different districts of the country con
tained a large amount of lead ores. The separation of lead, and its smelting (and only in 
small quantities) was performed only at certain places, eg. at Selmecbánya, Gölnicbánya, 
Óradna, Rézbánya, Belényes, Dognácska.

Ore Mining in the Transylvanian Principality

Transylvania became an independent “state", and for a long time eastern Upper 
Northern Hungarian regions and the Bihar districts also belonged to it. Here the Princes
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of Transylvania purposefully developed the ore mining. The flourishing period fell to the 
reign of the Prince Gábor Bethlen (1613—1629). In the 1560—1570s the incomes meant a 
mere 2—5 per cents of the total income of the treasury, while during Bethlen’s reign, and 
that of Prince''György Rákóczi I (1630—1648) this ratio reached the 10—15 per cents. 
The incomes of the Kassa Chamber^originating mostly from mining was doubled by Beth
len. The main export articles of the period, beside the livestock and wax, were the quick
silver and the precious metals. Transporting these articles abroad, including also the iron, 
was a state monopoly and the violators of this law might have faced death penalty.

The large quantity of the gold, produced in the region, came mostly from panning. 
Concerning the compulsory exchange at the Treasury, several decrees were issued from 
1548 on. At the mines in the Szatmár district, belonging first to the Bethlen, and then to 
the Rákóczi families, at that time both the production of silver and gold proved to be 
profitable. The silver regions of the Radna district offered an alternating yield.

The quicksilver, mined in the Zalatna vicinity was transported to Venice, to Poland, 
and to the Balkanian Turkish areas (Sarajevo). For these goods, among others, iron (and 
steel) was imported especially from Turkey and Austria. For the successful export of 
quicksilver, a large part of which was sold abroad, Bethlen could make business with 
merchants from Danzig and Scotland who could have propagated this rare material all 
over the continent.

During the short period when Bethlen could take hold of the copper production of the 
Upper Northern Hungarian copper deposits, he was working on the establishment of a 
Swedish-Transylvanian copper company, obtaining the monopoly for the whole ter
ritory of Europe.

Mining Technology

Gun-powder for mining purposes was used first at Selmecbánya in 1627. The largest 
problem of mining still remained the dewatering of mines. Pumps were probably in
troduced at the beginning of the 16th century. Enumerated in the order of their indica
tion, first manual pumps were used at Újbánya (1535), then horse-whims were used at 
the upper Biber adit, while paddle-wheels were used from 1626 on. To this latter one the 
water power was transmitted from a distance of about 2 kms. The dimensions of the fight 
against water inrush is well represented by the data that at the Biber adit at Selmecbánya 
in 1636 354 miners were fighting against it, while in 1695,horse-whims, using altogether 
576 horses, and at the manual pumps, at the same time, also 800 people were employed.

In case of horizontal transport the so-called large mining carts, hauled by horses, were 
operated on wooden rails. By making use of these carts some 400-500 kgs of ore could 
be transported. The so-called cleaning was done also by young boys at both ends of the 
adits, i.e. for instance in case of Úrvölgy 300-^-00 young boys were obliged to work full 
time in subsurface sites in 1619. At the end of the 16th century the grinding mills were 
gradually replaced by the stamp mills. By 1591 no grinding mill can be found in Körmöc
bánya, but 11 stamping mills are already working. Already at 15 stamping mill sites 30 
paddlewheels operated the stamp mills (1641) (Fig. 6).
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Fig. 6 Ore dressing at Besztercebánya in the 16th century. (G. AGRICOLA 1556)
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FROM RÁKÓCZI’S WAR OF LIBERATION 
TILL THE COMPROMISE OF 1867(1711-1867)

At the beginning of the 18th century, after a two centuries war period, the economic 
restoration of the country could be started. As one of the most important branches of 
the national economic life, mining and metallurgy were handled in a special way. Mining 
and metallurgical sites and plants were restored and reopened, and training of experts 
on these fields was also started. The boom at the turn of the 17—18th centuries, and the 
boom in mining in the following period (in Lower Hungary gold and silver, while in Upper 
Hungary copper production) was, however, rather the result of “per chance” finding of 
rich outcrops and veins, than the result of a planned, geological exploration of the region. 
The lack of capital and experts, and the limited possibilities of mechanization, as well as 
the restrictions, caused by the feudal system could be felt quite up to the middle of the 
19th century, slowing down the development. Despite of these factors the Royal De
crees and the decrees issued by the Treasury were able to increase significantly the im
portance of mining and metallurgy in the economic life. In Hungary, in 1772, 30 per 
cents of the pure income of the state came from mining and metallurgy (montanisti- 
cum), while in case of Transylvania this value reached the 50 per cents. In the middle 
of the century 70—85 per cents of the total output of the empire, as far as mining and 
metallurgy were concerned, was provided by Hungary. Hungary and Transylvania provi
ded 17 per cents of the net income of the empire. The Treasury made considerable efforts 
to reorganize the mining in Transylvania, and to explore the mineral resources of the 
Bánság region.

Coal mining, started already in the 18th century, became important only after the 
1830s. Iron ore production became significant only in the 1860s. As for 1866, the pro
duction ratios are the following: gold—silver—copper : 44 per cents, iron: 30 per cents, 
coal: 15 per cents.

The about 14.5 million forints production value considered as 100% does not include 
the 9.5 millions forints that, through the salt monopoly was a direct and undiscussed 
monopoly of the treasury.

Mining of Gold and Silver

The precious metal production of outstanding quantity, though there were some 
changes in the production, lasted till middle of the 18th century in Hungary. The pro
duction of silver was especially outstanding in Lower Hungary between 1720 and 1750. 
These temporary results were due to the large-scale mechanization of Selmec mines, 
to the introduction of the regularly used water-power system (Figs. 7 and 8) and to the 
starting of the training of efficient experts. The first part of the 19th century, brought 
about another decline. Gold production in Hungary decreased to 1000 kg/year, while 
silver production was less than 18 000 kg/year. By the 1860s gold production increased 
to an annual amount of 1500 kg, while the silver production reached 30 000 kg/year.

No new deposits of precious metal ores were discovered. The significance and parti
cipation of the formerly known deposits had considerably changed, as compared to 
their former position.

As for the gold production, Transylvania became at least as important as Lower 
Hungary, and by the middle of the 19th century the gold mining in Transylvania be-
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Fig. 7 Fire-engine operated at Selmecbánya in the middle of the 18th century.
(Ch.T. DELIUS 1773)
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Fig. 8 The equipment of horse-gear shaft transport in the vicinity of Selmecbánya in the middle of the 18th century.
(Das Goldene Bergbuch 1763)



came predominant. In the 1850s almost the 60 per cents of the total national produc
tion of gold came from Transylvania, while in the 1860s this value rose to 70 per cents. 
The Szatmár mining regions rapidly declined, while the sites in the Szepesség gradually 
lost their importance.

In Transylvania still the Ore Mountains yielded the bulk of the production. The dif
ference is now that most of the gold was produced by mining instead of panning. The 
major mining sites here were Abrudbánya, Verespatak, Kisalmás, Nagyalmás, Offenbánya, 
Csertés, Füzesd and Stanizsa. Gold panning was also continued in the valleys of Aranyos, 
Maros, Szamos, Ompoly, and in the vicinity of Oláhpián.

The “golden town” of Lower Hungary is still Körmöcbánya (Fig. 9), though the 
larger proportion of the gold, processed here, comes from the silver mines of Selmec
bánya and Bélabánya. Because of the coinage and metallurgy, carried out here it could 
still preserve its leading position. The royal smelting works, operated at Körmöcbánya, 
were equipped with 12—14 furnaces (“pest”), and the separation of the gold was also 
carried out here, in the royal mint. The mines in the region, at least from the 1740s on, 
operated with a considerable deficite.

The mining at the Szatmár region became quite insignificant by the beginning of the 
19th century, while among the mines in the Nagybánya region only one shaft was 
operated, and the mines at Felsőbánya and Kapnikbánya were operated, earning not even 
the money for their maintenance.

The precious metal production of non-Neogene origin was quite insignificant. In the 
Szepesség, a royal committee already in 1715, found no gold deposits. Small amount of 
gold was still mined at Liptó, on the Magurka Hill, in the vicinity of Bazin in Pozsony 
County, and in the Bánság, also by using the panning method. Gold was also found in 
river beds of Upper Northern Hungarian rivers, like Vág, Nyitra, Csallóköz, etc.

As for silver mining, Selmecbánya (Fig. 10) and the mining districts in Lower Hungary 
preserved their leading role. The annual outputs varied a lot: during the 18th century 
the output/year ranged between 15 000—25 000 kgs, at the turn of the century it was 
between 10 000—16 000 kgs. Anyhow, 85-90 per cents of the total production of the 
whole country came from this district till the middle of the 19th century. The statistics 
for the respecitve period can be put down, as follows: 1820s: 18 000 kgs per year, 1850s: 
24 000 kgs per year, 1860s: 30 000 kgs per year.

The most important silver mines in Lower Hungary were at Selmecbánya and in its
vicinity. The operation of the other mines, like the mines at Bélabánya, Bakabánya, /
Újbánya, etc. brought rather uneven yields. In the course of the processing of the copper 
ores coming from Úrvölgy and Libetbánya, silver was also continuously produced. The 
central smelting works of the treasury, by using ten furnaces and six other melting pots, 
was built up at Zsarnóca. This complex operated from the middle of the 18th century. 
Smaller royal smelting works were operated at Hodrus, Breznóbánya and Szkleno as well. 
The privately owned silver-smelting workshop at Upper Biber adit, Pacher adit and at 
Bélabánya were not that significant.

Silver mining at the Szepesség was already considered insignificant by the royal com
mission in 1715. At Gölnic,from the middle of the 18th century till the beginning of the 
19th century, by discovering new deposits, the production increased again.

Except for Óradna, silver mining in Szatmár, Bánság and Transylvania was insignificant. 
At Óradna, annually 1200-1400 kgs silver was produced in the first half of the 19th 
century.
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Fig. 9 View of Körmöcbánya. (Copperplate. Neue Bergordnung des Königreichs Ungarn 1703)



The mining of other non-ferrous ores was really not important. Quicksilver was mined 
at Zalatna, lead was mined at Selmecbánya and Óradna, while zink and lead was also 
mined in the Szatmár mining districts.

THE PERIOD OF ADVANCES OF CAPITALISM IN HUNGARY (1867-1919)

The internal structure of mining and metallurgy significantly changed during this 
period of about 50 years. The rapid development of the industry, requiring more and 
more coal and iron determined the trends of development. Coal and iron ore mining 
became the decisive factors, while the other, non-ferrous raw materials were mostly im
ported at a low cost. By the 1910s the value ratio of the non-ferrous metals and that of 
the iron increased to 25 per cents, and that of the coal production increased to 50 per 
cents. The value ratio of the rock-salt production was some 15 per cents, while that 
of the hydrocarbons was some 0.5 per cents.

During the war years, with substantial support by the government, a temporary 
development of the non-ferrous metal industry was achieved.

The quantity of the produced gold and silver did not change during the second half 
of the 19th century. Though at the turn of the century a short-lived boom was ex
perienced, it was followed by a strong decline in the 1910s. The share of the different 
production sites within the national production was greatly changed. From the 1C 70s 
on, 65—80 per cents of gold was mined in the Transylvanian Ore Mountains, while the 
Garam valley gold district provided only less than 10 per cents of this precious metal. The 
gold production in the Gömör—Szepes Ore Mountains and that in the Bánság had prac
tically stopped. In the field of the silver production the Szatmár region took over the 
leading role, the mining at the Szepesség became insignificant, and mining in the Bánság 
was abandoned. The share of the Treasury in the gold production rapidly decreased, i.e. 
from the 40-^15 per cents of the 1860s to 20—25 per cents till World War I. As for the 
silver, the Treasury managed to keep its share of 70-80 per cents.

The three main gold producing regions of the period were the following: Transylvanian 
Ore Mountains, the Szatmár region (Gutin Mts.) and the Garam district.

Neogene lead ore was mined at Selmecbánya, Felsőbánya, Kapnikbánya and at Órad
na. The qucksilver mines at Zalatna were abandoned at the end of the 19th century. The 
tellurium ore of Nagyág was smelted in Selmecbánya.

THE PERIOD BETWEEN THE WORLD WARS (1919-1944)

As a result of the Trianon Treaty, putting an end to World War I, Hungary lost 98.3 
per cents of its ore mines. The important, non-ferrous Neogene deposits also fell out 
of the newly drawn borders. Thus, it became obvious that other Neogene sites, aban
doned long ago, became of interest again. The explorations and reopenings of formerly 
abandoned mines, however, did not provide the expected results.

It was impossible to restart mining in the Börzsöny Mts. that was finally stopped in 
the middle of the last century because already the surveys proved that the attempt 
would be hopeless. Beside the private prospecting also the Hungarian Geological Institute 
included the mapping of Nagybörzsöny area in its 1930—1932 programme (G. PANTÓ-
L. MIKÓ 1964).
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Fig. lU View of Selmecbánya in the middle of the 18th century. (Copperplate 
Das Goldene Bergbuch 1763)



The Gyöngyösoroszi mines (Mátra Mts.) were not worked since 1866. Between 1926 
and 1931 the Urikány-Zsilvölgyi Magyar Kőszénbánya Rt. carried out prospecting, 
exploration and production. The inflow of the cheap, overseas non-ferrous metals, and 
then the economic crisis of the 1930s, however, made impossible the continuation of the 
mining of non-ferrous metals (E. PANTO 1966). The mining of gold-silver-copper ore 
at Recsk, when it became a state possession in 1926, became more important on national 
level.

Prospecting for mineral resources in the Tokaj Mts., at Telkibánya and at Rudabá- 
nyácska (called Szépbánya in the Middle Ages) has not brought any results either (V. 
SZÉKY-FUX 1970).

In Hungary, the mining of non-ferrous metals has lost all its significance. Mining and 
metallurgy of these materials can be put to max. 1 per cent. This state of art was not 
really modified even by the fact that during the period before World War II, for some 
years, among others, the Szatmár gold—silver-copper-lead region was reannexed to 
Hungary.
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NEOGENE MINERAL RESOURCES IN THE CARPATHIAN BASIN-BUDAPEST, 1985 
VlIIth RCMNS CONGRESS-HUNGARY

GOLD PANNING IN THE CARPATHIAN BASIN

ANDRÁS UZSOKI
Bakony Museum, Veszprém

INTRODUCTION

The Greek myths about the Golden Fleece commemorate the military expedition of 
the Argonauts to the Caucasian town of Kolkhis where gold panning used to be an every
day practice. (“Panning” is used here as a general term not necessarily implying the use of 
a metal pan.) The explanation of the legendary Golden Fleece was misinterpreted in 
mythology until the correct interpretation of the phenomenon was given by STRABON 
in his “Geographika” : the mountain streams of the Caucasus carry gold grains along and 
people living in the region try to collect this gold with troughs and fleecy hides. This is 
the origin of the legend.

One of the oldest metals used in the history of mankind is gold. The most ancient 
gold findings, from the Copper Age, are cold hammered jewels made of gold nuggets. 
This exceptionally beautiful metal of several remarkable properties was found in outcrops 
and in the alluvial deposits of streams and rivers.

THE GOLD

Gold is one of the most precious rare metals that occurs mainly in native pure state. 
It forms an amalgamate with mercury, and this latter can be extracted by heat tratment 
(G. LINCK-H. JUNG 1954).

A rare gold bearing mineral is the gold ore called “elektron” (in Greek) or “electrum” 
(in Latin). This is a natural alloy with silver; its colour is light yellow, and is sometimes 
called silver-gold. In its traditional artificial composition it contains 4 units of gold and 
1 unit of silver (this is the ratio established in PLINUS’s time). Most of the Transylvanian 
gold is of the “elektron” type, where the ratio of gold varies between 17 and 21 carats.

The size of gold grains obtained by panning is very small. They are usually found in 
river sand in the form of thin plates. The weight of one grain varies between 0.0058 and 
0.36 mg in the Hungarian reach of the Danube. The average thickness of a grain is one 
hundredth of a millimeter.

NATURAL OCCURRENCES

Gold is primarily found in quartz-veins accompanied by other minerals. The streams 
and rivers are the secondary places of occurrence, where gold is found in native state.

The deposition and enrichment of gold-grains occurs in those sections of streams and 
rivers, where the water flow is too slow to transport the grains of high specific gravity. 
When rivers are rising or changing their beds they can wash away from their banks and 
talus some gold that had been deposited in ancient times.
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Fig. 1 Rivers with gold content and panning sites in the Carpathian Basin.



Every river has its own cyclicity that is repeated year by year- The melting of snow 
and the heavy spring rains cause floods and high waters that carry and deposit new sup
plies of gold. The Danube and the Rhine are the two European rivers richest in gold, and 
the above phenomenon was observed also in their affluents. Man thus got to know the 
changing behaviour of these rivers, and observed that at low waters the placers and shal
low banks came to the open. According to the laws of hydrodynamics, these are the sites 
where gold is deposited in the sand.

Gold washers observed a long time ago that gold grains can be only found on those 
part of the shoals that are opposite to the flow direction, and are usually accompanied 
by gravel and sand. Gold is also deposited and concentrated in the bends. Glittering gold 
grains can be immediately observed by experienced gold washers when the sun is shining. 
Gold panning has been carried out in these bends and at these shoals since the most 
ancient times. Gold, however, can never be found in the silt of rivers, since it never gets 
there!

GOLD BEARING RIVERS OF THE CARPATHIAN BASIN

The Carpathian Basin belongs to the catchment area of the Danube. Concerning its 
gold bearing features and gold-panning the following subdivision is applied (Fig. 1).

The Northern Section of the Danube and its Tributaries

Most of the gold is transported into the Danube by the river Inn, that takes its source 
in the Rátian Alps and carries the alluvial deposits of the Tyrolian Mountains as well as 
the sand of the Salzach that springs at Pinzgau. This alluvial deposit derives from the 
brooks of the High-Tauern, rich in gold. The Isar carried the gold of the Bavarian Alps to 
the Danube, while the deposits of the brooks of the Lower-Tauern are collected and 
transported to the river by the river Enns. As a result the Danube already rich in gold 
enters the Carpathian Basin, although from the south hardly any gold arrives by way of 
the river Rába. From thenorth, on the other hand, the Vág, Garam and Ipoly rivers carry 
gold bearing sediments into the Danube.

The present bed of the Danube cuts through the centre of the alluvial fan of the pri
maeval river (E. SZÁDECZKY-KARDOSS 1938). The gold content was increased by the 
changes in the bed of the river until its regulation in the past century. Shorter or longer 
sandy sections of the bank between Passau and Esztergom are the most suitable areas for 
gold panning.

The Mura and Dráva Rivers

The Mura collects the gold grains of the brooks coming from the southern slopes of 
the Lower-Tauern, while the Dráva the gold of the Higher-Tauern. Both rivers have 
several sections already in Austria that are suitable for gold panning. Gold was washed 
on the Mura in the Graz, Radkersburg and the Mura Interfluve region, while on the 
river Dráva these regions are located between Maribor, Ptuj and -igrád as well as on the 
river section sout-east of this area.
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The Rivers of the Mátra Mts.

The Terenye brook takes some gold to the Zagyva river from the northern slopes of 
the Mátra Mts. The Tarna brook carries its deposits also into the Zagyva.

The Hemád and the Sajó Rivers

There are some traces of gold in the Hernád and from here it is fed into the Sajó.

The Rivers of the Upper-Tisza Region

The upper section of Tisza is fed from the rivers of the Máramaros area, the Iza 
and Visó, that carry sediments relatively rich in gold,and some gold also comes from the 
Szamos river.

The Rivers of Transylvania

In ancient times and in the Middle Ages Transylvania was one of the richest gold-digg
ing areas in Europe. Archeological evidence proved that gold mining was already carried 
out here in the ancient times, while the history of gold panning dates back to the primae
val times. Most of the rivers carry sands rich in gold from the Eastern and Southern 
Carpathians, mainly however, from the Transylvanian Ore Mountains. The gold of the 
small rivers is collected by the Szamos, Maros and the Körös rivers and is fed into the 
Tisza, while the gold carried by the Olt, Temes, Néra and Karas goes into the Danube.

The list of rivers carrying gold bearing sands has been compiled on the basis of studies 
by I. GAÁL (1909, 1944), J. HUNFALVY (1865), GY. HILDENSTAB (1910), S. BÁ
NYAI (1912), S. KÖLESÉRI (1717, 1770), J. MARSCHAN (1855), ORTELIUS (1665), 
T. ORTVAY (1882), H. QUIRING (1941,1948) and S. RÁKÓCZY (1905, 1907,1910). 
This list, however, contains only the most significant sources.

The gold of the western part of Bihar County is collected by the Sebes-Körös and 
Fehér-Körös rivers and then transported into the Körös and the Tisza, respectively. The 
gold of the eastern part of Bihar and the northern slope of the Transylvanian Ore Moun
tains, from the world famous Abrudbánya and Verespatak districts, is transported into 
the Maros river via the Aranyos creek. The Hungarian name Aranyos used to be called 
“Chrysolor" (or “Crysolor") in Greek and “Auratus" in Latin meaning carrying or con
taining gold. This name is used by ORTELIUS and S. KÖLESÉRI while according to
J. HUNFALVY (1865) 17 carat gold can be found in the Aranyos while its valley hides 
formations with 22 carat gold. He also writes that “in the catchment plain of the Aranyos 
below Topánfalva two types of gold have been found; one with a strong yellow colour 
and of 22 carats occurring in the Quaternary layers, and one with a pale yellow colour of 
16-17 carats found in the mines near Verespatak, Búcsúm, Vulkoj etc.”

In the northern part of the Eastern-Carpathians the Beszterce and Szamos rivers to
gether with their subsidiary streams are the main gold collectors. The gold of the Gyer- 
gyó, Görgény and Csíki Alps as well as that of the Hargita Mountains is transported by 
numerous brooks into the Maros, the Nagy-Küküllő and Kis-Küküllő, and the Olt rivers.
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The gold of the Southern-Carpathians is transported by the Szeben into the Olt, by the 
Székás, the Sebes and the Sztrigy into the Maros and by the Zsil to the Danube.

Several minor rivers creeks and brooks have been omitted from the list. The Meleg- 
Szamos, the Ompoly, the Pián, the Cserna and the Csóra, however, should be also men
tioned, although several streams of considerably gold bearing sand content are still omit
ted due to the lack of space.

GOLD PANNING SITES IN THE CARPATHIAN BASIN

So far the subject has not been scientifically dealt with, therefore the incomplete 
data available in the literature is sufficient only to give a mosaic-like picture. Some areas, 
like the regions of the Danube, Mura and Dráva rivers are relatively well known (Fig. 1).

The Northern Part of the Danube and its Tributaries

THE DANUBE RIVER

Along the Hungarian section of the Danube gold panning was generally performed be
tween Pozsony and Esztergom. The alluvial fan of the Little Hungarian Plain is crossed 
by the river, the section here is lower reach type where the drifts together with the gold 
are deposited. The geological and hydrological survey of the gold panning sites of the 
region were carried out by D. PANTO in the 1930s (1935, 1936, 1937), and, based on 
his results, this area is relatively well known. The historical, archival and other data prove 
that gold panning was performed along the main bed of the river, as well as on the shal
lows and islands at the bank, but not along the tributaries. This means that the Moson- 
Danube and the Kis-Duna (Small-Danube) branches were considered negligible from the 
point of view of gold panning.

Along the main bed of the Danube gold panning has been performed on regular basis 
for thousands of years. This applies to both the southern and the northern banks of the 
river (S. RÁKÓCZY, E. NAGY, J. BARANYAI, A. KHIN, D. PANTO, L. TIMAFFY, A. 
UZSOKI, etc.).

Based on archeological evidence it can be assumed that gold panning was a trade here 
as early as in the Bronze Age, practiced also by the Celtic Boius tribes in the late Iron 
Age, and later by the Romans. The exact sites are not known, but some data could be 
gathered from Medieval sources.

The Decree of Donation issued by King (St.) László I before 1095, in which Prince 
David, the youngest son of King András I, offered some grants in favour of the family 
monastery of Tihany, the Benedictine Abbey, among others, mentions the "Aureus 
locus” (the “Aranyos hely”) as one of the fishing sites. This is identical with the village 
of Csallóközaranyos. The 11th century name of the village (in Latin) proves that gold 
had been already washed on the site much earlier.

Along both the Szigetköz and the Csallóköz banks of the Danube only some of the 
villages used to pursue this profession. They regularly surveyed the whole Danube section 
of the Little Hungarian Plain in search of islands, shelfs, banks where gold panning could 
be performed. The gold-washers of the region of the Little Hungarian Plain (called “ara
nyászok”) visited sometimes distant Austrian sites travelling even as far as Passau, while
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to the east they got to the towns of Esztergom, Vác, Paks, Dunaföldvár and Mohács, and 
they even washed gold in the Garam river.

These people were not restricted in movement and official permission for gold-panning 
was issued by the local authorities. Interesting data on the Szigetköz and Csallóköz re
gions were published by L. CSIBA (1958). The monopoly of precious ore exploitation 
was introduced in Hungary by King Károly Robert in 1325, when he regulated the free 
commerce of native gold. Only the royal mint chambers were granted the right to ex
change the precious metal. A decree by the king (1337) in which gold panning and gold 
mining privileges were granted for the Divék river valley to the Nyitra County landlords 
(G. WENZEL 1880) documents this tendency. This grant might have been tied to the in
ternational economic crises, that resulted in the sharp rise in the price of gold in Europe 
in 1337.

The mining, panning and export of gold was later regulated by a royal charter, eg. 
by the decree No 72 of 1659. In the decree of 17th April, 1749 Maria Theresa regulated 
the gold panning, gold exchange for the territories of Hungary, Croatia and Slavonia. 
This list, due to their importance, names the rivers Danube, Dráva and Száva specifically 
(“non modo Danubium, Dravum et Savum”), while other rivers carrying gold are treated 
only together (“sed et alios, per Regna Nostra Hungáriáé, Croatiae ac Sclavoniae decur
rentes Fluvios, et Rivos, sub Sabulo etiam Aurum secum ducere”). According to the 
decree pure gold powder was to be exchanged at a higher rate if it originated from the 
towns of Légrád (Legradinum), Ráckanizsa, Dernye and Vidovec on the river Dráva, while 
gold coming from the Danube had a lower exchange rate. This law was, however, eluded, 
therefore Maria Theresa issued an updated and more detailed decree in 1776 that en
couraged gold panning especially on these rivers and some sanctions were also prescribed 
for those failing to exchange the gold. At the same time the price of the gold offered 
for exchange was raised.

In the Szigetköz region villagers of Ásvány (L. TIMAFFY 1961, D. PANTÓ 1935, 
1936, 1937), Lipót (A. UZSOKI 1959), Bajcs, Dunaremete and Kisbodak were engaged 
in gold panning on regular basis. The village of Csallóközaranyos, has been known as a 
gold panning site since the prehistoric times. Other gold panning villages of the Csalló
köz region were Kolozsnéma, Csicsó, Medve, Szap, Baka, Süly, Vajka, Doborgaz and 
Nagybodak.

THE VÁG RIVER

Along the Vág river near Komárom the village Aranyossziget was named for gold 
panning but this activity has already stopped. Gold panning along the Vág river was 
insignificant.

THE GARAM RIVER

Gold washers from the Little Hungarian Plain used to go gold panning on the Garam 
river. The drift containing gold comes from either the spring region of the river or from 
the Selmec Mountains. Gold panning has never been significant in this region.
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THE RÁBA RIVER

The Rába river also carries some gold. Some data indicates that gold panning used to 
be in practice in the area spreading to the borders of Styria.

The Mura and Dráva Rivers

Gold panning on these rivers dates back to the ancient times. The Celtic gold-washers 
of the Alpine regions were mentioned in the works of DIODOROS and POSIDONIUS. 
It can be hence assumed that the Celtic tribes living in the region in the late Iron Ages 
washed gold grains from the sand of the rivers.

The gold bars found in the Bodza-straight of Háromszék in Transylvania in 1887 prove 
in at the Danube section at the Little Hungarian Plain, and the Muraköz region of the 
Mura and Dráva rivers were gold panning regions during the Roman times. These bars, 
called “Kraszna gold bars” in the literature, were first thought to originate from the 
Roman gold mines or gold-washing sites of Transylvania. The fifteen bars, each of them 
weighing about a pound, were stamped in Pannonia, in the town of Sirmium at the end 
of the 4th century. The 98% gold bars are of vivid yellow colour. As this pure gold is not 
characteristic of Transylvanian sites (the gold here is of the “electron1' type) they could 
not come from here. The only source could be the Pannonian area, either the gold pann
ing places along the Danube, or those on the Mura or Dráva rivers, since their gold ap
proaches the purity of the bars. According to the data published by S. RÁKÓCZY (1905) 
the purity of the gold exchanged in the Nagykanizsa revenue office between 1884 and 
1902 was 92.59%. This gold came from the gold washers working along the Mura and 
Dráva rivers. The purity of gold over the same period exchanged in the Gvőr revenue of
fice was 93.76%. This gold was washed from the Danube. The gold found elsewhere in 
the Carpathian Basin is much less pure.

In the course of my investigations along the Danube section of the Little Hungarian 
Plain, in 1965 Í bought some panned gold in the village of Ács from a gold washer for 
the Xantus János Museum of Győr. The gold originating from the Danube bend near 
Lovadi-rét was analysed by the Institute for Certifying Precious Metals in 1969. The 
purity of the melted nugget of 30 g weight was 94.98%. This result is a further proof of 
the origin of the “Kraszna gold bars” (S. RÁKÓCZY 1905, G. TÉGLÁS 1905, A. UZSO- 
KI 1959a), i.e. they were cast from Pannonian panned gold in the Sirmium mint.

According to the data by F. GÖNCZI (1895), in the Muraköz villages of Szentmária, 
Alsómihályfalva, Alsódomború and Muravid along the river Dráva 200-250 pairs of gold- 
washers were engaged in gold panning. J. GOLUB (1904) mentioned also about 200 
families in the villages of Muravid, Szentmária, Alsódomború and Kotor, although 125 
of these came only from Muravid. The gold washing villages on the Croatian side of the 
Dráva river were Dernye and Légrád, that were mentioned already in the patent issued by 
Maria Theresa in 1749. S. RÁKÓCZY also mentiones the villages of Molje and Virje, 
while in the Muraköz region the village of Kotor.

The goldwashers of the Muraköz region were very keen on preserving their privileges 
as these ensured untroubled gold panning.
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Rivers of the Mátra Mts.

The literature does not mention any gold panning from the drifts of the Zagyva and 
Tama rivers.

The Hernád and the Sajó Rivers

There is no proof of any significant gold panning activity in the literature.

Rivers of the Upper Tisza Region

According to S. RÁKÓCZY (1907) there is written evidence of gold panning in the 
region from as early as the 18th century. The gold bearing sand of one of the branches of 
Tisza enriched by that of the Iza and Visó streams can be observed until the village of 
Tiszaújlak. Gold panning was performed on a regular basis on the Iza near Farkasrév, on 
the Visó near Felső visó, and on the Tisza at Hosszúmező, Técső, Visk, Huszt and Tiszaúj
lak, respectively. Körtvélyes, Szarvaszó and Lonka were also known gold-washing sites.

An anonymous Dominican priest described the rivers of this region in a letter sent to 
Charles Valois, the prince of France in 1308. According to this description most of the 
Visó, Técső, Talabor, Tisza, Lápos, Szamos, Aranyos, Maros and Beszterce rivers carried 
sand containing gold, and the landlords and noblemen living on their banks had the 
rivers gold-washed on regular basis.

The Rivers of Transylvania

The list of the gold panning sites on the Transylvanian rivers was compiled by 
M. ROSKA (1942).

GOLD PANNING SITES ALONG THE ARANYOS RIVER

The vicinity of Abrudbánya, Alsószolcsva, Felsőszolcsva, Alsóvidra, Felsővidra, Ara
nyosbánya (where a washing through made of copper was also found), Bisztra, Nagylupsa.

GOLD PANNING SITES IN THE SZEBEN REGION 

Bisztra, Oláhpián.

GOLD PANNING SITES IN THE KRASSÓ-SZÖRÉNY REGION 

Bisztranagyvölgy, Bolvás, Borló, Németbogsán.
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GOLD PANNING SITES IN HUNY AD COUNTY

Lupény (between Lupény and the Vulkán-canyon some pits indicating gold panning 
were found on the right bank of the Zsil), Malajesd, Zsilfarkaspatak.

OTHER GOLD PANNING SITES

The valleys of the Balomireasa, and of the Gajna, Garassa.
The importance of Transylvanian gold was emphasized by F. TOMPA (1937) when he 

examined the commerce of the primaeval times. The gold resources of Transylvania were 
compared with the source mentioned by HERODOTOS, who wrote that the Agathyrsi 
wore the most gold he had ever seen. According to both Hungarian and foreign archeolog
ists the Carpathian Basin used to play an important role in gold commerce during both 
the Bronze and the Iron Ages. More precisely, this area is considered to be also the raw 
material source of the treasures originating from these times.

In his “Gesta Hungarorum” ANONYMUS mentions the goldwashing on the Tran
sylvanian rivers when in his 216th sentence he says: “ ... in arenis eorum aurum col
ligerent, et aurum terre illius optimum esset” , i.e. in their sand gold is collected (washed!), 
and the gold of that land is of the best quality. This is quite a dependable report, except 
for the mistake when he says that the Transylvanian gold was the best, as this is only of 
the “electron” type.

The gold panning in Temes County is mentioned by WINDISCH (1780) when he de
scribes the method of gold-washing along the rivers of Transylvania. According to him 
this work was carried out mainly by the Roumanians living on the banks of the rivers 
and by the gipsies.

M. SCHWARTNER (1809) writes about gold panning in the Bánát region along the 
Maros and Néra rivers, while L. KŐVÁRY (1847) mentiones that the rivers of Tran
sylvania were gold-washed by the gipsies. The gipsy community living on gold panning 
had its own voivoid ship between 1747 and 1832, and when this was abolished then 12 
companies were organized under the supervision of 6 gold exchange offices.

During KŐVÁRY’s time in the 1840s not only the gipsies but whole rural communi
ties earned their living by gold-washing. These villages were:Cebe, Riska, Karács, Riskol- 
ca, Körösbánya, Csigmó, Kerpenyes, Topánfalva etc. According to KŐVÁRY the most 
significant gold panning sites were Oláhpián and Szászsebesszék.

According also to G. TÉGLÁS (1884,1902), mostly the gipsies were washing the gold 
out of the Aranyos and Körös rivers. He also writes about some traces of gold panning 
from Roman times along the banks of the Kis-Zsil, the Magyar-Zsil and the Román-Zsíl 
rivers.

METHODS OF GOLD PANNING IN THE CARPATHIAN BASIN

The method and the techniques of gold panning have developed all over the world 
according to the local conditions. Several similarities and differences can be observed. 
Some methods have hardly changed over the past few thousand years. These, i^ . the most 
sound methods, were taken over from each other by the different peoples or were simply 
introduced in new areas in the course of migration.
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Gold Panning Methods along the Danube in the Little Hungarian Plain

The most important tool of gold panning is the “washing bench” or “washing table” ; 
the different washing technologies can be distinguished on their bases. The gold-washers 
living in the Little Hungarian Plain, i.e. in the Csallóköz and Szigetköz regions were 
called “aranyász” (golder) and used tables covered with felt. Some data indicate that 
uncovered tables with notched surface were also used in the Csallóköz. This, however 
was considered to be a primitive tool. According to A. KHIN (1934) it was nick-named 
“the horse”, and was used only by unauthorised gold washers.

The process of gold panning was almost identical on both sides of the Danube. The 
agrarian population of the already listed villages and sometimes even the fishermen took 
part in this activity. The professional secrets and the knowledge of the sites were trans
mitted from father to son within the family. The technology, applied at more distant 
areas was also taken over when gold washers visited other sites along the Danube. The 
goldwashers of the villages Ásvány (now Ásványráró) of the Little Hungarian Plain 
working in the 19th century and in the first part of the 20th century, were considered 
to be the most qualified craftsmen. That is why their tools and methods will be discus
sed here in detail, based on the research of D. PANTÓ (1935,1936,1937), L. TIMAFFY 
(1942,1961) and A. UZSOKI (1959, 1961,1965).

The goldwashers of the Little Hungarian Plain used flat boats on the Danube. They put 
their tools in the boat together with the food for the several week journey, and started 
their expedition in search of shoals and islands rich in gold. Goldwashers worked alone, 
or in pairs, using a flat boat which, in case of pairs, was either pulled from the shore up
stream on a rope or was moved by rowing. The tool-set consisted of the following items:

a) “Probe shovel” or “gold-searching shovel”.
It was usually made of beech-wood (originally used for shoveling cereals), the concave 

surface of which was roasted dark on fire or above live coal.
b) Iron shovel for shovelling the sand.
c) “Gold panning table” (or “bench” or “board”).
Its average length is 140-160 cm, its width 60-70  cm, although some pieces of diverg

ing size were also used. Interesting analogies were found between the table found at 
Melk (Austria) used before 1695 (E. KUMMER 1962) and the table manufactured and 
used in the village Lipót at the end of the 19th century in the Szigetköz region. The size 
of the Melk specimen was 154.5X63 cm, while that of the Lipót was 140 X 64 cm. 
The surprising similarity is a proof that the tables used along the Danube were of similar 
size. A table was collected from the best known goldwashing village, Ásvány in 1961 with 
a size of 168X65 cm.

The table is the most important tool of gold panning. It was usually made of pine- 
board, with a frame along the two longer sides and the end, while the other shorter side 
was open. It was either standing on three leg-sticks, or had two legs on one end and a 
Y-shaped leg at the other end.

One or two rough rectangular felts of dark colour were laid on the middle part or the 
lower two-thirds of the surface of the table. The rim of the felt was put under the frame, 
ensuring a smooth surface.

d) Rack (,,saroglya” or “rosta”).
It is an auxiliary part of the above table. Wood or iron sticks were fixed parallel with 

one another between two carved boards in a frame. It was mounted on the upper third 
of the washing table.
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e) Water scoop (“meringülő” or “hörög”).
A wooden vessel of a one-and-a-half to two liter capacity. It was of cylindrical shape, 

with a long handle, and served for drawing the water. Later metal vessels were also used.
f) Wooden pan, “szér” (“szérke” or “választó” or “himbáló”).
A tool carved of soft wood, with a longitudinally arched bottom, rectangular shape, 

edges along the longer sides and a handle.
g) Goldwasher’s wheel-barrow.
An average wheel-barrow, except that the wheel was considerably wider in order to 

prevent its sinking in the mud. It served for the piling up of the mud containing gold. 
This was not used everywhere.

h) Wooden pail (“sajtár” or “dézsa”).
An old domestic vessel made of stave.
The above tool-kit was supplemented by a wall of cane to protect against the wind.
The goldwasher landed on the shallow bank or island where his experienced eye pre

dicted gold (Fig. 2). High waters are unsuitable for gold panning because the shoals are 
flooded. The river can be panned at an average water-level, when the water withdraws 
from the shoals where the gold grains are deposited. According to the laws of hydro
dynamics gold grains are always deposited on the banks of the shoal opposite to the flow 
direction and in the sand placer accumulated in the bends. The goldwasher can immedia-

Fig. 2 Shoal, accumulating gold grains at the Szigetköz section of the Danube.
(Photo: L. TIMAFFY)
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tely judge these placers: if it is of a slightly red colour, then it may be rich in gold because 
it does not only contains quartzite sand but garnet sand as well. The small black magneti
te grains also indicate the presence of gold. According to F. PAPP(1935) the sand of the 
Danube containing gold is of the following composition : quartz (white, colorfree, yellow, 
pink, violet), zircon, garnet, small amounts of oh vine, amphibole, magnetite, pyrite, 
rutile and gold. Their average grain size is 0.07-0.1 mm.

A sample is taken from the mud (Fig. 3) and sand and pebbles are put on the concave 
surface of the probe shovel with the metal shovel. Then the contents of the wooden 
shovel is dipped in water, which is followed by several back and forth movements by 
shaking and submerging. This means that the invaluable sand is removed from the surface 
of the shovel, leaving only the grains of gold behind (Fig. 4). The grains, having a glitter
ing shine in the sun on the black surface, can be easily counted by the naked eye. If the 
sand is rich in gold, then as many as 50-80 or even 100 grains may become visible on 
the surface of the shovel. But already for 30-40 grains per shovel it is worth washing 
the sand.

At such a site the goldwasher puts up his gear on the shelf. Heaps of sand are built 
with the shovel or are collected by using the wheel-barrow. This always must be near the 
water, as much water is needed for the panning process. If the shelf is not located next 
to the water, a larger hole is digged into which a canal feeds the water from the Danube. 
The “goldwashing table” is put up next to the heap of the gathered sand, with the legs 
stuck into it. The table should slant 15—20 degrees. The centre or the lower two thirds 
is covered with the felt, while on the upper part the rack (“saroglya”), filled with sand by

Fig. 3 The shoal is sampled for the gold content. (Photo : L. T1MAFFY)
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Fig. 4 Shovel test and washing off the spoil. (Photo: L. T1MAFFY)

using the metal shovel is mounted. Water is poured on the heap with the scoop in a con
tinuous fashion until all the sand is washed and only the pebbles remain on the rack. 
The rack is emptied to the ground and the process is repeated (for several hours or for 
half a day), as long as the examination of the felt yields sufficient results.

The sand washed through the rack into the felt, and the stream of water washed 
away the dead parts with a low specific gravity, while the grains with a high specific 
gravity are stuck between the threads of the felt. When the felt is filled with sand of high 
gold concentration then it is washed into the pail filled with water (Fig. 5). Then the 
washing is continued on the table.

The sand with gold concentrate is poured into the “szérke” where the gold contents 
is further enriched by further separation of the waste. Water is fed into the “szérke” 
and by fine back-and-forth swinging the waste is guided to the rim, from where it is 
suddenly spilt. To improve the separation some water spilled by the gold washer’s fingers 
too. By using the ancient device sand enriched with gold could be produced (Fig. 6).

This is the actual process of gold panning. The gold-sand, collected in a vessel or bag, 
was then taken home at the end of the expedition. If the above work was troubled by 
wind, then the cane wall was put up and the work was continued in the shelter (Fig. 7). 
The wind has an adverse effect on the even and continuous flow of the water on the felt 
and the uneven flow removes the gold grains already deposited on the felt. If the site was 
very rich in gold, the panning process was continued overnight by using artificial light 
even if high-water was approaching.
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Fig. 5 The rocker is washing the gold grains off the felt. (Kioto : L. TIMAFFY)

Fig. 6 Enrichment of sand with gold content; the separation of spoil. 
(Photo :L. TIMAFFY)
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Fig. 7 Gold panning in the shade of a reed wall. (Photo : L. TIMAFFY)

Although amalgamation and melting, i.e. the physical separation of the waste from the 
gold are not integral parts of the gold panning process, these will be also shortly discussed 
as final phases of the process.

After returning home the go Id washer completes the chemical separation of gold. The 
secrets of this process are also inherited, together with all the other skills of gold panning 
by the younger generation within the family.

Gold-sand is put into an earthenware bowl and a sufficient amount of mercury is 
added to it. These are then thoroughly moulded by hand, so that all of the gold should be 
absorbed by the mercury. Water is poured in the bowl and the sand is removed, with only 
the dough remaining. This is the amalgam with a mercury-like colour and shine. It is 
placed into a piece of canvas, tied with a thread and the mercury is squeezed out of it. 
The remaining amalgam-ball still contains some mercury that can be removed only by 
heating. This is made by heating the dough in an iron spoon above the fire. Some gold- 
washers even smelt the gold before selling it.

The above described method was used along the Danube. It was technically identical 
with the methods in use along the Rhine. D. PANTÓ’s experiments have proved that this 
was the most efficient method, meaning that virtually all the gold content of the mud 
could be extracted.
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Gold Panning Methods along the Mura and Dráva Rivers

The process is essentially identical, only some of the tools are different. Here grooved 
tables of one single soft-wood of a lenght of 130-140 cm and a width of 50-60 cm are 
used. Its surface is not covered by felt, but, the grooves forming a ruster serve for catch
ing the gold-grains instead. Goldwashers also used to travel along the river for longer 
periods with sufficient supplies of food in their boats. The sand of the shoals were first 
sampled before the actual washing started. In written sources no reference is made about 
using racks. The mud on the washing board is watered from a vessel, and the deposited 
gold grains are removed by a small hand broom from the grooves into a small trough 
where the actual enrichment process is performed. The collected gold-sand is taken home 
and pure gold is obtained by the chemical amalgamation process.

Gold Panning Methods is Transylvania

The panning techniques in this region are more deverse and less perfect than those of 
the Transdanubian method. The process used at the end of the 18th century was describ
ed by WINDISCH (1780). He describes that gold was washed on boards with an edge. The 
two-three feet long boards were covered with a woollen felt where the gold grains were 
deposited. Gold from the felt was emptied into a vessel filled with water where the golden 
sand was separated.

The first authentic description of Transylvanian gold panning was published by 
B. GUNDA (1956) based on his observations along the Aranyos river in 1946. A Rou
manian young man of the village of Lupsa was panning gold along the river. His equip
ment consisted of the following pieces: an iron hack for loosening the mud; a “szérke” 
made of alder wood, with a burnt inner surface for the test washing (this played the role 
of the shovel); a round wooden trough for carrying the mud; washing board of 220 cm 
lenght and 50 cm width with an edge along one o f its longer sides; five pieces of felt; 
a wooden vessel for the water with a long handle; a funnel made of the horn of an ox for 
watering; a horn for storing the gold-sand.

First a test washing was performed with the flat “szérke” of oval widening tip. Then 
the board was put up in an inclined position and the five felts were installed on it. Mud 
was emptied from the trough on the upper end of the table and this was then watered. 
Gold was deposited on the felt, while the waste was removed by the water. After thirty 
troughs of mud had been washed, the felts were carefully removed, folded and the gold- 
sand was washed into the “szérke” . Here the waste was separated from the gold by con
tinuous watering from the horn and by the sudden removal of the sand. At the end only 
the gold and the magnetite remained. This was poured into the horn container, and at 
home the magnetite was removed by a magnet, while the remaining contaminants were 
removed by aqua regia. The process of amalgamation was unknown for this Roumanian 
goldwasher. A board with slanted grooves was also used along the Aranyos river. Here 
there was no felt, and the gold-grains were caught by these grooves.

SUMMARY

Gold panning as a full-time profession does not exist any more. Some of the late 
successors have made attempts to revive gold panning. The two main reasons for the dis-
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continuation of the profession are the following. After the second half of the last century 
most of the rivers and streams were controlled, and thus the number of potential sites, 
where gold deposits could be formed, was greatly reduced. The wild sections of the rivers 
were cut off and the possibility of the formation of shoals was considerably reduced. The 
second reason is related to the social changes. Everyone can find a job, and the possibi
lities of earning a reasonably good living among much easier working conditions led to the 
extinction of this trade.
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MINTING OF PRECIOUS METAL COINS IN HUNGARY
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Hungarian National Museum, Budapest

Even if the early medieval European economic life was in need of creating a stable 
currency, money, it was not still on the level to require an organized money economy 
(the use of different denotiations). The only coin minted in the Caroline empire and in 
other regions following this example was the silver denarius and the coin, representing 
the half of its value, the obulus, respectively. From gold or base metals no other coins of 
higher or lower values were minted. These type of coins, however, were not unknown to 
Europe, as they were minted and commercially used by the highly developed Byzantian 
monetary system.

The founding of the independent Hungarian state also meant the beginning of Hun
garian coinage. An immense raw material basis was at Hungary’s disposal. Although we 
have no reliable data about metal ore mining in Hungary from that period, the existence 
of mines must be presumed on the basis of their products as proofs. These products not 
to speak of the immense jewel demand of the ruling class was, first of all the money. 
Due to this fact Hungary could always equalize her passive trade balance with the help of 
the intensive precious metal coin production. These raw material reserves, in the form of 
gold and silver ores could be exploited up to the early modern times.

King István I the first feudal Hungarian ruler had coins minted immediately after his 
crowning in 1000. There was one of the symbols of the sovereign royal power, the lance, 
on the obverse of his first coin, i.e. the general motif of the period, and the so called 
Caroline church was on the reverse. (The gable of the church is symbolized by a double
line triangle, the vertical lines below it form the frontal columns. These latter, in the 
Bavarian region were substituted by a legend, and some horizontal lines under them ind
icated the stairs.) István’s coins, however, also bear the motifs that were fashionable 
among the Hungarian goldsmiths of the age.

Silver export must have had an important role in Hungary’s foreign trade already as 
early as the 10th century. From this time on, however, the silver ore mined in Hungary 
appeared in the form of the minted coin. The money circulation within the country 
became universal only during the second decade of István’s reign. The main reason of 
its introduction was the new, direct tax to be paid in cash (smoke tax=tax per chimney, 
e.g. tax per house). The role of István’s and his immediate successors’ coins in foreign 
and home trade is proved by several Polish and, as the result of the Hungarian and Viking 
trade, Scandinavian finds as well as by finds from the 11th century Hungary.

Our 11th century coins, beginning with the second coin type minted by István were 
very plain. The motif on both the obverse and the reverse is a simple cross. In the legend, 
however, the king’s name appears. In case of István’s and András I’s coins the ‘‘REGIA 
CIVITAS”, on coins of other kings the “PANNÓNIA” inscriptions refer to Hungary on 
the reverse. The first schematic delineation can be seen on the coins minted by King 
Salamon (1063-1074) (Fig. 35). The king’s depiction is very schematic, and still, during
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the reign of his successors even these portraits became simpler. The delineation of the 
head is only of few lines. The “REGIA CIVITAS” inscription refers perhaps to the site 
of coinage which, since this problem is still unsolved, might mean Esztergom or Székes- 
fehérvár. As a matter of fact, Hungary’s official mint was located in Esztergom during the 
Árpádian Age, and both presumably and in fact coins were rarely minted elsewhere in 
Hungary. Such exception might have occurred in the 11th century when King András I 
handed over one third of the country as a princedom to his brother, the later Béla I, who 
was also vested with royal authority. The same took place during Salamon’s reign when 
his cousins, the later Géza I, and then the later László I were given country-size prince
doms. Princes Béla and Géza, respectively, had coins minted with the inscription “DVX”, 
as well, and their mint probably was not in Esztergom. Decentralization of minting 
actually began during the reign of Béla IV in the 13th century, when the Buda mint was 
established; it fell under the same supervision as the Esztergom Chamber. According to 
the evidence of the inscription “MONETA REGIS PRO SCLAVONIAE” also the Slavo
nian “bán” had Hungarian royal coins minted in Slavonia, first in Pakrác, and then in 
Zágráb. The complete decentralization of Hungarian coinage emerged as the conclusion of 
King Károly Robert’s monetary reform.

Returning to the 11th century we must speak of the quality of the coins. István’s 
coins were of excellent quality. They were made of silver of 900—930%o. The average 
coin minted on a large scale weighed about 0.76-0.8 g. (The first type was a weight of 
1.25 g.) During the reign of his immediate successors the quality was slightly inferior, 
and András I also introduced the periodical (first biennial then the annual) renewal of 
the coins, i.e. old coins had to be exchanged for new ones and also a duty had to be paid 
in order to increase the royal incomes. From Kálmán’s reign on this royal income was 
considerably increased by the intentional depreciation of the currency i.e. the new coin 
was far less in weight and contained less pure silver than the former one. This process 
was going on during the whole 12th century and the weight of the denarius made of 
400%o silver was often less than 0.1 g. Obviously, this coin could not be used for paying 
greater sums. At that age these transactions were settled by using clumsy, uncoined silver 
or Byzantine gold coins. The presence of the Byzantine coins, that probably must have 
been used both before, and after the Hungarian conquest, proves a change of interest in 
the Hungarian foreign trade towards the southern parts of Europe. After Emperor 
Manuel’s death the declining Byzantium could not match the Hungarian foreign trade 
demands, and that is why we had to find other partners. These new partners were found 
in western Europe. Accordingly, coins minted in Carinthia, called “friesachs” after the 
name of the town Friesach flooded the country. The over-all circulation of foreign cur
rency is always a negative phenomenon and no country can afford it on the long run. 
András II tried to mint Hungarian coins of better quality, but he could not achieve the 
standard of the friesachs’. The main reason for this was that the foreign currency was 
obviously not subjected to the compulsory annual exchanges. The study of a national 
disaster the Mongol-Tartar invasion in 1241 and the year-long occupation of the country, 
provides representative data concerning the country’s money circulation. The runaway 
inhabitants hid their treasures but most of them failed to collect them, and these con
temporary treasures appear as today’s finds. These finds testify to the fact that the coin 
stock owned by most of the inhabitants consisted of the friesach type products.

The circulation of the friesach denarii came to an end after 1241. As, on the one 
hand, the looted country was no commercial partner for a while and, on the other hand, 
the Carinthian silvermines got gradually exhausted and this decreased the intensity of the
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coinage. Béla IV however, tried to get rid of these sources intentionally. The demand 
for stable Hungarian currency led the king to rule so that the previously mentioned coins 
minted by the “báns” should not be subjected to compulsory exchange. These efforts, 
however, could not meet the currency demands of the vigorously developing economy. 
The crisis, due to the inflation of the silver denarius, emerged on a European scale. The 
currency, in the form of silver denarii simply could not be used in case of trading with 
high value goods. This meant a vital problem first of all in those countries where even 
this denarius was not of stable value e.g. in Hungary. The introduction of new foreign 
coins, e.g. that of the Viennese denarii, not only prolonged the old crisis, but gave way 
to a new one, as well. A fundamental change was necessary (Figs. 1 to 8).

This obvious change was determined by the contemporary situation. The most im
portant commercial cities of Europe—Florence, Venice,Genoa-got into close economic 
relationship with Byzantium and the Arabs by the maritime trade on the Mediterranean 
sea. Gold coins had an important role in both of the mentioned peoples’ commercial life, 
and in Europe they were taken over first by Florence, in 1252. The “fiorino d ’oro” 
minted here served as an example for the other Italian city-states. Minting of gold coins 
also in France and England began as early as the 13th century. In Hungary and Bohemia 
it started in about 1325. The European gold mines, however, could not satisfy the needs 
for gold in each country of the continent. Beside the annual 100 kilogram gold, produced 
in Bohemia, the European countries without Hungary, could only produce another 
100 kilogram year of this precious metal. Hungary’s annual production, however, was 
about 1000 kilograms. In the period when gold coins were minted, this fact meant a 
boom in Hungary’s economic life. While the commercialized part of the 300 kilogram 
gold produced in the Arab Empire was first of all at Italy’s disposal, the minting of gold 
coins went on without any difficulties. When, however,due to papal measures Italy was 
forced to suspend commercial relations with the Arabs, even if only for a short time, the 
Hungarian gold came into prominence.

King Károly Róbert made the landlords interested in opening mines for national eco
nomic purposes and at the same time he also monopolized the ore-exchange. It means 
that the precious metal circulation was totally subjected to royal control. The export of 
the raw material, i.e. the uncoined precious metal was strictly forbidden. As a result, 
the minting of gold coins in Hungary that began as a part of this largescale monetary 
reform became an important economic factor. Freezing the Arabian and Hungarian gold 
sources at the same time led to a shock, a gold crisis, that changed the usual, medieval 
1:10 gold-silver rate into 1 :20.

In fact, the papal prohibition was in force only for a short time. After it had expired, 
the previous rate was restored. Hungarian gold, however, succeeded in preserving its 
importance.

King Károly Robert’s previously mentioned economic reform influenced the finances 
in several aspects. Beside starting the minting of gold currency that led to economic 
power, he also had Hungarian groats minted in order to balance the impact of the Bo
hemian one. He, however, could not introduce the silver denarius of stable value. The 
existing Esztergom-Buda Chamber could not satisfy the increasing need for coins and 
that is why minting was decentralized and altogether 10 new Chambers and mints were 
set up.

Some of the mints founded as a result of this measure gained world-wide reputation 
later on, e.g. the mint in Körmöcbánya. Most of the new mints were established in the 
vicinity of precious metal ore mines and obviously, these mints became the most prospe
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rous in the long run. At the same time the importance of the Esztergom-Buda Chamber’s 
Buda mint was also preserved; it was, so to say, used as a standard and served as model. 
E.g., during Károly Robert’s reign gold coins were produced only in the Buda mint.

The mints had already been leased as early as the Árpádian Age. The tenant of the 
Chamber paid the king a previously determined rent in advance, but the profit was also 
exclusively at the tenant’s disposal. In case of tenancy the decentralization of coinage 
demanded a strict state control. It was secured by the compulsory symbol on the coin, 
that referred both to the respective mint and to its tenant.

Károly Robert’s economic reform, and the monetary reform it included determined 
the course for Hungarian coinage for a long time. Minting of gold coins was fundamentally 
decisive. Gold coins of unchanged weight and standard (altogether 6 9  pieces of the Buda 
mark of 23  carat 9 grän (9 8 9 .5 8 % o ) were made by his descendants, i.e. their weight was 
3.55 g apiece. Due to the international role of Hungarian gold a lot of issuers in the 
Netherlands, Italy, Austria, Russia, etc. took Hungarian gold coins as a model in the 
following centuries. Its motifs, — the Florentine Lily and the portrait of John the Baptist, 
respectively, — were, however, altered by Károly Robert’s son, Lajos the Great. Coat- 
of-arms got to the obverse (in case of Lajos the coat-of-arms was designed by combining 
the Árpádian stripes and Anjou Lilies, and later the elements of the Hungarian royal 
family’s coat-of-arms appeared), in the legend however we can already find the name of 
the issuing rule and on the reverse St. László’s portrait who was the knightly ideal of King 
Lajos. These illustrations survived until the 1 4 6 7  reform of Mátyás, though the St. László 
illustration was used even longer, for several centuries. Coinage of groat, however, 
stopped during Lajos in 1369  and his descendants did not continue it either. They ap
peared again only as a consequence of Mátyás’s previously mentioned reform. The coin
age of small coins, mainly that of the denarius and obulus, continuously went on. In the 
chaotic and war-time years of the 15th century there were, however, some extremely 
shaddy coins with little silver content minted, as well. Under Zsigmond’s reign coins of 
smaller value than that of the denarius, i.e. parvus, ducat, quarting, were in circulation, 
too.

Another important change took place under King Mátyás I. After the political stabil
ization of the country he settled the economic affairs, as well, and intorduced a monetary 
reform in 1 4 6 7 . Its essential point was the minting of silver coins. He started groat coin
age again and, recouping the Treasury with newer taxes, had a denarius of stable value 
minted, that was exempt of annual value changes. 4 1 6  pieces were coined of the 8 lats 
mark (500% o). The fixing of the value rate was important and far reaching: 1 gold forint 
was equal to 100  denarii. From this time onwards a sum of a hundred denarii was called 
one forint for centuries, even if gold forint (later ducat) was of far greater value than 
100  denarii. The groat was worth 4  denarii. After the reform in 1 4 6 7 , as one of its 
exterior symbols, the Madonna was struck on every Hungarian coin with the inscription 
“PATRONA HVNGARIE” . This illustration decorated the Hungarian coins until 1 9 3 9 .

At the end of the 15th century silver coins of greater value, similar in value to gold 
ones, were demanded. The first attempt to satisfy this demand was made in Tyrol. Zsig- 
mond, Archduke of Tyrol introduced a half weight guldiner in 1484 and then a full 
weight one minted in 1486. The coinage of the guldiner spread quickly, and appeared 
first in Saxony and Bohemia. In the latter country the Schlick counts made guldiners in 
their Joachimstal mint and later the new coin was named thaler after the place of the 
mint. In Hungary King Ulászló II was the first to have guldiners minted in 1499. This is 
the first Hungarian coin also bearing the year of minting. In the following decade it
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became universal to indicate the date of the year both on gold forints and denarii. The 
legend on Ulászló IPs guldiner was “MONETA WLADISLAI REGIS VNGARIE”. 
Anyhow, these coins cannot be considered currency, as they have no uniform money 
rates and nearly all the pieces are of different weight. A phenomenon in connection with 
the guldiners refers to Hungary’s richness in gold, i.e. already the first guldiner, the one 
from 1499, was also minted of gold, using also the same die. Naturally the subsequent 
guldiners were also “reproduced” in the same way (Figs. 9 to 15).

The political turn following the defeat of the Hungarian by the Turk at Mohács in 
1526 is reflected by the coinage, as well. The coinage and money circulation in the “inde
pendent” national principality of Transylvania, established as the result of the dual king- 
making in the eastern part of the country, as well as in Upper Northern Hungary and in 
the western part of the country, dominated by the Hapsburg king, hardly differs from 
one another. Gold coinage is significant in both parts of the country, due to the two 
centers of gold mining in Upper Northern Hungary and Transylvania respectively (Fig. 
36). 10 ducats, minted by using the die of thaler, were characteristic rather of the Princes 
of Transylvania, but can be found with nearly all the Hapsburg kings, as well.

The silver coin of the period was the thaler. In Hungary Ferdinánd I was the first to 
have thaler minted for circulation in Szeben, in 1552, when his troops occupied Tran
sylvania. As far as its motifs are concerned it was very simple; coat-of-arms struck into 
a silver plate. That is why it is sometimes called camp or temporary thaler, although its 
only reason could be that the Szeben mint was unprepared for the minting of the thaler 
at that time and no suitable equipments were at its disposal. This was the situation even 
during János Zsigmondi reign. Thalers and 10 ducats were made by striking the Sza- 
polyais’ coat-of-arms with an abbreviation of the legend consisting of few letters into the 
silver or gold plate of adequate weight, respectively.

The first thaler with illustration on its both sides was made in Körmöcbánya in 1 5 5 3 ,  
and its mass production began in 1 5 5 4 . The Hungarian Diet permitted the minting of the 
thalers only with the condition that Hungarian motifs, the arms and the Madonna, should 
appear on it. Otherwise the universal European motif of the thalers was the half-length 
portrait of the issuer on the obverse and coat-of-arms, in general, on the reverse. We 
usually find it both on the Transylvanian thalers and on the Hungarian ones, as well. 
Hungarian thalers were coinaged according to Austrian money standard of 894.5% o silver. 
Their weight was 2 8 .8 2  g. From 1 5 8 2  on, they were made of 874% o silver, according to 
the money rates of the Tyrolese thalers. Their weight was 2 8 .5 5  g. The circulation of 
Tyrolese thalers was common in Hungary partly because of the coins brought in by 
mercenaries and merchants, and partly because of the fact that the financial aid during 
the wars against the Turkish arrived in Hungary in form of thalers minted mostly in Tyrol. 
In the finds from this period Tyrolese thalers, most of them minted under the reign of 
Archduke Ferdinand, are represented in very great numbers.

Small coins were made of 8 lats (5 0 0 % o ) silver according to the decree of 1 5 4 6 . The 
weight of a denarius was 0 .5 6  g. These money rates, due to the inflationary wave (Kipper 
und Wipper era) sweeping along Europe, decreased. It was the worst in 1 6 2 2  when the 
standard of silver was only 2 .5  lats ( 1 56% o).

Minting of small coins was not important in Transylvania; it followed the Hungarian 
and Polish models. The circulation of these Transylvanian coins in Hungary can be 
explained by the fact that Hungarian economic life had to be rearranged after the battle 
at Mohács. The occupation of the middle of the country, the lack of unified economic 
administration, the insecurity of the roads made Poland almost the only foreign trade
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partner, particularly in case of Transylvania. A natural consequence of this connection 
was of Transylvania. A natural consequence of this connection was that Polish half groats, 
groats, III- and VI-groats, as well as polturas helped to make up for the lack of Hungarian 
small coins. At the same time, however, it also led to several complaints because these 
coins, mainly the polturas, were made of silver of much worse quality than the Hungarian 
small coins and, in spite of every prohibition, better quality Hungarian coins got out of 
the country while bad quality Polish coins replaced them (Figs. 16 to 18).

16 5 9  brought about a significant change in the Hapsburg-Hungarian small change 
coinage; the striking of kreuzers, already universal in the Hapsburg territories, was in
troduced. XV, VI, 3 and 1 kreuzers of similar standard were made, that is to say, in 
money rates, they were of the same quality as the ones struck in the other mints of the 
Hapsburg Empire. There were 4 3  7/8 pieces XV kreuzers struck of the 9 lats (563% o) 
silver, 85  5 /1 6  pieces VI kreuzers of the 7 lats (438% o) silver, 161 3 1 /8 4  pieces 3 kreuzers 
of the 6 lats 2 quenchens 2 denars (414% o) silver and 2 9 2  1/2 pieces 1 kreuzers of the 
4  lats (250% o) silver. Each of these currency units and respective amounts were made of 
one Viennese mark of 281 g.

The value relation of the kreuzer is as follows:
1 Hungarian forint=100 denarii=75 kreuzers,
1 Rhenish forint=80denarii=60 kreuzers,
3 kreuzers=4 denarii,
1 kreuzer=133 denarii
3 kreuzers were called a groat as well, as it was equal to it.

Beside the kreuzer, poltura and duarius was coined as well, following both the Polish 
example and the model of the Austrian zweier.
1 poltura=l 1/2 kreuzer,
1 duarius=l/2 kreuzer=l denarius.

Lipóf s coins were minted mainly in Körmöcbánya and Nagybánya, but temporarily 
mints were operated in Pozsony and in Kassa, as well. At the beginning the coins of the 
Transylvanian Princes were only struck in Szeben, then Brassó, Kolozsvár, Fogaras and 
Gyulafehérvár became also important. Mihály Apafi was Lipót’s contemporary. His 
coinage is characterized by 10 and 5 ducats, and thaler in the first place. The primary 
reason for striking gold coins was the presence of the Turks and the tax to be paid to 
them respectively. After satisfying these demands little possibility remained for striking 
small coins. Also some extremely valuable coins, 50 and 100  ducats, minted by Apafi 
are known. They were exclusively used for gift purposes. We know eg. that one of the 
100  ducat coins, the piece now in the possesion of the Kunsthistorisches Museum in 
Vienna, was sent to Emperor Lipót by Prince Mihály Apafi, as a present.

The peace-treaty of Karlóca in 1699 ended an epoch in Hungary’s history. The 
country’s territory was liberated from the Turkish occupation. The unity of Hungarian 
state, however, was not formally restored. The Hapsburg monarch assumed also the title 
of the "Prince of Transylvania " though he governed both parts of the country as the 
Hungarian king. In the mints of Hapsburg-Hungary, Körmöcbánya, Nagybánya, Pozsony, 
and in those of the Transylvanian territory, Gyulafehérvár, Kolozsvár, Nagyszeben, coins 
with slightly different motifs in the coat-of-arms on the reverse were made but according 
to equivalent money rates. Essential change did not take place until the middle of the 
18th century.

In the country raided by the Turkish and the “libe rat ing” mercenaries the pieceful 
constructive work could not be started. Hungarians were subjected to another type of
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oppression. The 150 year’s Turkish occupation and the previous wars greatly reduced 
the Hungarian population. Under Mátyás’s reign the country had 4 million inhabitants 
and 80% of the population was Hungarian. By the beginning of the 18th century there 
were less than 3 million inhabitants and only about 45% of them was Hungarian. The 
Hungarians were compelled to revolt against the Hapsburg oppression as early as only 
four years after the peace of Karlóca that put an end to the Turkish war. The eight year 
long war of independence and its coinage is an especially important period of Hungarian 
history and coin history. The silver poltura minted by Ferenc Rákóczi II is already known 
from 1703; its intensive coinage started, however, only in 1704. The coins, generally 
with the motifs showing the coat of arms and the Madonna, were minted in Kassa, 
Kolozsvár, Körmöcbánya, Munkács and Nagybánya. Metal coins, ducat and 1/2 thaler, 
were made according to Hungarian money rates. The expenses of the war of independence 
consumed however the noble metal coins and that was why on 22nd April, 1704 a decree 
was issued about the emission of copper money, 20, 10 and 1 poltura coins, in the value 
of 1 million forint. Originally:
1 thaler=80 copper poltura,
1 ducat=223 copper poltura.
On the obverse of the copper coins there is the coat of arms, on the reverse there is the 
value and the “PRO LIBERTATE” legend, and on the 20 poltura coins the Madonna is 
also present. These coins, after their legend, were named “libertás”. At first the copper 
coins were welcome, still it became quickly devaluated because the coins were conter- 
feited in large numbers both abroad and at home. That is why it was devaluated as early 
as 1706, and a counter mark motif showing a small Madonna was put on the coins 
qualified for circulation (10 and 20 polturas). Though the war of independence was 
suppressed only in 1711, minting of copper coins stopped already in 1707 (Figs. 19 to 
23).

In our modern age coin history, the introduction of the so called conventional money 
rates in 1753 was a significant stage. It was then that an agreement between Austria and 
Bavaria was settled about coinage on the basis of equivalent money rates. According to 
this 10 thalers (20 forints) were minted of the 13 lats 3 grän standard mark, (233.856 g). 
Its value rate was:
1 thaler=120 kreuzers.
According to this money rate :
1 forint=60 kreuzers,
that is why half thalers were also called forints.

Our gold coinage was invariably important, 83% of the gold coins was struck in Hun
gary during Maria Theresa’s reign while Austria coinaged 15%, and Bohemia minted 
altogether only 2% of it.

In the 18th century the circulation of exclusively noble metal coins stopped. In Hun
gary, apart from Béla I ll’s and Ferenc Rákóczi’s shortlived copper coinage, coins were 
made only of metals up to 1760, though they sometimes were of such a bad standard that 
they were rather copper than silver. From 1760 on, however, copper coinage became per
manent, and copper coins became an organic part of our coinage, respectively. During 
Maria Theresa’s reign kreuzer, halfkreuzer, poltura and denarius were made of copper. 
The first notes came into circulation also in that period.

Apart from a few chaotic years following the Napoleonic wars the conventional money 
rates were used until 1856. Between 1811 and 1816 the Viennese value was the basis of 
the money rates.
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There was an important, new feature among the motifs of the coins of the 1848 War 
of Independence: Hungarian language legend appears on the coins for the first time in our 
history. After the suppression of the War of Independence it disappeared, and was again 
replaced by Latin and German legends. Their motifs, legend and naturally the money 
rates completely correspond to those of the coins struck in the other mints of the Haps- 
burg empire, only the marks (B=Körmöcbánya, E=Gyulafehérvár) show that they were 
minted in Hungary.

The agreement between the Austrian empire and the member states of the German 
Customs Union (“Verein'’), according to which coins made in complience with equivalent 
money rates get into circulation, was signed on 24th January, 1 8 5 7 . It was unanimously 
accepted by the participating countries. Gold- and silver-“vereins"-coins were coinaged. 
The silver ones, vereinsthaler, served the purpose of circulation. The gold ones-one and 
half a crown (Krone) coins-however, were used only as currency. Beside the Vereins coins 
local coins (Landesmünze) were also in circulation; these served as changes. Its money 
rate was the Austrian value (Österreichische Währung); 45 forints were struck of the 
pound of 5 0 0  g. The forints were struck of 900% o silver, small coins were minted of 
520% o and 375% o (5  kreuzers) silver respectively. 1 forint was equal to 1 0 0  kreuzers. 
This money rate was valid until 1 8 9 2 , though Austria denounced the treaty in 1 8 6 6 .

The compromise of 1867 brought some changes in the external appearance of coins in 
Hungary: coins with Hungarian legend were used again, just as during the War of Inde
pendence in 1848. An important change took place in the administration as well: the 
centuries old montanistics (that comprised mining, metallurgy, forestry and coinage) was 
disintegrated; the individual branches became independent. The mints of the period were 
in Gyulafehérvár and Körmöcbánya; in 1871, however, the mint of Gyulafehérvár also 
closed down and from this time on Körmöcbánya supplied the country with coins alone. 
It must have had technical reasons and, besides, coin circulation decreased due to the 
increase in banknote circulation.

By the end of the 19th century the method of coinage became highly developed. The 
mechanization actually began in the 16th century. Till then, almost from the beginning, 
coinage went on by using the so called “hammer minting" method, i.e. the negative of 
the obverse and the reverse was engraved in the die. The lower die ended in a thorn under
neath, its body was slightly conic-shaped, the engraving of the coin was on the top. The 
thorn was put into a block bound with hoops. The upper die was cylindrically shaped 
with the engraving of the coin on one end. The flan (the coin without the illustration) 
was put between the two dies and the illustration of the coin was hammered into the flan 
with several hammer strokes on the upper die. In Hungary the procedure used hitherto 
was tried to be made easier in 1565 in the way that the upper die was tumbled with heavy 
weight to the lower die. In 1578 dies were ordered to be put into rolls in Körmöcbánya. 
The main point of this procedure is that the obverse and reverse illustration of the coins 
were engraved in separate rolls many times and the illustration of the coin was struck into 
the band, put between the rools, by rotating the rolls. Beside making it easier, this 
method also increased the production. In Körmöcbánya, however, workers, being afraid 
of losing their jobs, prevented the introduction of machines until the second half of the 
17th century. At the same time this sort of mechanical coinage went on in Nagybánya 
from 1578 on. The reason for the slightly concavo-convex surface of the coins of this 
period is this sort of mechanical coinage. The following three centuries,like in the other 
fields of industry, brought along quick development in this branch, too, and by the end 
of the 19th century the modern machines at Körmöcbánya alone could satisfy the coin 
demands of money circulation.
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The Austro-Hungarian Bank was founded in 1878; from this time on the legend on 
one side of our banknotes was written in Hungarian, while the other side was written in 
German. Austrian and Hungarian coins differed from each other, though the money 
rate was equivalent. The coins made in Hungarian mints had Hungarian legend and 
illustration on both sides.

In 1870 the Monarchy wanted to get nearer to the Latin Coin Union, the monetary 
confederation of France, Italy, Belgium and Switzerland and, as the numismatic proof of 
this intention, 4 and 8 gold forint coins, equivalent to the value of the 10 and 20 franc 
coins, respectively, were issued. Their inscriptions (8 F t-20  Fr, 4 F t-10  Fr) also verified 
this intention. They were used, however, only for the international commercial purposes. 
They were minted until 1892.

1892 meant the greatest turning point in Hungary’s modern coin history. That year 
the Monarchy replaced the formerly used silver currency by the gold one. By the end of 
the 19th century the value of silver considerably decreased. As currency based on the 
gold standard was already widely used in other European countries, silver flowed into the 
Monarchy from the international market. The monetary reform was excellently prepared 
and introduced by the prominent Hungarian economist Sándor Wekerle.

The new coin, based already on the gold standard, was called the crown. Its change 
was the fillér; 1 crown=100 fillérs. The exchange rate of the old and new coins was: 
1 forint=2 crowns. (That was why a 2 crown coin was not minted for a longtime, since 
the forint in circulation till then replaced it and could be used until 1900.) The base 
weight of the coinage is the kilogram. The crowns were struck of noble metal, the fillérs 
were of bronze and nickel. From 1892 on 10 and 20 crowns were made of gold, the 
1 crown was of silver. After 1900 also 100 crown coins were made of gold, and 5 crown 
coins of silver. Finally 2 crown silver coins were struck from 1912 on. Notes played an 
ever increasing role in money circulation, but it is not our task to discuss this problem 
here.

Noble metal coinage has always felt the impact of wars. World War I was, however, 
followed by even graver and greater consequences than the former wars, especially in 
Hungary’s case. Noble metal coins-100, 20 10 gold crowns and 5,2 and 1 silver crowns 
began to vanish from the circulation during the first war years. In 1916, there were only 
20 and 1 crown coins minted, but even this was stopped in the same year. Some gold 
crowns were still minted bearing Károly IV’sname in 1918. They were not made, how
ever, for circulation purposes; their role was rather traditional. The crowns in circulation 
were made of paper (Figs. 24 to 30).

The Hungarian coinage of the postwar years was characterized, besides the inflation, 
by the fact that the administration of Körmöcbánya with a few machines was fled to 
safeguard to Budapest because according to the Trianon peace treaties Körmöcbánya 
together with our noble metal mines fell outside our new borders. The leaders of the 
mint hastened the establishment of the new Budapest mint as the legal successor of 
Körmöcbánya, and it was completed in 1925.

In the 20th century the bulk of the money circulation is carried out by using bank 
notes. Gold does not take a direct part in it; it only gives the cover of the notes. The in
flation following World War I was liquidated in Hungary by 1926. The Hungarian National 
Bank was founded to replace the extinct Austro-Hungarian Bank and our new, stable 
currency, the pengő was born. According to the original plans 20 and 10 pengő coins 
would have been made of gold, and 5, 2 and 1 pengő coins of silver; the gold ones, how
ever,-got only as far as the probe mint, nevertheless the 1 and 2 pengő silver coins were
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minted until the beginning of World War II, 1939. The change of the pengő, the fillér, 
was made of base metal.

In the pengo-system commemorative coins also were occasionally struck. Before the 
war they were of silver. In 1930, on the anniversary of Miklós Horthy’s election as a 
governor, and in 1938, on the 900th anniversary of St. István’s death silver 5 pengő 
were issued. Beside the commemoration, the circulation problem of the 5 pengő coins 
were solved by these measures. 5 pengő coins were originally planned to be issued at the 
same time as the pengő was introduced, but only the probe mints were struck, just as in 
case of the gold coins. In 1935 the bicentenary of Ferenc Rákóczi’s death, in 1936 the 
third centenary of the foundation of the Budapest University (originally founded in 
Nagyszombat) and the 50th anniversary of Ferenc Liszt’s death was commemorated by 
issuing silver 2 pengő. All the commemorative coins were designed by Lajos Berán. 
In 1938, a 2 pengő commemorative coin was also planned to be issued to the memory of 
the reannexation of Upper Northern Hungary, but it did not get into circulation since 
only a few pieces were minted.

World War II put an end to the career of the pengő in the same way as the World War 
I to that of the crown; the inflation however was even greater. Yet the stabilization was 
quicker, the new stable currency, the forint appeared as early as the 1st August, 1946. 
From among the forint coins in circulation the 5 forint coin was made of precious metal. 
In 1946 it was made of 835% o silver and was of 2 0  g weight; in 1947 it was minted of 
500% o silver and was of 12 g weight.

We have been regularly commemorating the most important anniversaries, events in 
Hungary arid the world by issuing commemorative coins made of noble metal since 
1 9 6 6 , and occasionally commemorative coins had been issued already before that date. 
We issued gold coins on the basis of the forint’s money rate to the memory of Ferenc 
Liszt and Béla Bartók in 1 9 6 1 , then three times between 1 9 6 6  and 1 9 6 8  on the 
anniversaries of Miklós Zrínyi, Zoltán Kodály and Ignác Semmelweis, respectively. The 
weight of the 900% o 1000  gold forint was 8 4 .1 0 4  g. The silver coins, the 2 5 , 50  and 
1 0 0 , then the 2 0 0  and the recently introduced 5 0 0  forint coins-are made of 640% o 
silver. Recently, however, commemorative coins of base metal were also struck (Figs. 
31 to 3 4 ) .

It is a worldwide phenomenon that money circulation is carried out everywhere by 
using banknotes shile the small coins are generally struck of aluminium, bronze, nickel 
and of different alloys of base metals. Since the commemorative coins, made all over the 
world are not used as currencies, noble metal seems to be practically and finally driven 
out of money circulation.
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Figs. 1 -8  Coins from the 11-13rd century.
1. Denar o f King István I (1 0 0 0 -1 0 3 8 ), 2. Denar o f King Salamon (1 0 6 3 -1 0 7 4 ), 3. Denar from the 

12th century without legend, 4 . Denar o f Friesach (end o f the 12th century), 5. Denar o f Vienna 
(end of the 13rd century), 6. Denar o f King András II (1 2 0 5 -1 2 3 5 ), 7. Denar o f King Béla IV 

(1 2 3 5 -1 2 7 0 ), 8. Denar of King András III (1 2 9 0 -1 3 0 1 )
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Figs. 9 -15  Coins from the 14—15th century.
9. Gold gulden o f King Károly Róbert (1 3 0 8 -1 3 4 2 ), 10. Groat o f  King Károly Róbert,

11. Gold gulden o f King Lajos I (1 3 4 2 -1 3 8 2 ), 12. Groat o f  King Lajos 1 , 1 3 .  Denar from the age o f  
Interregnum (1 4 4 4 -1 4 4 6 ), 14. Groat o f King Mátyás I (1 4 5 8 -1 4 9 0 ),

15. Guldiner of King Ulászló II (1 4 9 0 -1 5 1 6 ) (1499)
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Figs. 16-18  Coins from the 16—17th century.
16. Thaler o f King Ferdinánd (1 5 2 6 -1 5 6 4 ) (Körmöcbánya, 1553), 17. Thaler o f  King 

János Zsigmond (1 5 5 9 -1 5 7 1 ) (Szeben, 1565), 18. Thaler o f  Gábor Bethlen (1 6 1 3 -1 6 2 9 )
(Gyulafehérvár, 1620)
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Figs. 19-23  Coins from the 1 7 -18th century.
19. XV kreutzer o f King Lipót I (1 6 5 7 -1 7 0 5 ) (Kassa, 1695), 20. Poltura o f King Lipót I (1698), 
21. Duarius o f King Lipót I (Körmöcbánya, 1704), 2 2 .1 /2  thaler o f  Ferenc Rákóczi II (1 7 0 3 -  

1711) (Körmöcbánya, 1704), 23. XX poltura o f Ferenc Rákóczi II , with countermark (Kassa, 1705)
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Figs. 2 4 -3 0  Coins from the 18-20th century.
24. Thaler o f Queen Mária Terézia (1 7 4 0 -1 7 8 0 ) (Transylvania, 1742), 25. 20 kreutzer from the 

age o f the war o f independence (Körmöcbánya, 1848), 26. Gulden o f King Ferenc József (1 8 4 8 -  
1916) (Körmöcbánya, 1858), 27. Gulden o f King Ferenc József (Körmöcbánya, 1872),

28. 8 gulden/20 franc o f  King Ferenc József (Körmöcbánya, 1889), 2 8 .2 0  crowns o f  King 
Ferenc József (Körmöcbánya, 1892), 30. 20 crowns o f King Károly IV (1 9 1 6 -1 9 1 8 )

(Körmöcbánya, 1918)
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Figs. 31-34  Coins from the 20th century.
31. 5 pengős, commemorative coin o f King St. István (Budapest, 1938), 32. 2 pengős 

(Budapest, 1938), 33. 5 forints (Budapest, 1946), 34. 1000 forints, commemorative coin 
of Miklós Zrínyi (Budapest, 1966)
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321 Fig. 35 Die of the denar of King Salamon (1063-1074).
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INTRODUCTION

Iron ore samples collected on the surface or near the surface, mainly the intensively 
coloured iron ochres (V. DOBOSI 1983) were used as natural dyes by some prehistoric 
cultures. Prehistoric men fabricated also cultic objects and primitive statuettes from iron 
ores (P. RACZKY 1983). The most ancient, scattered use of these ores during the several 
thousand years period B. C. was replaced in the 9 —8th centuries B. C. by the collecting 
of iron ores for iron production. Iron making became more widespread in the Carpathian 
Basin after some early experiments only in the 5th-lst centuries B. C. Later iron ore 
knots were sporadically used as building material, e.g. in a Roman Municipium (Zalalövő, 
F. REDŐ 1982). These were, however, only random applications. Fine grit of red dolo
mite could be equally used as dye, though this grit got its red colour also by iron minerals 
(hematite) (GY. MÉSZÁROS-L. VÉRTES 1955). And even if the crushed iron ore could 
be used together with fine grit as pavement cover in Roman buildings, this was by no 
means its general application. Thus, in the following, iron ores exploited exclusively for 
iron making will be discussed.

Iron slags appear first near the iron ore deposits of the inner arc of the Southeastern 
Carpathians (9 -8 th  centuries B. C., A. LÁSZLÓ 1977), then at the deposits of the inner 
mountains of the Northeastern Carpathians (E. PATEK 1985, M. KÁLDOR-F. TRANTA 
1985); this proves the local iron production by early iron-using cultures. This is in accord
ance with the Eastern and Southern paths of the spread of the knowledge of iron 
(R. PLEINER 1981) which “paths” remained unclear within the Carpathian Basin up to 
the present.

The exploitation of near-surface iron deposits had not come to an end even in the 
12—14th centuries. Some deposits were continuously exploited by a handicraft-type 
industry even after the appearance of furnaces run by waterwheel-operated bellows, 
which already indicated the end of an epoch in the history of technology. This important 
stage in the development of the metallurgy must be interpreted as the beginning of a 
really new period (G. HECKENAST 1965), as the ore supply of greater blast furnaces 
cannot be guaranteed by low-yield near-surface mines. Thus the technics of mining had 
to be also inevitably and necessarily changed. The introduction of more advanced mining 
technology meant, at the same time, that not only the near-surface ore deposits and ore 
outcrops could be worked, but primary ore masses in greater depths as well.

The present study covers a time span of about 1500 years beginning with the Late 
Iron Age, and ending with the end of Early Medieval times, and discusses proved ancient 
ore smelting sites. Regionally, this study is restricted to the area within the arc of the
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Carpathians for two, i e .  geological and historical, reasons. From the geological point of 
view it is important that the large ore deposits can be found along the inner side of the 
Carpathian arc and these provided the raw material sources for iron making for the an
cient peoples living in this region.

From the historical point of view, the Carpathian Basin was, at the end of Early 
Medieval times, several times under a homogeneous political power. This was the case 
for a longer period beginning with the Avar empire, mainly from its second half, i.e. 
from the mid-7th century. Later on, from the 10th century till 1920, the whole Carpa
thian Basin belonged to the sphere of the Hungarian Empire. As iron making was centrally 
organized by the state from the early times on, the structure of the iron production in 
the 1 0 -1 1th century Hungary can be understood only by relating it to iron making in 
the whole Carpathian Basin.

IRON DEPOSITS IN THE CARPATHIAN BASIN

Iron deposits in the Carpathian Basin were distributed into 7 groups by K. PAPP 
(1915, I—VII in Fig. 1). These sorround the Great Hungarian Plain and the hilly areas 
around it along the inner arc of the Carpathians.

One of the most important areas is the Gömör-Szepes Ore Mountains that supplied, 
in recent times, in addition to different non-ferrous metals also siderite with an iron 
content of 38-40 percent (in Fig. 1). The outcropping ores were oxidized to limonite 
(sometimes even to hematite), in smaller or greater depths, and this means that the raw 
material of the early iron making could be mainly limonite. For example, at the occur
rences at Vashegy and Hradek of the one-time Gömör County limonite was found in 
greater quantities having an average iron content of 45 percent.

The siderite and limonite deposits of Triassic age of Rudabánya in Borsod County ca/: 
be supposed as a stretching of the Gömör—Szepes Ore Mountains towards southeast 
(A in Fig. 1). The Fe-content of the exploited limonite is 26-45 percent (M. VENDEL- 
P. KISHÁZI 1978).

Smaller iron ore deposits are also known from several places in the inner arc of the 
Northeastern Carpathians (Vihorlát, Lápos, Gutin). These contain siderite and pyrite, 
sometimes also hematite, and the outcropping ore is limonitized (II in Fig. 1). Some 
deposits have been exploited in the region prior to the Hungarian Conquest for the pur
pose of iron making at the boundary of the later Máramaros and Szatmár Counties 
(K. PAPP 1915).

Iron ore deposits quite often occur also in the Bihar Mts. and in the Transylvanian 
Ore Mountains (III in Fig. 1). They are, at several sites, of sedimentary origin (meadow- 
and bog ores), but siderite and even hematite also occur. In the vicinity of Torockó and 
Vaskoh some traces of ancient iron mining were also found.

The Székelyland is relatively poor in iron ores; several deposits are known, but only 
with small iron reserves (IV in Fig. 1). They are mostly of sedimentary (meadow ore) 
and volcanic origin, and are mostly limonitic, sometimes sideritic.

The “ironstone range” in Hunyad contains very important iron ore deposits ( V  in Fig. 
1). Here the primary ores are siderite and ankerite, which have been, at many places, 
transformed to limonite and hematite. A few primary hematite-magnetite occurrences 
are also known. The most frequent limonitic-sideritic ore type contains about 40—50 per
cent iron.
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Fig. 1 Iron ore regions in the area of the Carpathian Basin. (After K. PAPP 1915, M. VENDEL-P. KISHÁZI 1978,
H. SCHMID 1977)

I. Szepes-Göm ör Ore Mts., II. NE Carpathians, 111. Bihar Mts. and Transylvanian Ore Mts., IV. Székelyland and Barcaság,
V. Hunyad Ore Mts., VI. Krassó-Szörény Ore Mts., VII. Iron ore deposits in Croatia, A. Environment o f Rudabánya,

^  B. Mecsek Mts., C. Börzsöny Mts., D. Tokaj Mts., E. Nyírség, F. Somogy, G. Transdanubian Mid-Mountains, H. Iron ore
region in Western Hungary-Burgenland



The Krassó— Szörény Ore Mountains have similarly important iron deposits (VI in 
Fig. 1). Here the primary ores are hematitic-magnetitic, and they are slightly limonitized 
in near-surface sections. The primary iron ore has an iron content of 40-65  percent, 
therefore this was the ore of highest iron content in the territory of Medieval Hungary. 
Early bloomery left its traces at many sites.

The iron ore deposits of Croatia and Slavonia (VII in Fig. 1) are near to the great 
Bosnian mining area forming its prolongation. Traces of ancient iron mining can be also 
found here on many sites.

In the territory of the present Hungary, with the exception of the already mentioned 
occurrence at Rudabánya, there are no important iron ore deposits. Some minor occur
rences, that, nevertheless, could fulfil the demands of bloomeries, can be found in several 
regions (M. VENDEL-P. KISHÁZI 1978), and a few of them will be also discussed by 
the present study.

In the Mecsek Mountains, several red and brown iron ore deposits occur in the form of 
magnetite, hematite and limonite (goethite) (B in Fig. 1). The iron content of the brown 
iron ore at Zengővárkony is between 30 and 50 percent. Siderite occurrences, related 
to coal should be also mentioned (eg. at Vasas) with an average iron content of 30 per
cent.

A very small-scale iron ore occurrence is in the Börzsöny Mountains at Szokolya (C in 
Fig. 1), where the ore is mostly limonite with small amounts of hematite. The iron 
content is between 26 and 58 percent.

Some minor iron ore occurrences can be found in the Bükk Mountains, but they are 
merely traces (Uppony, Nekézseny) where formerly some minimum-scale mining and iron 
smelting were also performed. Here the ore is limonite (A in Fig. 1).

The insignificant limonite deposits of the Tokaj Mountains (D in Fig. 1) can be used 
rather for dye production (iron ochre) than iron smelting.

In the Northeastern, Nyírség part of the Great Hungarian Plain, in the vicinity of the 
villages of Nagyiéta, Bagamér, Nyíracsád, Penészlek meadow deposits on a great area, 
but of small thickness can be found (E in Fig 1). The size of the knots nodules of spher
ical shape ranges between that of a nut and pumpkin, but the iron content is only around 
20 percent. It is an open question if the iron smelting (?) furnaces of the area, from which 
slags were found in settlements of Tiszántúl (East of the river Tisza region) mainly from 
the Árpád Age, but sporadically even from earlier times, were built to utilize these 
deposits.

Meadow ore deposits similar to those in Nyírség can be also found in Somogy County 
between Somogyszob and Nagyatád (F in Fig. 1). The thickness is 20-60 cm, the iron 
content in average is 36 percent, i.e. it is better than that of the Nyírség deposits. Slag 
finds in Somogy can probably be connected to these ores.

Bauxite deposits in the Transdanubian Mid-Mountains contain sometimes a considera
ble amount of iron in form of hematite and goethite (G in Fig. 1). The highest iron con
centrations can be found in the thin iron crust that developed in the upper parts of these 
deposits.

There is a lot of near-surface local iron concentrations, that are of even less economical 
importance at present, and are not even registered today, but could play a rather import
ant role in the primitive iron production. Such occurrences are e.g. the clay ironstones 
and crust ironstones in the Felsőpulya Basin (Central Burgenland) discovered by in
dustrial archeology just in recent years. From this site H. SCHMID (1977) described iron 
nodules of smaller or greater sizes (up to 0 .3  ton), and iron crusts of greater extension
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but small thickness in the clayey-sandy sediments of the latest Pliocene age. The most 
common iron ores are hematite and limonite, but maghemite and siderite can be also 
found here (H in Fig. 1).

Similar, but in most cases much smaller limonitic nodules and crust ironstones are 
found also in the foreground of the nearby Sopron Mountains. Such occurrences turn up 
also in the vicinity of the ancient mining traces discovered by J. GŐMÖRI (1984) at the 
village Kópháza.

Summarizing this introduction, it can be said that iron ore deposits in the Carpathian 
Basin are of different genesis, and their ages also differ (Paleozoic, Mesozoic, Cenozoic). 
Concerning their quality and quantity, the most important deposits are the Paleozoic and 
Mesozoic ones (Gömör—Szepes Ore Mts., Hunyad zone of iron rocks, Krassó-Szörény 
Ore Mts.), but Neogene (often secondary) iron ores occur at several places, in most cases, 
in near-surface layers.

The development of mining technology in Medieval times and the accumulation of the 
relevant knowledge have enabled the exploitation of primary iron deposits of greater 
depths, therefore the mining of shallow, low-quality iron ores became insignificant, or it 
was only of some local importance. In the period discussed in the present study, however, 
such iron ore deposits were intensively exploited.

The study of the exploitation of the iron ores in the Carpathian Basin, must not be 
restricted to the mining and application of Neogene iron ores alone, as such a picture 
would be quite incomplete. We have striven at a comprehensive survey of this subject 
using archeological, linguistic and historical data (without taking the age of the respective 
ores into account), but special emphasis was put on Neogene (Pliocene) iron ore mining 
in Western Hungary and in Burgenland. This is justified by the fact that the area is the 
most intensively studied region, and a thorough research in industrial archeology has 
provided several new, interesting results just here.

TRACES OF ANCIENT MINING

Abandoned pits

Ancient mining can be traced by desolated pits. Several such abandoned ancient 
mining pits are mentioned by K. PAPP (1915) in his description of the iron ore deposits 
of the Hungarian Empire. Many dips and dumps can be observed eg. in the southern part 
of the Croatian-Slavonian Ore Mountains, in the environs of Ljubljana. This area is the 
continuation of the well-known Roman mining region of the Majdan valley in Bosnia 
(S. DUSANIC 1977). Traces of openworks can be found near Beslinac, too, where pure 
brown iron ore was exploited for several centuries.

Near Csécs, not far from Kassa, in the Gömör—Szepes Ore Mountains sedimentary ores 
of a small iron content had been worked. The primitive pits are from the 11—12th 
century. S. SISKA (1980), who discovered the pits, found also iron slags and destructed 
furnaces in the vicinity with plottery fragments from the age of the Árpád dynasty 
(11—12th century).

From the Transylvanian Ore Mountains and Bihar Mts., K. PAPP (1915) reports on 
traces of ancient mining in the limonite deposits in Arad County : 'On the road from 
Menyháza to Vaskoh the traveller reaches a plateau of an altitude of 700 m where, by 
looking around, he can see a landscape where burial-mound liKe hills are scattered. Pit
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after pit, i.e. small hills covered by grass follow each other signalling the sites of selective 
mining carried out for many centuries. Ores are stripped even now in unsystematically 
opened small holes by minuscule shafts of a cross-section of 1 m 2 and a depth of 15 — 
20 m.“

This sounds like a description of the ancient mines found in the western part of the 
Carpathian Basin, at the feet of the Alps. In the already mentioned Felsőpulya Basin 
the same situation is found(H. SCHMID 1977, W. MEYER 1977, K. KAUS 1981) (Fig. 2). 
The near-surface ore was stripped here also from pits dug next to each other, each having 
diameters of up to 15 m. The funnel-shaped pits were surrounded by flattened dead 
material or the backfilling technology was used and the sterile mass out-thrown from 
productive pits was filled back into exhausted ones. Thus dead rocks could be easily and 
economically disposed of. Apart from the circular-shaped pits with diameters of up to 
6 m some more elongated pits were also found. The age of the pits is well determined by 
the Celtic finds found together with iron slags in the vicinity of the pits and by a typical 
furnace of Early Middle Ages found carved into the side of one of the mining pits (K. 
BIELENIN 1977). The same methods were used by the ancient miners of the northern 
foreground of the Alps, west of Augsburg. Therefore, H. FREEs observations (1967), 
who carried out excavations in a similar mining field where limonite ores were worked, 
are relevant concerning the reconstruction of mining technologies in the ancient Car
pathian Basin.

In the Djela-forest near Nagybarom in Burgenland mining pits are scattered over an area 
of 2 km2. According to calculations by H. SCHMID (1977), these pits produced about 
12 500 tons of ore. Such a quantity of ore yielded about 2000 tons of iron, i.e. about 
200 000 iron pits had to be smelted in furnaces. This led to huge deforestation for 
charcoal production. Therefore the smelters had to move off from the iron ore deposits 
following the bigger forests along the rivers or streams. At the same time, smaller ore 
deposits were also exploited, e.g. that of Kópháza near Sopron (J. GÖMÖRI 1984) 
or in the forests around Sopronhorpács.

The enumeration of the pit remnants could be still continued. They are, however, not 
well dated with the exception of the mentioned ones. Dating may often prove rather 
difficult as material finds are often destroyed even by the later mining operations.

It seems that the age of the slag sites can be more exactly determined. Even if no 
objects (e.g. pottery fragments) are found that could help to determine the age of these 
slags, the charcoal relics can be used for dating by applying the 14C-method. Broken, 
dispersed, subsurface burnt furnace fragments are suitable for thermoluminescent dating 
(L. BENKŐ 1981). In case of solid furnace remnants, the archeomagnetic method can 
help with determining the age of iron making (P. MÁRTON 1983, J. TÓTH 1981). If ore 
samples can be collected at the ancient iron-smelting sites, the composition of these 
samples yields data about the provenance of the used ores (P. KISHÁZI 1977—1978). 
By excavating and dating the furnace settlement, the method of the ore utilization and 
its date can be also determined.

Iron slag traces

A register of iron slag traces from the area of the historical Hungarian Empire was 
first compiled by GY. NOVÁKI (1968). Some more slag finds were detected recently,
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Fig. 2 Mining pits in Burgenland. (W. MEYER 1977)
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Fig. 3 Schematic map of iron slag sites in the Carpathian Basin and geographical names conserving the traces
of an early iron mining basic map. (After GY. NOVÁKI1968, J. GÖMÖRI 1984, GY. GYÖRFFY 1972)

1. Vasas (Ugrian),, 2. Rudnok, Rednek (Slavic), 3. Tömörd, Temerin (Turk), 4. Erzgrub (German from the 13 —15th century),
5. iron slag sites



above all, in Transdanubia (J. GÖMÖRI 1982, K. MAGYAR 1985). Several new slag 
finds were reported from Slovakia (M. SLIVKA 1978), from Transylvania and Bánát, 
now in Rumania (I. TRIPÇA 1983). It is impossible to enumerate all these sites in the 
present paper. It is also hoped that the number of the sites will further increase in the 
future. As an information, Fig. 3 shows slag sites originating presumably from the period 
lasting from the Iron Age till Early Medieval times. At these sites the contemporary iron 
making is also supposed.

Slags from many sites were subjected to chemical (G. VASTAGH 1968, 1981), and 
mineralogical-petrographical analyses (P. KISHÁZI 1977,1978, 1981). For example from 
the slag and ore finds in the Western Hungary—Burgenland region, those of Sopron—Bán
falvi Street, Szakony—Békástó, Nemeskér— Rétrejáróalja farm road, Iván Dudás farm road 
etc. were sampled and analyzed by the above methods. The main features of these slags 
here according to P. KISHÁZI (1981, unpublished) are that the most frequent slag com
ponent is the fayalite, often accompanied or substituted by wiistite with more or less 
hercynite, magnetite, iron spinell, iron knebelite, monticellite, kirschsteinite and leucite. 
Flowing slags from here contain, in addition to the mentioned slag minerals, only few 
other minerals from the impurities of the original ores (quartz, feldspar, mica, calcite 
etc.). More porous furnace slags contain, beside the charcoal and limonite rests, also more 
of the usual impurities.

For the slags of the “Imola-type” furnaces found at Sopron-Bánfalvi Street, G. VAS
TAGH (1971—1972) presented the following chemical data:

A) Flowing slag B) Flowing slag 
similar to  shrinking slag

in percents

Fe20 3
(FeO)
Si02
A120 3
CaO
MnO
p 2o 5

54.69
(45.54)
30.27
8.68
3.86
1.13
0.66

99.29

50.99
(45.00)
32.88
9.96
3.47
1.02
0.29

98.61
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For the iron slags, collected in the vicinity of the “Nemeskér type" iron smelting 
furnaces in Nemeskér, G. VASTÁGH (1971-1972) gave the following results of the
analysis:

A) Flowing slag B) Shrinking slag
percents

Fe20 3 56.48 48.52
Si02 29.30 35.14
a i2o 3 10.03 12.28
CaO 4.15 4.02
MnO traces iraces

99.96 100.02
In the Western Transdanubia-Burgenland iron region, the frequency of iron slag 

occurrences, the Fe20 3 content of the slags occurring on the surface is everywhere 
similar to those presented here, show that these iron ore deposits were intensively worked 
in the epoch of pig iron smelting. The other region, densely covered by slag occurrences 
in Fig. 3, is the Gömör-Szepes Ore Mountains and the Rudabánya Mountains. As our 
map shows, ancient slags were found at all the mentioned iron ore sites. In Transdanubia 
the slag occurrences are scattered over the area with a rather uniform frequency. It can be 
attributed only to the incomplete archeological research that no slag occurrences were 
found around some iron deposits. In other areas, eg. in Transdanubia, the uniform 
density can be partially explained by the showing of also the early Medieval forgers’ 
settlements in Zala County and the bloom finds in Szalacska and Keszthely on the map. 
In the Pécs region iron slag occurrences may be, with the exception of the Pellérd finds 
of rather uncertain origin (I. ECSEDY 1981), the remnants of forgeries, and not those of 
iron smelting.

Geographical names, historical sources

Concerning the ancient iron making, some geographical names can be considered 
historical sources. Eg. the name of the village Vasas (Mecsek Mountains) is the ancient 
Hungarian name for iron miner and smelter. The fact that this name originates from the 
Árpád Age, or even from earlier times, is proved by the foundation document of the 
Pécsvárad monastery from 1015. Even if the foundation document is a forgery from the 
13th century, the hints at certain places, eg. at the Vashegy=Iron Mountain ( “ ... mona- 
sterium... ad radicem Montis ferrei...'’) is genuine as the “Mons Ferreus" appeared 
already in the Major Legend of King St. István (1000—1038). Now this document makes 
a donation of twenty iron-tax payers (i.e. smelter, “ ...tributariis ferri XX...") and 10 
smiths (“...fabris X...*') to the Pécsvárad monastery (G. HECKENAST 1968).

The Hungarian word 4Vasas" (miner, smelter) derives from the ancient Finno-Ugrian 
word “vas’' (=iron). This is proved by the use of the dérivâtes of the same word for 
copper by the Khanti and Manshi peoples (Ugor groups which remained near to the 
ancient home), living in the vicinity of the SE-Ural Mts. and by Southern Manshi for 
iron, and, moreover, by the early Finnish “vaski" for copper, Esthonian “vask" and 
Livian “vask" also for copper (B. MUNKÁCSI 1894). Some important words of metal
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processing, e.g. "vasverő” for smith in Hungarian, or “vasara” for hammer in Finnish 
developed from the same root. That means that “vas” meant originally “metallum”, 
or even ore in the earliest period when men got acquainted with metals.

In Fig. 3, the geographical names “Vasas” are denoted by circles as memorials of the 
Ugor part of the Hungarian population. Even if the “Vasasi dűlő”(dűlő means a unit of 
fields) is mentioned only in the 18th century for the first time (this site lies south of 
Győr in the vicinity of a village whose name is, after the name of a Hungarian tribe from 
the time of invasion, Tarján) by a charter of the Pannonhalma Benedictine monastery, 
the remnants of smelting furnaces excavated in this site from the 7 th-10th  centuries, 
as well as the “i” suffix of the word “Vasas” originating also from the Árpád Age prove 
its early origin.

The 29 villages named “Rednek-Rudnok” marked by full circles refer mainly to 
waterflows showing that Slavic miners and smelters worked in the vicinity of iron ore 
deposits and they worked mainly with ores of sedimentary origin. The root of the word 
is “rud” (in German rot=red) in itself hints at the processing of red-coloured hematitic, 
eventually limonitic ores. The word “rud” which can be found in the sense ore from the 
ancient Mesopotamia to Scandinavia and was a term used by miners and smelters, spread 
from South to North, and East to West together with the use and production of iron. 
Evidently the inhabitants of the Carpathian Basin before the Hungarian Conquest, from 
the Celtic Cotini to the Slavs used this word. The variants, “rednek-rudnok” , may in
dicate a naturalization of this word in the time of the Hungarian Conquest, eventually 
even earlier, during the Avar period among the Ugor and Turk miners. The map shows 
that the geographical names “Rednek-Rudnok” occur mainly in two areas, in Western 
Pannónia where peoples of mixed Pannon-Slavic-Avar origin lived, and in the northern 
part of the country, where mostly Slav and Avar, and later Hungarian settlements could 
be found beside each other (GY. GYÖRFFY 1977).

Geographical names “Tömörd” are denoted by triangles. This name originates from 
the name “Temerin” from the southern part of the Danube—Tisza Interfluve, since this 
word, in our opinion, belongs to this group. The question, if these names conserve the 
memory of the Turkish ethnic group belonging to the conquest-time Hungarians, and if it 
can be connected to iron mining and smelting, should be decided in each separate case. 
In the vicinity of the village Tömörd in Vas County, the remants of “Nemeskér-type” 
iron smelting furnaces have been excavated.

Squares in Fig. 3 denote the mining and smelting places of a German origin. Such 
names could appear following the greater-scale immigration of German guest-workers, 
miners, smelters that began in the 13th century. Their settlements were mostly located 
at greater iron ore deposits, in Transylvania and in the Szepesség, during the period of 
revolutionary changes in the mining and smelting technology. Some smaller scale work 
on less important local ore deposits was also carried out by them. This is proved, e.g., 
by the former “Erzgrub”, now “Artzgruber dűlő” in the vicinity of Sopron that, in its 
name, preserves the memory of 13—14th century mining on the site (J. GÖMÖRI 1982). 
The local sporadic ore deposits are of limonitic, goethitic or amorphous iron hydrate 
composition (P. KISHÁZI 1981).

Also there is some written evidence about the exploitation of these sedimentary iron 
ore deposits in Western Hungary during the 14th century. In 1392, two hammer mills 
are mentioned among the dependences of the nearby castle Borostyánkő, in Vas County 
“duarum domorum, ubi ferrum per folles demolliri consuevit vulgo Vosuereuhaz apella- 
tarum”. These workshops were supposed, by G. HECKENAST (1968), to be in connec
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tion with the nearby village, Hámor, that has already disappeared. He also presumed that 
iron smelting was carried out by using water power. The word “Vosvereuhaz"=“vasverő- 
ház", i.e. iron beating house is the ancient Hungarian name for forgeries where, probably 
locally produced iron was processed. The Batthyány family revived the same practice by 
using “Stückofens" some 400 years later (H. PICKLE R 1984).

It is proved by a contemporary document that the mentioned Old-Turk iron smelting 
site in Tömörd belonged to Vasvár (Iron Fortress) ( “populi Castri Ferrei de villa Temerd") 
in 1270.

Vasvár itself was, in the opinion of G. HECKENAST (1968), a centre for the exploita
tion of the iron deposits in Western Hungary. The organization of iron smelting of the 
10—12th century Hungary was supervised from two villages named Vasvár located in 
Borsod an Vas Counties, respectively. GY. GYÖRFFY (1972) supposed the existence 
of a “barbarian iron smelting organization" already in the 10th century; it was later 
followed by a new organization meeting the needs of the newly organized Hungarian 
state.

It seems that these organizations were based mainly on secondary iron deposits in 
Transdanubia and in the Gömör and Borsod Counties. The two Vasvárs=Iron Fortresses, 
i.e. iron stores and centres for iron distribution were also founded in the above two 
regions.

It is worth noting that the intensively worked iron deposits in the Hunyad and 
Krassó— Szörény Ore Mountains, according to our present knowledge, remained outside 
of this national iron smelting organization.

The task of Transylvania during the Árpád Age was to provide salt for the whole 
country. It is a significant fact that King Béla II’s docum entai 138) in which he ordered 
the listing of people living in the domains of the Dömös provostship, the names of several 
Vasas (in Hungarian miner or smelter) appear. Thus, among others in the village Bata in 
Arad County a servant named Wasas is mentioned who already did not produce iron, but 
paid with salt (SZÖVEGGYŰJTEMÉNY II, 1964). At the same time the servant, named 
Vosos (village Himód of the Pannonhalma abbey) paid the tax even in 1234-1240 by 
working as a smith (SZÖVEGGYŰJTEMÉNY 1 ,1964). This ■‘vasas” of Pannónia received, 
however, the iron already from the central iron store as described by an other document 
of the abbey from 1226: “Fabri verő ex eisdem populis tenentur operari apud monas- 
terium in una incude, non tarnen ipsi debent portare ferrum, send unus faber ex ipsis 
vadat ad ferrum castrum pro eligendo tantum ferro. Similiter tenetur facere ferramenta 
et alia necessaria praeter dictam unam incudem"(G. HECKENAST 1968). This text 
proves that in Pannonhalma, near Tarjánpuszta, where an important iron smelting settle
ment had existed earlier no more iron was smelted at the beginning of the 13th century.

An inscription from Apulum, from the time of Emperor Antonius Pius (138-161), 
and an inscribed stone from the time of Emperor Caracalla (211-217) from the vicinity 
of the iron ore deposits of Vajdahunyad, prove the existence of iron production in Dacia 
province under the Roman rule (G. TÉGLÁS 1909, G. HECKENAST 1968, J. TRIP$A 
1983). It seems that the Romans preferred the outcropping rich primary ores here. They 
possessed a mining technology advanced enough to stop the working of the low-yield 
secondary ore deposits by primitive pit-metods. Therefore, in the Roman Age, iron 
working in the Western Hungarian-Burgenland iron ore region cannot be proved, while 
the Bosnian iron mines at the border region between Dalmatia and Croatia, according to 
the finds, were surely exploited (K. PAPP 1915, S. DUSANIC 1977, J. FITZ 1971).
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Inscriptions show that, in addition to iron ore mining in Noricum province, important 
Roman iron mines were worked near Majdan in Western Bosnia that also reached into the 
southern part of Pannónia. Therefore, the mines in Dalmatia and Pannónia, i.e. the mines 
of the former province Illyricum, were managed together; conductores or procuratores 
supervised the work here. Large outcropping blocks were worked around thus surface 
mining operations were going on. According to inscriptions, two of the tenants of the 
iron mines in Dacia might have been of Dalmatian origin. That indicates that Romans 
tried to use the mining technology applied in Dalmatia also in Dacia. Previous, local 
mining experience was added by the Dacians who owed their earlier economic and polit
ical power to the exploitation of the iron, non-ferrous metal and salt deposits (G. TÉGLÁS 
1909, S. TRIPÇA 1980).

Finally, historical sources suggest that secondary ore deposits were worked by pre- 
and post-Roman cultures, since the Romans considered such occurrences as uneconomic 
and found the iron supply coming from the upper zone of primary ore deposits sufficient. 
Secondary ore deposits were worked only on sites located at greater distances from the 
larger iron ore deposits by cottage-type methods. This was, however, hardly necessary as 
a high quality road network and organized commerce facilitated the iron supply of the 
forgeries from the main centres (J. GÖMÖRI 1982).

During the age of the Roman Empire, even in the “barbaricuirT, not only the iron 
deposits of smaller secondary importance of the Carpathian Basin were worked. At the 
end of the 1st century TACITUS (Germania 43, 2) wrote about the Celtic Cotini that 
they paid taxes to Sarmatians and Quads and “dishonestly need to mine iron"(G. 
HECKENAST 1968, E. FEHLER 1959). PTOLEMAIOS (Geographia II, 11, 11) also 
mentioned iron mines in the vicinity of the district occupied by Quad tribes. Hungarian 
and Czechoslovakian archeologists think that these mines were situated on the territory 
of present-day Slovakia, in the Gömör-Szepes Ore Mountains (1. BÓNA 1963, R. PLEI- 
NER 1958). J . PIASZKOVSKI( 1981) think that the antique sources refer to the intensive 
iron smelting in the Kielce district in Poland. In the Holy Cross Mts. (Swietokrzyskie 
Mts.), in the vicinity of Rudki, ancient mines (K. BÏELENIN 1978) and further away 
large iron smelting settlements were found (K. BIELENIN-S. WOYDA 1978). In Rudki, 
the working of “iron cap’’ part of the primary iron deposit was begun. Pyrite, siderite 
and hematite ores were stripped on a high technological level, using deep shafts supported 
by struts. Roman terra sigillata pottery, and the coins issued by the emperors Vespasianus 
and Traianus prove that the Romans had already known these ore occurrences and mines 
when TACITUS and PTOLEMAIOS mentioned the mines of Cotini. Many slag finds at 
East-Slovakian settlements of the Roman times, and some contemporary furnace frag
ments (M. SLIVKA 1978) make, however, the connection between the Kielce region iron 
working and that of the Cotini questionable. Secondary iron ore deposits in the fore
ground of the Slovakian Ore Mountains were located nearer to Sarmatians and Quads. 
This question can be sloved only by intensive archeological excavations.

ARCHEOLOGICAL EXCAVATIONS

From nearly all of the iron ore occurrences of the Carpathian Basin fragmentary iron 
smelting furnace remnants are known. In some cases even nearly intact furnaces were 
also found. There are seven types of known and roughly dated iron smelting furnaces. 
The Gyalár furnace of uncertain origin has not been classified into any of these groups.
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This furnace was found in the Hunyad Ore Mountains, in the Cassilor Valley at a height 
of 650 m. The furnace with an inner diameter of 30 cm was first exhibited in Budapest, 
in 1896; at present a gypsum copy can be seen in the Science Museum (London). The 
interest in the furnace in due to a chimney-like opening in its rear part (Fig. 4). This 
served either for charcoal and ore supply as observed by L. BECK (1884) in India at some

Fig. 4 Iron smelting furnace from Gyalár, from the Cassilor Valley (find from 1895 
in the iron area of Hunyad).(GY. NOVÁKI 1968)

iron furnaces (GY. NOVÁKI 1968), or it was used as an opening for a rear bellows 
(R. PLEINER 1958), similarly to the rear blasting hole of a Slavic furnace belonging to an 
other type from Zelehovice. Two similar openings located on the sidewalls for bellow 
purposes were on the walls used by the Bulgarian-Alanian tribes of the Saltovo-Mayak 
culture in case of the iron smelting furnaces built in the present Kharkov region in the 
9th century (G. E. AFANASZEV-A. G. NIKOLAENKO 1982). Hungarian, and, earlier 
Rumanian exports (K. PAPP 1915, S. OLTEANU 1967), thought that the furnace 
Gyalár dates from the 9th century. GY. NOVÁKI (1968) and R. F. TYLECOTE (1978) 
have pointed out the uncertainties of this dating. J. TRIP§A (1983) supposed that it 
originates from the pre-Roman times, made by the Dacians, but he found no sound 
proof; this hypothesis could be endorsed only by future excavations.
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The seven types of furnaces observed by authentic excavations are shown on Fig. 5, 
while their distribution is presented on Fig. 6 (1 on Figs. 5 and 6).

The shaft furnace made of clay with a high construction and with a slag collecting pit 
below the furnace, is typical for the Celtic and German cultures all over Europe outside 
of Roman provinces (R. PLEINER 1976). In the numerous (about 4000) slag sites around 
Kielce in Poland, K. BIELENIN (1973) presumed the operation of about 300 000 smelt
ing hearths of this type. The builders of this furnace type, appearing in the neighbouring 
Moravia, reached also the Carpathian Basin, by the La Tène-and Roman ages. Such 
furnaces were operated, according to the remnants, in the Kassa and Eperjes areas in the 
present Slovakia (M. SLIVKA 1978), and similar furnaces with slag pit were excavated 
by E. A. BALAHURI (1975) and J. A. KOTIGOROSKO (1977) in Carpatho-Ukraina in 
the vicinity of Nagyszőllős. Secondary iron ores were used also in some known Celtic 
(or possibly Roman) furnaces with slag pit found in Burgenland (Veperd, Alsópulya,
K. BIELENIN 1977).

The small cupola furnaces marked 2 on Figs. 5 and 6 are also of Celtic origin. They 
are built of clay on the soil, and are known only from Burgenland (K. BIELENIN 1977). 
The only possible exception is the furnace, excavated by J. GÖMÖRI and E. JEREM in 
Sopron, from the late Iron Age settlement of the Krautácker-dűlő (J. GÖMÖRI 1983), 
that can be reconstructed in a similar form, but was used more likely for reheating- 
smelting. The hearth with a basin diameter of 30 cm has a wall built of iron slags the 
fragments of twyer bricks (Düsenziegel) burnt from clay (Fig. 7).

The late Celtic (La Tène D) iron smelting furnace (3 on Figs. 5 and 6) is known also 
exclusively from Burgenland, the main finds being located at Borsmonostor and Doborján 
(K. BIELENIN 1977, K. KAUS 1981). The air blast of the cupola-shaped furnace with a 
diameter of 1 m made of clay was carried out by using several bellows.

The basin of the shaft furnaces made of clay, (4 in Figs. 5 and 6) is only slightly dug 
into the soil. In front of the mouth of the furnaces there is, in most cases, a heart-shaped, 
flat pit for slag outflow. The breast, during the smelting process, was closed by a clay 
plate of a diameter of 30-40 cm in which the clay blast pipes were built in. The breast 
walls (twyer panels) are used mostly for a single smelting, and then they were taken off 
and put on the slag heap next to the furnace. Excavations discover series of such breast 
walls (Figs. 8 and 9). This type was named, after its first important occurrence in Pannónia 
“Nemeskér-type” by the authors (Fig. 10). The clay furnaces with an inner diameter of 
30-^0  cm and a height of about 70 cm (Fig. 11) can be found most frequently in the 
area around Sopron. The known sites are Sopron—Magashíd, Magyarfalva (Harka)—Ká
nyaszurdok, Nemeskér, Tömörd, Iván-Dudásdűlő, Dénesfa-Szikasdűlő, and farther 
away Tarjánpuszta (Fig. 12) S of Győr (J. GÖMÖRI 1980), Kaposvár (K. MAGYAR 
1985), Dérföld and Doborján in Burgenland (K. BIELENIN 1977). Similar breast walls 
were found in other iron regions of the Carpathian Basin in Transylvania, in Kovászna, 
in the Hargita, and around Brassó. At Dobolló, at the site Borvízoldal-Hegy farka the 
breast wall, size 23X20 cm, includes twyers and was found near to a clay furnace with 
a diameter of 60—100 cm. A similar one was also found in the valley of the Tölgyes 
brook at Kovászna (Z. SZÉKELY 1981). They are supposed to originate from the 3—2nd 
centuries B. C. J. TRIPÇA (1983) published a drawing of a high construction furnace at 
Füzes from the Krassó— Szörény Ore Mts., where the breastwall is of similar construction. 
Such a breastwall was found in the Olt valley, near Szentsimon together with Dacian and 
early Medieval pottery fragments (P. JÁNOS-D. KOVÁCS 1967). These furnaces around 
Kovászna and in the Hargita processed secondary limonite ores.
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Fig 5. Types of iron smelting furnaces known in the Carpathian Basin, (cf. Fig. 6)
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Fig. 6 Distribution of the main types of iron smelting furnaces in the Carpathian Basin. (J. GÖMÖRI 1982)
1. tree standing furnaces with slag pit (La Tène and Roman Age), 2. free standing low cupola-furnace (La Tfcne Age),

3. cupola-furnace dug into the side of the workshop pit (L T D), ’’Burgenland-type” . 4. free standing shaft furnace with 
breastwall (twyer panel) ( 7 -  IOth century), “ Ncmeskér-type“ , 5. furnace dug into the side of a workshop pit without breastwall 

( 1 0 - 12th century ), “ Imola-type“ , 6. furnace extruding from the side of the w orkshop-pit w ith air blasting from the sides (1 1 12th 
century), “ Vasvár-typc“ , 7. free standing furnace built from stone, w ith breastwall (7 10th century)



Fig. 7 Celtic iron heating furnace from Sopron, Krautäcker dűlő.

In the Western Hungary-Burgenland iron ore region, where the most intensive in
vestigations were carried out, breastwalls (twyer panels) were found associated only with 
free standing furnaces (J. GÖMÖRI 1980). J. TRIPÇA (1983) has reconstructed a 
“Dacian” iron smelting furnace in Transylvania that has a breastwall and is of the built-in 
type (dug into the side of a pit). In Moravia which, in the Avar period, was politically 
closely connected to the Carpathian Basin, the clay breastwall also appears already in the 
Early Middle Ages. At the Olomucany site V. SOUCHOPOVÁ (1978) discovered smelting 
furnaces of both the “Nemeskér-” and built-in “Imola-type” .

She considered the breastwall belonging to the built-in type. In order to solve this 
problem, that is important from the point of view of the applied iron smelting technology, 
further exact observations are needed at the excavation sites. A special feature of the 
“Nemeskér-type“ furnaces is that slag flew from them into the front slag pit, while built- 
in furnaces had no slag pits. The “Nemeskér-type” furnaces appear, according to our 
present knowledge, in late Avar times for the first time in the Carpathian Basin. Thus 
e.g., the age determination, using physical methods, put the time of iron smelting in case 
of the Tarjánpuszta furnace (L. BENKŐ 1983, J. TÓTH 1978-79) to the 7 -8 th  century 
(Fig. 13). The settlements are often named after Hungarian tribes (Tarján, Kér). In the 
vicinity of the iron smelting furnaces of Nemeskér, smithies and charcoal burning kilns 
have been also found. Charcoal kilns have been also found in Iván and Tömörd (Fig. 14).

The built-in furnaces (5 in Figs. 5 and 6) have, in average, a diameter of 30 cm at 
the bottom of the basin and an inner height of 70 cm, and are dug into the side of the 
worked pit.
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Fig. 9 Excavated breastwalls (twyer panels) in Nemeskér.

Fig. 8 Breastwalls (twyer panel) in situ at the excavation in Nemeskér.
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Fig. 10 Furnace No 3 in Nemeskér during excavation.

This type can be found all over the Carpathian Basin (GY. NOVÁKI 1968, J. GÖ- 
MÖRI 1982, J. TRIP$A 1983), and also at the neighbouring Moravian iron ore deposits 
(V. SOUCHOPOVÁ 1978). It became more frequent in the period beginning with the 
1 0 -1 1th centuries. Perhaps its use may be already connected to the Late Avar period. 
It is more likely, however, that they become widespread with the introduction of the 
organized iron making at the time of the establishment of the Hungarian state, and with 
the migration of groups of smelters from one site to the other. This type may be also 
of Celtic origin (R. PLEINER 1958).

Its application in the Roman Age can be also supposed (L. BENKÖ 1985). This hypo
thesis is supported by the furnace found in the Roman cemetery of Sopron (GY. NOVÁ
KI 1968). Its thermoluminescent dating seems to provide a proof for th i s .^ e  age de
termination of the built-in furnaces in Transylvania, supposed to be of Dacian origin, 
is based only on hypotheses (J. TRIP§A 1983). In the Soviet Union, along the river 
Yenisey in Khalkhasia, and in the Tuva Autonomous Republic (the original home of 
Avars) this type of workshop also occurs namely from the 5-3rd  centuries B.C. 
(Y. I. SUNCHUGASHEV 1969, 1979). This type of furnaces might have reached the 
Carpathian Basin on the eastern path of the spread of iron use, with the Scythians at 
the earliest, or with the Avars or Hungarians at the latest date, respectively. In contrast, 
the highly built furnaces might have reached the Carpathian Basin via the southern path 
of the iron spread from the Mediterranean areas.
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Fig. 11 Model of the Nemeskér iron smelting furnaces.
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Fig.l2 Ground plan and section of the furnace No 3 in Taijánpuszta.

The main feature of the built-in furnace-type is that, in their case, no breastwall 
(twyer panel) has been found so far. G. VASTAGH (1968) supposed that these furnaces 
were operated with an open breast during the smelting. On this basis he named this type 
as “Imola-type” after the first important site. The most important sites are around Ruda- 
bánya: Imola, Trizs, Uppony, Felsőkelecsény (GY. NOVÁKI 1968), Kazincbarcika, 
Alsótelekes (from unpublished excavations by J. GÁDOR); then Sopron, Szakony 
(J. GÖMÖRI 1973, 1983), Alsópulya (K. B IE LENIN 1977), Locsmánd (K. KAUS 1984), 
Veszprém, Nemesvámos-Baláca (GY. NOVÁKI 1968). From Transylvania, J. TRIPÇA 
(1983), from Slovakia K. FÜHRY (1984, around Pelsőc) reported on recent finds of 
“Imola-type” furnaces.

According to the observations made by GY. NOVÁKI (1968) “Imola-type” workshops 
were built far away from settlements, along brooks. In Szakony, the Árpád Age iron 
smelting workshops were erected around a Roman Age fishpond (Fig. 15). A character
istic feature of the furnaces is that the bottom dips inside and no slag flows out (Fig. 
16). Some furnaces remained intact (Figs. 17 to 19). Several Hungarian museums 
(Sopron; Veszprém; Budapest, National Museum, and Foundry Museum; Miskolc, Central 
Museum of Metallurgy, Herman Ottó Museum) have “Imola-type” furnaces in their 
collections.

Furnaces belonging to the “Vasvár-type” furnaces (6 in Figs. 5 and 6) are known only 
from Kőszegfalva and Vasvár. The most characteristic feature of these 1 1 -12th century
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Fig. 13 The bloomery settlement in Taijánpuszta (J. GÖMÖRI 1980)
1. red burnt clay, 2. yellow clay, 3. iron slag, 4 . twyer, 5 . grey burnt clay, 6. baking-oven,

7. iron smelting furnace, 8. reheating furnace, 9. limestone heap, 10. pit house, 
w  11. post-hole, 12. clay brcastwall o f the furnace, 13. excavations in 197 7 ,1 4 . excavations in 1979,

15. slag heap
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Fig. 14 The bloomery settlement in Nemeskér. (Drawing by GY. LÁSZLÓ after 
J. GÖMÖRLs excavation and reconstruction)



F/g 15 Group of iron smelting workshops in Szakony, Hungary, first half of the 11th
century. (J.GÖMÖRI 1983)
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Fig. 16 Section of “Iniola-type” workshops from Szakony.
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furnaces from Western Hungary is that they were not blasted from the front as in case 
of the “ Imola-type" furnaces, but from the sides. Instead of the breast opening, there 
was an opening for slag in the front part where slag could abundantly flow out (GY. NO- 
VÁKI 1968). This type comes from the iron ore regions of the Alps. P. L. PELET (1973) 
published very similar examples e.g. from Switzerland that were of Roman Age. The dif
ference is that Swiss furnaces were built of stone, while the Pannonian ones of clay.

The type 7 (in Figs. 5 and 6) was found as a single authentic example. Between Sopron 
and Magyarfalva (Harka), in Kányaszurdok, the remnants of a furnace built of stone were 
excavated with an inner diameter of 40 cm. Characteristic clay breastwalls were also 
found here. In front of the furnace, iron slag out-flow and, in some cases, stones were 
found of which the furnace had been built. The stones of the furnaces have been used 
again thus building material from descript furnaces was also applied. The imprint of the 
breastwall could be seen on the clay twyers (Fig. 20). The ground of the furnaces, the 
stones of the wall fragments, the inner plastering, and breastwalls make possible the 
reconstruction of this furnace-type (J. GŐMÖRI 1981). It is similar to the “Nemeskér- 
type", and is the most advanced version of the furnaces of the region from the early 
Medieval times. A further improvement of this type led to the later smelting furnaces 
blasted by waterwheels. An analogue of this is the so-called “noncum-type'’ furnace, 
supposed earlier to be of Roman Age, though they come from the Medieval times and 
were found in Feisterwiese, Erzberg, Austria (H. STRAUBE-B. TARMANN—E. PÖ- 
CKINGER 1964, K. KAUS 1981.)

Fig. 17 Mouth opening of the furnace No 8 in Szakony.
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Fig 18 Breast opening of the Szakony furnace seen from the direction of the
workshop pit.

Fig. 19 Intact furnaces in the sides of the workshop pits dug into each other in Szakony.
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Fig. 20 Clay twyeres from the Kányaszurdok, between Sopron and Magyarfalva.
(J.GÖMÖRI 1979)
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CONCLUSION

By projecting the map of iron slag finds and geographical names on the map of iron 
ore occurrences (Figs. 1 and 3), the following result shown on Fig. 5 is achieved. 
Remnants from the pre-Roman, La Těne (Celtic) Age can be found in every iron ore 
region. Iron production in the 1st century B. C. was very intensive in the iron ore regions 
of Western Hungary and Burgenland. At that time this area was at the borders of the 
Noricum Kingdom. K. KAUS (1981) considers the local iron production by Celtic tribes 
one of the production sites of the famous “Ferrum Noricum", the iron from Noricum.

In the Roman Age important iron production was carried out in the southern part of 
Pannonia, at the Bosnian border in Krassó— Szörény, and in Transylvania, in Hunyad. In 
Upper Hungary, in Slovakia, and in the Eastern Carpathians the shaft furnaces with slag 
pit of Celtic origin appear; these had been built in masses in non-Roman Germania.

In the later part of the migration period, the Avars who, already in their original, 
Eastern home, used and produced eminent ironworks, reorganized the working of iron 
ore deposits in the Carpathian Basin, and it is shown, among others, by one of the smelt
ing settlements in Tarjánpuszta that utilized the secondary ores of the Transdanubian 
Mid-Mountains.

The next, proved data refer to iron production by the Moravians living in the northern 
part of the country in the 9th century. At their settlements, currency bars were found 
that are otherwise unknown in the Carpathian Basin up to now.

At the end of the 9th century after the Hungarian Conquest the new rulers, took 
special care of iron ore occurrences. Beside the Hungarian (“Vasas”) and Turkish (“To- 
mörd’*) mining and smelting places, Slavic-Avar ( “Rudnok-Rednek”) mining and smelt
ing places also left their traces in considerable amounts. Names of many rivers and 
streams in Western Pannonia and in the northern part of the country prove that along 
them iron ore was collected or mined, and forests were cut for charcoal production to 
supply the furnaces. This is also proved by slag finds in these areas.

In the 10 -12th centuries the Neogene iron ore deposits were also worked in an 
organized form in Hungary. The two centres for supervising the mining and smelting, 
distributing, and storing the iron, i.e. the two Vasvárs were the very centres of the areas 
where the slag finds are the most frequent and where the most geographical names are 
in connection with mining and smelting. These two Vasvárs are located in Western Hun
gary and in Northern Hungary, respectively.

In Transylvania, important iron production can be supposed mainly in the Csík Basin 
and its vicinity during the Árpád Age. This idea is supported by the presence of the 
remnants of iron smelting furnaces of similar shapes and dimensions to those in Pannonia.

At some sites in the western part of historical Hungary, in Vas and Sopron Counties, 
the mining of low yield secondary iron ore occurrences was continued even in the 18th 
century. As travellers reported, this was carried out at certain places by using cottage 
industry methods (G. HECKENAST 1968, H. PICKLER 1984).

Apart from these occurrences, the organized working on the small yield, secondary 
iron ore deposits ceased in the 13—14th centuries. Traces of continuity can be supposed 
only from the Rudabánya area. The beginnings and gradual extension of the working of 
iron ore deposits in Upper- and Lower-Hungary (now in Slovakia) and those in Tran
sylvania can be well followed from written documents (G. HECKENAST 1965).
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CHAPTERS FROM THE HISTORY OF ROCK-SALT MINING
IN HUNGARY

ÁRPÁD KEREKES
Central Mining Museum, Sopron

One of the most important mineral resources of historical Hungary was rock-salt. 
Rock-salt deposits were exploited as early as in the prehistoric period. Finds from the 
stone and bronze ages prove that rock-salt had been already mined, although only by 
surface methods, and in small quantities. Different salt cutting tool finds from these 
ages testify to this fact. Later, especially in the 1st and 2nd centuries A. D., the Romans 
operated several salt mines in Transylvania. These are proved by the ancient Roman coins, 
tools, and other objects, found on the sites. In the caves of the ancient salt mine at Ki
rályvölgy, in Máramaros, some objects and tools were found in 1847 that proved that salt 
was being mined by the old dissolution method, solving the salt by applying water.

Starting with the period of the Hungarian kings of the Árpád dynasty there is also 
written evidence on salt mining. The rulers, especially the Princes of Transylvania made 
use of the rock-salt production, in order to promote education and culture in the region. 
Some church foundations were also created in the form of salt concessions, as salt itself 
was a major form of payment in the Middle Ages, ranked immediately after money. All 
schools, churches, or cloisters founded at the time were partially paid for by salt, or the 
prize of salt was offered in the form of donations for these purposes. The financial sup
port of schools and churches coming from the income of the salt mines ceased only 
after the War of Independence (1848-1849).

King István II provided for a salt mine concession in favour of the monastery of 
Megyer in 1135. The provostship of Dömös received 24 thousand blocks of rock-salt 
from Transylvania in 1165. The Pannonhalma Abbey was given three shiploads of taxfree 
salt in 1192 (B. IVÁNYI 1911).

The following examples show the importance of rock-salt mining in this period. 
During the reign of Béla III (1175—1196) approximately 768 thousand crown was the 
income of the royal treasury coming from salt. King Endre II ordered the annual di
stribution of 140 thousand blocks of rock-salt among the different parishes and abbeys, 
in 1233. King Béla IV, in his donation letter dated 1245, presented the salt mine of 
Désakna to his faithful vassal, László. The charter, issued by King Endre III, dated 1291, 
already mentioned the privileges of the Désakna, Szék and Kolozs salt mines. The number 
of decrees from the later periods contain an increasing number of references concerning 
the flourishing salt mining.

LOCATION AND GEOLOGICAL SETTING OF THE SALT MINES

The sites and the mines to be exploited fell into three geographical areas of historical 
Hungary. All of these are located along the margin of the one time Miocene basin (Fig. 1).

All of the deposits were formed in the Miocene, and are the products of evaporation 
in landlocked bays of the Paratethys sea.
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Fig. 1 Rock-salt mines in the historical Hungary.



The hangingwall formations of these salt deposits include clays (“pallag”), marls, 
sandstones, and volcanic tuffs. The footwall of the salt deposits consist of Mediterranean 
sediments, including gypsum, deposited on the basement rocks. The salt body contains 
anhydrite, gypsum and clay, intercalations arranged like zone-rings. Wind also tran
sported to the ancient bay sand and volcanic tuff, and that also increased the inhomo
geneity of the salt deposits.

Rock-salt often occurs in the form of “stocks” in a thickness of several hundred 
meters. Big salt bodies could only develop from deposits of a substantial thickness. The

Fig. 2 The wall of the salt mine at Marosújvár. (Archives of the Central Mining Museum,
Sopron)
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well distinguishable and varied picture of the “annual rings” could be clearly seen on the 
pictures, drawn about the mines (Fig. 2). The hast rocks, next to the capricious folds 
and creases of the salt bodies are always less disturbed than the salt itself.

PROSPECTING AND EXPLORATION

Salt prospecting, the deepening of “test pits” was encouraged as early as in 1435 by 
law. According to this law, until the newly opened mine did not reach the production of 
100 blocks per day, or until the site was not enlarged to the extent, that 20 workers 
could easily work simultaneously, the labourers had to be paid 13 denarius per each 
hundred blocks of salt, instead of the normal wage of 8 denarius.

Some data from the 18th century (J. E. FICHTEL 1780) indicate that instead of 
deepening test pits, systematic propsecting for salt was carried out by using special tools. 
Three kinds of drilling tools were known: a long tube with a cutting edge, a tool with a 
sharp tip and a chisel. The first served for the removal of the soil and sand, while the 
other two for the drilling of harder materials,like clay and marl. These tools were mounted 
on metal rods of a length of 1.5 fathom and a weight of 30 pounds. These extendable, 
versatile metal rods could be used for holes of up to a depth of 35 fathoms, although 
were seldom used for boreholes deeper than 18 fathoms. This percussive tool, comprising 
6 -7  metal rods, could be operated by 4 -6  workers, but in case of greater depths, 10—12 
operators were needed for lifting the crushing appliance to the required height.

The layers below 18 fathoms were not prospected, because according to the con
temporary experience, phreatic water often broke up from the thick covering layers. 
The presence of rock-salt stocks was indicated by a characteristic layer of clay, the so 
called “pallag”, having a special smell and grey colour.

MINING OF ROCK-SALT

Salt mining and the other types of mining differ in the way of exploitation (bell
shaped exploitation, great-chamber type of exploitation or modern small-chamber ex
ploitation),* in the degree of water inflow risk, and by the statical problems caused by 
the large span of the chambers.

Primitive Methods of Salt Mining

In prehistoric times rock-salt could be exploited only by surface mining methods 
(Fig. 3). Salt was mined first only at sites where salt outcrops occurred, later the 
covering layers were removed, and mining was continued in pits and small shafts. When 
the disadvantages of surface salt mining were realized, and the technical problems could 
be solved, underground salt exploitation also started.

The Romans mined salt not only from the surface but also from subsurface layers of 
small depths. The exploitation sites could be reached by ladders. They had tools for 
cuttings, and wedges, and the exploited salt was carried to the surface by slaves. The 
depth of horizons from which the salt could be exploited varied between 10 and 
20 meters. In case of greater depths, the transportation of salt and the inflow of water 
caused insurmountable difficulties.
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Fig. 3 Surface mining of rock-salt. (M. MAGYAR! 1904)

Exploitation of Bell-Shaped Mines

Some mines with a bell shape were in operation in the region of Rónaszék as early 
as in the 6th century. Here the covering rock layer was 7—12 m thick which was removed 
from small shafts of rectangular shape, located at 5 -8  meter distance from each other. 
When the solid part of salt was reached, the final timbering was built backwards inside 
the provisional scaffolding. The leaching of salt was prevented by the laying of the 
lower cubing frame on tanned buffalo skins, and the section between the two timberings 
were filled with clay to protect the shaft against the infiltration and inrush of water. 
The shaft was further deepened in the salt body and was then enwidened into a bell-like 
shape with special attention paid to the arch shape of the upper parts of the walls. The 
horizontal section of these bell-shaped cavities was usually circular or elliptic. Their 
diameter often reached 50—80 meters, while the depth ranged between 100 and 
150 meters.

The lifting of the salt to the surface was performed either by manual reels or by horse 
driven mechanisms. The blocks of salt were lifted to the surface in nets woven from 
hemp-ropes. The workers moved about in the walking shafts with the help of freely 
suspended rope-ladders (Fig. 4).
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Fig. 4 Bell-shape salt pit, and its technical installation from the 18th century.
(J. E. FICHTEL 1780)

This type of exploitation was continued until the dangerous and inrushing waters did 
not endanger the safe operation of the shaft, or until the perpendicular transport from 
the shaft was still economic.

Until the last quarter of the 18th century this type of bell-shaped mine was the only 
one in which rock-salt was exploited in Hungary.

In 1777, a committee was formed with Mine Commissioner József Grosschmied as its 
head to examine the possibilities of the modernisation of the outdated rock-salt mines 
of Máramarossziget. The committee introduced, as a replacement for the bell-shaped 
shafts, the technology of chamber exploitation used successfully in Wieliczka that was 
followed in our salt mines for a long time to come. This chamber type of mining was 
first introduced at Aknasugatag in 1788, but its spreading took a long time. In some 
Transylvanian mines the old technology was still in use in the middle of the 19th century.
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Chamber Method of Exploitation

Preparatory tunnels were drilled in the mine from the transport aditor shaft, and 
these were en widened in accordance with the dimensions of the chambers to be elaborated. 
Usually one main chamber was prepared together with one or more parallel chambers 
connected at certain distances. Safety pillars remained to ensure the stability of the 
roofs. Salt was exploited from the top to bottom in stripes (Fig. 5). At the upper part 
of the chambers a corridor went round from which the ceiling could be inspected. The 
chambers were of a trapeze cross section. The width of the chamber gallery ranged 
between 10-15 meters (Fig. 6).
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Fig. 6 Interior of the Lajos-shaft at Aknaszlatina. (Archives of the Central Mining
Museum, Sopron)

The wall of the corridor was prepared in an angle of 45-60°, occasionally with an un
dercut of paraboloid shape, that after reaching a certain depth was turned into perpen
dicular, as a result of some experience. The resulting base width did not go above three 
times the width of the corridor, i.e. 30-40 m.

A characteristic feature of chamber type exploitation was the huge size of the cavities, 
although until recently there were no reliable static calculations for the proper of the 
columns, the side pillars, and the roofs.

The Mining of Rock-Salt

Over the examined period, and even beyond that, the exploitation remained at the 
traditional technological level. It was manual, wedge and hammer being the most com
monly used tools.

This ancient mining method had a very clever means of exploitation based on the 
dissolving power of freshwater. When the salt body was reached from the surface, sweet 
water was fed into the trough made of treetrunks. At the bottom part of the trunk, 
taps were located at appropriate distances. By the opening and the closing of these taps,
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Fig. 7 Block salt mining in the Rudolf-mine at Marosújvár. (Archives of the Central
Mining Museum, Sopron)
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and by moving the trough to other position, the water could easily be conducted into 
a wooden “tube”, distributing the water by another set of wooden taps. The water 
dripping through the taps of the wooden channel washed wide cuts in the compact salt 
body. These large salt pieces, cut around from several directions, could then be broken 
off by using wooden butts. If the amount of water in the mine rapidly increased, the site 
was soon abandoned. Later at a distance of only 10—20 m, new shafts could be opened.

Production of Rock-Salt by Using Chisel and Hammer

The most expert descriptions on the salt mining in 18th century Transylvania were 
written by J. E. FICHTEL, a counsellor to the government, who lived in Transylvania, 
and regularly visited the salt mines in this capacity (J. E. FICHTEL 1780).

After the deepening and the breakthrough of the shafts the construction of the ceiling 
could be started. Then the solidity and the quality of the salt was determined, in order 
to facilitate cutting. The starting line was also determined from which the initial salt- 
bench was cut out, together with the final line, where the removal of the bench-thick 
blocks from the shaft on the foot level had to be stopped.

From the given mine no salt production was permitted until the vaulting was not high 
enough. This was tested by the foreman (elected judge) of the miners. He stood on blocks 
of salt in the centre, and tried to reach the ceiling by using his hammer. If he was already 
unable to do so, the festive moment when the exploitation could be officially started, 
arrived. The production usually started on the central line on the basement, moving 
towards the left and right until the walls were reached. The blocks to be cut out were 
of a width of 15 inches and a thickness of 12 inches.

This working phase was carried out by “teams"; the cutters sat on the block and, by 
using hammer picks weighing 1 lb., prepared cuts, deep enough to obtain the standard 
size blocks. When this procedure was finished, then, by using 7—9 pound hammers, the 
cut was deepened until the block was loosened from the salt-wall. Then, this piece called 
the salt-pillar, was turned to its thinner side by the use of sticks, and was then cut into 
pieces. The pieces were then marked with identification marks of the respective miners.

In the course of the salt-mining process three “types” of salt were produced: salt in 
blocks, lumps, and salt in powder form.

The commercial salt of best quality had to be in blocks of a length of 18 inches, width 
of 9 inches, and a thickness of 6—7 inches. The weight of the blocks, had to be no less 
than 80-90 pounds.

The pieces of salt, produced during the cutting of the pillars, are called natural pieces, 
in order to differentiate them from the larger pieces, broken up only on the surface. 
This type was called broken salt, and was used only for home consumption.

Large quantities of salt powder, accumulated in the mines, had to be removed in order 
to facilitate the production of further blocks. The amount of these “secondary products" 
could be estimated, as 10 thousand tons per year, and it generally could not be sold.

When the supply of salt in blocks and in natural pieces could not meet the demands, 
“unshaped” pieces, weighing 100 kg or more, were produced and marketed.

The shape of cut-hammers, used in the salt-mines, did not change for several centuries. 
They are shown on Figs. 8 and 9. The weight of the tools was 1.5-2 kg, the handle was 
made of flexible cockspur, or hazel sticks, with a coil of hemp to improve the grip. The 
wedges were made of steel in the Máramaros region, while in Transylvania they were
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Fig. 8 Salt cutting tools from Marosújvár. (M. MAGYARI 1904)

3 6 9

Fig. 9 Salt cutting tools from Parajd. (M. MAGYARI 1904)



made of beech. A 5 kg metal rod was used in the former region, while a light wedging 
stick in the Parajd region was used to crush the blocks into pieces.

One salt-cutter was using two-three wedges simultaneously, and after 200-300 strokes 
the block was split horizontally along the position of the wedges, to the depth, determined 
by the prescribed cuts. The split blocks were cut off from the salt wall, and were 
later sliced into pieces of a thickness of 15—16 cm, weighing 32-36  kg (Fig. 10). Among

Fig. 10 Technique of salt mining at Parajd. (M. MAGYARI 1904)
A) cross-section, B) plan, C) block salt
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these circumstances the cutters could produce 5 -6  q in the course of adit construction, 
about 7 -9  q in the course of mine extension, and 10-12 q per shift when regular ex
ploitation could be established.

Mechanised cutting and drilling was first attempted in the first part of the 1910s but, 
due to World War I, the introduction of these methods in production was delayed.

The proportion of salt of different qualities, obtained by the wedge and hammer 
cutting method were as follows: 50—70% in blocks, 10—20% in pieces and 20-30% in 
debris (powder).

Salt-Boiling

At the turn of this century, still about 180-190 thousand hectoliters of saturated salt 
solution was condensed and by this method about 6 thousand tons of solid salt was 
produced.

The salt-mine at Sóvár was opened in 1572 and it was in operation until 1752, when an 
unavoidable water inrush occurred and the exploitation of salt had to be ceased. Follow
ing this date only a salt boiling plant was operated there. The water saturated with salt 
was lifted from the Lipót shaft. Before the turn of the century three distilling pots were 
in operation in the two boiling houses. The evaporation surface of each of these was 
81 m2.

The importance of the boiling of salt was emphasized by the fact that salt distillation 
was one of the subjects instructed at the Mining College (Bergakademie) of Selmec. 
A piece of contemporary literature described this subject as follows: “It is the art of 
gaining salt from salt-water. In many places abroad, salt-water is obtained by feeding 
fresh water into the heart of mountains, where some thin clayey streaks containing small 
amounts of salt are to be found. It is then distilled in appropriate pots just like here in 
Sóvár or in Poland, for example. The science of the above art is halurgy."

PROBLEMS OF SALT-MINING IN HUNGARY

Protection Against Water Inrush

An important problem of our salt-mining was the protection against the inrush of 
water. The danger comes partially from the special geological setting, where a reverse 
geomorphological formation, a valley is located above the salt bodies, forming the core 
of the anticline. This means that a water catchment centre or a river valley is above the 
mines (Fig. 11). The salt bodies are in core of the fissured anticlines, and as a result it is 
right there that the valleys have been cut by erosion. The miners, in order to reach the 
salt in the shortest possible way, located the mines at the foot of those valleys.

Accordingly, the problem of protection against water inrush is just as old as the art 
of salt-mining itself. Large numbers of abandoned sites with salty ponds, pits and wells 
are found in the vicinity of the salt mines. Nevertheless there were some shafts still in 
operation in the 18th century, the date of the opening of which goes back to unknown 
old times. The year 1364 was carved into the knob of a cover of a horse-driven gear 
found in an abandoned mine, near Torda in 1763 (J. E. FICHTEL 1780). This site, the 
location of which was carefully chosen, operated in a very efficient manner, was in
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Fig. 11 Geological cross section of the salt deposit at Parajd. (After E. R. SCHMIDT 1942)
1. rock-salt, 2. salt breccia, 3. Mediterranean, 4. Sarmatian, 5. Pliocene, 6.dacite tuff,

7. andesite conglomerate, 8. overthrust surface

operation for a period of 416 years. These, and other data suggested to FICHTEL that 
the mines worked at the time could have been opened some 300-350 years before his 
age.

In ancient times, miners protected the mine from dripping waters by filling the area 
beneath the scaffolding with a mixture of wool and chaff. Cow hides were often nailed 
to the timbering for the same purpose. The proper location of these hides was very signi
ficant, as the final carpentry was fixed to the saltstock itself. If this was underwashed by 
dripping water, the timberwork could sink or even fall in.

The first large-scale water protection project was carried out in Marosújvár, in 1858, 
where the bed of the river Maros was moved 400 meters further away from the mine 
along a section of a length of 1200 m. This did not prove to be sufficient enough to 
protect the mine from the waters infiltrating from the river-bed, therefore a circular 
gallery of 1450 m length had to be driven in the covering marly shale, next to the 
boundary of the alluvial gravel, in order to catch the water. This method proved to be 
completely successful. Similar, protective measures had to be taken at the beginning of 
the 20th century at Aknaszlatina and at other mining sites.

Collapses of Shafts

The cracks in the pillars and walls meant a more serious hazard in salt-mines than in 
any other type of mines. This was particularly true in the case of the salt-mines in the 
Máramaros region, where collapses could occur unexpectedly (Figs. 12 and 13). More 
recent investigations (E. R. SCHMIDT 1942) indicate that the roots of the problems were
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Fig. 12 Collapsed salt wall at the Rudolf-mine (Marosűjvár). (Archives of the Central
Mining Museum, Sopron)
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Fig. 13 Surface view of the collapse of a salt mine at Aknaszlatina. (Archives of the 
Central Mining Museum, Sopron)



of partially geological and partially statical character. It was found that our ancestors 
might have eliminated the problems of collapses in case if the thickness of the salt ceiling 
were at least 50 m, and if the chambers were not located near the margin of the salt 
bodies, or near larger interbeddings of dead rock.

SALT TRANSPORTATION AND COMMERCE

Due to the unfavourable location of the mines, the transportation of salt became 
extremely difficult. This problem could be solved only by a very efficient organization. 
On the other hand the nearby rivers (Maros, Szamos, Tisza) offered easy transport means 
by which salt could be shipped to remote places.

The salt shipping was a prosperous business along the Danube as early as in the 12th 
century as an important part of international commerce. Proofs of this are the tax and 
customs laws of Hamburg and Stein, that levied special duty on Hungarian salts.

The aim to be achieved was that each salt mine should supply the region of the 
country that could be reached by the cheapest means of transport. King Zsigmond’s 
decree (1397), issued in Temesvár, prohibited the transportation of salt beyond the 
rivers Tisza and Zagyva. This was the first step that led to the organization of the Salt 
Chambers founded on regional basis.

In his statute on the salt-mines, King Lajos II introduced new concepts. Before his 
time, the mining of and trade with salt, was a royal monopoly. From this date on (17th 
February, 1521) everybody was entitled to trade freely with salt, and could transport 
his merchandise by cart or boat.

Two main routes of salt-shipping were formed. One of them led towards the south, 
from the Tisza and Maros via the Danube and Száva rivers, while to other towards the 
north and west on the Danube. The Turkish occupation caused a serious setback both 
in the mining and trade of salt. The reorganization of salt transportation was the first, 
initiative push in the development of shipping in Hungary. Salt, the selling of which 
became ágain royal privilege in 1690, had to be transported to every corner of the 
country. The main site of distribution was Marosportus, near Gyulafehérvár. Salt arrived 
there on road and was furthered by boat. Approximately 300 boats were in regular 
service there, and they transported about 50 thousand tons of salt each year (Fig. 14). 
Salt was shipped to the following regions: from Tordato Szeged, via Marosportus;from 
Désakna and Szék to Nagybánya on road, to Szolnok and Szeged on the river Szamos; 
from Vízakna to the Bánság region on the river Maros, Parajd was responsible for meeting 
the demands of its own region; from Máramaros to Szolnok and Szeged on the Tisza, and 
on road to Northern Hungary, distributed mainly from the Tokaj depot.

The map dated 1772, showing the salt-mines of Hungary, is in the Hofkammerarchiv 
in Vienna. This also indicates the salt-offices and the main depots (K. EPERJESY 1928). 
According to its figures, the salt demand of the country, excluding the Transylvanian 
region, was 872 quintals (one Viennese quintal-56 kg). This is already an indication of 
the upspring of the mining and trade of salt. As compared to the data, appearing on a 
map, dated thirty years later, these figures of 1772 seem to be insignificant. Only the 
mines of Máramaros produced more than 1.5 million quintals of salt, of which 564 
thousand quintals were shipped to Szeged. The transit traffic at Szeged was quite signi
ficant. It is shown by the following figures: the ports on the Duna-Dráva section catered 
for 139 thousand quintals, while those on the Duna—Száva section for another 201
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Fig. 14 Salt transporting boats in the port of Marosújvár. (B. ORBÁN 1873)

thousand quintals. The Máramaros salt-mines unloaded 1550 thousand quintals of salt in 
the port of Szolnok and at other sites along the Tisza. 548 thousand quintals of salt was 
transferred by carriage from Szolnok to Pest only.

THE ADMINISTRATION OF SALT-MINING OF THE MIDDLE AGES

Most of the labourers working for the Hungarian mines belonged to ethnic minorities. 
In the contrary, almost all the salt-cutters were Hungarians. The diploms, privileges, 
statutes, and the accounting books (in German) are full of Hungarian words and family 
names (Fig. 15).

The Administration

The salt-mining chambers of the Middle Ages were led by the “land-stewards” (“comes 
camerae salium”). He was appointed by the king, and, as an officer of country-side re
sponsibility, was often a member of the highly respected royal council. First they were 
directly subjected to the king, and later to the Treasuerer. Their duty was the manage
ment (in financial, economic and judicial sense) of the chambers. As the highest ranking 
officer of the chamber, he had to be ascertained that no foreign salt was marketed, and
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Fig. 15 Hungarian salt cutter from the 18th century. (Archives of the Central Mining
Museum, Sopron)

that private persons would not trade with salt. The salt-cutters could elect their own 
judges only after the steward’s approval was granted. Salt could be “exported” only upon 
his permission, and marked with his special seal. The appointment of the officers at the 
customs, and other officials was also his duty and privilege. In the course of their business 
they were assisted by deputies.
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The authorative officials’ duty was to control the under-stewards and chamberlains 
on the respective area of their mines. The administrative part of the work was carried out 
by accountants (“rationistae”) and scriveners (“scriba’'). The produced salt was ac
counted for by numerators (“contrascribers”).

The spiritual life of the employees of the salt-mines was the responsibility of the priest 
of the religion (“presbyter” , “capellanus”) financed by the community of miners.

Part of the responsibility of the under-stewards was to cater for the food supply of 
some of the employees. This list comprised, among others the intendant (“dispensator”), 
pantryman (“claviger”), cook (“cocus”), baker (“pistor”), etc.

The exploitation itself, with well-defined responsibilities, based on the division of 
labour, in another case. The productive work was performed by the cutters (“incisores 
salium”), their main responsibilities being the selection of the mining site, its opening and 
exploiting. The transport from the shaft was the duty of “professional” servants 
(“famuli”), usually two persons per mine. The rotating lifting machinery was usually 
two persons per mine. The rotating lifting machinery was usually operated by six people 
(“rotarii”), sometimes called “millyes” whose job could be also the filling of the leather 
hoses with salt.

The only “machine” of the Middle Ages, the horse-driven gear, was used practically 
in every salt-mine. This machine was called “gépely” in the contemporary literature. 
This simple machine was used to lift the hoses, buckets, etc. filled with water, rock-salt, 
waste, tied to the ropes to the surface. A “machine” like this was driven by 6—8 horses, 
and special workers called the “gépelyes'’ (“kepellistae”) had to care about the horses, 
to handle and repair the machines, and to prevent the occurrence of defects. According to 
the statute two “kepellists” were assigned to each mine.

The preparation and servicing of the tools, and the producing of other metal parts was 
the task of the smiths (“fabri”). The charcoal, required for the smiths’ work, was supplied 
by the charcoal-burners (“carbonarii”) who were also assigned to the respective chamber.

The lighting of the sites of exploitation in the mines was ensured by tallow lamps. 
A special store was kept for this purpose, and the distributor (“distributor sepi”) was 
responsible for the proper supply of the material.

As a certain part of the wage was paid is goods, eg . in cloth, the chambers also hired 
some merchants (“panniferi”) to supply the required commodities.

The fine grains of salt settled on the skin of the people working in the mines, and 
this together with their sweat could lead to skin diseases. Therefore, some of the 
chambers have installed their special baths with trained, special staff.

Usually, the salt was transported by boat to greater distances. Shipmen were employed 
for this purpose by the chambers (“celleristae” , “nautae”) (B. IVÁNYI 1911).

As it is shown above salt chambers must have had a well organised staff comprising 
several hundred people.

Wages and Incomes

Salt cutters were paid according to their production as early as in the 15th century. 
According to the statute of 1435, salt cutters were entitled to 8 denarius for the exploita
tion of 100 pieces of rock-salt. A decree (1498) prescribed a wage of 20 dinarius for the 
amount of salt. It also said that from that time on, the salt cutters should pay for their
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own food and lodging. This indicates that before 1498, the salt cutters’ food and 
dwellings were provided by the salt chamber.

In order to have an idea about the work and wages, we should know how much work 
was needed for the production of 100 pieces of rock-salt units. According to the report 
on salt mines (1st January, 1552), the cutters at Désakna received 16 denarius and 
8 pieces for every 100 unit pieces of salt. Those who produced 100 pieces per week, 
received a premium of 2 denarius. This testifies to the fact that, it was possible to 
produce 100 pieces in a week.

If we compare this wage, taking into account that the work of the salt cutters was 
very exhausting, with other wages, we find that their earnings were very low. In Pozsony, 
in the years 1439-1440, the daily wages were at least six times as much, although this 
irrealistic difference was reduced by the remunerations (food, wine, salt and cloth). 
The only way to increase the weekly wage was to volunteer for the opening of new 
mines. This was the main incentive for the cutters to explore and open new shafts.

In 1498, the weekly wage of the workers transporting the salt to the surface from the 
pit was 16 denarius.

The official daily collective wage of the six rotarii for each shaft was 10 denarius, 
and this sum remained unchanged for a long period. The charcoal-burners received 
16 denarius for each basket of coal. The salary of the smith and that of the “gépelyes" 
is not mentioned in the statue. The reason for this could be that these were determined 
earlier and remained unchanged for a long period. This statute, however, cared about 
the extra pay for additional work, like the mounting of the ropes (2 denarius and 2 pints 
of wine), or the repair of the leather bags (2 denarius).

The statute also states that the bath attendant (with one assistant), the smith (also 
with one assitant), the charcoal-burners, the judge of the salt-cutters and two of the 
mechanists ( “gépelyes”) had still to be cared for by the steward (B. IVÁNYI 1911).

Early “Trade Union” Movements of the Salt-Miners

The miners were always discontent with their wages, and this led to several disputes 
and disturbances. In the statute of 1435, there is already a clause that was aimed at the 
supression of these wage movements:“ ... it is also forbidden to organize and to participate 
at the meetings of the salt-cutters, called the >tur<š. These meetings usually caused 
serious damage to our chamber. Those, who in spite of this prohibition initiate or con
vene these meetings, or take part in them, shall be arrested by the steward or the 
chamberlain, who have the right to punish them by truncation. All their inherited and 
other wealth might be subject to confiscation with our special permission.” (B. IVÁNYI 
1911).

On the basis of this quotation it is evident that the cutters of the chamber had regular 
meetings already before 1435. They called these meetings the “tur” . It is also clear that 
even before this date the salt-miners had the right to organize meetings. Although this was 
not a right declared in written form, these meetings were tolerated. This was a rare 
phenomenon, as in Hungary of the Middle Ages there was no other example where 
the employees could turn, in an organized manner, against the employers, for social 
reasons. These “tur”-s prove that there was a collective spirit among the cutters. One 
can even state that the “tur”-s were the first, initial, primitive form of labour movement 
in Hungary.
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In the summer of 1492, the salt-miners went on striking for social reasons. They 
stopped salt production for several months; they did not even descend into the mine. 
The agreement was reached on the 29th of August when the administrative head (“fő
ispán”) of Máramaros County, János Horváth, discussed the problems with them, as with 
equal negotiating partners. This was the first successful documented strike in Hungary. 
The issuing of the statute of 1498 was also due to the “tur” movement. The decree states 
that the cutters (employees) should turn directly to the king, since they could not settle 
an agreement with the chamber (the employer) concerning their wages.

As the king agreed with their wage complaints, he changed their wage system. This, 
however, did not mean that these wages became considerably higher than the bare 
minimum.

SUMMARY

Although historical Hungary was rich in mineral resources, and this applies especially 
to rock-salt, the technical-technological structure of mining could not reach the required 
level. Where difficulties arose, instead of looking for new technical or organizational 
solutions, the mines were simply abandoned, and new mining sites were opened. As these 
sites were available in large numbers, this easier solution became the most frequent 
practice.

Another reason for the inapt technical development of salt-mining was the fact that 
this trade was monopolized, and there was no incentive for the introduction of more 
up-dated methods and technologies.

The question may be asked: how can we define the exact date of the beginning of the 
industrial revolution in mining? What are the major factors here? According to the 
generally accepted opinions, the main impetus was the introduction of the steam engine, 
the hydraulic turbine, and the usage of the up-dated tools in the production process.

The methods of rock-salt mining, described by J. E. FICHTEL were hardly improved 
in the following 130 years, since there were no significant break-through concerning the 
introduction of the improved tools.

The impact of technological development could be observed only concerning the 
lighting, lifting and transport equipments. E.g. in the mines of Transylvania only 297 
horsepowers of energy were made use of in 1880, while in 1897 this figure increased to 
328 horsepowers. This is an indication of the relatively quick spreading of steam engines. 
Unfortunately, this does not imply that the modern machinery was generally introduced 
in the salt production. Even at the turn of the century, horse driven machineries were 
still in use for water lifting and for other purposes.

Due to its characteristic features, salt-mining preserved many of its ancient values, and 
could also preserve the archaic features of the mining trade for the longest period.

The achievements of the rock-salt mining were closely linked with the social processes. 
Due to its role in the production process, it exercised a serious impact on the formation 
of the social, geographic and mining environment.
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NEOGENE MINERAL RESOURCES IN THE CARPATHIAN BASIN-BUDAPEST, 1985 
VlIIth RCMNS CONGRESS-HUNGARY

NEOGENE ROCKS AS RAW MATERIALS 
OF THE PREHISTORIC STONE ARTIFACTS IN HUNGARY

KATALIN T. BÍRÓ
Hungarian Geological Institute, Budapest

INTRODUCTION

The utilization of Neogene rocks started as early as the erection of the earliest human 
settlements in the Carphatian Basin. Prehistoric man preferred volcanic rocks of desirable 
mechanical and aesthetic qualities, as well as the hydrothermal and limnic silex varieties 
formed as the result of postvolcanic processes.

Considering the quantity and the time dimensions within the utilization of stone 
artifacts, chipped implements represent the bulk of the material. Polished artifacts, 
appearing much later, are also frequently found among the stone tools made of Neogene 
rocks belonging to the scope of this paper.

The most important chronological and cultural information regarding the epoch of 
the utilization of stone artifacts in Hungary are summarized in Table 1. Further informa
tion on Hungarian prehistory might be obtained from the comprehensive studies by 
GY. LÁSZLÓ (1970), L. VÉRTES (1965), N. KALICZ (1970), K. KÖSSE (1979),
J. MAKKAY (1982), and each of these studies is complemented by abundant references.

THE MOST IMPORTANT NEOGENE ROCK TYPES USED AS RAW MATERIAL
OF STONE ARTIFACTS

Obsidian

It is a volcanic glass of high silica content, formed by the sudden cooling of rhyolitic 
magma containing little amount of volatiles. In the Carpathian Basin the utilization of 
obsidian has been proved so far only from the Epeijes-Tokaj Mountains obsidian sources 
(J. SZABÓ 1867, GY. SZÁDECZKY 1889, S. JANSÁK 1935, O. WILLIAMS- 
J. NANDRIS 1977, K. BIRÓ 1981). Obsidian, being a very characteristic material, is a 
favourite subject of the petroarcheological studies. Among others it is relatively easy to 
identify and locate in the archeological lithic assemblages and very suitable for distribu
tion studies. Favourable mechanical properties and aestethic value of the material resulted 
in its popularity among the raw material types of the stone artifacts. From the territory 
of Hungary its occurrence is known in the environs of Tolcsva and Erdőbénye. Several 
sites from the Tokaj Mts. are also mentioned in old references, and met in mineralogical 
collections (Mád, Olaszliszka, etc.). The bulk of the material, however, is known from 
Slovakian territory, in the environs of Szőllőske and some secondary deposits. Hungarian
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Hatvan, Nagyrév C. 
Baden (Pécel) C. 

Bodrogkeresztúr C. 
Tisza polgár C.

Bükk Culture 
pç Tiszadob Group 

Szatmár Group 
"Eger Culture"*

Atypical strayfinds 
Cave Gravettian C. 

Eastern Gravettian C.

Szeletian s.s. 
Aurignacian C.

Mousterian s.l.

"Clactonoid"
strayfind

Hallstatt Culture

Urnfield C. 
Tumulus C. 

Incrusted Ware C. 
Vatya C.

Nagyrév, Kisapostag C. 
Zók, Vutedol Cultures 

Baden (Pécel) C. 
Balaton-Lasinja C.

Lengyel C.
Sopot -  Bicske C. 

Zseliz C.
Transdanubian LBC 

Staríevo C.

Small microlithic 
assemblages

Cave Gravettian 
Eastern Gravettian

Jankovichian C . 
Mousterian s.l. 

Charentian

"Buda-industry".

Mezőcsát Culture

Tumulus C. 
Füzesabony C. 

Ottomány. 
Gyulavarsánd Cs. 

Perjámos, Nagyrév C. 
Makó-Nyírség G. 
Baden (Pécel) C. 

Bodrog kereszt úr C. 
Tiszapolgár C.
Late Neolithic 

Tisza C., Szakálihát G. 
Alföld LBC 
Kőrös C.

Eastern Gravettian

Mousterian strayfind

Table 1 Chronological and cultural frames of the Neogene lithic raw material utilization in Hungary
(a preliminary sketch).

1. obsidian, 2. Nogene „molass” , 3. hydrothermal and limnic S i0 2 varieties, 4 . polished artefacts made
o f Neogene volcanites

Neogene 
Raw Materials

1. 2. 3. 4.

Neogene 
Raw Materials 

1. 2. 3. 4.

Neogene 
Raw Materials 

1. 2. 3. 4

Transdanubia



and Slovakian obsidians can be distinguished from each other from the other European 
obsidian sources outside the Carpathian Basin on the basis of their chemical composition 
(main components and trace elements as well). Their characterization was first performed, 
using neutron activation analysis, by 0 . WILLIAMS (0 . WILLI AMS-J .  NANDRIS 1977). 
The authors described the Slovakian obsidian as “Carpathian l ”,the Hungarian obsidian 
as “Carpathian 2” types,and this denotation is widely used in petroarcheological literature 
in spite of its ambiguous geological connotations.

Hydrothermal and Limnic Silex Rocks

Different varieties of Si02 were formed as the result of postvolcanic processes. This 
group comprises a very heterogenous series ranging from silicovolcanites to quartzites, and 
these occur quite frequently in the archeological material. Limnic quartzite, in the first 
place, has a distinctive role in the raw material supply of the territory concerned, 
especially in the N and NE regions. Around the Northern Central Range, the majority 
of the raw materials of chipped artifacts was provided by these rocks. Taking their im
portance into consideration on the one hand, and the lack of scientific research devoted 
to them, on the other hand, these rock types will be discussed in detail.

Beside the two most significant raw material groups, certain volcanites, mainly rhyolites 
and silicified volcanites, were quite often used as local, bad quality raw materials for 
producing chipped artifacts. Talking about lithic artifacts, we must not forget about 
polished stone tools, made quite frequently of Neogene volcanites like basalt or andesite. 
Unfortunately enough, petroarcheological investigation of polished tools in Hungary is 
a blank spot, though I am convinced that the existing geological and petrographical 
knowledge would provide a proper basis for relevant studies.

The distribution of the Neogene lithic raw materials in Hungary is shown on Fig. 1. 
In the following section we try to trace the history of the raw materials, that ironically 
might be called as “anthropogene redeposition”.

COLLECTION AND EXPLOITATION

The selection of the rock of suitable physical properties require considerable knowledge 
of the nature of the material. The contemporary prospecting for the lithic raw materials 
of the stone artifacts might be considered as the first “geological” exploration performed. 
Intentional selection of the raw material and certain preferences can be observed as early 
as in the Lower Palaeolithic. The earliest utilization of Neogene rocks recorded in the 
Carpathian Basin in the archaic obsidian flake prepared by using Clacton techniques; 
it was found on the Mindel/Riss terrace of the Hemád river near Abaújszina, SE Slovakia. 
The material is, undoubtedly, alien in this environment (L. BÁNESZ 1967).

No Neogene rocks have been described from the oldest Hungarian palaeolithic sites. 
It should be noted, however, that in case of the Lower and Middle Palaeolithic pebble- 
industry or pebble utilizing sites in Transdanubia (Vértesszőlős, Érd, Tata), the sources 
of the raw material were determined as Miocene (Ottnangian+Karpatian) pebble deposits 
(I. DIENES in V. GÁBORI-CSÁNK 1968, A. VÉGH-I. VICZIÁN in L. VÉRTES 1964,
L. VÉRTES 1965). Neogene molass sediments, on the whole, are known to have played 
an important role among the raw material sources in prehistory, especially in its earliest, 
“collecting” phase. .
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Fig. 1 Areal distribution of the Neogene lithic raw materials of stone artefacts in Hungary
1. Neogene volcanites, 2. hydrothermal and limnic S i0 2 variety, 3. obsidian



The collected silex pebbles, however, were not suitable for the production of more 
sophisticated implements with more sophisticated techniques that appeared in the course 
of the evolution of artifact types and stone working. Prehistoric craftsmen soon became 
aware of the better quality of the material in blocks instead of pebbles, of which better 
tools could be made. They also observed the advantages of the mine-fresh rock as 
opposed to the dry debris with minor fractures that could not be formed according to the 
will of the toolmaker. As a result of these observations, raw material exploitation and 
mining appeared. Today the first traces of mining are known from a strikingly early date, 
about 35 000 B.P. (P. M. VERMEERSCH 1983, E. SCHMID 1968) from Middle Palaeo
lithic assemblages.

Among the earliest European traces of mining the extraction site, dated with chara
cteristic artifacts, at Korlát-Ravaszlyuktető can be found. The locality is well known 
from the Hungarian archeological literature because of the numerous lithic assemblages 
found here since the end of the last century (L. VÉRTES 1965). The dating of the dif
ferent assemblages, as well as the definition of the character of the site, was dubious. 
The investigation of the extraction site discovered in the course of the 1983 excavations, 
however, may clear several problems. In the in situ limnic quartzite the traces of surface 
pit mining are clear. These are dated by characteristic artifact types belonging to the 
Bábonyian industry, recently defined by Á. RINGER (1983). The most characteristic 
artifacts are the Micoque-type bifaces, the elongated Micoque-handaxes, the scrapers and 
archaic end scrapers, and the tons offtakes and debris (K. BIRÓ-K. SIMÁN-S. SZAKÁLL 
1984) (Figs. 2 and 3).

Fig. 2 Limnic quartzite extraction site near Korlát. (Courtesy of K. SIMÁN, 
Herman Ottó Museum, Miskolc)
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Fig. 3 Iimnic quartzite block from the Korlát extraction site. (Courtesy of K. SIMÁN,
Herman Ottó Museum, Miskolc)

Mining of Iimnic quartzite is known from a more recent period from the Avas Hill 
in Miskolc, and there are some data concerning the prehistoric mining of Iimnic quartzite 
at Fony (L. VÉRTES 1964).

STONE WORKING PROCESSES

The processing of the collected raw material was performed partly on the site of the 
source. In case of the younger, in the first place, neolithic and copper age assemblages, 
the production of the stone artifacts took place in at least two phases: on “primary work
shop sites”, where the lumps of raw material were cut to portable pieces (rough-outs, 
cores), while the further processing was performed on the “secondary workshop sites” ,
i.e. on sites of more favourable climatic or surface morphological endowments, and/or 
on the habitation sites. In the Palaeolithic period, the site of the processing is often ident
ical with, or is very near to, that of the habitation (like in Árka, Céke, and Kásó). Later 
on, the habitation sites are concentrated on the lowlands, suitable for agricultural activity 
(E. BÁCSKAY 1980, K. KÖSSE 1979), where the raw material supply is transported in 
the form of half-products, cores, blocks and blades from the territories rich in lithic raw 
materials. Half-products travelled to the “consumer” in the form of “consignants” . 
Their existence is directly proved by the so-called depot finds. Lithic raw material depot 
finds comprising Neogene materials are known from several sites in the Carpathian Basin.
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Fig. 4 Obsidian nucleus from the depot find of Nyirlugos. 
(Hungarian National Museum, Budapest.

Photo:GY. NÉMETH)

Fig. 5 Silex blades from Kálló, depot find. (P. PATAY 1960)
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Fig 6 Limnic quartzite depot find from the Middle Neolithic settlement 
of Boldogkőváralja. (Herman Ottó Museum, Miskolc)
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Among the most important ones, an obsidian core find from Nyírlugos (J. HILLEBRAND 
1928a), a large blade depot find from Kálló, described by CS. RAVASZ as probably 
identical with the silicified andesite of the Jánosvára Hill (Mátra Mts.)(P. PATAY 1960, 
1976, can be enumerated). (P. PATAY [1976] described the large “silex” blades of the 
Middle Copper Age Bodrogkeresztúr culture on the account of the Kálló depot find. 
The raw material is seemingly identical with that of the large knife blade found in the 
graves of the Bodrogkeresztúr*culture. Earlier references hinted at by P. PATAY [1976] 
determined the raw material as Volhynian flint. On personal observation of the material 
it seems that at least a thin section examination of the raw material would be essential 
for solving this problem. The blades seem to consist of much better and of more homo- 

t geneous raw material than our silicovolcanites or even limnic quartzites.)
A limnic quartzite depot find of blades was found in a pot on the settlement of the 

Bükk culture (L. VÉRTES 1965a). The above mentioned finds are demonstrated on 
Figs. 4 to 6.

UTILIZATION AND AREAL DISTRIBUTION OF THE TOOLS

The examination of the depot finds leads us straight into the depths of the prehistoric 
raw material exchange. Depot finds are the direct proofs of more or less regular trade, 
contact and regional division of labour and artisan specialization. The earliest depot finds 
are known from the Upper Palaeolithic. They consist of both raw material reserves, like 
the obsidian lump depot in Céke (L. BÁNESZ 1974), and stockpiles for exchange 
purposes, like the fashionable fossil snail-shells collected by the inhabitants of the Szob 
site (East Gravettian, M. GÁBORI 1969). These fossil snails serve also with precious data 
concerning the utilization of the Neogene raw materials, since they were collected from 
the Miocene deposits in the surroundings of the site. Concerning the data about “palaeo- 
commerce”, they are of the same importance as lithic raw material depots.

Determination of the lithic raw materials, as well as their distribution studies is fairly 
uneven, as far as the different raw material types are concerned. Historically satisfactory 
data are obtained only for a limited circle of raw materials, eg. obsidian. The study of 
these special raw material types, however, can lead to remarkable conclusion. Utilization 
of obsidian, as it has been mentioned already, can be traced since the earliest inhabitation 
of the territory. Properly dated obsidian artifacts with good stratigraphical control, 
however, are known from the two Mousterian levels of the Subalyuk cave (near Cserép
falu, Bükk Mts.) (O. KADIC et al. 1939). From that time on, the utilization of obsidian 
as “stone tool”, can be traced up to the Iron Age. The radius of distribution is about 
100-150 kms, that is, a distance of a few days’ walk. Raw material coming from more 
distant sources is very rarely identified on archeological sites. For example, in the Só- 
lyomkút cave (Bükk Mts.), VÉRTES observed raw materials coming from the Polish 
Swieciechów flint mine (L. VÉRTES 1960). In the Pilisszántó II cave, a typical archeolog
ical material was found in a faunistical context, characteristic of that of the Würm I 
glaciation (M. GÁBORI 1976). One of the artifacts found here is made of obsidian, 
probably of the “Carpathian 1” type. These raw materials coming from great distances 
are generally attributed to occasional long distance migration of people, and not to 
regular exchange (L. VÉRTES 1953, 1960, J. K. KOZLOWSKI 1972-73).
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Fig. 7 Distribution of the „Carpathian” obsidian on archeological sites. (K. BIRÓ 1981) 
1. Paleolithic and Mesolithic sites, 2. Prehistoric sites (Neolithic and younger ones), 3. obsidian

source area
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During the Upper Palaeolithic period the distribution circle of obsidian is significantly 
increased, sometimes extending as far as about 500 kms from the source region (e.g. 
Krems, Kraków, Babin in Austria, Poland and in the Ucraine, respectively). The direction 
of the transport of raw material is mainly E-W, W -E, and the effect of geographical first 
of all, hydrographical factors can be clearly observed (Fig. 7). River valleys, e.g. those of 
the Ipoly, Danube, Hemád, Tisza and Dniestr, were important routes of migration and 
trade. “Manufactories” specialized in the processing of obsidian tools in series of several 
thousands are known from Slovakia (S. JANKÁK 1935, L. BÁNESZ 1967). This huge 
amount exceeding the local needs were most likely the result of specialised craftsmanship, 
and were produced partly as “export goods” (J. BÁRTA 1974).

During the Mesolithic period, the main distribution area of obsidian was shifted, in 
accordance with the direction of the peoples’ migration due to the climatic changes, 
towards the North. At the same time, a new supply area is appearing south of the obsidian 
source region, near the Iron Gate (Lower Danube area). Mesolithic and early neolithic 
sites in Roumania and Yugoslavia are rich in obsidian; and perhaps the continuation of 
the sites, located near the Hungarian border will be also found in Hungary in the future.

Beginning with the Early Neolithic period, the amount of obsidian on the archeolog
ical sites, the distance of the distribution and the ratio of obsidian within the stone tool 
finds is changing very characteristically. Initial, mainly quantitative increase is later fol
lowed by a definitely qualitative change, as it was pointed out by P. PATAY in his essay 
on the copper age raw material utilization (P. PAT AY 1976). In the Early Neolithic 
period, almost all types of the artifacts were made of obsidian (Kőtelek, Méhtelek sites). 
From the Late Neolithic period on, obsidian was used preferentially for certain definite 
purposes, thus reflecting a complete understanding of the mechanical properties cha
racteristic of the obsidian. Artifacts made of obsidian were standardized in type as well 
as in size. The main function of the these artifacts were cutting (delicate blades, knives) 
and hunting (small arrow-heads). After the Copper Age, the role and amount of obsidian 
tools, simultaneously with that of the other lithic raw materials, is gradually decreasing. 
Obsidian artifacts that might be classified as “stone tools” remained in use till the Iron 
Age.

The history of utilization and distirbution of the hydrothermal and limnic siliceous 
rocks cannot be properly treated on the basis of our present knowledge. This is mainly 
due to the fact that in the technical literature these rocks are not distinguished from the 
general “flint” or “silex” categories that are used to describe the raw material of the 
stone artifacts. Regrettably often, the definition is explicitely erroneous (under the terms 
“chalcedony”, “jasper”, “halfopal” etc. we often come across flint and radiolarian flint, 
as well as true limnic quartzites among the pieces described as “silex” , “flint” , “horn- 
stone”, etc.). Moreover, the varied appearance of the hydrothermal and limnic silex rock 
types, on the one hand, and their wide distribution near the different formations of 
similar genetics, on the other, make the determination of this group very difficult within 
the archaeological material. In addition to the above mentioned difficulties, there is very 
few solid information on the similar rocks outside Hungary.

On the basis of the available data, however, it seems that the hydrothermal and limnic 
silex rocks, as regularly used raw materials, would account for a less extensive area than 
e.g. the obsidian sources of the Tokaj Mts. The source regions of the Mátra, Bükk and 
Tokaj Mts. might be characterized, most likely, by independent, though interacting 
supply zones. On the basis of the present data, the limnic quartzites of the Mátra seem to 
be more colourful and more rich in trace elements, while those of the Tokaj Mts. are of
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Fig. 8 Hydrothermal and limnic Si02 varieties found on the Hungarian archeological sites. 
1. Paleolithic and Mesolithic sites, 2. Neolithic and younger sites, 3. workshop activity centres



better quality and of greater amount. The quality of the Mátra limnic quartzite is very 
uneven, and that is a serious drawback especially as compared to flint. Among the lithic 
raw materials of hydrothermal and limnic origin, all the qualities can be met, ranging 
from the useless, fractured, porosé pieces till the precious stone like pieces suitable for 
jewel-making. These latter specimens, remarkable for their mechanical and aesthetical 
properties, might be occasionally met on archeological sites located at considerable 
distances from the source, e.g. artifacts made of rock crystal, carneol etc. At that time, 
most likely, they must have represented considerable value and prestige. The amount of 
such implements is small, but they can provide valuable data, provided their non-destruc
tive sourcing procedure is elaborated.

Examinations to determine the location of the sources and the character of the limnic 
and hydrothermal silex rock types are still in progress (K. BIRÓ-K. SIMÁN-S. SZAKÁLL 
1984). On the distribution map (Fig. 8), archeological sites yielding stone artifacts known 
to be made of hydrothermal and limnic silex rocks are demonstrated. The distribution 
map, however, is far from being complete, and the presently available data should be 
revised after the regional characterization of the individual source areas. Quantitative and 
quantitative/qualitative data seem to be extremely informative. The present results might 
be briefly summarized as follows. In the vicinity of the hydro-and limnoquartzite source 
sites, the rate of occurrence of this material is high within the stone tool set, the average 
quality is poor, the rate of flakes and debris is high as compared to that of the tools. 
On the territories relatively far from these sources, that were possibly supplied also with 
good quality flint and silex, the rate of the hydro - and limnic quartzite tools is low, they 
are of good quality, and the rate of occurrence of tools and tool fragments is high. 
Temporal dimensions of the utilization of this raw material group can be determined 
today as ranging from the Middle Palaeolithic till the Iron Age.

As far as the polished artifacts are concerned, there are very few concrete data on the 
utilization of the Neogene rocks. In most cases volcanites (andesite, basalt, etc.) occur 
among the polished artifacts found on the prehistoric sites. Their role, however, seems 
to be only of secondary importance as compared to that of the polished artifacts made of 
metamorphic rocks. The proper study of the polished artifacts and their raw materials 
is a great debt of the Hungarian petroarcheological research.

SUMMARY

In this paper, Neogene rock types utilized as raw materials of the prehistoric stone 
artifacts were discussed on the basis of the available data and results. Neogene rocks and 
molass formations represent an important and integrated part of the oldest raw material 
stock used in Hungary. Their study is equally important for the investigation of the pre
historic period, for that of the industrial archeology, palaeoeconomy and mining. 
Neogene rock types preserved their importance as the raw material of lithic implements 
throughout the whole period of the utilization of stone artifacts.
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NEOGENE MINERAL RESOURCES IN THE CARPATHIAN BASIN-BUDAPEST, 1985 
VlIIth RCMNS CONGRESS-HUNGARY

NEOGENE ORNAMENTAL AND BUILDING STONES IN HUNGARY

PÁL KERTÉSZ
Budapest Technical University, Budapest

INTRODUCTION

The application of stone in Hungarian architecture began by the use of blocks from 
local Roman remains since at the time when the Hungarian state was founded, many 
buildings of Roman origin were still standing and thus offering an obvious source of raw 
material.

The Romans were experts in selecting the right quality stone were looking always 
and everywhere for raw materials that was familiar to them from Italy. Such materials 
are the fresh-water limestones and the volcanic tuffs. Marble was applied only on special 
occasions, hence marble relics can be rarely found among the Roman Age finds in Hun
gary. Beside the most commonly applied limestone the volcanic tuffs were rarely applied, 
they used rather the local Eocene limestones and sandstones of different origin. Most of 
these stones are younger (fresh-water limestones) or older (Permian red sandstones) than 
the Neogene s. str.

As early as in the first building period in Hungary at the end of the 10th century, 
some stone types were used that did not play an important role in the architecture of 
the Romans.

The science of identification and investigation of building stones and ornamental ma
terials is rather young. Until the 1970s, the stones used for building purposes was only 
occasionally analysed. The petrographic identification by using the appropriate scientific 
methods started about 100 years ago, the identification of the quarry from where the 
stones come has not always been successful. The National Authority for Monuments and 
the Budapest Technical University have been conducting an overall research project for 
the past decade, with the purpose to examine the stone materials of important monu
ments and lapidaria. Some conclusions have already been drawn from these investigations. 
Research in Hungary is hindered by the fact that written evidence from an important 
period of our art history (from the Hungarian Middle Ages) is rather incomplete. The 
source of the stones can be determined by petrographic-geological analysis only. Research 
is often misled by the assumption that the quarry nearest to the building is considered to 
be the source. Contemporary traffic conditions might have suggested a different transport 
route as optimal (e.g. in case of a nearby river the water, or in winter the slay transport, 
or due to the ownership of many serfs a longer route). These were often cheaper, that is 
why the research must always consider a well defined geographical region.

Such a geographical region is the area within which the stone could have been trans
ported, i.e. where both the geological occurrence and the means of transportation were 
given.

It had to be found out, whether a historic geographical region included the whole 
Carpathian Basin or even some areas beyond that. According to the finds no large scale 
stone transports arrived from the present Slovakian or Transylvanian territories of the
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Basin to the central part, i.e. to the area of present-day Hungary. Here people used raw 
materials rather from local sources, or stones transported on the rivers from distant 
locations, or they were supplied with stone from the royal capital or from its vicinity, 
thus the necessary supply of a given quality stone was transported even to distant places. 
Such transport routes were not only the rivers Danube, Tisza and Maros, but also some of 
their smaller tributaries.

Considering the country as a whole it can be stated that the stones listed on Table 1 
were the ones most frequently used in Hungary. To a smaller extent or only at a local 
level, however, almost all kinds of consolidated rocks were used for building or orna
mental purposes.

The largest amount and variety of stones both in the form of igneous rocks, and car
bonates and clastic sediments, is 'of Neogene origin. Some of these, selected arbitrarily 
by historians dealing with the history of architecture and art, will be discussed in detail. 
This does not mean, however, that the significance of some other stones, neglected here, 
is not acknowledged. The localities referred to are listed in Fig. 1.

LIMESTONES

Lajta Limestone

Apart from the rocks of the Bakony Mountains, of the Budapest region, and of some 
less important areas, the rough lithothamnian limestone from Bántapuszta (Várpalota 
area of the Bakony Mountains), quarried only in the past few years is considered to be of 
this category. The texture of stones belonging to the Ottnangian-Karpatian stages is 
characterized by the great variety clastic grains and fossil fragments. The stone can be 
relatively easily carved, but the larger clastic grains and the pores permit only a medium 
rough handwork. Many of the medieval buildings in the town Veszprém, like the Gizella 
Chapel next to the Cathedral (13th century), and the Saint George Chapel (1 0 -1 1th 
century), have blocks that deserve “in situ” examination. The same refers to the Gothic 
carvings of the Cathedral. This type of stone has been widely used in the architecture of 
the Middle Ages, sometimes it was even transported as far as the southern shore of Lake 
Balaton, e.g. the vault of the Roman Catholic Church of Teleki (13th century) testifies to 
this fact (Figs. 2 and 3). The application of this stone in the Baroque architecture was re
stricted to the Veszprém area. Later, prior to World War I, this material came into fashion 
again. Large amounts were used also in the capital because it was less susceptible to decay 
and discolouration.

The centre of mining of the proper, Badenian Lajta limestone has been the area of the 
Lajta Mountains from as early as the Roman times. This was one of the characteristic 
stone materials used in Hungary until World War I. By boat it could be easily transported 
on the Danube even to Budapest. The main user, however, has been the town of Vienna. 
The only significant subsurface quarry of Lajta limestone in Hungary is at Fertőrákos, 
near the town Sopron. This is a tourist attraction due to its underground halls. Lajta 
limestone was widely used for building in Western Hungary in the Middle Ages, where 
also the Romans had used it (e.g. Ják and Lébény).

The stone material of the church of Ják (middle of the 13th century, Fig. 4) has been 
analysed in detail, because of the assumed western connections. The source of the stone 
has been carefully investigated in order to determine the similarities and differences be-
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A G E R O C K O C C U R R E N C E
IM P O R T A N T  L O C A L I T I E S  

O F  U T IL IZ A T IO N

Perm ian Red sandstone Balaton Highland, M ecsek M ts Balaton H ighland, Pécs

T  riassic D achste inka lk  (com pact) Buda M ts, P ilis M ts Esztergom

Jurassic (L ias) Red lim estone (com pact) G erecse Mts T h e  w h o le  te rrito ry  o f H ungary
Coloured com pact lim estone V illá n y  Mts S o u th  Transdanu b ia , Budapest

Eocene N um m ulites lim estone Buda M ts, V értes Mts, 
B ako n y  M ts

V  értesszentkereszt

Eocene/O ligocene C om p act lim estone Buda M ts T h e  w h o le  te rrito ry  of H ungary

Oligocène Hárshegy Sandstone Buda M ts, C serhát M ts Su rroundings o f Budapest, V á c , Pusztaszer

M iocene

Ottnangian—Badenian A n desitic—rh yo lit ic  tu ff Fro m  Danube Bend to  
T o k a j Mts

Esztergom , V isegrád , T a r , Eger, Sárospatak

O ttnangian— Karpattan Litho th am n ium  lim estone V árp alo ta  (Bánta) Balaton  H ighland, V eszp rém

Badenian Le ith aka ik Le ith a  M ts, Fertőrákos V ien n a , So p ro n , Ják

Sarm atian Só sk ú t Lim estone Surroundings of Budapest, 
M ecsek M ts, B ako n y  M ts

Zsám b ék , Esztergom , Budapest

Pliocene

Lo w er Pannonian Sandstone Balaton H ighland, 
K eszthe ly  M ts

Ják , K eszth e ly , S im o n to rn ya

U pper Pliocene Basalt tuff Balaton H ighland, L itt le  
Hungarian Plain

Já k , T ih a n y

Upper Pliocene/Pleistocene T  ravertine Buda Mts, Gerecse Mts T h e  w hole territory  of Hungary

Table 1 The most important types of construction stones in Hungary.



Fig. 1 Towns and villages mentioned in the study.



Fig. 2 Roman Catholic church in Teleki.

tween this material and that of some well known Austrian buildings. (It should be 
mentioned that one of the major stone types used for the construction of the Ják church, 
but by no means the only kind, is the Lajta limestone. Some other rocks, such as sand
stone, basalt tuffs and some other undetermined limestones were also found.) The 
examination was hindered by the fact that at the time of the reconstruction of the 
church, before World War I (when limestones from the Lajta Mountains and from Szent - 
margitbánya were used), the replacements were not distinguished from the original pieces. 
This means that nearly a century later it is difficult to establish beyond doubt whether 
a block of stone of probably Szentmargitbánya origin, comes from the Middle Ages or 
only from a later date.

The mollusc fragments and the gastropod cross sections determined as Globigerina sp. 
and Lithothamnium sp. together with the foraminifers did not allow to identify the
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Fig. 3 Impost of a vault in the church 
of Teleki.

Fig. 4 The church of Ják.
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Fig. 5 Photomicrograph of the Badenian 
limestone from the wall of the Ják 

church.

quarry site. Stratigraphic identity together with the petrograph differences (Fig. 5) de
monstrate that the indication of the right quarries is possible rather by visual inspection 
because for the time being there is no technical-economic possibility to perform the 
identification by more sophisticated means, eg. by the examination of the distribution of 
trace elements.

Our scientists, so far, have not dealt with the question, whether in the town Sopron, 
near the Fertőrákos quarry, also limestones originating from other sites in the Lajta Mts. 
were made use of. This is not a hypothetic question, as these places could easily be 
reached by the Lake Fertő.

During the Turkish wars the application of limestones from the Lajta Mountains was 
mostly restricted to the West. After this period the Esterházy family considered the 
Lajta Mountains limestone as its “domestic” building material. The only places further 
away from the source, where these stones were used, are the Esterházy estates, eg. at 
Ozora the 18th century gate, (Fig. 6) and those in the western part of Transdanubia. The 
limestone from the episcopal (Fertőrákos) and the abbatial (Heiligenkreuz, Austria) 
quarries were rather used on site and in Austria. Saint Stephen’s Cathedral as well as 
many office buildings and private palaces in Vienna were built of Lajta limestone (A. 
KIESLINGER 1949).

The texture and composition of Lajta limestones considerably differ from one quarry 
to the other. This is one of the reasons for their wide-ranging applicability. The Császár -
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Fig. 6 Gate made of Badenian limestone, 
in the Ozora castle.

kőbánya limestone of compact, crystalline texture, and the types of higher porosity have 
been all used for different purposes. The Lajta limestone is still being quarried for build
ing and sculpture purposes. The underground quarry' at Fertőrákos is declared industrial 
monument.

Sarmatian Coarse Limestones

The most common building stone in Hungary, both in the Middle Ages and in the 
modern times has been the coarse Sarmatian limestone. Its most important source was 
the belt surrounding the Buda Mountains (practically the area of today’s Budapest) 
from the East, South and West. A number of quarries were in operation in this area as 
early as the Roman and mediaeval times. Mining took place in the Kőbánya (“Stone-
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quarry”) district of Budapest where a number of underground quarries were in operation, 
and in areas west of the Danube: Tétény-Budafok (district XXII of the present Buda
pest), and in the Érd -Páty-Zsámbék -Sóskút regions where stone was extracted by 
surface-mining.

Coarse limestone of different facies and conservation can be found in this region and 
its texture is less compact than that of the Lajta limestone. The stone consists of fossils, 
clastic grains and it is very often of typical ooidic facies (Fig. 7). The more or less re- 
crystallised lime mud matrix is less compact, therefore this rock attains the quality of 
Lajta limestone only in a few beds. This good quality is represented by the “Vorzug’’ 
bed at Sóskút. This “Vorzug” material is of smaller porosity, crystallization is above the 
average, i.e. it is a stone of sufficient strength and it can be easily carved. Accordingly, it 
could be applied for more complicated and more expensive works.

Sarmatian coarse limestone is found in the area of town Pécs and in the Bakony Mts. 
too. The source often cannot be determined by the usual and possible analytical methods 
therefore the oodic rough Sarmatian limestone is called the “Sóskút type” even if its 
exact origin is not determined.

Roman architects made use of this type of stone (one of the quarries near Sóskút is 
proved to have been operated by the Romans) but only on a local scale. It is assumed that 
the Romans did not consider this material as equal to the available fresh-water and other 
limestones.

Fig. 7 Photomicrograph of Sarmatian 
coarse limestone of ooidic type from 

Sóskút.
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Sarmatian coarse limestones have been found in the very first Hungarian buildings. 
In the Romanesque and Gothic architecture it has become a very common building ma
terial also at more distant places of the country. The application was not restricted to

Fig. 8 Detail from the royal palace of 
Esztergom.

areas near the rivers where transport could be easily arranged, it is also found in locations 
where the role of water transport must have been far less important, eg. the 13th century 
Pusztaszer monastery.

The strength and durability of this material are less favourable, due to its texture. It 
can be well carved as the grains can be easily separated. This determined the most frequent 
field of application. Its relatively low density was favourable for transport and construc
tion. Its porosity often reaches the 40-50  volume percent. Some of the pores are small 
and give way to the frost action. This means that most of the Sarmatian coarse limestones 
are sensitive to freezing. Weathering already starts in a relatively clean atmosphere by 
the formation of a crust, appearing in the form of calcium-carbonate. With the increase 
of air pollution calcium sulphates of different crystal water content appear in increasing 
quantities in the crust. The behaviour of the crust differs from that of the internal parts 
of the stone. This will result in the loosening of the stone material below the crust, i.e. 
sooner or later the crust will break away, and the weathered material under the crust will 
appear.
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The porosity of the stone allows the settling of a large-scale contamination. This con
taminated (black) “layer” is not of the shroud type but follows the relief of the stone. 
Depending on the surface it can cover the internal surfaces of the pores at a depth of 
5 -8  mm. This renders the cleaning of the stones rather difficult.

The church of Zsámbék near Budapest of Romanesque style (13th century, Fig. 9)

Fig. 9 The church ruin at Zsámbék.

was also built of coarse Sarmatian limestone. As a rare exception in Hungary, its building 
stones are homogeneous, they almost all originate from the same source, from the quarry 
next to the village. Although we have no written proof for this, the petrographical and 
stratigraphical identification did not reveal any evidence against this assumption.

Sarmatian coarse limestone as the material of complete buildings occurred only in 
the vicinity of quarries. At larger distances it was used first of all only as elements for 
construction, as material of some architectonic elements (e.g. stems) or for ornamental 
purposes.
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Fig. 10 The interior of the castle 
of Simontornya.

A) Pannonian sandstone, B) (and the window 
frames with no indication) Sarmatian coarse 

limestone, C) Badenian coarse limestone, 
D) freshwater limestone, F) the cantilevers 

of the terrace made o f Badenian coarse 
limestone, Sarmatian coarse limestone and 

freshwater limestone

The Simontornya castle (13—16th century) was mainly built of Sarmatian coarse 
limestoiierSthough its construction lasted for several architectural periods (Fig. 10). 
Similarly, also at larger distances, e.g. at Pusztaszer, in the Romanesque cushion of the 
monastery, built in the 13th century (Fig. 11), in the Romanesque and Gothic elements 
of the palace of Esztergom, and in some parts of the Visegrád citadel and palace, the 
presence of Sarmatian coarse limestone could be established.

In the research conducted so far the application of Sarmatian coarse limestone other 
than the “Sóskút type” has not been examined. It is therefore only an assumption that 
some elements (eg. the Renaissance fire-place of Simontornya) originate from the Pécs 
region.

In some monument complexes, like the one in the town Szeged, coarse limestones 
prevail, the source of which could be beyond the frontiers of Hungary.

Coarse limestone was an important but, by no means, the only building stone in 
Hungary during the Middle Ages. In the Baroque period some of the old quarries were 
forgotten and coarse limestone became the general building stone over the entire area
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of the present country. Following the Turkish wars the mining of Sarmatian limestones 
began to flourish and dozens of new quarries were opened. As a result, many of the 
ornaments, wall-stones and other structural elements in the central and western part of 
the country are made of Sarmatian limestone, and other stones prevail only as orna
ments. (Most of these were imported from Austria, eg. from Salzburg.) The most fre
quently used building stone in and around Budapest was the Sarmatian coarse limestone 
until World War I. The largest building, in Hungary, the House of Parliament was also 
built of this material.

Fig. 11 Impost fragment made of 
Sarmatian coarse limestone, in the 

Pusztaszer church ruins.

With the increase of the quantity required the possibility for quality selection de
creased. As a consequence the durability of the built-in elements deteroirated. This was 
also due to the increase of the air pollution from the turn of the century on. The weather
ing of the building of the House of Parliament was first observed as early as in the 1920s. 
As a result, the application of Sarmatian coarse limestone gradually decreased. Today 
only a single quarry produces building blocks, some other quarries fulfil only minor local 
needs.
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Fresh-water Limestone

Stones classified by the up-to-date geological nomenclature exclusively as fresh-water 
limestones are called calc tuff or travertine limestone in the engeneering practice (After 
F. SCHAFARZDC 1904). Technical prescriptions and standards refer to this stone as 
‘Travertine” in order to differentiate it from the lacustrine limestones.

The first users of travertine found in the territory of study were the Romans. It is 
known, that next to the volcanic tuff, the major building material of the Republican 
Rome was the travertine limestone, most of which originated from the ancient Tibur 
(today’s Tivoli). Since the Romans found this stone almost everywhere, it became their 
common building material. This happened also in Pannónia, where the presence of 
travertine can be traced from Lower-Austria to Budapest. Travertine is the typical stone 
of the Upper Pliocene-Pleistocene, occurring most frequently in the Buda and the Gerecse 
Mountains, but some quarries are found in the Tata and Eger regions as well.

Fig. 12 Photomicrograph of freshwater 
limestone from Székesfehérvár.

Travertine usually has a crystalline texture (Fig. 12). The easily cleavable calcite 
ensures good carving properties (Fig. 13). As the planes are crystal surfaces the durability 
of the stone is very good. Although it loses it’s shine in the open air, its strength does not 
significantly decrease under our atmospheric conditions for one to two thousand years.

These stones were generally used all over the country both before and after the 
Turkish period. The first Hungarian monuments were also built of the material of the 
Roman buildings: the Székesfehérvár basilica was largely built of stones recarved or 
simply taken and reused from Roman ruins. Starting from this point travertine is con
stantly present in Hungarian architecture. It appears in every period of the Middle Ages. 
It did not, however, become the only building stone in any period. We know of no major 
building which was built exclusively of this stone.
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Fig. 13 Romanesque style column head, 
made of freshwater limestone, from

the royal castle of Esztergom. *

For the time being we have been able to identify the sources of these stones only to 
a limited extent. The travertine of the Tata castle seems to come, without any doubt, 
from the local quarry. The source of some of the limestones used in Eger could also be 
located. The quarries in the Buda and Gerecse Mountains, however, could not be identi
fied. We know the history of Buda from the Middle Ages, and we also know that the 
application of travertine became popular in the 13th century. Some of the material 
probably comes from the Castle Hill caves, but the amount and quality indicate that 
other sources must be also considered. A quarry was in operation on the Gellért Hill 
in the Middle Ages (or perhaps from the Roman times?) and this was the source of lime
stone even after the end of Turkish occupation. This was completely exhausted and only 
a few cubic meters of stone were left. Therefore there are no stone remains of sufficient 
variety with which the stones, used for construction could be compared. We cannot 
prove or contradict the Gellért Hill origin of any building stone. According to F. PAPP 
(1938), for example, the Székesfehérvár coffin of King István I is made of Gellért Hill 
limestone. The author, however, does not give the data on which his assumption is 
based.

There seems to be some evidence that travertine had a special application as well. 
In the lower temple of Feldebrő ( 10?—11 th century) travertine was used for construct
ing the central arch-column between the vulcanic tuffs (Fig. 14). The column dates back 
to the Roman times or to the early Middle Ages, and it is possible that it was transported 
to its present location from Székesfehérvár. The column have, on the other hand, static 
or other architectural role which could justify its long distance transport.
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Fig. 14 Middle column in the church 
of Feldebrő.

Travertine was found far from its possible sources amongst the ornaments of the 
Pusztaszer monastery, (together with coarse limestone of the “Sóskút type”, Hárshegy 
sandstone, Liassic red limestone, etc.).

Travertine was generally used in the form of building elements where durability and 
strenght were of importance together with a need for capability. Examples for these 
are the vaultings of larger buildings or the broad corner stones (e.g. in the Simontornya 
castle, Fig. 10). It was often used for carving gate-arches or window frames, e.g. in Buda 
or in Visegrád.

Fresh-water limestone, as a building material of monuments, is well known all over 
the country. It can be located with certainty, already before the Turkish period, NW of 
the Siklós-Szeged-Csoltmonostor-Feldebrő line, and also east of the Győr— Somogyvár 
line, respectively. It is not yet known what means of transportation were used to trans
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port the larger blocks to the distant parts of the country, either in carved or in rough 
form. It is often uncertain whether the blocks were made by using Roman ruins or they 
were transported from quarries operated during the given period.

A major district of travertine limestone quarries was the Buda Mts. Apart from the 
already mentioned Gellért Hill quarry, traces of exploitation sites were found also in the 
Budakalász-Pomáz region. In the Süttő area of the Gerecse Mountains, in several 
quarries, the same material was extracted. That of Dunaalmás (Almásneszmély) is sup
posed to have been in operation as early as the Roman times.

After the Turkish period the variety of the applied stone material types decreased and 
in the 18—19th century buildings, beside the course limestone, travertine limestone was 
the main raw material. Following the boom lasting until World War I, once again the 
coarse limestones and travertine became almost the exclusive building materials used in 
Hungary.

PANNONIAN SANDSTONE

Several memorials in Europe were made of sandstones. The geologically well known 
sandstones to be found in Hungary (eg. the Permian red sandstone or the Oligocène Hárs
hegy sandstone) are usually not easily carvable. Therefore they have not been widely used 
by the building industry. The Transdanubian Pannonian sandstones seem to be of a 
greater importance. Its application was widespread.

According to our present knowledge, they were used in the western part of the Bala
ton Highlands, west of Lake Balaton, at Zalavár, and over the area south of the Lake, e.g. 
at the Somogyvár monastery, and in Simontornya.

Pannonian sandstone is a variety of Pannonian sand with a cementing material. The 
properties and origin of the cement range from slightly cemented quartz-sand to almost 
quartzitic sandstone (Fig. 15). These stones can be relatively well carved so far as the 
clastic grains can be easily separated from the binding material. The weathering properties 
of these stones vary also from site to site.

This type of stone can be mined in large areas in the Keszthely Mts. (eg. in the 
quarries at Karmacs, Egregy, Rezi). Sandstone was mined also at more distant locations 
where smaller or greater concretions in the sand were formed. In several cases these were 
enough for only one building, while in other cases they provided a sufficient supply for a 
longer period, after which no trace of the quarry could be detected. The Pannonian 
sandstone is poor in fossils. No instrumental methods have been applied so far, thus the 
identification of the exact sources is still impossible.

In Hungary, Pannonian sandstone was generally applied during the Middle Ages, until 
the beginning of the Renaissance. After the end of Turkish occupation its use was re
duced and was restricted mainly to the areas near the quarries. Today these stones are 
exploited only in very small amounts.

Hungarian architecture knew the Pannonian sandstone already as early as the 11th 
century, it is proved by a statue found in Zalavár that was carved of this material in the 
11th century (Fig. 16). In the vicinity of the quarries, it was the generally used building 
stone while only some special building elements were made of it at larger distances (eg. 
at Ják, Fig. 17). For example, the stone used for the walls of the Kővágóörs-Ecsérpuszta 
church (13—15th century) was coarse limestone, and the pedestal was made partially of
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Fig. 15 Photomicrograph of micaceous 
Pannonian sandstone from the 

Somogyvár monastery.

Permian red sandstone (the red colour is occasionally varied by white in case of the Ko- 
vágóörs type). The column-cap that survived as part of the Romanesque twin-window was 
carved of an easily workable variety of Pannonian sandstone.

The Kővágóörs sandstone is a stone of uniform strenght : the siliceous cement can only 
be broken up by a large force, therefore since no finer carvings could be made of this 
material. It was also often called quartzite.

The cement of the Pannonian sandstone varies from siliceous to calcareous, sometimes 
it is partly clayey, but even the siliceous cement is not very solid. The varying grain size 
of the material permits the craftsman to select the stone of the most suitable properties. 
The mica content of the sandstone may also have a positive influence on the carving pro
perties.

The Egregy church (13th century, Fig. 18) was completely built of Pannonian sand
stone, the different types of which can be well observed on the outer surface of the 
church.

Most of the ruins of the Somogyvár monastery are of Pannonian sandstone of different 
grain size. Other stones were also used for local or ornamental purposes.

There are also some early Romanesque elements made of Pannonian sandstone. The 
remnants of the 11th century Zalavár suggest that the floor boards or the parts of the 
pillar may be even older. The frame of the gate of the ruined church of Lád originates 
from the 12th century, while the carvings of the Keszthely Gothic church date back to
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Fig. 16 Sculpture from Zalavár in the 
Keszthely Museum.

the 13 -14th centuries (Fig. 19). The baptismal front of the Keszthely St. Márton church 
bears the date 1467, while the Renaissance fragment from of Rezi date back to the first 
part of the 16th century (Fig. 20).

In the Simontornya castle, the Gothic main gate and the door of the hall of knights 
were framed with Pannonian sandstone in the beginning of the 16th century (Fig. 10). 
It is assumed that these stones do not originate from the Balaton region but from a local 
quarry.

The Pannonian sandstone did not regain its importance as a building material after 
the Turkish wars. It was only used as a local construction material, and is still being ex
ploited only in some minor quarries on periodical or regular basis.

Pannonian sandstone may assume a slightly or intensely painted red colour due to the 
iron-oxide saturation of its texture. Some architects made use of this variety of colours. 
In some older descriptions reddish Pannonian sandstones were often referred to as 
Permian red sandstone.
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Fig. 1 7 Lion from the Ják church 
in the Szombathely Museum.
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Fig. 18 Church at Egregy.
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Fig. 20 Renaissance fragment from Rezi.

Fig. 19 Sediles in the Keszthely church.
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IGNEOUS ROCKS

Of the igneous rocks the Miocene and Pliocene pyroclastics deserve mentioning. Ef
fusive rocks (eg. as the andesites in case of the Kisnána castle) were seldom used at more 
distant locations. Pyroclastics can be divided into three main groups: these are the andesi
te tuffs of the Dunazug Mts. (in the Esztergom-Visegrád-Szentendre area), the rhyolite- 
rhyodacite tuffs in Northern Hungary in the vicinity of the Mátra and Bükk Mts., and in 
the Tokaj Mts., and finally, the third group is the basalt tuffs of the Little Hungarian 
Plain and the Balaton Highlands.

Andesite Tuffs

One of the very first buildings erected by Hungarians was the castle on the Esztergom 
hill built by Prince Géza. The oldest building elements were, beside the local sandstone, 
the andesite pyroclastics found also in the neighbourhood, eg. the materials coming from 
the quarry of Hideglelőskereszt. These latter types due to their agglomerate character, 
are not suitable for carving, and were only used as wall elements and broad stones (Fig. 
8).

The need for a more detailed elaboration later created the demand for different 
quality rocks. As a result, Sarmatian coarse limestone (eg. in case of the chapel) and 
Liassic red limestone (from Piszke) became the most common building materials.

The buildings of the Gothic—Renaissance palace of Visegrád (14—15th century) are 
sorrounded by andesite pyroclastics. The citadel it self was built on such rocks in the 
13th century. Some of the interior or exterior walls were carved out of this rock in both 
places, and andesite and andesite tuff is the material of numerous walls, and of some 
carvings. The less agglomeratic types were used for this latter purpose. It is not always 
possible to tell whether an andesite originates from a pyroclastic agglomerate or from an 
andesite quarry. This is especially true when the materiális already weathered. Andesite 
pyroclastics were also used at the Buda castle as early as in the Middle Ages, eg. at the 
construction of the Maria-Magdelena church (1 3 -1 5th centuries).

The application of andesite tuffs can be followed up to the very present. The stone 
used at the construction of the Esztergom basilica in the 19th century was again the 
agglomeratic pyroclastics. Later it was not used at major construction sites. The dif
ferent kinds of andesite tuffs, however, have been locally used even after World War II.

Rhyolite Tuffs

The rhyolite tuffs occurring from the Cserhát Mts. to the north-eastern border of the 
country have been classified as “lower” , “middle’' and “upper1' rhyolite tuffs. The cha
racteristic properties of these cannot be readily differentiated once the stones are built 
in.

The petrographic composition of rhyolite tuffs varies to a considerable extent. Very 
often such a variety is found in a given quarry than over an area of several hundred square 
kilometers. Investigation, therefore, cannot always identify the individual quarries and 
hence only the probability of the region can be determined.
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Fig. 21 Window frame in the Tar church.

For example, the quarry where the ruins of the Tar church (1 2 -1 5th century, Fig. 21) 
come from can be identified with a good probability. The stone blocks originate from the 
nearby quarry belonging to the “middle” rhyolite tuffs. It is, in fact, a dacite tuff. The 
texture of the dacite tuff used for the walls and the carvings is completely identical to the 
rocks found at Fehérkő quarry (Fig. 22).

In some other cases this identification is not unambiguous. The lower church of Fel- 
debrő, representing a piece of early Hungarian architecture from the end of the 9th 
century (Fig. 23) was built of rhyolite tuff. A special feature of the church is that a tra
vertine pillar of probably Roman origin was built in to the main place of the church 
among the rhyolite tuffs of the interior. This pillar might have been used for ritual pur
poses. The old stone materila of the church comes from the “upper” rhyolite tuff on 
the nearby Tarnaszentmária-Sirok quarry,but unambiguous identity could be determined 
only for the blocks inserted during the reconstruction in the 1930s.
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Fig. 22 Photomicrograph of dacite tuff 
from the Fehérkő-quarry at Tar.

Rhyolite tuffs were used over the entire area of the towns Eger and Sárospatak. The 
building stones, used for the houses of Eger from as early as the 11th century until now, 
are rhyodacite tuffs of different types. These are usually water sensitive and often of 
inferior quality. Most of them originate from the nearby quarries or from the taverns 
under the town. Tuffs were also transported from larger distances at the request of the 
builder (e.g. for the construction of the Turkish minaret in the 16th century, or for the 
episcopal buildings of the 18th century).

The monuments of Sárospatak were almost entirely built of rhyolite tuffs. Most of 
the walls and, with a few exception, the carvings were made of this material (16th 
century) (Fig. 24). Several varieties of tuffs are found in the Tokaj Mountains. Several 
quarries in the vicinity might have supplied the raw material for the buildings of Sáros
patak. Some of these in the Tokaj Mountains (eg. the Erdőbénye, and the Bodrogke- 
resztúr quarries) were transporting stones for larger distances too, eg. water way was used 
for the transport of stones for the construction of the Hortobágy bridge (1827-1833).

Some tuffs due to their characteristic texture can be identified (like the rhyolite 
tuff of Bodrogkeresztúr), while others, having no special features, cannot be distinguished 
from one another. A further aspect of the problem is that these rhyolite tuffs are also 
found in large quantities beyond the state border. By examining the old stone carvings in 
Nyírbátor and Szeged, at present it cannot be still determined whether the rhyolite tuffs 
were tansported to the site from the Tokaj Mts. or from Transylvania. Geological and 
transport possibilities allow both alternatives.
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Fig. 23 Fragment from the church 
of Feldebrő.

Basalt Tuffs

The basalt tuff of the Pannonian stage usually contains large amounts of clastic 
grains (basalt fragments and gravels). Hence it is seldom applicable for fine carving pur
poses. Basalt tuff, therefore, was mainly used at locations where due to its finer grain 
structure it could easily be shaped. The stone material of the lower temple of the Tihany 
monastery (1055) is basalt tuff as well as that o f the Újlaki church of Tihanyrév (18th 
century). Among the elements of the church ruins is Apáti (13th century, Fig. 25) the 
same material can be also found.

Basalt tuff was found in irregular distribution also in the walls of the Ják church 
(middle of the 13th century).
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Fig. 24 Renaissance carved piece from 
the Sárospatak castle.
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Fig. 25 Ruins of the Apáti church 
in Tihany.

SUMMARY

The most important Neogene stones had a decisive role in the Hungarian history 
of art, as some of the most beautiful monuments o f the country were built of these ma
terials. Most of the Neogene building stones come from the quarries located on the ter
ritory of present-day Hungary, while Lajta limestone and volcanic tuff was partially 
transported into the country from other regions of the Carpathian Basin.
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NEOGENE MINERAL RESOURCES IN THE CARPATHIAN BASIN-BUDAPEST, 1985 
V m th RCMNS CONGRESS-HUNGARY

POPULAR STONE ARCHITECTURE IN THE CARPATHIAN BASIN

FERENC BAKÓ'
Dobó István Museum, Eger

The utilization of construction materials is closely linked with the natural environment 
and with the transport possibilities and commerce of the age. These latter may enrich the 
variety offered by the raw materials of local type. This effect of local geography on archi
tecture is even stronger in the case of popular architecture. In the feudal and pre-feudal 
period Hungarian peasants made use of construction materials found around their villages 
or in the immediate vicinity. Only seldom did these communities have the chance to use 
other materials.

These problems of accessibility, however, influence the development of popular archi
tecture only among primitive conditions, as the habit of exchange of raw materials be
tween the inhabitants of neighbouring regions soon became wide-spread. This exchange 
process and later the commerce was largely fostered by the rivers which provided easy 
transport facilities (F. BAKÓ 1978).

These general observations apply to stone as a universally used building material in 
the Carpathian Basin. It is known that this region is surrounded from the north and east 
(and partially also from the south) by areas rich in stone. Its centre, however, is a sandy 
flatland with only a very limited amount of rocks suitable for building purposes. In earlier 
times even the wealthy nobility and townspeople could acquire building stones only from 
the surrounding regions. On the Great Hungarian Plain stone as a building material was 
far less important than clay or wood. This statement is valid for the largest part of the 
Carpathian Basin. Peasants’ houses built of stone were rather scarce even in the moun
tainous areas in the Middle Ages and the New Age as well. Both geographically well 
separated areas, i.e. the plains and mountainous regions had their customary building ma
terials. This was adobe on the plains and a combination of wood and twigs in the moun
tains.

Stone as the most durable natural building material, due to its value and to some of
ficial restrictions was not readily available for peasants for centuries. As the building ma
terial of castles, churches and mansions it appeared in the villages quite early and, as the 
social and financial conditions permitted, it was also used for construction by common 
people. In the first decade of this century 19% of village houses were built of stone or 
brick (Hungarian Statistical Transactions No 42). The national census of 1910 showed 
Hungary, i.e. practically the whole Carpathian Basin, divided into administrative units. 
A higher form of these units were the counties comprising usually geographically homo
geneous regions. The only exceptions were the counties situated in the transitional re
gions where flat and mountainous areas met with different conditions of rock sources 
and their applications. The evaluation of the statistical figures is hindered by the fact 
that stone and brick buildings are treated together not offering a ratio between the two 
building materials. This ratio can be estimated only on the basis of other literary sources 
or direct experience (Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1 Houses, with stone and brick walls, in the Carpathian Basin. Data are based on the census of 1910.
(Compiled by F. BAKÓ 1984)



The Carpathian Basin can be divided into four main geographical regions: Transdanu- 
bia, Upper Northern Hungary (after 1920 its northern part belongs to Slovakia, and its 
southern part is the Highlands of the present Northern Hungary), Transylvania (after 
1920 a part of Roumania) and the Great Hungarian Plain. The number of stone houses 
in 1910 was the lowest on the Great Hungarian Plain, where the houses were usually built 
of earth and the use of stone was insignificant. In other regions soil, wood and twigs 
were the most frequently applied building materials, but here and there stone was also 
used. In some counties, however, stone houses were in majority.

In the southern, south-eastern parts of Transylvania and in Upper Northern Hungary 
(in the former Szepes and Hont Counties in present-day Czechoslovakia) there are Me
dieval German villages, some of which have urban features, but due to their small popula
tion they were classified only as villages. They were, however, in a privileged position that 
resulted in a different housing culture. This meant that they could use not only stones 
but also bricks a long time before the other villages. Beside some Upper Northern Hun
gary counties a high percentage of stone houses is found in the western counties of the 
Carpathian Basin, where stone and brick were used together. Brick is not commonly used 
in the popular architecture even in the present century. This way of building began to 
spread only after the end of the 18th century, due both to the intentions of the landlords 
and to the influence of the building practice in Austria.

Although most of the counties are located over a geographically and geologically ho
mogeneous region the overall picture is not realistic because in some areas mostly stone, 
while in other regions mostly brick was the dominating building material. As an average, 
on county level less than 70% of the houses were built of stone, while for smaller units 
this proportion may be much higher.

In some districts of the Transylvanian counties the ratio of stone houses is as high as 
70-80%. Here the proportion of stone houses is extremely high in each village but never 
exceeds 95%. The three counties along the shores of Lake Balaton show quite a different 
picture: the accumulated figures for the counties are lower, but in some districts and vil
lages the ratio is much higher than the average. In the 81 villages of the three districts on 
the northern shore of Lake Balaton the 95-100% of all the buildings are built of stone. 
From this aspect this region is quite extraordinary in the Carpathian Basin, since the pro
portion of the stone houses is nowhere as high as here. The Mecsek Mountains region in 
Transdanubia is a smaller zone with similarly high figures, but the sporadic data have to 
completed and evaluated be before any conclusions can be drawn. Although most of the 
houses of the northern part of Upper Northern Hungary were built of wood, the census 
showed a larger proportions of stone houses in the southern part the above mentioned 
Highlands belonging to the present Hungary. The counties located east of the river Ipoly 
have a series of communities situated around the mountains. The houses in these villages 
were mostly built of stone already in 1910. In 47 villages of Nógrád, Heves and Borsod 
Counties the proportion of stone houses exceed the 95%, while in some 17 villages there 
are also cave-dwellings, that have been left out of the survey, although they would further 
increase the proportions of stone buildings.

According to statistical evidence Highlands can be considered the second most im
portant region in the Carpathian Basin as far as the proportion of stone dwellings is 
concerned. Ethnographical data, however show that the methods of stone architecture 
are wide-ranging and require more thorough examination (ZS. BÁTKY 1906). On the 
basis of the literature and personal field experiences in Highlands from the 1960s on 
I wish to illustrate the stone architecture of the Carpathian Basin based on the example of 
this region.
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The popular stone architecture of the Carpathian Basin was studied by ZS. BÁTKY 
(1921). On the basis of statistical data he came to the conclusion that stone was a rare 
building material, as it could not be transported to greater distances. “It was only oc
casionally used to replace other materials as a genuine local building material.” He as
sumes that building of stone houses (on the northern shores of Lake Balaton) is a further 
development following the wooden and twig dwellings and building with stone started 
with the construction of wine-cellars. BÁTKY could not make use of the later results 
provided by etnographical, historical and archeological research. Accordingly he did not 
even attempt to define the outset and stages of the development of this very special 
technique. The last six decades, however, provided some results, although these are still 
insufficient for drawing ultimate conclusions.

As new and new data tump up, the beginnings of the use of stone for construction is 
gradually set back to earlier and earlier dates. The quantitative application of the stone is, 
however, distinguished. The houses can be built entirely of stone or only some parts of 
them are built of stone. A hierarchy of the materials can be established: what materials, 
and in which periods were used by the different social classes in the feudal period. Noble
men, clergymen and townspeople were entitled to use solid materials, i.e. stone and brick. 
Members of the lower classes, the serfs and the cotters were allowed to use much inferior 
traditional raw materials only (M. MOJZER 1971). In case of the people living in the 
Carpathian Basin a third social class, i.e. the lower nobility also appeared that, in spite 
of its privileges, was obliged to work on its own land, thereby, forming a transitional 
group between the two essential classes of society.

The oldest written documents dealing with popular architecture date back only to the 
17—18th centuries. Only some archeological evidence and some assumptions are avail
able concerning the very long preceeding period. According to one of the theories the pre
sent popular stone architecture in the Carpathian Basin, especially that in the southern, 
south-eastern regions is a more or less direct continuation of Dacian and Roman architec
ture (P. PETRESCU 1972, 1973). Apart from this hypothesis there are some archeolog
ical finds that define more precisely the period in which these techniques prevailed. 
Slovakian archeologists put the date of appearance of the first combined earth-stone 
houses for the 15—16th centuries (L. FODOR 1984: D. CAPLOVIČ, A. HABOVSTIAK). 
Hungarian scientists consider the late Mediaeval settlement found at the village 
Sarvaly in the Balaton Highlands also of the same age. The corners of the peasants’ 
houses built of baulks (“borona”) were laid on larger rock pieces, while smaller but un
formed stones were placed between them without using any binding material. This build
ing method was very similar to that applied in the Czech-Moravian region, and from the 
17th century on also in Transylvania. Half of the exposed houses in Sarvaly was erected 
on wine cellars with mortar bound wall; they, however, did not have a stone arch but 
only a ceiling with wooden beams (I. HOLL 1979, N. PARÁDÍ 1979).

Until now no popular stone-walled house has been found. Rocks in the popular archi
tecture of the Middle Ages, were used only for the foundation or for construction of 
stoves. Accordingly, we have to admit that the solid buüding materials were preserved 
for the higher classes of society. This is supported by the fact that in the 15th century 
even the noblemen had to get the king’s permission for erecting a stone house (F. BAKÓ 
1978,1. SZABÓ 1969).

The ground-plan of the mansions of the 1 7 -18th century Transylvania was similar 
to that of the much simpler popular buildings, but the construction raw materials were 
much better. Already in 1636, there were some mansions with stone walls. Mansions,
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however, with wooden and twig walls were still built even ten years later. In these latter 
ones, either the chimney or the kitchen was built of stone, and in one case the first room 
as well. Some other wooden houses had their entrance framed in stone. In the 18th 
century, starting from 1715, literature recorded only mansions built of stone (M. B. 
NAGY 1973).

A. VAJKAI (1959) described a manor-house in the Balaton Highlands erected in 1766. 
With its tripartite ground-plan, stone walls, separate entrances to all the rooms, and a 
simple porch protecting one of the side-faces, it is not only typical of the way of building 
practized by the lower noblemen of the period, but can also be considered as an example 
of later peasant dwellings of the region.

In the beginning of the present century the houses of the one time nobility were 
similar to the dwellings of rich peasants only as the houses of the poor were different 
both in material, and in structure and form. As an example, the ridge can be mentioned, 
that, in the first case was built of stone, while in the latter case it is either of board or 
twigs (S. ÉBNER 1933). A similar example for the differences are given by the stone- 
arched and beam-board ceilings of the living rooms (A. VAJKAI 1940).

Similar use could be observed in Northern Hungary and in Slovakia. The mediaeval 
churches at the foot of the Mátra Mts. (Gyöngyössolymos, Kisnána, Gyöngyöspata) 
were built of the fluvial deposits of the streams. This method served as an example or 
model for the popular architectural practice in the region (F. BAKÓ 1978). In Árva 
County, in the Carpathians, the dominating feature of noble mansions of the 18th 
century was the fact that wooden dwellings were supplemented by other stone buildings 
for fortification purposes (J. LANGER 1977). The simultaneous application of the same 
materials is similar to the techniques applied for the erection of mansions in Transylvania 
in the 17th century (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2 Manor house built o f wood and stone in 1741 in Alsókubin. 
(J. LANGER 1977)
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According to the archives, and the dates carved on the ridges and the master beams, 
also peasants used stone as a building material in Highlands at the end of the 18th century. 
The oldest monument dates back to 1777 (Gyöngyössolymos), but some evidence prove 
that this was already a common practice among the lower nobility fifty years earlier. At 
the beginning of the 18th century a stone house was the symbol of social status, and only 
as a result of the exhaustion of the forests, and also of administrative restrictions on the 
construction of wooden dwellings did the expensive stone become a standard building 
material for the peasants (F. BAKÓ 1978).

The popular stone architecture in the Carpathian Basin has become the subject of 
ethnographical investigations launched mostly in this century. These publications usually 
discuss the popular architecture of a region in general with only some references to the 
role of stone. A synthesis dealing with the popular architecture of the Danube region est
ablished that the application of stone, as a building material, was significant only in the 
central area of Transdanubia in the 19th century (V. FROLEC 1970). It is true, however, 
that several papers were published on the stone architecture of the Balaton Highlands, 
and several albums were prepared showing the stone houses with proches and columns 
characteristic of the architecture of the nobility. The first papers on Northern Hungary 
and Slovakia dealt with the cave-dwellings that were later the subject of further research. 
The first and most prominent expert of Roumanian popular stone architecture, P. PET- 
RESCU, based mostly on his own research, distinguished five zones of stone architecture 
in the regions of Transylvania and Bánát (1972, 1973). The origin of the Roumanian 
stone huts and their Balcanic relations were also investigated by B. GUNDA (1941) and 
R. VULCANESCU (1965). The application of stone in Transylvania, was however, always 
of minor importance for Hungarian archeologists, as their work was always focussed on 
the wooden architecture. Meadow limestone and loess played an important part in the 
popular architecture in the southern part of the Danube—Tisza Interfluve, in the Great 
Hungarian Plain (A. JUHÁSZ 1982, R. NDCOLIČ 1956).

Based on the data, obtained from ethnographical surveys conducted on the areas 
shown on Fig. 3, it has been established that stone as a building material of the peasantry 
gradually gained ground. It was found that, as early as in the Middle Ages, the founda
tion, later the chimney and the kitchen, then the frames of the doors and windows, and 
the more sophisticated porches were built of stone. The last phase was when the walls 
themselves were built of stone. This process started at the end of the 18th century and 
lasted for about 100 years depending on the geographic, economic and social circum
stances of the individual regions.

Ethnographical descriptions usually refer to the kind of applied stones according to 
their popular name. From these the conclusion can be drawn that the “soft stones” were 
the most commonly used materials since these could be easily shaped by using primitive 
tools and techniques. Rhyolite tuff occurring on the south-eastern slopes of the Bükk 
Mts. in Northern Hungary was a common building stone. Some cave-dwellings were also 
opened in the region. Andesite tuff from the southern part of the Mátra Mts. has been 
used for building purposes since the Middle Ages. Its popular application dates back to 
the end of the last century (F. SCHAFARZIK 1904). Along the valley bordering the 
Bükk Mountains from the east the application of “travertine” (freshwater limestone) has 
been common since the middle of the last century (F. SCHAFARZIK 1904, A. HEVESI 
1972).

Beside the soft stones, exploited from quarries, the significance of harder stones col
lected from outcrops, from the beds or terraces of streams cannot be neglected either.
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Fig. 3 Zones of popular stone constructions in the Carpathian Basin on the basis of ethnographic explorations carried
out in the 20th century.

1. Balaton Highlands, 2. Garam Valley, 3. Danube Bend, Börzsöny Mts., 4. Northern Hungary : Bükk Mts., Mátra Mts., 5. Great 
Hungarian Plain: the region along river Tisza, 6. Bánát, 7. Region o f Hátszeg, 8. Olt-Maros Basin, 9. Górj region,

10. Naszód region



These, due to the erosion, have a round shape (Fig. 4). The first step in building stone 
production was the process when transportable pieces were carved from the rocks found 
on the eroded hillsides (F. BAKÓ 1978, P. HALÁSZ-V. SUDA 1977).

Fig. 4 Boulders used to protect the foot of a house wall in Domoszló.

By this method only smaller amounts of stone could be collected. Therefore, large- 
scale application of stone for building purposes started only after quarries had been 
opened. One of the rare and early methods of the acquisition of building stones was that 
carved stone pieces were transported via the Tisza river from the Carpathians (F. BAKÓ 
1978). One of the major steps in the history of popular stone application was when 
craftsmen began to specialize in stone exploitation and carving and in construction with 
stone. Several centres for stone quarrying started to operate in Northern Hungary. These 
were first registered and also characterized by F. SCHAFARZIK (1904). At that time 65 
quarries were in operation in the vicinity of 36 settlements in Highlands, mainly at the 
foot of the Bükk Mts. All these were producing stones for building purposes. These data 
indicate the importance of stone as a raw material in popular architecture around the 
turn of the century. Ethnographical research later revealed the presence of several stone 
carving centres working at the different quarries. Their influence, in spite of the fact that 
a considerable number of building monuments have been distroyed, still prevails.

The stone carving craftsmen of Kálnaborfő, central Slovakia, learned the up-to-date 
technology from Italian experts who worked on the construction of the local castle at
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the end of the 18th century. These local craftsmen first erected tombs, and later, at the 
end of the last century, they started to carve door-posts with the stones exploited by 
thesemlves. All these were sold even in villages located at greater distances (P. STANO 
1968). SE of this region the village Márianosztra is worth mentioning, since the 
quarries in its vicinity have been producing stone for the last 200 years (J. HÁLA 1976). 
In this region of the Börzsöny Mts. each village had its own quarries where the inhabi
tants could acquire the building stone needed (P. HALÁSZ-V . SUDA 1977, J. HÁLA 
1983b).

From the point of view of stone architecture therë are two significant districts in the 
region of the Mátra and Bükk Mts. The first is the southern slope of the Mátra Mts. be
tween the Tama and Zagyva rivers, while the other is east of this region, i.e. it is the 
volcanic girdle around the limestone plateau of the Bükk Mts. Within the western region, 
in the town Gyöngyös, and in its vicinity, there are some andesite and andesite tuff 
quarries that influenced the local building practices. A number of stone masons were 
employed by the Gyöngyössolymos landlord after 1763. They were granted the right 
to sell some of the exploited stone (F. BAKÓ 1970-1971).

An important centre for stone exploitation and carving operated in, and around, the 
town of Eger. Stone was produced from the quarries in the vicinity of the town from the 
Middle Ages. These were the building stone material sources for the bishop’s (later the 
archibshop’s), palace and also for the fortress of strategic importance. When these quar
ries became exhausted new ones were opened in the 18—19th century. The guild 
founded for their exploitation was granted the right to sell budding stones to individuals, 
in some cases even to serfs. The demands for stone of the villages in the Great Hungarian 
Plain were fulfilled not from the Eger quarries but from local stone-pits (Demjén, Tarna- 
szentmária) opened in the second half of the 18th century (F. BAKÓ 1970—1971).

The above centres were operated on the domains of the Eger archdiocese by German 
craftsmen hired by the landlord. Sirok village and its quarry, however, belonged to secular 
noblemen who had the quarry worked by Italian experts with a different technology. 
Industrial scale stone production started only a century later, when the popular stone 
architecture had its first upspring. The Sirok quarry, just like the other centres, also sup
plied stone to the local villagers, with the difference that, while the other quarries turned 
to the manufacturing and sale of broad-stones, Sirok until the most recent tunes has been 
producing wall stones of irregular shape and size (F. BAKÓ 1970-1971).

In the regions of mostly wooden and earthen houses the application of stone building 
elements started after the use of stone for foundation purposes had became common. 
The first of these elements was a window-frame on a peasant’s house from the 1770s, 
when the piece was carved as a by-product at the construction of a Baroque church. Ex
perience showed that stone, replacing the former wooden window-frames, was not only 
more decorative, but also provided a stronger setting for the window bars (Fig. 5). The 
application of stone frames became much more widespread after the abolishment of serf
dom in 1848, when both the outfit and increased safety became major factors (F. BAKÓ 
1978). The reasons for applying stone door frames for dwellings and barns were the same, 
although this practice was rather rare; only a few houses built by the lower nobility and 
richer peasants prove it. From the second half of the last century the application of stone 
in the form of gate-posts became more common, although mainly not for security reasons, 
but rather as a symbol of higher social and financial status.

The ornaments on the facades of country houses and the columns of the proches 
were originally made of wood or adobe. With the stone, applied as a raw material of
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Fig. 5 Window frame of Sirok stone at Kisnána (c. 1910).

window frames, they also were replaced by this new building material. These elements 
were prepared by the stone cutters working in the mountains, and transported to the 
homes of well-to-do farmers.

Three types of materials were used for the porch columns. The first was tied to the 
foundation when stones remaining from the foundation were piled up as a pillar. They 
were subsequently covered with plaster and were whitewashed. The second represents 
a transition between the wooden and stone pillar, i.e. the head piece and the bottom of 
the wooden column are carved of stone, while the stem was whitewashed to look like 
stone. The head and bottom pieces were not manufactured on the site but were delivered 
by stone cutters. The third type was made of two or three pieces of stone. This porch 
pillar could be easily dismounted and erected. In the region of the Mátra and Bükk Mts. 
several shops and centres were producing these columns for more than 100 years. The 
most significant one founded in the 18th century in the village Sirok. Its prosperity was 
due to the erection of a pompeous stable by the Count Károlyi family on their nearby 
domain in Parádfürdő at about 1875, where together with some Italian experts the crafts
men of Sirok were also hired to the work. This was an opportunity for the Hungarians to 
learn how to carve classical-style columns. Later these were manufactured in increasing 
numbers as stone-columned porches became more and more fashionable among the
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Fig. 6 Portico column made of Sirok stone with popular motifs in Kisnána.
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peasants. Classical forms were later mixed with popular motives (Fig. 6). This is why 
the columns carved at Sirok can be recognized as far as a distance of 70 -80  kilometres 
(F. BAKÓ 1970-1971).

No similar correlation between the appearance of stone building elements and the 
activities of stone cutters in other parts of the Carpathian Basin in known except for the 
one mentioned before (P. STANO 1969), perhaps because this has not been the subject 
of investigations at other sites. The inhabitants of the Transylvanian village of Kosna 
place the porch on huge rocks in front of the wooden house. This was perhaps one of 
the first stages of the transition to stone architecture (I. TÉGLÁS 1909) analogous to the 
preparation of the foundation of wooden houses in the Middle Ages (see above).

Only porch columns built of small stone pieces with plaster and whitewash have been 
found in the Balaton Highlands region. The origin of this form is supposed to lie in the 
building habits of the nobility. The necessity of a porch was realized first in this region 
of the Carpathian Basin, as the ground-plan of the house required an outside connection 
of the separately built rooms without a common door. This front area had to be pro
tected from the weather. In the beginning the porch was only a simple elongation of the 
roof which at its two edges was supported by the walls and in the middle by a single 
column. Later the number of columns was increased, the clearance of which was bridged 
by beams and later by stone arches (S. ÉBNER 1933, A. VAJKAI 1940). These porches 
(porticoes) followed the Baroque and Neoclassical styles, and were built at about the turn 
of the 18th and 19th centuries in the Balaton Highlands. The first similar porches in High
lands occurred only in the second half of the last century. Here several styles, one even 
similar to the Tudor arch, can be observed (F. BAKÓ 1978) (Fig. 7).

The side ridges of stone buildings looking upon the street were occasionally decorated 
by stone or plaster-work. In the Eger archdiocese and in the Balaton Highlands the de
coration of ridges by stone framing the openings of the attic, and by inserting stone 
figures in the niche became popular in the second half of the 19th century. The Germans 
of the Balaton Highlands region highly respected Saint Florian, whose statute, placed in 
the ridge, was believed to protect the house from fire (A. VAJKAI 1940). Bulkheads of 
stone or brick in Baroque or Classicist style were also characteristic of this region. This 
motif, however, could be also found in some other parts of the Carpathian Basin (Fig. 8). 
Unplastered stone walls can be also attractive in their rustic simplicity, although these 
solutions were used usually only in lack of money. In Northern Hungary the ridge, in 
Transylvania the street front of the fence and the gate-post were sometimes left unplas
tered. These uncovered surfaces offer a good opportunity for studying the types of ap
plied stones, their forms and the texture of the buildings (Figs. 9 and 10).

Beside thatch, cane and tile, slate was also used for roof construction in some parts 
of Highlands until the first quarter of our century. Three slate-quarries were in opera
tion on the south-western edges of the Bükk Mountains from 1868 on. This slate was 
used to roof the manor buildings at large estates and the farm buildings of rich peasants. 
Due to its high price slate could never become widespread as a roofing material (F. BA
KÓ 1978).

Stone was not only used for constructing the walls and roofs of the houses but it also 
had its role in the interior of popular houses, even at the stage when most of the things 
were made of wood, twigs and earth. The mouth of the oven was covered by stone to 
prevent the outburst of sparks (this was called “cseresznek” stone). Later, also the sides 
of the mouth were framed in stone although the oven itself was made of plastered twigs. 
Still later the whole oven, then also the chimney and finally the complete kitchen was
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Fig. 7 Stone portico at Egerszalók.
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Fig. 8 Stone facade of a pressing house in the Balaton Highlands. (After J. TÓTH)
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Fig 10 Stone fence in Szomolya.
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Fig. 9 Stone gate and fence in Transylvania from 1899. (After K. KÓS)



made of fire-proof material, i.e. of stone or of brick, due to official regulations (F. BA
KÓ 1973-1974). In the monocultural stone architecture regions not only some parts 
of the house were built of stone, but also some parts of the interior (berth, bench, chest), 
together with some minor equipment used in the yard (watering through, winepress), not 
to mention the tombs that preceded all these (I. I. SÁNDOR 1973, F. BAKÓ 1970- 
1971).

The ground-plan of stone houses is almost identical to that of the other buildings. The 
practice of the lower nobility offers examples that quite often one of the rooms was not 
roofed by wood (beams and board) but by stone arches. This could be also found in case 
of some stables and barns (A. VAJKAI 1940). Due to its strength, stone could be also 
used for the construction of several storey buildings. It was common in Highlands and in 
Slovakia to built wooden, adobe or stone dwellings, barns on top of stone cellars. 
A further form of this technology is the two-storey house in the Balaton Highlands, the 
lower floor of which was used for economic activities (A. VAJKAI 1940) (Fig. 11).

6 X. emelet.

Fig 11 Ground plan of a two-storey stone house at Balatonkenese. (A. VAJKAI 1940)
1. room, 2. kitchen, 3. room, 4. pantry, 5. portico, 6. second floor, 7. stable, 8. feed holder,

9. pressing house, wine cellar, 10. pantry, 11. ground floor
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Shephards and forest workers of the Carpathian Basin used to live in temporary dwell
ings, some of which were built of stone. The circular hut of the Roumanian peasants of 
the Southern Carpathians was probably used on permanent basis in earlier times. This 
archeologically known type was once widely spread over the entire area of the Mediter- 
raneum, but its representatives can be found only in the south-eastern region of the 
Carpathian Basin (B. GUNDA 1941, P. PETRESCU 1972,1973). In lack of any scientific 
evidence it can only be assumed that these stone constructions could once be found near 
the villages in other regions as well (A. SZMDC 1906). The huts of the lime-burners on the 
hillsides seem to be a later type (F. BAKÓ 1968) and is considered to be a by-product of 
the lime-burning technology and the accompanying lifestyle. This widely practiced pro
fession in the Carpathian Basin raises a number of typological and historical questions 
(F. BAKÓ 1953, R. MÜLLER 1976).

The common feature of the above-discussed groups of popular architecture is that the 
buildings are either entirely or mostly built above the ground. The main criteria for an
other group is that the rooms were cut in stone, that is, they do not have an artificial 
roof, but natural rock is the ceiling and the rooms have stone walls. These are called 
cave-dwellings and include the caves carved in sandstone and loess as their structure is 
identical; only the materials differ.

Considerable results were achieved by ethnographists investigating the cave-dwellings. 
It has been established that their classical location is the Mediterranean realm the north
ern boundary region of which is the Carpathian Basin (R. JERÁBEK 1974). We know 
a number of caves in this region, namely in Transylvania, along the valley of the Garam 
river in present Slovakia, in the Balaton Highlands in Transdanubia, in Northern Hungary, 
and even in the Budapest region. These dwellings were carved mostly into volcanic rocks, 
but in some smaller regions of the Carpathian Basin caves carved into sandstone and loess 
can be also found. Such cavities are also known from the eastern part of Transdanubia 
and from the area at the mouth of the Tisza river, at Titel (Fig. 12).

Although these zones are in regions inhabited mainly by Hungarians, the shape and 
use of cave dwellings can not be linked exclusively to this ethnic group. The cells of the 
monks in Tihany from the Árpádian times (11—13th centuries) can be connected with 
the presence of foreign monks, probably of Pravoslav (Orthodox) religion. There are some 
other examples of clerical applications. It is also certain that lower classes of the society 
lived in underground dwellings even before Christianity was introduced, as these possibili
ties were offered by the nature already in prehistoric times, and the people arriving in the 
Carpathian Basin during the migration period could make a good use of these dwellings 
(F. BAKÓ 1977).

Hardly any of these underground dwellings and other structures have been preserved, 
as the material (volcanic tuff, sandstone, loess), into which they were carved, is soft, i.e. 
is not durable. As an exception, the cells of the Tihany monks can be mentioned as these 
were carved into a much harder basalt tuff; some of these cells were preserved for almost 
one thousand years. The largest number of former cave-dwellings can be found in the 
Bükk Mountains. These were carved into rhyolite and dacite tuff and are only about 
200 years old.

Almost 1000 cave-dwellings were known in the vicinity of 17 villages of the Bükk 
region between the two world wars. The author has completed their ethnographical exa
mination in the “last minute” (F. BAKÓ 1970-1971, 1977). The research was mainly 
concentrated on the still existing cavities, i.e. on material remains. These caves could be 
classified by their the location, ground-plan, the shape of the fireplace, or by the manner
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Fig. 1 2  Cave dwellings in the Carpathian Basin.
1. Balaton Highlands, 2. Budapest and its vicinity, 3. Garam Valley, 4 . Northern Hungary : Bükk Mts., 5 . Kolozsvár, 6. Tolna County,

7. Titel, I. cave dwellings carved in tuff, II. cave dwellings carved in loess



they were used for dwelling. The entrance is usually found on the vertically cut wall of 
the cave. This leads into the first room to which other rooms are connected either in a 
straight line or in right angle direction. There are examples where all the rooms have se
parate entrances from the facade (Fig. 13). Often a winecellar or a stable is connected to 
the kitchen or the room, that prove that not only poor families used to live in these 
dwellings but also some members of higher social classes (Figs. 14 and 15).

Fig. 13 Facade of a cave dwelling at Cserépváralja.
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Fig. 14 Facade of a single-storey, and a two-storey cave dwelling, (scale: 1:50)
1. new house

Beside the investigation of the still preserved monuments, folkloristic studies, the 
study of archival documents and other sources revealed some other more primitive types 
of cave-dwellings. These are for example the huts fabricated near the entrances of natural 
caves (Fig. 16) or the dwelling fabricated in the cave of the prehistoric man, with a more 
up-to-date fireplace added, in the 18th century at Répáshuta. In spite of their early ex
istence, cave-dwellings in written documents were first mentioned only in the 13th 
century. One of the legends dealing with the life-story of princess Saint Margaret men
tions a dwelling cave in the Buda region, that might have been an antecedent of the 
similar known dwellings in the region (F. BAKÓ 1977). In our view, which coincides with 
that of J. JERABEK, the Czechoslovakian scientist, the emergence of cave-dwellings can
not be simply attributed to geological, social or economic conditions, or to the building 
habits of certain ethnic groups. It is a long and complex process in the same manner as 
the history of mankind.
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Fig. 15 Cave dwelling, with portico, at Szomolya.
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Fig. 16 Stone hut built into a dolomite cave in the Gellért Hill (Buda). 
(Aquarell by C. Fischer 1812. Budapest Historical Museum)
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FOR ROAD CONSTRUCTION IN HUNGARY
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Hungarian Geological Institute, Budapest

INTRODUCTION

During the Roman times, two important types of road construction were developed 
in Europe. Roads and highways had a rubble-stone bottom covered by layers of in
creasingly finer grained gravels, and a top layer consisting of sand and gravel mixed with 
limy mortar. Streets in the towns had also a rubble-stone bottom with sand and gravel 
over it, covered by form-blocks.

The Middle Ages did not bring significant development in road construction. New road 
types appeared only in modern times. The invention of two new road types can be con
nected with the names of a Frenchman, F. TRESAGUET (1775), and that of a Scotsman, 
J. L. MacADAM (1822). In the beginning, “Macadam roads” were made by spreading 
2—3 layers of chad without a rubble-stone bottom and were solidified by the traffic 
itself. Later, it was constructed by applying a horse-dragged road-roller, invented by the 
French A.-R. POLONCEAU in 1830.

Spalled block stones were used for paving roads and streets only as late as in the 
beginning of the 19th century. In the beginning, big stone blocks were used, while small 
ones appeared only considerably later (L. REZNÁK-J. KOVÁCS-P. BADINSZKY 
1982).

In Hungary, the larger-scale building of roads, streets and sidewalks began in the first 
half of the 19th century. In the middle of this century, the construction of railway lines 
also started. Previously every rock type (Palaeozoic, Mesozoic and Cenozoic; metamor- 
phic, volcanic and sedimentary ones) suitable for metalling of roads and streets were used 
for these purposes (F. SCHAFARZIK 1904) (Fig. 1). In the 19th century, however, 
together with the manufacturing of spalled stone blocks, and with the increasing demand 
for the quality of the surfacing materials, the significance of hard, easy-to-split volcanic 
rocks increased. Good-quality andesites, dacites, and basalts, abounding in Hungary, were 
the most important volcanic rocks to be used.

The majority of these rocks are the products of Neogene volcanism.The majority of 
andesites and dacites were formed in the Miocene, while the basalts appeared in the Plio
cene-Pleistocene. Our biggest and most important quarries exploited these rocks. The 
yield of these quarries in the second half of the 19th century was so considerable that it 
could fulfil the demands even from abroad.

In this paper, a brief account on the history of quarrying and manufacturing of stones 
for road construction in Hungary will be given. In addition, two old professions con
nected with quarrying will be described. Budapest (that till 1872 consisted of three 
independent towns, Buda, Pest and Óbuda) serves here as an example for demonstrating 
the changes and development in the use of road-building materials.
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Fig. 1 Quarries in Hungary. (Issued by the Royal Hungarian Geological Institute in 1902. It is a supplement
to F. SCHAF ARZ IK’s book published in 1904.)
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HISTORICAL OUTLINE

The Period till World War I

Buda was liberated from the Turkish occupation in 1686. Soon after this the inhabi
tants began to rebuild the town. In the beginning they used the ruins of the former build
ings as construction material. A record from as early as 1726 already shows that the Pest 
council had the intention of paving the most important streets. They asked for a permis- 
son for a paving master and his workers to quarry dolomite at the Gellért Hill for this 
purpose (E. NYITRAI 1957). In this period the town of Pest used also the Miocene 
limestone of Kőbánya, Budafok and Budatétény as important building materials (E. REI
CHERT 1929, F. PAPP 1964). At Buda, first of all Triassic dolomite, Eocene Nummuli- 
tic limestone and Pliocene-Pleistocene freshwater limestone were used as chad for mak
ing streets or, without spalling, as surface material. These rocks were extracted in dif
ferent quarries of the Buda Mts. (J. SZABÓ 1863).

The paving was performed by paving masters belonging to guilds. The master of Pest 
received their privilege in 1767 and those of Buda organized their guild also in the same 
year (J. BARTÓCZ 1976).

In the beginning of the 19th century, Pest began to develop rapidly. Up to that time 
the majority of the streets had no pavements or they were paved with rubble-stones like 
the streets in the city section of the town in the 1830s (J. HANZÉLY 1960, GY. SPI- 
RA-K. VÖRÖS 1978).

The first important step in this respect, was the setting of the first block pavement in 
the Váci and Nagyhid streets between 1835 and 1840. From this time on, paving by 
rubble-stones gradually lost its importance (J. HANZÉLY 1960).

At the beginning, after the example of Vienna, the streets were paved with big-stone 
blocks and granites of Mauthausen and Neuhausen (Austria). These materials were trans
ported on the Danube (J. SZABÓ 1863, S. ÁBRAHÁM 1918, R. REICHERT 1929, 
F. BARABÁS 1953, D. BENEDEK 1970), and were used even in the second half of the 
19th century (J. HANZÉLY 1960).

The quarrying of stones for road-construction soon began to flourish also in Hungary. 
The first andesite and dacite quarries were opened along the Danube (in the Börzsöny 
and Dunazug Mts.). The extraction began in 1832 at Szob, and in 1845 at Dunabogdány, 
Pilismarót, Dömös, Visegrád, etc. (J. SZABÓ 1863, F. SCHAFARZIK 1904, R. REI
CHERT 1929, F. BARABÁS 1953,1.1. SÁNDOR 1973, J. HÁLA 1976).

In these quarries quarrymen (or stone cutters) from Mauthausen trained the local 
inhabitants for their craft. Italian and Croatian quarrymen also worked there (F. BARA
BÁS 1953,1.1. SÁNDOR 1973, J. HÁLA 1976).

The progress of quarrying in Hungary was stopped in the middle of the 19th century. 
The Austrian oppression, after the 1848/1849 Revolution and the War o f Independence, 
hindered also the economic development. Between 1848 and 1867 progress was confined 
to agriculture, the related industry, and railway building (eg. the length of railway lines 
increased from 178 kms to 2160 kms (M. UNGER-O. SZABOLCS 1973). Though this 
latter had some effect on quarrying too, it was still insignificant, as compared to the 
development of later decades.

Capitalism began to develop in Hungary only after the compromise of 1867. By the 
end of the 19th century the Hungarian manufacturing industry had been established, and 
the agricultural industry, ore mining, metallurgy and partly also the engineering industry
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together with railway lines developed considerably, too. It was not unusual at that time 
to build 1000 kms of railway line per year. By the end of the century the total length 
of railway lines was already 17 000 kms (M. UNGER-O. SZABOLCS 1973). These 
factors promoted the development of quarrying, serving as one of the main reasons of its 
prosperity (F. BARABÁS 1953, A. GLASNER 1922-1924, D. BENEDEK 1970). 
A similar prosperity took place in the quarrying and manufacturing of road-building 
stones. Its first flourishing period comprised the end of the 19th century and the first 
two decades of the 20th century.

After the 1867 compromise the town of Pest started experiments to test the most 
up-to-date paving materials of that age. Paving of the streets and sidewalks began at a 
rapid pace. Between 1868 and 1872, only this town spent 2.5 million forints on paving 
(GY. SPIRA-K. VÖRÖS 1978) and between 1872 and 1882 Budapest spent also great 
sums (6-700 000 forints annually) on this purpose (J. MIHÁLYFI 1882).

By this time the concave profiles of streets had been already replaced by convex ones 
at Pest. The application of kerbstones began only in this period (at first in 1868 in the 
old Városház street) but it became soon widespread (J. HANZÉLY 1960). To select the 
best surfacing materials experimental pavements were set in the capital.E. g. in 1877, 
19 kinds of rocks (different types of granites, andezites, dacites, etc.), were tested in 
Akácfa street (J. MIHÁLYFI 1882).

Other modern building materials also appeared in the streets of Budapest. Though 
the first asphalt sidewalks were set already in 1864 in Palatinus street, the first com
prime asphalt road surface over a concrete bottom was made in 1870-1871 in the 
Hatvani street. The use of blockwood (1871), of glazed tiles (1879, Baross street) and 
of concrete (1880, Akácfa street) began in this period, too (Á. SZERDAHELYI 1890, 
J. HANZÉLY 1960, GY. SPIRA-K. VÖRÖS 1978).

The use of basalt for road-buildings was suggested already by J . SZABÓ in 1863. This 
very hard, easy-to-split, compact rock, extremely suitable for road construction that 
occured in Hungary in great amounts (Transdanubia, Gömör, Nógrád Counties, Tran
sylvania) was applied for this purpose, however, only at the end of the 19th century.

Though quarries, satisfying local demands had been exploiting basalt for other pur
poses for a long time, the first big quarry was opened by Alfons JANSSEN, owner of a 
big estate, at the Medves Plateau (Somoskő, Somoskőújfalu, the surroundings of Salgó
tarján) and in the Nyerges Hill in the vicinity of Somoskő (Bremszi quarry) in 1878. 
Soon, in 1880, he opened the nearby Macskalyuk quarry, too. This region was the 
“cradle" of Hungarian basalt quarrying where over an area of 12 km2 20 quarries were 
operated (K. GYULAI 1910, L. JUGOVICS 1940,1944a, 1944c, 1966).

In a few years, quarrying in the basalt area north of this region also began (Ajnácskő, 
Korlát, the environment of Fülek). At first it started in the Ragács Hill at Ajnácskő in 
1884 (L. JUGOVICS 1940,1944b).

The use of basalt paving blocks in Budapest was suggested by Alfons JANSSEN. 
First, they were applied in 1893 in Bécsi street, and later in 1897 also Üllői street was 
paved by basalt cobble stones (K. GYULAI 1910, J. HANZÉLY 1960).

The large-scale use of basalt falls already to the period, after the 1890 law on public 
roads. This resulted in larger scale road construction, a continuous maintenance of roads, 
together with the opening of new large quarries for industrial scale mass production 
(I. BENKE 1929, J. HANZÉLY 1960).

During this period new quarries for mass production were opened. The smaller quarries, 
that had been already worked for a long time, were also developed and modernized. The
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Fig. 2 Storage and loading of fashioned road-building stones at the Balogfala railway station.
(D. KALMÁR 1908)

Fig. 3 Basalt quarry at Alsórákos. (A. GLASNER 1905)
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newly opened quarries (Figs. 2 and 3) were the most up-to-date. This is well demon
strated by the fact that K. GYULAI (1910), and then S. ÁBRAHÁM (1918) enumerates 
39 basalt quarry districts in 10 counties of Hungary. During the initial period, workers 
of these quarries were enrolled from the near-Danube quarries (from the Szob and Duna- 
bogdány areas). These quarrymen had already obtained routine in extracting and pro
cessing andesites and dacites (F. BARABÁS 1953, J. HÁLA 1976).

In 1895, a significant measure was taken by the treasury when it purchased and 
mechanized the quarries at Halmágycsúcs, Marótlak, Nagybátony and Tarcal. The ma
terial from these quarries was used first of all for constructing roads in the Great Hun
garian Plain. They were the first state-owned quarries in Hungary (I. BENKE 1929). 
After their opening, the first 300 km long highway, crossing the Great Hungarian Plain 
was built in 1896—1899, while the construction of the second highway started in 1904 
(A. GLASNER 1905).

In this period the Kissebesi Gránitkőbányák Részvénytársaság (Kissebes Granite 
Quarries Company) played a leading role with its innovations. They had three quarries of 
their own, and rented six others in different parts of the country (the most important 
ones were at Kissebes, Zsidóvár, Alsórákos, Csorna, Bolgárom). In addition to the ex
ploitation and transport of stone, they were also engaged in road, sidewalk, and canal 
construction operations (S. MATLEKOVITS 1898, A. GLASNER 1905) (Fig. 4).

Fig. 4 Dacite quarry at Kissebes. (A. GLASNER 1905)

Some experiments with machines, suitable for making chad, were carried out already 
in the middle of the 19th century. The easily transportable machine designed by L. MOL
NÁR that could be operated both by animal and steam power, may serve as a good 
example (F... r 1862) (Fig. 5). By the turn of the century, these machines of small 
capacity could not satisfy the increasing demands, thus the application of machineries 
of greater capacity became necessary. I.e. it was an important step when, in 1886, the
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Fig. 5 The chad making machine of L. Molnár technician. (F...r 1862)

Fig. 6 Crushing machinery at Kissebes. (A. GLASNER 1905)
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Fig. 7 The crushing machinery at the Szob quarry in 1930. (Contemporary postcard)

first modern mechanical crushing equipment was put into operation in the dacite quarry 
at Kissebes (I. BENKE 1929, J. HANZÉLY 1960) (Fig. 6). This equipment was a primi
tive jaw crusher, designed after a machine, invented by E. W. BLAKE in 1858 (A.GLAS- 
NER 1922-1924). During the following years, on the basis of the Kissebes example, 
crushing machines were put into operation in several quarries (Sátoros, Alsórákos, Szob 
[Fig. 7], Ipolydamásd, Badacsony, etc.). First, these machines were imported mostly 
from Austria, though the Ganz Works in Budapest started their production according 
to the foreign prototypes within a very short time (A. GLASNER 1905, 1922-1924, 
I. BENKE 1929, F. BARABÁS 1953, J. HANZÉLY 1960).

Another innovation of great importance, namely the introduction of small-stone 
blocks for paving in Hungary, was linked also with the Kissebesi Gránitkól)ányák Rt. 
They were applied, at first, by the provincial building inspector, GRAVENHORST, in 
Staade (Germany) in 1885. In 1899, the Royal Hungarian Ministry for Commerce de
legated a team to study the small-stone block pavements in Germany. As a result, in 
1903, at Szekszárd, the Kissebesi Gránitkőbányák Rt. built the first road in Hungary, 
paved with small-stone blocks (A. GLASNER 1907, D. KALMÁR 1908, K. GYULAI 
1910). Thçn, in 1907, the first small-stone block pavement of Budapest was constructed 
in the Aréna street (J. HANZÉLY 1960).

The 1904 Investment Law that also was valid for road construction, gave a new im
petus to the development of quarrying. Its execution was based, first of all, on the opera
tion of the state-owned quarries, though it involved also the private ones. New quarries 
were opened all over the country. Two of them (at Feketehegy and at the Sátoros) 
were state owned (A. GLASNER 1905,1. BENKE 1929).
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The first great surveys of Hungarian quarries and quarrying, the works by S. GESELL 
-F . SCHAFARZIK (1885), F. SCHAF ARZIK (1904) and A. SCHAFFER (1905) were 
also published at the turn of the century.

The spreading of the application of small-stone blocks made necessary the mechaniza
tion of the production. The first machine for producing small-stone blocks was designed 
by Ferdinand WEILLER, director of the Bornholm Granite Quarries (Denmark) in 1900, 
who then also obtained a patent for it in Hungary (A. GLASNER 1922—1924). The Kis- 
sebesi Gránitkőbányák Rt. was the first to use these machines in its basalt quarry at 
Bolgárom in 1905 (Fig. 8). The exploitation was started with 12 steam-power machines, 
produced by the Ganz és Társa Vasöntő és Gépgyár Részvénytársaság (Ganz Foundry 
Works and Machine Factory) at Budapest (A. GLASNER 1905, 1907, F. BARABÁS 
1953). The Kissebes Company soon put into operation similar equipments at Csorna 
and Alsórákos, too (I. BENKE 1929, J. HANZÉLY 1960). At the Ganz Works, also other 
machines, prepared according to the Bornholm model were porduced, some of them 
were operated later also at Szob and Dunabogdány (P. KERTÉSZ-L. VAJDA 1970).

Till the end of the 19th century, explosions in quarries were carried out by using ex
clusively gunpowder. (This material had been applied for industrial purposes already 
since the 17th century. The Selmecbánya ore miners played an outstanding role in its 
introduction.) After 1867, the dynamite, invented by Alfred NOBEL was generally used

Fig. 8 Stone-cutting machines at the basalt quarry at Bolgárom. 
(A. GLASNER 1905)
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also in quarries. It became an essential substance, used at larger quarries, though the ap
plication of gunpowder for this purpose also went on (A. GLASNER 1922-1924, 
I. BENKE 1929).

Boreholes for the preparation of the explosions in the quarries were deepened manual
ly all over Hungary before the beginning of the 20th century. In several quarries this me
thod was applied till the middle of this century. The first pneumatic drilling machine was 
put into operation at Kissebes, in 1906 (A. GLASNER 1905, 1922—1924, I. BENKE 
1929, J. HANZÉLY 1960) (Fig. 9). These equipments were already used for ore mining 
first at Selmecbánya, in 1873 (J. FALLER 1953).

Fig. 9 Pneumatic boring machine at Kissebes. (A. GLASNER 1905)

At the turn of the century, basalt quarrying started also in Transdanubia. The first 
major basalt quarries were opened at Sümeg in 1896, at Badacsonytomaj in 1905, and at 
Badacsonytördemic in 1909. Really large-scale exploitation in these quarries began only 
after the completion of the Budapest-Tapolca railway line, in 1909 (L. JUGOVICS 
1957, 1971, 1973). Nevertheless, for a long time, their significance and production were 
far from that of the Nógrád-Gömör basalt region. Other basalt quarries in Transdanubia 
were opened at Raposka (Szentgyörgy Hill) near Celldömölk, and Alsóság (Ság Hill), 
respectively, in 1911, and in 1912 also at Zalahaláp (L. SOÓS 1929, L. JUGOVICS 1957, 
1974).
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Based on the Kissebesi Gránitkőbányák Rt. experiments, the Badacsonyi Bazaltbánya 
Rt. (Badacsony Basalt Company) was the next to mechanize the operations in the quar
ries. Later also the quarries at Szob, Ság Hill, Tokaj and in the Nógrád-Gömör area 
(Korlát, Csorna, Bolgárom) were also mechanized (I. BENKE 1929, J. HANZÉLY 1960).

The period before World War I was the golden age of road and railway construction, 
and due to this fact, also that of quarrying in Hungary. Several hundred kilometer long 
roads were built annually, demanding 2.5 million m3 stone material per year (I. BEN
KE 1929). This flourishing period came to an end by the breaking out of World War I.

The Period between the Two World Wars

During World War I, road construction, and even the systematic maintenance of the 
roads was stopped (J. HANZÉLY 1960) therefore the total production fell to about 
20 percent, as compared to pre-war data (I. BENKE 1929).

After the War, the reconstruction of the roads became an urgent task, not only be
cause of their deplorable state, but also because the number of the cars increased con
siderably. This reconstruction was, however, hindered by the significant territorial 
changes caused by the Trianon treaties (Hungary lost more than two-third of her previous 
territory including many important quarries, e.g. Fülek, Korlát, Ajnácskő, Alsórákos, 
Lukarec, Kissebes, Sátoros, Feketehegy etc.). Even though the demand for stone for road 
construction purposes decreased by 50 percents, as compared to the pre-war period (to 
1.2 million m3) after World War I, the country could not produce it from her own re
sources. Therefore, Budapest and several other larger towns had to obtain the stone 
material for paving from the quarries, located in detached areas, for a long time (I. BEN
KE 1929).

New impetus was given to the development of the quarries only in 1925 by a road 
construction project of the government that challenged the quarry companies and banks 
to invest larger sums (F. BARABÁS 1953, J. HANZÉLY 1960, D. BENEDEK 1970).

In this period, the first handbook on quarrying in Hungarian was published (A.GLAS- 
NER 1922-1924). The Royal Hungarian Geological Institute published a map of the 
Hungarian quarries to promote the development of stone exploitation in the country 
(1927).

Old quarries were modernized and several new ones were opened by the state, state 
railways, municipial authorities of the counties, and private contractors.

The centre of basalt production was transferred from the Nógrád-Gömör area to 
Transdanubia. The most significant quarries of this period were those at Ság Hill, Sümeg, 
Zalaphaláp, Badacsonytomaj, Badacsonytördemic, Gulács, Káptalantóti and Diszel. 
Basalt quarrying, however, was also continued in the Hungarian part of the Nógrád 
region.

Neither the quarrying of andesite nor that of dacite lost their importance. Big quarries 
were operated, among others, at Szob (Fig. 10), Szokolya, Dömös, Visegrád, Dunabog- 
dány (Fig. 11), Zebegény, Szentendre (Börzsöny-Dunazug Mts.), Szanda, Jobbágyi 
Selyp, Nagybátony, Apc, Tar, Gyöngyös, Gyöngyössolymos, Tárcái, Tokaj, Tállya, Er- 
dőbénye (Fig. 12), Bodroghalászi (Northern Mid-Mountains), and at Komló (Mecsek 
Mts.), etc. Diabase (Bükk Mts.), phonolite (Mecsek Mts.) and rhyolite (Northern Mid- 
Mountains) were also quarried, however they were only of minor importance. Several 
of the larger quarries reached the daily output of more than 800-1000 tons of chad;
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e.g. the Ság Hill quarry yielded an annual quantity of 40 000 wagonloads (I. BENKE 
1929, J. MARGITAY 1932, F. BARABÁS 1953).

Fig. 10 Quarrymen and stone-cutters in the Csákhegy-quarry at Szob in 1927.

Fig. 11 Stone-cutters and pointer boys at the Dunabogdány quarry in the middle of the
twenties.
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Fig. 12 Quarrymen and stone-cutters at Erdőbénye in 1928.

The Ság Hill quarry was one of the most important quarries in Hungary between the 
two World Wars. Since its opening in 1911, it kept pace with international progress. Its 
excellent block stones were generally prepared by 150-200 quarrymen and including 
the other, auxiliary operations this quarry employed 6—800 workers. This quarry was 
the first in Hungary to produce, fine-grain rubble (an important admixture for asphalt 
making), and also the first rubble washing equipments were applied here (L. JUGO- 
VICS 1974).

In the middle of the 1920s, great investments were made at Zalahaláp, Badacsony, 
Somoskő, Tállya, Szob and Diszel (F. BARABÁS 1953, L. JUGOVICS 1944c, 1966). 
The new and reconstructed stamping mills could be used already for both pre- and post
crushing purposes. These equipments were already more efficient and could produce 
8 -10  types of raw materials of different grain size (I. BENKE 1929, F. BARABÁS 
1953).

The great economic crisis, that broke out in 1929, and culminated in the early thirties, 
exercised a strong effect also on the economic life of Hungary. Among others, it had in
fluenced the road building projects and, consequently, the production of the quarries. 
Since the stone demand of the country decreased to 20 percent, as compared to the pre
war period, several quarries stopped their operation or reduced their procution and laid 
off workers. For example, the Badacsony basalt quarry fired all its 400 workers; at Zala
haláp only 5 watchmen from the 500 workers remained employed, at Somoskő 80 
workers instead of the former 600 were employed, while at Tarcal the exploitation was 
stopped (120 workers were laid off). At Szob 40 workers were employed instead of the 
original 400, at Szokolya 450 workers, and at Jobbágyi 250 workers were fired, etc. 
(J. MARGIT AY 1932).
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The luckier unemployed workers could earn their living abroad, eg. several workers 
from the villages in the Börzsöny Mts. (Szob, Ipolydamásd, Zebegény) went to find 
employment to France (J. HÁLA 1976, 1982) (Fig. 13).

The great economic crisis was followed by a new prosperity in quarrying,'that cul
minated at the end of the 1930s and at the beginning of the forties. After World War II, 
a completely new period began in the history of quarrying and manufacturing of road- 
construction stones in Hungary.

Fig. 13 Stone-cutters from Márianosztra in France at the beginnmg of the thirties.

From 1945 till the Present

During World War II, 80 percent of those factories which were still operated at the end 
of 1943, suffered serious damages, and 12 percent of them were completely destroyed 
(B. KASSAI 1970). The quarries suffered great losses, too (Fig. 14). An exception from 
this was, e.g., the quarry at Ság Hill, that was liberated on 26th of March, 1945, and 
began to work already on 15th April, thus being the first among the Hungarian quarries 
to do so (L. JUGOVICS 1974).

After World War II, the most important and urgent task was the earliest possible start
ing of the work in the damaged quarries, since the restoration, reconstruction and build
ing of roads, railways, etc. demanded a great quantity of stones. Thus quarrying became 
one of the *‘key industries". In spite of the large scale exploitation, the 1948 output 
reached only 97 percent of that of the last pre-war year (1938) (J. LÁZÁR 1949,
B. KASSAI 1970).
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Fig. 14 The crushing works at Szob destroyed by bombs in 1944.

The whole trade was hindered by the lack of an overall supervision and control (D. BE
NEDEK 1970). Besides, there were several out of date quarries, based mostly on manual 
labour. That is why the nationalization of quarries was of great importance. During this 
process, some 50 big quarries were put under the direction of the Kőbányaipari Nemzeti 
Vállalat (National Quarrying Company), organized in 1949 (L. JUGOVICS 1965, B. KAS
SAI 1970, G. SZENTMÁRTONY 1973).

Nationalization rendered possible systematic development and greater investments. 
In 1948, Hungarian quarrying received 4 260 000 Ft state credit for its reconstruction 
(J. LÁZÁR 1949). Large-scale reconstruction was carried out, eg. at Diszel, Nógrád- 
kövesd, Tállya (L. JUGOVICS 1962, 1966, D. BENEDEK 1970, B. KASSAI 1970, 
J. SIMON 1970). The most up-to-date quarry of Hungary, and that of the greatest capa
city was put into operation at Uzsabánya also in this period (Fig. 15). This quarry was 
opened to make up for the yield of the abandoned Ság Hill quarry. Uzsabánya was fur
nished with the most up-to-date equipments. The plant, together with the colony of the 
workers, and the cultural and social establishments was inaugurated on 15th July, 1951 
(L. JUGOVICS 1957, 1959,1965, 1966, 1974).

The first evaluation of Hungarian quarries after the liberation was published in this 
period (F. PAPP 1949). Systematic investigation of quarrying started in 1952 (L. JUGO
VICS 1951, 1962, 1965). This rapid development of quarrying lasted till 1953. From 
1954 on, the economic difficulties of the country influenced also quarrying, therefore 
the production of the quarries decreased to the 1949 level.
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Fig. 15 Up-to-date stone sorting machine machinery at Uzsabánya.

A new boom began in 1957 (D. BENEDEK 1970, B. KASSAI 1970), when a large- 
scale modernization started. While in 1960 the ratio of manual and mechanized work 
was 50-50%, by 1965 82% of the work was mechanized. Between 1961 and 1965, 
360 000 000 forints were invested in modernization, eg. at Nógrádkövesd, Zalahaláp, 
Tárcái, Szob, Taliya, Recsk, etc. (L. JUGOVICS 1962, D. BENEDEK 1970, J. SIMON 
1970). First of all the Transdanubian basalt quarries and the North-Hungarian andesite 
quarries were developed. At the beginning of the 1960s the output of North-Hungarian 
basalt quarries decreased (L. JUGOVICS 1966,1971).
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An important event in the history of Hungarian basalt quarrying was that work was 
stopped in the basalt mountains along the Lake Balaton in the early 1960s. Quarrying of 
the extremely beautiful volcanic cones of the Balaton Highlands had started at the beginn
ing of our century. Nature conservation efforts for the preservation of these mountains 
were made almost already at the same time. Scientists (geologists, geographers), and 
journalists protested. There were even parliamentary speeches on the question (K. GYU
LAI 1910, L. SOÓS 1929, J. ERDÉLYI 1939, L. JUGOVICS 1957, 1973). At the 
Guides Hill the quarrying of basalt was stopped in 1961 (L. JUGOVICS 1962, 1966). 
To make up for the loss, basalt quarries at Diszel (Halyagos Hill) and at Vindornyasző- 
lős (Kovácsi Hill) were opened (L. JUGOVICS 1960a, 1960b, 1961).

In this period two standard works on quarrying were published (GY. OZORAY 
1958, G. BUTKAI-GY. HERENDI 1964).

In the second half of the 1960s, beside the increase of production, the other main 
purpose was the improvement of quality and the enlargement of the assortment (B. 
KASSAI 1970, J. SIMON 1970). Between 1966 and 1970 793 000 000 forints were in
vested in quarrying (e.g. at Bodrogkeresztúr, Bagókő, Szob, etc.) (D. BENEDEK 1970). 
In 1968, the introduction of the “new economic system” resulted in the structural 
changes and a greater independence of the plants. Modernization at Nógrádkövesd, 
Tállya, Recsk, etc. was sponsored mostly from local financial sources (D. BENEDEK 
1970) (Fig. 16).

Fig. 16 Loading in the modern quarry at Tállya.
In Hungary, spalled paving blocks were produced till the end of the 1970s, finally 

only at Szob. At present their production is suspended, though, at Komló, small-stone 
block making is planned by using splitting machines. Nowadays the modem paving 
materials (concrete, asphalt) came into fashion. These demand a large amount of ad
mixtures of different grain size. At present, most of the Hungarian quarries yield ma
terial for this purpose (Fig. 17). These modern, motorized quarries belong to the Észak-
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Fig. 1 7  Road-building stone quarries of ÉSZAKKŐ and DÉLKŐ operating in 1984.
1. Pliocene basalt, 2. Miocene andesite, 3. Miocene rhyolite, 4 . Cretaceous diabase, 5 . Triassic dolom ite, 6. Cretaceous limestone,

7. Triassic limestone, 8. Devonian- Carboniferous limestone



Magyarországi Kőbánya Vállalat (ÉSZAKKÖ, North-Hungarian Quarry Company) and 
to the Dél-Dunántúli Kőbánya Vállalat (DÉLKŐ, South-Hungarian Quarry Company). 
There are also several smaller quarries operated by farmers’ cooperatives and forestries. 
Their product is used for road and railway construction and maintenance. Spalled stones 
are no longer used for the construction of new roads, old roads, however, eg. in the 
historical parts of the towns, are restored by making use of them (P. KERTÉSZ-L. VAJ
DA 1970).

The material, accumulated in the spoil-banks of the Hungarian quarries could be put 
to 20 000 000 tons, and this is annually increased by 2 000 000 tons, coming from the 
large quarries. From the beginning of the 1970s on, this wast amount of raw material 
has been utilized mostly for road construction. Recently, big quarries could sell their 
spoil of 350-400 000 tons/year (L. GÁSPÁR 1979, F. EGERER-K. NEMESÁNSZKY 
1980, J. UDVARDY 1980).

Historical monuments of quarrying and manufacturing of road building stones are 
collected and exhibited by several museums. For example, old machines, types of pave
ments, etc., can be seen at Nyíregyháza-Sóstófürdő (G. GAJDOS 1981), while old tools, 
and documents on spalled paving blocks manufacture are exhibited at Somoskő (Magyar- 
bánya). Both sites are open-air museums.

THE MANUFACTURING OF STONES FOR ROAD CONSTRUCTION

The Work and Way of Life of Quarrymen

In Hungary, the quarrymen, i.e. stone cutters (“Ritzer” , “ricer” , “kővágó”) were the 
artisans to prepare spalled paving blocks (big-stone blocks: “nagykocka” or “kocka” , 
small-stone blocks: “kiskocka” or “kiskő”, cobble stones: “fejkő” or “kepli” , talut, 
mitre-shaped blocks: “püspöksüveg” and kerbstones: “szegélykő” of different size) by 
splitting (cutting) and spalling from extracted or exploded blocks of stone (A. GLAS- 
NER 1922-1924, O. SZABOLCS 1953, J. HÁLA 1983).

For the sake of greater production some attempts were made to mechanize this work 
already from the beginning of our century. These attempts, however, proved to be 
succesful only concerning the production of small-stone blocks. The manufacturing of 
other types, and, at many quarries even that of the small-stone blocks, was performed 
manually because the mechanization of this technology remained incomplete. Manual 
work resulted in better quality products (I. BENKE 1929, O. SZABOLCS 1953, J. HAN- 
ZÉLY 1960).

This craft was taught in Hungary by foreigners in the first half of the 19th century. 
According to the tradition the masters were the craftsmen who came from Mauthausen 
(Austria), and they began to train Hungarian workers first at the quarries along the 
Danube (Szob, Dunabogdány). That is why, the technical vocabulary of the stone cutters 
contains several German and even Italian terms (the name of tools, working processes, 
etc.) beside the Hungarian ones. The regular wandering of stone cutters also influenced 
the development of this mixed vocabulary since Hungarian workers often worked to
gether with German, Austrian, Italian, etc. workers.

During the last ten years a systematic collection of data at the big quarries of the Bör
zsöny Mts., and in the nearby villages (Szob, Ipolydamásd, Márianosztra, Kóspallag, Szo- 
kolya, Zebegény) i.e. in the very region where this profession was introduced, was carried
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out by the author. The most important information on the activity of stone cutters are 
described here, on the basis of these data (J. HÁLA 1983).

The activity of stone cutters never required qualification, its devices and techniques 
were inherited within the family. Children began to acquire the knowledge of these ways 
and means mostly from their fathers or elder brothers, at the age of 9 to 12. At first the 
easier work (food and water carrying, gravel crushing, etc.) was left to them. In this way 
they got acquainted with the different working phases in the quarry. Later, for years, 
they did the pointing (“hegyezés”, “spiccelés”), i.e. they evened the surfaces of ready 
blocks by using pointed chisels (“spiccvas” , “hegyesvas” , “hegyesvéső”), and patent- 
picks (“kézikalapács”). This work was made either on the ground, or on the “halpang” 
(a table made of bigger stones for this purpose). Since this work demanded great practice, 
and a special knowledge of the nature of rocks, the use of tools and devices, as well as 
a considerable physical strength, quite often even 3—5 years passed till the young workers 
were permitted to work independently.

At the beginning of the 20th century, and in some quarries even later, the stone cut
ters worked on certain open places (“placc”), at the wall of the quarry. In most quarries 
roofed buildings (barracks, “barak”) were built for them only later. Every stone cutter 
worked on those blocks of stone that fell into his prescribed place after the explosion. 
To the barracks the material was transported by way of tubs. Usually, they worked alone, 
earning task wage, their only assistants were the pointer boys (“spicer” , “hegyező”).

After the explosions the stone blocks were first of all inspected, their texture and 
fissures was examined. Then the blocks were percussed by a power-hammer (“nagykala
pács” , “bunkó”), and the quality of the stones was deducted from the sound. Splitting 
begun only after these tests.

First of all the location (“kalpiksznyi” , “kalpicnyi”) for splitting wedges (“hasító
ék”) and that of smaller wedges (“durmancs”) were determined and prepared by using 
patent-picks and pointed chisels, then the wedges were inserted. Two iron plates 
(“platnyi”) were placed beside the splitting wedges, they were, however, omitted when 
smaller wedges were used. Wedges were pounded by a maul equipped with resilient 
shaft. Split stone blocks were broken by iron bars (“pajszer” , “štangli”).

This cutting and splitting was continued until a block-stone (“snicli” or “kettes kő”) 
from which two paving blocks of the given size could be made was obtained. Then the 
stone cutters worked only with a hammerlike tool (“macii”).Two types of it were used, 
one for bigger blocks, and one for smaller ones (“csúszlagmacli” and “kiskomacli”), 
respectively. This work was carried out while sitting on a special one-legged small stool 
(“sztolicska” or “sámlik”). With the help of a scale (“miéra” or “merák“) that was an 
iron plate with the sizes of all of the different types of paving blocks marked on it, the 
centre of the block-stone was determined. Then, the stone was knocked several times 
along this line with one of the edges of the hammer-like tools, to get “sponda” . Then 
they hit the stone with the obtuse end of this tool, and the stone had cleft in two, where 
it was marked. This process was called cleaving (“spondálás”).

The next phase was the spalling (“csúszlagolás”) of the stone by the tool (“macii”). 
The last phase was the pointing (“spiccelés”, “hegyezés”). The finished blocks were piled 
into heaps (“figura”) in the quarry. The productivity of the stone-cutters was determined 
in accordance with the number of the blocks, found in these piles, by the master quarry- 
man (Figs. 18 to 21).
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Fig. 2 2  T he w andering (w orking places) o f  quarrym en  and  s tone-cu tte rs  o f  th e  villages 
o f B örzsöny M ts. during th e  past h u n d red  years. (J . H ÁLA 1983)
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The male population of the villages in the vicinity of large, regularly exploited quarries 
earned their living mostly by extracting and carving rocks. There are several villages in 
Hungary, Dunabogdány, Szob, Ipolydamásd, Márianosztra, Kóspallag are the best known 
ones, where quarrying provided for the living of 30—40%, sometimes even for the 60— 
80% of the men living there. In these villages, in some families, dynasties of “ricers” 
(quarrymen) developed. The men of these families worked in quarries during 3 -4  genera
tions. Some of them worked exclusively in the quarries, though the majority dealt also 
with agriculture, they grew plants for food production on their small fields or they were 
share-croppers. The later ones belonged to a specific stratum of the Hungarian society, 
that in Hungarian is called “kétlakiak” . This word refers to the “amphibious” character 
of their way of life. They were half-way between rural people and industrial workers. 
These people, to a certain extent, already left behind the way of life of the peasants, but 
did not loose contacts with rural life. These “village workers” earned their living by in
dustry, nevertheless their behaviour was still in accordance with the standards of the 
rural society. Naturally, due to their work and way of life, special customs and folklore 
of their own also developed.

The majority of stone cutters led, generally, a wandering way of life. The big quarries, 
in the booming period, e.g. at the turn of the century, in the middle of the 1920s, and in 
the second half of the 1930s employed many workers. In the quarries that were opened 
in these periods, the first generation of workers were stone cutters from the villages along 
the Danube, who later instructed the local workers. For better wages they moved from 
quarry to quarry (Fig. 22).

The stone cutters were contracted during winter (between Christmas and New Year’s 
Eve, or in the carnival period) when they generally stayed at home in their villages. The 
enrollment was carried out by the agents employed by the different quarries, usually by 
the masters of the given quarries. The bargaining went on in one of the inns of the village. 
Usually, only the men moved to their new working places, though quite often they were 
accompanied by their families. Many of these craftsmen settled at their new working 
places. In the villages of the Börzsöny Mts., there were several men, who, during a life
time period, worked at 25-30 different sites, both in Hungary, and abroad. As a result, 
these craftsmen brought also new ideas to the villages. Many workers took also part in 
the workers’ movements (see also: A. LOVÁSZ 1959,1.1. SÁNDOR 1973).

The Work and Way of Life o f Knappers

Chad (broken stones, gravels) used for road construction, road maintenance, and 
railway purposes was made in two different ways: either in stamp mills or manually. In 
spite of the fact that in Hungary experiments were carried out to prepare chad on indus
trial level as early as in the middle of the 19th century, it was made, almost exclusively, 
manually till the end of the 19th century. Then, in the course of the large-scale road and 
railway construction work stamp mills of the greatest capacity were put into operation 
(see above). Though these were largely improved during the past 100 years. (F. BARA
BÁS 1953), these equipments could not supersede the quality of manual work till the end 
of the 1940s. The reason for this, on the one hand was, that for a long period the manu
facturing of cubiform stones of angular fracture of the same size was possible only ma
nually and these types were the most suitable for road construction, and for road main
tenance (especially in case of “Macadam roads”) (I. BENKE 1929). On the other hand,
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there was sufficient manpower available, enrolled mostly from the poorest strata of the 
rural population.

Manual crushing of the matieral was done by knappers (“kavicstörők” or “kőtörők”) 
in the quarries or along the roads.

Workers of the quarries were enrolled, first of all, from the nearby villages, while 
knapping along the roads was the special task of people, living in the villages where 
there was only little opportunity for other work. Some villages (Bag, Mohács, Mözs, 
Jászberény, Hugyag, etc.) were well-known for their knappers (F. BARABÁS 1953, 
J. ETE 1968, M. TOTH 1982, J. HÁLA 1983).

Like that of the stone cutters, the work of knappers did not require any qualification. 
Their way of life was also similar to that of the stone cutters, they were also specialized, 
wandering workers.

At the big quarries, knappers, mainly men, but also women and children, worked 
standing, sitting or kneeling. They produced gravel by crushing from stone blocks, unsuit
able for spalling. The material to be broken was put on the ground, or on the top of the 
already broken pieces of stones. The breaking itself was carried out by a crushing hammer 
(“kavicstörő kalapács”), of 35-50 dkgs weight equipped with a flexible shaft. Finally, 
the broken pieces were collected by 8 -9  branched forks, and piles were formed (“priz
ma”) (J. HÁLA 1983).

Fig. 23 Knappers from Bag and Pest in Budapest at the end of the thirties.

The most famous knappers came from Bag (Fig. 23). Inhabitants of this village, who 
had no land properties, tried to work either as jobbers or as day-workers, or went to 
Budapest to work at construction sites and in the transport service while also many of 
them became knappers. Their groups usually wandered in the country and even abroad.
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When they worked at regions near to their villages, they stayed away from their homes 
usually only for a week but when they worked at distant sites, they went home only 
once a month. They used their own tools: a small maul (“kisbunkó”), big maul (“nagy- 
bunkó”), piling fork (“kőrakó villa”), eye-shield (“szemvédő” or “drótszem”). They left 
from home in spring, and they worked along the roads till the autumn, along the sites 
found for them by their travelling “agents” and accepted by the contractor. In winter, 
they usually prepared brooms and baskets at home.

The basement of the roads was also prepared by these knappers. They worked in 
teams, and considered their elder, more skilled mates as their “bosses”. These “bosses” 
were consulting with the employers, they had to find new sites they decided on disputes 
within their team, etc. In the course of their wandering, the members of the group lived 
under the same roof; they cooked and ate together.

The work of the group of knappers were already displaced several decades ago by the 
modern equipments. Their name is preserved, however, by the so-called “bagi kő” (Bag 
crumbled stone) that became widespread all over in Hungary in the age of “Macadam 
roads”, as a result of their work (M. TÓTH 1982, see also J. ETE 1968).
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NEOGENE MINERAL RESOURCES IN THE CARPATHIAN BASIN-BUDAPEST, 1985 
VlIIth RCMNS CONGRESS-HUNGARY

POTTERY IN THE CARPATHIAN BASIN

MÁRIA KRESZ
Ethnographical Museum, Budapest

INTRODUCTION

The various kinds of clay tobe found in the Carpathian Basin were surveyed at the end 
of the last century. In 1885, at a time when industrialization and expanding architecture 
made the inventory of natural resources necessary, the Royal Hungarian Geological Insti
tute published a work entitled ‘The detailed catalogue of raw materials for use in clay-, 
glass-, cement and paint industries in Hungary” written by J. MATTYASÖVSZKY and 
L. PETRIK. Clay samples were collected from many regions of the country and on the 
basis of kiln tests these were classified according to their quality. Depending how resistant 
the clay was to heat three broader classes were distinguished and within them there were 
eight slightly different grades.

Clay belonging to class No 1 did not melt at 1550 °C. In 1892 S. KALECSINSZKY 
prepared the map of the clay-catalogue distinguishing “fire-clay” , “non-fire-clay” , “clay 
used by potters and brickmakers” and “stove-factories”. The collected samples and the 
Seger cones were exhibited at the first Hungarian Exhibition of Ceramics in 1891, and 
also at the 1896 Exhibition of the Hungarian Millennium. KALECSINSZKY’S map was 
also shown at the 1900 Paris World Exhibition.

After more than a thousand samples had been examined a new book by S. KALE
CSINSZKY was published also by the Royal Hungarian Geological Institute in 1905 
entitled “The Analyzed Clays from the Countries Belonging to the Hungarian Crown” , 
accompanied by an even more detailed map. This time the clay was classified into 7 grades, 
the first 3 grades being “fire-clay” vitrifying at 1550 °C. Remarks were made regarding 
the use of the clay not only by industry and brickmaking but also by craftsmen potters. 
Both surveys, especially the latter book are excellent sources for the studying of Hun
garian pottery and will often be quoted in the following pages.

The KALECSINSZKY collection of clays is kept at present in the Museum for Applied 
Art, Budapest. It was possible for J. HALA of the Hungarian Geological Institute to 
obtain some samples of this collection from I. KATONA, head of the Ceramic Depart
ment, in order to have comparative examination by applying up-to-date methods and 
instruments. The experiments were carried out by O. TERÉNYI at the Fine Ceramic 
Department of the Central Research and Design Institute for Silicate Industry, under the 
supervision of E. WAGNER.

The clays are considered “fireproof” (“refractory”), according to the Hungarian 
Standard (No 394) which can be fired to at least 1550 °C. It may be stated as result of 
the comparative investigation that KALECSINSZKY’s results are acceptable even today. 
Clays classified into the 1-3  grades are “fireproof” (“refractory”), whilst clays of the 

4 -7  grades are “non-fireproof” (“non-refractory”). In the following the KALECSIN
SZKY grading system shall be used, as it has remained valid.

KALECSINSZKY states in his Introduction: “if the included map of the clay- 
catalogue is compared to a geological map it may be noted that higher grade clay and 
material suitable for porcelain-making is found in regions where feldsparbearing rocks 
(granite, trachyte, etc.) are present. The farther one departs from such regions the less
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Fig. 1 A potter and his clay-pit at Csákvár. (Photo : M. KRESZ 1962. Archives of the 
Ethnographical Museum, Budapest)

pure the clay is. In the Great Hungarian Plain only inferior quality clays occur, suitable 
only for ordinary pottery, for roof-tiles and bricks/*

The above mentioned catalogue is all the more important from the point of view of 
ceramic research because the collection of objects for the first great ethnographic ex
hibitions also commenced at the end of the 19th century. (At that time collecting pottery 
simply meant the purchase of the objects from still active craftsmen or at markets.) Thus 
the earliest objects of the newly founded Ethnographical Museum (1872) derive from the 
period when the previously mentioned examination of the various clays also took place.

Great attention was paid to the potters' craftsmanship in the census of 1890 and 
1900. Due to this fact, the number of potters working in each town or village can be 
rather fairly established. The census registered the potters who were licensed professionals. 
The others working on “domestic industry“ level were also listed in 1896, though not 
always in details.

So the three complimentary sources coincide:
— the catalogue of clay resources,
— the objects of pottery in ethnographical museums, and
— the census of potters that gives an idea of the geographical distribution of craftsmen.
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The reason for the great interest in pottery was that the guilds for craftsmen were 
dissolved in 1872 and other organizations for crafts had to be created instead, such as 
schools for potters. After the compromise of 1867 between Hungary and the Hapsburg 
dynasty, industry and architecture began to thrive and there was a great need for bricks 
and roof-tiles. At the same time the crisis of handicraft in the villages and boroughs made 
it necessary to organize the “domestic crafts" officially. The very expression “national 
crafts and arts" arose in 1873 in connection with the World Exhibition in Vienna. It was 
not by chance that museums for both ethnography and applied arts were founded at that 
period.

In the following pages we shall deal mainly with the decades around 1900. Regarding 
the more distant past, data concerning potters’ guilds will also be mentioned, making 
use of a computerized inventory on Hungarian guilds. Of the various sources mentioned 
above the most constant is undoubtedly the geological one, and the geography of natural 
resources is of great help in uderstanding the archeology and ethnography of Hungarian 
pottery (Figs. 1 and 2).

Fig. 2 A wheel for drawing up clay from the pit at Désháza. (Photo : S. GÖNYEY 1942. 
Archives of the Ethnographical Museum, Budapest)
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THE QUALITY OF CLAY AND THE PRODUCT OF POTTERS

“Fire-clay” Pits and Centres for Cooking Pots

Fig. 3 shows the “fire-clay” deposits, while Fig. 4 shows the places where flameproof 
cooking pots were made.

The best quality clay in Transdanubia (the Roman province Pannónia) is found around 
Csákvár, north-west of Budapest, in the Vértes Mts., not far from the town Székesfehér
vár. Csákvár itself used to be a Roman settlement and Székesfehérvár was a royal seat 
during the kings of the Árpád-dynasty. To have such a good quality clay in the central 
part of the country must have been fortunate at all times. The samples examined by KA- 
LECSINSZKY came from Csákvár, from the neighbouring Csákberény and Zámoly. 
The clay is 1st and 2nd grade but 3rd and 4th grade clay, and even 6th grade clay can be 
also found. Clay was dug from open pits and was mostly used locally. According to a 
report from 1903, 360 000 pots and vessels were produced yearly in Csákvár, and also 
brick was fired in a factory founded in 1833. The Csákvár potters’ guild received its letter 
of privilege in 1770 and it included the potters also from the neighbouring villages. In 
1900 the number of potters in Csákvár alone was 131, thus it was the third largest centre 
in the country, the largest and most significant in Transdanubia.

Various types of pottery were distinguished according to the quality of the clay and 
the shapes made of it. Most important were those “potmakers” who used “pot-clay” 
coming from the “Bajtad” pit four kilometers away. They made flameproof pots and 
pans for cooking, stewing, baking and roasting, that were glazed brown, yellow and 
green. It is interesting to note that these very traditional potmakers were Calvinists and 
lived around their church in the upper part of the borough.

The “dishmakers” on the contrary used lower grade “dishmaking-clay” for their ware, 
dishes, plates, mugs and jugs which were slipped white and decorated mainly blue, green 
and yellow. The “dishmakers” were Roman Catholics and lived in the lower part of the 
borough.

The “jugmakers”, producers of jugs and ewers for water also used lower grade clay for 
their largely unglazed ware.

The Csákvár cooking pots famous for their good quality were sold in southern Trans
danubia and in the Great Hungarian Plain in the Danube-Tisza Interfluve, in regions 
where fire-clay was not available. Csákvár dishes and waterjugs were not carried to the 
same distance, as dishes and jugs of lower grade clay could be made elsewhere, too. 
There were also some potters who specialized in producing stove-tiles. They used a clay 
of higher grade than the “dishmakers”, but not quite as flameproof as the “pot-making” 
clay.

North of Lake Balaton in the Bakony Mts. the best clay was 2nd grade, for instance 
at Városlőd, where today a factory is functioning. In 1900, 72 craftsmen were using both 
“potmaking clay” and “dishmaking clay” in Sümeg dug from a pit first mentioned in 
1336. The same pit supplied clay to the potters of Tapolca, 29 masters in 1900.

In southern Transdanubia, in the town Pécs the famous Zsolnay factory was based on 
local potters’ craft, about which, however, little is known. KALECSINSZKY states the 
Pécs clay to be of 1st, 2nd as well as 4th and 7th grade, and the clay was transported also 
to countries in the Balkan Peninsula. On the other hand, the Zsolnay factory had china- 
clay brought from the eastern part of the country, from the counties of Ung, Zemplén, 
Bereg and Bihar.
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It is strange that whilst in the ethnographical literature it is well-known that many 
cooking pots were produced in Vas County, its “fire-clay” is not even mentioned in 
KALECSINSZKY’s catalogue.

Certainly the most important regions for “fire-clay” and for making cooking pots were 
in the north, in Gömör County, around Rimaszombat. In the monograph of the county 
edited by J. HUNFALVY in 1868 it is stated that in a large pit between four villages 
(Fazekaszsaluzsány, Pongyelok, Szuha, Susány) the excellent “fire-clay” is suitable not 
only for making cooking vessels, but for brucks for smelting furnaces and for manufactur
ing glass. Yearly about 5000 tons of clay were transported to other regions. Beside bricks 
for furnaces and ordinary bricks, roof-tiles, stove-tiles and flower-pots, over 600 000 
vessels were made annually and carried mostly to the Great Hungarian Plain. The name of 
the village Fazekaszsaluzsány, i.e. “Potters’ Zsaluzsány” appearing in the early 1600s 
refers to the craft; as double names were introduced only at that time, Zsaluzsány might 
have been a potters’ village already much earlier. The clay samples from Zsaluzsány 
described by KALECSINSZKY derive from various layers of the pit and are all of 1st and 
2nd grade. The pots and other vessels made of this clay in the surrounding villages and 
in Rimaszombat were called “tót fazék“ , e.g. “Slovakian pot” in the Great Hungarian 
Plain, regardless whether the potters were Slovakians or Hungarians. The pots were also 
called “vászon fazék”, e.g. “linen po t”, as the body was white, white like linen. The pots 
were very thin and light, and globular in shape. Many of such cooking pots have survived 
in various sizes. Up to World War I, pots from Gömör were sold in great quantities all over 
the Great Hungarian Plain (Figs. 5 and 6) and there is even evidence that merchants from 
Rimaszombat transported pots to the towns of the Great Hungarian Plain in the 17th 
century, during the Turkish occupation. As similar pottery named by archeologists 
“white ware” was typical from the 13th century and was dispersed in the same regions as 
the more recent Gömör pottery, it may be supposed that the potters’ craft in Gömör goes 
back to medieval times.

There were about 30 potters’ villages in Gömör County. The census did not find many 
craftsmen, because many village potters were considered as engaged in “domestic in
dustry” . Guilds in towns were organized early, that of Jolsva in 1609/1617, Rimaszombat 
in 1623, Rozsnyó in 1703. Documents mention conflicts of professional urban masters 
with rural “bunglers” who never joinded a guild. Even in 1900 many potters had no of
ficial permission to work and that is why they were not considered “professional”.

Gács, in Nógrád County, but close to Gömör, had a pit of 2nd grade clay somewhat 
more yellowish. The Gács cooking pots and water jugs are different also in shape as 
compared to the Gömör ones being less spherical. The guild was founded in 1815. In 
1900 there were 96 masters in Gács. They supplied the region of the Great Hungarian 
Plain, directly to the south.

The pots of Rimaszombat were popular in Miskolc too, though there were local pot
ters. In the fortress of Diósgyőr, close to Miskolc, archeologists found many sherds not 
only of cooking pots, but also of glazed dishware, including bisquit wares surely made on 
the site. The high grade clay found in the surroundings of Miskolc was made use of in 
several nearby stoneware factories. In the town Kassa the guild of potters was organized 
as early as in the 16th century, and they made use of the local “fire-clay” .

Excellent clay was found in Eastern Hungary (Zemplén, Ung and Be reg Counties) 
including china-clay which was transported to the Zsolnay factory in Pécs and even to 
Vienna. The local potters were mostly craftsmen not belonging to guilds, though in the 
towns, in Ungvár and in Munkács the potters’ guilds received privileges written in Hun-
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Fig. 3 Deposits of “fire-clay” in the Carpathian Basin. (After S. KALECSINSZKY 1892)



485 Fig. 4 Flameproof cooking pots in the Carpathian Basin according to the collection of the Ethnographical Museum.
(Map by M. KRESZ)



Fig. 5 Pottery from Gömör County at the market of Hódmezővásárhely.
(Photo: J. PLOHN c. 1910. Archives of the Ethnographical Museum, Budapest)

garian in 1686 and 1592, respectively. There must have been a good reason for founding 
a professional school for ceramics the clay and the tradition for pottery must have been 
very good, though little is known about it. In Be reg County the rich white kaolin clay of 
Kovászó was used for slipping by potters all over Hungary.

In Szatmár County 1st, 2nd and 4th grade clay was available around the mining towns 
Nagybánya and Felsőbánya, in the latter town, according to 1903 data, yearly 240 000 
vessels were produced.

The most important pits for white “fire-clay” , similar to that of Gömör County, were 
in the valley of the river Sebes-Körös close to the town Nagyvárad on the way to Tran
sylvania. In the small village of Rév about 50 Hungarian families were engaged in firing 
annually 175 000 flameproof cooking-pots, and water-jugs, according to data published 
in 1896. The potters joined forces to dig the clay in open pits. Experiments proved the 
clay to stand coal-fire without any apparent change. The white pots made of this clay are 
spherical in shape, hardly distinguishable from the Gömör pots, the jugs for water, 
however, are markedly different both in shape and decoration, reminiscent of medieval 
ware. These water^ugs could be placed within an oven for warming water and were 
pushed in and out with a fork-like tool. Some of the clays from the many pits in the 
surroundings of Rév were suitable to be sent to factories, for instance to Zsolnay in Pécs, 
and were also used in the glass-industry.

The oldest and largest pottery-centre in Transylvania was Kolozsvár, where the guild 
was founded in 1512 and where there were 83 Hungarian potters at work still in 1900.
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Fig. 6 A potter from Gömör County in Nagyrábé, Bihar County.
(Photo:I. GYÖRFFY 1908. Archives of the Ethnographical Museum, Budapest)

The 1st grade yellowish clay of the village Dud in the valley of the Fehér-Körös was 
favoured by the potters of the Great Hungarian Plain, especially those of Mezőtúr, using 
it for slip, thus their ware got a characteristic buff colour.

Completely unglazed pots and jugs of very rough surface were made in the south
eastern parts of the country. KALECSINSZKY mentions the various clays of Lippa on 
the river Maros ranging from 1st, 2nd, 4th, 5th to 6th grade of which three kinds were 
mixed when making cooking pots. Sandy clay and micaceous clay were included which 
resulted in most archaic looking vessels. South of Lippa, in Lugos the 1st grade clay had 
to be mined from a depth of 6—8 meters. In 1900 there were 29 potters at work in 
Lugos. Their vessels were already published in the basic Hungarian book on ceramics 
written by V. WARTHA in 1892. The cooking pots of 1st grade clay made in nearby 
Bényes were also unglazed and are known from the 1896 exhibition in Budapest.

The most famous place for making cooking pots in Transylvania was Korond, in the 
Székelyland. Hundreds of potters are working there even today, in the 1980s, although 
cooking pots are not made any more. Singularly their clay is only of the 4th grade, yet 
good enough for the purpose. Up to the present century the Korond ware was entirely 
unglazed and it was greatly favoured in many regions of Transylvania, especially in the 
Székelyland itself.

It no “fire-clay” was available good quality clay was transported by waterways. Before 
World War I, in the town Baja, the potters had “fire-clay” transported from Pöchlarm,
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489 Fig. X Waterjugs in the Carpathian Basin according to the collection of the Ethnographical Museum.
(Map by M. KRESZ)



Austria, by ship, as the local clay was only 7th grade. Bringing “fire-clay75 to the Great 
Hungarian Plain by rail began only after 1920, when the new borders cut off the regions 
where cooking pots had been made. But as earthenware pots went out of fashion, being 
replaced by industrial ware, this transport of clay lasted only for a comparatively short 
time.

It may be concluded that the production of cooking pots and other vessels which had 
to stand on and open hearth or in a hot oven, such as pipkins, baking and frying pans, 
were made in such places in the Carpathian Basin where clays of suitable quality were 
available, preferably 1st, 2nd, 3rd or at worst 4th grade clays. In the Great Hungarian 
Plain such vessels were not made. In the pot-making centres the manufacturing may have 
started in the medieval times. In some places the pottery was entirely unglazed, e.g. in 
Korond, Lippa, Lugos, Bényes; in other places (Csákvár, Gömör County) the exterior of 
the pots usually remained unglazed, but inside the pot was glazed. Occasionally even the 
outside was glazed in yellow, green, brown colours.

As pots and pans are essential in every household, the commerce of flameproof pot
tery was directed towards those regions that had no suitable clay. Gömör pots were taken 
to ah parts of the Great Hungarian Plain, presumably since the 13th century; Csákvár pots 
to the Danube—Tisza Interfluve, as well as to south-eastern Transdanubia. The distribu
tion of pottery from other centres making cooking wares may be reconstructed mapping 
the places where specimens were collected for the Ethnographical Museum and also by 
interrogating aged potters for their memories of the potters’ trade.

Vessels Made of “Non-fire-clay”

Both potters and authors on pottery clearly distinguish two kinds of clay : “fire-clay” 
called “clay for pots”, “pot-clay” , “non-fire-clay” , often called “clay for dishes” or 
“dish-clay” (Fig. 7).

In a textbook by L. PETRIK (1913), an eminent expert of ceramic materials, it is 
stated: “Clay for dishes usually contains lime, it is easy to throw and the texture is very 
smooth. An advantage of dish-clay is that leadglaze, which melts at a relatively low 
degree in the kiln when fired, shows no flaw. Vessels made of dish-clay especially if they 
are well fired, however, cannot stand heat and that is why this clay is suitable only for 
dishes and water-containers, but not for cooking vessels. The body of such pottery is 
usually reddish, and if well fired, it is yellowish.“

The distinction of the clays was already made by potters in the written regulations of 
the potmakers’ guilds. In the town Szekszárd the minutes of the guild meeting March 
17th, 1794 state: “It has been decided by general agreement that nobody should dare 
to make a vessel for the hearth from dish-clay, neither small or large, less he be fined 
2 forints” . In Csákvár the guild forbade the “dishmakers” to use precious pot-clay for 
their own purposes.

“Non-fire-clays” are far more common in Hungary than “fire-clay” and occur also 
in the Great Hungarian Plain with the exception of the sandy regions. So the potters of 
the Great Hungarian Plain specialized in making water-jugs and dishware, and were 
“jugmakers” (“korsós”) or “dishmakers” (“tálas”), respectively. They were not “pot- 
makers” in the strict sense of the word, although they were often called “potter” (“fa
zekas”). “Dishmakers” always made glazed ware, leadglazed ware, and as glaze was in
troduced in Hungary in about the 14th century, becoming widespread by the 16th
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century, dishware cannot be dated to an earlier period. “Non-fireproof clay” could be 
used for water-jugs before glaze was in use, in medieval times, and as it was advantageous 
for water-jugs to be unglazed, the majority of jugs were unglazed even in the 19th 
century.

The differentiation of potters according to their ware, eg. “potmakers” , “jugmakers” 
and “dishmakers” as well as “stovemakers” existed up to the 20th century and can be 
reconstructed by ethnographical research.

“JUGMAKERS”

The most important centres of jug-making are shown on Fig. 8.
Unglazed waterjugs could be coloured black by closing all the openings of the kiln 

in the final process of firing, thus causing reduction.
The question of black ceramics has been thoroughly discussed by J. SZABADFALVY 

who mentions 33 places in historical Hungary where black pottery had been made.
The most famous waterjugs of all were produced in Mezőtúr, “Túr” for short, an 

agrarian town that survived the Turkish invasion and where black pottery had a very 
long tradition. The “jugmakers” formed a guild in 1817 and, in 1900 there were 114 mas
ters in town. (Today a very good cooperative of pottery is functioning in Mezőtúr.) 
The old “Túr jug“ was typical in shape, and lack or sometimes terracotta red in colour. 
In the middle of the 19th century, glaze was introduced by the “dishmakers” of the 
nearby town Hódmezővásárhely, altering the Mezőtúr pottery methods. In these towns 
the “non-fireproof clay” was suitable both for waterjugs and for glazed dishware, the 
rich clay of Túr being more advantageous for hollow ware than flatware.

Similar black waterjugs were made in Szentes by “jugmakers” well-known in the 
1880s because of their polished black ware, adapted to the taste of urban customers. 
The old tradition lasted for the longest period in Nádudvar, a remote place close to 
Debrecen, and little encouragement was needed to revive black pottery again in the 
1950s. Early ceramic research, however, had ignored Nádudvar, that by now has become 
well-known.

Black pottery was made in the eastern-most regions of the Carpathian Basin. KALE- 
CSINSZKY noted the “black pots” of 4th grade clay in Csíkmadaras, a village in Székely- 
land. Székely black ware was shown already in the 1896 exhibition. Similar jugs were 
made also at the western borders of the country, in Vas County, and such ware could be 
also seen in the same exhibition. Most famous of all were the black waterjugs of Mohács, 
a town near the Danube in southern Hungary. The “jugmakers” worked mostly for the 
Balkan countries and for Turkey, their jugs were transported on the Danube. The Mohács 
guild was founded in 1718, and in 1802 it was divided into two branches, that of the 
“jugmakers” and of the “potters”, makers of glazed dishware. The guild of Komárom, 
a town also on the Danube in the north, was also divided into two sections already in 
1718, makers of “glazed ware” and those making “black ware” . In the nearby town, Tata 
an English traveller R. TOWNSON (1793), remarked that black ware was being fired 
in very primitive kilns. TOWNSON writes:

“The potteries are not less an object of industry. I saw one pretty large manufactory 
of stone ware, but the most interesting are the small ones. Some of these have furnaces 
like those in use in other places, but the poorer construct very small ones in a more sim
ple manner. These externally have the form of a bee-hive, are five or six feet high, and
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made of mud and clay with a door on one side: this is only the covering; at the bottom a 
large hole is dug in the soil, and two or three bars of iron are placed across the bottom of 
it : this is the oven, and on these bars the pots are placed. The soil is dug away on one side 
lower than this, where a large lateral hole is made under and communicating with the 
oven: here is placed the fire. They make a great part of the coarse earthen ware of a black 
colour: it is a rough imitation of Mr. Wedgewood’s beautiful manufacture. This is done by 
shutting up the oven before the wood or fuel is burnt out, so that the articles it contains 
remain for some time in an atmosphere of smoke, which is the only colouring matter 
used. Some of those who use the common reverberating furnaces, construct them in the 
ground, so that three of their sides are formed by the soil.”

Unglazed waterjugs were preferred because, being porous, the drinking water kept cool 
in them and were therefore indispensable in a hot weather. Some centres, however, never 
made black ware, such as Csákvár, or Kalocsa, the villages in the mountains of Central 
Transylvania, probably because the clay was unsuitable for this purpose. Terracotta wa
terjugs of the same shape, however, were made. When V. WARTHA ordered a series of 
black vessels in Szentes in 1889, he had the unglazed red parallel of each shape manu
factured, too. Not only the typical black wateijugs but also plain “red ones” used to be 
fired in Mezőtúr. In Kalocsa the “jugmakers” formed a separate branch of the guild, 
making unglazed red waterjugs either burnished, or decorated with red slip painted with 
the fingertips. The makers of glazed ware belonged to another branch of the Kalocsa 
guild. In Csákvár, as previously mentioned, the waterjugs of “non-fire-clay” were 
coloured red and sliptrailed with white, left unglazed, but the openings were covered with 
green glaze. The Csákvár “jugmakers” were nicknamed “red vessel makers” . In the nearby 
Tata the recent waterjugs are not black, but red. They were produced in the same work
shops as the glazed dishware, thrown by apprentices who specialized in jugmaking. In 
northern Transdanubia (Várpalota, Tüskevár, Dor) and in eastern Transdanubia (Szek- 
szárd) the waterjugs were similar, with slight differences. In Simontornya, according to 
KALECSINSZKY, 5th and 7th grade clay was found, which was suitable for water- 
vessels, but not for cooking. The local waterjugs must have resembled those of Szek- 
szárd.

Many wateijugs must have been made in Szeged, because KALECSINSZKY states that 
“Szeged potteres and jugmakers use 600-700 cubic meters of non-fire-clay annually” , 
the clay being 4th and 7th grade. In Szentes, Hódmezővásárhely and Makó jugs for carry
ing water were decorated with splashes and stripes of coloured glazed.

Entirely unglazed wateijugs were made in certain places. Most archaic are the so 
called “dor jugs” of Baranya County, some made by women of Magyarhertelend, proba
bly on primitive handwheels. The jug of Csáva, a village in Burgenland, Austria, was 
locally called <£Plutzer” . Csáva has become famous for its ceramics, and a giant jug stands 
like a statue in the middle of the village. Even more primitive are the rough jugs made in 
Jobbágyi, and the neighbouring villages. A description dated 1820 was impressed by the 
cleanliness of the jugmakers’ workshops comparing them to those of the potmakers. 
A strange similarity exists between the jugs made in the western and eastern parts of 
historical Hungary: the latter type of jugs can hardly be distinguished from the jugs of 
Korond in the Székelyland. Fig. 9 shows process of the decoration of waterjugs prepared 
in Désháza, Szilágy County.

There is a jugmakers’ region high up in the Transylvanian Ore Mountains, at the springs 
of the tributaries to the river Körös. These entirely unglazed red jugs decorated in white 
and brown were sold in the Great Hungarian Plain and were called “jugs from the Körös” ,
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Fig. 9 A potter’s wife 
decorating a waterjug 
in Désháza. (Photo : 
S. GÖNYEY 1942. 

Archives of the 
Ethnographical 

Museum, Budapest)

Fig. 10 Roumanian 
“jugmakers” with their 
ware at the Hódmező

vásárhely market. 
(Photo: J.PLOHNc. 
1910. Archives of the 

Ethnographical 
Museum, Budapest)
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(Fig. 10), or “Roumanian jugs” as their makers were mostly Roumanians. Such villages 
specializing in terracotta jugs were Kerpenyet, Kristyór, Barza, Óbersia.

In Gömör County and at Rév, rich in “fire-clay”, the same clay was used also for 
waterjugs, and the potmakers made the jugs,too. Some were for drinking water, others, 
with a wide opening, were for carrying water and could be placed into a hot baking oven 
to provide warm water for the household. In Gács the jugs for drinking water are made of 
the same clay as the pots, their shape is easily recognizable. The rough and micaceous 
surface of Lippa and Lugos ware is characteristic not only in case of pots, but also of 
jugs.

To sum it up, wateijugs were mostly made of “non-fire-clay” by “jugmakers”, and 
were either fired black, or fired red and left unglazed.

In places where glazed dishware was made the mouth and handle nib of the unglazed 
waterjugs was glazed.

Potmakers could make wateijugs of “fire-clay” leaving the jugs unglazed (or glazed at 
the openings).

Though specializing in waterjugs, “jugmakers” made other shapes as well, such as 
mortars, jars, vessels for candledipping, cnadlesticks, chickenfeeders, etc., but only in 
much smaller numbers.

Entirely glazed waterjugs for specific functions, such as jugs for holy water, do not 
appear till the 19th century. Glazed jugs for wine or brandy are a different cathegory 
and were made by “dishmakers”. The spread of glaze influenced the jugmakers’ work by 
the 19th and 20th century. This can be studied best by the transition that took place in 
Mezőtúr.

“DISHMAKERS”

The most important dishmaking centres are shown on Fig. 11.
The use of lead glaze commenced in Hungary with the green glazed stovetiles in the 

14—15th century. In the 16—17th centuries, during the period when a third of Hungary 
was occupied by the Ottoman Turcs, glazed dishware came into fashion. It was usually 
slipped white with trailed floral designs that showed up in bright colours under a clear 
glaze. It must have been the urban potters, versed in more advanced technology, who 
introduced the application of glaze in their workshops. They founded guilds from the 
16th century on. The largest town of the Great Hungarian Plain, the most important 
both for its commerce and industry was Debrecen, just outside the occupied area. The 
Debrecen guild was founded in 1570 or 1575. Sherds and unbroken sliptrailed dishes and 
winejugs hawe been found from that period. Debrecen and the mentioned pottery of 
Miskolc influenced smaller towns, especially Tiszafüred and Mezőcsát, where the great 
age of craftsmanship was the 19th century. In this important region “non-fire-clay” 
was used. The craftsmen did not call themselves “potters” , though they specialized in 
dishmaking. In Tiszafüred 57% of the ware were dishes of various sizes, 14% were glazed 
pots for carrying hot food to the field, and 28% were plain milkjugs. These data come from 
an interesting interview with the widow of the last potter. Other shapes were also made, 
e.g. small flat brandy flasks, but only in smaller numbers. The so famous “Toby-jugs” 
were only rarely made, for order commission, or as a present, one at a time.

Another region from where a vast amount of decorative plates and dishes have survived, 
mostly from the 19th century, is the Sárköz. Two towns, Szekszárd and Baja excelled in
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Székelyudvarhely

Fig. 11 Dishmaking centres in the Carpathian Basin according to the collection of the Ethnographical Museum.
(Map by M. KRESZ)



making multicoloured dishes similar to the glazed ware of the Mohács “dishmakers”. In 
Szekszárd the severe rules of 1794 permitted only the usage of “non-fire-clay” for dish- 
ware. In Csákvár too, as mentioned above, the fundamental rule of the guild was that 
dishes and pots could be made only of the appropriate sorts of clay.

The largest centre for dishmaking was Hódmezővásárhely. The term “dishmaker” , 
“tálas” comes from this town. In 1848 there were 169 members paying their fee to the 
guild, and in 1880 there were 240 members. According to the description by L. KISS 
(1914-1916) actually 400—450 people were active in the craft. KALECSINSZKY 
states Hódmezővásárhely clay to be 4th, 6th and 7th grade, used for all sorts of wares 
except cooking vessels. When working for commercial purposes 60—100% of the ware 
would be dishes (Figs. 12 and 13). Glazed jugs and flasks for wine and brandy and a wide 
range of other shapes were made only on order. Hódmezővásárhely pottery was slip- 
trailed and covered with a honey-coloured yellow glaze in contrast to the clear glaze used 
by “dishmakers” in other centres.

In the north, along the river Garam, in the wealthy mining towns, potters’guilds were 
founded in the 17th and 18th century by German and Slovakian craftsmen. Some beauti
ful 18th century slip-trailed dishes are known from this region used by Hungarians living 
in the Great Hungarian Plain.

In the north-eastern part of the country a style related to that of Debrecen continued 
to exist around Nagybánya. The multitude of plates made in the village Vámfalu reflect 
a late continuity of this Hungarian style which evolved during the Turkish occupation.

Though in certain Transylvanian villages “potmakers” and “jugmakers” worked 
entirely without glaze (i.e. Ko rond, Rév, the villages in the Transylvanian Ore Moun
tains, Csíkmadaras, etc.), the urban potters founded guilds, and beside making unglazed 
pots and waterjugs, produced glazed ware as well. They made small jugs to be hung on 
shelves, as well as glazed plates ana dishes, that also decorated the wall. The oldest Hun
garian guild in Transylvania was founded in Dés, an old salt-mining town, already in 
1504. KALECSINSZKY reported that three kinds of clay were used in Dés from three 
different pits: 1. yellowish clay suitable for cooking vessels (from Bakó pit); 2. blueish 
clay for water- and milk-jugs and for eating dishes (from the Vigána pit); 3. blueish slate
like clay for stovetiles (from the Királyárok pit). Pottery from Dés was bought for the 
Ethnographical Museum in 1903, so it is possible to identify the products made of dif
ferent sorts of clay.

Most of the glazed were in the museums, a multitude of plates and dishes, jugs and 
pots come from the Hungarian towns Zilah and Torda. From an excellent description 
by the eminent ethnographer dr. K. KÓS it is known that in Zilah fireproof pots and 
unglazed waterjugs were also made. The glazed ware of Kolozsvár and Nagyvárad are 
more difficult to identify. The Kolozsvár guild of Hungarian potters was founded almost 
as early as the Dés guild (1512), and glazed ware of the period has been found in the 
town. The Nagyvárad guild existed from at least 1658. The glazed pottery of both towns 
was strongly influenced by the faience transported from western Hungary, from the 
region north of Pozsony and made by the descendants of the Habans or Hutterites. 
This influence began in the 1730s continuing even till the 1840s and altered the decora
tion, though the lead-glazing technique remained. In Kolozsvár many potters were still 
at work in the 20th century, and a linguistic thesis was written on their craft.

In a Székely town, Székely udvarhely, the potters made exclusively glazed dishware 
even in the 20th century. A potter’s widow, Mrs. Kovács told the author that between 
the two World Wars only plates and dishes of various sizes were made, about 2000 pieces
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were fired every other week. At that time the small winejugs had gone out of fashion. 
The Székelyudvarhely glazed dishes complemented the unglazed cooking pots of Korond

Fig. 12 Glazing of dishes in Hódmezővásárhely. (Photo: J. PLOHN c. 1910.
Archives of the Ethnographical Museum, Budapest)

and the Korond potters would sell the dishes (sometimes as their own) when travelling 
around the country. In Székely udvarhely a potters’ guild existed since 1572. In Korond 
there was no guild, and there were none in many other Székely villages, in some, like 
Makialva, Etéd, Székely zsombor, however, glazed pottery was made in the 19th century. 
A potters' guild existed in Marosvásárhely from 1612, and the regulations of that year 
speak of glazed stove-tiles and masterpieces including large dishes. Another Székely 
town, Kézdivásárheiy was known for its many crafts, including glazed pottery, a distinct 
style of jugs and plates, similar to the pottery of a nearby village, Bereck. All this is not 
unlike the glazed ware made by the Hungarian potters of Barcaújfalu in the region of 
Brassó, a Saxon town. Quantities of Barcaújfalu ware were exported to regions south of 
the Carpathian Mountains, as described in his book on Transylvania by B. ORBÁN 
(1873).

The Transylvanian Saxons had guilds organized even earlier than the Hungarians, and 
many beautiful glazed pieces from the 18th century have survived. The Saxon workshops,
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however, ceased during the 19th century and little is known of the clay, the technology, 
or of the simple unglazed products that must have been also made. The Roumanian pot
ters of Transylvania made hardly any glazed ware, but produced unglazed waterjugs and 
cooking pots almost up to the present.

Fig. 13 Packing of dishware onto a cart in Hódmezővásárhely. (Photo: J. PLOHN c.
1910. Archives of the Ethnographical Museum, Budapest)

CONCLUSION

It may be concluded that since the “fire-clay” occurrences were common in Tran
sylvania, it,was possible to produce pots, jugs and dishes in one and the same place, 
though certain centres specialized in one or the other type of ware.

On the Great Hungarian Plain, however, craftsmen had to concentrates on waterjugs, 
or, after the introduction of glaze, dishware. It may be established that the lack of 
“fire-clay” caused the pottery of the Great Hungarian Plain to be so very decorative and 
colourful, since mostly glazed dishware for laying the table or to hang on the wall were 
produced.

The medieval traditions of unglazed pottery survived mainly among the potmakers 
of the hilly regions and among the makers of waterjugs, black and terracotta, in both 
mountainous and flat regions.

Therefore:
“Fire-clay” was suitable for making unglazed cooking pots; it is a medieval tradi

tion.
“Non-fire-clay” was suitable for porous waterjugs without glaze, it is also a medieval 

tradition.
Lower-grade “fire-clay” was used by stovemakers within the frame of potmakers, 

workshops, and it was here that glaze was introduced in the Renaissance period.
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“Non-fire-clay” was suitable for making glazed dishware, a tradition spreading from 
the 1 6 -1 7th century.

This historical sequence has interesting social implications. Cooking pots and water- 
jugs were needed by every social strata in towns and villages alike, from the kitchens of 
royal castles through those of noble mansions to the humble cottages.

But with the glazed ware the case was different. Glazed stoves appeared first in castles, 
and soon wealthier citizens and even peasants had stoves built in their houses. In medieval 
times tableware consisted largely of wooden dishes or metal plates, according to rank and 
social position. In the 17th century the aristocracy and nobility would use faience made

Fig. 14 Dishes from Tata on the wall of a kitchen in the Börzsöny region.
(Photo: S. GÖNYEY c. 1930. Archives of the Ethnographical Museum, Budapest)

by the Habans or Hutterites, and from the 18th century on the table would be laid with 
factory-made faience and still later with porcelain.

Glazed earthenware, leadglazed slipware, plates, dishes, jugs and pots were used in the 
kitchen and on the table of peasants living in the boroughs and Ullages, including the 
noblemen leading a rural style of life. These vessels were also used as decoration for the 
house; they were hung on shelves or on the wall (Fig. 14). As this type of decorated 
pottery was largely confined to the centres where “fire-clay” was not available, the Great 
Hungarian Plain beCame famous for its pottery. The fact that the wares of the Hungarian 
“potters“ and “dishmakers” are the most decorative of the Great Hungarian Plain may be 
attributed, partly, to geological reasons and not only to social and historical factors.
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NEOGENE MINERAL RESOURCES IN THE CARPATHIAN BASIN-BUDAPEST, 1985
VlIIth RCMNS CONGRESS-HUNGARY

PROSPECTION AND UTILIZATION OF ALGINITE 
AND OIL SHALE IN HUNGARY

GÁBOR SOLTI
Hungarian Geological Institute, Budapest

THE DISCOVERY OF ALGINITE

In Hungary, the first alginite deposit was discovered in 1973. It should be noted, how
ever, that the bitumenous shale (oil shale), found in the covering layer above the coal 
beds in the Krassó— Szörény Ore Mountains, S or SE of Temesvár, at a distance of 85 km, 
between the rivers Néra and Karas, was distilled earlier. In Stájerlak—Anina 40 retorts in 
1860, and in 120 retorts in 1867, were engaged in producting lamp oil. In the present 
Hungary the presence of alginite was first indicated by I. VITÁLIS (1946), who found 
a visually homogeneous 40 cm thick black-and-brown rock layer embedded in fine granular 
tuff, as well as a 10 cm thick, fine, stratified light-brown layer, “a brown coal interbedd
ing rich in tar” over it. This could be easily lit by a match. This deposit was found in an 
adit drawn through the Miocene andesite volcanites to the Upper Pannonian lignite, at 
Pernyepuszta (today Petőfibánya), at the S—W foot of the Mátra Mts.

The rock-samples gathered by I. VITÁLIS were identified by E. SZÁDECZKY- 
KARDOSS (1952) as an “alga rock” . Most of the fossil algae, found in the rock belong 
to the genus Botryococcus. E. SZÁDECZKY-KARDOSS, due to its high bitumené 
content and oil shale nature, classified the Pernyepuszta rock worth of further explora
tion, but the research was stopped. The adit collapsed, and the first alginite occurrence 
in Hungary had been forgotten. No reference to oil shale, or to alginite, had been found 
in Hungarian geological literature till the end of 1973.

The Central Mountains Department of the Hungarian Geological Insitute led by Á. 
JÁMBOR, performed the detailed geological mapping of the Pula—Vigántpetend district, 
within the frame of the Geological Exploration Project, exploring the Transdanubian 
Mid-Mountains (G. SOLTI 1975).

A borehole in the vicinity of the village Pula, drilled in order to clarify both the stra
tigraphic and bauxite geological conditions, yielded an unexpected result. Between the 
Upper Pannonian basalt and the Pleistocene loessy, gravelly sediments, a green, unconso
lidated, laminated, strikingly light sedimentary rock of specific odour, that could be 
lighted by using only match, was cut across. By applying palynological (F. GÓCZÁN), 
mineralogical and petrological (CS. RAVASZ), and derivatographical (M. FÖLDVÁRI) 
analyses, the formation was defined.

According to the palynological investigations performed by F. GÓCZÁN, the rock 
contains mostly fossil green alga remnants of the micro planktonic genus Botryococcus 
braunii KÜTZ. (Fig. 1). From this time on, the Pula rocks are called, after E. SZÁDECZ
KY-KARDOSS (1952), alginite.

The evaluation of the outcrops mapped in the vicinity of the borehole as well as that 
of dipping data, detected in them (G. SOLTI 1975), resulted in the recognition that the 
borehole was deepened in the middle of a former basalt tuff crater filled with sediments. 
This was also supported later by the complex geological and geophysical survey and 
measurements aiming at prospecting further, workable alginite deposits, as well as by 
additional boreholes.
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Fig. 1 Botryococcus braunii KÜTZING from alignite concentrates of Pula. (Magnification 
1:2000, SEM photo: Mrs. V. TAKÁCS)
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THE PROSPECTING FOR ALGINITE

Tuff rings similar to those at Pula had to be located, then the deposits in them had to 
be investigated by means of boreholes. The basalt and basalt tuff occurrences at the Ba
laton Highlands and Kemeneshit, and the tuff rings of Sitke and Kemenesmagos (Szer- 
gény) in the region had been already known from the literature.

Unexpected by these tuff rings, with their morphology more or less preserved, proved 
to be devoid of alginite. The borehole Gét-1 established N of Gérce (a village near Sárvár 
at Kemeneshát) (Á. JÁMBOR-G. SOLTI) in 1974, brought result. Some 90 m thick, also 
Upper Pannonian sequence of alginite was intersected in the “tuff ring” , similar to that 
of Pula. The shape and dimensions of the tuff crater, and the bedding conditions of the 
alginite block filling it, were determined by detailed geological and geophysical survey, 
performed after the first reconnaissance drilling, and by the 13 boreholes deepened in 
the district. As in turned out, as max. 90 m thick alginite deposit of some 100 million 
tons was found in a cca. 2 km long, 1.4 km wide subelliptical tuff ring elongated in 
E—W direction.

The discovery of alginite at Pula, and later at Gérce called the attention to the basalt 
tuff occurrences near Egyházaskesző-Várkesző. Following to the preliminary surveying 
by Á. JÁMBOR and G. SOLTI in 1974, a detailed geological survey, evaluating also the 
aerial photographs, began in the vicinity of Varkeszo and Egyházaskesző in 1975. In the 
course of these investigations G. BENCE discovered between Egyházaskesző and Varke
szo a subcircular tuff ring of a diameter of cca. 7—800 m, in 1975. The borehole Vkt-1 of 
Várkesző set in the near centre of the ring detected 71 m thick sedimentary formations 
overlying the basalt volcanic rocks. This borehole revealed, a so far unique, dual deposit, 
consisting of a 41.5 m thick, dark grey bentonite deposit with huminite and alginite con
tent, and thin basalt tuffite interbeds covered by a thin, hardly 1.5 m thick clayey soil 
layer. Under this deposit to the depth of 71 m, Pula and Gérce type alginite can be found.

Scientifically based prospection for alginite resulted in the discovery of three alginite- 
deposits, each of them in volcanic craters, and in the finding of a bentonite deposit, 
within a period of only 2 years.

The discovery of alginite deposited in volcanic tuff rings has been unique all over the 
world up to now. In addition to the new scientific results it means that, as a new mineral 
resource, 120 million tons of alginite and 15 million tons of bentonite were found at the 
above mentioned three sites. The major part of these deposits can be classified into the 
Ci and C2 category while its remaining smaller part into B category of the reserves re
spectively.

Due to the decrease in funds, the exploration of crater type alginite deposits became 
less intense from 1976 on. In 1976, Z. PARTÉNYI surveyed the basalt sites of the Bala
ton Highlands, but no new alginite deposits were found.

The Outer and Inner Lakes of the Tihany peninsula, surrounded by basalt tuffs, were 
considered prospective at the beginning of the alginite exploration. Since the region, in
cluding the lakes, was declared nature conservation area no detailed exploration could 
be carried out. Z. PARTÉNYI deepened low-depth boreholes on the shore of the lake in 
1976. Then, during the extraordinarily cold January of 1979, G. SOLGI tried to sample 
the bottom sediments of the lake from the ice, covering the lake. The borehole inter
sected sediments in 8—10 km thickness under the 4—6 m deep water, it crossed only 
fine sand. The basalt bedrock expected at a depth of 17-20 m, as indicated by the geo
physical measurements was not reached.
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THE CONDITIONS OF ALGINITE FORMATON

Some 3—4 million years ago, in the middle of the Upper Pannonian age, the Carpa
thian Basin was covered by a shallow, marshy system of lakes of decreasing salinity that 
was often divided into smaller or larger districts. Quiet sedimentation was disturbed by 
the repeated eruptions of a final alkali basalt volcanism characterizing the entire Carpa
thian Basin. In addition to the traditional strato-volcanic structures, several typical tuff 
rings were also formed by these eruptions.

During the single or repeated eruptions, first a bank in the water, then a nearly-round 
or iso metrically shaped tuff ring, protruding above the water surface to some extent, was 
formed by the tuff that fell into the water and got mixed with the lake sediments.

The water of the Upper Pannonian lake, either through the lithoclases and pores of the 
tuff ring, or splashing over the bank, penetrated into the already cool eruption centre. 
Thus, the characteristic sedimentation conditions, of a loched, shallow (5—10 m deep) 
lake, free of streaming, or strong waves, were established. The water temperature, due 
often to postvolcanic effects, was higher than that of the lake, surrounding it, also proved 
by the precipitation of aragonite. As described by M. HAJÓS, the water temperature was 
as high as 12—13 °C during the early spring or late autumn blooming period of the diato- 
mites. Based on pollen analysis, the average annual mean temperature was estimated by 
E. NAGY to be 12—14 °C. The aragonite precipitation indicates that the water tempera
ture had, sometimes, exceeded even the 29 °C.

Due to the lack of streaming the water in the lake was divided into two layers, namely 
a top layer, warmer, lighter and more abundant in oxygen, and a bottom layer, that was 
heavier, colder, unventillated, and depleted in oxygen. That is why no benthonic life 
could be found there.

The lack of oxygen was the factor that facilitated the accumulation of the perished oil 
algae into a continuous layer, in the form of organic mud. The total lack of mud-eating 
benthic organisms testifies to the presence of a reductive medium. These prove the lack 
of bottom streaming and the thermal stratifie in the sediment pit. Vegetation could have 
settled during a relatively short period on the tuff rim. The sediments washed in from the 
rim of the crater were thoroughly filtered by the dense undergrowth found between the 
dense sedge and reed vegetation of the shore, and the deciduous trees (Ulmus, Carpinus, 
Fagus, Quercus, etc.). Therefore, the alginite block contains no coarse elastics of the lito
ral zone. The pelitic basalt tuffite dropped or washed from the volcanic rim into the 
shallow water (with a max. oligohaline salinity content of 3%o and a pH of 7.6) of the 
lake, began to weather intensively under the effect of bacteria. Thus the water of the 
crater lakes became extraordinarily rich in nutrients with high microelement and macro
element content, promoting the extraordinary propagation of the vegetation. Particularly, 
the planktonic algae, especially one species, i.e. the Botryococcus braunii KÜTZ., belong
ing to the green algae (Chlorophyta) propagated in a mass, covering the lake water like 
biomass during ephemeron. The Botrycoccus braunii KÜTZ., known also as hydrocarbon 
producing alga, due to its oil production capacity, paralysed the propagation of any other 
organism (E. SZÁDECZKY-KARDOSS 1952). The perished algae, sunk on the anaerobic 
bottom of the crater, did not decompose but, by forming sapropel mud and by passing 
through diagenesis, became alginite. Thus, alginite is virtually a fossil biomass. During the 
cold period, when organic matter was less abundant, the inorganic matter got the upper 
hand.
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As indicated by the analyses, the alginite deposit includes organic matter consisting 
mainly of algae, as well as inorganic matter comprising the pelitic debris of basalt tuff, 
accompanied by calcopelite, dolopelite and diatomite, precipitated due to bacterial 
activity. The ratio among the three principal components changed as a function of the 
alternation of season as well as that of the rainwater distribution, sunshine, and the quan
tity of the nutrients and created a 0.1-5.0 mm thick laminitic formation. The alterna
tion of laminae of organic and inorganic materials clearly indicates the change in the 
seasons: organic matter shows the warm season, while the inorganic matter indicates 
the cold season.

According to calculations (Á. JÁMBOR—G. SOLTI), and assuming an average thick
ness of 0.5 mm/season the sequence of sediments indicates a formation period of about 
75 000 years at Pula, and about 150 000 years at Gérce.

The original laminar structure of the sediment could be preserved due to the relative 
depth of the crater lake, the confinedness against the wind, the lack of waves and stream
ing, and finally, the algae covering the water surface. Thus the waving could not stir it 
up and could not led to resedimentation. All these factors favourably contributed to the 
preservation of the basic organisms without decomposition.

In spite of this, the crater lake was not completely undisturbed because of the repea
tedly occurring phenomena of collapsing, sliding, or jamming of the mud, primarily along 
the inner edge of the steep crater rim of a slope of 40—60°, due to the earthquakes ac
companying and following the volcanic activities.

The age of alginite found in the maar type volcanic basalt tuff crater was determined 
by comparative stratigraphical, palaeontological and radiometric K/Ar examinations. 
They were formed during the last stage of final basalt volcanism between the Miocene 
and Pleistocene, but still in the Pannonian si. period; biostratigraphically in the Con- 
geria balatonica and Unio wetzleri zones, some 3—5 million years ago.

On the basis of the chart “Lithostratigraphic Formations of Hungary” compiled by 
the Hungarian Stratigraphic Committee (1983) they belong to the group of “Dunántúli 
Főformáció.” The alginite found in the tuff craters is mentioned among the lithostrati
graphic formations as “Pula Alginit Formáció” (“Pula Alginite Formation”), named after 
the Pula stratotype.

The alga rock belongs to the oil shale group of great significance. Generally, they are 
of laminar structure and are often microlaminated. They are characterized by low volu
metric weight which is much less than that of the average pelite rocks. The oil shales, 
rich in algae, can be lighted by using only matches.

An essential property of the pelitic alga rock is that its kerogene, can be converted into 
combustible in an oxygen free atmosphere. The most general procedure of oil shale utili
zation is based on treating it at low temperature, thereby distillating its organic consti
tuents (Figs. 2 and 3).

FURTHER POSSIBILITIES FOR THE EXPLORATION 
OF CRATER ALGINITE

The denominations of maars and maar-like structures refer to the ring type, or iso
metric tuff rings, originally protruding from the surrounding level with a rim, consisting 
mainly of pyroclastics, that were formed in the course of a single or several eruptions, 
and that are filled with a lake or with sediments.
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Fig. 2 Oil shale formation in a volcanic crater. (By G. SOLTI 1984)

Fig. 3 Oil shale formation in a lagoon. (By G. SOLTI 1984)

In the course of earlier prospectings for other deposits, and of the later prospectings 
for alginite 7 tuff rings have been found, all of them located in the western part of the 
country, in the Balaton Highlands and in the Kemeneshát area:Pula, Tihany Outer Lake, 
Inner Lake, Gérce, Sitke, Kemenesmagos, Várkesző (Egyházaskesző). In three of these 
rings (Pula, Gérce, Várkesző) there are alginite deposits.

We are convinced that in Hungary, first of all in the Kemenshát area there are further 
tuff ring structures prospective for alginite and bentonite. The results obtained by the air
borne survey prove that this assumption is soundly based.
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Fig. 4 Oil shale occurrences in the Carpathian Basin.
1. maar volcano, 2. lagoon type oil shale indication, 3. oil shale deposit,4. oil shale indication

in borehole
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It is impossible to study the maars, found in Hungary, without comparing them with 
those found in other parts of the Carpathian Basin. The final basalt volcanism left its 
traces all over the above mentioned region (Fig. 4). A tuff ring at Várgede (Nógrád-Gö- 
mör region) has been known for a long time (L. JUGOVICS 1944).

The extremely beautiful Szent Anna-tó (St. Anna Lake), in the Hargita Mountains 
(Transylvania), is considered to be a wonderful example for the maars (volcanic embryos) 
(Fig. 5).

H. A. WINKLER (1957) described 8 maars in Eastern Styria (eg. Wirberge, Sulzberge, 
Gleichenberg, Gnas, the Fehring tuff area, the Perlstein crater lake region, etc.), with

Fig. 5 St. Anna Lake. (History of Science Collection of the Hungarian Geological
Institute, Budapest)
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“fine-structure clay” maar sediments, formed in the crater lakes. The maars of Eastern 
Styria located in Austria as a continuation of the Kemeneshát maars found along the 
Rába line. The alginite exploration in Austria is geologically possible, on the basis of ge- 
netical relationship (G. SOLTI 1983b).

In 3 of the 17 maars, known in the Carpathian Basin, the presence of the raw material 
(alginite and bentonite) was indicated. It can be stated, that these formations are the 
result of different stages of the final basalt volcanism. Though being less explored so far, 
they are of great economic importance.

Oil Shale Exploration

After discovering the alginite deposit at Pula, beside the exploration of similar depo
sits, the possibility of the “traditional formation” of oil shales was also examined.

First the earlier geological literature, data and samples of boreholes were studied. Our 
attention was drawn to the oil shale strata combined with the Miocene diatom-bearing 
strata, found in borehole T-l at Tengelic documented by GY. HŐNIG (1970). The same 
layer was also found in the structure exploration borehole T-2 at Tengelic deepened in 
1978. Due to its small thickness, poor quality, and particularly to its occurrence at a great 
depth it is of no significance.

In the course of the mapping and bauxite exploration carried out in Kapolcs Basin in 
1975, an Upper Pannonian, laminar aleuritic clay marl was brought to the surface. This 
marl, despite its poor quality, can be considered oil shale. The oil shale occurrences, not 
connected to basalt volcanic tuff craters, have been named to be of “Kapolcs type” 
after the name of the above site (Fig. 3).

In order to obtain a better knowledge of oil shale a survey covering the whole area of 
the Transdanubian Mid-Mountains, as well as all of its formations, had to be carried out. 
CS. RAVASZ investigated 773 samples of different sites and ages, with a special regard 
to oil shale, in 1977.

J. HALMAI (1978) studied the possibility of oil shale occurrence in Northern Hungary 
and mentioned oil shale strata from the Miocene sequence of the Szokolya Basin in the 
Börzsöny Mts. In course of the detailed exploration of the Börzsöny—Dunazug Mts., 
E. CSILLAG-TEPLÁJíSZKY—L. KORPÁS (1982) also mentioned this occurrence. These 
authors think that the formation of the oil shales, found in the Upper Oligocene “Tard 
Clay Formation” in the Dunazug Mts., and in the Badenian “Szilágy Clay Marl Forma
tion” in the Szokolya Basin, respectively, took place in a land-locked basin, noting, that 
for the Szokolya indications, this confined basin is identified with the stratovolcanic 
collapse-type caldera of Börzsönyliget. Here, the volcanism also contributed to the for
mation of oil shale, though the volcanic structure is not identical with the maar tuff 
rings of Transdanubia.

The thickness of the oil shale deposit ranges from 30 to 100 m, with an average 
organic carbon content of 7-12% and an average tar content of 3 3 —5.3%. These latter 
values were determined by the FISCHER method (J. HALMAI 1977).

In the Mány Basin no workable oil shale deposit occurred (Á. JÁMBOR 1977). The ad
jacent Zsámbék and Budajenő Basins proved to be much more promising. Á. JÁMBOR 
was the first in Hungary to describe sulphur strata of sedimantary origin. It was found in 
borehole Bo-2 deepened at Budajenő for structural exploration purposes in 1974. The 
Miocene suplhur strata alternate with the alginite strata. This discovery rendered possible
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the exploration of alginite deposits in the Zsámbék and Budajenő Basins that had been 
already recommended. The results of sulphur-alginite exploration were summarized by 
CS. RAVASZ-G . SOLTI (1982). The oil shale deposits at a depth exceeding 200 m are 
thin and are of poor quality (containing max. 8% oil suitable for distillation as indicated 
by FISCHER’s method). Accordingly their utilization must be discarded.

CS. RAVASZ also examined the surface rock samples collected by CS. MUNTYÁN at 
the vicinity of Várpalota. This diatomic clay marl containing 48% organic matter, as 
shown by derivatographic analysis could be lighted with a match and it exhaled the typ
ical odour of Stearine. The sample, that was found the best among the examined rocks, 
classified the oil shale deposited in the Várpalota Basin to be the most prospective de
posit. CS. RAVASZ stated with right that the Várpalota “diatomic shale" was worth of 
intensive and detailed examination.

The preparation of the oil shale forecast for the basin began in 1978, and later, geolog
ical and technological research was carried out till 1982. The work was supervised and the 
results were summarized by G. SOLTI. It was concluded that the Upper Badenian (J. 
KÓKAI) diatomic clay marl, covering the brown coal bed over an area of some 50 km2 
in the Várpalota Basin, is a potentially workable oil shale deposit.

The diatomic clay marl is a rock characterized by alternating thin layers of greenish- 
grayish, green, and sometimes, brown colour. Fish remnants occur in it. It is light when 
fully dried, and has the typical odour of oil shale.

It was also proved in the Várpalota Basin that just like in the case of the alginites for
med in the crater lakes, the presence of colvanic tuff susceptible for devitrification is also 
advantageous, possibly required, for the formation of oil shales found in the land-loched 
basins, lagoons and seashore bays.

The organic matter content of the oil shale deposit indicated by derivatographic me
thod (M. FÖLDVÁRI) is 8-^-9 weight percent. The average value, based on 200 samples 
from 22 tested profiles, is 15 weight percent. The shale oil, extracted by using FISCHER’s 
method, is in good correlation with the organic matter content. The average tar content 
of the tested samples is 3.4 weight percent (37 1/ton), but for 17 samples, each character
izing 0.5—1 m thick layers this value is 5.0 weight percent or higher, and can reach even 
14.5 weight percent.

The ash content of oil shale ranges between 38 and 67%. Its calorific value is 3344— 
10 275 KJ/kg in case of oil shales of oil content of 5.0—10.3 weight percent;for the cal
culation FISCHER’s method are used. The average calorific value of lignite, mined in 
the area, ranges from 7942 to 8778 KJ/kg. Despite this fact, the Várpalota oil shale can
not be utilized for energy production (neither for oil extraction, nor for combustion). 
There is, however, a real possiblity for using it in agriculture and in the silicate industry.

An inverse correlation was found between the organic matter content of the rock and 
the Botryococcus quantity of samples. It means that the diatomic clay marl of Várpalota 
cannot be considered to be alginite, but is “oil shale" in the proper sense.

The analyses of the Várpalota oil shale turned the attention to the formations, accom
panying to the Hungarian coal deposits, with a special regard to oil shale. Within this 
project the footwall and hanging wall rocks of the Neogene coal areas of Hungary, i.e. the 
rocks in which the Miocene coal deposits at Brennbergbánya, Herend, Nógrád, Borsod, 
Szarvaskő are embedded, have been investigated.

The oil shale indications accompanying the coal deposit in the Herend Basin, and that, 
situated in a similar way at Várpalota are of poor quality and of no economic significance 
(G. SOLTI 1979).
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GY. RADÓCZ (1981) reported on a thin, about 50 cm thick alginite indication from 
the Miocene brown coal sequence of Szarvaskő. Later, he also analyzed the potential oil 
shale bearing rocks of the Borsod Coal Basin. No workable oil shale deposit was found 
but the presence of oil shale in the district is proved.

The investigation of the Nógrád Coal Basin was initiated by H. SZEMEREY. Here only 
oil shale of poor quality was found (G. SOLTI 1981b).

The testing of the hoist rocks of the Brennbergbánya coal deposit, at the western 
border of Hungary, has not been carried out as yet. The mine was abandoned in 1952. 
Due to the closing of the mine, the covering shales, and the combustible shales mentioned 
in earlier records, could be studied only on extremely weathered outcrops, or on the 
rocks of hillocks, respectively. Due to the above reasons, the oil shale oriented examina
tion of the coal deposit at Brennbergbánya could be carried out only in 1984. The work
ing hypothesis was confirmed by the results: certain samples have a shale oil content of 
4—5% and a gas yield of 70—85 m3 per ton, as it was found by applying FISCHER’s 
method.

By the Brennbergbánya investigations, the oil shale oriented survey of the high organic 
matter content formations, related to the Neogene coal deposits in Hungary, are finished.

The palaeogeographic conditions of the Nagykereki deposit found in the Pannonian 
basin are quite different. The Middle Miocene (Carpathian—Badenian?) dark grey aleuritic 
claystone, extracted from the section of 1632—1637 m depth, was classified as oil shale 
when testing the sequence of borehole Nagykereki-1 in the Great Hungarian Plain (G. 
SOLTI—I. VETŐ 1981). Due, both to its organic matter content and to its quality, this 
claystone was classified as an excellent source rock that,however, had not generated a sig
nificant amount of hydrocarbon yet, because of its weak diagenesis. It was established 
also for this oil shale occurrence, that the volcanic influence was decisive in the forma
tion of the oil shale. These results suggest that similar, oil-shale like rocks, rich in organic 
matter, might play a significant role in the generation of hydrocarbons in the Miocene 
basins of Hungary and Transylvania.

The microlaminated, laminar, diatomic, remarkably light sediments considered as 
potential oil shale indication, that was detected in the Miocene sequence of the borehole 
Gálosfa-1, south of the Balaton, is of similar position.

POSSIBILITIES FOR FURTHER OIL SHALE PROSPECTING

The geological formations to be considered suitable for oil shale exploration in Hun
gary were already specified at the beginning of the exploration (Á. JÁMBOR- G. SOLTI 
1976). Since that time the prospective formations were determined more precisely.

The oil shale oriented survey of the embeddings of the Oligocene coal deposits will be 
performed in the future. The high, distillable tar content of these rocks was already point
ed out by earlier studies. Besides, the “Tard Clay Formation“ , considered as source rock 
in the Carpathian Basin, may be also significant.

An oil shale indication, found among the tuffite, clay-marl and sandstone layers 
belonging to the “Tard Clay Formation” was reported by E. CSILLAG-TEPLÁNSZKY— 
L. KORPÁS (1982), from borehole Budakalász-3.

Going on in chronological order, the footwall rocks of the Middle Eocene coal deposit 
in the Tatabánya—Oroszlány region have an alginite content the significance of which was 
emphasized already by E. SZÁDECZKY-KARDOSS (1952).
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Of the Cretaceous formations the Albian Turrilites Marl and the Senonian formations, 
embedding coal deposits, are worth prospecting.

There is no Jurassic formation in Hungary to be taken into consideration.
In the Triassic, however, the palaeogeographical conditions were favourable for the 

deposition of formations of high organic matter content. Thus, the Lower Triassic an
hydrite accompanying layers of the Mecsek and Villány Mts., the Ladinian black shale 
sequences of the Mecsek, the Karnian marl series of the Transdanubian Mid-Mountains, 
and the Kössen beds may be promising from this point of view. The prospectivity of the 
Trisassic is supported by the alginite layers revealed by the boreholes Zalaszentlászló-I 
and Rezi-I deepened in 1983. The Botryococcus content of the alginite, just as in case of 
the first occurrence at Pula, was determined by F. GÓCZÁN. On the basis of macroscopic 
petrological features, the samples could be undoubtedly classified as alginite (G. SOLTI). 
Their detailed analysis has not been performed yet.

POSSIBILITIES OF UTILIZATION OF THE OIL SHALES FOUND 
IN HUNGARY

Energy

All oil shales, found in Hungary up to now is of poor quality. As a rule, they are not 
suitable for oil extraction, or for combustion. As far as their fuel content is concerned, 
some thin layers or deposits (eg. 20% of the Pula deposit) are suitable both for oil ex
traction or combustion. At present, they cannot be economically exploited because of 
their small quantity. On the other hand, in Hungary, there is neither a distilling equip
ment, nor a boiler model suitable for the combustion, that can be operated with oil 
shale.

The energy of the oil shales, however, can be utilized in other Fields, primarily in the 
silicate industry. By the application of oil shale energy can be saved.

Silicate Industry

1. The utilization of oil shale is advantageous primarily in the production of cotton 
for thermal and acoustic insulation. Each oil shale type mineral, found in Hungary, 
particularly those of Várpalota, Mecsek, Nógrád, Pula and Várkesző, can be used either 
in itself (in tank furnace) or as and additive (in cupola furnace) for producing cotton 
for thermal or acoustic insulation. It results in saving some energy and coke, respectively. 
For hillocks, covering coal deposits (Várpalota, Nógrád Basins) it is also benefitial for en
vironment protection.

2. A good cement of 350 quality (of 500 as for the previous standard) can be prod
uced from the Transdanubian oil shales by mixing some 40% limestone grit into it.

3. Glass ceramic wares of good quality, widely applicable in chemistry can be prod
uced from the oil shales of Pula, Gérce and Várkesző. The vitro ceramic wares made of oil 
shale have a low thermal expansion coefficient and high chemical resistivity.
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4. As for the utilization of oil shale in brick production (such as adding it to the plastic 
materials, reducing the power demand of combustion), the industrial-scale experiment, 
performed in the Bakonyszentlászló brickworks in 1982, did not yield unambiguously 
favourable results.

5. Light-weight shale pottery can be produced by using oil shale, clay and a foaming 
material. The product of acceptable quality is suitable for heat treatment up to a tempera
ture of 1000 °C.

6. The compact shale pottery, produced among laboratory conditions, has a quality 
similar to that of the other fireclay products.

7. The packing glass ware made of oil shale is brown and meets the technical require
ments.

8. In order to produce foamed glass, the mixture of oil shale, sand of Fehérvárcsurgó, 
chromium oxide and sodium sulphate were fused. The glass obtained in this way can be 
turned, after being ground and foamed, into multipurpose foamed glass.

9. The binding material for abrasive tools, made of oil shale, fixed the corundum grains 
well, and no local tensions were generated on the abrasive tool.

10. A mixture consisting of oil shale, Fehérvárcsurgó sand, soda (and sodium sulphate 
according to the needs) was first homogenized, than melted, for producing shale glass 
pearl. The production of shale glass pearl (glass frit) made of the glass melt refuse when 
producing shale cotton from the mixture of basalt and oil shale has been aslo elaborated. 
The technical specifications of a shale glass pearl producing instrument was also elabora
ted. The glass pearls (glass frits) that can be used in the agriculture as well as in the 
foundries for microforging are of proper size, and have good physical and chemical pro
perties.

11. Further developing the previous trend of exploration, glass pearl, (glass-frit), 
soluble in water has also designed. The alginite of Gérce contains a big number of trace 
elements (such as B, Mn, Cu, Pb, Ca, Mo, V, Ti, Zn, Ni, Co, Br, Ba, Li). Glass-frit, with 
a variable rate of solving in water, can be produced by fusing alginite and potash. Due to 
its soluble potassium and trace element contents, the product can be efficiently used 
in agriculture as a slowly dissolving fertilizer. This represents a transition between the 
experiments, carried out in for silicate industry and the agriculture, respectively.

Agriculture

On the basis of comprehensive experiments carried out in agricultural research centres 
and in farms the grist, or the chemically prepared grist of the Pula, Gérce and Várkesző 
alginites can be efficiently used as a fertilizer and nutrient for certain plants and, in this 
case, it increases plant growth influence.

The alginite of Gérce is applicable above all in agriculture. The agrochemical analyses 
of the alginite of Gérce show that it is of high and valuable organic matter content that 
could play a remarkably great role both in the instantaneous and in the continuous nitro
géné supply of the plants. The alginite includes both the micro- and macroelements 
playing an important role in the nutrient supply of the plants. The laboratory tests were 
followed by very succesful tests performed in greenhouses and in the fileds. The agricul
tural experiments using Várpalota oil shale were also very promising.

The alginite of Gérce, on the basis of a detailed exploration and reserve calculation 
carried out by G. SOLTI (1984b) was accepted and classified as a mineral raw material,
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suitable for amelioration, by the Central Office of Geology of Hungary in a decree (No 
2297/1984 issued on 24th Oct., 1984).

The Alginit Gazdasági Társulás (Alginite Ltd.) established by the Mezőgazdasági és 
Élelmezésügyi Minisztérium Növényvédelmi és Agrokémiai Központja (MÉM-NAK) 
(Plant Protecting and Agrochemical Centre of the Ministery of Agriculture and Food 
Industry) and the BIOMETOD Agrárfejlesztő Betéti Társulás (Agricultural Development 
Agency) opened the first alginite mine at Gérce and started the trade of alginite.

As far as we know, the Hungarian way of utilization of alginites and oil shale is unique. 
The relevant, detailed description can be found in the study “Agricultural Utilization of 
Neogene Mineral Raw Materials in Hungary” of this volume.

Petroleum Chemistry

1. The alginite from Gérce, combined with the bentonite of Varkeszo can be used as 
good quality adsorption material both for the processing and refining of mineral oils, and 
in the food industry. It could substitute the cleaning agent imported from western coun
tries.

2 .  Kerogene can be produced from the central, good quality portion of the Pula 
deposit using a simple and cheap method. Some 250 000 tons of pure alga concentrate 
of a fuel equivalent of 8400 Kcal/kg (35 000 KJ/kg) can be extracted from the Pula plant.

Valuable dicarboxylic acids can be produced from the alga concentrate by way of 
acidic oxidation.
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INTRODUCTION

Hungary, situated in the central part of the Carpathian Basin, has been considered for 
centuries as the “pantry of Europe”. The majority of the agriculturally most productive 
territories were lost after World War I. Due to the improper and exhausting utilization of 
the remaining agricultural regions, the structure of the water management and the nut
rient supplying capacity of the soils were largely deteriorated.

The circumstances became improved only by the middle of the 1960s to enable the 
Hungarian agriculture to regain its due place in the national economy. Hungarian agricul
ture, in spite of the relatively underdeveloped industrial background, and relying upon 
the traditions of several centuries, and on the love of Hungarian people for the land has 
achieved internationally recognized results during the past twenty years.

Having lost the best agricultural areas, it was necessary to cultivate also areas of less 
favourable productivity.

Nowadays agriculture is in need of geological assistance more than ever, in order to 
maintain the yield, recognized on a world scale, as well as to meet the requirements of 
environment protection. This interrelation has traditions going far back into the past.

HISTORICAL OUTLINE

The utilization of mineral raw materials in agriculture, primarily in the field of amelio
ration, started more than 200 years ago. The first experiments were carried out in the 
Great Hungarian Plain, in the areas where the soils were the less suitable for plant cultiva
tion. S. TESSEDIK was the first to use mineral raw materials for amelioration in Hun
gary. With his amelioration experiments started in Szarvas in 1781 he was the first in the 
world to use marl to reclaim the sodic soil areas.

Beside the regulation of water-ways and the binding of the wind-blown sand, in the 
Great Hungarian Plain, the greatest problem was to turn sodic areas into arable land. 
After TESSEDIK’s pioneering experiments gypsum and lime were also proposed for 
amelioration by J. NAGYVÁTHY in 1791. He recommended gypsum also for the amelio
ration of sodic soil areas.

In a study written in 1842, J. BÁTKY proposed the reclamation of wind-blown sand 
by using the mixture of clay and manure. The same method was recommended four years 
later by A. PLOETZ.

Up to the middle of the 19th century the amelioration tests were lacking the necessary 
scientific basis. The period of close co-operation between Hungarian geology and agricul
ture that lasted almost for a whole century, began by the agrogeological mapping perfor
med by J. SZABÓ. (Later the stress shifted to co-operation between geology and in
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dustry.) Liming became a generally adopted procedure for the amelioration of the acidic 
soil.

In the Hungarian Royal Geological Institute an Agrogeological Department was es
tablished in 1891. Its head, B. INKEY together with his colleagues P. TREITZ and 
GY. TIMKO performed not only soil mapping but also amelioration experiments with 
different minerals. They continued to refine the method of reclaiming the sodic soil by 
using gypsum, limestone powder and lime sludge and turned sodic areas, where plant cul
tivation had been impossible before, into arable land.

The range of methods of reclaiming sodic soils with gypsum and lime was enlarged by 
the utilization of loess (or “yeU°w soil'’ as it was called by the agroculturists). At first 
the utilization of those minerals became widespread which were suitable for reclaiming 
the least productive limeless sodic soils, eg. the various calcium carbonatic materials 
such as limestone powder, marshland lime, limy subsoil, lime mud from the sugar and 
paper industry as well as the various kinds of gypsum, the loess (“yeU°w soil", “digo 
soil”), and to a smaller extent the lignite powder. These materials are still being tested 
and used.

Another problem of equal singificance was the reclamation of sandy soils. The min
erals of high colloid content seemed to be the most suitable for this purpose. S. EGER- 
SZEGI (1956) experimented with bentonite and tried to replace the missing organic 
matter by adding peat to the bentonite. I. PRETTENHOFFER also proposed to use ma
terials, rich in organic and inorganic colloids, for the amelioration of sandy soils, in 
1960. The most widely spread method of reclaiming sandy soils is the application of peat 
and marshland soil. In Hungary 14 marshland areas of greater importance are known.

As the newest raw material, the alginite has also been recommended the reclamation 
of sandy soil areas. As a result of the experiments, performed primarily by V. SZABÓ 
from 1977 on, alginite has been officially registered in the national balance of mineral 
resources as a raw material for amelioration.

The excellent amelioration capability of alginite was proved on the acidic sandy soils 
of South Somogy by P. ÁGH in 1982 and 1983, respectively, while on the limy wind
blown sands in the vicinity of Izsák it was successfully tested by I. FÖLDI and his team, 
in 1984.

Upon G. SOLTI’s initiation V. SZABÓ carried out agricultural experiments con
cerning the application of the Várkesző bentonite, or more precisely the bentonite with 
alginite content, in 1983. The results obtained so far are very promising. The high clay- 
montmorillonite content of bentonite is combined with the high humus and nutrient 
content of the alginite. Consequently, both the reclamation of sandy soils of low humus 
content and the restitution of organic matter can be carried out simultaneously.

The minerals, potentially suitable for application in the agriculture include zeolite, 
perlite, various potassium-rich volcanites (such as potassium trachite, potassium tuff), 
glauconitic sandstone, phosphorus bearing marl, as well as the flue ash of the power 
stations. Among the expérimentes with these materials those with zeolite led by E. MÁ
TYÁS, and perlite, led by K. PAPP, respectively, are not only aimed at amelioration. 
They are intended to prepare soil mixtures used by the horticulture, to treat the liquid 
manure and organic waste materials, and to improve their trace element contents as well. 
The minerals have recently been used also for the feeding of livestock. The extremely 
successful experiments using bentonite, alginite and zeolite are well known; here the 
above minerals were used as additives or pre mix-substituting materials.
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The alginite investigations led by G. SOLTI of the Hungarian Geological Institute, 
in addition to the amelioration, have been extended to examine also soil mixtures consist
ing of various, other minerals (peat, perlite, zeolite, bentonite). The possible application 
of alginite for the hygienic treatment of liquid manure, preparation of compost, and its 
use as a starter, and for deodorant and feeding purposes are also studied.

On the basis of the results the Alginite Corporation (Alginit Gazdasági Társulás) 
opened in Gérce the first alginite mine of the country in October, 1984. It is the first 
firm in the world to trade commercially with alginite.

MINERAL RAW MATERIALS USED BY THE AGRICULTURE

A major part of the mineral raw materials discussed in this brief review is of Neogene 
age or younger origin. The Neogene or younger mineral raw materials, that are used or 
expected to be used in the near-future by the Hungarian agriculture are summarized in 
Table 1.

O F  S E D I M E N T A R Y  O R I G I N A G E
O F  V O L C A N I C  

O R I G I N
A G E

lim e sto n e , m a r l, lim e  tu ff , lim e m ud H o lo c e n e —M io ce n e z e o lite M io ce n e
d o lo m ite  m ud H o lo c e n e —P le is to ce n e p e rlite M io c e n e
loess fo rm a tio n s  (d igo  so il,

y e l lo w  so il) H o lo c e n e —P le is to ce n e p o ta ss iu m  tu ff M io c e n e
b ro w n  c o a l,  lig n ite P lio c e n e —M io ce n e p o ta ss iu m  t ra c h y te M io c e n e
sh a le s  c o v e r in g  co a l M io c e n e b a sa lt , b a sa lt  tu ff P lio c e n e
p e a t, m a rsh la n d  so il H o lo c e n e —P le is to ce n e
fin e  s ilty  c la y  r ich  in

in o rg a n ic  c o llo id s , c o n ta in in g
h u m u s  o r a n y  o th e r  o rg a n ic  m a tte r H o lo c e n e —P le is to ce n e

b e n to n ite , b e n to n ite  w ith  a lg in ite
c o n te n t M io c e n e

a lg in ite P lio c e n e
ill ite M io c e n e

Table 1 Utilization of Neogene and younger mineral raw materials in the agriculture.
(By G. SOLTI 1983)

Limestone, Marl and Lime Mud

Liming has the greatest tradition in amelioration. The lack of mobile (soluble and ex
changeable) calcium compounds is the restrictive factor of soil productivity. The addi
tion of the soil is an important step of complex amelioration. Materials containing cal
cium-carbonate have been used the most widely in Hungary. Dissolution of calcium car
bonate is promoted by the acidic medium and the high dissolved carbon-dioxide content. 
That is the reason why limestones of high purity are primarily used to reclaim both the 
soils that became acidic due to the intensive fertilization, and the slightly acidic, limeless 
and neutral sodic soils.
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Of the Neogene materials, the Sarmatian soft limestones of 80-90% calcium content 
are the most widely used. Marshland lime is an unconsolidated organogenetic sediment of 
high calcium-carbonate content that is still in a mud-like state. It occurs in the basement 
of peat-marshes. Some 70 000 m3 of marshland lime a year are mined in Hungary for 
amelioration purposes.

Dolomite Mud

The still unconsolidated dolomite mud formed in flood plain/swamp lake environ
ments during the Pleistocene—Holocene can be used in the future for reclaiming magne
sium-depleted acidic soils.

The dolomite content of the Hegykő dolomite mud explored by GY. VITÁLIS and
J. DÖMSÖDI (1978) is 12-77% with a calcite content ranging from 0 to 32%.

Loess Formations („Digo Soil” , “Yellow Soil”)

In Hungary, amelioration by using loess has traditions similar to those of liming. 
The different loess varieties are called “digo soil” or “yellow soil” in the pedological 
literature. Its application is called “digoing” , “yellow soil spreading” , “subsoil spreading!’ 
It is used primarily in the Great Hungarian Plain for reclaiming sodic soils. The sodic 
soil will be practically diluted by the high quality and high calcium content reclaiming 
material. In addition, this method has other advantages compared to liming.

The criteria for the good “digo soil” are: the total carbonate content expressed as 
calcium carbonate more than 5% (the calcium carbonate content of the applied materials 
is generally between 10 and 20%), total salt content less than 0.15%, and the pH value 
measured in water under the 8.6. Also it should not be too clayey (the loessy muds are 
fairly good). The presence of gypsum in the material is also advantageous.

I. PRETTENHOFFER (1973) elaborated the method of the so called “black soil 
underspreading” . The black soil exploited from the mining pit, or the humidified acidic 
soil of rich organic matter content that is found in the vicinity will be first spread on the 
prepared surface, and covered by digo soil.

Brown Coal, Lignite, Lignite Powder

As it is known lignite is used for recultivation, as well as for reclamation of sodic soils 
and limy sands. It is the some 4% sulphur content (in the form of pyrite) of the lignite 
that represents the amelioration value. In contrast to the utilization of gypsum, the humic 
acids contained effect favourably the plant growth (T. ZENTAY 1983). Its disadvantage 
is that great amounts have to be added to the soil in order to achieve the favourable ef
fects. Therefore it, this method, due to the high transport expenses, is uneconomical.

I. SZABOLCS (1972) in the course of the experiments performed in Hungary, found 
that lignite powder is very suitable for preserving both the organic matter and the nitro
géné content of the livestock manure. The impact of lignite powder is the best if applied 
in mixtures. As the latest result, soil mixtures of favourable impact were produced by 
combining lignite powder, zeolite and liquid manure.
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A fairly efficient “combined technical and biological recultivation procedure” for the 
recultivation of areas disturbed by the mining has been elaborated at Gyöngyösvisonta, 
in the largest open-cut coal mine of Hungary. This procedure is based upon the method 
by which the fertility of the infertile waste disposal areas will be recovered not by spread
ing humic soil upon them but by using complex lignite-based fertilizer mixtures. It is a 
short procedure at low expenses. In 1—2 years, the waste disposal areas recultivated in 
this manner provide crops and yields similar to that of the adjacent intensively cultivated 
agricultural areas.

Shales Covering Coal Beds

In the course of oil shale exploration in Hungary it was found that certain beds in the 
overlying formations of Neogene coal measures are oil shales. Comprehensive agricultural 
investigations have proved that these shales of high organic matter content are of con
siderable pedological value.

The 7—8% humus content ad total nitrogéné content of the covering shales at Várpa
lota greatly exceeds those of the best soils in Hungary. Also its high lime content is 
useful for soil amelioration. The soluble nitrogéné content that can be taken up by the 
plants corresponds to that of the soils with moderate supply. Its phosphorus supplying 
ability according to the pedological classification, is high and very high, respectively.

Peat, Marshland Soil

According to J. DÖMSÖDI (1977) there are 14 significant peat and marshland soil 
occurrences in Hungary.

Peat, primarily used for the reclation sandy soils, has served recently as a basic raw 
material in various horticultural soil mixtures (Horticultural soil mixture set FLORAS- 
CA—VEGASCA). Soil mixtures of peat and alginite, peat and zeolite, and peat and ben
tonite are also in use. Blotting up and mixing the liquid manure with peat or marshland 
soil prevent the environment pollution and return the organic nutrients into the soil. 
The reserves of peat, marshland soil and marshland lime in Hungary amount to cca. 
120 million m3 and are sufficient virtually for ever.

Silty Clays Containing Humus or Other Organic Matters 
that Are Rich of Inorganic Colloids

These materials of amelioration explored in detail but not generally used has been 
found in the recesses among the sand dunes of the Great Hungarian Plain. Their utili
zation was proposed by I. PRETTENHOFFER in 1973. They are found on the site, thus 
no considerable transport costs are required. The disadvantage is that their utilization 
beyond the distance of 1 km is no more economical. Their quality classification was esta
blished by I. PRETTENHOFFER (1973) on the basis of the percentage of the washable 
fraction (<0.01 mm) and the humus (8-20, 20-30,30% ).

Agricultural field tests also proved the favourable effects of the method.
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Bentonite, Bentonite with Alginite Content

Based on the amelioration procedure of sandy soils elaborated by S. EGERSZEGI 
(1956), bentonite could be used by the agriculture first of all for amelioration. The 
method, however, could not spread, due to the high costs. It has been found that mi
neral colloids by themselves cannot be used for the amelioration of sandy soils. In order 
to achieve favourable results they have to be mixed with organic colloids.

The Egyházaskesző bentonite, formed under the same circumstances as the alginite, 
is rich in organic matter. Both the montmorillonite type clay required for the ameliora
tion of sandy sods, and the organic matter of the alginites, very valuable for the soils, are 
found together. Its excellent amelioration properties have been proved by laboratory 
tests. Using other natural substances such as peat, zeolite, perlite, limestone, etc., dif
ferent mixtures can be produced. The nourishment of pigs was completed with 5—10% 
bentonite is the course of tests performed on sows in farrow piglets, and porkers (I. HE
ROLD et al. 1983). The sows fed also with bentonite gained more weight at the beginn
ing. Litter number and litter weight also increased. The iron content of their blood ex
ceeded that of the control animals by 14% the day before the farrowing.

Alginite

The micro-and macroelements, essential for the life and growth of the plants, have 
been preserved in organic bound in the alginite i.e., in a form that permits easy take up 
by the plants. This led to the idea that they can exercise their effect now, they are 
“reusable” in the agriculture.

Analyses were performed on behalf of the Hungarian Geological Institute by the 
Hungarian Mineral Oil and Natural Gas Research Institute (Magyar Ásványolaj és Föld
gáz Kísérleti Intézet) in Veszprém, by the Research Institute for Heavy Chemical In
dustry (Nehézvegyipari Kutató Intézet), by the Special Service Centre of State Farms 
of Western Hungary (Nyugat^Magyarországi Állami Gazdaságok Szakszolgálati Állo
mása) and by the Horticultural University of Budapest (Budapesti Kertészeti Egyetem). 
They have proved that alginite is a very valuable material for the agriculture. It contains 
all kinds of nutrients required for the plants without having any harmful component.

The pedological and agrochemical tests have shown that alginite is agrochemically 
extremely valuable. It is slightly basic and of soil-like consistence. The Arany-type bond
ing number characterizing the structure of each soil is as high as about 90 for the alginite. 
Its humus content ranges from 2.0 to 12.8% with an average of 10%. The 100 kg humus 
in 1000 kg alginite corresponds to the organic matter of 2500 kg livestock manure. The 
lime content (with an average of 20%) is useful when reclaiming acidic soils. Its potassium 
and nitrogéné content equals or exceeds that of the best black soils in Hungary. .Alginite 
can be admixed to weak soils without any restriction, even to washed sand devoid of 
nutrients. Accordingly, even this latter can be turned into fertile soil.

As the observations show the alginite has no harmful effect on the roots of the plants 
even if it was in direct contact with them so it could be excellently used as starter for the 
plantation of poplars, pinewoods, apple-trees and peartrees. When planting poplars, al
ginite of 0.5—1.0 kg dropped into the planting pit during the planting resulted in 6—13% 
of surplus growth. For the circular dimension measured at chest height a surplus of 16— 
20%, as compared to the control, could be measured. The decay ratio was 8.2%, and 
36.7% for the control (results of a 5-year observation period).
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Crop(green weight) 
kg/hectare

First year application (1984) 

Flower diameter (cm)
%

3000

K
*

5cc
CO
CMIIICOz

pH Arany-type
bond

CaC03 Humus P2Os K20 N Mg Mn Na Zn Cu
(KCI) Soluble in ammonium lactattf total

% % ppm

Alginite 7,68 >90 14,3 270 734 412 296

Sandy soil 7,33 24 17 0,97 187 164 55 75,3 51 22 10,9

Fig. 1 Increase of sunflower yield due to the influence o f amelioration with alginite at Izsák. 
(Compiled by G. SOLTI 1984, on the basis of data by I. FÖLDI-T . JUHÁSZ-

GY. MEZEI 1984)
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The storability of the apples sprayed by alginite suspension increased, the calcium 
and magnesium content of the fruits improved, they became more resistive to the various 
diseases occurring during storage. Another benefit of the alginite spray is that it can be 
mixed with the standard plant protective agents without any restriction.

The examination concerning the possible application of alginite for the amelioration 
purposes of extremely acidic (pH value: 4) sandy soils of inner Somogy started in 1981.

In South Somogy, where some 100 000 hectares of acidic sandy soil requiring ameliora
tion can be found, surplus a yield of 25% of shelled maize of May was achieved in the 
areas reclaimed with alginite in the course of the small-parcel (25 m2) and the large- 
parcel amelioration tests. Compared 11 other standard reclaiming materials (limestone, 
limemarl, marshland lime, peat, etc.) applied at the same time it was the alginite that 
gave the best result. After harvest the corn stalk and root remnants clearly indicated more 
intensive growth on the treated area. Its high water preserving capability could be ob
served particularly in 1983, a year of drought.

In 1984, the amelioration experiments using alginite performed in the Danube-Tisza 
Interfluve (at Izsák) on limy sand soil using parcels of 100 m2 gave favourable results. 
The sunflower crop in the parcels reclaimed with alginite significantly increased (Fig. 
1).

It was also proved in the course of pig feeding experiments, that the micro-elements, 
mostly the high iron and manganese content of alginite, are well utilized by the organism 
of the animals. The livestock consumed the alginite without any aversion. No harmful 
effects were observed. The animals were healthy and could be raised without any veterin
ary problem. The alginite enriched with iron is expected to be used for reducing the 
number of anaemic cases.

The experiments, performed in the fields of plant production, feeding of livestock, 
and treating of liquid manure, have unanimously proved that the alginite is free of any 
toxicity.

The alginite found at Gérce, due to its remarkable adsorption and desorption proper
ties is excellent for the deodorization of places where livestock is kept or garbage is 
stored. The fur of the livestock can be kept clean, their hygienic conditions can be im
proved. At six of the eight patents granted for different applications of the alginite, the 
experiments were carried out by using Gérce alginite (oil shale). This material can be 
used both in the agriculture and in the food industry (Table 2).

Such a wide-spread direct application of alginite in the agriculture has been known in 
the countries traditionally engaged in oil shale (alginite) research and utilization.

Zeolite

The role of volcanogenic materials in the agriculture dates back several centuries; 
they were used without any scientific consideration. From the ancient times highly ad
vanced plant cultures, particularly vine cultures are known at the feet of acidic and basic 
volcanic hills. Scientific explanations were brought up only during the past 100 years.

A greater quantity of zeolit of clinoptilolite—mordenite content was formed in the 
Tokaj Mts. in Hungary during the Miocene acidic volcanism.

About 17 kinds of zeolit products were prepared in the course of experimentsied by
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I N C R E A S I N G  
T H E  S O I L  

P R O D U C T I V I T Y

I N C R E A S E  O F  
P R O D U C T I O N  B Y  

S T I M U L A T I N G  T H E  
P L A N T  G R O W T H

L I V E S T O C K  R E A R I N G
F O O D

I N D U S T R Y

Amelioration Starters Feeding Refining of

re c la im in g  th e  a c id ic p o p la r iro n  s u p p ly  b y  g iv ing products of food

and  sa n d y  so ils fru it - tre e  sp e c ie s a lg in ite -b a se d  p re m ix e s
industry

Soil mixtures
fo re s t-tre e  sp e c ie s

Treatment of liquid manure
b le a c h in g  e a r th :  
f ro m  a lg in ite  o f

a lg in ite -b ro w n  so il Suspension c o m p o st in g G é r c e

a lg in ite -sa n d p la n ta t io n  o f trees d is in fe c t io n b le a c h in g  e a r th :
a lg in ite -p e r lite s p ra y in g  th e  fru it - tre e s so il m ix tu re fro m  a lg in ite  o f
a lg in ite -z e o lite

F r i t Alga concentrate
G é r c e  and  
b e n to n ite  o f

s lo w ly  e ffe c t in g  fe r t i l iz e r te rra r iu m , a q u a r iu m V á rk e s z ő

c o n ta in in g  m ic ro  
n u tr ie n ts

ta b le tte d

Deodorization of stables

a b s o rp t io n  o f  a m m o n ia  
sh e e p -fo ld , c o w  shed  
p o u lt ry  p e n s

Slate wool

in su la t io n  o f  liv e s to c k  
re ar in g  p la c e s

h o rt ic u ltu re

Table 2 Possible applications of the Gérce alginite in the agriculture and food industry.
(By G. SOLTI 1983)

E. MÁTYÁS. The majority of these products are used in the agriculture. Its basic prop* 
erties, the ion exchanging capability and adsorption effect were made use of. Its appli
cation widely varies: it is used as mineral additive for livestock rearing and feeding, for 
improving the air conditioning in the stables, for horticultural soil mixtures, for plant 
production and amelioration as a mineral additive, for water purification in hatching, 
and also as a refining agent in viticulture.

The desaggregate containing lignite, zeolite and liquid manure is a favourably used 
material of amelioration, while the mixtures of alginite+ zeolite and alginite+peat+ 
zeolite, respecitvely, enable the preparation of soil mixtures suitable for different pur
poses.

Zeolites are sold in a quantity of 8—10 000 tons/year in Hungary. Its major part is 
consumed by the agriculture.

Perlite

Perlite, i.e. a Middle to Upper Miocene (Badenian—Sarmatian) acidic volcanite mined
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in the Tokaj Mts. is used for providing the continuous nutrient supply and for loosening, 
reclaiming the structure of airless and bonded soils at the up-to-date small-scale and 
large-scale technologies of agricultural production. The perlite charges and stores the 
water content of soil and due to its chemical composition it contains micro-elements 
useful, for the plants.

Using the mixture of alginite and perlite at ratios of 1:1, 1:033, 1:0.25, K. PAPP 
(1983) prepared a complex mixture, that increases the crop mass and just keeps the inner 
content parameters in harmony, by which the scale of soil mixtures produced in Hun
gary can be enlarged and they can be inserted into the amelioration and plant produc
tion systems.

Potassium tuff, potassium trachytes

Potassium is one of the most important elements for the plants. In sulphate and chlo
rite form it is the basic raw material of fertilizers. By now the total quantity of potassium 
required by Hungary is imported. Potassium-rich acidic Miocene volcanites containing 
7-15% potassium, mostly in form of devitrificated glass, are found, in relatively large 
areas of both the Tokaj and the M átra Mts.

Contrary to the former approach that both the potassium tuffs and the potassium 
trachytes are to be treated only as raw material simply replacing the fertilizers being in
jected directly into the soil.L. HARGITAI (1983) called the attention to the point that 
not their direct use but their application after preparation performed in various ways 
in form of mixtures is to be searched for.

Basalt, basalt tuff

L. DOBROVITS (1955) observed in the Great Hungarian Plain more than 50 years 
ago that the plantation along the basalt-covered roads was more developed than the 
plantation found at greater distances from the roads.

The scientific experiments based upon his observation used basalt powder. Basalt 
powder is an ameliorating agent due to its 2-3% potassium oxide content. Good results 
were achieved particularly in case of sodic soils. Its application for amelioration purposes, 
however, has been impeded already at that time by the expensive grinding.

The favourable properties of alginite are pedologically explained by the fact the 
pullulation of algae in the one time volcanic tuff ring was rendered possible by the tuff 
material supplied from the basalt tuff rim.

Deriving the primary nutrient source of alginite from the basalt tuff implies that the 
basalt tuff itself can be used in the agriculture either directly or after a chemical or bio
logical treatment.

The 470 —600 ppm soluble phosphorus content of the Kemeneshát basalt tuff is from 
the pedological point of view very high. Its 456—1064 ppm potassium content provides 
an excellent potassium supply. According to P. STEFANOVITS (1981) the total nitro
géné content of 920—1330 ppm (0.092-0.133%) is as high as that of the soils with mod
erate-medium nitrogéné supply.

There are some rocks of older geological ages, that have been used however subordina
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tely, for amelioration and nutrient supply in the agriculture, or that can be considered as 
prospective materials. They are as follows: Triassic dolomites, siderites,gypsum-anhydri
te, Cretaceous phonolite and phosphorite, Oligocène glauconitic sandstones, marls and 
limestones.

The industrial by-products, the flue-dust of power plants, the material of hillocks, the 
lime sludge of sugar factories, the by-products of fertilizer production (Pét lime), etc. 
are often mentioned as materials and minerals suitable for amelioration.
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EXPLORATION OF SUBSURFACE WATERS 
IN THE NEOGENE BASINS
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Water Exploration and Drilling Company, Budapest

INTRODUCTION

The development of subsurface water exporation of the large basins surrounded by the 
Carpathians has always been determined by the economic conditions and affected by the 
situation of public health and by the level of water exploration technology. Hungary 
could reach the European level only in the second half of the 19th century, as a result of 
J. SZABÓ’s (1857) theoretical and V. ZSIGMONDY’s (1871) practical work.

In Hungary, like in almost every country, the exploration of subsurface waters began 
with the observation and registration of springs of special physical and chemical pro
perties. It was completed later by the application of methods of chemical analysis, as well 
as in grouping the springs and their usage for medical purposes.

INVESTIGATION AND UTILIZATION OF SPRINGS

The thermal springs have been favourized from the very beginning. No wonder that as 
early as 2000 years ago the Romans established a high-level bath culture, built on these 
springs. Bathing culture in Hungary was revived only in the 12th century, and flourished 
in the Renaissance, during the rule of King Mátyás I and the Turkish occupation (Fig. 1). 
In conjunction with the hydrocarbonatic waters the role of cold, mainly warm medicinal 
mineral waters in the local drinking culture slowly increased.

The springs and baths were described in several reports and itineraries. The most 
detailed one of greatest scientific merit was written by G. WERNHER (1549), castellan 
of Eperjes and Sáros. This work deals with all springs and baths of greater significance in 
Hungary, except for those of Transylvania. The author recognized the escape springs in 
the Danube when examining the Buda springs, as well as the cause of ‘‘migration” of 
springs at Pöstyén, dealt with the spring inframing and water drainage, and described the 
“rock” forming springs precipitation of calcium-carbonate.

Iatrochemistry (medicinal chemistry), starting to develop in the 16th century, favour
ably influenced the development of chemistry in Hungary, and had an impact till the 
end of the 18th century. Based on this, a great number of Hungarian physicians started 
to deal with the chemical analysis of mineral waters. An outstanding physician of Buda, 
L. STOCKER (1721) was the first to perform an up-to-date analysis of the springs of 
Buda baths. His work also dealt with the origin of waters, the circumstances of the 
changes of water colour, the temperature of water as well as with the influence of the 
Danube.

Inspired by the French encyclopaedist trend, the Hungarian polyhistor, M. BÉL 
(1735) started a unique undertaking, namely to describe the historical geography of
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Fig. 1 Rohböck’s drawing about the “Rudas” Bath from the 17th century. (E. liBER 1934)

Hungary. Many people took part in the gathering and processing of data. A single person 
could not have written this monumental work even in a period of cca. 20 years. The first 
part of the “Notitia” volumes divided into two chapters beside the general description 
of the country, deals with the orography, hydrography, flora, fauna, mining, agriculture, 
public administration and population. The second part describes the castles, towns and 
villages according to districts. The value of the text in greatly increased by the topo
graphical maps by S. MIKOVINY (Fig. 2).

These internationally recognized volumes furnish a great deal of information on the 
distribution and origin of surface waters, the nature of springs and the utilization of wa
ter. M. BÉL described 137 mineral water springs found in Northern Hungary, and re
ported on the springs in the neighbourhood of Párád and Balaton also with great enthu
siasm. He paid attention also to the drinking water supply of the population. For those 
places where the water supply was problematic he offered proposals concerning the 
location of dug wells.

Unfortunately, only 6 volumes of this monumental summary were published. A con
siderable part of the work remained in manuscript form. Therefore this work was hardly 
used either by the contemporaries of the author or by the succeeding generations. Two 
decades after the publication of Vol. 6 of the forgotten work, however, the necessity of 
registering the mineral waters was raised again.

The Vienna Court also took a notice of the value of mineral waters in Hungary. In 
1762 Queen Maria Theresa ordered that all mineral waters of Hungary should be chemically 
analysed, in order to introduce their large-scale sale. The bottling and distribution ot 
mineral water was given an impetus only after the publication of the work compiled by
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Fig. 2  Kaltschmied’s copperplate (Vol. I. of “Notitia”).(M. BEL 1735)
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H. J. CRANTZ (1777), professor of chemistry in Vienna upon supreme order, as well as 
following the further measures taken by Joseph II and Franz I (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3 An illustration to H. J. CRANTZ’s book (1777).

I. KIBÉDI MÁTYUS (1792) had great merits in the analysis of mineral waters of 
Transylvania. He considered these waters to be suitable not only for curing, but also for 
preventing the diseases, as well. He distinguished sulphureous, alkaline, ferrous and 
saline waters, also proposed the determination of “winewaters” (acidic, C02-bearing 
waters) according to specific gravity and recognized the relation between the chemical 
composition and the weather. His work was continued by F. NYÚLÁS (1800) who laid 
the foundation of analytical chemistry in Hungary.

A new approach concerning the study of mineral waters of the country was intro
duced by P. KITAIBEL (1829). His posthumous work was the first one to interpret 
and appreciate the quantitative analysis of 150 known mineral waters of the country 
from medical aspect, thus integrating geology, chemistry and balneology.

The bath resorts also revived after the turn of the century. Curing as the principal 
aim was replaced by the purpose of achieving as high a traffic as possible. At this time and 
later, beside high standard scientific studies advertisements and descriptions for increasing 
the tourism were also published (Fig. 4).

From the end of the 18th century the heart of a bath resort were the thermal springs 
and the bath houses. Most of the houses were made of timber. In the early 19th century 
the buildings made of bricks and stones in classicist style started to spread (Fig. 5). This 
style known from Spa (Belgium) was recommended by the Governor-general Council 
in 1786, when the bath regulations for Balatonfiired were in preparation (Fig. 6).

The chemical analysis of mineral and thermal waters was stopped for a period by the 
death of P. KITAIBEL (1817). The need for a balneological manual, however, arose.
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F(g. 4 Poster advertising Transylvanian mineral water. (Széchényi National Library,
Budapest)

In order to realize it the Hungarian Academy of Sciences announced a competition in 
1845. It was won by J. TÖRÖK (1848), a professor at the Debrecen College. His work 
was first published in 1848. A corrected and enlarged edition followed in 1859. This 
volume, on the one hand, put an end to the initial registration of mineral and thermal 
springs, and on the other hand it opened the period, when the water explored by means 
of drilled wells also had a significant role in the water supply of the country.

The regular scientific chemical analysis of mineral and thermal waters in Hungary 
was started by J. MOLNÁR (1851), who continuously reported on the results in the 
Annals of Természettudományi Társulat (Society for Natural Sciences).
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Fig. 5 Harkányfürdő in 1845.

Fig. 6 Kossuth spring at Balatonfiired. (Photo : I. DOBOS 1981 )
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THE GEOLOGICAL AND ENGINEERING CONDITIONS
OF THE EXPLORATION OF SUBSURFACE WATERS

The promotion of science began with a great enthusiasm in Hungary from the 1840s. 
In 1841, the Society for Natural Sciences, then in 1848 the Hungarian Geological Society 
were founded. The initial work of geological experts working for the Society was charac
terized mostly by the palaeontological and petrographic descriptions. Itinerary-like de
scriptions were also common. The first study with a different approach, entitled “Szek- 
szárd környékének földtani leírása” (“Geological description of the Szekszárd area”) 
was published by J. SZABÓ (1863) in the “Magyarhoni Földtani Társulat Munkálatai” 
(“Transactions of the Hungarian Geological Society”). The Society laid the necessary 
foundations required for the establishment of the Hungarian Geological Institute (A. 
VENDL 1958).

J. SZABÓ’s work (1857) opened a new epoch both in the geology of Hungary and in 
determining the trend of hydrogeological research. He wrote the first Hungarian hydro- 
geological study on the thermal waters of Buda. Far ahead of his contemporaries he laid 
the foundations of the exploration of phreatic water (1861).

In addition to a better knowledge of the geological setting, the level of drilling en
gineering also had a determinative role in the exploration of subsurface waters. As early 
as the first half of the 19th century drilling was widely used for the exploration of water 
in several countries of Europe (France, England, Italy, Germany). Simultaneously, also 
drilling engineering advanced rapidly but its influence could be hardly detected at that 
time in Hungary. The main reason for this was that the water demand of Hungary was 
relatively easily met by the surface waters, the upmost phreatic water supplying aquifer, 
and the springs. The 14 m deep well of Ugod made by “the French bricklayer named 
Bárdió” in 1825, considered to be the first one, was also intended to increase the water 
yield of springs supplying acidic water.

The first drillings to obtain drinking water were deepened sporadically, in Székesfe
hérvár, Csór and Debrecen, in the 1830s. Presumably, the deep boreholes to reduce the 
problems of water supply were made both in Buda and in Pest following the example 
of some European capitals (Paris, London). Though most of the individual initiatives had 
no result, many experts deemed that the only way for long-term water supply was the 
drilling of deep wells.

It is J. SZABÓ’s merit (1858) to have cleared up the water possibilities of the two 
towns (Pest and Buda) by means of detailed geological investigation. After a long debate 
the experts of the Society for Natural Sciences rejected the solution of drilling artesian 
wells, and they approved the water intake from the gravel deposits of the Danube bank 
instead as proposed by J. SZABÓ. The first water works utilizing these was put into 
operation at Kossuth Lajos square (“Flottillen-Platz”) in 1868.

The further improvement of water supply of Pest was urged by the cholera epidemic 
in 1872 and 1873. A large-scale water exploration was initiated by the Fővárosi Talaj- 
vizsgáló Bizottmány (Soil Testing Committee of the Capital) founded in 1874. J. SZABÓ, 
a geologist, V. ZSIGMONDY, a mining engineer, and M. BALLÓ a chemist participated 
in the first up-to-date hydrological research. Using data of more than 100 boreholes, 
J. SZABÓ and V. ZSIGMONDY plotted geological profiles. These were supplemented 
by J. SZABÓ with a hyrological map, plotted on the basis of boreholes deepened be
tween 1880 and 1881 and on the phreatic water level observations. As a result of the 
exploration, the Water Works of Budaújlak was constructed (I. DOBOS 1976).
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THE BEGINNING OF THE SCIENTIFIC
EXPLORATION OF SUBSURFACE WATERS

The first signs of political consolidation after the suppressed Liberation War ( 1848— 
1849) appeared in 1865, and the Compromise was concluded in 1867. This significant 
turn revived the economic life of the country. The home capital became more active 
and the influx of foreign capital was started. Factories were built, the food industry 
flourished, and the railroad construction brought about the revival of coal mining.

The elimination of floods and the drainage increased the cultivable areas. It, however, 
also implied the problems of irrigation. The revival necessarily required the continuation 
and acceleration of wide-scale geological and hydrogeological exploration. V. ZSIG
MONDY (Fig. 7), profiting of this opportunity, began to compile a Treatise on Mining 
Technology in Hungarian. Planned for four volumes, after Ch. COMBES’work (1865). 
This work was primarily intended for serving the coal mining, and for those who spoke 
only Hungarian. Part 3 of the first (and single published) volume deals with the drilling. 
Its last 20 pages discusses only the conditions of the establishment of artesian wells.

Fig. 7 V. Zsigmondy (1821-1888). (J.BÖCKH 1890)
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“Thorough geological knowledge" was considered of greatest importance because no 
“artesian fountain" could be drilled without it. Although ZSIGMONDY emphasized that 
the part relating to artesian wells did not form an integral section of mining, he con
sidered it necessary, because in Hungary there were several districts with no drinking 
water of proper quality. As for this water, it can be supplied only by means of artesian 
wells.

Due to his other occupations, V. ZSIGMONDY’S plan to focus his activity on drinking 
water supply failed. His first and subsequent commissions concerned the exploration of 
thermal water from Mesozoic formations (Harkány, Budapest — Margaret Island), but 
he could set the guidelines of the establishment of artesian wells by them. Among his 
several works, the 970.48 m deep thermal water well in the Városliget (Municipal Park) 
of Budapest built during 9.5 years (from 1868 to 1878) hall-marks his name. It was 
this well in which he measured the bottom temperature (1875) and the temperature at 
certain depth intervals for the first time. The data obtained by him were used by J. 
SZABÓ (1890) for his geothermical calculations. The continuous processing of ma
terials during the drilling operation, supplemented by palaeontological investigations 
ensured that the traversed formations were always known. His geological-hydrogeological 
methods for the preparation and evaluation of wells as well as his drilling engineering 
methods were exemplary and they are up-to-date even today. He examined everything 
in its interrelations, and every well led him to new observations. Even the drainage of 
artesian waters did not escape his attention. He said that artesian wells were allowed to 
be established only in areas where there were water reservoirs, draining trenches or water 
draining canals in the vicinity.

V. ZSIGMONDY dealt with the exploration of artesian waters of Transdanubia and 
the Great Hungarian Plain in all his life. In order to prove that artesian wells can be est
ablished anywhere in the Great Hungarian Plain, he elaborated a memorandum in 1873. 
In the memorandum he proposed the drilling of a 300 fathom deep borehole in the 
Great Hungarian Plain.

This was the beginning of an extraordinarily productive period in which the geological 
and hydrogeological exploration of the Neogene basins played the main role due to the 
artesian wells. The construction of the wells was headed from 1876 by the also well- 
trained B. ZSIGMONDY who graduated in Zürich. He established several artesian wells 
in the mountainous areas of Transylvania and Northern Hungary, his principal activity, 
however, concerned the Great Hungarian Plain. His masterpiece is the successful construc
tion of the first public well of Hódmezővásárhely (1880), a landmark in the history of the 
exploration for artesian water (Fig. 8).

In a short period an essential change took place in the method of drilling. The water 
flush method of drilling was introduced by S. Bauer, a steam-mill owner in Hódmezővá
sárhely. He was trained to drill wells and, by using this method, he constructed a 234 m 
deep well for himself in 1890. Soon there were others to learn this much cheaper and 
faster drilling technique. This fact later resulted partly in well-drilling dynasties, partly 
in the great number of unskilled “borers’'. The latter group made improperly formed 
wells of short life that often led to unfavourable hydrogeological consequences (exhaust
ing of aquifers, pressure reduction).
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Fig. 8 The first publicly utilized well in the Great Hungarian Plain. 
(GY. HALAVÁTS 1894)

THE LEADING ROLE OF THE ROYAL HUNGARIAN 
GEOLOGICAL INSTITUTE

The problems in the water management of the country were multiplied by the improper 
location and construction of artesian wells, that is why their controlled management 
could not be postponed any longer. Beside the surface waters, the conditions of exploring 
the groundwater and of marking the protective areas of mineral and thermal waters were 
only partially regulated by the Water Laws of 1885. The 1892 Decree of the Ministry of 
Agriculture completed the law. It obligatorily prescribed both that the geological expert’s 
opinion is to be obtained prior to the establishment of the artesian well, and that the 
drilling cores and cuttings are to be examined after the completion of the well. The Royal 
Hungarian Geological Institute was given this task. T. SZONTAGH was charged with 
the execution. The justification of the need for a hydrogeological department was proved 
by the fact that protective areas for mineral water occurrences were marked out by the 
geologists in more than 300 cases between 1887 and 1913. GY. HALAVÁTS was charged 
with the geological-hydrogeological design and evaluation of the artesian wells.

In the 1880s the geology of the Great Hungarian Plain was hardly known. The data 
from sporadic water exploratory boreholes, deepened at the beginning of the century 
were generally not suitable for outlining the geology and hydrogeology of the large
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basins. The only scientific result worth mentioning was achieved by a professor of the 
Technological College in Debrecen in 1845. When investigating the sample of a shallow 
borehole at Debrecen from palaeontological and petrographical aspects he stated that 
the near-surface formations of the Great Hungarian Plain are not of marine but of aeolian 
and fluviatile origin.

The stratigraphic problems concerning the Quaternary and Pliocene sediments of the 
Great Hungarian Plain arose from 1880, parallel to the processing of the geological ma
terial of more and more artesian wells. The possible presence of Levantian (Upper 
Pliocene) formations beneath the Quarternary layers was assumed first for the gasous 
wells of Püspökladány. GY. HALAVÁTS (1895) outlined the geological setting of the 
South-Hungarian territory between Zombor and Szentes, on the basis of Upper Levan- 
tian gastropod species Viviparus böckhi considering it as a guide fossil. According to this 
cross section the thickness of the Pleistocene layers gradually increases from south to 
north and it reaches the maximum (179-184 m) at Hódmezővásárhely. Later, supple
mented by more data, the geological profile by K. PAPP furnished a total cross section 
across the middle part of the Great Hungarian Plain (L. LÓCZY Sr. 1912) (Fig. 9).

Fig. 9 Outline geological section across the central part of the Great Hungarian Plain.
(L. LÓCZY 1912, after K. PAPP)

1. Alluvial sediments of flood regions, 2. Diluvial material and loess with lenticularly deposited sand 
layers, 3. Upper Levantian sand and gravel deposits, artesian aquifers, 3a. Lower Levant ian clay,

4. Pannonian-Pontian clay, 5. Cretaceous limestone, basement

The age boundary between the Pleistocene and Pliocene, determined by HALAVÁTS, 
was used in the practice of Hungarian geology for a long time. Even the “Magyarország 
vízföldtani atlasza” ( “Hydrogeological Atlas of Hungary”) did not break with this 
concept that was modified in the meantime (R, SCHMIDT ELIGIUS 1962).

First GY. HALAVÁTS (1896) registered the artesian wells of Hungary by the Mille
nary of 1896. This registration furnished detailed data concerning 1325 artesian wells of 
328 places. This was sufficient for outlining the palaeogeography of the Levantian and 
Pannonian formations for the whole country (1902).

At this time there were only a few artesian wells in Transdanubia. The poorly fossili- 
ferous Pannonian formations proved to be insufficient to provide a regional geological 
image of the basin. The exploration of the basin sediments took a new direction when 
L. LÓCZY Sr. became the Director of the Hungarian Geological Institute. With a staff 
of more than 60 he initiated the complex geological investigation of Lake Balaton and its 
vicinity. This also included the evaluation of subsurface waters. The natural exposures 
at the mountain margins rendered a great help in the biostratigraphic subdivision of Pan-
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Fig. 10 Artesian and drilled wells of Hungary. (T. SZONTAGH 1908)



nonian formations. This is valid even today (L. LÓCZY 1913).
Beside director’s tasks L. LÓCZY Sr. (1912) thoroughly dealt with the artesian wells of 

the Great Hungarian Plain and elaborated several proposals to promote the disclosure of 
subsurface water. He declared that the state management should eliminate the wasting of 
artesian water, to organize the supervision of well-construction and to register the wells. 
He expected that in this way both the interaction of wells would be made clear, and that 
the drinkwater wells and mineral and medicinal water wells would be separated. For the 
determination of the chemical composition and gas content of the waters he also ruged 
the setting up of a state chemical laboratory. He stated, when examining the artesian 
wells, that the friction losses, the pressure of overlying rocks, the lift of gas as well as 
the thermal expansion due to the heating of water should also be taken into considera
tion.

The authoritative jurisdiction of the Hungarian Geological Institute was further ex
tended by the Law No 18 of 1913 and by several additional orders. These provide pre
scriptions on how hydrological data are to be furnished regulate the management of 
artesian water, and prescribe that the geological experts’ proposal is obligatory to be ob
tained for determining the protective areas of artesian wells.

Beside the Royal Hungarian Geological Institute, other larger companies also laid 
great stress on the production and utilization of drinkwater and industrial water. After 
HALAVÁTS’ registering the artesian wells, the Hungarian State Railways also registered 
its 200 artesian wells by the turn of the century (V. MELLINGER 1903). The National 
Chemical Institute summarized the chemical composition of drinking waters in Hungary 
(GY. TÓTH 1911). The Hungarian Geological Institute continued to perform the national 
registration and according to its records the number of artesian wells was as high as 
3500 by 1919 with 84.7% of it in the Great Hungarian Plain, 7.3% in the hilly areas of 
Transdanubia, while the remaining part in the mountain areas. As early as in 1908 the 
continuous data collection allowed to plot a map, (scale : 1 :900 000), published by the 
Royal Hungarian Geological Institute (Fig. 10).

DEVELOPMENT OF MINERAL WATER MANAGEMENT 
IN THE 19th CENTURY

In the second half of the 19th century the management of mineral and medicinal 
waters had to be regulated from the aspects of public health and economy. The Law of 
Public Health of 1876 made clear only some problems of medical baths and made pro
visions only in general for the protection of springs and wells. It was just the many 
inefficiencies of the law that induced the physicians, spring- and well owners to prepare 
a new Bill. The mineral and medicinal water management was promoted by the Minister 
of Education of that time. It was his merit that the Ásványvíz Vegyelemző Állomás (La
boratory for Analyzing Mineral Waters) intended to perform not only hydroanalyses 
but also to check the springs, wells and water production was established in 1886.

The pioneering work of K. THAN (Fig. 11), a chemist, is inseparable from the analysis 
of mineral water. The result of his analyses he expressed on the basis of his theory on the 
electric charge of ions, in a way different from the previous ones, in ions. Moreover, he 
formed the basis of comparison of different mineral waters and that of determing the 
nature of mineral waters, now adopted all over the world (1890).
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Fig. 11 K. Than (1834-1908). (E. LIBER 1934)

A very important event took place in the history of Buda thermal waters in the middle 
of the 19th century. In the southern Buda areas the very significant bitter water of Lágy
mányos (1853), Őrsöd (1863) and Őrmező (1864) was explored when locating the 
wells, dug for the purpose of drinking water and irrigation water supply, after regulating 
the Danube, and draining the inner waters. The unique feature of the Lágymányos bitter 
water found in the area of the hospital in Tétényi street was that this bitter water with 
sodium sulphate and magnesium sulphate content was used for bathing, local drinking 
cares and bottling. The bitter water “Hunyadi János1" with sodium sulphate, bottled in 
the Őrsöd valley had the greatest reputation. It became known all over the world from 
1869. The owner, A. Saxlehner, due to his excellent organizing ability and good business 
politics, developed the bottling plant. It operates and flourishes even today. In Őrmező 
the “Apenta" and “Ferenc József" bitter waters were produced. The bottling of “Ig- 
mándi" bitter water of magnesium sulphate content began near Komárom, also in 1863.

Each kind of medicinal water is the result of the same process. The only distinction 
is that the bitter water of Buda could be formed beneath the surface, at the boundary of 
Middle Oligocène and Holocene clays, while the “Igmándi11 medicinal water is formed 
similarly, at a low depth (4 to 5 m), but at the boundary between the Pleistocene and 
Pliocene sediments (A. VENDL 1948).
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Fig. 12 Health resorts and mineral water sites in Hungary at the end of the 19th century. (K. CHYZER 1886)



An especially outstanding result was achieved by K.CHYZER (1885), physician of the 
baths at Bártfa. He described the medicinal sites and the mineral waters of the country 
for the Budapest exhibition in 1885. Its supplementary map was published in the follow
ing year. All bath-resorts, drinking cure spots and bottling plants are shown on it. A map 
of such detail was almost unique all over the world at the end of the 19th century (Fig. 
12).

The large-scale bottling and distribution of mineral water started at the end of the past 
century. By this time more than 200 kinds of mineral waters were circulated. Most of 
them were awarded a prize at exhibitions in Hungary and abroad. A new bottling plant 
was built in Moha, in 1880. Later, in 1916 the Székesfővárosi Ásványvízüzem (Mineral 
Works, Budapest) started operation. The record was at by the “Hunyadi János” bitter 
water, selling more than 14 millions bottles abroad, and 1 million bottles in Hungary, in 
1913.

A study by J. SZABÓ (1887) about the vicinity of Göd, described the first investiga
tions into the flow system of subsurface waters. It was pointed out that Neogene forma-

Fig. 13 Wooden sculpture, originally decorating the “Ágnes” well of Moha. 
(King Stephen Museum, Székesfehérvár. Photo : I. DOBOS 1983)
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tions transfer water into the terrace gravel of Danube, and geothermic observations were 
presented in order to prove the point. As early as then J. SZABÓ proposed the applica
tion of the °C/m measuring unit as the unit of geothermic gradient. Its international ap
plication became obligatory only in 1980.

Most of the artesian wells are productive, supplying flushing water. The top section of 
several wells of this type is decorated with symbols expressing hommages to the pure 
drinking water, that gives and preserves life. The “Ágnes” mineral water well of Moha, 
drilled in 1879, is especially beautifully ornamented (Fig. 13).

EARLY THERMAL WATER EXPLORATION 
IN THE GREAT HUNGARIAN PLAIN

Hungary lost most of its mineral and thermal water regions, as well as its mineral de
posits after World War I. This led to a break in the fields of geological and hydrogeolog
ical exploration. Practical production and scientific life restarted very slowly. The pract
ical attitude of directors of the Royal Hungarian Geological Institue (H. BÖCKH and 
L. LÓCZY Jr.) had a favourable impact upon the trends of geological exploration. Their 
plans included the investigation of the Neogene basin of the Great Hungarian Plain for 
hydrocarbon occurrences.

Several exploratory boreholes of larger depth were drilled at Hortobágy, Hajdúszo
boszló, Debrecen, Karcag and Tiszaörs in the 1920s. These, in spite of missing their aim, 
made possible the study of the geology of the Great Hungarian Plain to a depth of 1000- 
1200 m. Moreover, the 1090.70 m deep borehole drilled at Hajdúszoboszló, that found 
thermal water in 1925, determined the trend of exploration and utilization of thermal 
water in Hungary. The well construction and the chemical analysis of the thermal water 
were followed by the establishment of a modest bath within a short period (Fig. 14).

The first thermal water well was followed by further explorations,, now explicitly to 
this purpose (e.g. the 957.0 m deep Anna well at Szeged, and the 944 m deep thermal wa
ter well at Szolnok). These three thermal water wells, together with the hydrocarbon 
exploration boreholes at different areas of the Great Hungarian Plain, proved that under 
the Quaternary sediments thick Upper Pannonian formations occur in the geological 
sequence of the basin. Moreover, within the sedimentary sequence, the several sand layers 
with good water bearing capacity, are suitable for producing high temperature mineral 
and medicinal waters.

In the 1930s hydrocarbon exploration was removed from the Great Hungarian Plain 
to the bordering areas. Several boreholes were located also by geologists in the vicinity 
of the capital, too. One of these, a 310.7 m deep borehole at Pesterzsébet found me
dicinal water containing cold sodium chloride, hydrogene sulphide, iodine and bromine, 
coming from Miocene layers.

The problems of mineral and medicinal water management were solved between the 
two World Wars. The Bath Law of 1929 came into force in 1931. It precisely defined the 
concept of mineral and medicinal water, used irregularly up to that time, and prescribed 
the conditions of bottling, the necessity of marking out the protective area, and, last but 
not least the registration of mineral and medicinal waters, thermal baths and springs.

A number of state and social organs were organized in order to establish the scientific 
basis of balneological research. One of the most important aims was to develop Budapest 
into a spa. Accordingly, a great number of new baths (Gellért, Széchenyi, etc.) were built,
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springs were built out and exploration by drilling started in the area of several baths 
(E. LIBER 1934). A systematic observation network was formed in order to record the 
parameters of springs, to measure the quantity of rainwater, as well as to observe the 
water level of the Danube. This work was carried out by the staff of the Department of 
the Geology and Mineralogy of the Budapest Technical University, including students.

Fig. 14 The medicinal bath of Hajdúszoboszló in the 1930s. (Postcard from the 
collection of Museum of Commerce and Catering Trade, Budapest)

Beside geology, also hydrogeology has developed into an independent branch of 
science since the middle of the 19th century. Instead of the scattered institutions, the 
establishment of an integrated organization became necessary. The Hungarian Geological 
Society tried to make up for this insufficiency. A Section for Hydrology, the predecessor 
of the present Hydrological Society, was established in 1917. The results of instrumental 
theoretical and practical disputes within the Section, and also excellent studies were 
published first as an Appendix to “Földtani Közlöny” (“Bulletin of the Hungarian Geolo
gical Society”) and later (from 1921 on) in an independent journal, the “Hidrológiai 
Közlöny” (“Journal of Hydrology”).

Among the theoretical problems, the methods of calculation of the geothermical gra
dient, based particularly on the anomalies occurring in the fissured rocks were made clear 
(GY. WESZELSZKY 1928). It is supplemented by the first monograph, describing the 
hydrogeological data processing carried out on the basis of the evaluation of temperature 
data of the outlet of artesian wells in the Great Hungarian Plain, proving the high geother
mic anomaly of the Great Hungarian Plain (J. SÜMEGHY 1929). The monograph entitled 
“Tiszántúl” aimed also at the examination of the Great Hungarian Plain. Beside the 
Quaternary sediments, the formation of the Upper Pannonian surface, and the younger 
tectonic movements producing the faults between the different geological regions are 
discussed (J. SÜMEGHY 1944).
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The first, most complete Hungarian hydrogeological monograph was intended to serve 
the development of Budapest (H. HORUS1TZKY 1935, 1938). Two studies were pre
pared on the geology of the Little Hungarian Plain. H. HORUSITZKY (1929) investigated 
the western part of the basin on the evidence provided artesian wells. The whole Little 
Hungarian Plain was discussed in a comprehensive study by E. SZÁDECZKY-KARDOSS 
(1938). This work, written in German, had a great influence on the exploration of the 
Hungarian Quaternary due to its terrace morphological investigation, and by the palaeo- 
graphical outline of the Quaternary and Upper Pliocene river network of the basin.

S. ROHRINGER (1933) did a lot in the field of the exploration of phreatic water. 
The Vízrajzi Intézet (Hydrographical Institute) started to establish the national well net
work for the regular observation of the phreatic water level. Later it was extended on to 
the whole Great Hungarian Plain. T. GEDEON (1934) used for the first time the trace 
elements to indicate the streaming of phreatic water.

The main task of the Vízügyi Osztály (Department of Water Management) of the 
Royal Hungarian Geological Institute was to provide expert opinions, and issue offical 
permits concerning the establishment of artesian wells. By its later decrees (1933 and 
1936), its supervising authority, the Ministry of Agriculture, regulated subsurface water 
management. The greatest problems were improper well construction and water produc
tion (R. SCHMIDT ELIGIUS 1935), and not the exhaustion of water stocks or the in
sufficiency of water supply. During this period, Hungarian scientists carried out a pioneer
ing work concerning the hydraulical tests and calculations, relating to the drilled wells, 
as well as to the hydrodynamics of gasous wells.

There were hardly any geologists in Hungary between the two World Wars who did not 
deal also with hydrogeology. A wide debate concerning mostly the origin and motion of 
the subsurface waters of the Neogene basins began. A study summarizing the most im
portant trends of modern hydrogeology was written by F. HORUSITZKY (1942). 
An evaluating study, concerning the geochemistry of the Pliocene and Quaternary waters 
was prepared by E. SZÁDECZKY-KARDOSS (1941).

INVESTIGATION OF THE SUBSURFACE WATERS AT PRESENT

In 1945, the reconstruction of the economically ruined country, then the meeting of 
water requirement of the large-scale industry, mostly from the subsurface aquifers started 
with a great impetus.

The role of the Hungarian Geological Institute remained decisive in the water supply 
of the country. However, it became clear in the early 1950s that the Institute alone, 
could not cope with the varied problems and tasks of water management. The Országos 
Földtani Főigazgatóság (National Geological Authority), organized in the meantime, 
released this tension by organizing the industrial geological service in 1954. It meant that 
the geologists working for different enterprises performed the hydrogeological explora
tion of the country. This released the Hungarian Geological Institute, with the exception 
of the thermal waters, from the duty of issuing expert opinions, the geological processing 
of drilling samples, and from the documentation of wells.

The Director General’s instruction No 34/1960 prescribed the conditions of construc
tion of artesian wells as well as the tasks of the geological service. Therewith, ceased the 
more than 80 years’ work, concerning the water supply of the Hungarian Geological 
Institute. The Országos Vízügyi Főigazgatóság (National Water Authority) took over the
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management of subsurface water exploration through the Vízgazdálkodási Tudományos 
Kutatóintézet (Research Institute of Water Management) and the Országos Vízkutató és 
Fúró Vállalat Földtani Szolgálata (Geological Service of the Water Prospecting and Drill
ing Company). After several reorganizations, the expert’s opinion for water intake is to 
be issued by the competent water management offices of the region. The processing and 
documentation of drilling samples is to be performed by the Vízgazdálkodási Tudomá
nyos Kutatóintézet (VITUKI, Research Centre for Water Resources Development) since 
1976. Not only in the 1950s but even for a longer period the reserves of subsurface 
water were represented by the amount of production (the exploited quantity of water). 
Neither the direction, nor the measure of water recharge was made clear at this time. 
Then a Committee on Water Reserves, headed by S. VITÁLIS, was organized within the 
Magyar Hidrológiai Társaság (Hungarian Hydrological Society). This Committee tried to 
determine various methods for determining the refilling water reserves (K. UBELL 1954, 
J. JUHÁSZ 1955, L. SZEBÉNYI 1955). The introduction of hydrogeological regions was 
of great significance concerning the determination of subsurface water reserves, and the 
projecting of water exploration (R. SCHMIDT ELIGIUS 1954).

The most important problem of the country in the 1950s and 1960s was to improve 
the drinking water supply. The safe design and construction of artesian wells, however, 
implied more and more uncertainties concerning the depth. The problems were solved 
by geophysical well logging methods that were suitable for indicating the water bearing 
sand layers with high precision within the unconsolidated basin sediments. The explora
tion aiming at greater and greater depths (primarily in the Great Hungarian Plain) led, 
however, to the determination of the stratigraphic boundaries, based on petrographic 
investigations. Recently, however, it seems that the up-to-date palaeomagnetic tests, 
carried out on the sedimentary rocks, modify the earlier stratigraphic concept (A. RÓ
NAI 1982). In spite of this, the stratigraphic division, established in the early 1960s, 
has become decisive when locating productive artesian wells (I. DOBOS 1965).

It was obvious even at that time that Hungary had two important reservoirs, i.e. the 
karstic water, stored in the Triassic carbonate formations, and the groundwater stored 
in Upper Pannonian and Quaternary unconsolidated sediments (sand, gravel, sandstone) 
in the basin. The Lower Pannonian formations are not suitable for water supply at all. 
As for the Miocene formations, they are only of local significance and store partly water 
of drinking quality, and partly mineral water.

In the beginning of the 1960s the utilization of the geothermic anomaly of the Great 
Hungarian Plain by drilling great depth wells aimed at enlarging the traditional energy 
sources. The primary aim fo the thermal water project was to meet the power needs of 
agriculture, and then to provide thermal waters or baths and other establishments. The 
disclosures proved that thermal water of great quantity and high temperature could be 
produced from the deepest part of the Upper Pannonian. Later, it was found in the 
course of operating the wells, that due to the high mineral content of the thermal water, 
the necessity for starting a new project for the prevention of the precipitation of cal
cium carbonate was brought up (I. DOBOS 1971).

The nature of the basement and of the Tertiary formations of the basin of the Little 
Hungarian Plain, became clear after the 1950s, mainly due to surface geophysical measu
rements, hydrocarbon exploratory drilling, and at the margins, by the bauxite explora
tory boreholes. This evidence about the geological setting made possible a more thorough 
study of the phreatic and subsurface waters.
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Fig. 15 Geological and hydrogeological fence diagram of Hungary. (GY. VITÁLIS 1972) 
a) Holocene-Pleistocene: sand,gravel, loess, clay,b) Levantian:clay, sand c) Upper Pannonian : sand, sandstone, clay, 

d) Lower Pannonian: clay, clay marl, sandstone, e) Miocene: clay, clay marl, limestone,gravel, f) Oligocène: clay, clay marl, 
sand, sandstone,g) Eocene: clay, clay marl, marl limestone, h) Cretaceous: sandstone, marl, limestone, i) Jurassic: limestone, marl, 
j) Triassic: marl, dolomite, limestone, clay schist and sandstone, k) Permian: sandstone, conglomerates, clay schist, 1) Carbonian- 

uj Devonian: limestone, dolomite, clay schist and sandstone, m) Paleozoic metamorphic rocks : crystalline schist, gneiss,
n) Intrusive rocks:granite,granodiorite,gabbro, o) Effusive rocks and their tuffs: rhyolite, dacitc, andesite, basalt



The hydrology of phreatic water was first outlined in the second half of the 1950s. 
Later exploration was concentrated more and more to the hydrogeology of the Pliocene 
sediments. The most complete picture about the hydrogeology, hydrodynamics and geo- 
thermy of the region was furnished by M. ERDÉLYI (1979), proving that the continuous 
supply of subsurface water came from the karstic water of the Bakony Mts.

The main task, concerning water, of the Hungarian Geological Institute has become 
the regional hydrogeological exploration since the early 1960s. The “Magyarország víz
földtani atlasza’' (“Hydrogeological Atlas of Hungary") and the attached explanatory 
note (R. SCHMIDT ELIGIUS 1961, 1962) were published at that time. It earned a great 
international recognition and became one of the principal preliminary documents of the 
Frame Plan on Water Management in 1964. The groundwater map of the Great Hungarian 
Plain (scale: 1:200 000) after the processing of the phreatic water data of Hungarian 
basins by using up-to-date methods (A. RÓNAI 1956,1961 ), was published.

The complex geological exploration of the Great Hungarian Plain was urged by na
tional demands. The execution of the project starting in 1962, was undertaken by the 
Hungarian Geological Institute and, from 1969 on, a series of Atlas sets (scale : 1 200 000) 
consisting of several map sheet versions were published on given areas, putting a great 
stress upon the analysis of hydrogeological conditions (A. RÓNAI 1969-1983). A se
parate Atlas shows the checkwells located on Quaternary and Pliocene layers. It also 
contains the evaluation of the relevant data. One of the results was the verifying of the 
fact that the continuous supply of groundwater comes from the margins of the mountains 
(A. RÓNAI 1982).

L. SZEBÉNY1 revived the Water Management Department of the Hungarian Geolog
ical Institute by introducing a new task, i.e. hydrogeological mapping. The Hydrogeolog
ical Department deals with prognostic forecasting of subsurface water yield. There are 
several hydrogeological and hydrochemical forecast map sheets, prepared as parts of the 
planned geological Atlas of Hungary. This Atlas (scale : 1:500 000) includes also thematic 
maps.

By performing these tasks, the Hungarian Geological Institute aims to meet the na
tional requirements, and provides considerable help to the work of other institutes.

The greatly developing groundwater exploration made it necessary to collect the most 
important technical and hydrogeological data of artesian wells again, to proceed to their 
representation in maps, and their geological and hydrogeological evaluation. While in 
1961 the number of artesian wells hardly exceeded 34 000, in 1980 this number in
creased to 58 564 (J. URBANCSEK 1962-1982).

Only the results of thermal water exploration and exploitation were published by the 
VITUKI during the period from 1965 to 1977. Beside the data, obtained from wells, the 
four volumes, contain also the flow systems of phreatic waters, missed for a long time, 
as well as the results of geothermal analysis.

The information, obtained from the deep-drilling geological and hydrogeological data 
of Hungary are shown most clearly by the “Geological and Hydrogeological Fence 
Diagram of Hungary" (Fig. 15). On this the Neogene basins filled with a mighty sequence 
of unconsolidated sediments can be well distinguished from the hilly areas (GY. VITÁ
LIS 1972).

A new regulation concerning mineral and medicinal water management was urged by 
the rapid increased in the number thermal wells. The Government Order No 11/1965, 
and the Instruction No 4/1966 of the Ministry of Health, beside the exploration and 
utilization, specified also the requirements needed for the qualification into the “mine-
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Fig. 16 The most important Neogene mineral and medicinal waters of Hungary. (I. DOBOS 1984)
Water yieiding object: 1. single well, 2. several wells, 3. spring; Water use: 4. bottling, 5. bathing, 6. heating; Age o f the aquifer: 

7. Miocene, 8. Pliocene;Type o f water: 9. mineral water, 10. medicinal water



ral” or “medicinal” water cathegories. These regulations also prescribed the way of its 
distribution and the method of national registration (inventory). Despite the fact that the 
country is very rich in such waters of special properties the mineral and medicinal water 
Sortiment, approved by the Ministry of Health is very small. There are altogether 42 
drilled wells, exploring Miocene and Pliocene formations supplying approved water. The 
medicinal spring at Párád in the Mátra Mts. also belongs to this group (Fig. 16).
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RAW MATERIALS IN THE CARPATHIAN BASIN AND 

IN THE ADJACENT AREAS
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Hungarian Geological Institute, Budapest

INTRODUCTION

This brief review is intended to describe the prehistoric mines of copper, gold, tin, 
antimony, lead, mercury and rock-salt in the Carpathian Basin and in some adjacent areas, 
based on archeological literature. The lack of proper investigations, the frequent absence 
of the finds suitable for the archeological dating in the prehistoric mines as well as the 
limits of the present study render this study to be far from to complete.

Fig. 1 shows the prehistoric mining sites, indicating the exploited mineral resources 
by symbols and numbers. An “X” in the index is added to the symbol and number of a 
mine, the exploitation of which cannot be verified by positive data. Larger areas, where 
minerals were possibly collected (e.g. in case of gold panning) are marked by hatches. 
The sites, where Neogene ores were mined are distinguished by darkened symbols.

At first some cardinal problems related to the prehistoric utilization of the given 
mineral deposits in the Carpathian Basin will be discussed. Then the direct proofs of ex
ploitation (mines, traces of exploitation), and the indirect evidence of their utilization 
(ore and metal analyses) are reviewed. This latter should be treated with caution, as the 
prehistoric metallurgical processes may alter considerably the composition of the original 
raw material of the artifacts, therefore, the metals from which they were made of cannot 
be directly referred to a definite site (mine or part of a given mine) yielding ores of 
similar composition.

Several preshistoric mines and exploitation sites were destroyed either by the later 
mining activity or as a result of the abandonment. Moreover, many of them were com
pletely exploited during the prehistoric period. It should be always kept in mind, that, if 
the medieval and even early modern mining could exploit the small ore deposits, the signi
ficance of which is negligible today, they must have been of primary importance for the 
prehistoric people.

COPPER

According to our present knowledge, copper was the first metal used in the Carpathian 
Basin. The first copper objects appeared already in early Neolithic period (I. BOGNÁR- 
KUTZIÁN 1976, B. JOVANOVIC-B. OTTAWAY 1976). During the Copper Age, the 
archeological finds collected from the Carpathian Basin are extremely rich in coppdr 
(and also gold) artifacts. Later, due to the high quality mass production, during the 
Middle, and Late Bronze and Early Iron Ages, large amounts of copper were also de
manded. Thus, it seems logical that the well-known, rich copper occurrences of the
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Fig. 1 Prehistoric mining sites of some mineral substances in the Carpathian Basin and in the adjacent areas. 
1. Cu, 2. Au, 3. Sb, 4. Pb, 5. Hg, 6. NaCl, 7. areas o f gold panning, 8. the famous auriferous ’’golden square” in Transylvania,

9. mine which cannot be verified by positive data



Carpathian Basin were extensively exploited for these purposes. In spite of this fact, 
however, the exact mining sites of the ores of this metal, found at the archeological 
sites, are still unknown.

The earliest known copper mine in the Carpathian Basin was at Rudna Glava, in 
Eastern Serbia (Fig. 1, Cu 1). (If the same metal is discussed, only the numeral, referring 
to it, will be indicated.) It was flourishing in the Neolithic period, in about 4000 B. C., 
and it can be connected with the Vinca culture. Mining was practiced here by a method

Fig. 2 Grooved pebble used as hammerstone from the Coppermine at Rudna Glava.
(After B. JOVANOVIC 1982. Original dimensions: 10.5X22X6.5 cm)

of following the copper ore veins by using “shafts” . Massive, often grooved pebbles were 
used as hammerstones (Fig. 2), and antler tools (Fig. 3) were also used in the course of 
the mining (B. JOVANOVIÓ 1972, 1973, 1976, 1982, B. JOVANOVIC-B. OTTA- 
WAY 1976). At first copper carbonates (malachite and azurite) found at the outcrops 
were collected, and later the veins indicated by them were followed. It is probable that 
the outcrops contained nuggets of native copper, too (B. JOVANOVKÍ-B. OTTAWAY 
1976). Certain ore samples containing sulphur, refer to the mining of sulphides, as well. 
This is supported also by the presence of big jars, that according to B. JOVANOVIC, 
were used for water storage (Fig. 4). This indicates that they knew the method of alternat
ing heating and cooling of rocks (firesetting) used in the course of the mining of harder 
sulphides (P. BUGARSK1—S. JANJICÍ in B. JOVANOVKÍ 1982). The mine was ex- 
ploited at a very early period and only for a short time, when the use of copper just began 
to spread in most parts of the Carpathian Basin, that is why its influence can hardly be 
measured. By all means, it played an anormous role iri the development of copper me
tallurgy in the Central Balkan Region.
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Fig. 3 Antler implement from the copper mine at Rudna Glava. 
(After B. JOVANOVKÍ 1982. Original dimensions:41X32.5X22 cm)

As massive grooved pebbles are characteristic tools of prehistoric mining, especially 
in the case of copper mining, their presence, associated with traces found at former sites 
and/or at deadrocks, usually indicate the working of prehistoric mines in the region. 
The possibility of later (Roman) mining operations can be ruled out, because the stone 
hammers still used also by the Romans for mining, were of more advanced type. Such 
traces were found in the following regions:near Mali Sturac (2) in the Rudnik Mts. (B. JO- 
VANOVIC 1982), at Jarmovac (3) near Priboj na Limu (O. DAVIES 1937, B. JOVANO- 
VKÍ 1972, 1976, 1982) both in Serbia. The presence of grooved pebbles refers to such 
activity in the Timok valley, near Gamzigrad (4) and in the Deli Jovan Mts., also in Serbia 
(B. JOVANOVld 1982). At Mali Sturac chalcopyrite was the possible ore for producing 
copper, while at Jarmovac presumably the chalcopyrite and malachite content of quartz 
in andesite was exploited. In Hercegovina, it the Vranica Mts., near the villages Mracaj 
(5) and Maskara (6) grooved stone hammers were found, accompanied by traces of 
mining operations and Bronze Age pottery. Since polymetallic ores can also be found 
in the region, it is likely that not only copper (from tetraedrite) but also gold was mined 
there (B. JOVANOVlC 1982). The whole mountain is full of traces referring to mining 
operations of different periods. Earlier sources (F. KATZER 1905) state that also iron 
ore (siderite) and/or gold (native gold can be found in the decomposed limonite) were 
mined at Mracaj by the Illyrians (see Fig. 1, Au 27).

Another important assemblage of grooved stone hammers was found at Úrvölgy in 
Slovakia (7) in a spoil-bank (Z. LIPTÁKOVÁ 1973, M. NOVOTNÁ 1976) (Fig. 5). Here 
tetraedrite could have been the exploited ore. According to Z. LIPTÁKOVÁ (1973) 
the stone hammers might come from the Bronze Age, their exact age, however, is un
known (M. NOVOTNÁ 1976).
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Fig. 4 Detail of the copper mine at Rudna Glava. (After B. JOVANOVIC 1982. 
A. and B. indicate the storage chamber for water jugs.)

Fig. 5 Grooved stone hammers found at Úrvölgy. (After Z. LIPTÁKOVÁ 1973)
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Several similar implements were reported from different parts of Roumania, and were 
claimed to be mining tools, however, if they originated from the habitation sites, some of 
them could be smiths’ tools as well. According to Roumanian archeologists, the earliest 
examples are known from the Late Neolithic Cucuteni culture but most of them are 
thought to have come from the Bronze Age, mostly from the period lasting from 
2000-1500 B. C. (E. MOSCALU 1981).

Copper ore occurrences in the Eastern Alps promoted the development of large- 
scale mining in the area during the Bronze and Iron Ages. It seems that the operation 
of the mines here became really significant from about 1500 B.C. (S. JUNGHÄNS— 
E. SANGMEISTER-M. SCHRÖDER 1960). The earliest mining operation in the Eastern 
Alps, probably had some influence on the Transdanubian early copper metallurgy already 
prior to the Middle Bronze Age (N. KALICZ 1969). In the Late Bronze—Early Iron Age, 
Eastern Alpine mines supplied, by all means, at least the W part of Transdanubia (S. FOL- 
TINY 1958). Nevertheless, spectrometric data indicate that the Carpathian Basin was not 
the main area where the Alpine ore was exported to (R. PITTIONI 1957).

Eastern Alpine copper mines are concentrated into two regions: between Kitzbühel 
and Salzburg (first of all in the valley of Salzach), and in Lower Austria with Pittem- 
Prein as its centre. In these mines mostly tetraedrite and chalcopyrite of the Grauwacke 
zone was exploited (C. EIBNER 1971, M. PRIMAS 1976). The mines in the N-Tyrol— 
Salzburg region are the better-known and more significant ones. The most important 
mines, with relevant dates furnished by archeological evidence, are the following : Bischofs
hofen (8), from the Early Bronze Age but perhaps its ore had been already exploited in 
the Copper Ages (M. PRIMAS 1976); Mitterberg (9), it was opened by the Early Bronze 
Age Mondsee culture (C. EIBNER 1972); Kaprun (10); Krimml (11); St. Johann in 
Pongau (12), Late Bronze-Early Iron Ages; Scwarzach (13); Viehhofen (14) and Werfen 
(15), from the Early Iron Age. The mines in Pittem-Prein (16) belong also to the Early 
Iron Age as well.

In the Alpine copper mines firesetting was the applied method of exploitation. The 
veins were followed by opening vertical and inclined shafts. Several bronze picks, stone 
and wooden hammers, wooden troughs and sieves for ore separation as well as wooden or 
bark containers for water were found in the abandoned galleries. Traces of timbering were 
also found at several places. Near the mines numerous smelting places and enormous slag 
heaps were found (R. PITTIONI 1957, R. MAYRHOFER-F. HAMPL 1958, H. NEU- 
NINGER-R. PITTIONI—E. PREUSCHEN 1969, E. PREUSCHEN-R. PITTIONI 1955,
C. EIBNER 1971).

Traces of the knowledge of certain ores and of metallurgical operation (ore lumps in 
habitation sites, smelting places, slag heaps etc.) were often considered as evidence of the 
exploitation of the nearest ore occurrences to the sites. Earlier literature provides several 
examples for this misinterpretation. Unfortunately, metallurgical sites of the Mátra Mts., 
especially near Kisterenye, Mátraverebély, Nagybátony and Füzesabony (F. PULSZKY 
1883, A. SCHLEICHER 1951), of the Rudabánya Mts. near Felsőkelecsény, Trizs and 
Imola (J. WAGNER 1879, S. RÁKÓCZY 1910), some of them found in the Tátra Mts., 
as well as near Ribár and Mosód (S. RÁKÓCZY 1910), or in Transylvania near Déva 
(I. NESTOR 1941-44) cannot be connected to any known prehistoric mining sites, 
though all mentioned areas are possible sources of copper. Most of the finds from Imola 
proved to be of medieval origin, still according to their description it is probable that also 
prehistoric finds were among them (N. KALICZ in E. PANTÓ-L. PODANYI et al. 1957).
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In the recent years, the research of early copper exploitation and utilization resulted 
in a more realistic and dialectic view of the interrelations of ore sampling, mining, and 
archeological finds of metallurgical character, representing different phases of the know
ledge and processing of this metal (I. BOGNÁR-KUTZIÁN 1976, B. JOVANOVIC- 
B. OTT AWAY 1976, B. JOVANOVIC 1982).

According to spectroanalytical investigations of archeological finds, during the Early 
and Middle Copper Ages in Hungary, the use of two types of pure copper (one with slight 
impurities of silver and occassionally of nickel and iron, and one without impurities) 
can be demonstrated (K. ZIMMER-Z. SZABÓ-P. PATAY 1962,1. BOGNÁR-KUTZIÁN 
1972, S. JUNGHANS-E. SANGMEISTER-M. SCHRÖDER 1968). For this period, the 
use of a crude copper type could be observed, too. During the Early Bronze Age another 
crude copper type was used that is claimed to be of Transylvanian origin (K. ZIMMER- 
Z. SZABÓ-P. PATAY 1962).

Analyses of Slovakian finds proved that the earliest copper objects had been made of 
pure copper, crude copper and a copper-arsenic mixture. The latter doesn’t seems to be 
an alloy but the product of the association of the minerals of copper and arsenic ores 
(M. NOVOTNÁ 1955). Objects made of a material of copper-arsenic composition are 
reported by ZIMMER et al. (1962) too, from the Early Bronze Age Vucedol culture 
in Hungary and Serbia, yet their material is denoted as “alloy”. The three metal types 
according to M. NOVOTNÁ (1955) cannot be connected to any present, definite copper 
ore occurrence in Slovakia, though the ores from Eastern and Southern Slovakia can be 
fairly possible sources (M. NOVOTNÁ 1976). In spite of these uncertainties L. PÁGO 
(1968), on the basis of his spectroanalytical investigations, claimed that the bronzes of 
the Early Bronze Age Aunjetitz culture in Czehoslovakia revealed Western Slovakia 
as a probable source of the copper used.

In the course of their investigations, with the aid of spectralanalysis on the distribu
tion of copper in Eastern Alpine-Danubian area, Austrian scholars supposed the Mátra 
Mts. and Rohonc Mts. to be a probable, though insignificant source of copper (R. PIT- 
TIONI 1957). Unfortunately, there is still no positive evidence of prehistoric copper 
mining in these mountains. H. OTTO and W. WITTER(1952), S. JUNGHANS, E. SANG- 
MEISTER and M. SCHRÖDER (I960, 1968) also carried out several spectralanalyses on 
both ore and metal types used for preparing copper and bronze objects. They could 
separate several groups on the basis of impurities found in them. In their opinion, copper 
ore occurrences of the Mátra Mts., Transylvania, W-Slovakia, Kitzbühel Alsp, Styria, the 
Balkan Peninsula, and even those of the Bohemian Ore Mts., might have been possible 
copper sources of the metallurgy in the Carpathian Basin.

Theoretically, the exploitation of copper may have started with that of native copper. 
Somewhat later, extraction of oxide ores that did not demand higher technological skill, 
started. Finally, also sulphide ores were mined (B. JOVANOVIC 1978). It is possible 
that, at the beginning, only small but rich copper occurrences (stocks) were exploited. 
They satisfied, at any rate, only local demands and soon became worked out. This was, 
at least in some areas, a relatively short period since the earliest known mines in the 
Balkan Peninsula are already far bigger, and represent a more advanced stage of mining 
(B. JOVANOVIC 1979).
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GOLD

Gold is the second metal known by prehistoric peoples in the Carpathian Basin. From 
the Chalcolithic times on, it seems to be both the symbol of fortune and that of wealth 
and prestige (Fig. 6). It is no wonder that enormous efforts were made to obtain it. Gold 
can be exploited basically by two alternative methods, mining and panning. Mining is 
possible not only in the regions where native gold occurs (like, e.g. the Transylvanian Ore 
Mts. and the Körmöcbánya vicinity), but also in those areas where polymetallic ores 
occur, containing gold usually accompanied by copper, silver, lead and antimony (like at 
Nagybánya, Selmecbánya, and Körmöcbánya (H. NEUNINGEN-E. PREUSCHEN-R. 
PITTIONI 1971), though the latter is of minor importance as compared to the abundant 
native gold occurrences. During the prehistoric period, however, gold apnning had a far 
more important role than mining in the Carpathian Basin. Along the rivers and streams 
springing from mountains with auriferous rocks, like the Maros, Fehér-Körös and Aranyos 
transporting the gold of younger gold formations of the Transylvanian Ore Mountains 
(G. TÉGLÁS 1892, 1899, S. RÁKÓCZY 1910, H. NEUNINGEN-E. PREUSCHEN-R. 
PITTIONI 1971, V. DOBOSI 1973), along the streams transporting the grains of the older 
gold formations of the Southern Carpathians (especially near Felsőpián) (M. PÂLFY 
1929, M. ROSKA 1941) as well as along the Danube, Dráva and Mura transporting also 
gold from older formations of the Alps (A. UZSOKI 1959,1961) gold panning evidently 
flourished during the prehistoric times.

Attempts have been made to determine the origin of the material of a given gold 
object (whether it was mined or panned), as well as its provenance, by applying spectral- 
analyses. Gold with tin, or sometimes platinum content is usually considered to be 
panned gold (A. HARTMANN 1966). Nevertheless, till every possibility of gold supply 
for a given area is not known, this assumption remains hypothetical (B. JOVANOVIC 
1978). Gold with relatively high silver content is usually regarded to be of Transylvanian 
origin (see e.g. G. TÉGLÁS 1892, who even considered this gold of the Transylvanian Ore 
Mountains to be electrum.). According to E. COMSA (1974), on this basis, the gold 
objects of the Early Copper Age Tiszapolgár and Bodrogkeresztúr cultures in Roumania 
were made of the gold of the Transylvanian Ore Mountains and that of the Nagybánya 
district. In A. HARTMANN’S opinion, certain other Copper Age (and Early Bronze Age) 
gold objects of the Carpathian Basin were made of a material without tin content, 
originating from some Eastern Mediterranean districts, and probably was mined gold. 
He also thinks that a gold type of high silver, and low tin and copper content, came from 
the Transylvanian Ore Mountains as panned gold. Mostly, it appears in the Middle and 
Late Bronze Age archeological context. A third type, also of high silver, but also of 
relatively high tin and copper content, can be demonstrated from the Late Bronze Age 
archeological assemblages. Its still undetermined provenance must have been outside the 
Carpathian Basin (A. HARTMANN 1966, 1968, 1970).

The analyses of the gold objects found at the Dacian settlements in Transylvania also 
indicated that their material was obtained from local sources (E. STOICOVICI-F. STOI- 
COVICI 1974).

Gold panning was practiced, by all evidence, already by Celtic tribes (Boi) along the 
Danube, Dráva and Mura (S. RÁKÓCZY 1910, A. UZSOKI 1959,1961).

The prehistoric exploitation of gold in Transylvania seems to be rather soundly proved 
especially in the Transylvanian Ore Mountains, where ores were formed by Neogene vol
canic activities (H. NEUNINGER- E. PREUSCHEN-R. PITTIONI 1971). In this case,
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Fig. 6 Golden bracelet from Dunavecse (Middle Bronze Age). (After T. KOVÁCS 1977. 
Original dimensions: 13.9X5.9X7.7 cm)

data yielded by spectralanalyses, ancient literary sources and the well-known, rich gold 
occurrences of the area can be, together, accepted as proofs. While no unambiguous traces 
of prehistoric gold mining or of panning, were found, the abundance of gold among 
the Agathyrsi (HERODOTUS IV 104), and from the later period the famous Dacian gold 
permit us to suppose the practice of these operations. The Agathyrsi, living between 
1000-500 B. C. along the Tisza, Maros and Ternes rivers, most probably panned the 
gold, while the Daci evidently opened already some of those gold mines that later became 
the most famous Roman mines in Transylvania. Consequently, the gold of the “classical 
golden quadrangle” of Karács (Fig. 1, Au 1), Nagyág (2), Offenbánya (3), Zalatna (4), 
with Verespatak (5), Abrudbánya (6), Kisbánya (7), Kristyor (8), Brád (9), Ruda (10), 
Porkura (11), Búcsúm (12), as well as from the mines in its vicinity, Topánfalva (13), 
Aranyosbánya (14), Nagylupsa (15), Alsó- and Felsőszolcsva (16, 17), Körösbánya (18) 
and Csertés (19) were already known and probably exploited by them (S. RÁKÓCZI 
1910, K. PAPP 1915, A. HARTMANN 1965/66, H. NEUNINGER-E. PREUSCHEN-
R. PITTIONI 1971, M. RUSU 1972, E. COMSA 1974, etc.). This can be also true for the
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gold occurrences at the Nagybánya district (Sztrimbuly, 20; Felsőbánya, 21; Kapnik- 
bánya, 22), or for other auriferous areas like Óradna (23) in the Radna Mts., and Oravica- 
bánya (24), Borlova (25), and Németbogsán (26) in the Krassó-Szörény Ore Mountains 
(M. ROSKA 1941, M. RUSU 1972). We must be careful, however, about “mines'’ re
ported by older sources because of the traces of extensive Roman mining.

It seems that Transylvanian gold was the main supply of this metal for the Carpathian 
Basin. According to some data in literature (J. MAKKAY 1974/75) it was also exported. 
A very early, curious example of this export, that still requires reinforcement by modern 
scientific methods, are some gold objects found in grave V at Abydus, Egypt. This grave 
is dated to the 2nd Dynasty (2703-2686 B. C.). On these gold objects there was a red 
crust consisting of gold, antimony and tellurium that occurs on gold ores and objects 
originating from the Carpathian Basin. Since in the Old World considerable amounts of 
gold tellurides occur only in Transylvania, it is possible that the material of these objects 
came from there (J. MAKKAY 1974/75). K. ZIMMER-Z. SZABÓ-P. PATAY (1962) 
claim also the presence of tellurium in a gold sample as a fairly good indication for its 
Transylvanian origin.

TIN

In the Carpathian Basin, first either tin, or antimony was added to copper for the 
making of bronze (Fig. 7). The most widespread method for obtaining tin was the pann-

Fig. 7 Some equipments of bronze metallurgy: clay funnel, sandstone mould, casting 
ladle and fragments of tuyère made of clay. (After T. KOVÁCS 1977)
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ing. This “stream tin” is cassiterite that is both easily accessible and workable (K. SPIND- 
LER 1971). Another possibility is to mine it; this was practiced only sporadically.

The actual origin of the tin, used in the Carpathian Basin, and the details of the tin 
supply, are still unknown. No traces of its prehistoric exploitation have been found. 
The general opinion is that it was imported from areas, out of the Carpathian Basin. 
First of all the Bohemian Ore Mts. is the region that can be taken into consideration in 
this respect. J. DAYTON (1971) suggests that a relatively high tin content of bronzes is 
a result of using stannite (a sulphide of copper, iron, and tin) and not of the deliberate 
addition of tin. In his opinion, this stannite was obtained from the Bohemian Ore Mts. 
It should be also considered, however, that as tin exists there in veins the mining of which 
exceeded the technological capacity of the Bronze Age peoples (J. D. MUHLY 1973, 
A. BANKOFF 1977). V. T. DOBOSI (1983) also thinks the panning of cassiterite to be 
a possible source of tin in the Carpathian Basin, since she rejects the probability that the 
supply of this important metal for bronze metallurgy depended totally on import. At the 
same time, this possibility is denied by B. NAGY because of the scarcity of tin ores in 
the Carpathian Basin. (Oral communication.)

ANTIMONY

Antimony bronze was well-known in the Carpathian Basin. The investigation of its 
origin began especially concerning the renowned, large metallurgical centre of the St. Vid 
Hill at Velem, that flourished during the Late Bronze/Early Iron Ages. The material of 
several bronzes, found there, contained only little tin but a large amount of antimony. 
F. TOMPA (1923-26), K. MISKE (1928, 1929), L. BENDEFY (1963), J. MÁRFFY 
(1970) claimed the existence of antimony mines in the St. Vid Hill itself, where, in their 
opinion, antimony ore can be found in the black mica schist. Geological investigations, 
however, did not prove the occurrence of antimony ores there (A. FÖLDVÁRI-J. NOSZ- 
KY-L. SZEBÉNYI-F. SZENTES 1948). Moreover, later archeological investigations 
(S. FOLTINY 1958) excluded the possibility of prehistoric mining on this site. Still, 
these opinions were questioned by J. MÁRFFY (1970). According to S. FOLTINY and 
A. UZSOKI (S. FOLTINY 1958) antimony was transported to the St. Vid Hill from the 
Fehérpatak valley ore occurrences (Fig. 1, Sb 1), located at a distance of some 15 km to 
the NW from Velem, where in the 19th century antimony ore mines were in operation 
near Városszalónak, Szalónakújtelep and Szalónakhuta. These ore occurrences are 
mentioned but, at the same time are also rejected as possible prehistoric antimony sources 
both by L. BENDEFY (1963) and J. MÁRFFY (1970).

On the basis of the presence of antimony ores in large amounts in the Carpathian 
Basin, e.g. in the Transylvanian Ore Mountains (Kisbánya, Offenbánya), near Nagybánya, 
or at Selmecbánya and Körmöcbánya, V. T. DOBOSI (1983) suggests that, in addition to 
a certain amount of imported material, these ores could be also possible sources of 
antimony for prehistoric man.

LEAD

Preshistoric use of lead in the Carpathian Basin seems to be insignificant. The only 
more or less proved extraction site of its principal ore, the galenite, was at Litija (Fig. 1,
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Pb 1) in Slovenia. Here, Triassic ore was mined by pit method.The exact dating of these 
pits, apart from the later Roman mining sites is unknown. On the basis of spectralanalyses, 
carried out on the lead ingots with bronze covering, found at the Early Iron Age settle
ment, Miljana, not far from Litija, Austrian experts (R. PITTÍONI 1968, G. DÖRFLER—
H. NEUNINGER-R. PÎTTIONI-W. SIEGL 1969) suppose them to have originated from 
the Hallstatt cultures of the Eastern Alps. They also suggest that the utilization of lead 
ores of the Eastern Alps near Graz, and in the Ljubljana area, was the result of the 
development of copper mining (R. PITTIONI 1968).

G. TÉGLÁS (1896, 1909) mentions some Roman lead mines where, in his opinion, 
the existence of earlier operation was possible, though not provable. They are Oravica- 
bánya (2), Dognácska (3) in the Krassó -Szörény Ore Mountains and Óradna (4) in Radna 
Mountains (Radna Alps).

„ Fig. 8 Detail of the gallery-system in the Eastern part of the cinnabar minerai
Suplja Stena (Ground-plan and cross-section, scale : 1 :400). (After V. MILOJCIC 1943)
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MERCURY

The only prehistoric mining site for mercury, known so far in the Carpathian Basin, is 
the cinnabarite mine Suplja Stena in the Avala Hill, at Belgrade (Fig. 1, Hg 1) where this 
mineral was extracted from funnel-shaped pits and irregular galleries (Fig. 8). For a long 
time, cinnabarite was mined for dye purposes only. As a red paint, it was used already by 
Neolithic cultures at the area, yet this could not be connected directly to mining. The 
earliest traces of proved extraction of cinnabarite are known from the time of the Late 
Copper Age Badenian culture, while large-scale mining flourished only during Late Bronze 
Age (V. MILOJCIC 1943). During 1000-500 B.C., great amounts of cinnabarite was 
mined at Suplja Stena, and was transported to the nearby Vinca, where workshops for 
extracting mercury from it were erected. Mercury was an important glue material, used in 
silver- and goldsmiths’ work. It was extensively applied by Ionian craftsmanship that had 
a great influence in this part of the Balkan Peninsula at that time (M. VASSITS 1954).

ROCK-SALT

As a mineral of vital importance for people, salt must have been evidently mined since 
most ancient times. Its earliest traces in Europe are known already from the Neolithic.

In Transylvania, the prehistoric rock-salt mines are in the same regions that later be
came famous for the extensive Roman and/or medieval salt mining. The most relevant 
sites are : Királyvölgy (Fig. 1, NaCl 1) (J. JEREB 1884, S. RÁKÓCZY 1910, L. SCHMIDT 
1901), Aknasugatag (2) (J. JEREB 1884, L. SCHMIDT 1901), Rónaszék (3) (L. SCHMIDT 
1901, O. BUSCHMAN 1909), Torda (4) (G. TÉGLÁS 1885, S. RÁKÓCZY 1910), Valea 
Florilor (between Kolozsvár and Aranyosgyéres (5) (I. A. MAXIM 1971), Marosújvár (6) 
(F. POSEPNY 1867), Vízakna (7) (F. POSEPNY 1871). At all mines Miocene deposits 
were exploited. The exact age of these mines within the prehistoric period is unknown, 
since the techniques and tools remained practically unchanged through several thousand 
years.

Usually near-surface, easily accessible stocks of rock-salt were mined írom above in 
cauldron-like depressions. The dissolving capacity of water was often used. Salt blocks, 
undercut by this method, were easily broken off by wooden clubs and picks. These tools, 
as well as other wooden ones: shovels, ladders and throughs, remained well-preserved by 
the salt (Fig. 9). At Valea Florilor and at Marosújvár, salt-grinding stones were found, too. 
Salt-mining implements made of stone were rarely used here, however, F. POSEPNY 
(1867) mentions a hammer with a hole for the handle from Marosújvár and Roumanian 
scholars link some of the grooved stone hammers, found in Northern-Oltenia, with pre
historic salt mining (G. PETRE 1968).

According to S. RÁKÓCZY (1910), it is the most probable, that in certain other areas 
where later Roman salt mining is known, eg. at Dés (8), Szék (9), Kolozs (10), Retteg 
(11), Bethlen (12), Csicsókeresztúr (13), Baca (14) and Felőr (15), exploitation had 
begun earlier. O. BUSCHMAN (1909) claims that in Bosnia, along the river Spreca near 
today’s Tuzla at the site where the later Roman settlement Salinae (16) was founded, 
salt mining was practiced already in 1000-500 B. C.

It is highly probable that the trade and utilization of rock-salt in the Carpathian Basin 
were influenced by also the salt production of outside the Basin region. This can be true
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Fig. 9 Remains of the old extraction in the salt mine at Királyvölgy. (From “Vezető a 
Magyar Királyi Földtani Intézet Múzeumában” 1909)

especially for the Eastern Alps where salt mining and trade was a monopoly of the Hall- 
statt people. During the Early Iron Age, this area had close cultural and economic con
tacts at least with the W part of Transdanubia.

These Alpine salt mines are concentrated in the Salzburg region (Hallstatt 17, Hallein- 
Dürrnberg 18, Salzburg 19 are the most important sites). Here, Triassic salt deposits were 
mined. It is interesting that in the vicinity of the mines, from time to time, brines were 
worked, too, like in Dammwiese (20) near Salzburg. At Hallein, the salt-exploitation 
started in the Middle Neolithic period, with the extraction of the brines and was con
tinued by the underground mining of rock-salt in the Bronze Ages. In the Late Iron Age, 
only the brines were worked again. In the most famous mine at Hallstatt, the golden age 
of underground mining fell to the period of the Urnfield culture. Later, at the end of the 
Late Iron Age, only a small-scale exploitation of a brine, near the mine, went on. Under
ground mining was stopped due to the deterioration of the climate after the Hallstatt
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period, when as a consequence of growing humidity, the shafts were flooded by ground 
water (J. NENQUIN 1961, B. HOPKINSON 1975). Deep mining was carried out by 
inclined shafts. Because of the hardness of the rock, not only stone and wooden ham
mers but also bronze picks were used (B. HOPKINSON 1975).

In the shafts and galleries, not only the mining tools but also wooden implements 
(among others traces of timbering) remained well-preserved, as well as ropes, leather and 
textile clothes or sacks used by the miners. Near the brine in the marshy meadow at 
Dammwiese, that was exploited by the Celts, even wooden canals, reservoirs and other 
equipments of salt-boiling were found (B. HOPKINSON 1975).

SUMMARY

Even this short review can prove that in the Carpathian Basin the most significant 
occurrences of Neogene mineral deposits, discussed above, were already known and 
partly exploited by prehistoric man. It is true especially for those metalliferous areas 
where the metallogeny was connected with Neogene volcanism, and also for the Tertiary 
rock-salt deposits.
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INTRODUCTION

For the utilization of mineral resources several trades, crafts and professions have 
developed during historical times. Some of them are several hundred or even thousand 
years old, while the other part of these trades have developed just recently. The aim of 
this study is to discuss some of these trades that were practiced in the whole territory 
of the Carpathian Basin, or were characteristic of some of the regions of the Basin, by 
making use of ethnographic and historical evidence. Among the trades discussed, both 
ancient trades and more recent industries practised in the hilly and plain areas are dis
cussed. The link between them is that they all are concerned with the utilization of 
mineral resources. First of all the Neogene mineral raw materials and their use will be’ 
discussed, with reference made also to the utilization of some older mineral deposits.

The trades, discussed here are unanimously based on the utilization of the resources 
provided by natural (geological) resources. Depending on the craft, and on the properties 
of the material, the utilization was carried out in different ways, in certain cases collected 
or exploited materials were directly sold, while in the case of other trades the exploited 
material was first processed, and sold only after processing. Some of the craftsmen first 
purchased the raw materials from those who collected and exploited them, then proces
sed the materials and sold only the products. Trades developed specializing only in 
merchandizing the goods, that took place either locally, or at locations lying far off the 
production sites. This latter trade was pursued by the itinerant vendors, who sold either 
their own products, or the goods produced by craftsmen of other trades. They had tradi
tional marketing regions. Some of them transported their articles on foot, while others 
used horse-carts. The goods were occasionally sold for money but more frequently the 
were exchanged for some other products.

Some of these trades, crafts and professions required some special training, while se
veral of them could by freely practiced for centuries. Some of these latter types were 
compelled to obtain a licence only in the past decades.

For some part of the population the exploitation, processing and selling of the mineral 
resources was the main profession, while for the other part,eg. farmers, animal-breeders, 
it was only an auxiliary source of income. There were people who were forced to do also 
this work in order to reach higher living standard, while others chose this work because 
of the bad quality of the soil, or for lack of other working opportunities. There were 
trades that were practiced by whole villages, considering it to be the main source of 
earning their living and due to this trade they had become famous also in areas at long 
distances from the village.

Mineral resources were mined sometimes in the owner's mine or, in other cases, in 
areas owned by other proprietors. In this latter case the raw materials could be mined 
freely or by paying some fees to the owner.
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The working phases discussed below were learned partly in an organized form, but 
partly the traditions were just inherited and the practice was developed by experience.

These working phases were characterized mainly by using manpower, or animal power 
(sometimes primitive machinery was also used), and the production processes also pre
served some archaic elements.

Some of the tools were produced by the explorers or they had them made by crafts
men from the towns or villages. Peasants tools were also applied.

These jobs were done, first of all by men, but in some phases women and children 
were also involved. The different jobs could have been done in an organized form (guilds, 
workshops), alone, or in teams, or within the frame of the family.

Some of the trades, crafts and professions are already extinct because the product, 
by applying other methods, can be produced more economically, its import is cheaper, 
or the material can be replaced by other ones, etc., while some of these trades and crafts 
are in practice still today. Some of them became large-scale industry, while preserving the 
small-scale industry verions as well. Some of the discussed activities went through several 
phases, e.g. guild, cost-book company, joint stock company, socialist mining operation, 
or freely pursued trades, small-scale industry, paying taxes, and farmers’ cooperatives, 
respectively.

QUARRYING

Quarrying in the Carpathian Basin is an old trade and this is proved by several archeo
logical finds and monuments. This work, before the development of the large-scale in
dustrial quarrying (19th century) was carried out traditionally by applying manpower and 
manual tools, and at the smaller sites it is being done in the same way even today.

Quarrymen in the Middle Ages were called “stone cutters” (“kővágó”) (A. FILEP 
1980b). This term occurred first in the old name of the village Kővágóörs in 1341 (I. SZA- 
MOTA -  GY. ZOLNAI 1902-1906). People engaged in this, profession are quite fre
quently called by the same, but other names of the profession are also known, e.g. 
“quarrymen” (“kőbányász”, “kőfejtő”, “kőszedő”).

In the next section the traditional work, carried out by using manpower is described 
on the basis of some examples.

Quarrying has never been a profession that required any special training. The working 
phases, on a traditional basis, were passed over from generation.

At the smaller sites, satisfying only the local needs or that of a small district, generally 
only a few workers were engaged in quarrying, frequently on a family basis. Some quar
ries, however operated by a single person. A part of their tools, were prepared by local 
smiths, while they themselves prepared the other pieces of their implements.

Some of these small quarries were owned by the quarrymen who marked them, others 
belonged to church or secular estates, or local, village communities, respectively. In the 
latter cases a certain rent had to be paid for the exploitation of the quarries, the rate of 
which differed from time to time, and from district to district.

Our first example is the Börzsöny Mts. where good quality stone materials, e.g. Mio
cene andesites, dacites, tuffs, sandstones, limestones, etc., that could be used for many 
purposes, could be quarried in great amounts. In this area of about 600 km2 about some 
100 smaller or bigger quarries were operated during the past 100 years. In the vicinity of 

each villages in the mountains there is a quarry that has been already abandoned, or 
operated only temporarily (Figs. 1 and 2)
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Fig. 1 Stripping of andesite with iron rod 
at Perőcsény. (Photo:J. HÁLA 1982)

Fig. 2  M anual drilling at P erőcsén y .
(P h o to :J . H Á L A  1 9 8 2 )
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The simplest way for acquiring the necessary stone was collecting. The clastic rocks 
found in the beds of brooks, the “brook stones” (“patakkövek”) and those on the hill
sides, “forest stones’* (“erdei kő”) were collected, and were generally used without 
carving. A more advanced technology was when the outcrops and rock-blocks were dug 
out by using “spades”, “hoes’ and “picks” , and whit the help of “iron-rods” ( “pajszer” , 
“spajszer”) the blocks were removed. Then with the help of “wedges” and “power-ham
mer” (“bunkó”) they were broken into smaller pieces. The most advanced method, re
quiring the greatest skill and experience was the stripping and stone-cutting in the quar
ries.

In the quarries, first the deadrock material covering the rock to be quarried was re
moved (“unearthing” and “stripping”). This was carried out by using “hoes” , “picks” 
and “shovels” , and the deadrock material was transported to the hillock by means of 
“wicker-baskets”, or “wire-baskets”, or by using “racks” or “wheel-barrows” .

“Wedges” were inserted in the holes of the cracked rocks by using the “power-ham
mers” and the stone was stripped by applying the stretch of the “iron-rod” (Fig. 1). In 
case of the non-cracked rocks small holes were deepened by applying “pointed chisel” 
(“spiccvas”) and “mallets” or “pick”, and the “wedges” were placed into these small 
holes.

In the Börzsöny Mts. other means of quarrying were also applied. E.g. at Kóspallag 
the large andesite blocks, as columnar parts of the walls of the mines were bound round 
with a chain, strong wooden rods were inserted, in the binding and the blocks were remov
ed by manpower (2—4 persons). At Hont, were the standstone with andesite tuffs appears 
also in the form of large, cracked blocks, “iron-rods” were deepened down from the top 
of the mine, through the cracks, a chain was linked to the rod, the other end of wich 
was linked to the harness of a horse. The horse’s hauling power could remove the stone- 
blocks from their original position, than they were broken into smaller pieces in the 
courtyard of the mines.

In some of the smaller quarries blasting techniques were also used. The first working 
phase, in case of the blasting techniques production in the “drilling”, i.e. the prepara
tion of the proper location of the explosives. This has been always done by manual me
thods (Fig. 2). These “hand-drills” , held by one person in a sitting or standing position 
was deepened by the help of a “power-hammer” , hit by one or two other workers. The 
drilling tool had to be rotated. Into the deepening hole, from time to time water had to 
be supplied. Packing made of grass or cloth were also placed at the mouth of the bore
hole, in order to prevent the mud developing in the borehole to stick to the tool. This 
mud was removed by spoons, made of wire. Quite often percussion hand drilling equip
ments were used. Here no usage of a hammer was required because this tool, just due to 
its own weight was suitable for drilling holes. This tool, held by one or two workers was 
lifted and dropped in a rhytmical way. After the hole of the proper size was deepened 
in this way, explosive was put in it then the blowing was performed under the proper 
safety conditions.

The stone-block, obtained by manual methods, or by explosion was then broken, or 
cut to the proper size on the mineyard by using “power-hammer” , or the wedging tech
niques. The further processing was already the task of the bricklayer or the stone-carver 
(J. HÁLA 1983a). In the different small quarries of the Carpathian Basin, located at 
great distances from each other the wedging technology was the most common used 
method. Only a few differences can be observed, e.g. differences concerning the termi
nology used for the tools and working phases, at several sites the line of wedges was
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Fig. 3 Quarrymen from Homoródjánosfalva in 1936.

Fig. 4  S tripping o f  san d ston e w ith  cleavage tech n iq u e  at R ezi. (P h o to : J . H Á L A  1 9 8 3 )
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Figs. 5 - 6  H ew ing o f  lim esto n e  at Pusztaszer. (P h o to : A. JU H Á SZ  1 9 8 1 )
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previously designed, at other sites small metal plates were placed at the location of the 
wedges, and at certain places continuous trenches were dug for the wedges instead of the 
small holes. This has been the method of quarrying the different rock types in the Tran
sylvanian villages, e.g. at Kézdipolyán (Cretaceous sandstone, flysch), at Magyarhermány, 
Tusnád, Mikóújfalu (Miocene andesite), at Homoródjánosfalva (Miocene dacite tuff) 
(I. MOLNÁR 1971, J. HÁLA 1981) (Fig. 3). Similar methods were applied in Hungary 
at Bogács, even for medical purposes in the vicinity of the Bükk Mts. (Miocene rhyolite 
tuff, rhyodacite tuff) (S. SZAKÁLL-GY. VIGA 1984), at Rezi in Zala County (Panno
nian sandstone) (J. HÁLA 1983b) (Fig. 4) etc.

As and old saying states, “however rich you are, you will not be able to buy a piece of 
rock” in the Great Hungarian Plain (H. DITZ 1869). A dolomitic type of limestone of 
greyish colour (its popular name is “wasp-stone” — “darázskő”), can be, however, also 
found in this region. This young (alluvial) rock can be found at certain sites of the Great 
Hungarian Plain at a depth ranging between 0 .5 -2  m eg. in the area of the Danube-Tisza 
Interfluve. The thickness of these rock layers varies between 20-50 cm (B. MOLNÁR 
1983).

The utilization of this type of material has been continuous from the Middle Ages. 
This material can be well recognized in the walls of old churches and buildings in towns, 
as well as in the foundation works of later-built village houses. At certain places even lime 
was burnt from this material (J. D. BALOGH 1840,1. TÁLASI 1977, A JUHÁSZ 1982,
I. SZTRINKÓ 1982).

During the period between the 18-20th centuries this work was carried out by poor 
peasants, specialized in this job, i.e. the “stone-cutters” (“kővágók”), by applying a 
technology, called by them “poling” (“rudalás”) (Figs. 5 and 6).

Here also the soil, covering the rock-layer was removed and carried away. Then the 
upper, 2 -3  cm thick layer of the limestone was also removed by using “picks” and 
“shovels” , since it could not be used for anything. (This useless layer was called ,,pecs- 
meg”, “pacsmag” .) The next phase was to deepen holes in the rocks by means of “picks” 
and the debris was removed by applying “wooden knives” . Then the rock was hammered 
by an iron “stone cutting rod” tűi the rock block cracked, and could be stripped off 
by using the “rod” and the “pick”. The further cutting up of the rocks were also carried 
out by “iron rods” , and then the pieces were arranged into piles (I. TÁLASI 1977, 
A JUHÁSZ 1982,1. SZTRINKÓ 1982).

STONE-CARVING

Simüary to quarrying, stone-carving has been also a traditional profession in the 
Carpathian Basin, as it is proved by archeological finds from the period before the Hun
garian Conquest (A. D. 896).

High standard ornamental stone-carvings were prepared in Hungary on royal, aristo
cratic and church orders already in the Middle Ages (the best examples are the Roman
esque style churches). This with certain intervals in time gradually spreaded. Larger-scale 
application appeared in the towns in the 14th century, in the boroughs in the 15th cen
tury, while in the villages in the 18th century. The “stone-carver” (“kőfaragó”) was 
formerly called “stonemason” (“kőműves”). This latter term denoted exclusively the con
struction workers only from the middle of the 16th century (A. FILEP 1980a).
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The stone-carvers in towns, from the Middle Ages till the second half of the 19th 
century worked in guilds, and some of the workshops were famous even at large distan
ces. Generally, these guilds comprised also the stonemasons and the carpenters.

Beside the stone-carving workshops of the towns, several smaller or larger stone
carving workshops of the towns, several smaller or larger stone-carving centre started 
working at the villages, especially in the 18th century following the liberation from Tur
kish occupation lasting for about 150 years. These centres were organized the possibility 
of the exploitation of the good quality, carvable stone met the demands and financial 
possibilities of the given village, or district. Several such centres were organized in Tran
sylvania, in the northern part of historical Hungary, and in Transdanubia that are operat
ed even today. Only is Transylvania, 19 villages are known where the quârrying, stone
carving and the stonemasonry were considered important jobs even in the recent past 
(K. KÓS 1968, 1972). At some villages so many inhabitants were engaged in stone-carv
ing that the village itself became famous for this trade. Eg. B. ORBÁN (1868 Vol. 1) 
wrote about Csíkszentkirály that “all the inhabitants are stone-carvers here. You can see 
the chisel in the hands of even women and children'’. Also he wrote about Hidas (1871 
Vol 5) that “everybody is a stone-carver here".

Süttő on the Danube (Komárom County) deserves special mentioning, since it is one 
of the most famous and most important stone-carving centre in Hungary. The German 
population, settled in the village in the 18th century, learned the skills from the Italian 
stone-carvers who arrived also in the same period to such an extent that most of the male 
population has been practising this profession during the past 200 years. The statistical 
data from the turn of the 19-20th century stating that from Esztergom County (to

Fig. 7 József Polhammer ’s stone-carving workshop at Süttő in the 1930s (the master, 
journeymen, apprentices and the stone-polishing women).
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which Süttő belonged), more stone-carvers were reported than from any other counties, 
including Budapest, can be explained by this fact (S. MATLEKOVITS 1898 Vol. 2). 
At Süttő several large and smaller stone-carving workshops were operated in the 19—20th 
centuries (Fig- 7)- Their products, that were carved of the red Jurassic limestone, and the 
white Pliocene—Pleistocene freshwater limestone of the Gerecse Mts., and in our century 
already of foreign marbles, were sold not only on the site. They were sold all over the 
country (in towns and villages), and the stone carvers regularly visited the large con
struction sites botn in Hungary and abroad (L. RIGLER 1963).

At the villages not only skilled craftsmen were working but also unskilled “specialists” , 
who carved the stone by applying methods they acquired from the masters, and the orna
mental value of their work very often almost reached the professional standard. In 
certain villages beautiful stone-carvings were prepared by the stone-masons, and even 
the “ricers” (preparing the stone-blocks for paving) were very good at stone-carving 
(J. HÁLA 1983a).

In the towns, at the construction of fortresses and churches, and later on, in the course 
of the large railway constructions in the second half of the 19th century, i.e. from the 
Middle Ages on, the German, and especially Italian stone-carvers played an important 
role. On the one hand, traditionally, the introduction of the profession in Hungary, on 
the other hand the boom and the revival of stone-carving, can be attributed to them 
(L. RIGLER 1963, J. BARTÓCZ 1976, J. HÁLA 1981).

At smaller stone-carving centres often the carvers themselves quarried stone, while at 
other places they processed rocks provided by the quarrymen. Here again an example 
from the Gerecse Mts. should be mentioned. Distribution of work developed not only 
within one given village but between different villages, eg. the rocks quarried exclusively 
by the Slovakian inhabitants of Tardosbánya were processed and carved by the craftsmen 
of Süttő.

The stone-carvers, by using their centuries old, traditional tools could prepare a wide 
range of articles. Several products were carved generally at each places but most of the 
sites became for one given product prepared in the village. The limitations of the present 
study do not permit to enumerate all the respective products, that is why only most 
important ones will be listed below. These were the parts of the buildings (window and 
door frames, columns, stairs), gate posts, kerb-stones, fences, curbs of well, drinking 
throughs, tables, benches, millstones, querns, grindstones, scyther-stones, bridges, tomb 
stones, stone crosses for the graveyards and for the roadside, sacramental statues, etc. 
More detailed studies on the subject were written by K. CS. SEBESTYÉN 1907,
T. SCHMIDT 1914, K. KÓS 1968, 1979a, I. MOLNÁR 1971, M. BURGYÁN 1972, 
I. I. SÁNDOR 1973, F. BAKÓ 1978, E. KUNT 1978, 1983, L. NOVÁK 1978, G. TÜS
KÉS 1980, J. HÁLA 1981, 1983a, 1983b, É. PÓCS 1981, M. TARISZNYÁS 1982,
S. SZAKÁLL-GY. VIGA 1984, etc.

In the next section three important branches of stone-carving will be briefly dis
cussed.

Production of Millstones

For the milling of the different seeds, salt, etc. the prehistoric type grinding stones 
was used in the Carpathian Basin even in the past decades (B. GUNDÀ 1958). Different 
versions of the ancient querns were also still in use in several regions up to the quite
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recent times. No cereals were milled by using this device already in our century. It was 
used first of all for the grinding of rock-salt, spices, mineral, colouring materials, etc. 
By the way, this instrument was first-mentioned in Hungary in the 11th century (K. 
LAMBRECHT 1915, P. PONGRÁCZ 1967, K. KÓS 1979a, 1979b, E. KISBÁN 1980, 
A. SELMECZI KOVÁCS 1981).

Large-scale milling of the cereals was carried out in mills of different types (water
mills, wind-mills, horse-driven mills). Stones, suitable for millstone production (quarzitic 
rhyolite and andesite types, hydro quartzites, limnoquartzitic tuffs, hard and coarse 
quartzsandstones and conglomerates, etc.) could be found at several districts of the Car
pathian Basin. The carvin of millstones has a long tradition at several places. The mill
stones were prepared by guilds, or at other places they were carved on a small-scale in
dustry level, while still at other sites the millstones, together with the querns, used a 
peasants’ households were manufactured together.

The sources, originating from the 19—20th centuries list some 50 larger sites where 
millstones were carved from the Transdanubia, from the northern part of Historical 
Hungary, and from Transylvania (Kővágószőlős, Pécs; Geletnek, Sárospatak, Újbánya, 
Garamszentbenedek, Beregszász, Igló; Gross, Kövesd, Dupapiátra, Csicsóújfalu, Csíkszent
király, etc.) (J. RÁCZ-L. KŰVÁRY 1854, J. HUNFALVY 1865, B. ORBÁN 1868 
Vol. 1, S. MÁRKI 1877, S.K.NAGY 1883,1.T.NAGY 1891, G. TÉGLÁS 1892, S. MAT- 
LEKOVITS 1898 Vol. 2, 7, G. STRÖMPL 1914, S. BÁLINT 1962, K. KÓS 1979a, 
1979b, A. FILEP 1980c).

Sárospatak was one of the most ancient and most important millstone carving sites. 
Data are available about one of its quarries (Megyeri quarry) already from the 16th 
century, and the millstone cutters worked already within the frames of a guild in the 
17th century.

Millstone cutting carried out for centuries by applying the traditional tools, was per
formed in the traditional way. First the deadrock material was removed from the selected 
hydro quartzite block. Then, by using “compasses” , (“cirkálom”) the shape of the mill
stone was drawn, and the block was scraped along the indicated line, by using “pick” . 
Then, under the lower brims “wedges” (“szög”) were placed and by hammering these 
“wedges” by “iron hammer” (“vasbunkó”) the millstone block was removed. Then the 
lower side of the block was planished by “picks” , and finally “grinding” hole was drilled 
in the “rotating-stone” (“forgó kő”), and rims were cut into the “bench- stone” (“pad- 
ko”) (Fig. 8).

The ready millstone, by making use of an elevating system, was transported to the 
upper section of the mine (“upper market” , “felső piac”). The customer, generally the 
miller, came here to settle the business, eg. in case of the paprika mills at Szeged it was 
always the master of the mill who came to select the proper millstone. He purchased only 
roughly cut stones, since the careful elaboration of the stones was roughly cut stones, 
since the careful elaboration of the stones was carried out always at Szeged by local 
stone-carvers, or millers, respectively. The millers, engaged in grinding flour also were at 
home when carving the millstones. The stone was placed on the cart by using whip gins. 
In the 19th century already merchants were involved in the sale of millstones. Their 
product were paid for with money and with flour.

From the “Acts of the Guild” we know from 1729, it turned out that instead of the 
half-half participation of the landlord and the workers, the “masters” (“bányagazdák”) and
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Fig. 8 Carving of millstone in Sárospatak. (Drawing from the 18th centuiy. Published by 
J. BAKOS 1951, J. ROMÁN 1965)

“apprentices” (“legények”) received altogether two-third of it. The apprentices were given 
also other benefits by the millers, e.g. flour for lifting the stone on the carts, “toast” 
money, etc.

According to a source (1768), based on an old privilege, the miners’guild had the right 
to use for the weighing of the flour, received as an exchange for the millstones, a larger 
than average measuring instrument, i.e. the “patak old bushel” (“pataki öreg véka”).

From sources (1781) it is known that the millstone cutters were obliged to supply the 
mills of tne landlors with stone freely. From an other document it turns out that the 
millers ground the cereals of the millstone cutters promptly, disregarding any other 
demands. This was the situation till the middle of the 19th century (1851). Then the 
guilds were dissolved, and the so called cost-book companies were organized.

The Láczay Szabó family at Sárospatak had a traditional, ages-old role in cutting mill
stones. One member of this family revived the practice of this traditional industry in the 
middle of the 19th century. Károly Láczay Szabó had two new quarries opened in this
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period. Quarrying was started at Botkő quarry in 1859, while at Királyhegy quarry in 
1864.

This revival and boom is strictly connected with the spreading of steam-mills from the 
1830s. At these mills already the French-type millstone, made up of several stones were 
applied. At the production of this millstone, that could be prepared quicker, and by ap
plying cheaper methods. France was in a monopolistic position. In Hungary, in 1853, the 
first French-type millstone was prepared in Budapest, by using the stones, quarried at 
Fony, and already in the same year a workshop with 30 employees and a French master, 
as head of the enterprise, was organized for the production of French-type millstones at 
Fony (Fig. 9).

Fig. 9 The French-millstone factory at Fony. (Vasárnapi Újság 1861)

On the basis of the Fony example, already French-type millstones were produced in 
the two mines at Sárospatak, opened by Károly Láczay Szabó. Since the traditional mills, 
using no steam power, gradually also began to use this type of the millstones, the demand 
for the Sárospatak was awarded a gold medal in the World Exhibition in London, in 
1862, they entered into a serious competition with the millstones, cut in France. In Sá
rospatak, under the supervision of Láczay Szabó, a joint stock company was organized 
in 1869, and the new type of millstone, cut here was article much called for both in 
Hungary and abroad.

The demand for the products of the Megyeri quarry (Megyeri bánya) gradually de
creased, so it was finally abandoned in 1907. The Királyhegy quarry, where even in the 
past decades millstones were cut, eg. for the paprika-mills, farmers’ cooperatives, china 
factories, was abandoned in 1966. The Botkő quarry, where even in the past 20—30
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years about 150 millstones were cut per year, is temporarily operated even today, but 
employs only 6 -8  workers.

The development in the milling technology (the mills using steel cylinders for grind
ing), gradually thrusted into the background the traditional cutting of the millstones both 
in Hungary and in the neighbouring countries. K. KÓS, some two decades ago, could still 
describe in details the millstone cutting and sale at Csicsó (Csicsóújfalu and the neigh
bouring villages) that was a free trade till 1958, in 1959 it became a small-scale industry, 
while from 1959 on this industry was carried out within the frame of the farmers’ co
operative. It should be also noted that this trade, proved by documents, was carried out 
in this region as early as the 16th century (Fig. 10). In 1979, however, E. KASZAB met 
only one craftsman in one of the villages of this millstone cutting centre (at Csicsó-
mihályfalva) (Vasárnapi Újság 1861, 1864, K. LÁCZAY SZABÓ 1864, J. BAKOS 1950, 
1951, S. BÁLINT 1962, J. ROMÁN 1965, E. KASZAB 1979, K.KÓS 1979b, A. EGEY 
1980, A. FILEP 1980b).

Fig. 10 Carving of millstone in Csicsóújfalu. (K. KÓS 1969b)

Carving of Grindstones

Several centres of grindstone production were known. These tools, carved of fine- 
grain sandstone, were used both by the farmers and crafstmen for sharpening the metal 
tools. 14 centres were listed in Hungary by J. HUNFALVY in 1865. Grindstones, at 
some sites, were carved together with the millstones (eg. Csicsóújfalu in Transylvania) 
(K. KÓS 1979b), while at other places (Rezi in Zala County) (J. HÁLA 1983b) craftsmen 
specialized in carving just grindstones. The grindstones, carved in Northern Hungary, e.g. 
at Romhány, and those, carved at Rezi in Transdanubia were famous till the middle of
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the 20th century (J. HÁLA 1983a) (Fig. 11). On the basis of this latter example the 
working phases of grindstone production will be briefly described.

Fig. 11 Manufacturing of grindstone in Rezi. (Photo: J. HÁLA 1983)

Large-scale grindstone production began at Rezi from the second half of the 19th 
century. In the first part of the 20th century this occupation secured a regular job for 
60—80 persons. Each phase of the work was carried out manually and by using manual 
tools. The craftsmen quarried, till the organization of the farmers’ cooperatives (1959), 
the Pliocene (Upper Pannonian) sandstone from their own small mines. The work was 
carried out within a family scheme: the stone was quarried and carved by the men, while 
the women and children took part in the loading and transportation.

Grindstones of different sizes were carved. The grindstones, prepared for the farmers 
were of a diameter of 30 cm, and had a thichness of 6—8 cm, and those, prepared for 
tubbers and Cartwrights were 8—10 cm thick and had a diameter of 70—80 cm. Grind
stones, having a diameter of 2—3 m were also prepared for the factories. The carving was 
performed either on the quarrying site or at home, on wood-blocks. Often a team consist
ing of 4 —5 persons were engaged in the operation.

The surface of the already prepared stone, cut to the proper size, was scraped by using 
“pointed chisels'’ (“spidzvas'’), and then the carving was continued by using axes (“kren- 
gli'’). Then by the metal plates inserted into wooden log(“kügyalu”), the stone was
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polished. During this process the smoothness of the stone was continuously checked by 
means of a wooden bar. Having finished this phase, the shape of the grindstone was 
drawn with the help of a “compass” ( “cirkli”). Along the indicated line, by using a “flat 
chisel” (“sallér”), the sides of grindstone were also carved to form, and then, by using 
the above tools this part, i.e. the “foot” was also carved. After this phase, by using a 
pencil the thickness was also marked, the stone was also carved and polished. The holes 
for the insertion of the shafts were drilled by means of “flat chisels” (Fig. 11). For ham
mering the different chisels, wooden tools (“fabunkó”) were used at each working phase. 
With this method some 8 -10  grindstones could be produced by one worker a day.

There were several ways for selling the grindstones. The grindstones were sent to 
almost each district in Hungary, the craftsmen themselves carried their products to the 
towns, villages, and markets in Transdanubia, or they were sold to itinerant vendors 
travelling to all districts of the country.

Today this industry completely declined. No more than two craftsmen are engaged 
in carving grindstones nowadays (J. HÁLA 1983b).

Production of Scythe-Stones

The stone tool, prepared for the sharpening and whetting of the cutting devices, i.e. 
the scythe-stones is called in Hungarian “fenőkó', feknő, or kaszakő” . For the sharpening 
of the scythes, one of the most important tools of the farmers, stone was used in Hungary 
almost exclusively from the middle of the 15th century. The application of steel was 
only of secondary importance, and the sharpening wooden tool, used by other European 
peoples was practically unknown in Hungary (A. PALÁDI-KOVÁCS 1979).

At some sites eroded stones, collected e.g. at the river banks, were also used (K. KÓS 
1968, 1979a, A. PALÁDI-KOVÁCS 1979, L.KÓSA 1980), though the application of the 
carved scythe-stone that were generally 20—25 cm long, and were round-edger, or those 
carved with flat sides were more widespread.

In the Carpathian Basin there were also several centres in the 19th and 20th centuries 
where carved scythe-stones were prepared from Cretaceous, Paleogene, Neogene, etc. 
rocks. In the different regions historical Hungary the most important sites were in Upper 
Northern Hungary, the quarries in Árva County, in Transylvania the quarries at Konop, 
Rogoz, Plopis, Kézdipolyán and Küküllőkeményfalva, while in Transdanubia the most 
famous sites could be found at Kővágószó'lős and Csesztreg (K. KÓS 1969, 1979a, 
A. PALÁDI-KOVÁCS 1979, L. KÓSA 1980).

The preparations methods of the scythe-stones were described by the ethnographers 
from several places, e.g. the methods applied at Kézdipolyán (I. MOLNÁR 1971, J. HÁ
LA 1981) (Figs. 12 and 13). The different working phases will be described on the basis 
of the observations of K. KÓS (1968,1979a) concerning the Lápos Basin (Transylvania).

In this district, where scythe-stones were carved at Plopis and Rogoz, the ancient tradi
tions are preserved. The profession that required official licence only from 1956 on, pre
served several archaic elements, that can be observed even today.

At Plopis, before World War I about the half of the male population of the village, 
while in the years about 1960,25 people were engaged in carving scythe-stones.

During the summer period the “laminated type” of sandstones were collected from 
the bed of the nearby stream (Fig. 14). For this work the following tools were used: 
“hacks” , “hammers” , “wedges” and “slice iron” . The collected material was transported
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Figs. 12-13  Scythe-stone production in Kézdipolyán. (Photo: J. HÁLA 1981)

to home (or to the site of the processing) by means of “dosser” . At home, or at the pro
cessing site the stone was dug into the ground, since the carving of a wet stone was much 
more easier. While carving the stone they sat on the ground and the block to be worked 
was fixed by their legs.

On the selected stone first the shape of the final product was delineated, then with a 
knife-like device small trenches were depened on both sides of the scythe-stone. Then, 
by using “hammer” and “sharpened chisels” small holes were deepened in the block, 
along the trench on both sides, and then the fissure operation was carried out following 
the trench and the small holes. After the forming of the edges of the blocks, i.e. after 
rounding off the corners, the next phase was the grinding and polishing of the four 
sides. Following this phase, the scythe-stones were carried in dossers to the stream, 
where, by using a sandstone block, they were further polished (Fig. 15). By the way this 
sandstone block continuously eroded by the stream. The products were sold at markets 
and at the neighbouring villages where the scythe-stones were carried in knapsacks.

Though, already at the turn of the 19-20th centuries, scythe-stones produced in 
Austria, Germany, etc. could be bought in the first decades of our century the sale of 
scythe-stone at markets, and by itinerant vendors, described above, was a widespread 
practice. E.g. in certain regions of Transylvania, it was practiced even in the second half 
of the 20th century. A large market for scythe-stones was the Great Hungarian Plain, 
where this product was brought in by the itinerant vendors. From Transylvania mostly
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Fig. 14 Gathering of sandstone for scythe-stone carving at Plopis. (K. KÓS 1979a)

Roumanians, while from the northern part of the historical Hungary mostly Slovakian 
vendors sold this product in the region. They were called “sonkolyos” or “kaszás tó t” 
in Hungarian (A.PALÁDI-KOVÁCS 1979, L. KÓSA 1980).

PRODUCTION AND UTILIZATION OF LIQUID HYDROCARBONS 
(PETROLEUM, BITUMEN)

The different versions of liquid hydrocarbons, formed during the Cretaceous, Paleo
gene and Neogene periods, occurred also on the surface or in the near-surface layers at 
several sites in the Carpathian Basin.

The descriptions, prepared in the 18th and 19th century, mention such occurrences 
from the Ojtoz pass, Csík County, Máramaros, Bihar County, Sáros County and Mura
köz [D. CANTEMIR (1716) 1973, J. FRIDVALDSZKY 1767, J. E. FICHTEL 1791, 
S. ZAY 1791, I. GÁTI 1795, E. P. GEGŐ 1839, K. NENDTVICH 1841-1845, S. UR-
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MÖSY 1844, K. VESZELY-F. J. IMETS-F. KOVÁCS 1870, F. HERRICH 1877,
T. POSEWITZ 1906, J. BÁNYAI 1957, L. NAGY 1958, Z. GYULAY 1982].

The petroleum and its heavy, dense and dark version, the bitumen was called “mineral 
oil” (“nafta”), “mountain tar” (“hegyi kátrány”), “asphalt” (“földi szurok”), “fat of the 
Earth” (“föld zsírja”), etc. (e.g. S. ZAY 1791, I. GÁTI 1795, K. NENDTVICH 1841 — 
1845). By the Roumanians it was called “pácurá” (J. BÁNYAI 1957, L. NAGYI958), 
in Moldavia it was called “deget” or “dohot” (E. P. GEGŐ 1839, Z. GYULAY 1982). 
The same material in Transylvania, in the Székelyland, e.g. in the one time Csík and Há
romszék Counties, were called as “deget”, “degett”, or “degenyeg” (Magyar Nyelvőr 
1888, T. POSEWITZ 1906, J. BÁNYAI 1941b, 1957, L. K. KOVÁCS 1977). In the 
Erdővidék region it was called “wheel mud” (“keréksár”) while its name on the Great 
Hungarian Plain was “kulimász” (A. BALLAGI 1888).

Data referring to the gathering and distillation of bitumen are available already from 
the book written by G. AGRICOLA in 1556 (Fig. 16). This material was available as 
seeping to the surface or from near-surface layers, respectively, and was gathered and 
exploited by applying primitive methods.

Fig 16 Gathering and distillation of bitumen in Transylvania in the 16th century.
(G. AGRICOLA 1556)
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Among others it was at Bányavár (Muraköz) it flew into the nearby stream, where it 
was caught (T. POSEWITZ 1906). Concerning Herzsa in the Ojtoz pass (Ojtozi szoros) 
(J. E. FICHTEL 1791) described that from the pits of a depth and with of 2 m dug into 
the pebbly soil from the surface of the rainwater accumulated in these pits, bitumen was 
regularly collected.

A more advanced way of bitumen production (applied in the 19th century) is known 
from Moine$ti (Moldavia) and from Herzsa, described by E. P. GEGŐ 1839, A. BALLAGI 
1888, and J. BÖCKH 1895. At these sites from 40-80  m deep shafts bitumen was prod
uced. The mouth of these shafts was very narrow (1.1 m), as the diametre was concerned 
at the opening, and they widened donwards. Their walls were protected by wicker-work 
in order to prevent the crush of the pits. Above the mouth of the pits whip gins were 
located. On the end of the rope, thrown over the whip gin there was a wooden bucket 
(the bitumen was exploited by this tool), and the other end of the rope was operated by 
a horse by means of a harness. This horse was led by a child who bridled it, or just rode 
the horse, and directed it from the saddle. The bitumen, obtained in this way was filtered 
by means of wicker baskets, and was poured into barrels. Though at certain districts of 
the region already pumps, operated by steam engines were already used, at some places 
this primitive way of exploitation was also practised.

From 1880 on, also boreholes were deepened, and from 1893 on, as a start of a new 
period, under the supervision of J. BÖCKH a systematic prospecting for hydrocarbons 
was started (Z. GYULAY 1982), that laid the foundations of the industrial scale hydro
carbon production of the 20th century.

In the Carpathian Basin the liquid hydrocarbons, exploitable directly from the surface, 
or from the near surface layers have been utilized already for a long time. In Hungary, 
already in the Middle Ages, this material was used for military purposes, “Bengal light” 
(“görögtűz”), and for preparing candles and torches (L. NAGY 1958, Z. GYULAY 
1982). Descriptions from the past two centuries testify to the fact that this material 
was most frequently used for the lubrication of the wheels of carts and coaches (D. 
CANTEMIR 1973, J. FRIDVALDSZKY 1767, J. E. FICHTEL 1791, S. ZAY 1791, I. 
GÁTI 1795, E. P. GEGÖ 1839, K. NENDTVICH 1841-1845, S. ÜRMÖSY 1844, J. 
RÓZSAY 1864, K. VESZELY-F. J. IMETS-F. KOVÁCS 1870, Magyar Nyelvőr 1888,
J. BÖCKH 1895, T. POSEWITZ 1906, J. BÁNYAI 1957, L. NAGY 1958, L. K. KO
VÁCS 1977). F. S. BEUDANT, a French geologist wrote (1822) that in Hungary ex
clusively this material was used for this purpose. In fact this was the material, most 
frequently used for lubrication, but other materials were also used for the same purpose. 
A material like this was prepared by the Rutheniansin Máramaros, who mixed ew-chese, 
some plants and ash in order to prepare a material for the same purpose (H. SZTRIPSZKY 
—I. BILÁK 1915). In this century, in the Great Hungarian Plain fats, suet, or bacon were 
also used, though the cart-grease made of the seeds of pumpkin, hemp, or sunflower, 
prepared at home was considered to be the best lubricant (L. KOVÁCS 1937).

Different varieties of liquid hydrocarbons had been already used for the lubrication 
or whip gin devices (S. ZÁY 1791), for the insulation of ships (eg. in case of the salt 
transporting boats on the river Maros) (J. BÖCKH 1895, J. BÁNYAI 1957, Z. GYULAY 
1982), at the preparation of leather harnesses and other leatherwares (eg. the bootmakers 
at Kézdivásárhely, even at the beginning of our century greased and painted their pro
ducts by using this material) (J. E. FICHTEL 1791, J. BÖCKH 1895, K. VESZELY- 
F. J. IMETS-F. KOVÁCS 1870, J. BÁNYAI 1957). This was also often used for curing 
wounds of animals and those of human beings ( ;oth in case of internal and external in-
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Fig. 1 7 Wandering Slovakian “olejkár” (oil merchant) at the beginning of the 19th 
century. (Magyar és Horváthországi öltözetek... 1816)

juries) (J. RÓZSA Y 1864, Magyar Nyelvőr 1888, T. POSEWITZ 1906, L. NAGY 1958, 
Z. GYULAY 1982).

Characteristic figures along the highways of historical Hungary were the itinerant 
vendors, e.g. the “degenyeges” from Csík County, or the “degettes Csángó” from Hétfalu, 
who on the streets of towns and villages were advertising their goods, transported on carts 
in wooden tanks, shouting that “Buy degett!” . These products were generally exchanged 
for some other articles. The Great Hungarian Plain was also visited by Slovakian salesmen 
coming from the northern part of historical Hungary, beside the Transylvanian vendors. 
The Slovakians, carrying their articles either on foot, or on carts, beside the oil obtained 
from pine trees, or juniper, sold petroleum, as medicine, not only in Hungary but also in 
the neighbouring countries in the 19th century. They were called “olejkár” (Fig. 17).
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Inhabitants of the village Moineçti (Moldavia), transported their articles not only to Tran
sylvania, but also to Poland and Russia in the first half of the 19th century (J. FRID- 
VALDSZKY 1767, E. P. GEGŐ 1839, Magyar Nyelvőr 1888, A. LAUKÓ 1888, J. BÁ
NYAI 1957, L. NAGY 1958, L. K. KOVÁCS 1977, Z. GYULAI 1982).

THE PRODUCTION AND UTILIZATION OF SALPETRE

As an important raw material of gunpowder, salpetre has several ancient names in 
Hungarian (e.g. “salejétronT . “salyetorom", etc.). About its early production and utiliza
tion several data are available (eg.Bártfa 1439, Szabolcs County 1620, Besztercebánya 
1638, Kecskemét, Cegléd from the 1 7th century, etc.). At each fortress there were crafts
men specialized in producting this material, and beside the sulphur and charcoal reserves 
for making gunpowder this material was also stored (I. HANUSZ 1888, L. SZATHMÁRY 
1932, M. NYARÁDY 1958). The methodology of production and distillation of salpetre 
were developed in the Middle Ages, and practically remained unchanged till the second 
half of the 19th century (A. FILEP 1981).

There were several regions in Hungary where important of them could be found in the 
Great Hungarian Plain (in Hajdú, Biliar, Szabolcs and Szatmár Counties, in the vicinity 
of the towns of Debrecen and Nyíregyháza, along the river Tisza between Szeged an 
Titel), and in the Bánság (at the Alibunár marshlands). In the northern section of this 
large area mainly normal, potassium nitrate, could be found, while in the southern part 
rather nitrocalcite was produced. Less important occurrences were also described from 
Transdanubia, from Fejér and Moson Counties (I. K. MÁTYUS 1789, F. S. BEUDANT 
1822, F. JÁNOSY 1845-1846, J. SZABÓ 1845-1846, D. WAGNER 1844, J. HUN- 
FALVY 1856, 1865, J. KVASSAY 1882, P. TREITZ 1898, 1908,1929, L. SZATHMÁ
RY 1932, B. KOVÁCS 1941). About the salpetre production in Transylvania we have 
data already from the 17th century (L. SZATHMÁRY 1932). E.g. in 1707, salpetre was 
produced at 14 sites (Magyar Gazdaságtörténeti Szemle, 1898), thus being far behind the 
importance of Szabolcs County, where between 1620 and 1881 salpetre was produced 
at 49 sites (I. K. MÁTYUS 1789, J. HUNFALVY 1865, A. KOCH 1881, J. BÁNYAY 
1957, M. NYÁRÁDY 1958, 1965).

In Hungary, three types of salpetre were distinguished, i.e. the “gáj salpetre'’ the 
“plantage salpetre" and the “broomed (seprett) salpetre". Salpetre developed in a natural 
way, but human interaction was also needed to its formation. These so called “salpetre 
field" (“salétromszérű") were in the vicinity of villages on wet flatlands (Fig. 18). The 
different materials from the settlements, e.g. the waste of human or animal origin, were 
carried here by the water, they were leached, nitrified, and after the evaporation of the 
water they were crystallized (“effloresced") (J. SZABÓ 1845-1846, P. TREITZ 1898, 
1908, J. BÁNYAI 1957). This was the way, how the “broomed salpetre" was formed. In 
case of the formation of the two other types of salpêtres the human interaction was even 
more important.

The “gáj salpetre" was produced from the so called “gáj earth'’ (“gájföld") that was 
collected from the walls and floors of houses and stables, from fortress, and from cellars. 
This method was applied first of all in Transdanubia, but was used also in the Debrecen 
region. Beside the Hungarians this work was done in the summer season mostly by Slo
vakians, Bohemians, and Moravians, coming from Silesia (J. SZABÓ 1845—1846, B. KO
VÁCS 1941, M. NYÁRÁDY 1965).
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Fig. 18 Salpêtre production sites at Fábiánháza. (P. Kitaibel’s drawing 1796.
Published by L. SZATHMÁRY 1932)

For the formation of “plantage (plántás) salpetre” a mixture of ‘‘mother earth'’ (“anya- 
föld”) (leached “gáj earth”) and ash were needed, in a ratio of two thirds of “mother 
earth” and one third of ash. From this mixture “permetes” of 3.5—4 m2 basic surface 
with a height of about 2 m were prepared in the Debrecen region, while in Transdanubia 
“pyramids” were built. On their sides the salpetre was crystallized after a certain period 
of time, that could be scarped off regularly. Taking 1000 “permetes” as a basis, an annual 
30 metric tons of salpetre could be produced. Around the “pyramids” small ditches were 
dug to collect the water seeping down, and they were protected sometimes even by roofs 
against the rain (J. SZABÓ 1845-1846, L. SZATHMÁRY 1932, B. KOVÁCS 1941,
M. NYÁRÁDY 1965).

The methods of the production of “gáj” and “plantage salpetre” were internationally 
known, while several experts consider the “brooming” method a Hungarian specialty. 
This latter method will be now discussed in details.

“Brooming” or as it was also called, “powder gathering” was performed by the “sal
petre men” (“salétromosok”). Mostly peasants living in the Great Hungarian Plain, who 
beside the plant growing and animal breeding performed this work. For the villeins, and 
later for the peasants it meant a regular source of income, and it also exempted them 
from certain services and taxes. Beside the men, women and children also took part in 
the work.

The work was carried out in these “fields” (“szérűk”) near the villages, and one of the 
workers was elected to be the head of the team.

Gathering of the “powder” (“por”) was carried out from spring till autumn, and the 
raw salpetre was produced on the site. The “field” from time to time dusted with ash,
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decomposing organic material and the organic debris of the nearby settlements, eg. the 
dung water were also collected here. When it was raining, the nitrous precipitation was 
collected in the ditch dug round the “field”, and was then poured back onto the site. 
The collection of the salpetre was carried out by means of brooms, rakes, or by other 
scraping instruments drawn by horses (Fig. 19). In case if the weather was good the area 
was covered with powder within 24 hours. The material was collected in small piles 
(“chicken” , “csirke”) and then these were left untouched for some days.

Fig. 19 Gathering of the salpetre. (P. KitaibePs drawing 1796. Published 
by L. SZATHMÁRY 1932)

Then the powder was put into troughs and water was poured on it. In a few days the 
solution was into an other trough by using a pipeline and then it was poured into a cop
per-kettle, where it was boiled for 60 hours .Following this phase the solution was cooled 
in troughs, and the raw salpetre was deposited on its walls. This was transported to the 
“salpetre houses” for further refining. The “boiled” earth was hinted over the “field” . 
This method was called “Hungarian boiling” as distinguished from the methods used by 
the Slovakians (I. K. MATYUS 1789, J. SZABÓ 1845-1846, J. HUNFALVY 1856, 
L. SZATHMÁRY 1932, B. KOVÁCS 1941, M. NYÁRÁDY 1958,1965).

The oldest, and most important “salpetre houses” in Hungary were operated in Deb
recen and Nagykálló. In these “salpetre houses” further working processes were carried 
out. Then the ready products were transported to the site of the utilization by using 
barrels made of pine wood (J. SZABÓ 1845-1846, L. SZATHMÁRY 1932, B. KOVÁCS 
1941, M. NYÁRÁDY 1965, A. FILEP 1981).
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The above methods of salpetre production were applied at an industrial scale till the 
1860s. From this time on, the Chilean salpetre was imported in large amount and the 
working of the Stassfurt potash mines started in 1861. This led to a great decline in the 
production in Hungary. Operation at the famous “salpetre house” at Nagykálló was 
stopped in 1851, and among the more important “salpetre houses” only that in Debre
cen was further operated for a few decades. The last data concerning the traditional 
methods from Szabolcs County is from 1881. (P. TREITZ 1908, B. KOVÁCS 1941, 
M. NYÁRÁDY 1958,1965, A. FILEP 1981).

THE PRODUCTION UND UTILIZATION OF NATIVE SODA

The native soda (“sziksó”, “széksó”) occours at large amounts in the deserts of Asia, 
Australia and Africa, and also in temperate zones like Europe. In this latter continent it 
is Hungary were the sodic soil occurs in larger areas. They were to be found in 8—10 per 
cents of the country’s territory, that, even 15 years ago made up 15 per cent of the agri
culturally utilizable area. Most of the sodic soils in Hungary can be found in the Buda
pest—Szeged—Debrecen triangle (I. SZABOLCS 1968). It means that it occurs mainly 
in the Great Hungarian Plain but older sources report about its presence from Fejér 
County (Mezőföld), Moson, Sopron (the Lake Fertő region), Nyitra and Komárom Coun
ties (I. K. MÁTYUS 1789, S. ZAY 1791, J. D. BALOGH 1840, D. WAGNER 1844, J. 
HUNFALVY 1856, 1865,1. MOLNÁR 1868,1. HANUSZ 1888).

The medicinal utilization of the several lakes on the Great Hungarian Plain, contain
ing sodic water has a long tradition (J. D. BALOGH 1840, I. MOLNÁR 1868, K. CHY- 
ZER 1885, I. HANUSZ 1888, P. TREITZ 1903). Most of these areas have been declared 
nature conservation areas (B. MOLNÁR 1983).

The alkali sodic soils have meant always a great problem from agricultural aspects but 
the native soda, crystallizing on these sites, has been utilized for a long time. As PLINIUS 
described, it was collected already by the Romans in the Great Hungarian Plain (I. HA
NUSZ 1888). Concerning the gathering and different types of utilization of this material, 
several data are available, especially from the Great Hungarian Plain, but also concerning 
Transdanubia from the 18th century on (L. KISS 1954, M. NYÁRÁDY 1958, the data 
provided by M. BÉL from the 18th century, 1977, F. PÉNZES 1873).

The hay, grown on sodic soil, was considered to be of high quality and nourishing, 
and according to their experience the live-stock, licking the sodic soil, gain weight 
(K. GALGÓCZY 1877). In the 18th century, from the villages of Fejér County, the sodic 
soil was transported by carts to other regions, where it was mixed with the feed of the 
cattle (M. BÉL 1977).

The collected native soda could be sold not only in the immediate vicinity but in 
Vienna as well (J. D. BALOGH 1840, D. WAGNER 1844, J. SZABÓ 1854). In the middle 
of the 19th century some 4000 metric tons/year native soda was produced and 1000— 
1200 metric tons of this production was performed in the Debrecen region (J. SZABÓ 
1854, J. HUNFALVY 1856, D. ZELIZY 1882).

The most widespread method of collecting the native soda was the “brooming” (“sep
rés”), but, at the turn of the 18—19th centuries, at some places, tools of the same width 
as those at salpetre production, were also used (L. SZATHMÁRY 1933).

Brooming was carried out usually by people of poor financial conditions, by using 
brooms made of dry weed or broomcom, who specialized in this profession (K. SZABÓ
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1932,1. TÁLASI 1977). The collecting of native soda for private utilization was generally 
free and required no special permission, while in case, when the native soda was collected 
in larger quantities, and for commercial purposes, a rent had to be paid to the authorities, 
and to the owner of the given field (K. SZABÓ 1932, L. KISS 1954, I. TÁLASI 1977).

The native soda, along the shores of shallow lakes in the bottoms of dried up and ex
tinct lakes, was crystallized in thin needle like form, as well, as in case of low water, and 
“effloresced” in such amounts that it could be simply broomed off (J. D. BALOGH 
1840, J. HUNFALVY 1856, I. MOLNÁR 1868, I. HAJAGOS 1887, L. SZATHMÁRY 
1933, L. KISS 1938). Brooming was generally done from spring to autumn (J. SZABÓ 
1854, J. HUNFALVY 1856, I. MOLNÁR 1868, K. SZABÓ 1932, L. SZATHMÁRY 
1933, I. TÁLASI 1977), though the native soda gathered in the spring period (May) 
was considered the best (J. D. BALOGH 1840, L. KISS 1938). The cool, dry mornings 
without precipitation of dew did not enhance the formation of native soda, because the 
material “got blind” (“megvakult”). The rainy weather was also infavourable because in 
the rain the native soda was dissolved (L MOLNÁR 1868, L. SZATHMÁRY 1933). E.g. 
in the Kiskunság region the cloudy, before the rain periods were considered the best for 
the collection of native soda (I. TÁLASI 1977).

In good weather, before the sunrise (before the native soda would be powderized, 
losing its mineral water content), that is before the drying up of the dew (the native 
soda was broomed early in the morning, or this work was performed of hight) (I. MOL
NÁR 1868, K. SZABÓ 1932, L. SZATHMÁRY 1933, L. KISS 1938).

This brooming was carried out in 3 -6-day intervals on the same sites (I. HANUSZ 
1888). The sites for the brooming were regularly cared for and cleaned. The broomed 
native soda was left in small piles for several days for reaching a better cohesion (I. MOL
NÁR 1868, L. SZATHMÁRY 1933, L. KISS 1954). At some sites, where visitors came 
to see the brooming sites, coloured stripes were bound, by girls, on the brooms (J. D. 
BALOGH 1840).

The native soda, after belong transporting home was stored in the attic or in the 
lumber-room, e.g. in the Kiskunság region, each family stored a quantity, statisfying a 
year’s needs (E. FÉL 1949, I. TÁLASI 1977). A certain part of this native soda was 
used at the household, while the other part was sold.

Native soda was sold at markets, faires, and was also transported from village to village, 
and from town to town, even to places situated at larger distances. The article at these 
places were offered by shouting the “Nativesoda for sale!” (“Széksót vegyenek!”) slogan. 
The product was also sold for money, in most cases, however, they were exchanged for 
some agricultural products (wheat, barley, corn), generally on the equal value basis. These 
persons, engaged in this job, were generally called salesman, trading with native soda 
(“sziksós”) (J. D. BALOGH 1840, J. SZABÓ 1854, I. PALUGYAY 1855, J. HUNFAL
VY 1856, I. MOLNÁR 1868, L. KISS 1931, 1938, K. SZABÓ 1932, B. BANNER 1948, 
I. TÁLASI 1977).

The housewives, collecting the native soda, or buying it from vendors, used it for pro
ducing base, and they used it for scrubbing (K. SZABÓ 1932,1. TÁLASI 1977),or soap 
was prepared from the base. The base, made of native soda was always considered a good 
quality raw material, and while washing in the clothes in them, the clothes “revived” 
(“megkel”) regain their original new form (J. D. BALOGH 1840, L. KISS 1938, 1954, 
E. FÉL 1949, I. TÁLASI 1977). The native soda was also basic raw material of soap
boiling, that was an important task of the housewives (J. PETERKA 1817, J. D. BA
LOGH 1840, I. HAJAGOS 1887, L. KISS 1931, E. FÉL 1949, L. KÓSA 1981). E.g. 
soap-boiling at Kecskemét was one in the way described below.
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The native soda, mixed with ash was boiled in water, and thus a strong base was ofc 
tained. This process was carried out in large kettles. Lime hydrate and grease were als< 
added and the mixture was boiled again. This mixture was continuously and slowly stii 
red while boiling. The material, appearing on the surface was removed by spoons, and thi 
material, with the addition of pure base, was further boiled. Then the soap, appearing 01 
the surface was removed by means of spoons, and the material i.e. the soap was pourec 
into moulds the still liquid, ready made of bricks, or into boxes where it solidified withii 
a few hours’ time. It was stored in the form of blocks, or in pieces cut from the block 
(K. SZABÓ 1932).

hi the Great Hungarian Plain, soap-boiling was a trade of great traditions. Not 011I3 
housewives were engaged in soapmaking for their households, but also several craftsmer 
at different towns pursued this profession. The soap, produced in Szeged (J. D. BALOGP 
1840, I. PALUGYAY 1855), in Kecskemét, and especially the soap from Debrecen wa: 
famous all over Europe. In these towns the soap-boilers formed separate guilds. In Kecs 
kémét, e.g. 20-30 craftsmen were engaged in soap-making in the 17—18th centuries 
(K. SZABÓ 1932, L. KÓSA 1981).

The soap-boilers, working in Debrecen, were famous all over in Europe already in the 
Middle Ages. Their guild was founded in 1597, and their products were considered to be 
the same quality as the soap prepared in Paris or in Venice (Z. SZŐKEFALVY-NAGY 
1973, I. BALASSA 1982). An English traveller, R. TOWNSON (1797) mentions 70 
soap-boiling workshop from the same town. The snow-white sponge-like, hard soap was 
also used for medical purposes. In the old formularies it was called “sapo Debrecinensis’ 
(I.K. MÁTYUS 1789, D. ZELIZY 1882).

Very often impure native soda was also sold, that was purfied by the housewives be
fore utilization, but the native soda transported to glass-works, to the soap-boiling work
shops of the different towns, and to abroad was always purified.

This purification or refinement was always performed in the special workshops, called 
in Hungarian “kuksóház” (J. SZABÓ 1854) or “kuksós gyár” (I. MOLNÁR 1868) (Fig. 
20). The first factory of this type started to operate in 1784, and the name of the firm 
was “First Hungarian Soda Factory” (“Első Magyar Szódagyár”) (L. SZATHMÁRY 
1933, Z. SZŐKEFALVY-NAGY 1973). After the foundation of this factory, similar 
workshops were established in the following counties: Pest—Pilis—Solt—Kiskun, Csong- 
rád, Hajdú, Szabolcs, Jász-Nagykun-Szolnok and Moson. The more famous production 
sites were e.g. Kiskunfélegyháza, Kiskunhalas, Kiskunmajsa, Miklád, in the vicinity of 
Kecskemét, Szeged, Kistelek, Nyíregyháza, Debrecen Hencida and Konyár (J. SZABÓ 
1854, J. HUNFALVY 1856,1. MOLNÁR 1868, L. SZATHMÁRY 1933). In the plants at 
these sites the native soda was leached i.e. it was purified, and the earth, sand and other 
impurities were removed from the material, then it was condensed to have become a 
pulp-like material, by way of boiling it in large kettles, and then the material was baked 
in pre-heated furnaces. The popular name of this rafined material was “kuksó” (J. D. 
BALOGH 1840, D. WAGNER 1844, J. SZABÓ 1854, J. HUNFALVY 1856,1. MOLNÁR 
1868, L. SZATHMÁRY 1933, Z. SZŐKEFALVY-NAGY 1973).

The synthetic soda, invented by N. LEBLANC (1789) meant an ever increasing compe
tition and this rivalry began from the middle of the 19th century. Although the materials 
made of native soda were considered to be of a much better quality than the materials 
made of synthetic soda, the small workshop preparing native soda were closed down from 
the 1840s on. The last two factories to stop their operations were those at Kistelek and 
Miklád (I. MOLNÁR 1868, D. ZELIZY 1882, L. SZATHMÁRY 1933, Z. SZŐKEFAL
VY-NAGY 1973).
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Fig. 20 Native-soda refining workshop in the Great Hungarian Plain. (J. SZABÓ 1854)

Till the middle of the 20th century, people producing native soda travelled all over the 
country, selling their products. Nowadays, however, this profession can be considered 
extinct in Hungary, and native soda is used only occasionally and locally. At some places 
it is used for preparing base for scrubbing (I. ANDRÁS 1984).

THE UTILIZATION OF MINERAL WATERS

The Carpathian Basin in extremely rich in mineral (medicinal, thermal) waters. Al
ready in the 1870s some 1500 villages were listed where mineral water springs or wells 
were found (J. BERNÁTH 1879, I. HANUSZ 1895). The Székelyland, and especially its 
Hargita region extremely rich in mineral water springs that were formed as a regult of 
post-volcanic activity in the Neogene andesite mountains (Fig. 21). J. BÁNYAI (1941c, 
1960) supposed that there were several thousand mineral springs, and later Z. KIS- 
GYÖRGY (1976-1977) forwarded the hypothesis that only in Kovászna County there 
were 596 mineral and medicinal water springs both natural or with closing. There is 
hardly any type of mineral or medicinal water in Europe that cannot be found in Tran
sylvania, in the Székelyland. Especially the number of the springs, providing the aerated 
water, and salty water are high in this region and they will be discussed in the following 
section.

The aerated mineral water is called “borvíz” in Transylvania, “savanyúvíz” in Trans- 
danubia, and “csevice” in the northern part of historical Hungary (K. PAPP 1905, J. 
BÁNYAI 1941c, 1942, E. KISBÁN 1977). Most of the occurrences at that time, i.e.
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Fig. 21 Different types carbonic acid water springs in the Székelyland. (J. Mathis’s
drawing J. BÁNYAI 1960)
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springs and wells, as well as several other places, were considered sacred places, and seve
ral legends were written about their origin and real function, mentioning their magic 
effects that were largely respected by the inhabitants of the site (I. HANUSZ 1894, 
1902).

Sources, testifying to the utilization of the mineral and medicinal waters in Tran
sylvania could be found already from the 15th century. Janus Pannonius, in his notes, 
e.g. also mentioned the medicinal mineral waters of Transylvania (L. NAGY 1958), or 
we can also mention that the famous Prince of Transylvania, Gábor Bethlen was made, 
by his doctors, visit the Száldobos mineral water site for a cure in 1629 (L. KŐVÁRY 
1853).

Beside the local utilization, Transylvanian acidulous water, for medical purposes, was 
transported to several distant sites in the 19th and 20th centuries. Eg. mineral waters 
from Kászonjakabfalva, Bodok, Tusnád, Élőpatak, Korond, Száldobos, Bibarcfalva be
came very famous, though the most famous mineral water, that is known even today is 
the mineral water coming from Borszék (L. KŐVÁRY 1853, L. GERGELY 1864,1867, 
B. ORBÁN 1869 Vol. 2, 3, 1870 Vol. 4, J. BÁNYAI 1960, J. HARKÓ 1969, M. TA- 
RISZNYÄS 1970, K. KÓS 1972).

In Transylvania, the selling of acidulous water was a typical, popular job in the 19th 
and 20th centuries (Figs. 22 to 24). For instance, mineral water from Kézdipolyán was 
carried in jugs, placed in scrips, by women to the Kézdivásárhely market, and to other 
faires, and was sold by glasses. A characteristic figure of the old market at Székelyudvar
hely was the vendor selling acidulous water from the barrel placed on his cart (the barrel 
contained generally 100—150 litres of mineral water from Homoród). At the railway 
stations of Málnásfürdő and Tusnád újfalu children sold the local mineral water to the 
travellers (J. BÁNYAI 1960). The most famous vendors trading only with “the king of 
mineral waters in Transylvania” were the salesmen, selling mineral water coming only 
from Borszék.

About the Borszék mineral water, suitable both for drinking and bathing cures the 
oldest data are available from 1594. In that year it was recorded that the Italian doctor of 
the Transylvanian Prince, Zsigmond Báthory, ordered the transportation of the Borszék 
medicinal water to Gyulafehérvár for bathing purposes (A. CSIBY 1937, M. TARISZ- 
NYÁS 1970, 1982). This medicinal water was well-known already in the 18th century, 
and in bottles, in scrips carried by horses it was regurarly delivered, i.e. sold in distant 
areas (J. SZILVÁSSY 1894, J. BÁNYAI 1941a). The areas and the springs belonging to 
the villages of Ditró and Szárhegy were leased to contractors in 1804, who within a short 
time, developed Borszék to be a health resort, that became famous not only in Hungary 
but abroad as well. A glass works was also constructed that made possible the large-scale 
transportation of the local medicinal water to distant towns and villages (L. GERGELY 
1867, J. SZILVÁSSY 1894, A. CSIBY 1937, J. BÁNYAI 1941a).

The water, coming from the most famous spring of Borszék “Main well” (“Fokút”) 
was used only for drinking cures. In the first half of the 19th century the bottling was 
carried out by the people transporting, and selling the water. The bottles were closed by 
plugs, lapped round with corn harl, and then they were sealed by using pine-resin. Later 
on this work was done by the women and girls. They, after filling the bottles closed them 
by using cork plugs, and in order to prove the origin, tin-plates with symbols were also 
attached upon the cork-plug. The vendors trading with this type of mineral water bought 
these type of bottles, and sold them all over the country. The prize was always increased 
in proportion to the distance, they transported the bottled mineral water to (L. KŐVÁ-
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Fig. 23 Buffalo hauled cart transporting carbonic acid water at Székelyudvarhely 
in the middle of the 20th century. (Contemporary postcard)
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Fig. 22 Bootling carbonic acid water for sale into jugs at the Hargita. (Archives of 
the Ethnographical Museum, Budapest)



Fig. 24 A Székely selling carbonic acid water from Borszék. (L. GERGELY 1867)

RY 1853, L. GERGELY 1867, B. ORBÁN 1869 Vol. 2, J. BERNÁTH 1879, S. K. NAGY 
1883, J. SZILVÁSSY 1894, J. BÁNYAI 1960, K. KÓS 1972).

At the end of the 19th century the mineral water of Borszék won several prizes at 
World Exhibitions (A. CSIBY 1937). While in the 1860s 2 million bottles were sold 
(B. ORBÁN 1869 Vol. 2), in the 1880-1890s 3 -4  million bottles were sold per years 
(S. K. NAGY 1883, K. CHYZER 1885, J. SZILVÁSSY 1894). By the end of the 19th 
century this famous mineral water was exported, amond others to North-America, Egypt, 
Russia, Turkey, Greece, etc. Most of this mineral water, however, was transported to the 
different districts of the contemporary Hungary, Transylvania and Rumania (L. KŐVÁ- 
RY 1853, L. GERGELY 1864, 1867, B. LUKÁCS 1867, S. K. NAGY 1883, J. SZIL- 
VÁSSY 1894, A. CSIBY 1937, J. BÁNYAI 1940a, 1960, M. TARISZNYÁS 1970,1982,
K. KÓS 1972).

The transportation of the Borszék mineral water was performed first of all by the in
habitants of the Gergyó region, especially by those of the villages of Szárhegy and Ditró, 
where due to the poor quality of soil, beside the agriculture, it meant an important source 
of income. This commerce was flourishing in the second half of the 19th century, and in 
the first two decades of the 20th century (M. TARISZNYÁS 1970,1982). Eg. in the last 
years of the 19th century some 500 people from Szárhegy and Ditró were regularly en
gaged in transporting and selling mineral water (J. SZILVÁSSY 1894).

Generally each “Székely transporting mineral water” (“borvizes székely”) had his own 
trading region (M. TARISZNYÁS 1970, 1982). They started in the spring on their carts 
and were on way till late in the autumn when the weather became chilly. Their carts, 
papped with straw had a roof made of burlush (Fig. 24). On them cases, made of pine-
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wood, in which 200-300 bottles were transported, and during one season a quantity 
of 10-12 carts were transported to different destinations by each tradesmen. From the 
price they got for the water, they generally bought food (eg. wheat, corn, fruits) and 
industrial articles, and transported them home (L. KŐVÁRY 1853, L. GERGELY 1864, 
1867, B. LUKÁCS 1867, B. ORBÁN 1869 Vol. 2, S. K. NAGY 1883, J. SZILVÁSSY 
1894, J. BÁNYAI 1940a, 1960, M. TARISZNYÁS 1970,1982). In the second half of the 
19th century the mineral water of Borszék was transported also on rafts towards Mol
davia on the river Kis-Beszterce (B. ORBÁN 1869 Vol. 2, J. BÁNYAI 1941a).

Beside the aerated waters of the Carpathian Basin the salty waters are also of great 
importance, especially in Transylvania but not only in that region.

J. BERNÁTH (1879) listed some 600 salty wells and springs. According to S. FI
SCHER’S (1887) investigation applying questionnaires, in 21 counties of Hungary there 
were altogether 282 villages at which salty springs or wells could be found. This, of 
course, means a much larger number, since at the given sites more than one well or 
spring, respectively, could by found. According to the statistics from the 19th century 
(A. MOSEL 1865, the registration in 1873, J. BERNÁTH 1880, K. CHYZER 1885, etc.), 
the number of the springs and wells in Translyvania, that contain salt, could be put be
tween 650 and 982. The salt content of these waters ranged between 2-26 per cents. Es
pecially the former Maros—Torda, Kolozs, Szolnok—Doboka and Máramaros Counties 
were rich in salty waters.

The springs at the western margin of the Hargita Mts. obtain their salt content from 
the rock-salt deposits of the Transylvanian Basin, and by leaching the clay containing also 
salt. The other group of the salty waters are characteristic indicators of the sandstones 
(flysch) of the outher zone of the Carpathians, and the nearby petroleum occurrences 
(J. BÁNYAI 1941c, 1957).

The salt and also the salty water had been always a state monopoly, and that is why 
small houses were built to protect the salty wells and springs, and they were inspected 
by the authorities, i.e. they were protected by the “salt guards” (“sóőrök”). The salty 
water, to a limited extent, could be utilized also by the inhabitants of the given village. 
That is why these houses were opened on certain days of the week by the “chief salt 
guard” (“sóbíró”) and under his supervision the inhabitants of the village could draw 
salty water to meet the demands of their family and animals (L. KŐVÁRY 1853, S. 
FISCHER 1887, F. BÖHM 1929, J. BÁNYAI 1960).

At Korond, for instance, salty water has been used for ages. At each house there were 
40-60  litre tubs, made of pinewood with hazel hoops for the storage of the water. At 
the beginning of each year the “chief salt guard” (“sóbíró”) gave the permission (“cédu
la”) for the utilization of the salty water, i.e. he determined according to the number of 
the members of the family, and that of the animals that how much water could be obtained 
a week. For the permission a certain amount of money (“taxa”) had to be paid. Half of 
this sum was turned to them maintenance and guarding of the well, while the other half 
of the sum was the salary of the “chief salt guard” (“sóbíró”) (L. ISTVÁN 1978).

The salty water was used either directly, or salt was produced from it by way of eva
poration.

E.g. at Solt, in the 18th century, the cooking water was carried by women from the 
stream “Sósér” (“Salty Brook”) (K. GALGÓCZY 1877). At Sóshartyán, in the beginn
ing of the 19th century, the water, obtained from the “Sóskút” ( “Salty Well”) was used 
for baking bread, and for watering cattle (A. B. MOCSÁRY 1826). In the bed of the Kis- 
Küküllő, between Magyarpéterfalva and Szancsal, there is a salty spring. People rowed to
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Fig. 25 Salt production from salty water at Lövéte. (S. GÖNYEY 1940)

Fig. 26 Salt water peddler in Máramaros.(H-y. 1867)
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the midstream, and there they drew from the salty water that was used for salting down 
meat or for pickling cabbage (I. HANUSZ 1895).

In many Transylvanian villages the women continuously evaporated salty water in 
pots, from which they obtained “salt powder” (“porsó”) (J. BÁNYAI 1960). Eg. at 
Lövéte 8—10 litres wooden tubs ( “sóscsobán”) were placed to a rack at a warm placed 
and were filled with salty water, and when the salt was crystallized on the wall of the 
tub, it was scraped off and was collected in a plate (S. GÖNYEY 1940) (Fig. 25).

In Korond, for example, the salty water was not only used in the village but the 
women and children carried it also in jugs, prepared by the famous local potters, to the 
nearby villages. They went on foot, and sold the water together with the jugs. They pro
vided the region of some 30 km distance from Korond, with salty water, it was generally 
exchanged for wheat. This trade was performed even in the 1930s (L. ISTVÁN 1978, 
M. KOCSI — L. CSÖMÖR é.n.). People in Maramaros cooked also with salty water. Here 
there were also several itinerant vendors, selling salty water (H-y 1867) (Fig. 26).

Today the salty water can be used free of charge already everywhere, and inhabitants 
living in the vicinity of wells or springs still use it regularly.

PRODUCTION OF UNBURNT SUN-DRIED BRICKS (ADOBE)

In the popular Hungarian architecture adobe has been used up to the present. From 
the data of the 1970 census we know that 66.6 per cent of the houses in the villages were 
built of adobe or had mudwalls and at 33.5 per cent of the houses built between 1960— 
1969, these materials were used. The application of the different earth walls has a great 
tradition in the Hungarian popular architecture. From the Middle Ages, among the houses 
dug half into the grounds the archeologists found also several houses with wooden frame 
that had mudwall or cobwall. During the period between the 15th and 17th centuries, 
beside the wattle wall the mudwall, or cobwall, with wooden frame were the most fre
quent (L. DÁM 1980).

Six types of the earth walls can be distinguished in the Hungarian popular architec
ture (J. BARABÁS-N. GILYÉN 1979). One of them is the adobe wall ( “vályogfal”) 
that acquired a greater significance only in the 18th century (L. DÁM 1980). In this 
century, the utilization of this material was already widespread in the boroughs of the 
Great Hungarian Plain (J. BARABÁS-N. GILYÉN 1979). Following this period, the 
importance of this walling gradually increased, especially in the Great Hungarian Plain, 
i.e. it was one of the most typical regions concerning the architecture with earth. This 
building techniques were used, however, in other regions of Hungary as well (I. 
GYÖRFFY 1908, ZS. BÁTKY 1921, ZS. BÁTKY-I. GYÖRFFY-K. VISKI éji., 
I. DANKÓ 1982). The significance of this material was especially great till the end of the 
19th century, though as the above statistical data show, it still has not lost its importance. 
The general trend, however, is that the more modern materials (brick, concrete) gradually 
replace is.

The difficult work of the marking of the unburned sun-dried bircks (adobe) was often 
performed by young married couples (often with the help of their families) before build
ing their own house (I. DANKÓ 1982). At several places, however, especially in the 
Great Hungarian Plain adobe-making became an independent trade already in the 19th 
century (L. DÁM 1980). Several poor peasants chose it as a profession, but already in 
the 19th century it was pursued mainly by the gipsies who did this job expertly. Today
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F. 2 7  Adobe making gipsies. (Vasárnapi Újság 1862)

this job is mostly carried out by them (Fig. 27) (Vasárnapi Újság 1862, R-s 1869, I. 
GYÖRFFY 1908, ZS. BÁTKY-I. GYÖRFFY-K. VISKI én., L. SZOLNOKY 1956,
L. DÁM 1980,1. DANKÓ 1982, E. KARSAI 1983).

Fig. 2 8  Adobe making at Tótkomlós in 1955. (Photo: A. VAJKAI. Archives of the 
Ethnographical Museum, Budapest)
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Fig. 29 Adobe making at Tiszaigar in 1949. (Photo: F. BAKÓ. Archives of the 
Ethnographical Museum, Budapest)

The production sites of the adobe, the loam pits ( ‘Vályoggödrök”) were just in the 
vicinity of the villages. These pits from which different (sandy, loessy) clays are quarried, 
collect the rain water that is essential to adobe-making.

Adobe making was performed in the sunny, summer period. In general two persons 
worked together, the “padder” ( “tömő”) and the “caster” (“veto”)- The process of 
adobe-making was the following.

First the ground was turned up and broken, then it was watered, hoed twice or three 
times. After this, either manually, or by using fork, it was sprinkled with chaff, and 
broken straw (Fig. 28). Formerly, in the Nagykunság region unbroken straw and sedge 
was used. These were hoed or trampled in the mud (Fig. 29). At some places this work 
was done by horses. Following this, they let the material rest and prepared the “casting 
moulds” ( “vetők”), and chaff was also sprinkled on the site of casting. The “casting 
moulds” (there were single, double or even quadruple types) were made of rough board 
with lipped joint. On the bottom there was a hole for letting the water, and it had handles 
on its two shorter sides. Their size varied from region to region. This was influenced by 
both the traditions and the regulations of the local authorities. They were generally bigger 
than a brick. The average size was 32X15X12 cm, but earlier they were one and a half 
times as big or twice as big as compared to the today’s pieces.

Then one of the workers either manually, or by using fork put the prepared material 
into the previously watered and chaffed mould and padded it (Fig. 30). When the mould 
(“vető”) was full, he smoothed its surface with a wet hand (Fig. 31). While the worker, 
standing in the pit already filled the other mould, the other worker, either manually or 
by using a piece of wire, pulled it to the casting place, and dashed it forcefully to the 
earth, beside the already cast adobes. There were places where the mud was carried to the 
site of casting by using wheel-barrows or hand-barrows, and the moulds were padded 
there. 1000-1200 pieces of adobe can be cast by two persons per day.
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Fig. 30 Adobe making at Túrkeve in 1928. (Photo: I. GYÖRFFY. Archives of the 
Ethnographical Museum, Budapest)

Fig. 31 Adobe making at Tiszaigar in 1949. (Photo: F. BAKÓ. Archives of the 
Ethnographical Museum, Budapest)
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The adobes were left on the casting site so that it would dry, then they were turned 
for drying the other sides as well. In 10—12 days the adobes were loosely arranged into 
“pyramids” (generally one “pyramid” was made of 100 adobes), and after the perfect 
desiccation they were arranged in larger “stacks” (“kazal”) or “mounds” (“kupac”), 
and these were then covered. Generally they were used only in the next spring, and till 
that time they were stored in the yard, covered with corn-stalk or reed (I. GYÖRFFY 
1908, ZS. BÁTKY-I. GYÖRFFY-K. VISKI éji., L. KISS 1955, L. DÁM 1980,1. DAN- 
KÓ 1982, E. KARSAI 1983).

PRODUCTION AND UTILIZATION OF ROCK FLOUR 
(ABRASIVE POWDER)

In the past the housewife used natural materials for the cleaning of the household 
devices. Wood-ash, roots of different plants, sand and other mineral materials were 
frequently used. Among these latter materials the pulverized versions of the Triassic do
lomites, Miocene rhyolite tuffs, limestones and sandstones were used the most frequently 
that were either gathered locally, or were bought from itinerant vendors.

The pulverizing dolomite, occurring in the Buda Mts. in large amounts, belonged to the 
group of the more important scrubbing powders. On the Gellért Hill, Small Gellért Hill, 
and Sas Hill so called rock flour quarries were worked “rock flour diggers” ( “kőporásók”) 
in the 19th century. The rock flour, collected here was used firt of all in Buda but 
some part of it was carried also to Pest across the Danube in order to sell it (K. 
NENDTVICH 1859, J. BERNÁTH 1866, J. KOKÁN 1878, J. SZABÓ 1879). In Pest a 
great amount of the Miocene limestone of Budafok, Kőbánya, and Sóskút was used for 
scrubbing (J. KOKÁN 1878). Inhabitants of the German villages in the Buda region trans
ported the pulverized dolomite into the capital and to its vicinity by carts even in the 
middle of the 20th century. This powder, called “Reibsand” was sold to the housewives 
by litres (G. STRÖMPL 1914).

Also in Transylvania, the inhabitants of several villages pursued this ancient profession 
even in the first decades of the 20th century. With their carts covered with rush matting 
(“kóboros szekerek”) Csángós Hungarian speaking natives of Moldavia of Hétfalu trans
ported the dolomite flour from village to village and sold them in basketful quantities. 
They tried to arise the attention of the local villagers by shouting “Suliót vegyenek!” 
( “Buy scrubbing powder!”) (J. BÁNYAI 1957, 1981). At Szárhegy the yellowish white 
limestone flour was collected by the inhabitants, hence they got the nickname “scrubb
ing powder people” (“surlóporos”). It was screened then transported by carts in order to 
sell it. This limestone flour was equally suitable for cleaning the wooden pots and for 
scrubbing the strip floor. It was sold in Gyergyószentmiklós and in its vicinity to their 
regular customers till the beginning of the 20th century (M. TARISZNYÁS 1970,1982).

At Ziliz and Boldva (Northern Hungary) Miocene rhyolite tuff was stripped and it 
was sold as “Boldva stone” (“boldvai kő”) (STRAUSZ L. 1939). “Rock flour” trade was 
also practiced in the same region, in Szegilong. Here this profession was pursued from the 
middle of the 19th till the middle of the 20th century. The Miocene rhyolite tuff was 
mined in adits. After mining the stone was milled and screened. It was transported to 
the nearby settlements to sell on the asses, by carts or by sledges. They exchanged their 
product for wheat, potato, lard, etc. They offered their products by shouting: “House
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wives by the rock flour! Who buys it that will have bright pots! Who does not by it there 
the pots will rusty!'' (F. BAKÓ 1951).

GATHERING AND UTILIZATION OF POUNCE

Pounce (“porzó’') was the name of the powder, made of different materials that was 
used for drying up the wet handwriting, for blotting up the ink. This was made of dif
ferent minerals (sands of white, grey and yellow colours, and from mica) and was also 
often coloured, e.g. there were pounces of golden and silver colour as well.

Descriptions from the last century often mention Siófok at the Lake Balaton, where 
from the bottom of the lake the sand grains coated by iron oxide was collected. This 
was a famous pounce of good quality (N. J. 1817, J. DÓCZY 1830, L. HOKE 1857).

Due to the great demand for this type of powder, for the Transylvanian village, Etéd 
(Székelyland) the pounce was an important source of income already in the last century. 
Here it was called “copper powder” (“ rézpor”). In this village, the favourable natural 
conditions made possible the development of a special, popular profession.

Fig. 32  Pounce washing trough and pounce holding clay pots from Etéd.
(L.GAGYI 1978)
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From the nearby Firtos Hill, that is built up of Neogene volcanics, streams are washing 
down the mineral debris peeled off from the andesite (amphiboles, hypersthene, augite, 
magnetite, and the broken grains of the plagioclase feldspars), that mixed with sludge, 
in deposited on the banks of the stream Küsmöd in the village (J. BÁNYAI 1933,1941a, 
1981). B. ORBÁN (1868 Vol. 1) wrote that in the middle of the 19th century practically 
each inhabitant of the village was engaged in collecting these mineral detritus. At the 
beginning of the 20th century all women and children pursued this profession. As far 
as it is remembered, the last transport was sold in the 1920s.

The process of the gathering was following. In a small wooden trough (Fig. 32) clean 
water was poured and the material, mixed with the sludge was also put into the trough. 
Then the trough was swung, and its content was strirred with hand till the water became 
turbid from the sludge. Then the water was poured out and was replaced by clean water. 
The same process was repeated till the water remained clean in the trough. The large 
pieces of the detritus were taken out by using a small metal shovel, while the remaining 
material was poured out the large sheets of linen and were dried. Then the material was 
sold. This work was performed from spring till autumn.

The material was transported by carts covered with rush matting (“kóboros szekér”) 
that, however, had no iron band, to different districts of Transylvania. They transported 
700-800 kg material at once, and the pounce was sold to offices and to merchants. The 
clay pots in which the pounce was stored were prepared and sold by local potters (L. GA- 
GYI 1978) (Fig. 32).
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NEOGENE MINERAL RESOURCES IN THE CARPATHIAN BASIN-BUDAPEST, 1985 
VlIIth RCMNS CONGRESS-HUNGARY

CHAPTERS FROM THE ETHNOGRAPHY OF MINING

IMRE HEGYI
Central Mining Museum, Sopron

“Unforeseen danger besets on him ...” 
(Anthem o f Miners)

INTRODUCTION

The significance of mining in the history of mankind cannot be sufficiently empha
sized. A Swedish mining “engineer” , Christoph POLHEM (1661-1751) even stated that 
“without mining no culture is possible” . One of the most important features of this 
profession is that, from the earliest times on, it is based on “interethnical” knowledge. 
Accordingly this knowledge is enriched continuously by exchange of information, as the 
population engaged in mining change the sites of operation (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1 Miners, moving to a new site. (Wooden relief made by I. SZABÓ Sr. 
Photo:T. LOBENWEIN 1981)

Spontaneous spreading and exchange of information were more significant in the 
ancient times when practival knowledge was passed over from father to son, from gen
eration to generation. This was the period when professional knowledge was accompanied 
by personal and communal ethnic customs, and these survived for several centuries.
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The investigation of the material culture, and of the intellectual culture of miners is 
the merit of ethnography, that was given a new impetus after our liberation (T. DÖMÖ
TÖR 1954, R. SZÍJ 1960). Partly, as a continuation of former Hungarian traditions 
(J. FALLER 1942, GY. VERSÉNYI 1980, J. JANKÓ 1893a, 1893b, F. HEGYI 1938, 
1939), partly based on other European examples (Banicka dedina Zakarovce, 1956), new 
results, worth mentioning were obtained within the sphere of the investigations concerning 
the workers’ way of life and folklore (A. FILEP 1977,1. KATONA 1977, L. KISS 1961, 
L. KISS 1968,1. NAGY 1977a, I. NAGY 1977b).

The investigations, carried out up to now, however, do not make possible the com
pilation of a summarizing, monographic publication yet. The present paper outlines the 
different aspects of the miners’ life in the form of “chapters” . It concentrates first of all 
on the workers engaged in exploiting the mineral resources available in present-day 
Hungary, but with respect to historical traditions (ceremonies, songs, legends, believes 
etc.) the mining activity on the territory of historical Hungary has also been taken into 
account.

MATERIAL CULTURE

Antecedents of the Hungarian salt- and metal mining practice of the Middle Ages in 
the Carpathian Basic go back to several centuries before the Hungarian conquest. This 
fact is clearly shown by the archeological finds analyzed up to now (S. RÁKÓCZY 
1910, L. LITSCHAUER 1890-1891). For mining (G. WENZEL 1880) and metallurgy 
(O. PAULINYI 1972, A. PÉCH 1884-1887) already documented remains were found 
from the period of the Hungarians’ settling down. As the recent investigations brought 
about significant results concerning medieval metallurgy, it can be supposed that the 
preceding phase, i.e. mining must have been widespread (J. GÖMÖRI 1977-1978, 
G. HECKENAST 1980). The scarcity of available written documents on mining in the 
Árpádian Age is due to the fact that official use of written records, the operation of the 
royal chancellery became a regular and obligatory practice only by the end of the 12th 
century, in 1181, during the reign of Béla III (MoT 1/2. 1984).

While archeological evidence is abundant only relatively few and late written data are 
available on mining in the Transylvanian Ore Mountains. The first information originates 
from 1201. It documents that “Terra Obruth” (Abrudbánya district) had been donated 
to Yula (Gyula), the Transylvanian voivode of the time and Lord Lieutenant of Fehér 
County, as a royal grant, then later it became the property of Zubuslaus Siculus.

From the scarcity of early written documentation one could conlude that, in spite 
of Hungary’s advanced precious ore economy and industry (O. PAULINYI 1972, 
O. PAULINYI 1979) there had not been any mining operation from the conquest till the 
early 13th century. This, however, is indirectly refuted by the fact that, due to the in
crease of Hungarian and immigrant population, nearly the whole territory of the Hun
garian state was inhabited by the early 13th century. The agriculture with plough assisted 
crop production was introduced and the western-type mounted army, requiring a signi
ficant amount of iron was established (MoT. 1984). The big monograph by A. PÉCH 
(1884-1887, 1967) and the studies by other authors on the history of mining (J. KA
CHELMANN 1853-1855-1867, G. HECKENAST 1980) mention nearly one and a half 
thousand known shafts and mines from the period between the establishment of the state 
and 1750 (these include the salt mines as well).
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The most significant argument, proving the high standard of mining in Hungary during 
the Árpádian Age, is the so-called “SelmecMining Code” issued by King Béla IV in 1245. 
The “Selmec Mining Code” included the earlier laws and practices of the town and mines. 
This fact testifies to the existence of mining in the earlier periods. The Code describes 
the order of donation, mine opening, discontinuance, abandonment, and the established 
rules and regulations in connection with these procedures.

It is obvious from the wording of the paragraphs of the Code that mine surveying 
(Markscheide Kunst) was not known at the time. This was replaced by several legal regula
tions, and put into writing, concerning, e.g. the intersection of mines, adits and shafts. 
The donated land was accurately staked out, boundaries were marked, and the intentional 
displacement or destruction of these landmarks was punished by death or confiscation of 
the property. The Code reveals that the various types of drifts and shafts were already 
known: adits, exploring drifts, pilot tunnels, vertical and inclined shafts. Paddlewheels 
and horse whims were used in them. The concept of hanging wall and foot wall, cover 
and foot was already known. The most important tools of the period were the wedge, 
hammer, pitcher. The first two also appear as symbols in the arms of the town, then later 
also in that of the other mining towns (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2 Seal of Felsőbánya from the 14th century. (S. BOROVSZKY n. d.)

A few decades later the “Selmec Mining Code” had been extended to nearly all Hun
garian mines and mining towns of that time. It provides information about not only the 
system of Hungarian mining of those days, but conclusions can be also drawn, with high 
probability, on the stage of development of European mining in general.
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Salt mining, within the Carpathian Basin, was a continuous process not only in the 
time of the conquest, but also earlier, during the period of the great migrations (Fig. 3). 
Mainly the salt deposits at Marosújvár, in the valley of river Maros, south of this site 
Parajd (Fig. 4), and at Vízakna can be mentioned. As an essential mineral for human con
sumption its mining belonged to the royal regalia from the foundation of the kingdom. 
Beside the precious ores, used for minting, it provided for the most stable income of the 
Treasury.

Fig. 3 Entrance and interior of Kunigunda salt mine at Aknaszlatina. 
(O-M.M. VI. 1900)
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Fig. 4 Salt hills at Parajd. (0 -M . M. VII. 1900)

It is worth mentioning that the salt mining preserved the most ancient technologies. 
They were taken over also by ore mining, but since the introduction of explosions in 
mines (Selmecbánya, Upper Biber shaft, 08. 02. 1627.) their application was gradually 
replaced by modern processes (Fig. 5). Some of these, e.g. the separation of stone blocks 
by wedges, is applied even today. In the earlier period this was a general practice in salt 
mines as well. A peculiarity of salt mining was the method of “soaking off” , the “dissolv
ing” of salt blocks by water.

Interrelatedness of the phenomena is proved by the fact that in the salt districts of 
Transylvania, buffaloes were used in agriculture as work animals. After their death or 
slaughtering, the corpse was not buried with the skin, but after skinning, skin tanks and 
buckets were prepared for bringing up the salt from the mine.

Salt mining used to be regarded as the most dangerous and exhausting work. J. BODÓ 
SZENTMÁRTONI describes in a realistic way the work of salt miners in his poem entitled 
“Hungarian rythms to the praise of salt” (Lőcse, 1647) where he shows the work of salt 
miners as very tiring and dangerous, as sometimes the falling salt blocks crush them dead; 
even hoeing, mowing, haymaking, harvesting, threshing or wheat sowing are easier than 
salt mining (L. HATVANI-GY. BE LIA 1957).

Attention should be also paid to the production-accounting system of salt mining in 
Transylvania, where so<alled “salt marks” bound to a person, family or a team were used 
(Fig. 6).

At Parajd, salt miners were grouped in teams of four, and the marks to be used were 
distributed by the headman ( “mine guard”). As groups were reorganized each year, 
the marks used by them were also annually changed.

In the salt mine at Marosújvár a combination of marks with points, and wedge-like 
lines were used even at the turn of our century. The salt miners engraved these symbols 
on the side of the salt blocks (Fig. 7). Among the salt miners of Désakna the marks are
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Fig. 6 Salt cutters’marks from Vízakna. (GY. SEBESTYÉN 1903)

6 3 0
Fig. 7 Salt blocks with marks from Marosújvár. (GY. SEBESTYÉN 1903)



constant, and are used as personal property. Marks were passed over from father to son, 
and engraving of these marks in the blade of the pick used by the salt miner, was general. 
At Aknasugatag, workers of the salt mine regarded these salt marks also as property 
marks, and used these without the intervention of the state salt-office. The marks were 
also registered by the office, together with the list of the names (Fig. 8).
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-  - 1 / / / /  —  -  -r- “  -*  —  11 ft  “
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Fig, 8 Salt cutters’ marks from Aknasugatag. (GY. SEBESTYÉN 1903)

At Aknaszlatina earlier each mine had one “salt miner with mark” who got the mark 
from the office for use. When taking over salt, the inspectors recorded the amount of 
salt on pairs scoring sticks labelled with the mark of the respective miner and, at the end 
of the month, the accounting was carried out by putting the pair of sticks together (GY. 
SEBESTYÉN 1903).

The introduction of coal mining opened a new epoch in the history of mining in Hun
gary. The first documented trace was the discovery of Ó-Brennberg coal outcrop in 
1753 (I. BÁN 1936, J. FALLER 1954). According to the tradition,herds-boys, guarding 
goats, made a fire and they did not put it out believing that it goes out by itself. But, 
during the night, the fire penetrated the soil and on the next day they were surprised to 
see that “the hill is burning”. A blacksmith of Sopron, called János Rieder recognized 
the significance of this “burning stone” and started digging the coal outcrop. He utilized 
the coal in his workshop. He became suspicious because of using this free fuel i.e., he was 
thought to produce charcoal on his own, against the regulations. To clear himself, he of
ficially reported his findings in 1756 to the magistrate of Sopron and asked this body to 
have the coal deposit investigated by an expert.

A miner of Borostyánkő, István Bayer, delegated by the town of Sopron to carry 
out the investigation forbade Rieder to continue coal mining, and together with a few 
local citizens he established a “company” for the exploitation of coal. Within seven 
months 824 Viennese quintals were drawn (1 Viennese quintal=56 kgs) (J. FALLER 
1954), and by this the industrial exploitation of this valuable fuel was commenced, pre
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ceding the order of Queen Maria Theresa (1768) in which she urged the use of coal 
(K. TAGÁNYI 1896).

Partly from the adoption of the exploitation processes of medieval ore mining, partly 
from new experience obtained in the course of the exploitation of the new mineral, the 
independent trade of coal mining was born here. A new miners’ community developed, 
and this group of the Hungarian workers, that later played a significant role, was formed 
at the other coal-mining districts of Hungary, too.

The reason for the spontaneous coal mining at Brennberg, and the incitement of coal 
mining and coal utilization by Maria Theresa, was the catastrophic destruction of the 
forests, for charcoal production purposes. The industrial revolution brought about a 
significant rise in the demand for metals, and especially for iron. The mass production 
of charcoal, providing the fuel also for the iron metallurgy resulted in the cutting down of 
large forest regions, followed by large-scale erosion of the soil.

The prosperity of coal, as a concentrated power source and calory-rich fuel, started 
by the commencement of steamboating on the Danube and Tisza rivers, on the initiative 
of Count István Széchenyi, in the 1830s.

The economic recession that followed the defeat of the 1848-49 revolution and war 
of independence came to an end with the compromise of 1867. Beside steamboating, 
railway transport, machine industry, flour milling,etc., also started to develop, consuming 
large amounts of coal (F. SZVIRCSEK 1980). This is the period when a great many new 
mines were opened in several regions of Hungary. Miners’ colonies were established for the 
increasing local population, and for the foreign miners immigrating to Hungary in search 
of employment.

The number of the ore and salt miners never represented such a high percentage within 
the population than that of the coal miners within a few decades. As a counterpoint, the 
age old social homogeneity, and the complex professional experience of the ore miners 
should be mentioned. This latter had to be obtained also by the coal miners. The coal 
deposits and occurrences were, however, exploited within a relatively short period, except 
for the large basins like those at Pécs, Tata, Salgótarján, Krassó-Szörény, etc. The popula
tion, engaged in coal mining, did not move at all, or only a small percent of them moved 
to other coal exploitation sites. As a result of this fact, no uniform, and continuously 
improved mining process, and the social stratum of traditional mining families could be 
established. At the beginning of the century, one of the authors, discussing the history of 
mining, declared concerning the Etes site belonging to the Salgótarján coalfield : “Our coal 
mining, being one of the oldest in the country, reflects the development of mining 
technology because the former methods can be seen here in ruins, and of the most 
advanced methods, those are in use which fit into the local conditions. We conduct migra
tion mining; at a village or district, mining is carried out for only one or two decades. 
Most of our workers come from the agriculture; if they finish their work on the fields, 
they come to the colliery, these non-professional miners do not migrate with the colliery 
because they have their houses and lands at home. For the opening of new mines new 
workers have to be trained." (N. GERO 1910).

Until the nationalization of mining and the introduction of socialist production 
methods, the above situation, resulting from the displacement of mining activity, 
characterized the coal mining.

At the beginning, the technology and the tools of coal mining did not differ from 
those, of ore mining, as it was established for the first part of the 19th century by
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A. BABICS(1958) in the “History of coal mining at Komló”. As it is shown by recent 
investigations, the level of development was similar also in the coal fields of Nógrád 
coal basin around the turn of the century (F. SZVIRCSEK 1980).

The industrial production, organized on socialist basis, not only brought about radical 
changes in this respect, but, together with social improvements, and in close connection 
even on the international level.

Beside the fluctuation of labour, and the interrelatedness of mining and agriculture, 
the similar role of hauling power and the transfer of the mechanization from the mines 
of industrial production to the agriculture must not be forgotten either. This is especially 
valid for the past century and for the first decades of the present one. The collieries, 
stagnant usually during the summers were left by the coachman owning horses, in order 
to perform urgent agricultural works, and after these, in autumn, they returned to the 
mines to transport wood for mine timbering, coal etc. Coal was transported by road even 
for larger distances to ports, and to the increasing number of railway stations, to the 
factories and markets.

With regard to the material handling within the mine, it is worth getting acquainted 
with the applied machines and their mechanical system. Formerly the exploited rock, 
ore and the mine inflow had been lifted by using a cylinder equipped with two arms 
mounted above the pit; a traditional method, used even today for obtaining water from 
the wells. This machine was used in mining until the shaft became too deep the length of 
chain or rope increased to such an extent that its dead weight exceeded the physical 
capacity of the operators. These conditions forced the miners to design new machines of 
higher capacity, and to introduce more productive material handling methods. This oc
curred rather early because the application of tread-wheel, and later the paddle wheel was 
widespread already in the 15th century. Because of the lack of suitable water-falls, tread- 
wheels or horse-driven tread-barrels and discs were used at several places even later.

Fig. 9 Gold smashers at Verespatak. (O-M. M. VII. 1900)
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A sketch of a device, used for the removal of mine inflow, similar to the so-called 
ball-well, used even today, can be found in the work by G. AGRICOLA published in 
1556 (“De re metallica”), but this is not used in the mines anymore. The horse driven 
hoist was used economically, even at the beginning of the century, for the trashing of 
crop. Its use documented in the mines in the early 16th century shows well the history 
of the utilization of this device, passing over from mining to agriculture.

The camshaft, used in crusher works in the vicinity of smelting plants for lifting and 
dropping ore crushing bars (Fig. 9) should be also mentioned (Fig. 10). This ancestor of 
ore crushers, operated by water driven tail hammer, was forced back to the level of 
blacksmith’s workshops. As an analogy for the dropping beams, beating traps were 
developed by the popular practice in the country, and today the same system is used in 
the internal combustion engines.

During the feudalistic period, and even in that of capitalism, the education of miners 
was tightly linked to the practical knowledge of agricultural production practices. Radical 
changes were brought about by the introduction of the production practice of the 
socialist system when agricultural production itself became an independent industrial- 
type production factor.

Fig. 10 Ore smasher using arrow irons and cylinders at Hodrusbánya. 
(O-M .M . VI. 1900)
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Training of miners, for generations was performed within the family, passing the 
knowledge over from father to son. The new ways and means, which came across in 
practice, were transmitted in the traditional way to the following generation.

The different types of jobs in the mines, determined by age and working capacity 
were established just like in case of other trades. Before the age of 16—17 children were 
employed for open air work, or for light physical work in shafts, but from the age of 
18-19 they already worked in groups. They started as carmen, earning 60% of the wage 
of the facemen; the assistant facement got its 80%, while the facemen earned the “total” 
100% wage. Their work was inspected by the “master miner” and he recorded the 
production it with his round, open ended miner’s hatchet on the woodwork (F. SZVIR- 
CSEK 1980).

Among miners, workers with independent income became equal members of the 
family and of the community as well. This system flourished mainly at the oldest coal 
mining settlement of Hungary, at Brennbergbánya. The reason for this might be that 
during the past century, from the whole territory of the Austro-Hungarian Monarchy, 
workers gathered from poverty-stricken areas, and they earned their living exclusively 
by mining. Democracy within the family was not limited by financial discrimination as in 
the case of peasant-miners. The income of the common budget of the family ensured 
equal rights to the members of the family.

Fig. 11 “Patience bottle” representing the three mam stages of miners' lile. 
(Central Mining Museum, Sopron)
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Beside mining, skilful men performed also complementary jobs, in order to increase 
their income, by making so-called “patience bottles” (Fig. 11), carving various birds, 
animals and other figures from soft, easy to cut wood (linden, birch tree). To sell these 
objects was the task of women.

Beside leading the household, women were also engaged in needle-work, and in col
lecting and drying forest plants, fruits, mushrooms. It is generally observed, that feral 
plants were known the best, and used the most extensively by miners, especially by the 
female members of the miners’ families. Women and children of miners’ settlements in 
the vicinty of railway and market sites offered their collected products for sale from 
spring to autumn.

Around the house (Fig. 12) most of them kept poultry, goat and sometimes even pig, 
unless they lived in closed settlements. They had hardly any problem with the goats 
because they were kept on pasture, and, with their progeny and milk, they contributed 
to the income of the family during almost the whole year.

The well-proved institution of the mutual aid association, the so-called “Aid-pay- 
desk” or “Aid-box” belonged to the life of miners’ society for centuries. By paying a 
given sum, any working miner could be the member if the association of the “Aid-pay- 
desk” enrolled him. In case of illness, accidents, recession periods aid could be applied 
for, and was granted to the members.

As a symbol for the preservation of the acquired rights, the first “Aid-box” of our 
country is still in function at Brennbergbánya. For the continuity of the rights for building 
sites, tombs, welfare of aged people etc., “ taxes“ are still paid, although Brennberg miners 
already left the village because of the abandonment of the mine in 1952 (E. TÁRKÁNY 
SZÜCS 1978).

Fig. 12 Miner’s house at Selmecbánya, at the turn of the century. (Photo: F. L. KOVÁCS) 
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INTELLECTUAL CULTURE

To investigate the traditions of the intellectual culture of miners, who pursue the 
oldest industrial profession, one has to try to wake memories of the conditions of life 
of the past for the everyday and festive events.

The work for living has established forms in all professional branches. For new ones 
these frames develop even today. This was especially true in the past when the work to 
be carried out was accompanied by numerous prayers, benedictions, ceremonies. In the 
past centuries there were less remedies for poverty, illness, pains, it was more difficult 
to compensate misery, disasters than in our days. The boundary was more pronounced 
between illness and health, mangled state of body and physical fitness. Piercing cold and 
darkness of winter was more depressive than today. Differences were similar in the case 
of light and darkness, silence and noise. Towns and villages today hardly know total 
darkness and true silence, they can hardly perceive the effect of a lonely light or a cry 
from the distance in the night.

And how much more this applies for the life of miners! For him his own lamp and 
his co-miner meant the earthly world and life. It can be understood that among such 
conditions of the past, religiousness, visions, hallucinations of the miners had their real 
motives pressing their psyche.

Magic initiatory rites of becoming miner and starting work was described eg. by
M. BÉL (1726) from Felsőbánya of Szatmár County (S. KÁVÁSSY 1982). He says that 
miners descending the “Lövés” shaft system are surprised by the unusual dimension of 
the shafts, the large number of mining shafts and side galleries. Then the climbing shaft 
gets narrow and leads even deeper the people courageous enough to descend. They reach 
the production site where a channel discharges the water of a brook; it is called “separa
tion water”. It is prohibited to cross it; only sprinking with its water is allowed for the 
miners descending for the first time, in order to initiate themselves. Here the surrounding 
in nothing but stone, but the wonderfully sparkling grains of gold astonish the spectators, 
wrote M. BÉL. The sight of similar phenomena certainly had their impact on the miners, 
too, and it was reflected in their superstitous images and body of beliefs.

The initation of the miners was accompanied by awarding special badges within the 
frame of various ceremonies. A well known programme of this is the “ball of suckers” 
of students at the mining academies when first-year students have been initiated (Fig. 13). 
The initiated miners were allowed to wear the “backskin” a skin-sheet, originally belonging 
to the uniform working clothes of miners, as a symbol of membership of the “Aid-box” 
or of the miners’ guild, respectively. The stripping of this “backskin” meant the exclusion 
from the miners’ community. An example for this was the case of András Knobl, a miner 
at Selmecbánya. Mihály Wagner, a royal mine officer, lodged complaints against him on 
the 26th November, 1678, because when a group of revolting Kuruts soldiers attacked 
Selmec, some local persons led by Knobl, broke into his house, thrashed his wife, child 
and son-in-law and robbed them of everything. He left the town before the revolt and 
therefore was not present. The court of mine had the “backskin” of Knobl removed and 
he was given over to the body of magistrates of the town for punishment (A. PÉCH 
1967).

A more common badget of the miners, used even today, was the wedge and hammer, 
the two ancient tools of miners, crossing each other. It can be found on the facade of old 
and new miner’s houses, above the entrance of tunnels (Figs. 14 and 15) on the wall of 
public buildings. Many miners decorated their personal belongings like lamp, buckle of 
belt, cigarette holder, lighter, etc., with this symbol.
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Fig. 13 Graduating student ("firma") of the Mining Academy and his first-year 
fellow ("balek") in the middle of the 19th century. (Archives of the Central Mining

Museum, Sopron)
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Fig. 14 Entrance of Ferenc adit at Nagyág. (O—M. M. VII. 1900)

Fig. 15 Eastern mine entrance, with the ancient miner’s symbol i.e. the wedge and 
hammer on its facade. (S. BOROVSZKY n. d.)
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Opening of new mines was traditionally celebrated by consecration of the shaft. It is 
known that each shaft was given the name of a popular, or “efficient” saint who ensures 
abundant output, health and luck for the workers. Thus, for example the famous József II 
adit of Selmecbánya was opened on the 19th March, 1782 on Joseph’s day. In the morning 
of that day a festive holy mass was held for the workers led by József Colloradó, general 
count of the mine district, János Lili master miner of Újbánya, István Schneider mine 
warden of Szélakna, and József Lenz, assistant warden. Special prayers were written for 
the ceremonies of shaft consecration asking the grace of God for the operation of the new 
mine (J. FALLER 1942). Coal mining at Oroszlány had been commenced in 1937 on 
Barbara’s day (4th December), in honour of the patron saint of miners.

Praying was common before descent to ensure the efficiency of work and safety of 
miners (Fig. 16). Earlier, notes mentioned praying even before coming up from the 
mine.

Fig. 16 Praying coal miners at Bánfalva (Borsod County). (J. FALLER 1942)

A mine judge of Selmec, András Thailler ordered on 23rd May, 1609, that when the 
“knocker” is hit, workers should kneel down (Fig. 17) asking for the blessing of God 
(J. FALLER 1942). A. SZIRMAI cites from the Protocol, dated 27th of June 1787, in 
his work “The history of Szatmár County” : “ ...the  first duty is that each worker together 
with the first assistant must not start working until common prayer is said according to 
their religion and this is required before each entry and exit” . (J. FALLER 1942) (Fig. 18).

In case of good weather, prayer was told outside in front of the entrance of the shaft, 
in case of bad weather it was told preceding the roll-call, generally in the call-room (Fig. 
19).
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Fig. 1 7 Praying ore miners of Körmöcbánya, preceeding the descent. 
(Photo: M. ERDÉLYI 1907. Archives of the Ethnographical Museum, Budapest)

The text of the prayer was generally similar to that of the “Lord’s prayer” , or to 
the prayer “Hail Mary” . Sometimes, however, the name of Saint Barbara was also included. 
At Várpalota, where miners descended, the statue of Saint Barbara was erected, and it 
was decorated with flowers with a small, electrical “sanctuary” lamp, always lighting. 
Before descending, at the beginning of a shift, the youngest facemen told the “Lord’s 
prayer” irrespective of his religion, in the honour of Saint Barbara, in order to obtain 
luck in the course of the work in the mine (R. SZU 1960).

Sometimes they prayed for protection against the catastrophes that occurred in the 
given mine. A prayer like this of the Dorog miners was read in front of the statue of Saint 
Barbara with all the miners knelt down by the master miner on duty, while the “Lord’s 
prayer” was told together even in the late 1930s. The text of the prayer of miners reads, 
as follows: “Almighty God, our providentail Father. Our weak human invocation is 
united with the prayer of Saint Barbara. We are asking, with humility, for peaceful satis
faction in your saint will on daylight, and in the depth of the earth as well. Guard our 
family, protect us from bad luck and disaster. Your holy hand should mercifully keep 
away destructive fires, poisonous gases and harmful waters from us. Give us the bread of 
satisfaction to our everyday life, and feed us in our migration on the earth, and mainly 
in the mortal hour with the bread of eternity, Amen”. Another version of the text: 
“Blessed Virgin Mary, Holy Mother of God, and Saint Barbara, patron of miners, pray 
for us to have the mercy of the Almighty Father, Son and the Holy Spirit, God, and stay 
with us now and forever, Amen” . (J. FALLER 1942).

This cultic content of the respect of Saint Barbara (Fig. 20) is preserved now only 
among elderly miners. The younger generation, however, regards it only as a part of the 
amusement at the miner’s ball.
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Fig. 18 Praying ore miners prior to descend. (J. PORZSOLT 1864) Fig. 19 St. Borbála (Barbara) altar in the enlisting room
of the Reimann-shaft at Dorog. (J. FALLER 1942)



Fig. 20 Banner of the stone miners of Tardosbánya with the picture of St. Borbála.
(Photo:J. HÁLA 1984)

A miner recalled the Barbara days before the liberation at Várpalota, one of the most 
significant collieries in Transdanubia. Except for the work at the auxiliary plants, e.g. 
heating of boilers, operation of pumps, there was a general holiday in the mine. Facemen 
and the other miners, dressed in their gala uniform, marched across the town, starting 
from the “Good luck!” miner’s club, led by the administrative “staff” of the mine. In 
front of the miners, organized in rows of four, a miner’s orchestra of 40 musicians 
walked. They marched to the church where they wreathed the statue of Saint Barbara 
before the church service. After the service the rewards were distributed in the “Good 
luck!” miners club, and then the ball, lasting till dawn was opened. Bonfires and beacons, 
similar to those lit on Midsummer Nights, were made on the hilltops, around the town, 
on the honour of Saint Barbara. The association of Miner’s wives presented “Saint Bar
bara parcels” to miners’ widows (R. SZIJ 1960).

At several places, the Barbara day programmes are connected with the exhibition of 
spontaneous artistic contributions of young miners : variety programmes and plays are 
performed. Wearing of the miners’ uniform became more and more common, almost 
compulsory, among miners on this day (Fig. 21).
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Fig. 21 Miners of Brennbergbánya in robe of state at the beginning of the 1920s. 
(Archives of the Central Mining Museum, Sopron)

The volley fired by the gendarmes, at Tatabánya went off on 6th September, 1919. 
To commemorate this, the “Miner’s Day” is always held on the first Sunday of Septem
ber, by the Hungarian miners.

Due probably to the unique position of miner’s wives, they had more contacts with 
the neighbouring peasant society, than their husbands. Because of this, their Saint Bar
bara cult was singificantly influenced by motifs coming from the peasant’s life, and 
sometimes even the images of Barbara and Lucy were mixed up.

Among the past motifs of the intellectual culture of miners’ life the “mine ghosts” , 
“gnomes”, “mine herdsmen” or “mine dwarfs”, belonging to the world of miracles, 
should be mentioned. These can be found in the miners’legends all over Europe, but, to 
the least extent, in Hungary. These got into the Hungarian myths and beliefs by way of 
German miners. Their cult, however, gradually decreased to the level of coarse jokes, and 
scaring hoaxes. Originally, these figures were conferred upon positive - qualities: they were 
friendly towards hard-working miners, who kept to the customs, they filled oil in their 
lamps, helped with working, cut new adits during the night, indicated new deposits by 
knocking from inside, punished unjust inspectors, called the attention on to  collapses or 
water inrushes by squealing, show the escape ways by “up, up” shouts, and helped those 
who got stuck in the mine. But if a miner were whistling, joking, or use bad language, he 
would be pelted, beaten, carried off, strangled, his bucket would be emptied, his tools 
destroyed, lights blown out, their deposits would disappear and, in case of greater offence, 
the ghosts would flood the mine and collapse the shafts (ZS. SZENDREY 1938).

Beside the superstitious belief in “mine gnomes” , “mine ghosts”, and “mine dwarfs” , 
in some areas elements, originating from the beliefs of peasants, can be also found. These
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are the forbidden actions concerning women. Miners generally did not like women going 
down into the shafts, i.e. into underground areas, because they believed that it would 
bring disaster down there. Similarly, they did not draw water before going to work; yet if 
it incidentally occurred, the wife took the bucket from his hands, in order to avoid his 
man’s going down, into the mine after such an ill-omened deed.

A unique group of myths can be read on discovering mineral resources. These are 
generally connected to the more famous mines and tell the tale of their discovery, or 
perhaps their abandonment. These tales can be divided into two groups: in some of them 
mythical dwarfs of gnomes reveal the treasure and, in the other case, people find the ore 
incidentally, or, their domestic animals lead them to the discovery.

The discovery of the gold vein at Rozsnyó is described by the following legend: Once 
upon a time, a shephard, looking for the lost bell of his bell-wether, had a rest under a 
tree, and soon fell asleep. A fairy, appearing in his dream, gave him a rose that had three 
branches. She ordered him to find the dog-rose bush, she had picked the rose, outside the 
border of the town. She ordered him to dig deeply at the roots, and he would find gold. 
The shephard did so, and found the gold vein at Rozsnyó.

The gold mine at Körmöc was discovered by a fowler: According to the legend the 
fowler stopped for a rest on the shore. He caught sight of a wonderful bird, as it was 
picking. He shot the bird, and only then he recognized that it was a hen. After drawing it, 
he found pure gold in the pouch of the hen. He then, in no time, gathered his friends and 
they started digging, thus establishing the rich gold mine that was called “Henne” after 
the hen even in the 18th century.

Another animal was the “medium” in case of Selmecbánya: Below the rocks of the 
Ó-Hegy (Old-Hill) of Selmec an old shephard pastured his animals. He stopped for a rest 
and heard some noise but was unable to see anything. In a few minutes he heard the noise 
again, and saw something moving among the rocks. Holding his breath, he watched, and 
after a few minutes, he saw a small lizard coming out of a crack of the rock. Soon, a 
second lizard came out and they started playing. The old man watched them playing and 
he was surprised to see that the back of the green lizards was covered with yellow 
powder, that fell off their back in the course of playing. He did not know what the 
yellow powder was, collected it to his satchel and took it to his master, who soon recogn
ized the value of the yellow powder. It was pure gold, and the master of the shephard 
opened a gold mine in the rocky hill. According to the legend this was the story of the 
discovery of gold at Selmec.

Sometimes, similar legends have some real basis, like the one told about the Brenn- 
bergbánya colliery. Similar story is connected to the discovery of the gold at Nagyág: 
Queen Maria Theresa honoured abundantly the discovery of precious ore and other 
mineral depostis. The Nagyág area was still a forest covered wilderness at the time, and 
the shephard of the Barcsay family, loan Ormingyán grazed his flock there. He was also 
encouraged by the possibility of the reward, and picked up a gray piece of ore from the 
ground. It was analyzed in the Gyulafehérvár mint, and even the experts were surprised 
by the high gold content of the ore. This was the “story” of Nagyág gold mine (1747).

In Szatmár County, a peasant woman discovered the gold deposit in the 14th century. 
It was first called Asszonypataka (Woman’s brook), then later Nagybánya.

An intentionally conscious, but rarely successful method of discovery of mineral 
resources was the survey by applying wand. In the past centuries, this method was also 
accompanied magic beliefs, and this was shown also by the additional operations. The 
chance of discovering mineral deposits was to be conjured by magic procedures.
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The wand was a weak, flexible branch of wood. It was believed that, if the explorer 
approaches a mineral deposit holding it in his hand, the wand moves out from the original 
position, and reveals the presence of ore. As searching for minerals with wands in this 
way had no exact basis, several beliefs spread on the best method of holding the wand, 
and evaluating its signs. In some opinions, these should be held strongly with both hands, 
while others suggested holding it with one hand, and believed that the size within this 
rite, the discovery of deflection was proportional to the size of the discovered deposit. 
Others had still other opinions: some people believed that forward stroking showed that 
drawing was worth going on, while backward stoking showed that mining should be 
abandoned at that site.

The ability of searching with wand is called “rhabdomancy". Nowadays Western and 
Soviet electric and hydrologic experts are carrying out experiments and the phenomenon 
is called “biophysic effect", “choraestesy", or “biolocation", respectively.

The diversity of feelings concerning the way of life of miners is shown by the miners’ 
poetry during the centuries, and an excellent example for this is the “Anthem of Miners". 
In accordance with the laws of the birth and future life of folklore songs, this appeared 
in various forms. It originates from several German and Hungarian songs starting with 
the words: “Luck up!" ( “Glück auf!"). The first part of the melody was taken from the 
musical comedy of J. SZERDAHELYI and I. VAHOT called the “Gnome" (1855), 
the second part comes from the melody of a miners’song, from Tarnowitz, sang all over 
in Upper-Silezia from the early 19th century “Schon wieder tönt vom Thurme Schachte 
her..."). The present Hungarian text was compiled by E. TASSONYI partly from the 
original material, partly himself, in 1904. It obtained its present deep moral content due 
to the general public sentiment after the World War I, and it was entitled then as “The 
Anthem of Miners" (T. SZEMEREI 1984).

The so-called “valediction song" of the former students of the Selmec Academy 
(Bergakademie), the text of “Farewell of the old students" was also written from various 
texts, sang in the 17th and 18th century for the same melody. One of the original songs 
compiled in the 18th century, was “Bemooster Bursche zieh’ ich aus", and the other song 
for the same melody was “Es ritten drei Reiter zum Tore hinaus". The beginning of 
the “Farewell song of miners" (“Bergmanns Abschied") followed the melody of “Do 
you hear, my love, the bells ringing?" (“Hörst Liebchen an den Glocken -klang?’’) 
The first Hungarian text can be found on the group photograph of “valediction" students 
of the year 1888/89 (Central Mining Museum of Sopron: registration No. 21/1971). Its 
full text has been known since 1903 recorded by E. TASSONYI.

Within the miners’ folklore, the history of miners’ songs can be considered rather 
unique. The miners’ songs, connected originally with the work, did not have the same 
role in Hungary, but reflected the former guild life, due mostly to the fact that the 
workers were originally of foreign (German, Czech etc.) nationality. Though most of 
the later rallying songs are of Hungarian origin, the lyrical and other popular songs were 
composed by converting folk songs to miners’ songs (L. KISS 1961). Traditional singing 
at inns and clubs has ceased or is going out of fashion, and former songs of foreign origin, 
together with Hungarian miners’ songs, are performed by professional singers to the 
audience from which these songs originated centuries ago.

Simultaneously with the word-by-word translation of the old German greeting “Luck 
up!" ( “Glück auf!"), for the “Anthem of Miners" was changed in the greeting habits of 
miners.
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This goes back to the sequence of events, taking place in the first half of the 19th 
century when the creation of the Hungarian ‘jargon” of miners was attempted (this 
period fell into the reform period in Hungary). The legal conditions, however, were 
established only in 1868, when on the 11th of July the Hungarian Minister of Finance 
revoked the German language of training at the Selmec Academy, and declared the 
official use of Hungarian. Then, the “Bányászati és Kohászati Lapok” ( “Mining and 
Metallurgical Transactions”) was issued, and teachers of the Academy, led by A. PÉCH, 
the first editor, created the Hungarian professional language of mining within a few 
decades. A final stage of reforming the language was the event that occurred at the 
Selmecbánya meeting of the Hungarian Mining and Metallurgical Association on 7th 
April, 1894. B. ÁRKOSI, a mining engineer from Körmöcbánya, officially proposed that 
instead of the German “Glück auf!” ( “Luck up!”), and other greetings (blessing, luck 
etc.) a new Hungarian miners’ greeting should be introduced. After several contributions, 
A. PÉCH, then a government counsellor, honorary member of the Academy of Sciences, 
proposed the greeting “Jó szerencsét! ” ( “Good luck! ”) and this was unanimously accepted 
(J. FALLER 1944). What else could miners wish for each other: “Good luck!”
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INDEX OF GEOGRAPHICAL NAMES

In the present volume several geographical names occur in more than one versions.
All those names that have a proper English equivalent (eg. Transdanubia, Great Hun

garian Plain, Upper Northern Hungary, Transylvanian Ore Mountains, Danube, Vienna, 
etc.) are cited in that language. Other geographical names denoting items falling to the 
present territory of Hungary are given in Hungarian. The names of the geographical ob
jects, that at present, since 1920, are located in the neighboruing countries, but belonged 
to historical Hungary before that date, are also listed in Hungarian. In case if no official 
Hungarian or English denomination is available, the name used in the official language 
of the given country is used.

In the following Index the Hungarian names of the geographical units, that are located 
outside Hungary, are enumerated in alphabetical order, accompanied by their present of
ficial names and by the abbreviation of the country’s name they belong to (A=Austria, 
Cz=Czechoslovakia, P=Poland, R=Roumania, USSR=Union of Soviet Socialist Re
publics, Y=Yugoslavia). The Cyrillic names are transliterated according to the British 
rules. The geographical common nouns, just like in the text, are always given in English 
(basin, valley, mountains, pass, etc.). The Index, however, does not contain the names, 
appearing exclusively on reproductions of originally printed maps. The names of units fall
ing to border of countries, or being located in several countries, respectively, are given in 
all the languages concerned.

When compiling the Index, the Hungarian Gazetteer (1913) and, in case of Croatia— 
Slavonia, the Gazetteer published in 1873, served as bases.

In several cases different versions of the same name occur in the references, cited by 
the authors. Some typical examples are given below. The authors used the foreign name 
with Hungarian spelling (e.g. Bottinyest — Botine^ti, Gajna — Gäina, Óbersia — Obir^ia, 
Ribár — Rybáře, Bedekovcsina — Bedekovcina, etc.). In case of compound names often 
only one part of the name is used (e.g. Bánlaka — Körösbánlaka, Csorna — Csomatelke, 
Jobbágyi -  Vasjobbágyi, Vámfalu -  Avasvámfalu, Körmöc -  Körmöcbánya, Selmec— 
Selmecbánya, etc.). There are several settlements the names of which have changed in the 
meantime (e.g. Offenbánya — Aranyosbánya, Nagybarom — Szabadbáránd, etc.). In some 
cases the citations of the names are incorrect (eg. Korlát — Korláti, Maró tlak — Marót- 
laka, Perjés — Perjése, etc.). In all these cases cross-references (->) are made in the Index in 
order to provide better information.

JÓZSEF HAJDÚ-MOHAROS
Eötvös Loránd University, Budapest
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Abaújszina — Sena (Cz),
Abrudbánya -  Abrud (R), 
Abrudkerpenyes -  Cărpiniş (R),
Ágris Almásegres,
Ajnácskő -  Hajnáčka (Cz),
Aknasugatag — Ocna Şugatag (R), 
Aknaszlatina -  Solotvino (USSR), 
Alibunár marshlands -  Alibunarsko 

bláto (Y),
Almás — Almaş(R),
Almás Basin -  Depresiunea Almăjului (R), 
Almásegres -  Agrişu Mare (R),
Almás Valley Almás Basin,
Alsóderna — Dernişoara (R),
Alsódomború -  Donja Dubrava (Y), 
Alsóhunkóc — Chonkovce (Cz),
Alsójára — Iara (R),
Alsókubin — Vyšný Kubín (Cz), 
Alsómihályfalva — Mihalovec (Y), 
Alsópulya — Unterpullendorf (A), 
Alsórákos — Racoşu de Jos (R), 
Alsószolcsva -  Salciua de Jos (R), 
Alsóvidra -  Vidra (R),
Anina — Anina (R),
Arad -  Arad (R),
Aranyos — Arieş (R),
Aranyosbánya — Baia de Arieş (R), 
Aranyosgyéres — Címpia Turzii (R), 
Aranyosmarót — Zlaté Moravce (Cz),
Avas Mts. — Munţii Oaşului (R), 
Avasújváros — Oraşu Nou (R),
Avasvámfalu -  Vama(R),
Baca — Baţa (R),
Bács -  Bac (Y),
Baka -  Baka (Cz),
Bakabánya — Pukanec (Cz)
Balogfala — Blhovce (Cz),
Bánát -  Banat (R, Y),
Bánffyhunyad -  Huedin (R),
Bánlaka ->Körösbánlaka,
Bánmonostor -  Banoštor (Y),
Banostor -> Bánmonostor,
Bánság Bánát,
Bányavár — Peklenica (Y),
Barcaság — Ţara Birsei (R),

Barcaújfalu — Satu Nou (R),
Bárót — Baraolt (R),
Bártfa — Bardejov (Cz),
Barza — Birsa (R),
Batta -  Bata (R),
Bazin — Pezinok (Cz),
Bázna -* Felsőbajom,
Bedekovcsina -  Bedekovčina (Y), 
Bélabánya — Banská Belá (Cz),
Bélbor -  Bilbor (R),
Belényes — Beiuş (R),
Beocsin — Beočin (Y),
Bényes — Biniş(R),
Bercsényifalva — Dubrinich (USSR), 
Bereck — Breţcu (R),
Beregszász — Beregovo (USSR), 
Beregújfalu -  Novoye Selo (USSR), 
Berencsbukóc — Bukovec (Cz), 
Berencsfalu — Prencov (Cz),
Berza -*Barza,
Beszterce -  Bistriţa (R),
Besztercebánya — Banská Bystrica (Cz), 
Bethlen -  Beclean (R),
Bibarcfalva -  Bibarţeni (R),
Bihar -  Bihor (R),
Bihar Mts. -  Munţii Bihor (R),
Bikszád -  Bixad (R),
Binis -> Bényes,
Bisztra -  Bistra (R),
Bisztranagyvölgy — Valea Mare (R), 
Bóca ->Királybóca+ Szentivánbóca, 
Bócár -  Bauţar (R),
Bodok -> Sepsibodok,
Bodonos — Budoiu (R),
Bodrog -  Bodrog (Cz),
Boksánbánya -  Bocşa (R),
Bolgárom — Bulhary (Cz),
Bolvás — Bolvaşniţa (R),
Borló -  Borlova (R),
Borosjenő -  Ineu (R),
Borostyánkő — Bernstein (A), 
Borsmonostor — Klostermarienberg (A), 
Borszék — Borsec (R),
Bottinyest ->Bottyánfalva,
Bottyánfalva — Botineşti (R),
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Bozovics -  Bozovici (R),
Brád -  Brad (R),
Brassó -  Braşov (R)
Breznóbánya — Březno (Cz),
Bród - Slavonski Brod (Y),
Bucsony — Buciumi (R),
Búcsúm -^Bucsony,
Buglóc -  Schreibersdorf im Burgen

land (A),
Cebe -  Ţebea (R),
Céke -  Cejkov (Cz),
Cibles Mts. -  Munţii Ţibleşului (R), 
Cigányfalva -  Ţigăneştii de Criş (R), 
Csallóköz — Žitný ostrov (Cz), 
Csallókózaranyos — Zlatná na 

Ostrove (Cz),
Császárkőbánya -  Kaisersteinbruch (A), 
Csáva -  Stoob (A),
Csécs -  Cečejovce (Cz),
Cserény -  Čeřin (Cz),
Cserepes — Pondelok (Cz),
Cserna — Cérna (R),
Csertés -  Certege (R),
Csicsó -  Čičov (Cz),
Csicsókeresztúr -  Cristeştii Ciceului (R), 
Csicsómihályfalva -  Ciceu-Mihăieşti (R), 
Csicsóújfalu -  Ciceu-Corabia (R),
Csigmó — Cigmău (R),
Csfk — Ciuc ( R),
Csík Basin -  Depresiunea Ciucului (R), 
Csíkdánfalva -  Daneşti ( R),
Csikmadaras -  Mădăraş(R),
Csfk Mts. -  Munţii Ciucului (R), 
Csfkszentkirály -  Sîncraieni (R), 
Csfkszentsimon -  Sînsimion (R),
Csorna -^Csomatelke,
Csomatelke — Čamovce(Cz),
Csóra -  Cioara (R),
Daróc Homoróddaróc,
Déda -  Deda (R),
Dérföld -  Dörfl im Burgenland (A), 
Derna -* Alsóderna + Felsőderna,
Dernye — Deronje (Y),
Dés -  Dej (R),
Désakna — Ocna Dejului (R),

Désháza -  Deja (R),
Déva -  Deva (R),
Ditró -  Ditrău (R),
Divék -> Nyitradivék,
Dobolló — Dobîrlău (R),
Doborgaz — DobrohoŠť (Cz),.
Doborján — Raiding (A),
Dobsina -  Dobšiná (Cz),
Dognácska -  Dognecea (R),
Domány -  Doman(R),
Dráva -  Drava (Y), Drau (A),
Dubnik ->Opálbánya,
Dubrinics Bercsényifalva,
Dúd -D u d (R ),
Dupapiátra — Dupá Piatră (R),
Ebedec -  Obyce (Cz),
Egbell -  Gbely (Cz),
Élesd -  Aleşd (R),
Élőpatak -  Vîlcele (R),
Eperjes — Prešov (Cz),
Eperjes-Tokaj Mts. — Slánské vrchy (Cz), 
Ercsenye -  Henndorf im Burgenland (A), 
Erdőbádony -  Badin (Cz),
Erdőfelek — Feleac(R),
Erdővidék -  Depresiunea Baraolt (R), 
Érsekújvár — Nové Zámky (Cz),
Eskiillo — Aştileu (R),
Etéd -  Atid (R),
Farkasrév -  Vadu Izei (R), 
Fazekaszsalu7sány — Hrančiarské 

Žalužany (Cz),
Fehér-Körös — Crişu Alb (R), 
Fekete-Körös — Crişu Negru (R),
Felek Erdőfelek,
Felőr -  Uriu(R),
Felsőbajom -  Bazna (R),
Felsőbánya -  Baia Sprie (R),
Felsőbaucár -^Bócár,
Felsőderna -  Derna (R),
Felsőpián -  Pianu de Sus (R),
Felsőpulya -  Oberpullendorf (A), 
Felsőszolcsva — Sálciua de Sus (R), 
Felsővidra — Avram láncú (R),
Felsővisó -  Vişeu de Sus (R), 
Fenyőkosztolány -  JedTové 

KostoTany (Cz),
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Fertő Lake — Neusiedler See (A),
Filóc — Filovci (Y),
Fogaras -  Făgăraş (R),
Futak -  Futog (Y),
Fülek — FiFakovo (Cz),
Füzes -^Krassófüzes,
Füzesd — Fizeşti (R),
Gács — Halič (Cz),
Gajna —Găina (R),
Galgóc — Hlohovec (Cz),
Garam -  Hron(Cz),
Garamhalászi -  Rybáře (Cz), 
Garamszentbenedek -  Hronský 

Beftadik (Cz),
Garassa -  Groşii Noi (R),
Geletnek -  Hlínik nad Hronom (Cz), 
Gölnic -^Gölnicbánya,
Gölnicbánya — Gelnica (Cz),
Gömör -  Gemer (Cz),
Gömör-Szepes Ore Mts. — Slovenské 

rudohorie (Cz),
Görgény Mts. — Munţii Gurghiului (R), 
Gross Totós,
Gutin Mts. — Munţii Gutiiului (R), 
Gyalár -  Ghelari (R),
Gyergyó Mts. — Munţii Giurgeului (R), 
Gyergyószentmiklós -  Gheorgheni (R), 
Gyulafehérvár -  Alba Iulia (R), 
Halmágycsúcs — Vîrfurile (R),
Hargita Mts. -  Munţii Harghita (R), 
Hátszeg -  Haţeg (R), 
Hegyközszáldobágy -  Săldăbagiu de 

Munte (R),
Hernád — Hornád )Cz),
Herzsa — Hírja (R),
Hétfalu -  Şapte Sate (R),
Hidas -> Székelyhidas,
Hideg-Számos -  Someşu Rece (R),
Hid vég -  Hăghig (R),
Hodrus -^Hodrusbánya,
Hodrusbánya — Banská Hodrusa (Cz), 
Homoród — Homorod (R), 
Homoródalmás — Mereşti (R), 
Homoróddaróc — Drăuşeni (R), 
Homoródjánosfalva — Ioneşti (R), 
Hosszúmező — Cîmpulung la Tisa (R), 
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Hovárdos — Harmisch(A),
Hrádek -  Hrádok (Cz),
Hunkóc ->Alsohunkóc,
Hunyad Vajdahunyad,
Hunyad Ore Mts. -* Ruszka Mts., 
Huszt -  Khust(USSR),
Igló — Spišská Nová Ves (Cz), 
Illyefalva -  llieni (R),
Ipoly -  IpeT (Cz),
Ireg -  Irig (Y),
Iza -  Iza (R),
Jászó — Jasov (Cz),
Jecenye -  Jasenie (Cz),
Jeszena -» Jecenye,
Jobbágyi Vasjobbágyi,
Jókút -  Kúty (Cz),
Jolsva -  Jelsava (Cz),
Kálnaborfő -  Brhlovce (Cz),
Kalota -  Călăţea (R),
Kapnikbánya — Cavnic (R),
Kapronca — Koprivnica (Y),
Kapruca Maro skap ruca,
Karács -  Căraci (R),
Karas — Caraş (R), Karas (Y), 
Karasztos — Bachselten (A),
Karlóca -  Sremski Karlovci (Y),
Kásó — Kašov (Cz),
Kassa — Košice (Cz),
Kászonjakabfalva -  Iacobeni(R), 
Kékkő — Modrý Kameň (Cz),
Kelemen Mts. -  Munţii Călimani (R), 
Keresztényfalva -  Cristian (R), 
Kerpenyéd — Cărpinet (R),
Kerpenyes -> Abrudkerpenyes, 
Kerpenyet Kerpenyéd,
Késmárk — Kežmarok (Cz), 
Kézdipolyán -^Kézdiszentkereszt, 
Kézdiszentkereszt -  Poian (R), 
Kézdivásárhely -  Tîrgu Secuiesc (R), 
Királybóca — Vyšná Boca (Cz), 
Kisalmás — Almaşu Mic de Munte (R), 
Kisbánya — Chiuzbaia (R), 
Kis-Beszterce — Bistricioara (R), 
Kis-Küküllő -  Tirnava Mică(R), 
Kissármás — Sărmaşel(R),
Kissebes — Poieni (R),



Kis-Zsil -  Jieţ(R),
Kiszucaújhely -  Kysucké Nové 

Město (Cz),
Kohóvölgy -  Strîmbu-Băiuţ (R),
Kolozs — Cojocna (R),
Kolozsnéma — Kližská Nemá (Cz), 
Kolozsvár — Cluj-Napoca (R),
Komárom — Komárno (Cz),
Konop — Conop (R),
Konyha — Kuchyná (Cz),
Korlát -^Korláti,
Korláti — Konrádovce (Cz),
Kóród — Coroiu (R),
Korond -  Corund (R),
Kosna — Coşna (R),
Kotor — Kotoriba (Y),
Kovászna — Covasna (R),
Kovászó -  Kvasovo (USSR),
Kopec — Căpeni (R),
Körmöc Körmöcbánya,
Körmöcbánya — Kremnica (Cz), 
Körösbánlaka -  Bălnaca (R), 
Körösbánya — Baia de Criş(R), 
Körtvélyes Szentmihálykörtvélyes, 
Kövesd — Cuieşd (R),
Középes — Cuzap (R),
Krassófüzes -  Fizeş(R),
Krassó-Szörény Ore Mts, -  Munţii 

Semenicului -FMunţii Aninei (R), 
Kristyór -  Crişcior(R),
K ulpa- Kupa (Y),
Kustánfalva -  Kushtanovica (USSR), 
Küküllőkeményfalva -  Tîrnoviţa (R), 
Kürpöd — Chirpăr (R),
Kürtös Nagykürtös,
Küsmöd — Cuşmed (R),
Laborcszög -  Stranany (Cz),
Lácfalva — Lackovce (Cz),
Lajta Mts. -  Leithagebirge (A), 
Lajtaújfalu — Neufeld an der Leitha (A), 
Lápos — Lapuş (R),
Láposbánya -  Băiţa (R),
Lápos Basin -  Depresiunea 

Lăpuşului (R),
Lápos Mts. — Munţh Lăpuşului (R),

Légrád -  Legrad (Y),
Lehecsény — Leheceni (R), 
Libetbánya -  L’ubietová (Cz), 
Lippa -  Lipová (R),
Locsmánd -  Lutzmannsburg (A), 
Lonka -  Luh (USSR) + Lunca la 

Tisa (R),
Lőcse -  Levoča (Cz),
Lövéte -  Lueta (R),
Lugos -  Lugoj (R),
Lukácskő — Lucareţ (R),
Lukarec Lukácskő,
Lupény -  Lupeni (R),
Lupsa -  Lupşa ( R),
Magasmart -  Brehy (Cz), 
Magyarhermány -  Herculian (R), 
Magyarlápos -  Tîrgu Lapuş (R), 
Magyarpéterfalva -  Petrisat (R), 
Magyarsáros — Delenii (R), 
Magyarszölgyén -^Szőgyén. 
Magyar-Zsil -  Jiu de Est (R), 
Makfalva -  Ghindari(R),
Malajesd -  Mălăeşti (R), 
Mánásfürdő — Malnaş-Băi (R), 
Máramaros — Maramureş (R), 

Marmarosh (USSR), 
Máramarossziget- Sighetu 

Marmăţiei (R),
Margittá -  Marghita (R),
Máriafalva — Mariasdorf (A), 
Máriavölgy -  Marianka (Cz),
Maros -  Mureş (R),
Maroskapronca — Capruţa(R), 
Marosportus — Partoş (R), 
Marosújvár — Ocna Mureş (R), 
Marosvásárhely — Tîrgu Mureş (R), 
Marótlak -^Marótlaka,
Marótlaka -  Morlaca (R),
Medve -  Medveďov (Cz),
Mehádia — Mehadia(R), 
Meleg-Számos — Someşu Cald (R), 
Menyháza — Moneasa (R), 
Mezőtelegd -  Tileagd (R), 
Mikóújfalu -  Micfalău (R), 
Misztbánya -  Nistru (R),
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Misztótfalu -  Tauţii-Măgherauş ( R). 
Modor -  Modra (Cz),
Mosód -  Mostenica (Cz).
Munkács -  Mukachevo (USSR), 
Mura -  Mura (Y). Mur (A),
Muraköz -  Medimurje (Y), 
Muraszentmária -  Sveta Marija na 

Muri (Y),
Muravid — Donji Vidovec (Y). 
Nagyág -  Săcărîmb ( R).
Nagyajta -  Aita Mare ( R).
Nagy almás -  Almaşu Mare ( R). 
Nagybánya -  Baia Mare ( R). 
Nagybár -  Baru ( R).
Nagy barom -+ Szabad báránd. 
Nagybiccse -  Bytca(Cz).
Nagybodak -  Bodíky (Cz). 
Nagyenyed -  Aiud ( R). 
Nagyhalmágy -  Hálmagiu ( R),
Nagy-Kük üllő -  Tîrnava Mare ( R). 
Nagykürtös -  VePké Křtíš (Cz), 
Nagylévárd -  Vekké Leváre(Cz), 
Nagylupsa Lupsa.
Nagyszalók -  Vekký Slavkov (Cz). 
Nagyszalonta -  Salonta(R).
Nagy-Szamos -  Someşu Mare ( R), 
Nagyszeben -  Sibiu ( R). 
Nagyszombat -  Trnava (Cz), 
Nagyszőlős -  Vinogradov (USSR). 
Nagyszuha -  Vekká Suchá (Cz). 
Nagy tárná -  Tárná Mare ( R), 
Nagytarpatak -  Vekký Studený 

Potok (Cz).
Nagyvárad -  Oradea ( R),
Naszód -  Năsăud ( R).
Németbogsán -> Boksánbánya.
Néra -  Nera ( R. Y),
Nyárfás -  Plopiş (R),
Nyitra -  Nitra (Cz).
Nyitrabánya — Handlová (Cz), 
Nyitradivék -  Diviaky nad 

Nitricou (Cz),
Óbersia Óborsa.
Óborsa -  Obîrşia(R),
Offenbánya -> Aranyosbánya.
Ojtoz pass -  Paşu Oituz(R),
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Oláhpián Felsőpián,
Oláhújfalu — Nou Román (R).
Olt -O lt(R ),
Ompoly — Ampoi ( R).
Opálbánya -  Dubnik (Cz),
Órád na -  Rodna ( R),
Oravicabánya — Oraviţa ( R).
Oroszlavje — Oroslavje (Y).
Pakrác -  Pakrac (Y),
Palics — Palié (Y).
Papfalva -  Popeşti (R),
Pa raj d -  Praid (R).
Párkánynána — Stúrovo (Cz).
Patakalja -  Podrečany (Cz).
Pelsőc -  Plešivec (Cz),
Perjés Perjése,
Perjése -  Dražíce (Cz).
Pián -  Pian ( R),
Pichnye Tüskés,
Pinkafő -  Pinkafeld (A).
Plopis Nyárfás,
Podolin -  Podolínec (Cz),
Podrecsány Patakalja.
Pojána-Ruszka Ruszka Mts..
Pojen -^Pojény,
Pojény -  Poieni (R),
Pohár — Pohár (Cz).
Pongyelok -*Cserepes,
Ponyászka — Poneasca ( R),
Poprád -  Poprad (Cz),
Porkura -  Vălişoara (R),
Pozsega — Slavonska Požega (Y). 
Pozsony -  Bratislava (Cz),
Pöstyén -  Pieštany (Cz),
Prencsfalu -^Berencsfalu,
Rába -  Raab (A),
Ráckanizsa — Raskrižje (Y),
Radna Mts. -  Munţii Rodnei (R), 
Récény -  Ritzing (A),
Remete -^Szepesremete,
Resica — Reşiţa (R),
Retteg -  Petru Rareş (R),
Rév -  Vadu Crisului (R),
Rézbanya -  Nucet (R),
Ribár ^Garamhalászi,
Rimaszombat -  Rimavská Sobota (Cz),



Szamobor — Samobor (Y),
Szamos — Someş (R),
Szamosújvár -  Gherla (R),
Szancsal -  Sîncel (R),
Szap -  Palkovicovo (Cz),
Szárhegy -  Lazarea(R),
Szarvaszó ~ Sarasäu (R),
Szászfalva -  Măgeşti (R),
Szászkézd — Saschiz (R),
Szászrégen -  Reghin (R),
Szászsebes -  Sebeş (R),
Szatmárnémeti -  Satu Mare (R),
Száva -  Sava (R),
Szeben -  Cibin (R),
Szeben -^Nagyszeben,
Szék -  Sic (R),
Székás -  Secaş (R),
Székelyhidas -  Podeni (R), 
Székelykeresztúr -  Cristuru Secuiesc (R), 
Székelyland — Păm intui Secuiesc (R), 
Székelyszáldobos -  Doboşeni (R), 
Székelyudvarhely -  Odorheiu 

Secuiesc (R),
Székelyzsombor — Jimbor (R),
Szélakna — Vindsacht (Cz),
Szempc ->Szene,
Szene — Senec (Cz),
Szent Anna Lake — Lacu Sfînta Ana (R), 
Szentivánbóca — Nižná Boca (Cz), 
Szentmargitbánya — Sankt Margarethen 

im Burgenland (A),
Szentmária -^Muraszentmária, 
Szemtihálykörtvélyes -  Grushevo 

(USSR),
Szentsimon -►Csíkszentsimon, 
Szepesolaszi — Spišské Vlachy (Cz), 
Szepesremete — Mníšek nad Hnilcom 

(Cz),
Szepesség -  Spiš (Cz), Spisz (P), 
Szepesváralja — Spišské Podhradie (Cz), 
Szepsi — Moldava nad Bodvou (Cz),
Szind — Sanduleşti (R),
Szklenó — Sklené Teplice (Cz),
Szomolnok — Smolník (Cz),
Szőgyén -  Svodín (Cz),
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Riska -  Rişca (R),
Riskolca — Rişculiţa (R),
Rogoz -  Rogoz (R),
Rohonc Mts. — Rechnitzer Gebirge (A), 
Román-Zsil -  Jiu de Vest (R),
Rónaszék -  Coştiui (R),
Roszkos -  Roskoš(Cz),
Rozsnyó -  Rožnava (Cz),
Ruda -  Ruda (R),
Rudnok -  Rudník (Cz),
Ruszka Mts. — Munţii Poiana Ruscái (R), 
Sajó — Slená (Cz),
Sátoros ->Sátorosbánya,
Sátorosbánya — Siatorská (Cz),
Sebes — Sebeş (R),
Sebes-Körös -  Crişu Repede (R), 
Segesvár — Sighişoara (R),
Selmec -  Stiavnica (Cz),
Selmec Selmecbánya,
Selmecbánya -  Banská Stiavnica (Cz), 
Selmec Mts. — Štiavnické vrchy (Cz), 
Sepsibodok — Bodoc (R), 
Sepsiszentgyörgy -  Sfintu Gheorghe (R), 
Sistaróc — Şiştarovăţ (R),
Sistarovec -*Sistaróc,
Somodi -  Drienovec (Cz),
Somorja — Samorin (Cz),
Sonkolyos -> Vársonkolyos,
Sósmező -  Poiana Sărata (R),
Sóvár -  Solivar (Cz),
Spicskovina -  SpiČkovina (Y),
Stájerlak -  Şteierdorf (R),
Stanizsa — Stanija (R),
Susány — Sušany (Cz),
Süly — Šufany (Cz),
Süvete — Šivetice (Cz),
Svedlér — Švedlár(Cz),
Szabadbáránd — Grosswarasdorf (A), 
Szabálcs -  Zăbalţ (R),
Szalatnya -  Slatina (Cz),
Száldobágy -^Hegyközszáldobágy, 
Száldobos -> Székelyszáldobos, 
Szalónakhuta -  Glasshütten bei 

Schlaining (A),
Szalónakújtelek -  Neustift bei 

Schlaining (A),



Szőlőske -  Vinicky (Cz),
Szörény Ore Mts. -^Krassó-Szörény 

Ore Mts.,
Sztranya -►Laborcszög,
Sztrigy -  Strei (R),
Sztrimbuly Kohó völgy,
Sztropkó -  Stropkov (Cz),
Sztupnik -  Stupnik (Y),
Szucsány -  Sučany (Cz),
Szuha ~>Nagyszuha,
Talabor — Terebla (USSR),
Tasnád — Tăşnad (R),
Tataros -  Brusturi (R),
Técső -  Tyachevo (USSR),
Temes -  Timiş (R), Tamiš (Y), 
Temesvár -  Timişoara (R),
Teplic -►Trencsénteplic,
Tisza -  Tisa (USSR,R,Cz, Y), 
Tiszaújlak -  Vylok (USSR),
Titel -  Titel (Y),
Topánfalva — Cîmpeni (R),
Topuszkó -  Topusko (Y),
Torda -  Turda (R),
Toija -  Turia (R),
Torockó -  Rimetea (R),
Tosonca — Točnica (Cz),
Tőkés -  Grofii Ţibleşului (R), 
Tőkésújfalu — Klátová Nová Ves (Cz), 
Tőtös -  Groşi (R),
Trencsénteplic — Trenčianské Teplice

(Cz),
Trsztena -  Trstená (Cz),
Turc -  Turţ(R),
Tusnád — Tuşnad (R),
Tusnádújfalu -*Újtusnád,
Tuskés -  Píchne (Cz),
Ublya -  UbPa (Cz),
Újbánya -  Nová Bana (Cz),
Újgradiska -  Nova Gradiška (Y), 
Újmoldova -  Moldova Noua (R), 
Újtusnád -  Tuşnadu Nou (R),
Újvidék -  Novi Sad (Y),
Una -  Una (Y),
Ung -  Uzh (USSR), Uh (Cz),
Ungvár -  Uzhgorod (USSR),

Úrvölgy — Spania Dolina (Cz),
Usztye — Ustie nad Priehradou (Cz), 
Vág -  Váh (Cz),
Vágbeszterce -  Považská Bystrica (Cz), 
Vajdahunyad -  Hunedoara (R),
Vajka -  Vojka nad Dunajom (Cz), 
Vámfalu Avasvám falu,
Varasd -  Varaždin (Y),
Várgede -  Hodejov(Cz),
Városszalónak -  Stadtschlaining (A), 
Vársonkolyos -  Suncuiuş (R),
Vashegy -  Železnik (Cz),
Vasjobbágyi -  Jabing (A),
Vaskoh -  Vaşcau (R),
Verespatak -  Roşia Montana (R), 
Veperd -  Weppersdorf (A),
Verőce — Virovitica (Y),
Vihorlát Mts. -  Vihorlatské vrchy (Cz), 
Visk -  Vyshkovo (USSR),
Viso -  Vişeu (R),
Vízakna — Ocna Sibiului (R), 
Vörösvágás -  Červenica (Cz), 
Vulkán-canyon -  Paşu Vilcan (R), 
Vulkoj — Vîlcoi (R),
Zabalc -^Szabálcs,
Zágráb -  Zagreb (Y),
Zalatna -  Zlatna (R),
Zazár -  Săsar (R),
Zilah -Z alau(R ),
Zombor — Sombor (Y),
Zsarnóca — Žarnovica (Cz),
Zsidóvár — Jidoara (R),
Zsil -  Jiu (R),
Zsilfarkaspatak ^Lupény,
Zsilvölgy -  Depresiunea Văii Jiului (R), 
Zsolna — Žilina (Cz),
Zsombor -> Székelyzsombor
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